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ABSTRACT

The 1992 Symposium on Pump and Valve Testing, jointly sponsored by the
Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards of the American Society of Mechanical
Enginus and by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, provides a forum for the
discussion of current programs and methods for inservice testing and motor-
operated valve testing at nuclear power plants. The symporhim also provides an
opportunity to discuss the need to improve that testing in onler to help ensure the
reliable performance of pumps and valves. The participation af industry represen-
tatives, regulators, and consultants resulu in the discussion of a broad spectrum of
ideas and perspectives regarding the improvement of inservice testing of pumps
and valves at nuclear power plants.
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DISCLAIMER AND EDITORIAL COMMENT
-

Statements and opinions advanced in papers presented at the Second NRC/
ASME Symposium on Pump and Valve Testing are to be understood as indivMeci
expressions of their authors and not those of the American Society of Mecw l
Engineers nor the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The papers have been copy edited and recast into a standard format. By consen-
sus, English units have ten used as an expression of current industry practice.
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- NRC Goals for improving _the:-,

Performance of Pumps and Valvess ,

: Williarn T Russell, Associate Director .
'

Inspection and Technical Assessment i

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

~. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -<

-
,

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Licensees and regulators rely on probabilistic

_ (NRC) receives almost daily reports on poor risk' assessments (PRAs) to help make decisions 4

- perating experience with the performance of regarding the safety significance of potential fail-1 o
pumps and valves in nuclear power plants, his - urcs of pumps and valves to perform their design-

operating history is the principal basis for the basis functions. Those PRAs include a basic
actions required by NRC to improve the mrall assumption that the pumps and valves have been

performance of pumps and valves. designed and constructed to be capable of func- 1

tioning in accordance with their design intent. {

inis symposium provides a unioue opportur,ity .With that assumption, the PRAs assume generic !
- for working level experts to exchange infotma- data for the failures of pumps and valves. If a _ ,

. tion,i&as, and suggestions to improve the perfor- pump or valve has not been designed and
~

mance of pumps and; valves. Symposium- constructed to be capable of performing its safety -

- participants include plant personnel involved functions, the PR.A is not representative of the
with the day-to-day operation of pumps and . facility and will not provide accurate informatioc

= valves, coordinators of pump and valve programs on the risk associated with the failure of a pump

. at nuclear plants, individuals who support the or valve. Operating and test experience at nuclear
*

American Society of Mechanical Engineers plants has shown a significant valiation in the
(ASME) Operations and Maintenance Code for performance of pumps and valves between appar-
testing pumps and valves, and members of the ently identical components at the same facility as

- NRC staff responsible for evaluating licensee well as at different facilities. For example, the
*

activities to ensure the proper performance of licensee programs in response to Generic Letter

pumps and valves. -(GL) 89-10 and NRC inspections of those pro- .
,

_ . _

grams have found a number of motor-operated
: The first Joint ASME/NRC Symposium on valves (MOVs) to be incapabic of performing

Pumps and Valves in 1989 was highly successful. their design-basis functions. Tbc NRC staff.
'

It is encouraging to see this second pump and - Issued Informe. tion Notice 92-17 to provide the

; valve testing symposium taking place to build on results of those inspections'of G? 8910 pro-
- the earlier a:complishments. Symposium partici- grams. In addition to MOVs, operating events and - ;

,,

pants should take full advantage of the opportu . NRC inspections have identifie<1 weaknesses in '

. nity offered by this symposium for the exchange tne design, installation, maintenance, and testing
of information and for frank discussions on the -of check valves._ Recently, the NRC staff prepared

need to improve the performance of pumps and reports on problems with the performance of
1 valves. solenoid operated valves (SOVs) and air.

'

_

.
.

_ operated valves (AOVs).
In recent years, the industry has seen improve-

ments in plant safety and availability. Also,'the In response to the growing concems regarding

~ number of unplanned plant trips and outages has ' the performance of pumps and _ valves, the indus- -

decreased. However, the performance of pumps try has htitiated efforts to improve their perfor-
an 1 valves has not improved to an acceptable mance. nese activities include the development

level. of MOV programs at individual utilities, the,.

3 NUREG/CP-0123
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Opening Remarks

tric Research Institute MOV Performance Predic- apply that infouuation, where appropriate, to
tion Program, the MOV Users Group of nuclear other components. The industry needs to develop
power plant licensees, improvements to inservice diagnostic equipment that is capable of providing
testing (IST) programs in response to GL 8941, all necessery information for determining
check valve programs in response to the lastitute whether puraps and valves can perform their
of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) initiatives, safety functioas, Individual utihties will r ced to
the Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group, the ensure that its persormel are properly trained on
recently-formed Air-Operated Valve Users the use of such equipment and that the infonna-
Group, and the industry's efforts in the area of lion provided by the equipment is applied
solenoid-operated valves. Rese specific pro- appropriately. The industry and individual utili-
grams are a vast improvement in the state of the ties need to develop a means to share knowledge
industry compared to a few years ago. Ilowever, and information on the perfonnance of pumps
many of these efforts are only in their initial and valves. The NRC staff has found during its
stages and need time to mature. MOV inspections that some licensees were

unaware of testing under way at other facilities
An integrated approach will be needed to that would provide usefulinformation. The

resolve the concerns surrounding the perfor- industry needs to continue to work to resolve
mance of pumps and valves. Pump and valve ven- generic problems. A good example of the coop-
dors, licensees, and regulators must understand eration between utilities has been the industry
the design and engineering aspects of pump and study of the accuracy of MOV diagnostic equip,
valve performance. Licensees are responsible for ment. The staff has found some utilities to have
demonstrating through test and analysis the capa- strengths in cecain areas of pump and valve per.
bility of pumps and valves to function under fonnanen but weaknesses in others, he industry
design conditions. Following such demonstra, and individual utilities need to examine each of
tions, licensees must maintain and periodically these areas with attention given to discovered
test the pumps and valves to ensure their reliabil. weaknesses.

ity. Individually, none of these prograu elements
are sufficient; but rather, all are needed to ensure

the proper performance of pumps and valves in a The NRC staff has a number of programmatic

nuclear power plant. and inspection related activities tmder way aimed
at improving the performance of pumps and
valves. For example, in addition to reviewing IST

ASME and individual utilities need to develop programs and relief requests, the staff issued
appropriate testing criteria for the required func- GL 89-04 to provide guidance for licensees to
tions of pumps and valves. ASME and individual improve their inservice testing programs. The
utilities need to establish an appropriate fre- staff issued GL 89-10 to request licensees to help
quency for particular pumps and valves given the ensure the proper performance of MOVs by
test methodology and the service history. Licens- reviewing MOV design bases; establishing
ees need to provide for the analysis, feedback, proper MOV sizing and switch setting proce-
and trending of test results to demonstrate contin-

dures; conducting tests of MOVs under design-
ued design-basis capability of pumps and valves. basis conditions in situ where practicable;
Such feedback of test results also relates to appli- developing adequie periodic verification meth-
cable pumps and valves for which testing under ods for MOV capability; and improving the anal-

.

design conditions is not practicable. Licensees ysis of MOV problems, corrective action, and
also need to establish adequate maintenance on trending. He staff prepared Temporary lastruc-
appropriate intervals to detect degradation and to tions (Tis) for the performance of NRC inspec-
trend the results of the maintenance to allow them tions of licensee activities in response to
to anticipate pump and valve failures. Licensees

GL 89-04 and GL 8910. He staff also prepared
need to perform adequate root cause analysis and a TI for the performance of NRC inspections of
corrective action for deficient components and to licensee activities involving check valves. The

NUREG/CP-0123 4
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Opening Remarks ;

staff has initiated inspections in each of these as pumps and valves. The staff is working with*
,

areas and will discuss the results of those inspec. the industry to develop new standard technical |
!

tions during this symposium. On a more broad- specifications and to improve surveillance
scale, the staffis studying the need to modify the requirements in technical specifications. De staff

NRC regulations with respect to inservice testing . is also studying the potetitial impact of Individual
,

Plant Evaluations on surveillance testing. In addi.
to correct the weaknesses in the current methods

tion to these staff activities, the NRC's Office of .of: inservice testing, The staff informed
Nuclear Regulatory Research and OfTice for the

Mr. Forrest Rhodes of the ASME Operations and #

Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
Maintenance Committee of its planned rulemak, have ongoing studies of pump and valve
ing and requested that ASME address the weak-

"""""##'
nesses in the current IST methods such that the ,

.

staficould reference subsequent improvements to The proper perfonnance of pumps and valves
'

the ASME Operations and Maintenance Code. is critical to the safe operation of nuclear power
The staff is an active participant in the commit * plants. Operating experience and NRC inspec-
tees and working groups that are developing this tions have revealed significant concerns regard-
Code. In addition, the staff participates regularly ing the performance of these components. The

*

. at the meeting of the MOV Users Group, the nuclear industry, individual licensees, and the
Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group, and the NRC staff have a number of activities under way .

AOV Users Group. Recently, the NRC promul- to improve the performance of pumps and valves,

gated a regulation which provides for the This symposium provides an important opportu-
f

. improvement of maintenance of components such nity to strengthen those activities,

i

, _
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Recent Experience with Testing of
Parallel Disc Gate Valves

Under Accident Flow Conditions
P. A. LaPointe, Engineering Manager

Atwood 8 Morrill Co., Inc.
J. K. Clayton, Chief Engineer

Hopkinsons Limited

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the nuclear valve industry's latest and most extmsiw valve
qualification test program expenence. The test program includes a variety of

'

25 different gate and globe valves. All the test valves are power operated using
either air, electric, or gas / hydraulic operators. The valves are categorized in size
and pressure class so as to form a group of appropriate parent valve assemblies.
Parent valve assembly qualification is used as the basis for qualification of candi-
date valve assemblies. The parent and candidate valve assemblies are reprenata-
tive of a nuclear plant's safety-related valve applications. The test prograx was
performed in accordance with ANSI B16.41-1983 " Functional Qualification
Requirements for Power Operated Active Valve Assemblies for Nuclear Power
Plants." he focus of this paper is on functional valve qualificatian test experience
and specifically flow interruption testing to Annex G of the aforementioned test
standard. Results of the flow test are summarized, including the coefficient of fric-
tion for each of the gate type valves reported. Information on valve size, pressure
class, and actuator are given for all valves in the program. Although all valves per.
formed extremely well, only selected test data are presented. The effects of the
speed of operation and the effects of different fluid flow rates as they relate to the
coefficient of friction between the valve disc and seat are discussed. The variation
in the coefficient of friction based on other variables in the thrust equation, namely,

differential pressure area is cited.

INTRODUCTION interruption tested. The size 30 Class 600 valve is ,

to be used as the plant's main steam isobhon

he experiences discussed resn'ted from valve valve (MSIV). The valve is a puailel disc gate

testing performed for the Sizewell Nuclear Power v.dva, ne size 30 MSIV was flow interruption

Station. Sizewell 'B' is a pressurized water reac- tested at Siemens KWU,in Germany.The size 3

tot plant in Sizewell, Suffol., England scheduled Class 1500 electric m3 tor operated valve (parallel

for commercial operation in 1994. disc gate vahe) and the size 2 Class 600 air oper-
ated valve (solid wedge gate valve) were flow

Three valves will be discussed: a size 30 interruptien tested at Nuclear Electric's
Class 600 with a gas / hydraulic operator, a size 3 Marchwood Engineering Laboratory (MEL)in

Class 1500 with electric motor operator, and a the south of England. The balance of valves were

size 2 Class 600 with air operator. All three are also subcontracted for flow interruntion testing at

gate valves, and represent three of the five valves the Marchwood Facility. Some additional testing

that were flow interruption tested. In addition to services were subcontracted to the National Engi-

the gate valves, two globe valves were also flow neering Laboratory in Scotland, which conductexi

.
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pipe reaction end loading tests and exploratory basis events, including pressure, temperature,
sibration tests (ruodal analysis). fluid medium, and fluid flow rate. However, some

design basis events, such as high energy line l
'He electric motor actuators are rnamtfactured breaks (HELB), are difficult to simulate. This

by Autotork. These actuators have undergone problem is complicated because during an HELB,
complete IEEE-382, IEEE-344, and IEEE-323 an isolation vtive is used to prevent system bicw-
environment qualification for use as safety- down. This isolation valve function represents
related valve actuators. The gas / hydraulic one of the most severe valve closure scenarios.11.
actuators are manufactured by Commercial a line break isolation function the valve is sub-
Hydraulics Keelavite. The gas /bydraulic actuator jected to very high blowdown fluid flow rates,
utilizes pressurized nitrogen as a stored energy high differential presnare and often a two-phase
source to generate high thrust and a fast closure Dow disturbance.
time. These actuators are presently undergoing
IEEE qualification. As a result of these difficulties, many questions

related to valve performance are being investi.
As a result of industry concerns with valve gated. A method of ensuring operabihty of exist-

performance,particular ettennon must be given to ing, installed valves under design basis events is

valve design. Valve design and manufacturing under investigation, in some cases it is inherently ;

controls will affect valve performance. Variations obvious that a particular valve in a , en applica-
in valve size may affect the geometric align. tion is cause for concern. la most applications
ment of functional parts and also affect valve where design-basis events are not the most severe

performance. and valve performance has never been suspect,
'

valves warrant less concern.
|

Valve testing is best used to determine the gen- |
eral suitability of a particular design to perform Regardless of the valve or application, predict-

its ituended safety-related function. In doing so, ing the performance of a valve based on an exist-

testing (parent valve assemblies) confirms that ing test requires the qualification of the candidate

additional generic (candidate valve assemblics) valve, by analysis, to demonstrate its relationship
t the tested parent valve. For valves addressed invalves built to the same set of design standards

will perform as previously demonstrated. In a utility test program, qualification generally

Figure 1, the size 12 Class 600 valve is a quali- refers to the ability to perform satisfactorily under

fied parent valve assembly and the size 10 fl w intermption capability testing. The test pro-

$ Class 600 is a candidate in the same generic gram was done in accordance with ANSI B16Al

family, and includes all test requirements of that
standard. |

BACKGROUND TEST REQUIREMENTS

In June 1989 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory The valve test program was performed in
Commission (NRC) issued Generic Letter 89-10. accordance with ANSI B16.41, which requires
In the wake of its issuance licensees initiated pro- each of the following tests to demonstrate com-
giams to provide for the tr+ ting, inspection, and plete functional qualification: i

inaintenance of motor operated valves (MOVs) to
provide the necessary assurances that the MOVs Annex A-Valve Leakage Test
w ill function when subject to design-basis events.
As a result, utilities performed in sita and some Annex B-Cold Cyclic Test

. accident testing to demonstrate valve operability
under conditions that would simulate design. Annex C-Hot Cyclic Test

NUREG/CP-0123 10
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!

. Annex Ib-Pipe Reaction End Loading Quali-
P - fication Test

~ Hot Cyclic Test 1
:!

Anne 4 E-Exploratory Vibration Test- The valve was opened and closed under system - !
pressure and system temperature. The test was 4

- Annex F--Seismic Loading Test: conducted with normal, minimum, and muimum '

motive power to demonstrate the valves' hot
. ~ Annex G4 Flow Interruption Capability 'lest cyclic capability. After valve closure, one side of

'

the closure was depressurized to establish rated
,

Annex H-Endurance Test operating differential pressure in the most
,

adverse direction and then the valve was opened. 'I
The test program included all of the above tests On the final test run, the valve was closed unde

except the- Antiex H. Endurance Test. The maximum motive power and allowed to cool to'

Annex D. Pipe Reaction End Loading Qualifica- _below 100*F. After the valve coolcd, differential ?

ltion Test, and Armex F, Seismic Loadirg Test, pressure was established in the most adverse
Lwere combined into one test v itti both loads direction, and then the valve was opened under

,

' applied simultaneously. The combination of rninimum motive power. Refer to Figure 2.
'Apuex D and Annex F testing is scry significant. *

De corubined load test demonstrates operability Pipe Reaction and Seismic Load
under very severe pipe bending and upperstruc- Testr

;. jture deflection. The Annex G. Flow Intermption
Q Capability Test, were all full stroke tests; no par.

.

1

; tial closure tests were permitted even_ though The valve was opened and closed under system

allowed by ANSI B16.41.The Annex G test was pressure with nortual. minimum, and maximum

performed only only valves that were required to motive power to demonstrate cperacility under

close as a result of a pipe breake maximum pipe reaction end-loadmg. With the,

g g;

iTEST DESCRIPTIONi -the test I ading inoment was appued me valve.
-

, A closure cycle was the n effected oxing minimum
motive power. After valve closure,one side of theLeakage Test
closure was depressurized to establish maximum

. . closure differential pressure. With the valve
Seatigland, and back seat leakage tests were - closed anci maxirnum pipe reaction end-loads and

/ performed to demonstrate the valves' sealing- maximum closure differential pressure in place
- capability, and to establish baseline parameters.- the sei_smic load test was superimposed. The addi-

-

, - . . tion of the seismic load test consisted of applying1 Cold CycIlc Test -
La static bending moment._ simultaneously, to the

.
-

; valves' upperstructure equal to a seismic accel-
I The valve is opened and closed under system eration. of_4.5g in_ the horizontal and the vertical

; pressure with normal, minitaum, and maximum - plane. The resulting seismic load factor (SLF) _ '

L motive power to demonstrate the valves' cyclic was applied in the direction that caused the great-
Ecapability. After, valve closure, one side of the est deflection of the valves' upperstructure. This

. ; closure was depressurized to establish rated oper ' ; portion of the test demonstrated the valves' capa- !

: ating differential pressure in the most adverse bility to operate during seismic and pipe end ]
~

bdirection and then the valve was open.ed. The test - moment loadings. With all elements in place the
Lwas _ conducted at room temperature using _ water valve was then opened under minimum motive ;

;

"as the fluidJ power. '

:-
s

|:
|

~
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Exploratory Vibration Test: 00ating discs take account of any thermal expan.
sion. The cooling down of the discs cannot --
inenase lock up loads and cause binding.1 De scope of the Annex E testing was extended - --

to permit the use of allemative techniques, such .
: as modal. analysis. The exploratory vibration test VALVE DESIGN

was used to determine the fundamental frequency >

- of the test valve assembly. Manufecturers' valve design standards and
design practices will affect valve performance - ,

- Flow Interruption Test during testing. ocometric alignment or moving
pans and parts along the disc closure path are of ' ;

This test demonstrated the valves' capability to particular importance. Standards for design and
J close against blowdown flow. No partial closure tolerancing of the valve internals can ensure suc.
stroke tests were permitted. All slow interruption cessful test results. One manufacturers' valve of a

- tests .were full open to full closed stroke test.- given size, pressure class, and type that meets a
~

,

-After initiation of the test Duid flow, the valve specific design code,like ASME Section Ill, will
*

closure was effected using the minimum motive not necessarily perform the same as another )
. power qualification level 'or actuation. During manufacturers' valve. In fact, changes in design '

cond rct of flow interrup' .on testing, the tested - within one manufacturer can alter test results.
valves were instrumented .with strain gauges to . ;

- measure actual closing force. The actual closure This later point raises a question _of repeatabil.
force was used in the standard closure force equa- ity on the test valve, and repcatability of a valve
tion to solve for a coefficient of friction based on "similar" to the test valve. The issue of repeatabil-
testing. ityS th test valve was addressed in the " Sum-f

mary of Test Performance," where data arc
<

TEST PROGRAM VALVES presented on six closures during now interruption
- testing of ti: size 30 Class 600 MSIV. Repeat-

The valves tested in this program are listed by ability bctween the test valve and a similar valve
type, size, and pressure class in Appendix A A - - was derived through compliance with ANSI

-_ total of 25 valves were tested as part of the pro. B 16.41 on " Qualification of Parent and Candidate
gram: All valved were designed in accordance Valve Assemblics "

~

twith ASME Section Ill Subsections NB, NC, and .
. ND to the 1983 Edition with the Winter 1983 - D4 ring th'e des _ign phase great attention was |

~

Addenda, placed on sizing actuators and designing internal
- components for parallel disc and wedge gate

:The largest valves in the test program were a valve designs. For parallel disc gate valves, the
size 14 Class 900 main feedwater isolation valve disc was designed not to tilt during closure. He
(MFIV), Figure 3; a size 30 Class 600 main steam elTects of flow-induced loads on tne outlet, seai- :

sisolation valve (MSIV), Figure 4; and a size 12 ing discs were of great importance. The valve disc-

= Class 600 and size 12 Class 1642 parallel disc was designed not to tilt during closure, and run - i
"

gate valves. De design of these valves was such - parallel and flat with the valve body seat. This
that they have floating discs and no thermal- design als6 provides for full guiding throt.ghout
lock-up wedging loads when fully closed. These ~ the closure stroke. This point seemed to be of the U.

itwo factors mean that the design was ideally utmost importance to valve performance.
suited to be closed under hot conditions with.

; maximum motive power arid opeti under cooled - All test valves were designed with stellite hard
conditions with minimt.m motive power. The- facing on the disc and the body seat.

|

_ _

F
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SUMMARY OF TEST conducted at an EDF facility in France. Of the
f ur valves that have been tested, one valve has

PERFORMANCE
not been analyzed. The she 2 Class 600 wedge
gate valve with air operator was tested, but the

Leakage, Cold Cyclic, Hot Cyclic 33,3 n ,y ,no,y ,,geen con ,i,,,3 f,c , ,3 ,,,,,
Teste results. nis valve passed av testing successfuity,

including the flow interruption test. He balance
leakage, cold cyche, and hot cyclic tests were of three valves have been tested and fully ana-

all performed in accordance with the ANSI lyicd. nese valves include the site 30 Class 600
S : dard and yielded successful results.The basis and size 3 Class 1500 paralleldisc gate valves and

for test acceptance was the maximum time to t'e sire ; Class 1500 wedge gate valve. De sire
open and the maximum time la close the valve. 30 valr- was gas / hydraulic operated, the size 3
Suoke times did not present a problem. Seat tight- valve wu electric motor operated and the size 2
ness and scalability were acceptable through each valve was air operated. All flow interruption tests -

test. were performed successfully in accordance with
ANSI B16.41.

Pipe Reaction and Seismic Load
Dunns n w interrupti n testing the following

Test average coefficient of friction between the valve
disc and seat was measured for each of the test

Pipe reaction and seismic load tests were pet- y,3y,3
formed in accordance with the ANSI Standard
and yielded successful results. Any resulting Sire 30 valve =0A0.

deflections at the seat location, as a result of pipe
e Size 3 valve = 0.33reaction and seismic loadings, cid not affect the

valves' performance characteristics. S re 2 valve p = 0.47*

Exploratory Vibration Test ne coefncieni of friction was caiculated based
on actual maximum closure thrust as measured

Exploratory vibration tests were contracted to via strain gauge instrumentation Packing loads

the National Engineering Laboratory at East were also measured which made it easy to corre-

Kilbride, UK. These tests were performed using late disc loads, An effective disc pressure area ,.

the Modal Analysis Technique. ne purpose of based on the disc outside diameter was used. Re

this testing was to determine the natural fre- valve actuator sizing equation for deterinining

quency of the valves' upperstructure. Each test maximum thrust requirement is:

valve was successfu9y tested with a natural fre-
F =AD AP p i As P + S

quency greater than 33 Hz, and was thereby deter.
mined rigid. F =TM m W N

Flow Interruption Test p = coefncient of friction between the disc
and seat

Flow interruption tests were contracted t AD = Area of disc,in2

Siemens KWU and the MEL,
2As = Area of stem,in

At the writing of this paper four a ' of five of
2P = Line pressure,1blinthe gate valve flow interruption tests ere com-

plete. The size 4 Class 1500 wedge gate valve AP = Differential pressure across the disc,
with an electric motor operator has not been Ib/in2
tested, Flow interruption testing of this valve was
scheduled for late May 1992. Testing will be 3 = Gland packing load,Ibf.

17 NUREG/CP-0123
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The coefficient of friction, as calculated from After flow interruption testing was completed,
the above equation, was dependent on several informational testing was conducted. These testa
variables. The use of actual values for thrust, were conducted under hot conditions and with .
packmg load, and pressure minimize inaccuracy. fluid flow. A total of t vo test runs were made in
The coefficient of friction will, however, vary the closing direction over the final 3 in, of stroke,
based on the effecti ce disc area. A larger dise area The first test nm under slow closure conditions
(i.e. disc outside diameter) will yield a lower resulted in a coefficient of friction, p = 0.20,
coefficient of friction and a smaller disc area (i.e., based on disc outside diameter. He second test .
disc inside diameter) will yield a higher coeffi- run under fast closure conditions resulted in a
cient of friction in calculations from the same coefficient of friction, p = 0AO, based on disc out-
thrust value. Care should be taken to discuss the side diameter, hese two test runs appear to indi-
coefficient of friction in tenns of a given pressure cale that speed of operation has an effect on the
area. All the above quoted values of coefficient of value of the coefficient of friction. It was interert-
friction are based on a disc area bounded by the ing to note that prior to flow interruption testing,
disc outside diameter, the valve was slowly opened with a AP across the

disc. Data from the test run showed the disc coef.

Size 30 Test Valve (MSIV) ficient of friction, = 0.30, based on disc outside
,

diameter.
. Several flow interruption tests were performed

on the size 30 Class 600 main steam isolation
valve, as shown in Figure 4. ne valve was closed Size 3 Test Valve
with saturated steam and with a two-phase flow
mixture. With the flow restrictor installed in the
test fixture, four fast elosures were achieved with Flow interruption testing of the size 3
two-phase flow. All four closures occurred in less Class l$00 vd n was comple!ed in accordance
than 3 seconds each. Actual closure times were with ANSI B16.41 and yielded successful results,

between 2.6 to 2.9 seconds. The initial flow rate This valve wu shown in Figure 5 during leakage
was approximately 11 x 10 15/h increasing to testing, after completi9n of the flow interruption6

approximately 26 x 10 lb/h for the two-phase test. De seat ie&ge test demonstrated tight scal-6

flow mixture. ing even after severe testing. The calculated coef-
ficient of frictina was p = 0.33, based on the disc

in addition to the two-phase flow test, two test outside diarneta.The lower coeflicient of friction
runs were made with saturated steam as the fluid on this valve was particularly interesting as a
medium. One test run was done with the flow result of the valves' speed of operation.The
restrictor fitted and the other test run with the valves' closure time was 25 seconds, which
flow restrictor removed. The initial flow rate with constitutes a slow t.losure relative to high speed
the flow restrictor removed was 14 x 106 lb/h, closing valves like the MSIV that closes in less

than 3 seconds and wac noininally 10 times as
In conclusion, all flow interruption testing of large. This testing would seem to indicate an

the size 30 MSIV was successful. Four tests were important relationship between coefficient of
' conducted with two-phase fluid flow and two friction and closure speed. Note that when the
tests were conducted with saturated steam flow. MSIV was closed on a partial stroke and opened
All closure times were less than 3 seconds and at slower speeds, the coefficient of friedon was
were repeatable. Given the variation in fluid = 0.20 and p = 0.30, respectively. But when the

. medium and flow rates, tne calculated coefficient MSIV was closed fast on a partial stroke the coef-
E of friction based on actual measured thrust and ficient of friction was p = 0.40. A fast speed of

disc outside diameter were virtually uneffected, operation yielded a coefficient of friction p = 0.40
p = 0.39 to 0Al . for the MSIV at all tested flow rates.

i

!
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Figure 5. ' Size 3 Class 1500 parallel disc valve during ANSI B16.41 leakage test after compleion of flow
~

t interrupt 5n testing.

: The coefficient of friction was calculated based loads. Unfortunately no data have been estab- -

on actual closure thrust as measured via strain ' lished in this area; however, each actual packing

; gauge instrumentation, the actual packing friction friction load was measured at the test speed of~

load as measured prior to initiation of pressure operation.

' and fluid flow and an effective dise pressure area
Based on the actual data above, the coefficient

based on the disc outside diameter. During testing-

of friction has been calculated for information
U ' to determine the actual packing frictia load, it aicomparison using different effective pressure' y:

; was noted that the valve , iemal pressure did not area s in the thrust equation. Based on the disc out.1 m
effect the measured load. This raises a potentially side diameter, the coefficient of friction was

E' ;, interesting point that packing friction load may be p = 0.33. Based on the disc / seat mean diameter,
. independent of internal pressure. As a minimum * the coeflicient of friction was p = 0.49.y;

' this area requires more testing and investigation.
It also raises the question of speed of operation as Refer to Figures 6 and 7 for additional perfor-
it relates to measuring actual packing friction mance data. Valve position vs. closing thrust and

19 NUREG/CP-0123{
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VALVE POSITION VS, CLOSING THRUST |
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Figure 6. Site 3 Class 1500 parallel disc valve, valve position vs. closing thrut, test trace, e

differential pressure are presented,- Note the peak masimurn stem force. The final closure thrust,
in closing thmst for the 3.in, valve. Maximum after the electric motor operator torque switch
closing tluust was established before the end of trips was greater than the maximum thrust
stroke, at now isolation on position seated valves, required to isolate Huld flow. The final closure
where no wedging actLn was present. thrust occurs afler the disc wedges.This thrust was

morea esul ' act uator output or the actuator out-

Size 2 Test Valve pu: margin, as set, above the maxhnum thrust
requi md to isolate flow. After flow isoLition
occ A the measured thrust ineicases very quickly

Flow interruption of the site 2 Class 1500 valve just prior to actuator trip. This fmal closure thrust,
was completed in accordanca with ANSI Bl6.C when used in the thrust equation, will roult in an
and yielded successful results. The valve closure increase in the coefficien of friction, Care should
time was approximately 3 seconds. Again, while be taken in determining the appropriate thrust
measuring the actual packing friction load, it was value for calcuL4 ting the coefficient of friction.

. noted that the load was seemingly independent of
- internal pressure. The calculated coefficient of SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
friction was p = 0,47, bad on the diw outside
diameter, and p = 0.61/ ued on the disc / seat mean In conclusion, severa; major issues have been
diameter. These coeffim * of friction values are raiwd, and some of these issues warrant more
based on tb . .ximum thrust required to isolate investigation, it was hoped that the issues raised
Guld Dow. Note that these coefacients ofinction in this paper and summariied below bring addi-
do no' consider the unbalanced v-tical forces act- tional information to the :cader, and that this
ing on the downstreair. disc that (ontribute to the information will be helpful in the future.

NUREO/CP-0123 20
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VALVE POSITION VS. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
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Figure 7. Size 3 Class 1500 parallel disc valve, valve position vs. differential pressure test trace.

Dere are three primary findings at this time: 2. De effects of the fluid flow rate were inde.
pendent of the coefficient of friction, p. In
fact, the presence or absence of fluid flow

1. De speed of operation, that was to say the did not vary the measured coefficient of
stem travel rate in inches / minute, will effect iriction. His arca has the potential for vesy

the coefficient of friction. As the stem travel significant ramifications and absolutely
rate increases, the coefficient of friction warrants more investigation to establish
increases. As the stem travel rate decreases, additional data and to determine more accu.
the coefficient of friction decreases. This rate guidelines on the effects of fluid flow,
area absolutely wanants more investigation his issue relates only to the effect of fluid
to establish additional data a.d to determine flow when determining a seating or closing
more accurate guidelines on what consti- surface contact coefficient of friction. It
tutes a fast or slow closure. Initially. it does not relate to a test valves' ability to
seems that there was a definitive distinction clase against and isolate a given fluid flow,
between fast and slow closure, but there was

a significant undefined region between the It should be noted that all closures were pet.

two closure speeds. In terms of rough num- formed with the internal valve parts, includ-

bers, a stem travel rate s 20 in/ min would ing the valve seats, wetted.

be considered a slow closure from a flow
interruption testing standpcint. A stem 3. De valve design relationship, that was to

travel rate 240 Lumin would tend to be say the relationship of the test valve to other

considered a fast closure from a flow inter. valves that will be evaluated based on test

ruption testing standpoint, valve performance, is important. A viable

21 NUREG/CP-0123
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relationship must be established letween a Requirements for Power Operated Active
parent test valve assembly and a candidate Valve Assemblies for Nuclear Power
valve assembly to iraure their similarity. Plants," ANSI 1116.41, American National

Standards Institute, New York, NY.
Two secondary findings should be noted:

Clay ton, J. K.,1991," Valve and Actuator Quali-
1. 'ide effective disc pressure area should be fication for Sizewell 11 " Proceedinp of the

related to the coefficient of friction. When Candu Af0V Co frience, Ontario, Canada,

using the thrust equation, a larger disc area, Lpron rtohed, M/.

Ao, will yield a lower coefficient of friction Clayton, J. K.,1992, " Severe Testing for Sire-
and a smaller disc af ca will yield a larger well11 Parallel Slide Gate Units," Nuclear
coefficient of friction. Case should be taken Engineering International hiagazine
to always discuss coefficient of friction in Reprint, January.
terms of effective pressure area'

IEEE,1985, Institute of Elktrical arul Electron.
2. Stem packing friction loads as used in the ics Engineers,Inc. " Standard for Qualifica-

thrust equations should be based on actual tion of Safety Related Valve Actuators,"
measured values whenever possible. IEEE 382, New York, NY.
Although the diffciential pressure loads and
unbalanced stem pressure loads are much hioyers, J. C., and D. M. Elssenberg,1990, "llow

to Wt & Di4Sm Inmfm in Oakmore significant as they relate to thrust y,gy ,, p,,y y, ,requirements, investigation into packing
h*r %30,

friction loads are warranted to establish the
affect of pressure and speed of operation. ACKNOWLEMMENTS
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Appendix A

t NSI B16.41 Functional Qualitication Parent Valves
Tested for the Sizewell 'B' Nuclear Station

Valve 'l)pe Size Pressure Class Actuator T)pe Notes

Parallel Gate 30 600 Gaelydraulic (1)

Parallelilate 14 900 (950) Ga@lydraulic

Parallel Gate 12 1500(1642) Electric

Parallel Gate 12 600 Electric

Parallel Gate 12 150 Electric _

Parallel Gate 6 1500(1642) Gas /llydrauli:

Parallel Oate 6 900 (950) Electric

Parallel Gate 4 300 Air

Parallel Oate 3 1500 Electric (1)

Parallel Gate 3 900 Air

Wedge Oate 12 150 Electric

Wedge Gate 4 1500 Entstric (1)

Wedge 0 ate 2 1500 (2150) Air (1)

Wedge Gate 4 150 Electric

Wedge Gate 2 600 Air (1)

Wedge Gate 2 600 Electric

01obe 6 150 Air

Globe 4 900 Air (1)
-

Globe 4 150 Electric

Olobe 3 900 Air (1)

Globe 3 150 Air

01obe 2 1500 (2150) Electric

Olobe 2 600 Electric

Olobe 1 1500 (2150) Air

Globe 1 600 Air

TOTAL: 25

1. Only valves requised to isolate flow dating a design-basis evert wul be Arucx G flow interruption tested.

23 NUREO/CP-0123 .
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t

Load Sensitive Behavior in Motor-Operated Valves I'

R. Steele, M. J. Russell, K. G. DeWall, and J. C. Watkins :
Idaho National Engineering Laboratorya

EG8G Idaho, Inc.

ABSTRACT
1
'

hiotor-operated valves (h10Vs) that pmduce less thrust under flow and pres mre
loadings than under low load conditions may be experiencing h10V load.sensit:ye i

behavior, a phenomenon more commonly known as the rate-of loading effect. .

'

When this phenomenon was first observed, it was thought to be produced by the
'

response of the motor operator intervals to the rate at which the operator was
loaded. Recent testing at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INI~L) has

'

;

shown that, while the response of operator intemals might have a srnali effect, the
. first-order cause of this phenornenon is extemal to the operator. We have found that

;

5

the stem factor, a measure of the conversion of torque to thrust in the htOV stem /
stem-nut interface, changes dependlag on how the valve is loaded. If during the ;

rurming portion of the stroke, the valve ia subjec ted to loads high enough to squeere ,

the grease out of the contact zone in the stem / stem nut interface, the losses to frie-
tion at that laterface will be higher at torque switch trip than they would be if the
running load were small. nese losses to friction reduce the efficiency of the con- i

'

version of torque to thrust. His loss of efficiency, represented as an irnease in the
stem factor,is important in determining the available Performance margin in a
given hf 0V. (htargin is the difference between what is required to perform and how ,

much is available to perform.) nis paper documents our analysis of h10V kud- ;

sensitive behavior, or the rate-of loading effect.

INTRODUCTION stem force was not a constant, as had been
assumed in the operator sizing equations (varia-'

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory tions in the stem factor).

(INEL), undet the sponsorship of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC), is We havc done a great deal of work on the disc ,

performing researth on the functional behavior of factor concern.He most recent report document-
. motor-operated valves. The results of full scale ng that work is Steele et al.,(1991). his paper

testing at design basis conditions are documented presents our most recent findings on the stem ,

'" " *

in DeWall et al.,1989 and Steele et al.,1990. That

testing identified two areas of concern: (a) valve
opening and closing forces were not conserva. Recent regulatory initiatives have recom-

_

tively modeled by the industry's stem force equa- mended in situ or prototypical testing to deter-

| tkm (because of variations in the disc factor), arut mine if a valve will perform its design basis
|(b) the conversion of motor operator torque to - function. In many of these tests, the measured

,

'

Work supported by the US. Nuclear Regulatory C.emmission. Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, undera.-

DOE Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07 lD01570. O. H. Weidenhamer. NRC Program Manager. Computer-gen-
,

erated graphics by Oeraldine S. Reilly; technic 41 editing by Donovan 11ramwell.
-
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'

l h4 o av V ',o significantly less than that Velan ' valve closed successfully against differen-
t

r :Im . J M M h.hig static or no load test. nis tial pressures of 600 and 1000 psid, with stem
+

',t- :< e A ^ non is what the industry has called the thrusts of 18,100 and 18,600 lb at torque switch '

w 6 ading effect. If the in situ or prototypical trip. Itowever, the 1400 psid test achieved a
T sas performed at design basis conditions and thrust of only 16.500 at torque switch trip and did
the valve seated with a lower ste:n thrust than not fully close. he only difference betweca these i

obtained in the static test, the prot,lem is less sig- tests was the differential pressure load. All opera.'

nificant than if the valve failed to fully seat under i r parameten Oorque switch senbg. etc.) were
the high load, liowever, some valves cannot t>e the same, in each case, the test was the first

design basis tested, and that too presents a signifi- loaded stroke nm after several unloaded strokes,

cant problem. Rese valves fall into two catego-
ries: those that can be tested, alteit at ;ower loads
than their design basis loads, and those for which,.

b.
testing is not practical. Resolving the so-called Mention of specific products or manufacturers

,

rate-of loading question will he p to solve these in this document implies neitter erdorsement, pref.
|

crence, ror disapproval by the U.S. Govemment, any '

significant issues. of its agencies, or EO&O Idaho,inc., of tie use of a
- specific pnxtuct for any purpose. Mention of specific j
products or snanufacturers in tius document implies

ne stem factor problem was observed in our truher etdorsement, preferetre, nor disa; proval by

first full scale test program for the raotor- the U.S. Govemment any ofits agencies, or EO&O
Idaho, Inc., of tie use of a specific prtduct for any

,

operated gate valve (Figure 1), where a 6-in. purpose.
t

5,000 . . . . . ,
,

O d...,--------------------------------
R ,

@.............,---~~-~.--.,..
, , .o e .n .- . n . . . . . . . ..

7 5,000 D
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e
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- Figure 1. Stem thrust is affected by load history in the stem.
,
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ensuring a w ell-lubricated stem. In the 1(XK) pr.id profiles are simulated with different initial
case, fresh lubricant (Lubtiplate 930 AA) had amounts of water and gas overpressure in the

been applied. accumulator. Comparing Figure 1 and Figure 4
shows how well the sitnulation loadmgs compare

in our second full. scale test program, a 6-in. with full scale dif ferential pressure test loads.

Anchor / Darling valve achieved 29,(00 lb of mea-
sured thrust in static and lightly loaded tests but All h10VLS measurements are recorded on a
failed to close in an 800.psid test. The thrust at data acquisition system (DAS) consisting of a
torque switch trip was 23,000 lb. Again the h1EG ADAC 2200C interfaced to an IDh1
Anchor / Darling stem was well lubricated with Syuend personal computer. The h1EG ADAC is
Nebula EPl grease. EPl is Limitorgue's first a high-speed data ac quisition, signal.
choice for stem lubrication. The stems and the condaioning, data-secording system capable of a
stem nuts for both the Anchor / Darling and the continuous sampimg rate of 20,00() samples per
Velan valve were inspected prior to and af ter test- second. The STEG AD AC provides amplification. -

ing. There were no racchanical ptobNms with multiplexing, and analog to41igital conversion of
either- up to 128 channels of differential input. Durmg

the testing reported in this paper, all channels

We began to get a better understanding of 1.2 used were sampled at a rate of 1000 samples per

cause of this phenomenon when we conducted second per channel. The IDh1 personal computer

tests on the INEL rr.otor operated valve load sim- was used to conuol the h1EGADAC, process the

ulator (h10VLS)(Figure 2k We originally built test data, and analyze the data for both quick look

the MOVLS as a simple device upon which we plots and final plots. %c h10VLS instrumenta-

could perfect our tneasurement techniques and lion and end-to-end accuracies (including the data

practice operating the data acquisition system in acquisition system) are shown in Table 1.

preparation for our Phase 11 full scale Fate valve
test program (reported in Steele et al.,1990). INITIAL TESTS
Af ter the Phase 11 test program, and during our
analysis of the disc factor concern, we modified
the MOVLS and used it to study the load- We set up the h10VI S motor operator to simu-

sensitive behavior observed in h10Vs in the full- late iull-scale design ben testing of a 6-in. valve
scale tests. The h10VLS provides realistic loads n a reactor water clenup (RWCU) system. We _

for this kind of study, and testing on the h10VLS set the torque switch in the Sh1D 0 25 motor
is much more economical than full scale s al e operMor at 2 and left it there f or all 17 tests. The
testmg. tesults of Tests 8 through 17 are shown in Fig-

ures 3 through 5. (Tests I through 7 were per.

The h10VLS is a laboratory tool built from a formed as setup tests.) These LY plots show

Limitorque motor operator and a Velan valve stem thrust plotted against time. Each test was

yoke bolted to a sirrulated valve bonnet, The approximately "i seconds in duration. For compar.

valve stems and stem auts used to date have been ison purposes, several traces are shown on each

provided by nuclear valve suppliers. The valve plot. Tests 8 through 10 were performed at the

stem is equipped wita an instrumented arm that same loading to demonstrate the repeatability of

simu%ueously measures torque and serves as an the results. The tests were set up to simulate clos-

ami-rotation device. At the end of LO valve st-m ing a valve against a packing load and a 1000 psi

is a thrust bearing mounted onh specially pressme load without flow. (We refer to such tests

designed Lebow load cell that measures stej as static tests.) Test 11 simulated moderate flow,

force, The load cell is attached to a hydraulic and Tests 12 through 14 simulated design basis

cylinder that discharges fluid to an accumulator pipe break flow (Figure 4). Tests 13 and 14 were

as it is compressed during simulated valve repeats of Test 12, with no changes in the load or

closure. Different but typical valve stem load the torque switch setting. In Tests 15 through 17

27 NUREG/CP-0123
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A possible cause outside of the operator is a When the motor operator is heavily loaded i
'

change in the stem f actor because of changes in during the running portion of the closing stroke,

the stent / stem-nut friction. He locations of the the input motion is transfttred exclusively to the
potential cauws are shown in Figure 6. stern nut only until the stem forces generate

torque levels high enough to overcome gring
P* " P' ' '" * d ' ^ ' 'h* ' P ' "'' ' h ' '" "' ' " ' ' ' P " 'inside The OEorator Analyses between the two ruotion paths. As stem forces I

continue to increase because of salve flow and j

A motor operator acts ruuch like a planetary dif ferential pressure loads, ruotion continues both j

gear mechanism, as shown in Figure 7. ne input in the worm gear and in spring pack compression

motion is split betrecen two output paths: motion through torque switch uip, unless seating occurs

of the stem nut and motion of the spring pack. first, if torque switch trip occurs without hard |

There are no clutches. Each revolution of the seating, motion continues in both motion paths

motor prict to motor current cutoff ruust go into through (ontactor dropout and until the momen-

cither turning the stem nut or compressing the tum is dissipated, if the valve is not fully seated,

spring pack. The motion takes the path of least the assembly is not stiff; some of the input rnotion ;

resistance. produces rnotion in the valve stem instead of *

compression in the stern. Thus, much of the input
work is consumed in valve friction and

When the motor operator is lightly loaded, the stem \ stem nut friction loads. These phenomena 4

input motion is transferred to the stem nut, and may cause the resuhing stern thrusts to be not as
- thus to the stem, until seating occurs. At tha high as in the lightly loaded case,
point, motion in the stem nut and the stem virtu
ally ceases, and almost all the input motion is Outside the Operator Analyses
transferred to the spring pack. This transition
from one motion path to another is very rapid in a One would expect the friction in the stem / stem
lightly loaded valve. The worm then climbs the nut interface to be higher with higher loads, llow- ,

'

virtually static wortu gear and compresses the ever, if this friction is the cause of load sensitive
spring pack. ne operator goes through the torque behavior in MOVs, one would have to explain
switch trip point very quickly, allowing the motor why the friction is higher with a high running load
controller dropout time to produce the maximmn than with a scaring load of the same magnitude,
possible overcompression of the spring pack after
torque switch trip. He operator momentum after EXPERIMENTAL LOOK
motor controller dropout dissipates with further
compression in the spring pack. Of course, over. He MOVLS is instrumented for a large num-

compression of the tgring pack produces addi- ber of measurements. Three of those measure-
tional output torque, which, in turn, produces ments (spring pack force, stem torque, and stem
additional stem thrust. A nuclear service, seismi- thrust) proved very useful m isolating the first-or-

cally qualiDed valve is a very stifT assembly when der cause of load. sensitive MOV behavior. First,

it is seated, and the stiffness of the valve assembly we calculated the ratio of spring pack force to
enhances the achievable thrust. Any friction in stem torque for the tests shown in Figures 3
the worm-to-worm-shaft interface wili reduce the through 5. His ratio is proportional to the ratio
force compressing the spring pack and increase of input torque to output torque for the operator,
the force producing the output torque, ne effect, since the spring pack force times the effective
if any, of most of these phenomena would te to worm gear radius (a constant) is the input torque.

produce higher final stem thrusts in a valve when Figure 8 shows these relationships. This ratio,
it is closed against a relatively light running load shown in Figures 9 fhrough 11 did not vary sig-
and a sudden seating load. Theoretically, any or aificantly during the tests. This result basically
all of these phenomena could contribute to the eliminates the list (above) of potential causes
load-sensitive behavior, inside the operator,llad any of those possible
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A possible cause outside of the operator is a When the tuotor operator is heavily loaded
' change in the stem factor because of changes in during the running gwtion of the closing stroke,
the stem / stem-nut friction. De locations of the the input motion is transferred exclusively to the
potential causes are shown in Figure 6. stem nut only until the stem forces generate

torque levels high enough to overcome spring

P* ^ P' ''"* d ' ^ ' ''' ' P ' "' ' ''' * "d "" i ' 'P " 'Inside The 0porator Analysos between the two motion paths. As stem forces
continue to increase twause of valve flow and

A motor operator acts much like a planetary differennal pressufe loads, motion continues both

gear mechanism, as shown in Figure 7. ne input in the wonn gear and in spring pack compression

motion is split between two output paths: motion through torque switch trip, unless seating occurs

of the stem nut and motion of the spring pack, first, if torque switch trip occurs without hard

There are no clutches. Each revolution of the seating, motion continues in both motion paths ,

motor prior to motor cunent cutoff must go into through contactor dropout and until the momen- !

. either turn!ng the stem nut or compressing the rum is dissipated if the valve is not fully seated,

spring pack. The motion takes the path of Icast the assembly is not stiff; some of the input motion

resistance, produces motion in the valve stem instead of
compression in the stem. Thus, much of the input
work is consumed in valve friction and

When the motor operator is lightly loadc4 the stem \ttem-nut friction loads. Rese phenomena
input motion is transfened to the stem nut, and inay cause the resulting stem thrusts to be not as
thus to the stem, until seatmg occurs. At that high as in the lightly loaded case.
point, motion in the stem nut and the stem virtu-
ally ceases, and almost all the input motion 15 Outside & Operator Analyses
transferred to the spring pack. This transition
from one motion path to another is very rapid in a One would expect the friction in the stem / stem

.

lightly load-d valve, ne worm then climbs the nut interface to be higher with higher loads. Ilow-
virtually static worm gear and compresses the ever, if this friction is the cause of load-sensitive
spring pack. nc operator goes through the torque behavior in MOVs, one would have to explain
switch trip point very quickly, allowing the motor why the friction is higher with a high running load
controller dropout time to produce the maximum than with a seating load of the tame magnitude,

'

possible overcompression of the spring pack after
torque switch trip. He operator momentum after EXPERIMENTAL LOOK
motor controller dropout dissipates with further
compression in the spring pack. Of course, over- ne MOVLS is instrumented for a large num-
compression of the spring pack produces addi- ber of measurements. Three of those measure-
tional output torque, which, in turn, produces ments (spring pack force, stem torque, and stem

i
additional stem thrust. A nuclear service, seismi- thrust) pmved very useful in isolating the first-or-
cally qualified vs.lve is s very stiff assembly w hen der cause of load-sensitive MOV betovior. First,J

it is seated, and the stiffness of the valve assembly we calculated the ratio of spring pack force to
enhances the achievable thrust. Any friction in stem torque for the tests shown in Figures 3
the worm to-worm shaft interface will reduce the through 5. His ratio is proportional to the ratio
force compressing the spring pack and iracrease of input torque to output toique for the operrior,

p the force producing the output iorque. The effect, since the spring pack force times the effective !

if any, of most of these phenomena would be to worm gear radius (a constant)is the input torque.

produce higher final stem thrusts in a valve when Figure 8 shows these relationships. This ratio,
it is closed against a relatively light running load shown in Figures 9 through 1I did not vary sig-
and a sudden nating load. Deoretically, any or nificantly during the testa. This result basically
all of these phenomena could contribute to the eliminates the list (above) of potential causes
load-sensitive behavior. inside the operator, llad any of those possible
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Stem force in Test 15 was affated by the h4h loads in Test 14

(Figure 5), the load was returned to the same level
as in Tests 8 through 10, conducted a thorough analysis to determine the

cause of this behavior. We examined the kinemat-

The test results show that we achieved load-
ics and the kinetics of the motor operator. This

sensitive behavior (the rate-of-loading effect)in examination included a close k>ok at the original

the MOVLS by merely changing the simulated design basis relationships and at the inertial and

differential pressure (SAP) load. Figure 4 shows specific friction effects. Elastic responses were
not included.

how the 16,000-lb seating margin in Test 10 was
reduced to an ll,000-lb margin in Test 11 and a
2300-lb mirgin in Test 12, whh 1000-lb margin in

From that analysis, we concluded that the

Test 13, and a valve that did not seat in Test 11, potential eauses of this load sensitive behavior

Note also in Figure 4 how the measured thmst at include: (a) changes in output stem torque as a

torque switch trip varies with the SAP load. Fig- result of luertial and frictional effects inside the
ure 5 shows how a high SAP load in one test can operator, and (b) changes in stem thrust as a

affect the margin in a subsequent test. Six tests result of frictional cha7 pes outside the operator,

(Tests 8 through 10 and 15 through 17) were con. Possible causes inside the operator include:

ducted at the same low SAP load; all perfonned
Acceleration of the worm*

the same except Test 15, which is the only one of
the six performed inunediately after a test with a

high SAP load. Test 15 had less seating margin Wonn-to worm-shaft friction*

than the other five tests had.
Friction in the drive sleeve bearing

*

THEORETICAL LOOK
Deceleration of the worm-gear / drive-*

llaving successfully reproduced (on the sleeve / stem-nut assembly,

MOVLS) the load-sensitive behavior we
observed in the full scale valve testing, we next (Figure 5), the load was returned to the same

level as in Tests 8 thrcyh 10.
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causes actaally contributed to the behavior, the Figure 14 shows the result of those tests and pro- i

ratio of spring pack force to stem torque would vides insights into the root cause of the difference

have been different for the different tests, in stem nut coefficients of friction with different
loads. Notc that in Test 15, whkh was conducted

Next we kioked at the potential caum outside irnmediately atter a test with a high S AP load. the

of the operator, the stem factor. Stem factor is stem nut coefficient of iriction remained very
stem torque divided by stem thrust. Solving for high even though the SAP load was very low,
the stem factor was a straughtforward calculation. During the next twocycles (Tests 16 and 17)the
as we measured tolh stem torque and stem thrust. coefficient of friction returned to the values
Next we solved for the coefficient of friction, the derived in Tests 8,9, and 10.

i

only variable in the stem factor equation. We used
the industry's power screw equation for modified We believe that the cause of these results is as
AChtE threads, as shown below, to solve for the iollows.DuringTests 12,13, and 14,thelubri.

i
cocfficier't of friction: cant betwo n tne stem and stem nut was squected

out of the contact tone when the stcru nut tumed |

0.96815 (24 - SF - D < tan (a)) under the high S AP load. This resulted in a transi-
tion from boundary lubrication to dry (metal-to-,

# "
D + 24 SF tan (a)

metal) contact, with a large increase in the coeffi-
cient of friction. Test 15 remained at a Idgh coef fi-

where
cient of friction level because the lubrication had '

stem to-stem nut coefficient not yet returned to the contact zone. With addi.p =

of friction ticnal cycles at low SAP loads (Tests 16 and 17),
the adjacent grease relubricated the contact tone.

0.96815 = a constant that accounts for
the face-to-face angle of the lhis lubrication squeen-out does not occur on
threads a low load static test, because the first significant

loading the valve stem experiences is the seat load.
stem f actor (measured) With this sudden seating load, rotation of the stemSF =

nut on the stem virtually ceases, and nearly all the
stem diameter-1/2 pitch motion goes into compressing the spring pack. !D =

The nearly static stem nut does not have the motion
lead of thicad~'3" (") rp necessary to wipe the grease off of the contact"

'

Figures 12 through 13 show the calculated coeffi.
cient of friction pkts for the tests shown in Fig- "ONCLUSIONS
ures 3 and 4. (Our data reduction package, which .,

has been verified and validated, allows us to input
We have found load 4cnsitise behavior on twoequations and the raw data from rceasurement

channels and snake real time calculation plots.) occasions in the field: a 6 in. Anchor Darling
valve and a 6-in. Velan valve. The AnchorAs can be seen, the coefficient of friction was

higher in tests with higher S AP loads when all Darling had a 1 1/2 in.-diameter stem and the
*

Velan a 13/4-in.-diameter stem, iloth stems had
other parameters except load remained the same,
These results show that the cause of the lotd- 1/4 by 1/4 in. pitch and lead. TWo difTerent lubri-'

sensitive MOV behavior is the higher stem / cants recommended by marmfacturers were used

stem-nut coetTicient of friction in tests where the in the testing. Later theses two stem and stem nut

valve is subjected to significant S AP loads tefore combinations, plus a 6-in. Walworth stem and ,

stem nut (1 1/4 in.-dianneter,1/4-in. pitch, s . i
I seating,

1/2 in. lead) were tested in the MOVLS at ,
Tests 15,16, and 17 were conducted at the included a third lubricant, an anti-seize formula-

same low loads as Tests 8,9, and 10 (Figure 3). tion. All these MOVLS stem tests ethibited the
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Figure 12. Stem-to stem-nut coeflicient of friction remains constant in these lightly loaded tests.
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Application of Hydraulic Network Analysis to Motor
Operated Butterfly Valves in Nuclear Power Plants

B. H. Eldiwany
M. S. Kalsi

'
Kalsi Engineering, Inc,

ABSTRACT

95 paper presets the application of hydraulb network analysis to evaluate the
perfonntnce of butterfly talves to nuclear power plant applications. Required

*

actuation eNue for tv.terOy valves in high-now applications is often dictated by
peair dyh.mk torque, The p::ak dynamic torque, which occurs at some intermedi-
ate disc positkm, regtdres xcurate evalaation of valve ibw rate and trusare drop
throughout the valve stroke. Valve flow rate and gessure dmp e'c significandy

-

affected by the valve flow characteristics arxl the hydraulle system characteristics,
such as pumping capability, piping resistances, single and parallel flow paths, sys-

!tem hydrostatic pressure, ad the location of the c:otor. operated valve (MOV)
within the system. A hydravil<: network analysis methodology that addresses the
e/Tect of these parameters on the MOV performance is presented. De methodol-

is cased on well established engineering principles. De application of this >

,
'

n.<thodology requires detailed characteristics of both the MOV and the hydraulic
system in which it is installed. De valve characletistics for this analysis can te
obtained by flow testing or from the valve manufacturer. Even though ruany valve
users, valve manufacturers, and engineering standards have recognized the impor-
tance of performing these analyses, none has provided a detailed procedure for
doing so.

A typical exampre nom a nuclear power plant application is induded to demon-
strate the application of tbe hydraulic network analysis procedures under a number
of operating conditica.s, including pipe rupture. The use <of parallel line model in
this example provided a reduction of approximately 40% in the torque predictions
over the simplified single line model. The MOV safety function, either to open or
to cic,se, is taken into consideration when evaluating the anslytical results. A com-
hination of several pauameters may significantly affect MOV performance under a
giveu operating mode or a design tmsis condition.

= INTRODUCTION operability under normal operating conditions,
c

.. ._

some design basis conditions, such as thoseL
In 1989, the United States Nuclear Regulatory involving downstream pipe rupture, do not lend

Copimittee . Issued Generic Letter 8910 themselves to such testing. Additionally,large.

| (GL 8910), which recommends that all nuclear scale flow testing may not be feasible for several

power plant licensees in the United States review reasons, including plant operating constraints,
the operability of motor operated vrJves (MOVs) cost,andinaccessibility of some MOVs. Analyti-

in.their plants. He letter .mpecifically recommends cal pocedures in conjunction with judicious test-
that both normal operating conditions as well as ing of some MOVs may be used to address the
designbasisconditionsheaddressed. Althoughin concerns of GL 8910. One of the objectives of
situ testing may be used to demonstrate MOV these procedures is to determine the actual valve
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,

i

Dow rate and pressure drop against which the This overview primarily applies to incompress- ,

blOV is required to operate. In the absence of a ible Dow where the hydraube network is most
well-established and structured methodology to useful for nuclear power plant applications. Die
calculate pressure drops and now rates across the hydraulic network analysis is then presented for
MOV at various disc positions, utility engineers siogle line models and parallelline models. A
often use overly conservative assumptions and typical exarnple fiom an actual butacitly vahe
analytical procedures. In many cases, torque and installation in a m; clear power plant is presented t

thmst predictions based on such assumptions may ior several operating conditions including pipe
show that adequately sired blOVs are incapable of rupture at valve ducharge. This example demon-
operating under the spNified conditions. In other strates the (ffe;t of system ruodeling and simpli.
situations, the required actuation torque or thrust, fying assumptions on the required forque
basedon such assumptions, may exceed the struc- predictions.
tural s'.rength capability of the valve or the actua-
tor. In these ri'uadons,0.e apparent problem is not Required Acluation Torque for ;
in the MOV itscK. bu r?ther in the underlying Butterfly Valvos
assumptions or the use of simphfied nocedu*ct.

The torque required to actua'e a buttc rDy valve
This paper pmvides analytical procedures for is the larger of the seating'unscating torque or the

predicting actual flow rates and pressure drops peak dynamic torque. For low-flow, tight shut-off
across MOVs. In the case ofincompressible flow, applications, the required actuation torque is gen-
the analytical procedures are presented for erally bounded by the unseating torque For high-
hydraulic systems that contain a single line or flow applications the required actuation torque is
multiple branches. For compressible flow, the typically dictated by the dynamic torque. The
procedure is limited to single line systems. Flow characteristics of required actuation torques and
characteristics of both the hydraulic system and their components are dis ^ussed briefly in this sec-
the MOV are used to develop the mathematical tion, it should be noted that flow and torque char-
models of the system using well established engi* acteristics of butter 0y valves depend on several
neering principles for calculating pressure drops factors, including disc shape, flow direction (for
and flow rates under unchoked or choked now nonsymmetrical disc designs), and whether the
conditions. Even though many MOV users, valve Duld is compressible or incompret-iole. The pri-
vendors, and engineering standards have recog- mary focus of the butter 0y valve overview pres.
nized the importance of performing these analy- ented here is on incompressible flow applications
ses, none has provided the detailed procedures for in which the hydraulic network analysis is most
doing so.

beneficial. More detailed discussions are found
in marz, references, such as Kirit and briskell

It should be noted that butter 0y valve torque (1991), ANSI /AWWA Standard C504 87 (1988),
;

requirements are particularly sensitive to actual and /SA Handbook of Control ralves (1976).
valve flow rates and pressure drops as a function
of disc angle. In high-flow applications, the Total Scating and Unseating
required actuation torque is based on peak Torque, T
dynamic torque, which occurs at some intermedi-

ate disc position. The hydraulic network analysis
The total required torque to seat and unscat the

methodology presented in this paper can be
disc of a butterfly valve is calculated as follows:applied to determine the valve flow rates and

pressure drops required to perform dynamic T, = T, + To + T + Ty . (1)p
torque calculations at intermediate disc positions.

Most butterfly valve vendors provide seating /
In this paper a general overview of the required unseating torque requirements to meet specific

actuation torque for butterny valves is given first. cperating conditions. In general, seating /
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unseating torque,T .,is dominated by the seat instance, the prehiad used h. the packing gland

sorque component, T., and the bearin), torque
could be made high enough to lock tht stem in

component,T.. T. depends on the particular seat pcaition. %e actual packing torque may be deter-

design. Tight shut-o!T valves (except those with
mined using a torque wrer.ch on the handwheel

inflatable tyne seats) require a higher torque to
drive. He torque wrench reading, under no-flow

unscat the disc than to seat the disc. his results
condition, multiplied by the apptcpriate gear ratio

from the difference between the static coefficients
and efficiency gives the actual packing torque.

of friction (which are applicable during unseat- in the closed disc position, the hydrostatic
ing) and dynamic coefficients of friction (which torque component, T g results from the differ-
are applicable aurtng seating). Furthermore, for ence in static head of tbc proecss fluid on toth
rubber seated valves, the break open torque af ter

sides of the disc. It may assist or oppose the
the valve has been closed for several days may be

actuator in the seating direction and vice versa in
as much as three times higher than that ru,uitec

the unscating direction. Ilydrostatic torque is cal-
when the valve is opened immediately after clos-

culated as follows (ANSI /AWWA Standarding (ISA Handbook of Control Valves,1976). C5N-87,1988):
Seat hardening, aging, and degradation may fur-
ther increase seat torque requirements. ,

E' x (3)T9 = ~t.06 62 .4
Valve bearings support the stem against the

Guld-induced dise forces (hydrostatic force when The hydrostatic torque may be neglected
the valve is fully closed and hydrodynamic force except for very large valves (typically 30 inches
when the valve is partially or fully open). The

and larger). He hydrostatic torque becomes rero
combination of bearing force and friction results

(or negligibly small) when (a) the valve stem is
in bearing torque, which is calculated as follows vertical; (b) liquid levels in both the upstream and
(ANSI /AWWA Standard CSM 87,1988): downstream pipes are tue same (either full,

empty, r partially full); or (c) the process Guid is

T, = p~ x j d* x <lp, x p,, x I d,3k ~rj

'
(2) air, gas, or steam with insignificant head variationI s

due to density.'

A bearing coef5cicnt of friction of 0.25 is gen' In summary, the total torg ree ,unca to seat or

crally assumed for metal type bearings (ANSI / unscat the valve disc, To. is the sura of fow com.
-

AWWA Standard C504 87,198ti). Bearing ponents: (a) seat torque, T ; (b) bearing torque,

torque peaks at the fully closed disc position Tg.: (c) packing torque, T ; and (d) hydrostaticp

where the valve pressure drop is maximum, torque,T p.
Equation 2 is alt used to calculate bearing torque
contribution to dynamic torque (discussed later) Dynamic Torque, T.,,,
under all Pow *mnditions including post <hoked

00*' Th.- dynamic torque at any disc angle is the
required torque at the stem to-actuator connec.

Scalbg the valve stem in butterfly valves (and tion to rotate the disc through that angle, and is

quarter-tum valves in general) is easic* than seal- calcuktted as follows:

ing rising stem valves, such as gates and globes.
This tends to reduce packing torque requirements Ts,, = T + T, i T.,s . (4)

for quarter-turn valves to properly seal the stem.
The positive sign is used when calculatingDe stem seals most commonly used in butterfly

valves are the standard V-type packing, the stan- openir,, torque and the negative sign is used

dard 0-ring seals, and the stuffing box with pull-
when calculating closing torque. The peak

down packing gland. Required packing torque dynamic torque occurs in the operting direction

varies considerably among these types. For when the hydrodynamic torque component is
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self< losing throughout disc stroke ne magni.
travel is hintied to a smaller disc anF r (60 to| tude of the dynamic torque,T% varies with dise
~10 degrees open) to prevent such damage.

i

| angle and reaches a peak value at some intermedi.
) ate dise position, in high. flow applications, the

Another exception to the self-closing characteris.

peak dynarnic torque etcceds the maximutu ties of Ty was reported for compressible flow by

requhed seating / unseating torque. To determine Watkins et al. (1986). In their blowdown testing

the peak dynamic torque, it is necessary to know
of containtnent purte valves, aey found that the

the valve pressure drop and flow rate as functions dynamic torque is self opening throughout the

of disc angle. Analytical procedures for calculat- valve stroke when the shaft is downstream, llut.

ing pressure drop and flow rate are presented in terfly valve armlynannc torque in comptemble

the flydraulie Network Analysis $cction. flow has been secognind to be a wmplex phe-
nornenon and contihors to be a subject for furthcr
investigation (Morris and Dutton,1989),

in general, the dynamic torque is dominated by
the hydrodynamic torque component T.g, and in general, the magnitudes of both the resultanti
the bearing torque component Ti,. The nominal hydrodynarnic force and its moment arm depend
required packing torque, T is telatively small. In ori valve desigti related parameters andn

the intermediate disc positions, the bearing torque installation.related pararneters. The effects of
and, to a much lesser degree the packing torque, these parameters are bnefly disctissed below.
are affected by the valve pressure drop and gage
pressure at different disc angles. Volvo Design Rolated Effects. Valve design.

related p.ramrte s include valve sin, valve pres.
The hydiodynamic torque component, Ty, is sure class, disc shape, disc to. stem connection

the product of the resultant hydrodynarnic force design, and the direction of flow through the
induced by the flowing fluid and its inoment arm vahe. Major buner0y valve manuf actur(ts
to the center of disc rotation, Figure 1, T,g is a develop now and torque coefficients, C, and Cei
self-closing torque that tends to close the valve, as functions of disc angle for their product lines,
Some exceptions do exist, however For instance, H wner, nly a few ananufacturen publish their
at high disc opening angles, torque reversals (from data. Knowing the torque coef ficient, Cn and dif-
self-closing to self opening) are encountered with ferential pressure across the valve, AP., the
single and double offset dise designs when the hydrodynamic torque at any disc angle, u, can be
valve is oriented such that the flow is towards the calculated as follows (ANSI /AWWA Standard
flat face of the disc (valvc shaft is downstrearn). C504-87,1988):
Continuous operation with the disc at or near the

torque reversal position can cause damage to both it should be noted that some manufacturers
the valve and the actuator. In many cases the disc provide a specific hydrodynamic torque coeffi.

cient, C,' (= C, d'), for each size, pressure clats,
and flow direction.

9 -[._:
The hydrodynamic torque of butterfly valves

Q#9
E^ ~

with non-symmetric disc designs (such as single/
/ and double offset discs) depends on the flow

direction. With the shaft upstream (often referred__,,
- ,-

% l' -
._

to as curved face forward or CFF), the hydnxty-

g ~ namic torque can be as high as twice its value
-

with the shaft downstream (also referred to as flatg ' :- g - face forward or FFF)in some valve designs This
'

res: Its from the dependence of both the flow

Figure 1. Flow through a symmetric disc but- coetticient, Cv, and the hydradynamic torque
terfly valve. coefficient,Co on the flow direction through the

valve. In the published literature, the dependence
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of Cion the flow direction is well ecognited. Upstream Flow Disturbanca Related
flowever, the dependence of C,on the flow direc- Etfocts An important factor that affects the
tion has not been addressed. Using the sarne flow magnitude of Top is the velocity distribrtion at
coefficient for both How directions may affect valve inlet. The presence of upstream distur.
pressure drop, How rate calculations, and ulti- bance sources, such as c! bows, in close proximity

mately the dynamic torque predicticas. Thus, to the valve inlet introduces velocity skew which

accurate predictions of the hydrodynamic torque affects Tg. Several esperimentalinvestigations
component require that both AP,(which depends have been conducted to quantify these effects
on C, ) and C be known as functions of disc posi- (Morris and Dutton,1991; Watkins et al.1986),4

tion, in choked flow operation, the hydrody- Careful review of these experimental results leads

namic torque component should be calculated 'o two important conclusions. Fint, the presence
using the valve pressure drop at the onset of chok- of an upstream disturbance may have a beneficial
ing, APa,4 (Cohn,1951; Sarpkaya,1961). Using effect on the hydrodynamic torque requirement
the total pressure drop across the valve, AP,, to for butterfly MOVs. In general, when the per-
calculate Tag may result in unrealistically high turbation velocity frorn a skew in the inlet veloc-
torque predictions; the reason being that Tng ity profile tends to open the valve, the presence of

depends on the actual mass flow rate rather than an upstream flow disturbance will reduce the i

the valve pressure drop, in the choked How bydrodynamic torque component and the total
region, the mhrs flow rate is independent of valve dynt.mic torque, his is contrary to the generally
pressure drop. accepted notion that the presence of an upstream

disturbance always has an adverse effect on but-
terfly valve torque requirements. Although creditT r = cg (5) should not be taken for tids beneficial effect, thisy 12
conclusion is useful in not penalizing MOVs for
tk presence of upsucam dsturhes we sd

Valve installation Related Effects. Several onentadons.
installation-related parameters affect valve pres-
sure drop, valve flow rate, and inlet velocity pro- Second, as the flow rate decreases, the effect of
file, which in turn e.ffect Toya. Accurate upstream disturbances on the inlet velocity pro-
determination of valve pressure drop and valve file and Ty diminisbs nus, at low disc open-
flow rate at various disc angles requires the evalu- ing angles, where the flow rate is small, the ef fcct
ation of the entire hydraulic system in some of upsucam disturbances is sinall, an(i in many
nuclear power plant applications. The peak cases negligible, in centrifugal pump applica-
hydrodynamic torque under constant head tions with high piping resistance, peak dynamic
applications (such as flow between two large res* torque occurs at small disc opening angles. Far
ervoirs with relatively low piping resistance) these applications, the effect of upstream distur-
occurs at large disc opening angles, typically in bance on the required torque is small and has beeni

| the range of 60 to 80 degrees open. In centrifugal found to be negligible in several cases, ne pres- ,

' pump applications (with relatively high piping ence of upstream disturbances also affects the
resistance), the peak hydrodynamic torque occurs valve Dow coefficient. This in turn affects the
near the fully closed position, typically in the valve pressure drop as a function of disc angle,
range of 10 to 30 degrees open. The effect of the For instance, the effect of inlet / outlet concentric
pumping system on the critical disc angle where reducers on the valve flow coeflicient at various
the peak hydrodynamic torque occurs may be disc angles is accounted for by introducing a pip-
summarized as follows (Dally,1952): "As the ing factor, Fp, which is a reduction factor
ratio of valve pressure drop at zero How (Q = 0) to (ISA S75.01,1985).
valve pressure drop at maximum flow (Q = Qmu)
increases, the disc opening angle for the peak Downstream Pipe Rupture Related
dynamic torque decreases towards the fully Effects. Experimental results reported by sev-
closed position." eral investigators and summarized by Cohn
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(1931) and Sarptaya (1961) show that the hp.o- upper bound pressure drop predictions that may
dynatnic torque coefficient, C., under free dis- be ovesty conservative in some cases. From the
charge flow conditions (pipe rupture immediately dynamic torque predictions based on these upper
at valve discharge) b as low as $0 percent of its bound assumptions, one may erroneously con-
value under continuous flow conditions (no pipe clude that some of the properly sind MOVs are

3 rupture). His may be attributed to the effect of incapable of operating under design basis condi-
pipe rupture on the vena contracta pressure within tions. For those applications, the detailed hydrau-
the valve. Downstream pipe rupture in close lic network analysts, discussed in the next
proximity of the valve rnay not allow the vena section, may be used to detennme the margins
contracta pressure to drop to the same level when between equipment capability and torque require-
the rupture occurs ssveral pipe diameters from the ments under the limiting conditions. Typical
valve. Thus, hydrodynamic torque predictions, examples from nuclear power plant applications
assuming pipe rupture to occur at several pipe follow the hydraulic network analysis discussion
diameters from valve discharge, will envelop to demonstrate the quantitat!ve differences in
torque predictions with pipe rupture right at valve required operating torques under different
discharge. This is contrary to the generally assumptions.
accepted notion that a pipe rupture right at valve
discharge represents the worst location for pipe
rupture from the blOV operation standpoint. HYMME NWN

ANALYSIS
Other Considerallons. Self-closing dynamic
torque has important implications in some flydraulic network analysis can be used to
applications. For instance, under design basis determine pressure drop across MOVs and the
conditions involving pipe ruptures at valve dis. corresponding flow rate as functions of disc angle
charge (blowdown), the valve is generally not for quarter-turn valves, or valve travel for rising
required to open, in such applicatior the open. stem valves. Depending on the layout of'he par-
ing dynamic torque predictions nc.d not be used ticular installation, the network may be analyred
to sire the actuator motor or to set the torque using a single line model or a parallel line model,
switch limita. However,it should be ensured that ne single line model is easier to apply and may
the valve and actuator components are capable of be used to bound valve pressure drop and flow
withstanding the maximum predicted torque in rate for applications with parallel flow. In
either direction. applications where additional margins between

actuator output and required dynarnic torque are
he magnitudes of the hydrodynamic torque required, a credit for the now through parallel

and the bearing torque components in mid travel branches may be taken by using the parallel line

depend on the actual valve flow rate and pressure gnodel. These additional margins are problem
drop at various disc angles that may be deter. dependent and may be as high as 40% in some

'

tained by in situ testing. Although in situ testag applications. Similar margins may be obtained
is the most reliable approach, it is not always pos. while evaluating Ihe structural integrily of
sible to perform such tests under design basis MOVs.

conditions for some MOVs, especially those
involving blowdown. Valve pressure drop as a The hydraulic network analysis assumes that
function of disc angle may be calculated using the now and torque coefficients, as well as chok-
analytical procedures that can be venfied using ing characteristics of the valve under consider.
available plant data or by testing under normal ation are known. These valve characteristics '

operating conditions. The results of these pres. should be determined experimentally or obtained
sure drop calculations can vary considerably and from the valve vendor for the specific valve
depend op the assumptions used in the analysis, design, disc orientation, and fluid media (incom-
Simplified analytical ptcodures tend to provide pressible or compressible).
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Single Line Model g ;, g pg g = , ,,,, , T

\% ^^ % s

Figures 2 and 3 show a single line model of [*, #N \%NM - J.-- w '""
hydraulic network widi a centrifugal pump and a
constant head, respectively. 'nie presence of .
surge tank pressure (with P , p iin Figure 2) han Figuro 30. Simplified rnodel of a hydraulic
two effects. Under normal now conditions (no system with a butter 0y valve.
pipe rupture), the presence of high P tends to
retard ligtdd flashing and the onset of choking.
On the other hand, under blowdown conditions A
the pump head is increased by P,

wru nt rursunt
_

t '"' /- - -
.

g -,-, n r ., ,,,
~-w ym

DrMES'EEt cosotouew
r. N-
ff*@

o "* N FLOW RATE O OR W%
' ##e ;j\ NWA-'

Figuru 3b. Effective head with and without
pipe rupture.

i

Resistanco Cootfielents. Piping resistance
Figure 2a. Simplified model of a hydraulic coefficients K., and K& , rnay te calculated or
system with a butterDy valve. estimated using K factors for the upstream and

downstream piping components, respectively,
using methods described in many fluid-dynamic
references, such as Crane Paper No. 410 (1988).
Underestimating K., and K , gives conserva.
tive AP, predictions. For instance, neglecting the
piping resistances (K., = Ku = 0) is equivalent

~# ' ' ''
'

to forcing the MOV to operate against the fullj#= #0
~#

10 nhw. x ,, ~ system head with no piping losses. Under blow-

g g
- down conditions K6,,,,is completely lost from the2 - N

N - network and the MOV has to compensate for thec. 120 -

x mtw w s nuervar

g iso _ o wo e t wsnurtunt - absence of downstream hcad loss. With pipe rup-,

ture in close proximity of valve discharge, Ke.,,
| 30o _

"* is typically set to one for sudden expansion
| g so

.

(Crane Paper No. 410,1988).! R 33 :. 3p g .
..

70 -
~ Flow Rate and Valve Pressure Drop At

d d any disc angle, a, the valve resistance coefScient,60
g K , is related to the valve now coef6cient, C,, by

PUMP FLOW RATE. O GPM ggg

Figure 2b. Pumping characteristics with and g, , M (6)
without pipe rupture (NCWS pump in examples). C,2
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De valve flow coefficient should be adjusted ['to account for the presence of inlet and outlet con- m a Sr em Head; Nonchsed rbw -e
centri: reducers (if any) using the piping geome-
try factor, F,, given in IS A S75.01 Standard m -

System Head. Choked f k,*.

(1985). The corresponding system resistance t/ /
,p* * ~' 'coefficient is given by '

g * * ~.~ . q '

n, no
K , a K, + K, + Ksm (7) % f' B

N-

9 :m - -

De system pressure drop and the correspond-
ing flow rate are related by (Crane Paper No 410,

, j
-

1988) po q
-
'

- A P,,, ny n i i n

g''' m2 v sooo noao 15000 twao
3 K,,4 FLOW nATE. O GPM

(incompressibleflow) (8a)

AP
W,,, = 1,891Yda n

(compressibleflow) (8b) APA = APKup + AP + APKdowny

APB = APKup + APchoke + APKdown
At any disc angle,(s, the flow rate, Q,3 or W,y,

3p , gpKUE + APy + APKdownand system pressure drop, AP,y, are obtainc t by
finding the intersection of the system curve
(Equation 8a or 8b) and the effective system head Figure 4. Graphical s,olution of a single line
(Figure 2b or 3b). A typical graphical solution model under unchoked and choked flow
procedure is shown in Figure 4 with a centrifugal condition,
pump application under normal operating condi-
tions without pipe rupture, la this figure the solu, decreases tecause of the increase in the pressure
tion is depicted for a large disc opening angle drop across the system (other than the valve) as
(Curve O A) with non-choked flow, and for a given by APa.,+ APm.. His pmcedure should
small disc angle (Curve O B C) with choked be repeated at various disc positions. He objec-
flow. De onset of valve choking is identified by live is to determine the valve flow rate and pres-
Point 13, beyond which the flow rate remains sure drop as funethns of disc position throughout -
constant regardless of the pressure drop across the the valve stroke,

valve. The pressure drop across the upstream and
downstream resistances APa., and APu .. Valve choking may be accounted for by apply-
rerpectively, are calculated using the flow rate ing choked flow equations and the liquid pressure

found for that disc angle. The pressure drop recovery factor, P ., for t valve as outlined int

across the valve, AP,,is then found by subtracting ISA-S75.01 Standard (1985). For butlerfly
the pressure drop across the upstream resistance, valves the pnessure drop across the valve at the
APr.,, and downstream resistance APa,,,,, from onset of choking, APu.,is used to calculate Tg

, the systern pressure drop, AP,y. IL the post-choking region. De bearing tottlue is ;

directly proportional to the total pressure drop
across the valve regardless of whether the flow isJPy = AP , - (ddg, + APrA (9)n choked or not choked.

As the flow rate increases with disc openir g The accuracy of the valve pressure drop predic-
<

angle, the pressure drop across the valve tions depends on how closely the single line
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model represents the actual network. If thc valve because more flow would be forced through the

is located in the main pipeline with small or no valve branch, resulting in higher pressure drop

parallel flow through other branches, these pre- across the valve,

dictions are quite accurate. In the presence of
parallel branches with rclatively small flow resis- A complex netwotL may be reduced to a paral-

tance, the pressure drop predictions based on lel line matel as follows (Ciane Papes i40. 410,

single line assumptions may be too conservative, 1988):

and more accurate predictmas can be obtained by
1. Calculate the resistance coefficients (K fac-using the paratiel line model described next.

tors) of the piping components.

Parallel Line Model 2. sormatire the K f ciors with respeci to the
nominal size of the MOV.

Figure $ shows a parallelline model of hydrau- 1 Combine K factors for the different
lic networx in centrifugal pump applications. As branches (Ka.,J as follows:
mentioned above, taking credit for the flow
through a parallel tranch, K., will show that the Resistance in series:
valve pressure drop and flow rate are less than
those predicted using the single line rnodel. For K%w = K + K + Ky + . (10a)f 2

instance, valve pressure drop when the disc is
fully closed is less than the pump shut-off head Resistances in parallel: 3

the flow through K and the resulting pressure3

drop across K and L. The presence of surge _J--= .+ +K (10b)i
tant pressure, P., has a similar effect, as [fp,a K K2 v 3
described earlier in the discussion of the sitigte

line model. A!ternatively,if the flow rate (Qw,,,6) and pp
sure drop (6Po, n) across a pipe branch are
known from plant perfortuance/ test data. Darcy's

Hesistance Coefficients. Conservative valve fonnula may be used to calculate the branch resis-
pressure drop predictions are obtained by under- l'"C' C"#IfiCI'"I (K6'= h) as follows:
estimating K , K ,,p. Ka,. and Q, for the samei 2

reason discussed in the single line model. Over- 2d ,f 9.oIestimating K also y ves conservative predictions (gg)3 g* '"
_GS.of P

(

If 6P., .n is measured at two locations with
different pipe diameters, the difference in veloc-m mmu um

postuanacmt emmo' ' ity head at these two locations must be scGmmed
fot.| % n w

4We{\%,N#c
" N r-* m N Flow Rate and Valvo Pressure Drop. At

P[Je h wo each disc angle, n, the valvo flow rato, 0 , and2

| pressure drop, AP,, can be determined using .g
either analytical or graphical solution procedures.
One such procedure is shown in Figure 6a for nor-
mal flow (no pipe runnire) and in Figure 6b forgg,
blowdown condition (pipe rupture at valve dis-%

| charge). In these figures the line resistances Ki i

Figure 5. Parallelline model of a hydraulic net- and K (identified in Figurc 5) were set to zero for

work with a parallel branch. clarity. The flow through the pump is e<ptal to the
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t160 (P - P ) .'

__ ', Pump = 23M3 3 32' '

a Q ~(rq + 3.- +K 3,,,] j,g
A ' _ O , Valve Branch2

0 , Paranet Branch -e. 3* .E 0+03 '

2
_ (P -- P )

,

|im ~ - -i _- _
- 2 6 62p + 236d -(32)

-

.; . y x9* _fd'80
%.ra - / *"

-

Under blowdown conditions, the pressure#
. drops ac*au the two }k.rallel branches delivering

.y ; flow rateu of Q2 and Q3 are not the same (see Fig-
: ute 6b). The solution under valve choked flow

to - conditions becomes a little more involved and
may require iterative solution. This procedureD d 6 tsh 6 should be repeated at various disc angles to deter- i

o_

FLOW RATE, C GPM Inine valve pressure drop and flow rate as fimc-
tions of disc position.

,' #' '",
The magnitude of & as compared to K2n +

' '

_

K i2% s a key factor vnich affects the valve pres- 1

Figure 6a. -Without pipe rupture. sure drop and flow rate. Significant reductions in
valve pressure drop predictions are obtained
when.K is small as compared to the 1m cf3

1, + K2%. On the other hand, as K3 -+=, the2
160

parallei line model approaches the single line. .

" model. Under blowdown conditions, the flow
1= =

resistance coefficient, K2%, is set equal to 1.0,

120 - f- for sudden expansion. The reverse flow on the
*% + ^*. - # f ; other side of the ruptured pipe is typically pre- '

100 " " " ' "

A vented by check valves,
in .^" '

: 58 -} EXAMPLE-
-w ,

:
-A typical example from an actual butterfly- '

40 a _O, Pump __ valve installation in a nuclear power plant is
- 0 . Varve Branch -A 2 presented in this section. Required torque predic- t.20 ..- 0 . Paranei Branch .3 tions are given for both single line and parallel |0+03-[ 2; o line models discussed earlier. In what follows,

'

.
,

O 5000 : 10000 15000 20000- torque predictions are calculated for normal oper-
= FLOW RATE, O GPM ating conditions, as well_as' for blowdown

conditions.

1 Figure 6b.E With pipe rupture.
Problem Definition

E sum of the flows through the valve branch and the
parallel branch.- For instance, under normal flow A high performance butterfly valve is located

kmditions the pump flow rate is given by : b a nuclear coohng water system AS). Wr
valve is a 10-inch, ANSI Class 150, with a single
offset disc. The valve is a line size valve without ~

~Om ==G2+G3 inlet or outlet reducers. The flow through the;

[
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valve is such that the shaft is upstream into the 400 , . . . . . . .

flow (curved face forward). The valve flow coef- '
ficient, C,, liquid pressure recovery factor F ., 300 _ .

t

and torque coefficient, C.', are provided by the 3 '

valve vendor and are as shown in Figure 7a,7b, 4

and 7c, respectively. He following data are also h 200
-

5:
provided by the valve vendor: ,.

O 100 --

=. 116 ft lbT,
I I t f 1

o
57 ft lb 0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90T, =

"'

0.15m. =

Figure 7c.11ydrodynamic torque coefficient,
1.125 inch Ct', vs disc opening angle, a (shaft upstream).d. =

The flow is sub-cooled water at 100 F. The
NCWS pump characteristics are shown in0500 . . . . . i i ~,
Figure 2b, with a pump shutoff head of 97 psi. A

;

i ,

surge tank increases the hydrostatic head in the

p3 2500's
- system by 40 psi (P. = 40 psig). The hydraulic

2000 - 4 resistances of the system depicted in Figure 5j (normalized with respect to the nominal valve
c.
C. size of 10 inches) are:

"
8 1000 '

""'500
10ok 14,' ' ' ' ' '- =

0 102030405060708090
30a, DEGREE K2% =

20K) =
Figuro 7a. Valve sow coefficient, CV, vs disc
opening angle, u. K4 10=

he valve is equipped with a Limitorque actua-

, , , , , , , , . tor with pullout torque of 462 ft-lb at full voltage0.90.
and 296 ft lb at a reduced voltage of 80E The

0.85 i-
;

t actuator consists of a Limitorque SMB-Ouu umt
and a Limitorque HIBC gear reducer. The SMB0.80 ; ;

unit has a 2 ft lb--3,600 rpm motor and 62.5:1
d 0.75 '- -

overall gear ratio. He H1BC adaptor has a gear
ratio of 35:1. The pullout efficiencies of the0.70 !. ;

SMB-000 unit and the HIBC unit are 0.40 and
'

0.33, respectively.0.65 '- 1

0~60
; i ' ' '' ' ' '

0 to 20 00 40 50 60 70 80 90 Problem Requirement
.

u, DEGREE
1. Find the required actuation torque under

Figure 7b. Liquid pressure recovery factor, (a) normal operating conditions, (b) postu-
'

FL, vs disc opening angle, a, lated pipe rupture conditions with surge
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tank pressure, and (c) postulated pipe rup- presented .n Figures 8 through 11. A summary of
ture conditions with no surge tank pressure, the peak dynamic torque results and the corte-
Find these torque requirements using single sponding valve pressure drops and disc angles are
line and parallelline models.

given in Table 1. The seating and unseating
torque for each case are also shown in Table 1.

Dese conditions and modeling approaches
result in the following six cases: Single Line Model
Case 1. Single line now with P. = 40 psig
and without pipe rupture A single line model of this system is obtained

by conservatively neglecting the flow througl. the

Case 2. Single line now with P. = 0 psig
and with pipe rupture at valve discharge

_E 180 - o wo m numnenc nc -

i

2M i r i i i T twr

Case 3. Single line flow with P. = 40 psig i
and with pipe rupture at valve discharge {

iw _ a waa m nen K %CPsG
, |+ *"""*"#*'"93 p
. |

W 120 -
-Case 4. Parallelline flow with P. = 40 psig 5

and without pipe rupturc $ 100 y n , -

g 80 -

i -

Case 5. Parallel line flow with P. = 0 psig @ 60 -
-

and with pipe rupture at valve discharge 3 40 -
-

5 20 - '} -

Case 6. Parallel line flow with P. = 40 psig hgi i i i in
and with pipe rupture at valve discharge 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Ct, DEGREE2. Evaluate the actuator torque output under
the above six cases. Figure 8. Wlve pressure drop versus disc

opening angle using single line model.

For each of the six cases, the hydraulic network 600 i i i e i e i i

analysis presented above is used to determine the
500 '

valve pressure drops at various disc angles and
-'

m
.

.the corresponding dynamic torque requirements. { .400 -
~

It should be noted that even though the analytical
ci 300 '

E N e+e-es ,5 2
procedures described in the previous section are E
simple, the number of calculations involved is 5 200( -

g
.

quite intensive to cover the entire range of disc 8i s00 ; 2
angles. Under choked flow conditions, iterative !!,
procedures are typically needed to determine the # 0

actual flow and pressure drop across the valve. '-100 o wo m nus> rune. po.4o pso 2

Because of the extensive calculations involved, a ENuSI$Ssc,gg ; ;
computer code was developed. Additionally, the
code was used to perform sensitivity analyses to -300

4b 50explore the effect of the resistance coeflicients on 0 10 20 3 60 70 80 90
the valve pressure drop, flow rate, and dynamic c, DEGREE
torque predictions for each of the six conditions
defined above. The results of these analyses are Figure 9a. Opening stroke.
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'W" I T'"' '' O~"'

600 , i v T' i t '-'r'~r r~~r'-

500 -

, ,y pg nupyynt ,g,,3 pga
--

* ~

- CD 400 - -

* -
. wTH PM RtcTUE Po-o 85G

~

d+ *-*'"'"""""'"#-""55
7 h%w -300 h

,
0;

p
ii 2004 A . . . . . . . . . ._. , -sa ;

200
100 4 %m%o -100 L ;

O E O

100 - O WC P*E RuptutrC, Po.40 P",c
~

H 100 L ; a wtTw p et RuPiunE. Po.o pso
B-54g gga y ,

,
+ w!TH P PC RUDTUAL Po.40 P5C

,

* ' ' ' ' ' ' '
30o,,,,, 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 900 10 27 30 40 50 60 70 00 90

a DEGREE
C1, DEGREE

Figure lia. Opening stroke.
Figure 9b. Closing r.troke.

600 , , , , i , , ,

] 500
. ;200 , , , , , , , ,
-

wo PtPE RUPfuctE, P0 40PSQ ? O WO PtPE RUPTUAL P0 40 psc~

O. mm pee nUPTURE, P0 00Psc ; 3 400 h
~

a.' 160 ;" mm P'P HOPTVHE, P0 40P$q . wtTH PlPE MJPTVRE, pn.n P$c

0 +
C 140 1 -

. 300 - + mN PtPE RUPTURE,PO 40 *SG

o
20 - h 200 4

m 100 -
- o

d 00 '- 4

!Il
;

80 ;

DNN"k - 0
60 "*~" ** # ,:4
40 . 3oo ;

2> 20 '

D CH3
'

' ' " '0 70 80 9 . , , , , , , , ,O 10 20 30 40 50 60
O O 8U U

(1, DEGREE
a, DEGREE

Figure 10. Valve pressure drop versus disc
opening angle using parallelline analysis. Figure lib. Closing stroke,
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|Table 1. Summary of torque requirements for example problem.

Peak Dynamic Torque Results
Seating and Unseating

Opening Stroke Closing Stroke Results !

Law,an or ha Lacai,on or na w sha,8 (JTotal ses-'N * b*'Ped Dynamic Dynamic Peu Dynamis Dynamet Pressm int /Pa**t**Atulysis Tarq.e.a. Torga T , Tory =.a. P
* ' Twyw T., Drop AP. Tory = T .

;Conditions *s. A 16 **. h ib i=i h Ib i

Case 1 20 82.9 212 35 38.2 - 42 97.0 22$

Case 2 40 54.9 310 65 12.0 - 168 97.0 225

Case 3 40 79.8 426 65 17.0 - 261 137.0 247

Case 4 20 34.4 121- 15 39.4 38 47.3 198

Case $ 40 29.3 192 70 5.1 ~ 69 71.7 211-

Case 6 40 53.2 303 70 9.4 - 174 111.7 233

a. In this cr.arnple negative values indicate that hydrouynamic forces induced by the flow are in disc closing directiA
The actuator is not required to deliver this peat dynamic torque to close the valve. Note that the hydrodynamic tom,ue
in some disc designs and orientations are not self-closing,

parallel branch with line resistance K . Analyti. tem is then calculated using Equation 7. The3

cally, this is equivalent to setting the flow coeffi- intersection of the system curve e give by
_

cient of the parallel branch to zero,or K to Equation 8a, and the applicable pump curve, fig-3

infinity. The hydraulic resistances of the single ute 2b) gives the flow rate, Q, and the system
line model as shown in Fig. 2a are as follows: pressure drop AP,y.. ne F .value from Figure 7bt

is used to check the choking condition of the
K., K + K ., valve by applying the procedure in ISA S75.01= t 2

Standard (1985). De valve pressure drop, AP,,is
10 + 10=

calculated using Equation 9. He hydrodynamic
torque component, T a, and the bearing torquehy20=
component, T,, are calculated using Equations 5t

and 2, respectively. The hydrodynamic torque
For normal flow conditions (Case 1): coefficient for this valve, Ct' (= C, di) is obtained i

from Figure 7c. De total dynamic torque in bothKw = Ka,, + K4
the opening and closing directions are then calcu.

/30 + 10 - lated using Equation 4; This procedure is=

repeated at various disc positions using the corre-

= 40 SPonding valve flow coefficients from Figure 7a.

For pipe rupture conditions (Cases 2 and 3): The total seating and unseating torque is calcu-
lated using Equation 1. In this equation, the seat

Km 1 torque, T., and the packing torque,T , are 116 and=
p

57 ft lb, respectively, as given in the problem def-
At any disc angle the flow coefficient is inition. The bearing torque, Ts, is calculated

obtained from Figure 7a. The corresponding using Equation 2, and shutoff head's of 97,97,
valve resistance coefficient factor, Kv, is calcu- and 137 psi (see Figure 2b) for Cases 1,2, and 3,
lated using Equation 6. The K factor of the sys- respectively. Using Equation 3, the hydrostatic
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- torque is calculated to be Tw. = 1.5 ft lb, which 2. The required opening dynamic torque of

ls negligible in this case. 426 ft Ib for the case of pipe rupture with
>

full tank head (Case 3) is about double its

The detailed results of the single line analyses value under normal operating conditions

(Cases 1,2, and 3) are surnmarized in Figures 8, (Case 1).

9a, and 9b and Table 1.
3. The required opening dynamic torques of

an 6 p, respdely,in M
Valve Prossure Drop Results. Examination p rupture cases (Cam 2 and 3) end
of the valve pressure drop results at various disc e scadng and unseahg torque.
angles (Figure 8)shows that -

4. The actuator pullout torque of 296 ft lb at
1. For_ disc positions between 40 and reduced voltage is less than the required

90_ degrees open, the valve pressure drops opening dynamic torque for Cases 2 and 3.
for Case 2 are more than double their values
for Case 1. This lucrease in valve pressure 5. The margin between the actuator pullout
drop has a significant effect on the dynamic torque of 462 ft lb at full voltage and the

- torque (Figs. 9a and 9b) ' required opening dynamic torque of
426 ft lb for Case 3 is less than 10%.

2. For disc positions between 10- and
45 degrees open, the difference in valve Closing Stroke: Examination of the closing

stroke results (Figure 9b and Table 1) shows that
pressure drops of Cases 3 and I are more

the total seating and unscating torque of 225 to
than P. (40 psi)._' The maximum dia'erence

247 ft lb bounds the required closing torque for
of these pressure drops is about 58 psi at

all three cases. Other butterfly valves with self-
30 degrees open, which corresponds to
145% of the surge tank pressure, P Thus, closing hydrodynamic torque characteristics wil!

over a certain part of the disc travel, the exhibit simily performance trends,

increase in valve pressure drop from a pipe
PARALLEL LINE MODELrupture can be more than the system hydro.

static pressure imposed by surge tanks and
The parallel line model is shown in Figure 5.accumulators;

The resistance coefficients are given in Problem
Definition. Using the solution procedures for

Dynamic Torque Results. Figures 9a and 9b parallel line model described earlier in this paper,
show the required actuation torque results for the foll wing result. re obtained.
opening and closing strokes, respectively. Posi.
tive values indicate that the actuator has to supply Pressure Drop Results. The valve pressureL

the required torque to move the disc in the stated drop results at various disc angles for parallel line
2

direction (Figure 9a); and negative values indi. model are summarized in Figure 10 for Cases 4,
cate that the actuator has to merely resist this 5, and 6. Valve pressure drops at shutoff and peak
torque while moving the disc in the stated direc- dynamic torque locations are summarized in
tion of rotation (Figure 9b). Table 1. 'Ihese results show that

f0pening Stroke: Examination of the opening 1. Under normal operating conditions, the
stroke results (Figure 9a and Table 1) shows that valve pressure drops using the parallel line

model (Case 4) are less than 50% of the cor-

; 1. Under normal operating conditions responding values using the single line
(Case 1), the required actuation torque is model (Case 1). This has a significant effect

225 ft lb, which is dictated by the total seat- on both the seating /unscating torque and the

ing and unseating torque. dynamic torque.

53 NUREG/CP-0!23
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2. The difference between valve shutoff pres- Comparison of results for Cases 4 and 6 shows
sure drops for Cases 6 and 4 is 64 psi, which that an 18% increase in the total required seating
corresponds to 160% of the surge tank pres- torque is predicted as a result of pipe rupture at

- sure, P.. Thus, the increase in valve pres- the valve di;, charge.
sure drop from a pipe rupture is more than
the system hydrostatic pressure imposed by CONCLUSIONSsurge tanks and accumulators. Furthermore,

the increase in valve pressure drop from
pipe ruptures in parallel flow models is The analytical procedures for performing

. higher than the corresponding increase in hydraulic network analysis to evaluate the perfor-
the single line model. mance of butterfly MOVs are presented. Both

single line and parallel line models described
Dynamic Torque Results. At any disc angle herein can be used to determine valve pressure i

the total dynamic torque is calculated using the drops, flow rates, and torque requirements. An |

valve pressure drop at that disc angle, The example problem from a typical installation in a
dynamic torque results are summarized in Figures nuclear cooling water system is used to demon-

11a and lib and Table 1 for opening and closing strate the application of the analysis procedures,
strokes, respectively. A matrix of three different analyses performed

using single line and parallel line models shows a

Opening Stroke: ne most significant advan- significant reduction in torque requirements
tage of using the parallel line model can be seen when the more realistic parallelline model is

by comparing the governing torque prediction used. Detailed results are presented for each case.

obtained by the parallel line model (Case 6) to For the example problem, torque requirements

that obtained by the single line model (Case 3). for the parallel line model under the limiting

The use of pamitel line model results in a peak operating conditions were found to be 40% less

dynamic torque aquirement of 303 ft lb (Case 6, than that obtained for the single line model.

Table 1). De cc Tesponding result for the single
line assumption is 426 ft lb (Case 3. Table 1). In evaluating the analysis results, the safety
This is an increw s of 40% in the predicted torque functions of the subject MOV should be taken
requirements caused by simplifying assumptions, into account, For instance, MOVs that are not

required to open under postulated pipe rupture
Several other conclusions can be drawn by conditions should not be penalized for high open-

comparing parallel line results against the corre. ing torque or thrust. Ilowever, pipe rupture may
.

sponding single line results. For instance, under expose the valve and actuator components to
normal operating condition (Case 4), the peak these high loads. Rus, althcugh the postulated
dynamic opening torque using a parallel line accident conditions may not challenge the actua-
model is about 57% of that predicted using a tot output capability, the structuralintegrity of the
single line model(Case 1). The required actua. MOV should be evaluate (t under such high loads.
tion torque in both cases, however, is based on the

total seating and unseating torque. The use of a The butterfly valve dpamic torque predictions
parallel line model provides a 12% reduction'in at large disc opening angles (a > 45 degrees) are
the required actuation torque predictions as more sensitive to the resistance coefficients of the
compared to the single line model. hydraulic network. At large disc angles the valve

resistance coefficient, K,, is relatively small, as
Closing Stroke: Figure lib shows that the compared with the systern resistance coefficients.
actuation torque is dictated by the total seating Thus, the network analysis is dominated by the
and unseating torque for all three cases consid- system resistance coefficients. For this reason,
cred. Under pipe rupture conditions, the dynamic higher margins should be imposed on torque pre-
torque is self-closing for most of the valve stroke. dictions at high disc opemng angles.
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F, Piping geometry facwr, dimension. V Specific volume of fluid at inleti
less conditions, ft /lb2

K- Head loss coefficient of a device, W Flow rate, Ib/hr -
dimensionless

W,,a,a Valve flow rate under choked flow
.P Upstrein aholute static pressure, conditions,Ib/hr

measured two cominal pipe
diameters upstream of valve or W, -

Maximum flow rate when the valve

valve-fitting assembly, psia is fully open,Ib/hr

Y Expansion factor, ratio of flowQ Flow rate, gpm
coefficient for a gas to that for a

Qw . Valve flow rate under choked flow liquid at the same Reync:ds
number dimensionlessconditions, gpm

d Nominal valve size, inch-Q, Maximum flow rate when the valve
s fuHy ogn, gpm

d, Stem diameter, inch

T. Bearing torque, ft lb a Disc opening angle, deg. !

T.,. _ Total dynamic torque at disc angle Bearing coefficient of friction,e,
a, ft lb

dimensionless

Tay, Hydrodynamic / aerodynamic p Density,Ib/ft)
torque, ft-lb

APc!wked Pressure differential at the onset of
- Tp Hydrostatic torque,ft lb valve choking, psi

T, Packing torque, ft lb Pmax Maximum pressure differential at
shut-off, psi

T. Seat torque, ft lb
AP Pressure differential across the

T.,,, Total seating / unseating torque,It lb valve or valve-fitting assembly, psi

.
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Operability Testing of Electrical
Motor Operated Valves

Thomas A. Rak and Lewis R Sweeney
Portland General Electric

ABSTRACT

OM-10 "In. Service Testing of Valves" defines operational readiness as the abil-

ity of a motor operated valve (MOV) to perfonn its intended function. OM 10 con-
firms readiness through measurement of a single parameter, strike time. An MOV
would be declared inoperable only when the referenced stroke time has not been
met.The retest interval under OM-10 guidelines is a function of the category of the

valve's service.

MOV testing under the guidelines of NRC Genetic Letter 89-10. " Safety.
Related Motor Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," has demonstrate.d that
MOVs that are not capable of performing their intended design function can meet
OM 10 operational readiness criteria. Rese experiences support the need for an
a'.ternative criteria that confirms operability based on parameters directly defined

by the imended design function.

ne OM 10 method is an mdirect test of operability using a single parameter and

acceptance criterion. MOV operability testing requires direct measuretaent and
acceptance criteria based on design requirements. Such methods have been desci-
oped in response to Genenc Letter 89-10; however, the recognition that these meth-
ods should supersede OM-10-based operability determinations is not generally
accepted. This paper proposes a method of using parametric testing, based on
design requirements, to determine MOV operability.

BACKGROUND time, and torque switch bypass time. The accep-
tance criteria for each of the six parameters are
established in a set-point calculation (cutmple

Since the issuance of Generic Letter 89-10, attached) which is based on design bases oper-
Licensees have increasingly used parametric test ability requirements. The set-pomts are mam-
equipment. Licenaces are verifying actuator tained through a set-point verification testing
design capability through testing that includes
measuring multiple parameteis such as direct pr cedure that esgblishes a pass /fai) acceptance

criteria for deternunmg MOV operability. Failure
stem thrust, stem torque, limit switch activation, meet the acceptance critena is adequate evi-t
and motor current. This capability testine more dence to declare the MOV inoperable,
adequately quantifies MOV operability Ean the

>

requirements of OM 10. The six parameter test (capability test) is mtru-
..

sive and man-power intensive and, therefore, can.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY not be performed as frequently as stroke time
testing. Acceptance criteria must account for vari-

The minimum required measurements when ations in the MOV's performance over time to

verifying MOV operability are actuator torque, justify less frequent operability testing. Of the six

stem thrust, packing drag, motor cur.ert, stroke parameters, stem thrust is the most time

57 NUREG/CP-0123
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dependant as a result of changes in stem factor - PMDR performance margin degrada-=

caused by wear and lubricant depletion. There. tion rate.
fore, it is conservative to establish a primary time
interval between operability tests that is based on
stem factor degradation, A secondary interval can Defining operating period, performance mar.

be established to address changes in actuator g n, and performance margin degradation rate in

efficiency, in order to account for variations in these terms, we can now discuss ways to control

MOV performance margin over time, a predeter- the factors involved, defend the concept of a
mined operating period must be established and predetermined operating period after baseline

validated over time by capability testitg.. capability testing, and discuss operability deter-
minstions when as-tested outpute are less than the

Thrust Performance Margin required minimum output at the beginning of the
operating period.

In order to defend a predetermined operating
period after a baseline capability test (with st.. tic htargin degradation rate can be bound to a pre-

or dynamic system conditions), a performance dictable value by applying programmatic controls

margin must be determined that accounts for out- to the elements affecting it Control over actua;or

put thrust degradation. The operating period is efficiencies can be obtained through a scheduled

defined as the performance margin divided by the actuator maintenance program. Stem factor
margin degradation rate, and can be expressed as variations can be bound through scheduled stem

lubrications. Packing drag variations can .
pg bound by setting design limits on maximuru

OP = PMDR (1) packing drag, and requiring measurement of
packing drag after valve packing adjustm'sts or

where replacements.

OP operating period=

Thrust Correction Factors
PM performance margin=

The use of higher valve factors and more con-
PMDR performance margin degrada- servative design base differential pressures has

=

tion rate,
resulted in higher required minimum output
thrust and torque values. Because of these higher

The performance margin is the sum of the applied values, total available margin has
assumed stem factor degradation, packing drag decreased. With lower total margin available, the
degradation, and actuator efficiency degradation effort of identifying, quantifying, and controlling
(see Figure 1). The operating period can be

the variables that affect required miniraum outputrestated as
gains greater significance. Those factors that
directly affect required minimum output are+ +OP =

PMDR (2) design minimum output, correction factor for rate
of loading, correction factor for control switch I

where repeatability, and correction factor for test equip- {ment accuracy.
OP operating period=

Onc way to lower the required minimum out-
PD packing drag degradation Put is by using the most accurate test equipment

=

available. Accurate test equipment works to
AE actuator efficiency degradation decrease the required minimum output in two

=

ways: (a) when valve f actors are calculated from
SF stem factor degradation dynamic test data, values are not inflated by I

)=
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Figure 1.

correcdons for inaccurate test equipment and loading until margin is diminished, hiaximizing
(b) when actuator capability test acceptance the cperating period involves diminishing the
criteria are established, limits do not have to be performance margin throughout the operating
reduced by inflated corrections to account for period to its lowest level without compromising
inaccurate test equipment. Accurate test equip- MOV operability. There'.are, to safely maximize
ment is essential when dealing with marginal operating period, rate o: loading must be
MOVs. Greater instrument accuracy means accounted for.

reducing required minimum output, and extend-
ing the operating period; extending the operating Operating Margin
period leads to reduced cost. Stem-mounted,
field <alibrated strain gauges are one cf the mo'.e Operating margin is the excess output above =

accurate test method for measuring stem tb.ust the required minimum output as measured at the a

and torque. beginning of the operating period.

Control switch repeatability is estMisi.cd by CONCLUSION ,

*} .the actuator manufacturer and shoulJ rv be icw
cred without adequate justification. The authors have found that present OM-lhY

stroke time testing does not accurately assess an
Rate of loading must be accounted for when MOV's " readiness" to complete its desip func-

using any test AP less than design basis AP to tion. The root cause of its deficiency lies in the
account for operability under dynamic condi- . test sirnplicity. A more rigorous, less frequently
tions. Limited testing on a single actuator at conducted test, which meets the guidance
Portland General Electric shows that the effect is presented in this paper, may prove a practical
proportional to the difference in the loading rates - altemative,

between the static test and the dynamic test.
Therefore, rate of loading must always be taken The following parameters were found to be
into account when considering performance mar- essential when establishing and verifying MOV
gin. Those MOVs with excessive performance operability: .ctuator torque, stem thmst, packing
margin may not appear to be affected by rate of drag, motor current, stroke time, and torque
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switch bypass tirne. Of the factors that impact (" blind testing"), a performance margiu camiot be
actuator operability, stem factor, valve factor, defined. Without a quantined perfonnance mar-

jactuator efficiency, and packing drag are func- gin, MOV operability is demonstrated for an ;
tions of time and, therefore, should be enveloped undetermined period of time.

<

by a performance margin. The performance mar-
Igi should be evaluated under the guidelines of Portland General Electric uses the following

the design setpoint calculation, to ensure oper- correction factors:
ability of the MOV over the defined operating
period. ,

Test equipment accuracy = 10% |
*

|

Control switch repeatability |As a minimum the MOV should be tested at the *

beginning and end of the operating period 50 that = 10%, when output is 2 50 ft-lbf i

the acceptance criteria for all six parameters, as = 5%, when output is <50 ft lbf
established through design calculation, are main-
tained. The test verifies operability through the Rate of loading = 20%.e

demonstration of the MOVs' capabilities to oper-
ate within the acceptance enteria. The acceptance In addition Portland General Electric uses the

g
enteria includes correction factors and perfor-
mance margin that compensate for instrument
dependent effects (torque switch repeatability, Stem factor degradation = ratio of*

mstrument accuracy), test condition effects (rate Stem Factor w/p = 0. 2

of loaditig), and time dependent effects (MOV Stern Factor w/p = 0.15

degradation) for a fixed operating period. Satis-
factory testing performed at the end of the operat- Actuator efficiency deFradation = 0%*

-ing period defends the established period,
Unsatisfactory testing performed at the end of the Fixed operating period for stem factore

operating period identifies the need to redefine , 3 y.

the operating period or establish higher perfor-
Fixed operating period for actuator*

mance margms,
efficiency = 6 years.

An MOV tested under static conditions should REFERENCES
not be declared operable unless instrumented for
a minimum set of parameters, which together
demonstrate adequate performance margin for the Babcock & Wilcox, Supplier Document

required operating period. Capability testing 6478-NQ30651-1&2, Operating Manuals

performed under static conditions will have to for SMB/SB-000 and 00 Torque Switch

apply acceptance criteria that account for the Tester and for SMB/SB-0 through 4 Torque
Sw tch Tester.decrease in MOV output under dynamic condi-

tions. Static test-acceptance criteria shall count
for rate of loading, test equipment accuracy, con'

Bethesda Licensing Office, September 20,1990,
"Use of New MOV Test Data,' Memoran-

trol switch repeatability, and performance margin
dum BL-90064.degradation.

Kelly, Lee,1990, "PGE Differential Pressure
An MOV tested under dynamic conditions Testing MO 8801 A&B," presented to

should bot be declared operable unless instrum- MVG, Portland, OR, June.
ented for a minimum set of parameters that
togaher demonstrate adequate performance mar- Kelly, Lee,1991,"Ponland General Electric 1991
gin for the required operating period.11 dynamic Straingage Temng," presented to MVG,
testing is performed without instrumentation Richmond, VA. July.
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Kim, William B.,1990 "An Empirical Study of Limitorque l_etter to LILCO,1988, "Limitorque

the EtTect of Changes in Rate of Loading " Actuator Torque and Thrust Ratings,"
March 4.presented to MVG, January,

Limitorque Corporation lett?r to Arkansas Power
& Light Company,1986,"Limitorque Valve NP-6660-D, EPRI," Application Guide for Motor-

Actuators," August 20. Operated Valves in Nuclear Power Plants."

_

.
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SAMPLE CALCULATION
1,

SAMPLE CALCULATION AND VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE MARGIN
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR MOVS ON GATE AND GLOBE VALVES

The objective of this calculation is to establish torque, thrust, packing drag, motor cunent, stroke time, and
percent torque switch by-pass setpoints for safety-related MOVs ~ Bis calculation establishes setpoints that
will ensure operability of the MOV under maximum design basis conditions for a predetermined operating
period. His is accomplished by calculation, testing and analysis in four steps, as follows:

1.1 - Valve Minimum Thrust Rer,uired

First, calculate the mirdmum thrust required to cycle the valve dunng design base conditions.

1.2 Limiting Torque and Thrust Values

Second, evaluate the maximum output capability of the MOV (actuato vah e) assembly.

1.3 Torque Switch Displacements

Third, calculate the niaximum torque switch setting (displacement), his setting shall result in an actuator
output that does not exceed the maximum torque capability.

14 Actuator Testing and Analysis.

Fourth, verify that actuator performance meets or exceeds perfonnance margin using data from in-sru capa-
bility testing.

2. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

2.1 he maximum torque switch displacement, or less, that will allow the MOV to achieve the thrust
(torque) required to fully stroke under design base conditions throughout the predefined operating
period without exceeding the maximum torque or thrust allowable for the installation.

2.2 The maximum normalized motor current will not exceed 120% of the nameplate FLA during the run-
ning portion of the valve stroke.

2.3 The maximum stroke time will meet the design requirements.

2.4
Re open torque switch by pass will not be less than 20% of stroke time after valve unseating.

2.5 The packing drag will be less than the shaft diameter multiplied by 1000, expressed in Ibf.

3. ASSUMPTIONS

3.1 All torque switches aadressed in this calculation have been calibrated to their design specification and
are assumed to meet repeatability values stated by the manufacturer.

3.2 The margin applied to account for ROL during static testing is 201 The basis for this assumption is
presented in Kim (1990) and Kelly (1991).
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3.3 he maintenance cycle is shorter than the established operating period. His assumption is based on
accumulated maintenance history and the as-found condition of actuators and lubricants undergoing

refurbishment.

3.4 Margin degradation factors:

3,4.1 he degradation of stem factor (SF) is conservatively bound by the ratio of
Stern Factor w/p = 0.2
Stem Factor w/p = 0 3

The valve and actuator are tested following maintenance, when the frictioc coefficient associa ) with the
stem to stem nut interface is at its lowest. His ratio accounts for the degradation that occurs over the operat-

ing period, he basis for this assumption is taken from Limitorque Selection Procedures.

3.4.2 He degradation of the actuators efficiency is bound throughout the defined operating period by
manufacturer's applications factors. The valve and actuator are tested following mal' senance, when
the friction coefficient associated with the worm, worm gear, and worm gear spline are at their 80w-

est, his accounts for the degradation that occurs over the operating period.

3.4.3 he packing drag will remain below the design assumed value of 1,000lb per inch of stem diameter,
nroughout he def'med operating period measuring packing drag is required following pack adjust-
ment and replacement.

3.4.4 he valve factor will remain below the assumed value. The valve factor for gate valves is bound by
0.5 and for globe valves is bound by 1.1 (EPRI; Bethesda Licensing Office). When test data reveals
valve performance not bound by these Valve Factors a new F, shall be calculated and applied to that

specific valve.

3.5 The Limitorque Selection Criteria is an accurate standard to use with regard to actuator specific criteria
such as application factors, pullout efficiency, thrust and torque ratings, and gear rating service factors.

3.6 Spring packs are installed in motor actuators with the vendor specified preload.

4. METHOD AND EQUATION SUMMARY

4.1 Valve Minimum Brust Required

De mmimum valve thrust required to stroke during design base conditions is calculated using an equation
from SEL 1 (Limitorque Selection Procedures), as follows:

u- x APm) + (S x Pg) + (1000 x Sp)Vm, = (Fy xV 3

where

Vemt = Valve minimum thrust required = the minimum thrust needed to stroke a valve during design
base conditions,in Ibf.

Valve factor = the f actor used to represent the losses within the valve during stroking. ForFy =

globe valves this number is 1.1 per Limitorque Selection Procedures. For gate valves 0.5 is
used per Kelly (1990) in lieu of 0.3 per the Limitorque Procedures. Industry experience has
shown the 0.3 F, may result in a non conservative calculated minimum thrust,

i

|
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YPA =
Valve port area = the area of the valve port (area inside the seat ring), calculated by multiplying
the sq iare of the port radius by n,in square inches.

APms - Maximum differential pressure = the ma imum differential pressure that the valve must be
=

capable of operating against, in either the open or closed direction, in psi.

SA =
Area of the stem = the cross-sectional area of the stem in square inches.

P. Line pressure = in psig.t =

So Stem diameter = the diameter of the stem that passes through the stuffing box,in inches.
=

1000 Conversion factor, this muhiplier is used to determine the limiting stuffing box load, in Ibf.
=

4.2 Limiting Torque and nrust Values

Tae actetor and valve installation limits with regard to torque and thrust must be established. Operation 1

beyond these limits may result in damage to, or disfunction of, the actuator and valve installation,
i

4.2.1
MOV Maximum Torque Limiting Value. Tbc MOV torque limiting maximum value (MOVTQim)
is the maximum torque output capability of the actuator and valve assembly. His value is deter-
mined by comparing valve maximum torque capability, spring pack maximum torque capability,
maxinium actuator allowable torque capability and the maximum actuator TQ at minimum voltage.
he lowest of these values is determined to be the MOV TQtm.

4.2.2
MOV Maximum Thrust Allow 3ble Value. MOV maximum thmst allowable value (MO%ma)is
the limiting maximum thrust as established by the actuator or valve manufacturer whichever is
lowest.

4.23 MOV maximum Thrust Value With Inertia, The MOV maximum thrust value with inertia
(MOVmmai) is the limiting maximum thrust that can be measured at the MOV. This value is deter-
tnined by the following equation:

Af0Vor;; ; = Af0%me X 1.1

1.1 Conversion factor for developing the limiting inertial thrust as established by Limitorqu:
=

(1988).

43 - Torque Switch Displacements

- 43.1 Maximum Torque Switch Displacement. In order to prevent the actuator exceeding MOVTGtm a
maximum serpoint for the actuator torque switch must be developed. The torque switch setting is
determined by locating the MOV qtm intersect on the appropriate spring pack curve (LimitorqueT
Spring Pack Curves).

This torque switch setting correlates to the displacement of the switch arm required to open the switch con-
tacts and deenergize the operator. Field experience has shown that two identical torqtie switches set to the -

- same value will not have identical switch arm displacements. Therefore, to eliminate the error between_

for que switches, the maximum allowable displacement (Dspm ) is developed.

The Dspma is based on the torque switch setting (TSS) at the MOVTQlm, determined o' y the applicable
spring pack curve, and a regression analysis of the calibration curve for the applicable torque switch. The

-
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t.rque switch is then placed in a B&W Tbd[ue Switch Tester (11abcock & Wilcox) and the setting timt corre-
sponds to Dspmu is maced.

4.4 Actuator Testing and Analysis

The MOV is now testcd in sita. This wting is performed for all MOVs under static conditions. Where prac-
tical, dynamic system stroke testing is also perforused. Testing must te performed sfier preventive mainte-
nence is completed: the actuatv is freshly refurbished and the stem to stem nut interface is c lean and
lubricated. He purpose of this testing la to

Verify the measured actuator tlumt output at torque switch trip is greater than or equal to de setpoint-

" minimum valve thrust required at torque switch trip" (Vme@TST)

Verify the actuatet torque output at torque switch trip does not exceed the setpoint "MOV maximu:n-

torque liteking value' (MOV rQtm)

Verify the actuator dimst output at torque switch trip does shot exceed the setpoint "MOV maximum-

thrust limiting value"(MOVunm)

Verify the actuator tiuvst output does not exceed the setpoint " thrust limiting maximum value with-

inertia"(MOVntimt)

Assess the performance uwgin between the Vmnd3TST and the actual duust at torque switch trip-

willthen be used
When pomible, calculate the actual valve factor (Fym) based on test data.This Fvm-

to calculate an actual valve minimum thrust (Vente). Finally a performance margin assessment
will be petformed between the Venu and the actual thrust measured at torque switch trip.

Perfornwa margin assessments will be used to determine the adequacy of the actuktor capabilities. Actua.
tors with a positive performance margin will be considered operable for a defined operating period without
further evaluation. Actuators with negative margins will be evaluated for operability. It would be possible
fer an actuator to have a negative margin and still be operable for a rutuced operating period.

Wlve I,*.hinun Thrust at Torque Switch Trip Setpoint. Valve Minimma Thrust at Torque Switch4.4.1
Trip (VndTST)is verified during static closure by measuring direct stem thrust at the point the
torque switch contacts open. Vnte@TST is calculated as fol'ows:

Vng,s QM = (%ugi , x (F .2cof s15cof}} x emS W

Whese

Wlve Thrust Minimum at Torque Switch Trip = the minimum thrust setpoint value
Vnte@TST =

that must be measured at the valve under static conditions.This ensures the Venk
will be achieved under design basis conditions. The calculation of this value assumes
that at the time of the test, the Fs is at its lowest (i.e., the stem is freshly lubricated),
and the Fs increases to its maximum value at the time the valve must operate under
design basis conditions for the predetermmed Operatir g Period.

Valve Minimum Thrust Required = in Ibf. (see Step 5.1).Vsnh =

Perfonnance margin ratio His represents the potential degradation in stem factor
Fs. cor/Fs15 cot =

prior to design limiting suoke of the actuator.

!
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.

Minimum error factor = the value used to account for; Rate of leading (r), Torqueeu =n

Switch Repeatability (t) (Limitorque,1986), and test equipment accuracy (tryp). The
error factor, a unit less term is calculated from these values by taking the square root
of the sum of the squares of the two random errors (I and cry) and adding to r, as
follows:

>

/(egg)| ey, = 1--+ r + + .(r)2

Once cr.'culated, Vminne@TST represents the mimmum acceptable thrust setpoint for static testing that
will maintain MOV operability for a predetennined Operability Period. Actuator output greater than, or
equal, to this setpoint is verified during static testing bywasuring stem thrust.

4.5.2 Limiting Torque and Thrust Setpoints; Maximun Values at Torque Switch Trip _

4.5.2.1 MOV Torque Limiting maximum at Torque Switch Trip. Torque less than MOVams is assured
prior to cycling the MOV by verifymg that the torque switch setting is less than or equal to the
TQSWm. In this way the DSPmx cannot be exceeded and therefore, the MOVgmx will not be
exceeded.

* Ibis setpoint if verified during the static close stroke by measuring springpack displacement at Torque
Switch 'IYip.

4.5.2.2 MOV Thrust Limiting Maximum Value at Toque Switch Trip, MOV Thrust Maximum Limiting
Value at Torque Switch Trip (MOVunm@TST) is the limiting maximum shrust that should be
applied to the actuator at torque switch trip. MOVnum@TST is calculated as follows:

MOVnnm@TST = MOVama xsm-

_Where

MOVmant. MOV Manmum Thrust Allowable (see Step 5.2.2).=

Maximum Error Factor = is the value used in this equation to account for'Ibrque Switchenu =

Repeatability (t) and diagnostic equipment accuracy (e). The error factor is calculated
from these values by taking the square root of the Sum of the squares as follows:

'

1- /(c)2 + (,y2Error factor =

4.5.2.3 MOV Thrust Limiting Maximum Value With Inertia. The MOV Thrust Limitic. Maximum Value;
With Inertia (MOVnumxi) is verified during closum by measuring the maximum stem compression.
Anamxi s calculated as follows:i:

MOVnnat = MOVmmal x e m,

i

j Where
|

| MOVmxmai Acantor M.vimum *ibrust Allowable with Inertia. (see step 5.2.3)=

Maximum Error Factorcmax =

L
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4.3.3 Performance Margias: Calculated vs. Measured. Performance margins are calculated to assess the
adequacy of the actuator as tu,ted.These margins may be calculated using static test data with the

s

assumed Fy or by using static test data with the measured Fyme . Whenever dynamic AP data is
available the lattes method shall be ustd.

4.5.3.1 - Performance margin for actuators that have completed stAc tes@;;i= daveboed using the follow.
ing calculation:

,

.

PM = Vnw,,@TST - V"'"''' @TST x 100
Yn%@TsT

Where

Performance Margin = a value, in units of percent, that expresses the difference- PM =

between the calculated minimum thrust required to close the valve and the measured
thrust at Turque Switch Trip. A positive percentage indicate; tint the measured thrust
is greater then the calculated thrust sequired

The measured thrust recorded at torque switch trip on a static close stroke.Vnime.@TST =

Valve Thrust Minimum at Torque Switch Trip = the minimune thrust that must be mea.Vnkn@TST =

sured under static conditions.

' 4.5.3.2 Performance Margin for an actuator that has completed dynamic stroke testiuh w ith AP data avail-
able shall be calculated using the following method.

4.5.3.2.1 When dynamic stroke testing recorded the pressure drop across the valve during the test stroke
it is possible to solve for Fy.e. as follows:

Open Stroke:

I - Rng Load + (SA x Pa,)\
Fy,,,,,, = Vnw. (y x 3p_)

Close Stroke:
,

I - Rng lead + (SA X P,,,,))
Fy,,. = Vnw. x

- Where

Valve Factor, Measured = the test derived factor used to represcat the losses within theFv =

valve during stroking, a unitiess term. Based on a solution from applied data.

Valve Thrust measured = the thrust attributable to the force exerted on the disc or wedge asVnime. =

itis exposed AP during strob,in ibf.

= Valve Port area.-VPA

Differential pressure measure = the differential pressure in of psi, recorded at the'corre-APmen =

sponding point of the thrust trace identified as the Vuime..
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Pau Pressure measure = the pressure in psi, recorded at the corresponding point of the thrust=

trace identified as the Vnwn.
~

Rag lead Running load = A mean average representing the runring load caerted on the stem, during=

- a static stroke, in units of Ibf. TLis value is subtracted to isolate that amount of force
required due to the differential pressure associated with the dynamic stroke.

4.5.3.2.2- The measured required rainimum t!Just (Vminnhnen) is calculated as follows:

Vm;animea, = {(Fwu x VrA x 'Pau) + (Ss x P ) + (1000 X So2) x fr :cc>fFS ? seq) x eeueL si

Where

Vauanha The minimatu valve thrust required at torque switch trip based on a measured valve fac-=

-tot. This tenn includes the conservatism factors for rate of loading, torque switch repeat-
ability, diagnostic equipment accuracy and stem factor degradation as are found within
the setpoint Vulnin@TST. .

Fvme. as defined above.=

VPA = Valve Port Area

APau Muimum Differential Pressure=

SA = Area of the stem

PL = Line pressure

So Stem diameter=

1000 Conversion factor=

Minimum error factor -e in =n

!~s.:cof/Fs.icor = Stem factor degradation ratio.

4.5.3.2.3 Performance Margin for actuators that have completed dynamic testing with, AP data 's
developed using the following calculation: ;

i

Where I

I
PM = Performance Margin = a value, in units of percent, that expresses the difference |

between the calculated minimum thrust required to close the valve and the actual
thrust at Torque Switch Trip. A positive percentage indicates that the actual thrust is

- greater than the calculated thrust required.

~ Vnw @TST = 'Ibe measured thrust recorded a torque switch trip on a static close stroke.

Vminnw. = - u defined above.
,
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-Tennessee Valley Authority
Motor-Operated Valve Methodology for

D_esign Basis Review and Thrust Calculations
I. L. Beltz

ABSTRACT

ne Thnnessee Valley Authority (TVA) has developed a program plan to address
the issues in the U.S. Nuclear Regu'atory Commission's Generic 1xtrer 89-10
" Safety Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." As part of the
program, TVA has developed sNdards for preparing design basis reviews and
thrust calculations. These standards were developed by using applicable parts of
the Nuclear Maintenance Application Center's (NMAC) document NP-6660 D,
*' Application Guide for Motor-Operated Valves in Nuclear Power Plants." TVA.

also used Seimens Nuclear Power Services as an engineering consultant in the

preparation ofits standards.

De standard for determining thrust requirements contains equations, rafety fac-
ars, and friction factors that were based on the best infonnation available at the

time the standard was written, TVA will review the actual test results obtained from

testing at its Sequoyah and Browns Ferry p; ants and compare thes e results to calcu.
lated values to verify the equations and factors and revise the calc alation methodol-
ogy where necessary. This paper will discuss the standards that TVA uses and
present a comparison of data from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant differential pressure
testing with the values obtained using the calculation methodology.

BACKGROUND torque switches, and the coniparison of differen-
tial pressure thrust values obtained at TVA's
Sequoyah Plant versus the calculated values.

- In 1989 the Nuclear Regulator Commission
(NRC) issued Generic Letter 89-10, which pr* METHODOTOGY
vides recommended actions for licensees to fol-
low in the development of a program to ensure

DOSigIt EGiSIGthat their safety-related motor-operated valves are
capable of performing their safety-related func-

- tico during a design basis event. The fitst step in TVA's methodology is to
_

L ensure that an understanding is obtained of the,

fun rad 8e oNesign bases under which the valve
PURPOSE

!- is required to operate and the conditions that have
an effect on the ability of the valve to function

- The purpose of this paper ir to describe the during these events. This understanding' is
Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) methodol- required to provide input to the calculation

- ogy for design basis reviews and thrust calcula- methodology.
tions which were prepared in response to

.

GL 89-10.Thispaperwilldescribetheprocedure The procedure TVA uses to evaluate the design'

TVA uses to develop the functior.al requirements basis Aquires engineers to examine the valve
of each motor operated valve, the calculation from an electrical, mechanical, seismic and func-

methodology used, the procedure used to set tional standpoint. ne understanding of a valve's
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required function under all antic; pated events is TVA has opted to perform a design basis review
the first step in TVA's review and perhaps the on the butterfly valves and contract with the valve

,

most difficult and important. This review requires manufacturer to perform the torque calculation.
an experienced system engineer to document the TVA will perform an acceptance review of theJ

internst fluid pressme, temperature, flow, and calculations prepared by the butterfly valve
operating time requirements. Dunng this desigt nanufacturer.
basis review TVA also confirms specific charar-
teristics of the motor operated valve assembly, The equations and factors TVA uses for deter-

such as motor sire, gear ratio, and valve tuining thrusts for gate and glote valves were
manufacturer, developed tn conjunction with Seimens Nuclear

Power Services. TVA's technical consultant for

in parallel with the tuechanical system review GL 8910 issues and use the information con-

the electrical system is reviewed by an electrical tained in the NMAC document NP6660,

engineer to document the voltage which will be " Application Guide for Motor Operated Valves in
Nuclear Power Plants."available during these eventr. nis review consid.

ers reduced voltages due to various conditions
such as elevated ambient temperatures and their Gate Valvo Thrust Calculations

) effects on cable and motors.The review will also
consider the voltage available at the time in the The thrust calculation methodology that TVA

diesel generator loading sequence that the valve is uses for gate valves is sigt!ficantly different from

required to function, that used by the valve or nctuator raanufacturer
during ti,e original sizing of the actuator. Many of

The thrust loads, which are calculated as the valves installed in the Sequoyah and Brorns

descrited in the following section, are used by the Ferry plants were purchased through a principal

Civil Engineering department to evaluate the piping contractor with a rainimum of input from a

valve from a seismic analysis standpoint. The system standpomt. In many instances only the

new thrust loads are coupled with other design line pressure and temperature were considered

loads, including seismic loads where appropriate, when sizing the actuator, ne equation used by

to determine if the valve assembly is capable of most valve vendors to calculate thrust was in the
format of Fr = i p + Pp + Piston and is used indperfortning it: safety function when subjected to

these loads. The combined loads are used to eval. both the opening and closing direction. The

uste the valve assembly from a weak link stand. important differences between the valve vendors' -

point which ensures all parts of the valve are methodology and the TVA methodology are how

structurally capable of withstanding this load the plp is calculated and the addition oi a wedg-

' combination. These weak link evaluations have ing force Fw. The TVA equation takes into

required several modifications including replace account the angle of the wedge and uses a valve

ment of valve yokes and yoke bolts. safety factor of 1.2 and a friction factor of 0.4.
He methodology used by TVA for determining

Calculations gate valve thrmt requirements is in the following
format:

The output from the design basis review is used p, . pg p, + pp p,
as input to the TVA calculation methodology.
This paper will describe the equations TVA t.ses Fr = total required thrust
for determining thrusts for gate and globe valves.
Several methodologies have been developed in where Fg = packing friction load. The pack-
the industry for outt:rfly valves; however, they ing load is the force required to slide thestem
require input from the valve manufacturer, and through the packing. The packing friction loads
the more elaborate methodologies require the are computed by multiplying the stem diameter
user to make several unverifiable assumptions. by 1,000 lb.
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_ F = thrust delivered to the seatFop = differential pressure force acting on the t

disc and calculated as follows:
Frmax = max stem thrust (closing), i.e.,1.15 F, ,

# - This is to account for inertia effects and contac-
= # x 4 x F, Cos # * p Sin 6 tot drop time.

-F
-

* ###
Fpt = packing frictionload

dP = differential pressure p, 9g
2f Ao = orifice area of the valve xD ja

ap = c pressure load
D = seat diameter at point of sealing, i.e.,

midpoint of seat ring f = wedge factor. This is dependent on the
F, a safety factor (1.2). This is a safety factor flexibility of the wedge, i.e.,0.6 for flex wedge -

that odds conservatism to account for effects sue a and 1.0 for solid wedge,

as torque reaction, varying seat friction, degraded
seat condition, rate of loading, and other effects Flex wedge valves will relieve some sealing
which have not been fully quantified, force where solid wedge . valves retain a signiG

cant portion of the sealing force. Test cata is used
p = friction factor seat / wedge (0.4) if it is shown these factors are not appropriate for

specific applications.
0 = wedge angle (degrees from stem axis)

F, = safety factor (1.2)
F = piston effect load, his is the force fromp

the internal line pressure acting on the stem, it p = friction factor (0.4)

assists the actuator in the opening direction and
resists the actuator in the closing direction. His 0 = wedge angle

force is computed as follows:

F=PxA ogy, we compared results obtained from the Idaho
p

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) meth.

P = line pressure odology for determining thrust requirements for
5-degree flex wedge gate valves in the closing

.. A = stem area direction, which was presented in a paper at the
19th Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting

F, = wedge load required to pull the wedge out (Watkins et al.,1991) with results obtained from

~ f the seat. His lead is applied for solid and flex the TVA methodology. By using the valve dimen-o
| wedge gate valves during the open stroke, sions and fluid pressures, from the example in the

INEL paper, in our equation we determined the
The wedging force is calculated as follows: thrusts to be within 2%. The thrust calculated in

the INEL paper was 12,924 lb, and the thrust cal-

(1 -p ran 6) culated using the TVA methodology was
F, = F, x f, x F' Sin 6 + Cos 6 12,716 lb.

.

p Globe Valve Calculations-
* _

Cos o + p sin e
The globe valve methodology utilizes the fol-

where lowing format:

F, = P ut + Fap + F + F. (closing)pt - F - Fdp (closing values)F = F,ma - Ft p p p

71 NUREG/CP-0123
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F, = Ppt + Fap (opening) Switch Settings
where

The thrust values obtained from these equa-
tions are tansmitted via engineering output docu.

Fgt = packing friction load (1,000 lb X stem ments from the site engineering organization to
dia.) the maintenance organization to be used for

switch settings. TVA has an engineering specifi-
Fap = dP x A. x Fw cation that provides criteria for the setting and

maintaining of torque and limit switches. For
dP = differential pressure. Whea the pressure ls safety related valves, the torque switch is

cbove the disc in closing and below the disc in bypassed during the opening stroke and is
.

_ opening, dP shall be zero bypassed for 95 to 98% of the stroke during clos-
ing. This provides greater assurance that the valve

2 2A = orifice area of valve n(D - d )/4 will be able to perform its primary safety related
function.

D = seat diameter at midpoint

TEST DATA
d = stem diameter

During the Unit 1 1991 and Unit 21992 out-
F, = valve safety factor-1.2 opening and 1.0 ages at SQN, TVA set torque switches on 76 gate

closing valves based on this calculation methodology. Of
these 76 valves TVA was able to test 36 at differ.

F = piston effect ential pressure conditions. TVA used thep

MOVATS torque thrust cell where feasible to
2F = P x xd /4 measure thrust and torque.p

P = line pressure There were several cases where the valves did
not wedge completely into the seats before torque

d = stem diameter switch trip; however, all valves closed the orifice
and isolated flow.

F. = scadng force
Evaluation of actual stem nut friction factors

F. = R, Sin 0 + R, Cos 0 for static and differential pressure, motor-oper-
ated valve testing, based on data recorded through
the use of the MOVATS torque thnist cell,indi-

R, a sealing force between seat and disc
cated that the 0.15 coefficient factor used in the
calculation methodology is justified.

The SQN testing showed that inertia frequently
S. a4000 psi where dP = 0-500 psi results in an overthrusting and made it difDeult in

6000 psi where dP = 500-1000 psi some cases to set up the torque switch in the range
8000 psi where dP = 1000-2500 psi specified by engineering output documents. In

future testing engineering will specify thrust
A. = area of the seat,i.e., circumference x scai

ranges as large as possible to accommodate this
cridth. For valves with line contact the width is phenomena.
assumed to be 0.0625 in.

Parallel Disc Gate Valvep = coefficient of friction between seat and
disc (0.4)

The first table and series of plots are labeled
0 = seat angle - 1-FCV-63-25 and 2-FCV-63 25 and are for a
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J

1500 lb Anchor Darling 4 in. parallel disc gate c.nd closing strokes. These tests were also per- f
*

valve with a SMB-0 actuator. The valve has a formed during the 1991 and 1992 outages.

. mean seat diameter of 3.875 in. and a stem diame - :

ter of 1.625 in. These valves are installed in ne corresponding graphs for 1 FCV-63-152 i
Sequoyah Units 1_and 2 and are used as isolation and 2-FCV-63152 are Figures 5. 6. 7, and 8, |

. valves between the reactor coolant system cold . respectively. These were also plotted using a
leg and the centrifugal charging pump. The maxi- direct thrust measuring device.

- mum calculated differential pressure during
opening and closing _was 2676 psig. The maxi- ''he calculated maximum required torque was

mum test pressure was 2345 ' psig. The tests were 207 ft lb, and the measured torque at torque

performed on Unit I valves during the 1991 out. switch trip in the closing direction for
age and on Unit 2 valves during the 1992 outage. 1-FCV 63-152 was 199 ft lb, and the measured

Thble 1 is a comparison between calculated and torque for 2-FCV-63-152 at torque switch was

measured thrusts during the opening and closing 142 ft lb.

strokes.
The calculated stem factor was 0.0171, and the

measured stem factors were 0.0191 for
The graphs for 1-FCV-63-25 are Figures 1 and 1-FCV-63152 at torque switch trip and 0.0131

2 and were plotted using a load cell. He corre- f r 2 FCV-39152.
sponding graphs for 2-FCV-63-25 are Figures 3
and 4 and were plotted using a direct thrust mea- MSMS- suring device. The measured torque at torque
switc'. trip in- the closing direction for
2-FCV-63-25 was 263 ft lb. Torque values were nese two examples showed that the method-

not available for 1-FCV-63 25.
ology used by TVA to provide thrust salues that
were used to set the valves did provide assurance

'

that they would fulfill their safety functions. TheThe calculated steam factor was 0.0187, and
results also show that additional refinement to the

the measured stem factor at torque switch trip was _ methemrgy is required to predict specific
- 0.0148 for 2-FCV-63-25. aspects of the overr.Il methodology, especially in

computing the thrust required to open the valve, h
Wedge Gate Valve appears that requiring the wedging load to be

added to the differential pressure load produces
De second table and series of plots (Figures 5 overly conservative results.

' and 6), labeled 1-FCV-63-152,2-FCV-63-152,
are for a 900 lb 4-in. Velan flexible wedge gate REFERENCES
valve with a SMB-00 actuator. De valve has a
mean seat diameter of 3.5 in, and a stem diameter Application Guide for Motor-Operated Valves in
of 1.375 in. These valves are also installed in Nuclear Power Plants, NP-6660-D.

' Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 and are used to isolate
flow at the safety injection pump outlet.ne max. Watkins. J. D., Steele, R., Jr., and DeWall, K. G.,

imum calculated differential pressure was 1991,"NRC Test Results and Operations
1520 psig and the maximum test pressure was ' Experience Provide lnsights for a New Gate
1650 psig. Thble 2 is a companson between cal- Valve Stem Force Correlation," 19th IVater j

_

culated and measured thrusts during the opening Reactor Safety Afeering.
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Table 1. Evaluation of differential pressure test results parallel disc gate valves.

CLOSING DIRECTION

1 FCV-63-25 2-FCV-63 25
Calculated (3) (Measured)I (Measured)

Packing 1,625

Running Load (PacLing plus (2) 5,296
Piston Effect) -

Differential Pressure 11,361 13,211 (4) 11,028 (4)

Pisten Effect 5,550
!

Total Reg'd. Thrust 18,536 16,324

Torque Switch Trip N/A 16,291 17,766

Total Delivered Thrust N/A 18,262 18,839

NOTES:

1. The actual measured t!uusts for this valve were determined using tbc MOVATS TMD/ Load Cell, ne
. accuracy of this device is under question and must be factored into the results depicted in the tabic. TVA is
currently evaluating this issue for impact on the GL 89-10 program.

2. Running load c uld not tx. quantified since it was less than spring pack preload.
3. nese values were calculated using a friction factor of 0.3.
4. ' This includes piston effect and differential loads.

OPENING DIRECTION

1 FCV-63-25 2-FCV-63-25
Calculated (Measured)1 ' (Measured)

- Packing 1,625

Differential Pressure 11,361

Piston Effect -5,550

. Total Req'd. Thrust 7,436 6,374 5,849

NOTES:

1. The datr. obtained for this valve was with the MOVATS TMD/ Load Cell.
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Table 2. Evaluation of differential pressure test results wedge gate valves.

CLOSING DIRECTION

1-FCV-63-152 2-FCV-63-152_

Calculated (Measured) (Measured)

Packing 1,375

2,018 (1)
Running Load (Packing plus
Piston Effect)

Differential Pressure 7,302 7,212 (2) 5.077 (2)

Piston Effect 2,257

TotalReq'd *nuust 10,934 9,230 (1) 7,107

'Ibrque Switch Trip N/A 11,553 (1) 10,837

TotalDelivered Thrust N/A 13,894 (1) 14,252

NOTES:
1. '1hese were increased by 1150 to account for initial piston ioad.

2. This includes differential and piston effect loads.

OPENING DIRECTION
1-FCV-63-152 2-FCV-63-152

Calculated (Measured) (Measured)

Packing 1,375

Differential Pressure 6,808

Piston Effect - 2,257

Wedging 6,215

Total Req'd. Thrust 12,141 4,644 4,744

75 NUREG/CP-0123
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Pump Performance and Testing

Pump Testing- Comparison of |
!Factory vs; Field Test of Centrifugal Pumps

Rudolf Fehlau, BW/IP International, Inc. ,

I

ABSTRACT

Testing of pumps in ritu,i.e., as installed in a system, will typically yield sorne4
what different perfonnance results from the origmal manufactur,r's factory test.
His paper discusses some of the teamns for these variations. It shows that the f ac-

|tory test curves can be used for evaluation of initial acceptance tests but not for ref-
erence in normal inservice testing (IST). His is the basis for reference va!ues used |

In American Society of hiechanical Engineers (ash 1E) Section XI specincations i
1

and the revised ASME Code 1990.

HISTORY the sugrested solutions was to use ihe "Manufac-
i

turer's Factory Performance Test Curve" as the
" Reference Value." This would require taking a

-lijuorically, the ' Reference Value or Values- '' umber of field performance points of developed
for inservice testing of pumps was established head vs. capacity at operating speed, and compar-
in situ, after the pump was known to be operating ing these values with the original" Factory Test
satisfactorily, it was relatively easy to repeal dur- Curve.
ing following ISTs, which were performed
according to ASME Section XI, Operating and This "Comprehens.ive Pump Test Specifica-
Maintenance (OM)-6 specincations, by checking ti n is now Wg draftd ne uw of manufac-
the hydraulic performance and mechanical opera- turer's " Factory Test Curve" for comparison has
tion at one operating point,i.e., one head / capacity been omitted in favor of an in situ test curve
condition. obtamed when the pump was known to be operat.

ng sa s actoMy, k,using h usuhs M tM pre-
With time 11 became more and more difficult to se ce test.

evaluate deviations. At the same time more strin-
gent compliance and survey requirements s .e The intent of this paper is to clarify the rela-
imposed by regulatory agencies' tionship between original " Manufacturer's Fac-

tory Tests" and results of " Field Tests," i.e.,
This led to the rewrite of OM-6, incorporating - values obtained using actual piping con 0gura-

improvements to the stanuard. The rewrite, now tions with permanent or temporary instrumenta. '

known as ASME OM Code 1990, Subsection tion.
,

'

|_ ISTB, retained the concept of the " Reference
! value" as previously established, i.e., an operat- HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATIONS

ing condition that was easily obtainable in the
existing installation, using in most instances the First, a few basic physical and hydraulic fac-

. existing instrumentation. Concerns about the tors affecting centrifugal pump performance ,

accuracy of the instrun'entation and instrument should be reviewed. They form the basis for fur-

loop readings resulted in establishment of toler- ther evaluations and correlations of the test
ances for instrumentation and deviations of the results,

measured parameters.
1. The relationship of pump flow, expressed as

The proposed tabulation was still questioned capacity (Q) in gpm, and the developed dif-

by some members of the Review Board. One of
ferential pressure, expressed as total head

87 NUREG/CP-0123
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i

01)in feet of water,is fixed as shown on the 2. All instrumentation complies with the accu-
II/Q curve for any individual pump unit racy, repeatability, and reliability require-
operating at a constant speed (Figure 1). ments of the llydraulic Institute Standards,

Therefore,it satisfies requirements of thei

2. A deviation from this ll/Q curve is possible ASME Test Code and the AWWA Code, as

only if speed or impeller diameter is well as other app!! cable laboiatory
ch mped, his assumes that no physical or standards.

mechanical damage to the pump or
e.xcessive wear has occurred (Figure 2). 3. De instrument pressure tap connections are

prepared to minimite now distmbance, thus

3. He actual point on this curve at which the E #5' "*"* #" ' ' #" "E " "*'

pump is operating is a function of tha sys- tions. This results in optimv c accuracy
y; g

tem curve, i.e., the actual head /capicity
value is a function of the pump / system inter-

4.
action. lt is the point where the system curve

All instrumentation is connected at points

intersects the pump head / capacity curve at
with minimum impact from system losses,
thus producing a true indication of the actual

any given time (Figure 3).
pump perfonnance.

'

Expressed in different terms, the pump cannot 5. All measured test values are corrected for
operate at any other ll/Q point than the one dic- velocity head, elevation in relation to datum
tated by the system resistance, The system resis- elevation and instrument calibration varia-
tance curve can change with a change in static tions, and Se ll/Q curve is plotted using
head, resulting from change in liquid level or li/Q values converted to a constant speed.
from change of pressure in the discharge vessel.
A change of system friction, such as brought The resulting " Manufacturer's Factory Perfor-
about by throttling a valve, will also change the mance Test Curve" is an accurate representation
system curve.The operating point is always at the of how the individual pump will perform, i.e.,
intersection of the system resistance curve with discharge liquid under specific conditions,
the pump head / capacity curve, ne pump head /
capacity curve remains unchanged for constant Compare this to a given installation of this
speed operation, assuming no wear within the individual pump.
pump (Figure 4).

FIELD TEST
Now let's get back to the differences and

correlations lxtween " Factory" and " Field" tests. 1, Pipe configurations are designed to maxi.
mize the use of available space, and in most

FACTORY TEST cases i minimin the cUecu of thennal
expansion and resulting loads and/or
stresses. In most cases this results in pipe

1. A factory pump test is equivalent to a labo- runs with many elbows, resulting in turbu.
ratory test. The test setup conforms to the lent and unbalanced flows at instrument
requirements of the flydraulic Institute - locations, which affects the accuracy of the
Standards for Centrifugal Pump Testing. All readings. He location, orientation, and type
conditions are optimized to oMain the most of regulating valves, isolating valves, and
accurate evaluation of the pump perfor- check valves also affect accuracy of the
mance. Required straight pipe runs before readings because they affect the flow condi-
instrument locations ensure stable and tion at the instrument measurement loca-
normalized flow conditioru. for correct tion. In addition, sidestream leakage Dows
metering of all data (Figures 5 and 6), may not be accounted for in the test.
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Figuie 7. Welded on pressure tap opening.
>

2. Normally, permanently installed instru-- obtain in a field test. All flowmeters require
ments are not oflaboratory accuracy and/or . adequate lengths of straight pipe runs, toth
within the laboratory required ranges. ncy upstream and downstream. Unless these
fully satisfy system control requirements, runs are provided in the system design,
but are not necessarily correct in the accurate flow measurement is not possible.
absolute values of the readings.

3. Measuring instrutnent connections are Considering the variations between " Factory"

located at the best available points; how- and " Field" test arrangements and provisions,
clearly differences and variations will exist

ever, in most cases the minimum required
between the two. An evaluation of these varia-- siraight run or flow straightenmg devices .
tions must be made before the two can becannot be provided, which affects the
compared,

accuracy of the readings.

4. Velocity head and datum elevation head in some cases field tests are specified as accep.
'

corrections are not usually applied to system tance tests, with the prearranged condition that
and field test values, nc: are the values field installation incorporates provisions for

. converted to a constant speed condition.- accurate measurernents, llowever, this is not the
case with the majority of pumps subject to IST

5. An accurate determination of flow rate is under ASME OM 6 or the present standard,
usually the most difficult measurement to ASME OM Code 1990, Subsection ISTB.
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CONCLUSION Comprehensive Ten Expanaed iSTiesi
perfonned at several

What is the best approach to improved IST of it/Q points

safety-related pumps in nuclear power plants? The Datum Reference elevation-

initial acceptance mur.t be determined by what deterinined by purap
constitutes acceptable operation of the individual gyg
pump unit in its specific system,i.e.,"as installed."

Pump test performed at'Ihis should be established, or should have been Factory Test -

established, during initial plant commissioning manufacturer's test )
and the pre service test. At that time the " Refer- facility |

ence Value" for IST was or should have been |

Pump test performed lField Test -

established. If expanded IST surveillance will be after pump is inualled )initiated later,it must be based on a tangible condi-
in its operating position

tion at the time the expanded criteria wese estab-
,

fished. In other words,'.f the pump is now known ll/Q Curve llead (ll) developed by-

Ito be operating satisfactorily, based on the pres- the pump as function of
ently known "Refeience Value," 1.c., operation at now (Q), plotted for full
one designated il/Q point, then a multipoint il/Q range of flow
curve can be established by test and designated as

Specific value of headthe " Class A Test Reference " This can then be ll/Q Poifit -

used for future testing of the pump and evaluation 01) at a specific value

of degradation of pump operation from wear,cor- of How (Q), see Ref-

rosion, erosion, c.t other effects. crence Value

In situ Test - Same as Field TestThe presently approved draft for comprehen.
sive pump testing uses this method, it will IST Inservice test performed-

provide increased data for IST evaluation. at specified intervals
according to ASME OM

Comparison of the " Field Test Curve" to the Code 1990
" Factory TLst Curve" can be a only one time engi-
neering action, and not a continued point of OM Operating and-

review and controversy. Maintenance

Graphic representationPerformance Curve -

REFERENCES of pump operating
* # #'

ASME OM Code 1990.
Initial field test of pumpPre-Service Test -

liydraulic Institute Standards,14th Edition. in its system, after hav-
ing been accepted per

,

GLOSSARY OF TERMS acceptance tesi (Can te:
l the acceptance test)

Factory or field test, Reference ValueAcceptance Test -
A specific II/Q operat--

depending on applicable ,9 g;g
purchase specification

AWWA American Water Works Velocity l{ cad Kinetic energy of the-

Association liquid at a given cross

section Div = f)
DEP Best efficiency point 28
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Pump Monitoring and Analysis j
:Kevin R, Guy, President

C J Analytical Engincedng, Inc. \
>

,

ABSTRACT i
:

The paper describes how to set up a periodic vibration monitoring prograin
- *

b l d d i

implemented with electronic data loggers. Acquired data will e ana yre an eva- |
tuated to determine pump condition. Periodic measuring frequency neponing pro- ,i
cedures, knd conditions of mechanical cc mponents will be discussed in detail based i

- on die actual case study. !
'

ne inhial stages or the program will be costly ,

INTRODUCTION . with the purchase of equipment, trahting of per. i'

sonnel, and the increase in maintenance costs. ;

ne misconception encountered with the binh of ;

ne technological ad'vances of data collectors a predictive maintenance program is that it will
*

over the last 3 years have stsengthened predictive save money immediately. He program will ini-
,

maintenance techniques. Good vibration data is
tielly increase the cost of plant maintenance while

still the backbone of a solid predjetive mainte-
- nance program; however, there is more to predic.

you climinate problems found during the early
>

stages of yous program. Management and mainte.
-

tive maintenance. Predictive maintenance is nance people are usually shocked by this, it usu.
:

- vibration data collection, vibration analysis, test. _

- Ing, engineering, operations, maintenance, and
ally results in someone saying,"This program j

doesn't work /' or "We never had this problem |
qt'ality control all wrapped up into one program, until we sluted predictive maintenance." The !
De growth of the data collector and its analysis best advice is to forewarn management personnel ,

ab(lity have allowed most of the vibration analy, of the possible consequences involved with !

sis requ'aed of the trend data and further testing to starting programs. You have to spend money to 3

be done by one piece of equipment. The goal of j
make money._

this program is to ircrease the unit output, avail.
'

ability and reliability through monitoring and ne engineer responsible for predictive main- j
- analysis while lowering the maintenance cost- tenance should review the maintenance history on ;

the plant pumps and their drivers for 5 years. This

ne one hem escryone needs to be aware of is
will allow viewing the trends in equipment main-

>

that the predictive maintenance program does not
tenance and problems. Looking at 5 years of his-

happen overnight; it occurs over time, ne not.
tory will give the engineer enough data to see if ;

'

mal gestation ti*ne in the past has been 3 to
there are any repeat problems.

- 5 years. Present generation data collectors typi. Once the investigation is complete and the past g!cally speed this process by one year, so now you maintenance history of these pumps has been
can have an effective program in two to three

researched, you are now able to move on to the !
years.The first several years are going to be filled

program setup. One thing never to forget while

'

with eliminating all the little equipment problems
no one has taken the time to solve. During this performing predictive maintenance: Don't expect ,

;

time period, a vast amount ofleaming will take
the diagnostic equipment to find all your prob.
lems and analyze them for you, especially if yua

place.ne biggest investment management has to
. make is their commitment to the program. Man <

are using expert systems. De diagnostic equip-
ment will help you keep tabs on the equipment

>

' agement and corporate commitment make a solid health; but, you still need to understand how the
: program.

I
}
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!,

' equipment works and what its function is. The
' init!al twoblems will be equipment related. Ilow' EQUlPMENT CATEGORY !
ever,later in the program many vitvation prob. BREAKDOWN !

_ lems arf perational, sy stem-related or a result of !

engmeeting design. A lack of understanding in %c next priority is m divide yom pump inm !

this area willlead to many unsolved problems. cakgotle emnsponding to their mounting. !

Dese groups should be vertically and hotlwn.
tally mounted pumps. He horimntally mounted

:

SETTING UP A PUMP ["'"g ',$",I$,',"""'' """ d"*" I"* **"''''
E

n ,
MONITORING PROGRAM

r

!
This breakdown should be in addition to the !

normal group breakdown corresponding to theh {Equipment File Packages i"P "*"c' * "* Pl'""'l*'ali n. Omup ) win te
any capability reducing pumps (i.e., boiler feed ;

pumps).Dese pumps should be monitored every {
ne first item of business in setting up a pro. m 4 wee s.Omup 2 wh anypmnps thadan

gram is to learn as much about the equipment as a n undaM bachp No main condensam -

you can. This will entall putting together an pumps).These pumps should be monitored every
equipment file package. The equipment file pack. naHy. gmup 3 is any misMa.

~

wee

age will be the first step in the Icaming process on ne us pumps that don i fall into the first two .

<

how the equipment operates and what its function Emup H, bwtussm sede water M) ;
is in the system. Appendix A contains the sect]on # " E"* " E"*E " '"* '

on pumps from the master iniormation sheet. This tme every I wees.
section of the sheet will contain the pertinent
information required for the analysis of pump Knowing how equipment is mounted will give

vibration problems. ne information required for some insight into possible problems encountered ;

this sheet may not be readily available in the early when troubleshooting your pumps. It will also

stages, so you will be constantly adding to it as allow you to start a case idstory file on pumping

information becomes available. Examples of this problems encountered with different types of
mounting schemes.would be the critical speed and balancing

htformation that will become available after bal- MONITORING EQUIPMENT. ancing is performed on the equipment and bode
plots are gene.;. led. Alignment tolerances may

This can be a very difficult past of your pio.
3

also fallinto this category if the equipment OEM
is trying to sell his services. All other information gram, if you make it so. If you have completed the

required to complete these sheets should be equipment file package, you should have devel-

obtained while setting up the program, oped a feel for past pump problems. Knowing
what the past problems have been will give you

_

insight into conditions to look for. Armed with

ne equipment file package should also con. this information, you should now be able to look

'tain prints of the equipment layout (Figures I and into different types of monitoring pmyrams.

2), driver and driven, along with foundation
information. These prints should be reduced If this is the first predictive maintenance pro-

gram you or your plant have been involved in, he
down into a basic scheme as in Figure 3. Also

very careful when choosing the type of equipment
needed is a pmnp curve (Figure 4) nis should

you will use. I do not recommend building an on-
complete the basic information required to do a line monitoring system to do the job unless you
basic analysis should a vibration problem arises. have had several years of vibration data with
The equipment prints are needed to ensure that which to design your system. Also, continuous
you develop the cor I data collection points, monitoring systems DO NOT replace the need to
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monitor the data on a periodic basis. Continuous new databases or add to the present databases

monitoring systems raise a flag for problems that based on the experiences otuersed during the

occur suddenly. monitoring. The creation of new databases or
additions to the present databases allnws for

Data loggers are excellent for taking periodic mosement into the predictive maintenance nmde

data, and the software that t . mpanics the log. or monitoring and analysa part of the monitosing

gets allow you to tiend vibration data and other program.

equiptrent parameters. They will allow you to
Using the present generation data collector andtake the overall readings, bandwidth readings

software will take appro6tnately 2 to 3 years to
along with the time and spectrum plots. allow entry into a monitoring and analysis

The analysis capabilities of the data loggers in
program.

the past,in my opinion, were minimal or very Predictive maintenance, as stated cather, does
poor at best. '!he present. generation data collec- h M'@ Wn M
tors have excellent analysis capabilitics and g g; ,

should be able to handle the majority of the ,g
equipment problems that the vibration analyst ,

encounters (Guy,1992), WH Miow you to find the normal operation
characteristics of your equipment. Without per- !

DATA POINTS forming the initial vibration monitoring, you wili
'

have no bat,eline tojudge your data. Many predic- ,

There are many vibration equipment manufac- tive programs fall because people don't allow |

terers who say to trend only a few points (2 to enough time to gather initial trends and baseline !

3 points) on each monitored equipment train. The plots, and don't develop a good database; During j

key to choosing the correct nurnber of points rests this vibration monilming period, many equip.
with the type of program that your nic trying to ment problems will be found that need to be cor-
establish. During the initial stages of any rected before a reliable predictive ruaintenance ,

vibration monitoring program,6 to 8 points program can begin. The problems you will
should be taken to establish a staning trend. Fig * ' encounter are alignment, balance and mechanical
ures 5 to 9 show data points that should be used looseness. 'lhese problems can be cured easily if
for initial monitoring, it is important that on belt- addressed correctly, When troubleshooting for

driven equipment and equipment with rolling ele- mechanic d looseness, don't just think of loose-

ment bearings the data be taken in the load rone. ness as loose bolting. The majority of tiene,
Normally, during the first data collection, trend mechanical looseness is poor bearing fits and
data is taken along with timewave and spectrum oversized bearing clearances. Likewise, mis.

plots. Once this data is analyzed for problems, alignment is not always across the coupling.
spectrum and time plots are taken only when Many misalignment problems are present
alarms are triggered. Then the analyst moves into because of bearing to-bearing misalignment
the analysis phase (Guy,1992)- across a pump. Balance and looseness will be the

casiest to cure with alignment being thr toughest.

During the initial stages of a vibration monitor- The 3 years you devote to vibration tuonitoring

ing program, the analyst is trying to get a feel for will allow these problems to be addressed and

what the problems are and what the normal vibra- conected.

tion amplitudes should be for the overall levels
and the bandwidth levels, in the early stages of When vibration monitoring is being per.

the program, databases are normally set up from formed, be aware of c 2 impact you will have on

the generic sets provided by the data collector and other peoples' jobs. Many people will look upon

software manufacturers, Once the initial monitor- this type of pr6"arn as a way to check their work,

ing phase is complete, the analyst should build All personnel ir a plant should be inade aware
,
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of what the program entails and how it will beue-
tests involving plant instrurnentation. If the plant

fit them. Benefits to them will include less rework instrumentation is calibrated and Lept in good
of jobs, useful training, reduced overtime, and

condition, there is nothing wrong with using it.
less overhaul work. Since the equipment is being What you are trying to accomplish is to find w hat
monitored, you can perform overhauls on an the nomial operating parameters are and when the
as-needed basis instead of a schedule basis. Don't egoipment falls outside its best operating range.
forget you still have to do the routine preventive
maintenance (i.e., oil changes and packing
adjustments), The easiest method to use is to set up static

points for the routine soute data collection. Rese

Once the above steps are completed, you points r.1x>uld te a Ley pad entry that is set as an

should be ready to start your monitoring and anal * out of. window alarm, his means that if the Ley
ysis data collection for predictive maintenance pad data is out of a certain range, the operational

trending. The difference between monitoring and data is not consistent with past collection data,

monitoring and analysis is the number of data You want to take data at approximately the same

points that you process each collection period. operational setting for every collection period,

Also, when collecting data on each point you will The easiest way to set up these points is to review

be collecting timewave and spectrum plots. De the pump curve and find the test efficiency point

other data collection points that need to be (BEP). Considering pump inlet and discharge
addressed for a complete predictive maintenance pressure, the alarm for the high end should be at

program are oil analysis and performance indices, 120% of the BEP to indicate the onset of cavita-
tion, and the low end alarm should be set at 65%

PERFORMANCE of BEP because of the beginning of hydraulic
instabuity. Figure lo is a spectrum plot showing
broad band vibration being excited by an abnor-

The next area to set up for monitoring is the mal pump flow condition. The broad band vibra.
pedormance parameters. Many people have dif- tion spikes are at identified rolling element

..ferent ideas on what should be done in this area. beanng frequencies, giving the appearance of bad
Testing can range frorn complete ASME ptanp bearings. Furthermore,if a bearing conditionj tests with calibrated test instrumentadon to pump reading (i.e., spike energy, llFD, IIFB, VHFB)
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were taken, the resulting bearing information may have gone undetected during tir -- data
would indicate a bearing change out is required. collection. I recornmend that for data a 1 on all

_

emergency equipment or equipmeat tha. cannot
The analyst must be aware that abnormal flow easily be put in service, have the data tape ,

'

conditions excite bearing frequencies. This is one recorded. The recording of data frorn the test
of the reasons that operation data, such as suction locations does not take any longer then normal
and discharge pressures, must be recorded when data collection with the data collector. When the -
taking vibration data. At this stage in the prograrn data tape is brought back to the tab, it can be run
there are more vibration problems caused by into the data collector and storw in the database.

*

|. operational conditions then mechanical prob- If problems are then found, the analyst can play
i lems. This is especially true in nuclear power back tw tape and run the dam through the data

p' ants where emergency pumps are tested quar. collector with different frequency ranges and dif.
terly at flow well below normal operation ferent lines of reJoluuon to analyze the data for
conditions. the cause of the problem.This al. lows the analyst

'

more time to analyze problems because normal
Figure 11 shows data from a residual heat test runs may not last long enough to find or

removal pump that has a problem with low flaw analyze problems.
coupled with a blade passing frequency. ' Ibis
condition is abnormal and was most likely caused

, by the low flow condition. This data can be stored The analyst should not rely totally on one
'.

' in the database and compared to future data, pickup. Vibration monitoring and analysis
requires specific pickups for different conditions.

Since emergency equipment is run quarterly Know the roll off frequencies of the pickups, and
for tests, it is difficult to get data after the pump use the cornet pickup. Also, don't rely on overall
has been shut down to' investigate problems that reading to trigger your vibration warning alarms.
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These should also be triggered by the higher order The analysis of the spectrum plots is made
bandwidth alanns. These bandwidth alarms will much easier when fault frequencies are estab-
provide the analyst w(th insight into pending lished in the database. These fault frequencies are
problems. Overall readings may or may not indi. identified vibration frequencies that will be
cate problems. Watch the bandwidth alarms; excited when the following specific problems
these are the key to an early warning of what will occur:
be the problem frequencies.

1. Running speed

ANALYSIS PARAMEMRS
2 *IVo times running speed

The development of the FFT analysis parame'
3. Multiples of running speed

ters is not an easy task unless you have complete
knowledge of the machluery's past history and 4. Blade pass frequencies
the equipment components. If the information
sheets were filled out correctly, the analyst should 5. Gear mesh frequencies
have all that is needed to set up the correct FFT
ranges for the data collector to take spectrum and 6. Rolling element bearing frequencies

- timewave plots during routine data collection.
These data can then be used for the analysis of 7. Natural frequencies,
pump problems. Tables 1 through 4 provide rule-
of thurnb analysis parameters for rolling element Figure 11 shows a plot without the use of fault
and babbitt bearings that can be used if only a frequency identification. Figures 12 through 16
minimal amount of information is known initially show the same spectrum plot with the identifying
about a piece of equipment, fault frequencies.
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.,

' Computational Systems Incorporated MODIFY ANALYSIS PARAMETER SET

MasterTrend v2.14 Copyright 1985 DBASE :-DE06

|
I Analysis Parameter Set 6 - Primary Spectra / Waveform Setup

SLT DESCRIPTION t Generte Roller B.~g
t Order

SPECTRAL FREQUENCY SETUP
LOW FREQUENCY SIGNAL CONDITIONING LIMIT (Hz):

2.0

. .
USE PRE-CONDITIONING UNIT?

',

FFT ANALYSIS , : O
UPPER FREQ (Nz/ ORDER) : 50.0 FILTER SETTING

LOWER FREQ (H:/ ORDER) i 0.0 ENVELOPE DEMODULATOR: Of1

NUMBER OF LINEE 400
NUMBER OF AVERAGES 6 OET7?N SPECIAL TIME WAVEFORM? No

SPECTRAL AVERAGING MODE: 0 FM (H:: OR ORDER): 0.0

WINDOW TYPE Hanning DATA UNITS 0

5 A:JCTRAL NEIGKTING t None NUMBER OF POINTS 64 __

i>!.MGRM 4/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS? No TRIGGER None.

NUMBER OF ANALYSIS PARAMETERSt 6
13248:19

Fl= Accept F2 F3= Add / Edit F4= Backup F5= Help

3 F6-Device F7 F8 F9 FO= Exiti

Tabitt 1.

MODIFY ANALYSIS PARAMETER SET U
Computational Systems Incorpcrated
ManterTrend v2.14 Copyright 1985 DBASE DE08

7

Set ID 8: Generic Sleeve Brg

Specify the Setup of th: Trend Parameters.

Parase,. Type of Lower Upper

Description Unitt Ive Parameter Frequency Frequency

b 0
SUE 3 ARM 0hkCS 0

1xRPM 0 2 0.0 1,5

2xRPM 0 2 1.5 2.5

3-4xRPM 0 2 2.5 4.5

5-15xRPM 0 4.5 15.0"

,-

I
-

_-
_ . _ 13:30: 07

Accept F2 F3= Add / Edit F4= Backup F5= Help

* Device F7 F8 F9 FO-Exit

Table 2.

NUREG/CP-0123107
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Computational Systems Incorporated MODIFY ANALYSIS PARAMETER SETMasterTrend v2.14 Copyright.1985 DBASE DE06

Analysts Parameter Set 6 - Primary Spectra / Waveform Setup

SET DESCRIPTION: Generic Roller Brg
SPECTRAL FREQUENCY SETUP : Order
LOW FREQUD4CY SIGNAL CONDITIONING LIMIT (Hz): 2.0

FFT ANALYSIS USE PRE-CONDITIONING UNIT 7 No,

UPPER FREQ (Hz/ ORDER) 50.0 FILTER SETTING r 0
LOWER FREO (Hz/ ORDER) 0.0 ENVELOPE DEMODULATOR Off
NUMBER OF LINES : 400
NUMBro OF AVERAGES _ 6 OBTAIN SPECIAL TIME WAVEFORM? No
SPEC %A.L AVERAGING MODE: 0 FMAX (Hz OR ORDER): 0.0
WINDOW TYPE Hanning DATA UNITS 0i

SPECTRAL WEIGHTING i None NUMBER OF POINTS 64
PERFORM 1/3 OCTAVE ANALYSIS? No TRIGGER None

NUMBER OF ANALYSIS PARAMETERS: 6

Press the SPACE bar to tegale selection. 13:33244
F1-Accept F2 F3-Add / Edit F4= Backup F5= Help
F6-Device F7 Fe F9 FO= Exit

Table 3.

p u a-o, n

i m ;" stiona; yetems Incorporated MODIFY ANALYSIS PARAMETER SET
] ha tw Trend v4.14- Copyright 1985 DBASE DEOS.
.. ,w,m . _

-

Set ID 6: Generic Roller Brg

Specify the Setup of the Trend Parameters.

Parameter Type of Lower Upper
Description Units Type Parameter Frequency frequency

-- = = = - - - . . - ---------- --------- -
- - - - - - - . . - -

SUB & 1xRPM 0 2 0.0 1.5
2xRPM 0 2 1.5 2,5 )3-4xRPM O 2 2.5 4.5 '

5-20xRPM 0 2 4.5 20.5 ;21-50xRPM 0 2 20.5 50.0
1. - 20. kHz 3 4 1000.0 20000,0

13:37:52F1-Accept F2 F3-Add / Edit F4-Backup FS-HelpF6-Device F7 F8 F9 FO= Exit
.

Table 4.

_. NUREG/CP-0123 108
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OIL ANALYSIS CASE HISTORIES
h

Documentation of equipment history is essen.
tial for analysis of problems through records of

Some of the top vibration monitoring software past olved problems.These reports are also good
packages have oil trending packages for their f r showing plant management wl.at you have
software. The procedure is to take oil samples, accomplished. During the initial period of your _

send them to the lab, who sends the results back program, you will be highly visible. Ilowever,
via a modem to the software. Alarm reports are after a period of time when the initial problems
then run to find the problem samples. This are s Ived, year visibility will drop drastically.
information is kept in the same database as the per s anger mosportant factor to k con.
vibration data. If the software you are using does sidered: trammg. People don't tend to stay in one
not have a oil package, many of the oillabs now A au tr icy arq pmmoted or leave for.

provide a service that will send oil repcts back Other reasons. Something ts needed to train newer
via modem . to a spread sheet program so you employees and as(ist the analyst when trouble-

. m
may trend the o.l parameters. shooting. The case history will fill this need. The

,

i

case history thould be dived into six parts:

Table 5 is an example of how a database is set 1, Problem: Discuss how the proi tem was

up for an oil parameter data point. Figure 17 is an
found and include a description of the

example report of how the data is returned via equiprnent,

modem into a trend table.The data from this table
2. Jjntptoms: Describe the initial findings andcan then be put in a trend plot for analysis

any abnormal external visual conditions.
purposes,

I
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Computat ional'. Systems ' Incorporated : DEFINE.NEW MEASUREMENT POINT --

MasterTrend v2.50. Copyright-1985 DBASE - s'DE04
<,

New Machine -- .
(Meh Code- )-- Point Numberi 6

,i

Specify the.following Measurement _ Point definition parameters:-''
.

-

.

MEASURIMENT_ POINT ID/ ORIENTATION :^ OIL
MEASUREMENT POINT DESCRIPTION : 011 Point 1
OIL DESCRIPTION i Crude Oil-
UNIT-ID .XLE-1A

: OIL ID CODE : EX 1345 ANALYSIS PARAMETER SET ID 4 1
OIL FLUID - SERVICE .1 - 1 ALARM LIMIT. SET ID : 1

OIL VISCOSITY CODE . i 1. . -
FIRST FILTER DESCRIPTION : STANDA|lD

UNIT TYPE BEARING : 1 - O_ SECOND FILTER DESCRIPTION : NONE
-

-0IL CAPACITY (gals.) : 350.0 THIRD FILTER DESCRIPTION : NoNE
~ USA 0E(MILEE/ HOURS) - . . HOURS PRESSURE (Ibs/in') lo.8

_ MONITORING SCHEDULE's 30.0 FLOW RATE (gal / min.) e 2.5-

NUMBER OF YEARS TO STORE LAB DIAGNOSTICS.: 1.0
HUMBER 0F DATA VALUES-IN STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS i-12

'10:39:33
- F1-Accept; F2-On{ER/ OIL 'F3-Add / Edit F4-Backup FS-Help

F6-Device P7-Mark, F8-Save. F9-Recall- T0-Exitg*

Yable S.

- COMPANY NAME- . PLANT 54 -
: UNIT IDENTICATION :XLE-1A~
-OIL DESCRIPTION iCrude 011-

WEAR METALS AND ADDITIVES (in parts per milI1on):

SAMPLE DATA- . A1: Sb Sa B Cd Ca. Cr Cu - Fe Pb Mg

O. 35. O. 1. -2. 100, 0,Dates'.12-JUN-90 1 0. O. 77. O.
~ 0. 33. O. .0. 1 ', 101J 0.

'

Dates 16-JUL-90 2 0, O. 73. O,

Date 15-AUG-90 3 -0, +0. :0. O. O. O. O. O. O. 29. O.

Date: 21-SEP-90- 4 ~0, O. 15. O. -0. -7. O. O. O, 66. 'O.
Date: 11-OCT-90, 5 0; 0. O. O. O. O. O. 1. 3. 71, O.

WEAR METALS AND ADDITIVES (continued)'-
.

Mo Ni P .K. Si =. Ag Na- Sn : Ti -V Zn

1 0. 'O. .19. O. 0. O. O. D. O. O. 19,
.

2 0, 0- -23. O. 1. O. O. O. O, 0, 17,

3 .0. O '. O. .0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 .0. O. 230. O. 2. O. 0- O. O. O. 3;
,

5 0. O. O. O. 2. O. 1, 3. 1. O. 9.

=.Line Up End = Bo ; tom Esc - Exit
'

Figure 17.
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Pump Performance and Testing

without MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT. If
3. Test Data and Observations: Tell what you

are tying to accomplish with your test and
the management of your plant and company does
not believe in the program it will not prosper.

what the priorities are,

4. Corrective Action: In detail, describe the Use the monthly reports and solved case histo-

findings along with the recommendations ries to generate management backing for your

for repair of the problem, program, include your misses, as well as your
successes. Constantly sell the program. For every

5. Results: Briefly discuss the repair findings. program that is beginuing, tnere are five or six
being eliminated or having manning reduced.

6. Conclusion: Describe the s olution, how well Constantly justify the merits and savings of the

the problem was diagnosed, and what can be program. Don't let managernent forget that you
done to improve the diagnostic techniques' exist to help them do their job better.
This is also the place to recommend
improvements in analysis equipment and NOTE: Turbine driven boiler feed pumps should
maintenance repair practices. be addressed as if they were turbine generators.

Each month temperatures, pressures, and steam
Many of the software programs have a section n ws,a ng we er and unMered dra-

to keep case histories, including cost savings, tion, sM k den. Man angks wW ah N
This is an excellent way to keep track of your needed to trend vibration location so balance
" SAVES " They can then be used to justify the shots can be calculated. If the pumps have prox
program or improvements / upgrades to the probes mstalled, the data collector can be booked
pr gram qu pment, directly into the probes, and the vibration parame.

ters. 8aP voltages, and phase angles can automati-
CONCLUSION cally be collected and trended.

Implementing a predictive maintenance pro- REFERENCES
gram with the present generation data collectors
and software packages is not difficult if it is done

Guy, Kevin R.," Monitoring and Analysis with
in logical order. The main thing is to lay a solid Electronic Data Collectors," Vibration Insri-
foundation on which to build your program. The rute 1992 Annual Meeting, Mini Course
keys to a quality program is discipline and

Notes.dedication; however, no program will succeed
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Appendix 1

MOTOR:
NAME PLATE DATA:

VENDOR:
MO'IDR TYPE-

HP: S .F.- .;~

RPM: FRAME:
l

AMPS: POLES:

ROTOR BARS: STATOR SLOTS: |
END SHIELD SUPPORTED BEARINGS., i

BEARING llOUSING OVERHUNG: |
VENTILATION: '

TYPE OF ENCLOSURE:
BEARINGS: LUBRICATION:
OUTBOARD: OUTBOARD:

_

INBOARD: INBOARD:

PUMP:
(DIFFUSER / VOLUTE)TYPE:,

- MOUNTING:
R UID:
IMPFJ J fR DIAMETERS:

OUTSIDE DIAMETER: ,

INSIDE DIAMETER:
DIFFUSER / VOLUTE DIAMETERS,

OUTSIDE DIAMETER: ,

1

INSIDE DIAMETER:
BEARINGS OUTBOARD:

INBOARD:
LUBRICATION:

OUTBOARD:
INBO.ARD:

BLADES:
INLET

IMPFJ J FRS:
DIFFUSER:

OUTLET.
IMPELLERS:
DIFFUSER:

STAGES-
NPSH:
SUCTION PRESSURE: FLOW:

FLUID TEMTERATURE:
PIPING ATTACHMENT
SNUBBERS IN DISCHARGE PIPE:

BELTS:
NUMBER:
PULLEY SIZE:

DRIVE:
DRIVEN:
C-LINE DISt
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Pump Perfonnance andTesting

Considerations for Reference Pump Curves
N. Bradley Stockton

Idaho National Engineering Laboratorya
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

ABSTRACT

nis paper examines pmblems associated with inservice testing (IST) of pumps
to assess their hydraulic performsnee using reference pump curves to establish
acceptance criteria; Safety-related pumps at miclear power plants are tested under
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers ( ASME)11 oiler and Presscre Ves-
se! Code (the Code), Section XI. The Code requires tesiing pumps at specific refer.
ence points of differential pressure or flow rate that can be re.dily duplicated
dtiring subsequent tests. Here are many cases where test conditions cannot be
duplicated. For some pumps, such as service watet or component cooling pumps,
the flow rate at any time depends ou phet conditions and the arrangement of multi-

ple independent and constantly changing loads. System conditions cannot be con-
trolled to duplicate a specific referettce value. In these cases, utilities frequently
request to use pump curves for comparison of test data for acceptance. There is no
prescribed tuethod for developing a pump reference curve. he methods vary and
may yield substantially different results. Some results are conservative when
compared to the Code requirements; some are not. The errors associated with dif-
ferent curve testing techniques should be tmderstood and controlled within reason-
able bounds. Manufacturer s pump curses,in general, are not sufficiently accurate
to use as reference pump curves for IST. Testing using reference curves generated

v<ith polynomialleast squares fits over limited ranges of pump operation, cubic
spline interpolation, or cubic spline least squares fits can provide a measure of
pump hydraulic performance that is at least as accurate as the Code required
method. Regardless of the test method, error can be reduced by using more accurate f

instruments, by correcting for systematic errors, by increasing the number of data
-

points, and by taking repetitive measurements at caeh data point.

INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of utilities are proposing

the use of teference curves, representing the func-
tional relationship between pump flow rate and

The Code requires that fixed reference values differential pressore,. in lieu of a fixed refetence
for differential pressure and flow rate be estab.

Point (s). The probierns with duplicating a fixed
lished at points of pump operation that can be reference point, as required by the Code, fatiinto
readily duplicated during subsequent tests by two broad categories.
varying system resi:tance. The Code provides a
measure of hydraulic performance based on the
cotaparison of differential pressure and flow rate

Either system design is such that its resistance

measurements to their reference values, cannot be varied,or varied precisely, or flow rare

Work supperted by the U.S. Department of Energy, under DOE Idaho Field Office Contracta.

DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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is dependent on plant and/or climatic conditions. Ilowever, tne true functional relatlenship is
In cases such as thes t, it may not be possible to unknown, and there is uncertainty in the mea-
duplicate test conditu es. Additionally, some ati- sured values of flow rate and differential pres-
lities are proposing tiu use of reference curves for sure The unknown functional relationship
pumps even when ite Code test method is not between pump head and flow rate is fixed by the
impractical. The que stion is whether the use of physical characteristics of the pump,
reference pump curi es as reference values pro-
vides a measce of pump hydraulic performance
that is equivalent to the Code testing method. De variation in the measurement of the depen.
Before one can make a reasonable comparison of dent variable is amplified by the uncertainty in
this alternative to th: Code, the limitations and the independent variable. If the curve defining
uncertainties of the Code method must be this functional relationship is not flat, only one
cumined. true value of pump head corresponds to a given

tme flow rate. As shown in Figure 1, for any indi.

THE CODE TESTING METHOD: cated setting of riow rate, the true value iies

UNCERTAINTIES AND **" * 'P** Ifi *d '*" f * f * ** * ""'"' *"' ""* '

LIMITATIONS
tainty. The true value may be greater than, less
than, or equal to the indicated flow rate.

With the Code testing method, the system
resistance is varied until either the pump flow rate For this range of possible true flow rates, there
or differential pressure (th,: independent variable) is a corresponding range of possible true differen.
matches a fixed reference value. The remaining tial pressures. Additionally, the measured differ-
test guantity (tbe dependent variable)is then mea- ential ptessures may vary within the range of
sured and compared to its fixed reference valus mstrument error, if the independent variable is
The differeace between the reference point and consistently set to the same indicated value and
the subsequent test point represents the pump's the measurement errors were completely random,
hydraulic degradation, expressed as a percentage we could see a significant amount of scatter in our
of the reference value. Because test measure- test data. The poss:ble variation could be greater
ments and results are stated as fixed numbers, we than the instrument error associated with the
tend to think of them as being absolute. However, dependent variable. De greater the slope of the
all physical measurements are, to some degree, curve within the range of uncertainty of the true
uncertain. The Code instrument accuracy and flow rate, the greater the variation will be in the

; range requirements limit the uncertainty of the measurement of the dependent variable.
measurements and determine the error in the test

. results. The Code testing method does not pro-
vide an absolute measure of hydraulic degrada. Instrument error, however, is not completely
tion because the test results are based on the random (Bentley,1983). As shown in Figure 2,
comparison of two uncenain numbers. systematic errors due to hysteresis, non-linearity,

| and perhaps variations in envisonmental condi- 4

If the functional relationship, f(Q), represented tions such as temperature cause instruments to
by the pump curve was know'n precisely, the indicate consistently in one direction. Random
uncertainty in the reference value of the depen, errors affect the repeatability of an instrument and

f. dent _variatle, AP, based on the value of the inde. result in measurements that are distributed about
'

pendent variable, Q could be computed (Taylor, the true value. The error associated wis almost
h 1982) by. all physical measurements will be a combination
'

of random and systematic errors. Instrument
i pr manufacturers lump all these errors together andgp _ aQ define perfornumce in arms of error bands.
!

I
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Figure 1. The possible variation in a measured test quantity due to crertainties.
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Figtire 2. Calibration curve showing systematic and random errors.
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Systematic errors may be reduced or character-- test. The Code does not specify the range of pump
ized by calibration. Corrections can be made for operation where testing must be performed. Pt:mp
systematic errors once it is known that an instru- testing is frequently pe formed at low flow, How-
ment reads consistently in one direction at a fixed ever, most pump degradation mechanisms do not
point un:ler specified conditions. Since similar result in a consistent reduction in hydraulic per-
instruments with equivalent accuracies may have formance across the entire range of operation
differences in systematic errors, running a test (Yedidiah,1977a,1977b,1977c). Typically, des-
with different instruments may yield data that are radation causes the pump curve to droop, with a
consistently different. rignificant decrease in performance at high flow

rates and little or no change at shut-off head, as I

If the pump differential pressuie is (o.nput;d shown in Figure 3. Low Dow test data may be
as the difference between the measured suction within the acceptable range of the Code, while
and discharge pressures, yet moie uncertainty is degradation in the range of requiied pump opera-
introduced. He error bound for the difference or tion may be outside the Code limits.
sum of two uncertain. measurements is the smn of
the errors. If the errors associated with each of

Besides providing little useful data, pump test-
these measurements are raedem and independent ng at low Hows may accelerate &gradadon

-(i.e., systematic errors have been climi:.ated or
(Tinney). Pump operation away i. rom the best

reduced to a negligible level), a better estimate of
the uncertainty of the difference (Taylor,1982)is yene m gener in ydraube anos

. " E. * " * E# " #'' * ""Y* * * * " #*
obtained by adding the errors in quadrature:

cause rectreulation cavitation and uneven radial
thrust on the impeller leading to shaft dcDections,

bP = [bPf .+ 6P] . (2) reduced bearing and mechanical seal life, and
acceleratec wear. Additionally, mixing occurs at

Even after accounting for uncertainties, the low flow rates between the liquid that has already
Code testing method does not ensure a quality entered the impeller and the liquid at the pump

A initial pump curve
AP Efficiency curve

-

/ \ , s

\ \-,/-/[ xN,3 N

/ ',\N/ \

x x-

'' Degraded pump curve h\j
\t

\.

|
i

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . ._ p_ . _ - ,

BEP O |
\
|

Figure 3. Reduction in hydraulic performance due to typical degradation mechanisms. |
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I
Dow rate and differential pressure,11 is importantI

suction. This mixing imparts a rotation on the that the reference curve is developed,or the
Dow in the suetion line. The energy of prerota- manufacturer's curve is verified, when the pump
tional flows can cause the indicated suction pres- is known to be in good operating condition, und
sure to be higher than actual, affecting the the curve is based on, or vahdated by, a sufficient
calculated or measured value of pump differential number of data points.The greater the number ofg

I

pressure, data points,the less the error of the approximation
is likely to be. Based on the variance in the data

The Code testing me' hod does, however, pro. used to verify or generate the curve, and our
vide consistency because the testing is required to knowledge of the possibb errors,we can estimate
be performed at repeatable point (s) of pump the uncertainty in this approximation, To obtain
operation. Paragraph IWP-3112 allows the estab-an equivalent measure of hydraulic pe formance,
lishment of an additional set of reference values; the total wrettainty from testing with reference
however, the reasons for doing so must be justi. pump curves should be no greater than that
fied and documented, and the pump must first be allowed by the Code method. Hov ever,
satisfactorily tested at the previous reference additionallimitations and sources of

m

associated with using reference curves should bepoint.
considered,

In summary, the degradation calculated u;ing

the Code IST method is not absolute. ne actualThe instruments used for pump testing should
pump degradation may be more or less than thatmeet the accuracy and range requirements of the
indicated by a test. The uncertainty in the pump Code regardless of the test method. However,
test results depends on the measurement error for because the precision of any plot is limited, error
differential pressure and Dow rate and the func- is also introduced when a reference value is read
tional relationship between the two. The data from a curve.The combination of the error due to
scatter may be larger than exp-cted if orily the the readability of the plot and the instrument error
measurement error of the cependent variable is should be less than or equal to that allowed by the
considered. However. much of this variation inCode. Clearly, a plot of a pump curve that cannot
the data can be accounted for by analysis. While be read with a piecision of 12% of full. scale will
not perfect, the Code testing method does providenot meet the Code requirements, regardless of the
consistency for trending test resuhs. Finally, test- accuracy of the instruments used for testing. -

ing at low flow rates provides little useful data.
accelerates degradation, and rnay lead to a false

Using a reference curve implies that pump test ,
sense of operational readiness.

ing may be performed over a wide range of flow

USING REFERENCE CURVES
rates and differential pressures, since the levels
of vibration may vary over the range of pump
operation, a method of assigning vibration refer-

Pump testing using reference pump curves in ence values should be developed also. By testing
,

lieu of fixed reference values can provide a mea- at significantly different points of pump opera-
sure of pump hydraulic performance that is at tion, we lose the consistency from test to test
least as accurate as the Code testing method, obtained by testing at fixed points of pump opera-
However, there are no guidelines for testing using tion. Since the indicated percentage of hydraulic
reference pump curves. A number of different degradation may be less at lower flow rates, it
methods have been proposed and implemented. may be possible to avoid corrective action simply
Utilities frequently propose usireg a manufactur- by testing at lower flow rates. However,if using
er's pump curve in lieu of generating a curve. A reference pump curves enables testing at higher
number of different methods could be used toflow rates using instrumentation in the main flow
generate curves from data. One should keep inpath, it can be superior to tesung on a low Gow
mind that a reference curve is only an approxima- test loop using the Cmle testing methcd
tion of the true functional relationship between

NUIEG/CP-0123
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Because pump hydraulic perfomiance does not consistency does not mean that the manufactur-
improve with age and use, upper limits are speci- er's curve is the best representation of the true
fled in Table IWP-3100-2 of the Code, the Allow- pump curve.
able Ranges of Test Quantities. The NRC staff
views these upper limits as aids in detecting If the measured points are randomly distributed
instamentation problems and ensuring that the above and below the curve, the maxitnum devi-
reference values have not been set too low, llow. ation is less than the measurement error, and the
ever, considering the possible variation in the mean deviation is small, we may conclude that
dependent variable, the upper alert and required the manufacturer's curve is a reasonable repre-
action limits of 1.02 and J .03 times the dependent sectation of the true reference values fur the range |

reference variable, respectively, are probably too of pump operation. nc more measurement points j

restrictive. Since pumps degrade from the refer. that are used to verify the curve, the more confi- !

ence values with use, test results above the upper dence we may place in the results. However,if the
range limits become less of a pioblem as time data points are skewed in one direction above or
passes. Paragraph IWP-3210 of the Code allows below the curve or there is a discemable trend in
utilities to specify expanded range limits if the the deviations, then either the data are affected by

limits of Table IWP 3100-2 cannot be met. ne systematic errors or the manufacturer's curve is
NRC staff interpretation is that licensees should not the best representation of the true pump curve.
demonstrate that the Code ranges cannot be met
on a pump specific basis and that expanded hianufacturer's curves are easy to use and
ranges n.re adequate for detennining that s%nifi- require little sophistication to implement. liow-

cant degradation has occurred. Many utilitt .s are ever, there are some significant disadvantades,

requesting, or specifying, expanded range tirnits First, these curves are generic in nature. They

in conjunction with relief requests to allow the apply to all pumps of the same design. There may

use of reference pump cbives. He same quality be significant deviations in the performance of
'

instrumentation is used whether a fixed reference pu'nps of the same design due to minor differ-

point or a reference curve is used, liowever, ences in casting, machining, and installation
based on my experience with the teview of IST (Buse,1977). Second, as previously discussed,

programs, test results exceeding the upper range significant error may be iatroduced from reading

limits appears to be more of a problem when test- the curve. Also, considering the possible varia-

ing with reference pump curves than with the tion in tbc dependent variable, it is undesstand-

Code testing method. This problem arises most able why many utilities using manufacturer's

ftequently when using manufacturer's pump pump cutves are having problems with the allow-

curves. Test results that routinely exceed reason- able ranges of the Code. Given the pitfalls of ;

ably establi3hed upper range limits when using using a manufacturer's curve, generating a curve

pump curves as reference values are indicative of f r use as reference values is likely to be more
accuracy problems with the reference curve, accurate. Additionally, the function of the gener-

ated curve is known and reference values can be
c mPuted neref re, erm fmm te ding a plot

Manufacturer's PumE Curves can be elmunated.

Each point of pump operation has uncertainty Generating a Pump Curve
. in two directions from the flow rate and differen-
tial pressure mer,surements. The cumulative Interpolation methods fit a curve through all
errors for each point of pump operation can be data points with no deviations between the curve
represented by bands of uncertainty above and and the uata. The most basic method of curve fit-
below the pump curve. If all data points fall ting is by polynomial interpolation, which yields
within these bands, then the data is consistent a unique polynomial function of degree N though
'with the hypothesis that the manufacturer's curve N+1 data points. Polynomial interpolants are
represents the true pump curve. However, this most easily generated using Newton's method of
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.. divided differences. For dats points f(xo)...f(x ), _ To some degree, these problems are overcomeA n

, . the interpolating polynomial, pn(x), that agrees - by interpolating with piece wise polynomials.
with the function f(x) at thest points may be _ Piece-wise polynomials are generated by interpo-*., ^#

- expressed in New'on form: lating in segments with polynomials of low -

._

degree, Requiring the function values at the ends i

pn(x) = a + ai(x - x ) of the segments (or knots) to match producco a
o o

continuous function.-

+ a2(X ~ X ) - (X - X ) + -o

+ as (x' ~ x ) ' t (x - x ) . (3) schemes uses linear functions. Adjacent data'

o
points are connected with straight lines, as shown

The co efricients ao . . a , are the divided - ' in Figute 4, whicb are genented from the interpo .n
,

differences: lating polynomial:

a = 4x ] = f(x ) P2(X) " flX l + 4X Xw il(X - X ) (5)o o o i i i

~f0) It is shown in de Door (1978) that the error*la L= fix , x ] '=o i x3 bound from interpolating the function f(x) with0

his meMs:
- f(x2) ~ f(X )a'

Qxi,x2]= , 3, _ x ,
< i

| f(x) - P2(x)H s f(maxAxi)2 y f"(3) g
- f[xi,x21 - OXo.X li

a2 ": flX6 X X } " x2 - xo Ax = (x i-x). (6)t 2
,

,

#' Not surprisingly, the error in the approximation**'

of f(x) goes to zero as the distance between data
The interpolating polynomial is, therefore,

points goes to zero, liowever, for pump curves
that are shaped concave down, the error is non.p.(x) = f[x ) .+ f[x ,x ](x .-x)o o o conservative because the piece-wise polynomial

,

? + f[x ,xi,x23(X -- Xo)(X ~ X ) + -
always lies at or below f(x).

o t

' + 4x , . . , - , x ] (x - x ) . . - (x - x i) . The piece wise functi*n is smoothed, and the
o n o n error of the interpolation is reduced, by using

"

(4) cubic polynomials and requiring the functio _n and
.

derivative values to agree at_the knots,'Ite four

: Polynomial interpolation is not well suited to pieces of data used to generated the cubic func-

- our problem for many reasons. Curves generated tions connecting adjacent data points are (f(xi),

with polynomial interpolants will have wiggles, f'(x1), f(xu t), and f'(xu t). In general, the
. which increase in frequency and amplitude as N divided difference is:

increases. These wiggles can be suppressed over a
it(x;)limited range by careful selection of the data

0*i' *i + 1' * * * * *inl I7)
, points; but cannot be eliminated. Interpolation kl

.

with polynomials of degree greater than 3 will
produce a plot with exc_ ssive wiggles. If the ife

polynomial is of degree greater than 10, the inter-
potation scheme will be numerically unstable. xi = xi, , = . . , = x;y (8).
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Figure 4. Piece-wise linear interpolation.

p,(x) = 4x l + f{x;,x,](x - x )Therefore, the divided differences for the cubic i i

function are: .
+ 4xi,xt,xa t)(x - X )2i

fix l = f(x )i i
'+ fix ,xi,xi4 i,xaili

fix ,xil = f*(x )i i
(x - xi)2(x - x i) , (10)

-fix,xi,xail= [xxt ail - 4xi,xilf

i x - x; Ite obvious drawback of usinF these functions
to generate the polynomial, known as a Hermite

a i,xa il - 4x ,xi+ il cubic piece-wise polynomial,is that the deriva-
NA ' A + 1'X + ll " Qx

i
i i xg - xi tive values at each data point murt be known.

Qxi,xi,xg i,xis il As it turns out, imposing the additional restric-
tion that the second derivatives also match at the

Ex ,xa i,xail - fix ,x ,xi i a ij knots enables us to compute the piece-wise cubic
i (9)xai - x; polynomial with only knowledge of the function"

values. The resulting function, called a cubic

And the interpolating cubic function for each spline,is not only smooth but also uniquely mini-

segment is: mizes curvature. The error bound due to inter-
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wherepolation with cubic splines, as shown in de Boor
(1978),is:

p(x ) = a + ai(xi) + . . 4 a.(x )* (13)
i o i ,

d
| f(x)-p. (x)|s (inaxAx,)d | f (x)| (11)

Taking the partial derivative of E with respect
to each coefficient of the polynomial,p(xt), yields

Compared to the linear piece wise polynomial a set of m + 1 equations with m + 1 unknowris, as
scheme, the error associated with cubic spline shown in Figure 5.
imerpolation is much less, if the fourth derivative

,

of the function f(x)is bounded, we can maic the These equations can be solved to obtain the
enor as small as we wish by decreasing the dis- coefficients of the fitted polynomial. When using
tance between data points. polynomial functions, the equations are linear and

the matrix is guaranteed to be invertible. There-
Interpolation methods provide an effective fore, a solution is guaranteed, and there is a

means of generating a reference curve if the func- unique polynomial i r which the functional E(p)
lion values are sufficiently accurate. Without high is minimired,
confidence in the data, other methods such as
least squares approximations should be used. With the least squares method, the data can be
Unlike interpolation,least squares methods a!!ow "* ' * EU 7" * * ""I E# " ' " * " '''
deviations between the data poin;s. f , and the solving th nonnal equations can becomei
curve to account for the uncertainty in the data. "" " * * * E '7"""""I" .E # E'"

,

and to obtain a sirupler function. Based on our "" " ##' * * *E * *'E8 ## # "#'

knowledge of what the function should look like, acterW omese po%omials. Mso, soMag me
it is logical to perform the least squares fit using matdx for d,u system of Uncar equadons
polynomials. With the method of least squares, bec mes numerically ill conditioned, and the

_

we mininitze the sum of the squared deviations: solutions may be subject to sigmficant roundoff
error as the degree of the polynomial (and hence

E(p) = [[p(xi) - f ]2 (12) the size of the matrix) increases.
i

,

N N N N

a [xiO+ai[xi 1+ + a.[xi " = [fi..
o

i=0 i=0 i=0 i=0
4

N N N N

a[xi ' + q [xi 4,,,+g,{x;m+1.{x,f2
o

-

i=0 =0 i=0- i=0

$
.

,

N N

g x m4g x 4 , , , . 4 g, x; M = xi "fgm+t

i=0 i=0 i=0 i=0

Figure 5. Equation set for m + 1 equations with m + 1 unknowns.
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- If the data points are normally distributed about dom distribution, the method of least squares tuay
the true values (i.e.; the crrurs are random), then still provide the best fit. Ilowever, statistical sig-
the deviations [yi- p(x)] are normally distributed, nificance should not be attached to the results.-

. all with the same central value (0) and the same
. width (o). We can compute the variance which ideally, what we want is a totalleast squares fit""

leads to an estitaation of the error of our fitted because we have uncertainty in both variables,
curve: This is an intense mathematical problem into

which research is continuing. As is often the case,

f2 1
' o = N - m u.s(f -. p(x 3 )s (14) W real wodd we musmMor someMng kss

8 i *

than the theoretically desirable. There are ways,#

however, to reduce error and improve the approx-

The best choice for the degree of the polyno- irnation of the real function.

mial is the lowest m that makes the variance res-
sonably small (Lancaster Salkauskas,1986). Reducing Error
With pump curves a third degree polynomial pro-
vides a good fit- The error in the use of reference curves may be

reduced by using more accurate instruments, by
correcting for systematic errors, by increasing the

A more sophisticated procedure for generating number of data points, and by talcing repetitive
a curve without high confidence in the data is

measurements at each data point.
with a cubic spline least squares fit. This is
accomplished by performing a least squares Regardless of whether piece wise polynomial

approximation over each segment ora piece wise dha 1 Mod n
' cubic spline, with multiple data points between used, the accuracy cf the curve fit will be
i he knots. In general, this method is more accu- mproved by increasing the number of datat

g g 3 ;,rate, with the improvement in the error most sig-
nificant when approximating functmns with , gg g ,

complicated shapes, llowever, because pump single measurement (Barford,1985). When
;

3 g g7 g .gcurves are generally _well behaved and consider-

ing the extra degree of complexity of cubic sp!me able are taken at the same indicated value of the

least squares fits, a polynomial least squa es fit is independent variable, data are distributed about a

sufficient. Over limited ranges of pump opera, mean value as a result of random errors. As
tion, a polynomial least squares fit is capable of. shown in Figure 6, the estimated mean may be
providing a reference curve that enables the deter- displaced from the true tuean by systematic error,

mination of hydraulic degradation as well as the
Code required method. There are; however, some As the number of measurements increases, the

- assumptions regarding least squares methods that estimated mean li) converges to the true mean
should be understood, ( ). Based on the standard deviation (c) of the

data distribution, the standard deviation of the
'

: With least squares approximations, it is estimated mean {d) can be computed:

assumed that there is uncertainty only in the ,

.d u E-dependent variable, which 'is' not true. However, ,/g (15)
- because the variation in the measurements of one

,

variable are c.mplified by the uncertainties in the With this equation, the number of measure- l
,

i. 'other, we can uccount for this to some degree.
ments (N) necessary to yield a desired accuracy in i

1

|- Also,it is assumed that the measurements are gov-
the estimation of the true mean can be calculated.

erned by a normal random distribution, which may The standard error, or the error in the approxima-
not be entirely tme. Depending on the instruments tion of the true mean is expressed as:

L Jand methods of collecting data, this assumption
. may or may not be trivial. Without a nonnal ran- p == X nU (16)

1
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f(x) ^ Systomatie Error
*

r ,

'
:

A.

/ T

\
\

/ ,
\

/;

.

J

True Value P

. Figure 6. The mean of a number of measurements.

Two standard deviations (n = 2) provides 95% the functional relationship between the two. The

confidence in the estimate. Code does not specify the range of pump opera-
tion where IST should be performed. Testing at

. As shown in Figure ", higher precision instru. low flow rates provides little useful data, may

ments have narrower distributions and smaller accelerate pump degradation, and may lead to a

. standard deviations. Therefore, with more accu. false sense of operational readiness.

rate instruments, the standard error may be
reduced to a specified tolerance with fewer mea. Inservice pump testing using reference curves

- surements. Because the improvement in the generated with polynomial least squares fits over

estimation of the mean of the dependent variable a limited range of pump operation, cubic spline

for each data point goes as N U2, beyond a cer. laterpolation, or cubic spli6e le'st squares fits can

tain point the improvement in accuracy would be
Provide a me, i .tre of pump hydraulic perfor-
mance that is at least as accurate as the Codebest achieved by using higher precision instru.

ments. However, regardless of the instrument pre, required method. If using reference pump curves

cision, using the mean of a numocr of enables testing at higher flow rates using instru-

measurements, corrected for systematic enor, in mentation in the main flow path, it can be supe,

lieu of single measurement yields greater rior to testing on a low flow test loop using the
Code method, liowever, there are limitations par-

accuracy,_
ticular to testing with reference curves,

CONCLUSIONS By testing at s.ignificantly different points of
pump operation, we lose the consistency from test

The Code testing method (foes not provide an to test obtained by testing at fixed points of pump

absolute measure of hydraulic degradation operation. Additionally, since the indicated per-
because the test resun., are based on the compari- centage of hydraulic degradation may be less at
son of uncertain numbers. The uncertainty in the lower flow rates,it may be possible to avoid cor-

pump test results depends on the measurement rective action simply by testing at lower flow
error for differential pressure and flow rate and rates.
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Figure 7. Distributions of data for instruments of different accuracies,

if a plot of the reference curve is used to obtain Buse, F.,1977,"The Effects of Dimensional Vari-
a reference value, additional error is introduced. ations on Cen'rifugal Pumps,'' Fluid Mov-
Since the levels of vibration may vary over the ers: Pumps, Compressors, Fans, and
range of pump operation, a method of assigning Blowers, McGraw-Hill Publicatioes Co.,
vibrati_on reference values should be developed. New York, NY, pp.197-2M.
Test results that frequently exceed reasonably
established upper range limits indicate that the de Boor, C.,1978, A Tractical Guide to Splines,
curve used for pump testing may not be suffi. Springer Verlag, New York, NY.
ciently accurate. Because manufacturer's pump
curves are generic,it is not likely that they will be Laficaster, P. and Salkauskas K.,1986, Curve

acceptable for use as reference curves. Finally, and Surface Fitting, An Introduction, Aca-
regardless of the metbad, the error in the us'e of demic Press Irc., Orlando,IL

reference curves may be reduced by using more
accurate instruments, by correcting for systematic Taylor, J. R.,1982, An Introduction to Error ;

errors, by increasing the number of data points, Analysis, The Study of Uncertainties in |

and by taking repetitive measurements at each Physica/ Measurements. Univershy Science

data point. . Books, Mill Valley, CA. .
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Computer-Based Pump inservice Test Program at
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station

Victor M. Herrera
Southern California Edison

ABSTRACT

Pump inservice test (IST) data is intended to provide documentation of pressure
boundary integrity and to assess operational readiness during its service life. In
most cases, the official paper records of the final, sity.le value test results are the
only documents retained. This " snapshot" approach focuses on the immediate
results and all but ignores evaluation of equipment condition trends. His system
satisfies regulatory requirements and is oflimited usefulness for engineering analy-
sis and equipment condition monitoring. Tbe use of coruputers, in conjunction with
specialized software and digital data collectors, to perform IS'n and archive data
greatly enhar.:es the information collected from these tests, in addition to improv-
ing both the quantity and quality of engineering data obtained, it drastically reduces
the potential for human error.

INTRODUCTION sonnel ta conduct enhanced testing with only
minimal training. Any conditions, hydraulic or

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station mechanical parameters, that exceed preset limits

(SONGS) spends approximately 1500 engineer- are immediately flagged during the test (any
ing man hours per year testing 90 pumps in Units parameter that requires calculations of several
1,2, and 3. This high number of man-hours made data points is processed by the software pro-
it highly desirable to obtain more useful informa- gram). Following completion of the test, the data
tion from this manpower investment. After field are uploaded to the VISION program via any net.
testing a number of commetcially svailable digi- worked computer in the plant.
tal data collectors and contacting several vendors,
the SKF Palomar MICROLOG CMVA10 Data
Collector and the VISION software program The VISION software program is a highly

' from Halliburton NUS Environmental Corpora- secure, quality affecting program that produces
tion were selected for this purpose, h mid IS'I'Mg W for @W

supervisor signatures and official IST program
ne MICROLOG instrument possesses all of

the functions of an induttry standard data collec- retention. Automated functions of the program

tor and vii,. . ion analyzer, as well as alpha- (such as trends, statistical parameters, compari-

numeric keyboard input. Its analytic capabilities sons to similar equipment, and spectrum displays)

provide useful information regarding a machine's allow the engineer to immediately analyze the

mechanical condition. However, the real power pump's condition. He trend displays are visually

behind the instrument is its capability to directly coordinated to differentiate the NORMAL,

interface with more sophisticated software resid. ALERT, and REQUIRED ACTION ranges in
ing in network computers. Once the instrument is order to simplify the engineer's evaluation of the

downloaded with pre-established routes for one equipment. The program's network capability
or more IST pump procedures, the instrument's allows several individuals to view the same, or

menu-driven program pertrits engineering per- other, IST data simultaneously.

!
'
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.-SONGS IST PROGRAM hard copy of the test is automatically generated

FEATURES w ith all the appropriate fields filled in. ne report
is then printed, signed, and routed to all appropri-

- The SONGS computer based pump IST pre-
gram meets section xrs instrumeniation accu. EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE_

racy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's SELECTION PROCESSiST record retention requirement. The MICRO.
LOO instrument is tested and certified on a peri-
' odic basis through the Measuring and Test ne SONGS's Performance Monitoring Group

(PMG) based its selection of the MICROLOGEquipment (M&TE) program and the VISION
program-certified as Quality Affecting software instrument on its following capabilities:

through a Validation and Verification (V&V) pro- I' "" O '"cess-produces the official IST record.
;

2. Alpha-numeric keyboard input i

The use of MICROLOG and VISION |-

increases the quartity and quality of data col- 3. Automatic spectrum data collection .|

lected and also reduces the potential for human !

crror. The digital format of data collection allows . 4. High reliance on single key method of data |
ithe cogn zant engineer to significantly increase collection

the amount of data gathered without increasing
manpower time spent. The instrument automati- 5. Minimal amount of training required to
cally collects vibration spectrum data, along with operate itz

manual keyboard input of other parameters, and
- provides instant feedback if a parameter exceeds 6. Easy to read screen (Pertinent information,

. preset limits. This approach sensitizes the engi- such as point identification (ID), curret t and
neer to be more aware of the condition of the past readings, and alarm conditions, are
equipment. clearly identified.)

1 Netwak compatible.All data are transferred and stored digitally.
This method reduces human interface by elimi-

All f these features keep the data colle; tion
.

nating transcriptica of data and minimizing cal.
rnethod relatively simple and enhance the qualityculation errors. Once the infc,rmation is entered

f data available for analysis,
into the database, the VISION program performs
the required calculations and makes them avail- Mion of M IST ppu
able for inimediate review. All test data from cur-

more difficult because there were no vendors that
rent and past ISTs are available for comparison had one readily available or were willing to
and analysis. In addition, comparison of data modify existing software to meet SONGS's
from other pumps may also be used to enhance needs. Predictive Maintenance Applications

,

the evaluation process. If required, several indi- (PdMA) was contacted and agreed to modify their
viduals may review the same, or other, informa. VISION program to meet the SONGS require-
tion by accessing VISION through the SONGS

nients outlined below:
p Local Area Network (SLAN).

L .
1. Secured access (limited access based on

The review process takes place at the field, dur- assigned rights)
; ing data upload, initial acceptance at the cogni.
L zant engineer level, and finally, through final 2. Network capability

(- acceptance at the engineering supervisor level. If -
_

the IST satisfies each of these steps, the official 3. Automatic data upload, sort, and archive

!
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-

4. Manual data entry (keyboard) cific VISION access rights assigned by the IST
program administrator, otherwise VISION will

5. Formula calculation based on several not allow access to them. The field review step is
,

parameters controlled through the MICROLOG's menu
driven system, and the signature / distribution step

6. Data review is controlled through SONGS administrative pro-
cedures. Completion of this sequence provides

7, Spectral analysis information to plot trends / vibration spectrums,
display alert or action levels, identify and display

8 Trending statistical parameters, build and compare IST
machine histo:ies, identify baselines, and

9. Procedure management generate IST reports.

10. Miscellaneous ieport generation (scheduled _

VISION Accesstests, rejected test comments).

in addition, the program flags IST discrepan- All users have a network ID, alor.g with their

cies, generates, stores, and routes the completed social security number, assigned to them during

IST report for cognizant engineer and engineer- initial access update to the VISIGN program,

ing supervisor approval. With VISION residing Once an individual accesses the program, he or

on the SLAN, IST data are accessible w berever a she will be requested to add a password known

networked personal computer (PC) exists, only to them. This security measure is required in
order to prevent somebody else accessing

SONGS IST PROCESS VISION through that user's ID (VISION tracks
and records all users accessing the program).

Figure ' provides a simplified flow path of the VISION perfonns a security check by requesting

ist process. ne performance of an IST iequires either the network ID/ password or social security

the following steps be performed in sequence: number / password before allowing a user to enter
the program (Figure 2).

1. VISION Access
Adding Machines to the VISION

2. Route Download
-

g

3. Data Collection
, Predefined IST routes are manually entered

4. Field Review and then stored in the VISION database (Fig-
ures 3 and 4). This information is used to identify

5. Route Upim.d and track the IST duc dates for all machines.
Once this information is available in the database,

6. Data Review it is tien used to perfonn the IST.

7. Cognizant Engineer Approval Route Download

8. Engineering Supervisor Approval
Any number of machines (route) are easily

selected for download by using the PC insert key,
9. IST Hardcopy Report

or through the Mlog/ Procedure fernction (Fig-

10. Signatures / Distribution, ure 5). When the MICROLOG is connected to the
computer and the Miog/ Download function is

All of the steps, with the exception of field selected, the prognun requests which instrument

review and signatures / distribution, require spe- is being used to perform the test.This is necessary

131 NUREG/CP-0123 1
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Figure 1. SONGS IST flow path.
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**** V1sion
0
A

- fj
R M N

-Security | Check
i

,

]||Name:......{ John Doe
Password ..[****** ]

l i
_ ._..

N

4 9

Elsii c

Enter your password.e

Figure 2. This is one example of the security checks that appear cu the screen. As the individual's
password is entered, it is automatically masked by asterisks.

.F2-Display F3-Report F4-DataGase FS-Micg F6-Accept F7 Utility fl-Help
.

$, |EditMachinej iy

}Name...........[S21413MPil2 ]

-= TEST |SSupervisor: Description....[ Saltwater Cooling Pump
J |SONGS

|
-= TEST D First Name..[ John ] 6

SONGS Last Name...[ Smith ]
-51 - |
-S l - Comments |
-S I - -[3/3/92: This machine's IST data is going to be ] f '

-S I . -[used as an example for the ASME/NRC sympot 'um ],

-S I- -[paperontheVISIONprogram.MostofthedatawillJ|
be entered manually from old IST records and one|],\-S I -
: set from a MICROLOG test-setup. V. Herrera ] ?

'

-S I - M-SI- '

-S I - Procedure......[S023-V-3.4.8 ] |
|

DataSheet.....[SCEEG(123)53Rev.2]|....
-S I -

) -

-SI- |-Frequency. . . . . . [84SONGS Days +.........[31 ] Days .........[0 ] |

]||- S21 Outage.........[N0] Outage Mode....[0 ]
-S21 ,Name - Pl ate -Information. . . . [ Alli s-Chalmers. ,,

< t >-
Edit Machine < Tab-Next Field > <Shif t+ Tab-Prev Field > <E:c Exit Edii>

Figure 3. VISION's initial screen for adding a machine to the database. Several of the fields have pick
list to choose from.-
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F2-Display F3-Report F4 Database FS Miog f6 Accept F7 Utility flulp

IS21413MPil2 7r | Modify [ y
Plant-Power- |Name: (Pt. 1 Horiz. (0) D ) var Namn: ()|
Run Time Before Ts}I| Description: ||
Prestart Suction (Motor inboard Herznti West-Mils ) |

|PrismRef:
|Olscharge Pressurc

( ) Field #: {75)|Running Suction-
|

|||||
Differential Prest

_ Units: [ Mils ] DownLo?dY/N[Y)|Motor Current
|Flow Rate

Water Head (Feet?-l| Point-Type: [gisplacement,/ Vel ) |
i Frequency i |

| -| Full Scale:
Info.: L=

||
|Calc.: Pi-Pa=

{l0 ] Detectnon: [PeakToPeak)| !Cale. : DP-
Pt. 1 Horiz. (0) 0 1

Pt. 1 Horiz. (0) V Input Sensitivity: (100 j Low Cut Off: {3]}
Pt. 1 Vert. (90) O
Pt. I Vert. (90) V Alarm Type: (Level Alarm j # Averages: (8]|
Pt. 1 Axial D |

[1000 ) { Tolerances]{
|HighFrequency: |

Pt. 1 Axial V

Stuffing Box 0
,, ,

Tolerance Window d. Change Field > < Esc-Exit > sSpace Tolerance Window > ,

Figure 4., " Itis screen appears when a new point is being added or edited. All pertinent information
associated with the point is displayed on the Modify window.

Display Report Database .Miog Accept Utility Help

_|[ONGSr'|Ppocedure
|_||?

3
!S

,

SONGS- | Download
-eSONGS Unit 1 Upload .}

-SI AFW-G-10 ' Initialize Microlog |' g
-SI- AFW-G- 10S -

'

-SI- AFW-G- 10W
-SI-CCW-G-15A
-SI-FWS-G-3A
-SI- FWS-G-3 B
-SI-SHA-G -200 A |
-SI - SWC-G- 13 A
-SI-SWC-G- 138
> SONGS Unit 2
-521413MP112
-S21305MP504 ''

- d >--d >-6>-<->-< T a b >
0

Figure 5. Any of the machines listed on this screen can be selected for downloading through the use of
~ he PC's Insert key or Mlog/ Procedure function.t
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for tracking instruments used in the performance
equipment or local instrumentation used in the

of the IST and to prevent unauthorized instru- performance of the test. Upon completion of the

ments from being used. Once the required instru-
Process Upload, VISION sotts the data and per-

ment identification is eotered, the route is stored
fonns any necessary calculations (some parame-

into the MICROLOG and it is ready for use. The
ters require muhiple data points for the fmal test

valueh De data are then stored in a " hold" fileroute contains all the necessary parameters (data
and tagged for cognizant engineer approval.

points) to perfonn the IST, However,they are ready for immediate review by

anybody who has VISION Review rights.
Data Collection

All machines are listed on the MICROLOO's
screen (Figure 6), and any one of them can be ne cognizant engineer accesses the Display /

selected for resting through the use of the instru* History Chart function to review all the cunent

ment's cursor arrows and ENTER keys. The first and previous data for the mac.ine of interest (Fig-

paint on each machine requests the social secuit;Y
ure 9). VISION displays any parameter in the

number of the individual performing the test. ALERT or REQUIRED ACTION range by high-

VISION uses this saunber to identify the cogni' lighting it in yellow or red. This method provides

rant engineer with a specific IST test record and instanuecognition that a parameter has exceeded

retains it in its histmy files. All other points are its limits. In addition, statistical parameters are

specific paramete s necessary to complete the also displayed and are used to determine unusual

pattems in the data, The cognizant engineer alsotest-
has the option cf reviewing the data through the
use of graphical displays (Figure 10). He can

Field Review view individual point / multiple points trend plots
or single / waterfall spectrums t.pon request. Any

During the performance of the IS'i, the number of people can review this inf ormation
MICROLOG prompts the cognizant engineer s multaneously,
through each parrmeter. Each parameter is clearly

e nstmmend screen, b, qs- Cognizant Engineer Approvale on
charge Presmre-Pressure fmm 2P16230. Imnal
evaluation is performed as each value is' entered, After reviewieg the data through the History

6
and the engheer compares it against the prevous Chart or Graph functions, the cognizant engineer

test vahe (displayed en the scrcen), in addition, a Approves / Rejects the test by using the Accept /

separate field on the screen identifies any parame- Engineer function (Figure 11). If the test is
ter in an alann condition (Figure 7). When the rejected, the " hold" file is erased and the test has

pump test is complete, control room personnel are to be performed again. If the test is accepted, the
informed of the preliminary test resuhs .. hold" file is now tagged for supervisor review. In

either case, comments may be entered to docu-

floute Upload ment items of interest (maintenau order num.
bers, nonconformance reports, or general
information),

When the MICROLOG is re-connected to the
computer and the Mlog/ Upload function is Engineering Supervisor
selected, the program retneves all ;Le data and
stores them in a temporary fi'le. The Cognirant Approval
Enpacer performs another review of the data The engineering supervisor reviews she test
through the ce of the Accept / Process Upload data through the use of the History Chart or Graph
function (Figure 8). This gives him an opportu- functions. After reviewing it, he Approvet/
nity to s.ssign a unique IST record number, Rejects the test by using the Accept / Supervisor
re-venfy all data and verify / assign specific test

;
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|13t24:35|12-11-91 98%

ROUTE il
N NONROU1E ||
N S023 V-3.4.8
N S21413' 'ill 2

||||
D User 40
N Plant Power
D Run Time Before 1st
f4 Disci.arge Pressure

|||||
D Motor Current
N Flow Rate
N Water Head (Feet)
N Pt. 1 Horiz, 0) D
N Pt. 1 Horiz. 0) V ,

ENTER-start MENU opt'.uns ESCexit| ,

Figurd 6. The MICR.0 LOO's oper mute screen is similar to this. All data points are listed for easy
tetrieval through the use of the instnament's cursor arrows and ENTER key. As each data point is collected,
the "N" changes to *D." tr A a.'ng that data have tsen collected.

'

13:24:35||
12-11 91 98%

DYNAMICDATAPOINT|
Motor Inboard Horintal West-Hils ||
10: Pt. 1 Horiz. (0) D 05

UNIT Hils

THis |0 3208 | i r--| A1. ARMS- g|LAS"

|0.3512
,

'

||
AVG

SPECTRUM STORED

|
l |

MENU-cptions|ESC-exit |
0 0.350

ENTER-start
,

Figure 7. The MICROLOO's screen is similar to this. All relevant infoi. nation about the test point is
displayed.

I
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I? Display 13-R(port f 4 Dat abase IS Mica f 0 Amtt f ? Ut ility fi-Help

jSONGS
F Inst.10 }{ halue H units listatush

-

S0]PlantPower
Point Name

tiene Stored 100.0000 Percent OK {-

- Run Time Before ist kone Stored 10.00000 flinut es OK |
- Disch:rge Pressure 2P16230 28.00000 Psi OK

Motor Current llone Stored 55.00000 Amps QK

| OK |
Flow Rate 2F16398 15000.00 GPM OK

Water Head (Feet) None Stored 17.50000 feet

|||
Pt. 1 Horiz. 0) D PM-1023 0.307524 Mils OK

Pt. 1 Horiz. 0) V PM 1023 0.016237 IPS OK

Pt. 2 Horiz. 0) O PM 1023 1.384627 Mils OK ,-

HS21305MP504 | ,
< t >-< l >-e . ~o >-< T a b >

Upload Point List < Enter Edit Data > < Esc Exit to Prompt > <0el Cir>ar Status >

Figuro D. VISION's Process Upload ssreen. Instruments are selected through the use of a pick list
accessed by pressing the space bar. Any parameters out of tolerance are indicated in the Status section.

|MachineHistoryChart| i-

Machine...LS21413MPil2 Saltwater Cooling Pump ,

J |Unit......; SONGS Unit 2 Stfety related pumps in IS"
'

10/l 91|12/$1/91||
|\12/14 9003/k6/91|0 /b6/91'10/k3/1|59

!

Sample Date
54, S5 56 ,57 SySample Id , ,

'

100.b' O0'100.0'\'

RunTimeBeforeist|h0.0':00.0||100.030.h|32.4[ 33Q|,32.0 '

'

Plant Power l
10.Q 10 10.Q 40.Q 10.0

j 15.0 ,

DischargePressure||833/516.5' | 20.5|| 18.5| 5 22.5|9' 24.0|7586.C||

29.5 30.Q
20.5Running Suction

Dif ferential Prosr, 8Q.5 82. 8. B}.
S5 0 S5. 56.0|

.

15400,0|1800.0}|15200.0: 5000.0||Motor Current 55.0 S4.01,S2.0
Flow Rate ,,5000.0 :5500.0
Pt. 1 Horiz. (0) D 0.4 0.35 0.28 0.4 0.22 0.25

Pt.1 Vert. (90) D . ,
1.0 g.75 0.82

.

0.7 0.86 , 0.9 , ,

p -_Mean o Standard Deviation d distance | J

History Chart (Enter Chart Options > < Ctrl +G. Graph Options > < Esc Exit >

Figuro 9. The cogninnt engineer uses this screen to review present and past history. Miscellaneous
infonnation and graphs are available by pressing the proper keys,
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1

1

Machine: S21413hiPil2 Saltwater Cooling Purnp
Point: Differentiel Pa ss Differential Pressure (Po Pi)
Mean: 81.45 Standard deviation: 2.623
Units: Psi Formula Printed: Friday March 06,1992 13:55:40 .
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Figure 10. u. mple of trend avaiLble for review. Miscellaneous information is clearly labeled along
with statistical parameters. Tolerances are represented by shaded regions and new baselines are shown at
each vertical dotted line.

<

F2-Display F3 Report F4-Database FS-Miog F6 Accept F7 Utility F1-Help
EngineerAcceptRejectSample| i

'Jser Name. . . . . . . . (Vic'.or M. Herrera ) |
Machine Name.....(S21413MPil2 )
Record Number... 2P112-10-91 )

||Accept (Y/N).....;YES)
NCR Number and/or.

|) |H.O. Number......(MO# 91100376000
Required Action..(None )

|
Enter Notes for Sample: |
(Evalt'ating VISION Accept / Reject process. ]|
[ ] .

[ e
e

( i-
1

,

Edit' Sample Info < Tab Next" Field > < Shift + Tab Prev Field > < Esc = Exit Edit >

Figure 11. At this screen, the cognizant engineer accepts or rejects the IST. Miscellaneous inf ormation is
entered to document any actions taken.
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function. ne same steps outlined in Cognirant SUMMARY
Engineer Approval apply at this level of review.
Ilowever, upon aneptance, the file becomes per. ne use of networked computers, special IST
manent and cannot be crased. At this time, the sohware, and digital data collectors reduce the
piogram automatically generates a IST repoit file potential for human error and dramatically
ready to be pmted upon request. increase the amount and quality of data available

for equipment evaluation. The four tiered data
IST Hatcleopy Report ,,yie, p,oce .._rield, upload erocess, Engi-

neer, and Supervisor-all but eliminates the
ne cognizant engineer or engineering supervi- human error factor and increnes the qualitt J

sor prWuces a hard copy of the completed IST data collected. ne " finger tip" availab!!it, J
data record, Figure 12, through the Report / Print current and past IST data to all interested parties
function.De VISION pogram duplicates South * provides for immediate evaluation of potential
ern California Edison's inservice Pump Test equipment problems, ne network compatibility

- Record, SCE EO (123)53 Rev. 2, with all parame* of the system allows individuals with different
ters (reference values, test values, acceptable lim- areas of expertise to review the data simulta.
its, instrument ids / calibration duc dates, and neously and make group decisions on the best
miscellaneous infonnation) filled in and ready for course of action to take.

signature approval.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Signatures / Distribution

The SONOS Computer lined IST Program
The cogtdr. ant engineer and engineering super, would not have been possible without the full

visor sign the Inse vice Pump Test Record, dis, co peration of llalliburton NUS Environmental
tribute the results to t'l interested parties, and Corporation's PdMA department and Mr. Dale E.
provide a memo to ca- 4 room personnel offi- Mountain, Manager of Sof tware Services.111:
cially notifying them of Ge IST resuhs. expertise in software and understanding of

SONOS's requirernents have produced a very
PLANNED DATA COLLECTION P **'#"I I8' P*8'**'
ENHANCEMENT

NOMENCLATURE
The Performance Monitoring oroup at

.

SONGS has taken steps to further simplify the
IST Inservice Testg : nunps

data collection pocess by having vibration monj. according to the Secton XI and
toring test pads installert at the appopriate sample OM 6 vebcity vibration limits.
locations. The test pads are one-turn stainless

steel attachments that are stud mounted or MICROIDGSKF Palomar Technologies
epoxied in place. A mating connector attached ta microprocessor-based data
the vibration detector completes the arrangement. collector,
nis setup has been in place on the secondary sys.
tem since April 1991 and has shown that it is easy
to use and has increased the reliability of readings M&*ni Measuring and Test Equipment

taken. Dere is no longer a question as to how and program used at SONGS to
calif - wd document all required

where data were taken when different indidduals
test ach piece of testare involved. Consistency of readings has been

the key benefit to this approach and is the main equi. .nent. He program also
controlsissuanceof testf act it for pioceeding with the installation of test
equipment.

pads on safety related equipnent.
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Figu- 12. Inservice pump test record.
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Network ID A unique name given to all 1977 editior including Addenda

individuals tlutt use SLAN. 'the throuph Susmner of 1979,

name is used by VISION as the
first level of security prior to SLAN SONGS local Area Netwo:L
accessing the progratn.

SONGS San Onofre Ntclear Generating
OM4 AShiP/ ANSI Obi-1987. Operation Station opeinted t y Southern

and Maintenance of Nuclear Power California IWon
Plants, Part 6, Intervice Testing of ,

Pumps in Light Water Reactor VISION Specialized pump IST software
Power Plants,with Addenda g ,p
through May 31,1989.

VAV Venneation and Validation plan
PCs Personal Computers

used on VISION to document the _

PdMA 1hc Predictive Maintenance tests performed on it, which

Applications depanment of ,

qualifies VISION as a Quality

llallibunon NUS E wironmes d Affecting program.1hc V&V was
written in accor lance with theCorporation,
1bpical Quality Assurance Manual.

PMG SONGS Station Technical Chapter 1 J.Electn aic Data

Perfonnance Monitoring Group Processing Centrols, and SONGS'
Nuclear Infonnation Services

Section XI American Society of Mechanical procedure S0123 %Vil-10.13.

Enginects (ASME), Doiler and Control of Computer Based
Pressure Vessel Cale, Section XI. Systerns.
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Pump Performance and Testing |
|
4

:

Pump Testing in the Nuclear industry: The
Comprehensive Test and Other Considerations

Thomas F Hoyle
'

Washington Public Power Supply System

ABSTRACT

The American Society of Mechanical IWincers Operations and Maintenance
Working Group on Pumps and %1ves is working on a revision to their pump testing

;

Code,ISTil 1990. His revision will change the basic philosophy of pump testing |
in the nuclear industry. Currently, all pumps are required to be tested quanctly,
except those installed in dry sumps. In the future standby pumps will receive only
a start test quanerly to ensure the pump comes up to spted and pressure or flow.
Then, on a biennial basis all pumps would receive a more extensive test. This com- t

'

prehensive test would require high accuracy test gauges to be used, and the pumps
would be required to be tested near pump design now. Testing on minimum flow
loops would not be permitted except in rare cases. Additionally,during the compre-
hensive test, measurements of vibration, flow, and pressure would all be taken, ne
OM-6 standard (ISTB Code) will also require that reference values of How rate and
differential pressure be taken at several points instead of just one point, which is
ctrrent practice.

The comprehensive test is just one step in onsuring the adequacy of pump testing
in the nuclear indu1try,This paper also addresses other concerns and makes recom.
mendmions for increased quality of testing of certain critical pumps and recom-
mendations for less stringent or no tests on less critical pumps.

3

effectiveness and minhuize the impact of inser-
INTRODUCTION vice testing.

BACKGROUNDInservice testing (IST) of pumps in the nuciear

i industry has been conducted essentially the same
Subsection IWP of the Winter 1973 Addendasince the introduction of the American SNiety of

Mechanical Enginects (ASME) Boiler and Pres- of Section XI included for the first time rules for '

sure Vessel Code Section XI in 1973. Recently. IST of pumps. Section XI prescribed hydraulic

these rules were revised in the ASME O&M
and vibration testing of ASME Class I,2, and 3

CNie, Subsection ISTB. His paper will focus on pumps that were provided with an emergency

changes to ISTB that are currently under reslew power source and that had a specific function in

by O&M. These proposed changes to ISTB will shutting down a reactor, or in mitigating the con-

require more comprehensive testing of safety- sequences of an accident. nc basic philosophy of
'

related pumps and will reduce the extent of peri-
Section XI was to detect change by measuring

odic testing for standby pumps. In addition, this
and evaluating hydraulic and mechanical (vibra-

paper makes some addhional recommendations
tion) parameters. Once a significant change was

for actions to be taken by ASME, the U.S. detected,it was necessary for the owner to

Nuclear Regulation Commission (NRC), and
determine the cause of the change and take

'

owners of nuclear power plants to increase the appropriate correct!ve action. Section XI contains
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.

specific corrective action requirements and spe- pump degradation. A significant improvement in
cific " alert" and " required action" ranges the ability to assess a pump's mechanical condi-
(Table 1) that may be absolute or based on refer- tion,inuoduced in OM4,is the improved metha.1
er.cc values. The Section XI pump testing, as pre- for measuring vibration. Oht-6 provides require-
vlously described, is cunently being performed

ments for measuring and assessing vibration
,

by cornmercial nuclear plants in the U.S. Most of
veksity measurement, which is a more sensitive

the requirements contained in the Winter 1973
Addenda of IWP except the monthly test fre- indicator of pump condition. Subsection ISTIl

quency, are stillin effect today, allows a wider range of acceptance criteria for
hydraulic parameters, but at the same time

When the transition from IWP to ISTIl is requires more vibration measurements. In addi-

made, a significant change in the pump testing tion, the vibration acceptance criteria has been
methodology will be noted. The Pump and Valve made more conservative (Table 2). That is, an
Working Group's philosophy in the development ''pper limit of vibration is now specified for
of ISTil was that the mechanical condition of a centrifugal pumps. Many utilities are currently
pump, as detected by vibration measurement, using vibration detection methods and acceptance
would be an earlier and more reliable predictor of criteria specified by ISTI) (OM4).

Table 1. Allowable ranges of test quantities.

Alert range Required action range

Test quantity Acceptable range Low liigh Low liigh |

P(positive displacement 0.93 to 1.10P, 0.90 to <0.93P, <0.90P, > l .10P,...

pumps)

AP (vertical line shaft 0.95 to 1.10AP, 0.93 to <0.95AP, <0.93A P, >1.10AP,...

unps)

_ Q (positive displacement 0.95 to 1.100Q, 0.93 to <0.950, <0.93Q, >l .10Q,...

and verticalline shaft
4

pumps)

AP (centrifugal pumps) 0.90 to 1.10AP, <0.90AP, >l .10AP,... ...

Q (centrifugal pumps) 0.90 to 1.10Q, <0.90Q, >l 10Q,... ...

GENDtA1. NOTE: h subscript r denotes reference value.
.

Source: ASME O&M Working Group on Pumps and Valves-Cornprehensive Pump Ten, Revision 8,12/4NI.

_
_

,

r
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Table 2. RanFes for test parameters.*

Test Acceptable Required

Pump type Pump speed parameter range * Alert range action ranFC

Centrifugal and dOO rpm VaorV, s 2.5 V, >2.5 V, to 6 V, or >6 V, or
>10.5 mits >22 nuls

vertical line
shaftb

C(ntrifugal and a 600 rpm V, or Va a 2.5 V, >2.5 V, to 6 V, or >6 V, or

>0.325 in/sce >0.7 in/sec
verticallinc
shaftb

V or V , a 2.5 V, >2.5 V,1o 6 V, >6 V,
Reciprocating d-

s. Vibratim parameter is per Table ISTD5.2 1. V,is vibratim reference value in the selected urut throut out the table.h

b. Refer to Figure ISTB5.21 (ASME OM Code,1990) to estabhsh displacement limits for pumps with
speeds t 600 rpm or vehcity limits for pumps with speeds < 600 rpm.

Source: ASME OM Code. Subsection ISTB,1990 Edition.

A niecting between the NRC and the O&M wanted a test that would le beneficial in provid-

committee was held in April of 1989 to discuss ing additional operational data to help support a
conclusion that a sliE tly degraded purnp was stillhNRC acceptance of OM-6. At that time, the NRC

expressed their concern about accepting OM4 operable. To achieve these goals, some of the

because of the expanded acceptance cnteria for instruments itsed to assess pump condition would

pump hydraulic parameters (Table 3). De OAM
have to be more accurate. And, the test would

representatives proposed the idea of a comprehen-
need to be practical, and thus able to be per-

sive pump kst as a resolution to the NRC's con- formed at plant refueling outages.

cern. The comprehensive pump test would
The working group also recognized that

supplement and,in some cases, replace the current
resources at every plant are limited. Derefore,if

quarterly test. It would use more accurate instru-
mentation to obtain hydraulic parameters at higher

a more difficult test were required, it would be

flow rates that could be used to accurately detect appropriate to specify the test at a lesser fre-

degradation. He NRC agreed to accept OM4, as quency if possible.

written,if the working group would start working
on a comprehensive pump test at once.nc work- NEW PUMP CATEGORIES AND
ing group agreed. The remainder of this paper TEST FREQUENCIES
describes the changes in pump testing methodo!-

ogy for the comprehensive pump test and the basis g ,
,

used to develop tlu,s methodology. commeretal nucicar plants. Initially, the wotking.

group considered three c ategories; however, these

PUMP TESTING were difficult to define clearly. The group then
decided to define two pump categories: Group A

The working group set out to develop a test pumps and Group B pumps Group A pumps are

method that would meet the NRC objective of those that operate continuously or routinely

ensuring that significant pump degradation is uuring normal operation, cold shut ('own, or

detected and acted on.The working group also refueling. These pumps are required to receive a
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Table 3. Acceptance criteria-Group A sest. |
Requiral action range

Tbst parameter Acceptable range Alert range Low liigh
,

,

P (positive displacement 0.93 to 1.10P, 0.90 to <0.95AP, <0.90P, > l .10P,
pumps)

AP (vertical line shaft 0.95 to 1.10AP, 0.93 to <0.95AP, <0.93 AP, >l .10AP, '

pumps

Q (positive displacement 0.95 to 1.10Q, 0.93 to <0.95Q, <0.93Q, >l .10Q,
and verticalline shaft
pumps)

AP (ces,trifugal pumps) 0.90 to 1.10AP, <0.90AP, >l .10AP,...

Q (centrifugal pumps) 0.90 to 1.10Q, <0.90Q, >l.10Q:..

GENERAL NOTE: The subscnpt r denotes teference value.

Source: ASME O&M Working Group on Pumps and Valves-Comprehensive Pump Test, Revision 9. March 24,
1992.

Group A test quarterly. Examples of Group A are predecessor, the Section XI test,in that the
residual heat removal (RilR), service water, and " required action" range high is now 110% of the
component cooling pumps. Group B pumps are reference value for hydraulic parameters instead
those installed in riandby systems that are not of 103%, as specified by Section XI (Table 3).
routinely operated, except for testing or mainte. Also, there is no " alert range" for hydraulic
nance. These pumps are required to receive a parameters. A more important change between
Group B test quarterly. Examples of Group B are Section XI and OM-6 is the vibration acceptance ;

containment spray, core spray, and standby liquid criteria (Thble 2) Note that the vibration criteria j

control (SLC) pumps. As noted in Table 4, all contains an absolute ihnit for both the " alert" and I
pumps neceive a comprehensive test biennially. " required action" ranges in addition to a limit !

Table 5 shows the test parameters required for based on a multiple of a reference value,
each test.

Group B TestAs the above objectives were developed, three
types of inservice tests (Table 4) evolved:
Group A test, Group B test, and comprehensive The simplest test is the Group B or start test
test. The preservice test was also changed to (Table 7). This test requires the pump to be suc-
obtain hore baseline performance data. cessfully started. A successful start is one in

which the discharge pressurc, or flow rate, is
Group A Test whhin 10% of its reference value. Note that for

variable speed pumps, the :: peed must be varied to
The Group A test (Tables 3 and 6)is similar to within 1% of its reference value, For a positive

the current quarterly Section XI and OM-6 type displacement pump, flow rate is the parametcr
pump tests that all nuclear utilities currently per. that must be ccmpared to its reference value at a
form. The OM-6 test differs somewhat from its reference point of discharge pressure.
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Pomp Perfoimance and Testing

Table 4. Inservice test frequency.
99 .

Comptchensive

Pump group Group A test Group 11 test test

Group A Quarterly N/A Biennially

Group B N/A Quarte 11y Biennially

A compretwraive test may be substituted for a Group /. test.a.

A compreferalve or Group A test may be substituted for a Group B test.h.
ASME OAM Working Group on Pumps and Valves-Compretensive Pump Test. RevisiN 8,

__Source:
Decernber 4,1991.

.-

Table 5, inservice test parameters.

Preretvice Group A Group B Comprehensive

Quantity test tef;t test teh1 Remarks

Speed: N X X X X If variable speed

Differentialpressure: AP X X X' X Centnfugal pumps,
including venicallire
shalt pumps

Disch.upe pressure: P X X X Positive displacement
pumps

now fate: Q X X X* X -

Vibration: X X X Measure citter Vaor V,

Peak-toteak-

Displacemetit,V4 - - -

Peak--

Velocity, V, --

For positive displacement pumps Dow rate shall te measured or determined; for all other pumps differential pres-a

sure or flow rate shallte measured or detennined.
ASME O&M Wo Ling Group on Pumps and ValveMompithensive Pamr Test, Revision 9.Source:

March 24,1992.

Comprehensive Test " required action" ranse of 10m of the refeience
value.

The comprehensive test (Tables 6 and 8)
The intent of the comprehensive test is two

requires pressure instrumentation with greater
accuracy (Table 9), and it places tighter limits on

fold: first, to achieve testing that resulte in more
accurate data and, second, to achieve testing at

both hydraulic and mechanical acceptance crite-
higher How rates. The data can then be trendedria. That is, the hydraulic criteria now have a Ligh

NUREG/CP-0123147
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Table 6. Acceptance criteria-Group A and coinprehensive test criteria.*

l\unp 1bst Acceptable Required
'

Pump type speed parameter range Alert range action range

"

Centrifugal and <600 rpru V or V , s 2.5 V, >2.5 V, to 6 V, or >6 V, or >22 mils4
verticalline >10.5 to 22 mils
shaftb4

Centrifugal and n 600 rpm V, or V4 a 2.5 V, >2.5 V, to 6 V, or >6 V, or >0.7
verticalline >0.325 to 0.7 inAcc '

.shaftb ,

bin/sec shaft .c

Recipro: sting V or V, a 2.5 V, >2.5 V, to 6 V, >6 V,-
4

Vibiatim parameter 4 per Table 2 ISTD$.4.1 1. V,is vibntim reference value in tir selected units,s.

b. Including po.itive displacement pumps except reciprocatirig.
,

c Refer to Figure ISTB5.2 1 to es:ablish displacement limits for pumps with speeds a 600 rpm or velocity litnits
for pumps with speeds <600 rpm.

GENERAL NOTES: The subscript r denotes reference value.

Source: A5'ME O&M Working Group on Pumps and Valves-Comprehensive Pump Test, Revision 9
March 34,1992.

)

:

Table 7. Acceptance criteria--Group 11 test.

Alen range Required action range
Acceptable

Test parameter -range 1.ow High Low liigh

AP (centrifugal pumps 0.90 to 1.10AP, <0.90APr >1.10AP,... ...

including verticalline
shaft pumps)or

. Q (all pump types)" 0.90 to 1.10Q, <0.90Q, >l .10Q,... ...

a. Measure Q for positive displacement pumps.

GENERAL NOTES: The subscript r denoten reference value.

Source: ASME OAM Working Omup on Pumps and Valves-Cornprehensive Pump Test. Revision 9
March 24,1992.
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,

Table 8. Acceptance criteria-comprehensive test.

Required action range

Acceptable Alen

Test parameter ranFe range low lii hF

P (positive displacement 0.93 to 1.03P, 0.90 to (0.93P, <0.90P, > 1.03 P,

pumps

AP (vertical line shaft 0.95 to 1.03AP, 0.93 to <0.95AP, <0.93AP, >l .03 AP,

pumps)

Q (positive displacement 0.95 to 1.03Q, 0.93 to <0.95Q, <0.93Q, >l .03Q,

and verticalline shalt
pumps)

AP (centrifugal pumps) 0.93 to 1.03AP, 0.90 to <0.93AP, <0.90AP, >1.03 AP,

Q (centrifugal pumps) 0.94 to 1.03Q, 0.90 to <0.940, <0.90Q, >1.03Q,

GENERAL NOTI!: The subscript r denotes reference value.

Source: ASME G&M Working Group on Pumps ark! Valves-Compielemive Pump Test. Revision 9,
March 24,1992.

Tablo 9. Required instrument accuracy.

Comprehensive and

Quantity Group A and D tests preservice tests

Pressure i2 i1/2

Ilow rate i2 i2
-

Speed i2 12

Vibtation t5 +5

Differential pressure i2 i1/2

Scurce: ASME O&M Worling Group on Pumps and Valves-Comprelersiv e Pump Test, Revision 8.
December 4,1991.

..

more meaningfully, and changes in pump perfor. To compensate for the extra effort required to

mance characteristics can be determined more install more accurate test instruments and test at

accurately. By specifying more accurate instru- full flow, the comprehensive test is required to be

ments, the measurement uncenainties for both the run only once every 2 years. This requirement

baseline and subsequent inservice tests will be should have a minimal impact on safe'v because

minimized. many of these pumps are run only fc4 testing pur.

149 NUREG/CP 0123
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poses. The pumps that are run routinely will con- acquire pump hydraulic data at points readily
tinue to receive a quarterly test equivalent to the duplicated and that provide assurance that signifi-
type of testing currently required by Oht-6. cant degradation, if present, w ill be detected. This 1

c hange precludes estabbshing seference vahn s o.

More Extensive Preservice pump minimum now circuits ror the emnpiehen.

Testing sive test, an is cunently allowed by Section XI or
Oht-6.

An essential part of the O&ht IST methodol-
ogy is establishing a set of reference values for a FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
particular pump and then comparing future test POR PUMP TESTING
results to these reference values to detect changes
in pump eondition. The revised preservice testing Some critical pumps are required by plant
requirements require a minimum of five points of Technical Specifications to deliver a specified
pump flow rate and head to be measured for flow rate at a given ditferential pressure, The test-
developing a pump curve for each centrifugal ing is usually speciDed to be done in accordance
pump installed in a variable resistance system with ASME Code requirements. ASME
(Figure 1). The preservice test is perfonned using Section XI requires all Class 1,2, or 3 safety.re.
more accurate instruments, as is the comprehen. lated pumps, including some Technical Specinca-

- sive test. One of the advantages of using a pump tion pumps, to be tested in accordance with the
curve instead of a single reference point is that an ASME Code on a periodic basis and after mainte-
additiot.al set of reference values can be estab. aance has been performed that could aff ect pump
lished based on the curve. The } ump curve, w hich performance,,

provides additional higher accuracy data above
that taken for Section XI tests, should also prove Anytime a question arises concerning the oper-
beneficial in evaluating future pump performance ability of a safety related pump, the pump is
problems, declared operable or inoperable based on the

results of a surveillance test, A surveilkmce test is

a Section XI Ccde test that measures now rate
and differential pressure for corr.parison with
minimum requirements,if so specified in the
Technical Specifications or by the utility.

- terr"N , turettscuers ta Reliance on the surveillance test to demon-
S "'

strate pump operability is nonnally an acceptable
h practice, but in certain instances the results can be<

misleading For example, if a pump can only be
tested at minimum flow conditions, a signifi-
cantly degiaded pump may not be identified by
the Code test. This is especially true if the test
loop does not contain a flow mea'suring device. In

Figuro 1. Sample pump curve, emurast the emnprenensive test ./11 give a much
higher level of assurance that a pump can perform
its intended function.Another significant change to the requirement.s

for preservice testing is that reference values for
assessing the results of future tests are required to Potential Problems with Design
be taken at or near the pump design flow rate Basis Testing
( 20% for centrifugal pumps and at or near
design pressure for positive displacement A current priority of the NRC is to require
pumps). 'Ihe bases for these requirements are to design basis testing of all purnps and valves that

NOREG/CP 0123 150
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I

have an active safety function, ne obvious mer- as bearing temperature, inlet pressure, anotor

its of this philosophy are that fewer assumptions
bearing vit ration, and motor power) are also rec-

are necessary and that the test shows that the
ommended. These parameters may prove very
valuable for subsequent analysis when a Cale-

pump will operate at design b. sis conditions.
f equired test parameter excmis acceptance esite-llowever, a significant drawback with design

basis testing is that micertainties associated with
ria and tequires corrective action. Also, when a

the testing must be taken into account. For exam-
test program is estabhshed, one should recognire
and consider the types of failures that may not be

plc,if the measurement of flow is accurate to identified by Code testing. For exampic pump
within 4% when gauge accuracles and tempera-

shaft failure may not be determined until the fail-
ture are taken into account, then an additional 4%

ute occurs. Note that f ailures of this type are
margin would be needed. This can be a problem

ir. frequent and usually identified as applicable tofor some pumps that operate near their design
a problem with a specific pump design. Another

point. A pump, unlike most mechanical equip- consideration is that on any pumped system, the
rnent, does not operate better at lower flow rates,

sy;; tem plays an important,if not dominant, role,
it is free from vibration and cavitation at its %crefore, understanding the s|wific application
design point. Derefore, it may not be possible to is entical in understanding or predicting failure.
demonstrate that a well-designed pump that oper-
ates at its design point is adequately sired after

A test engineer should review the pump in its

measurement uncertainties are subtracted. A full
installed condition ar'd determine if it is operating

flow test may be more desirable for operatinF as expected. An overall program for ensuring
increased reliability should also inc orporate goal

plants, maintenance practices in addition to IST,

Pump Testing Program Another potential shoncoming of the O&M
Code and its predecessor, Section XI,is that

Sxtion XI and O&M require a pump to be in pump drivers are not required to be tested. Ilow-

good operating condition when it is initially ever, the tuotor or turbine is critical to the opesa-

tested and when reference values are established. tion of a pump. Parameters that monitor
Any significant change imm reference conditions degradation of the motor should be specified as

requires an increased testing frequency or correc- part of an effective testing program.
tive action. Dese requirements should be viewed
as a basis to build an effective IST program, Scope of Pump Testing
which will help to ensure detection of degradation
and, consequently, increase pump reliability and Currently all pumps that perform an active

safety. All testing programs should be structured safety-related function require testing in accor-
,' such that degrading perfonnance is identified and dance with ASME Section XI. Some pumps are

corrective action can be scheduled prior to com- less important than others, and rigorous testing as
specified currently by Section XI and the O&Mponent failure.
codes may not be warranted. For example, diesel

Many test pararneters, which are not required
fuel oil transfer pumps are included h, many IST

by the Code, may be valuable to observe during programs. Rese pumps nonnally supply a much

pump testing. For example, pump bearing tem-
larger volume of fuel oil than required to operate
the diesel. Even a severely degraded pump will

perature may be an excellent parameter to moni-
likely meet its system requirements. Many othertor if vibration readings suggest possible bearing

degradation. Likewise, pump suction conditions pumps, such as keep fill or control room habit-

may give important clues when differential ability yttem pumps, perform a safety-related
~

functhia, but are of lesser importance thsn emer.
pressure indicates degrading hydraulic perfor-

gency core cooling system or other safety-relatedmance Pump seals should be inspected specifi-
cally at each pump test for excessive leakage. pumps. Given the ever-increasing cost of testing

Baseline readings of additional parameters (such
and the difficulty of obtaining resources,it r,eems

NUREG/CP-0123151
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!
logical and necessary that we focus these 4. Pumps that have minimal safety impact or j
resources as cf fcctively as possible to increase the are tested as part of a system, e.g., a skid. I

safety of the plant operation through a traded mounted pump, should be specifically j
approach to IST based on cornponent imponance, excluded from a fonnal IST program, llow. !
The NRC and Code writing organizations should ever these pumps should be tested with the ;
reassess the need for the same level of testing of skid mounted equipment. !
all components, j

SUMMARY ''

Recommendations-'
.

When OM.6 was published several years ago, !
The following changes should be considered to the working group recognized that more technical !

increase the quality of testing of critical safety, work was needed on this standard to produce :
related pumps and at the same time minimire the pump testing results that would not only fulfill a
impact of pump testing on the industry. Code requirement, but would provide meaningful >

resulu for the industry to use in assessing pump. |

1.. - The NRC should consider mandatory performance. The comprehensive test is one step-

implementation of the new O&M compre. In the direction of more meaningful pump testing, i

hensive testing philosophy as soon as pos. and thereby improving plant safety. Through the
sible.-These requirescents should be - use of more accurate instruments, real pump i

implemented within 7 years of publication problems can be distinguished from instrument d
- and not at the start 6. - next 10-year IST errors more easily. This improved pump testing

'

interval, will ensure that pumps which are degrading are !

appropriately identified. This testing will not .

2. Where specific acceptance criteria for falsely require pumps to be declared inoperable |
pumps is not established in the plant Technl. because of instrument inaccuracles. Other
cal Specifications, the ownes should be . changes are also needed to eliminate of reduce
allowed the option of setting acceptance cri. testing requirements for pumps that are less criti. i
teria based on system considerations. A cat to plant safety. Resources should be directed '

,

comprehensive test is recomrnended, but towards those areas of pump testing where maxi.
should be optional, mum benefit will be realized,

_

3 Design basis testing should be required only ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for those critical pumps where specific-
credit is taken in safety analysis, e.g., RIIR, The author would like to express sincere thanks
HPCS, and other pumps that have flow rate and appreciation to R. Scott liartley for his help . ;

-

and pressure requirements specified in the in developing the comprehensive pump test and
plant Technical Specifications, for his editing of this paper.

-
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Appendix A f
O&M Code, Standards and Guides |

Truoughout this paper I have refened to the OM CODE 1990/OM-S/G-1990 .'
pump testing Code as ISTB 1990. I _would now
like to give a short summary of the changes in the
O&M documents in the past 3 years (Figure A 1), in 1990 the ASMTVANSI OM 1987 document
O&M standards were initially issued as individ- det.cribed above was split into two documents: a)
ual standards. ASME OM Code-1990 " Code for Operation and !

Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants" !

ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 (Pigure A.2) and (b) ASME OM S/O 1990, |
'

"Stande.rds and Guides for Operation and Mainte-

In 1967 the OAM Committee consolidated all cance of Nuclear Power Plants."(Figure A 3) . *

O&M documents in ASME/ ANSI OM 1987- Pump testing (OM 6)is now contained in the
" Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power OAM Code and is redesignated as ISTB "inact- j

- Plants." Part 6 of OM 1987 ls technically the vice Testing of Pumps in Light. Water Reactor

same as OM-6. Power Plants." !

.

5
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iNDIVlDUAL
5TANDARDS

i

gGBT
'

OB' Obl~
i

02OB'3 198-
7

OB'4 3961
OB'b _ _ .

v

ASME/ ANSI

OM-1987
STANDARDS E GUIDES FOR

l

OPERAT10N2MAINTENANLC/
0F NUCLEAR POWER /

PLANTS

{

fr
ASME ASME

OM CODE-1990
- OM-5/G-1990

CODE FOR OPERATION STANDARDS 8 GUTCSS FOR
'

AND MAINTENANCE OPERATION 8 MAINTENANCE

OF NUCLEAR POWER OF NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS PLANTS

Figure A 1.O&M standards.
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_

$ECTION l$i

RUtt1 FOR IN![RVICI TESTING
,

i

OF 11GMT WATER R[ ACTOR POWER PLANTS

|CONT [4TS

Sobreetion !$f A ceneral Reavirements
Sucsection !$TB Inservice Testing of Pures in Light Water teactor

Po.er Plants
tubsection !$TC Intervice Tssting of valves in Light Water Reactor

Pone P1 ants
$vbsection ISTO Inservice Testing of tynamic Restraints ($nutbers)

In Light-Water Reactor Power Plants

PtANDATORY APP (NDl!

1 Inservice Testing cf Pressure Relief Devices in Light-Water Reactor
Power Plants

NONMANDATCRY APPEND!CC$

A Preparation of Test Plants
8 Dynamic Restraint Cxamfeation Checklist items

Dynamic Restraint Design and operating InformationC

0 Comparison of $4mp1thg Plans for Intervice Testing of Dyriamic
Restreints

. , .

Figure A 2. ASME OM Code 19'A code for operadot. and maintenance of nuclear power plants. ,

STANDARDS

Part 2 Requirements for Performance Testing of Nuclear Power Plant
Closed Cool'og Water Systems

Part 3 Reautrements for Preoperational and initial. Start-Up Vibration
Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Piping Systems

Part .12 Loose Part Monitoring in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants
Part 13 Requirements for Periodic Performance Testing and Monitoring

of Power-Operated Relief Yalve Asserablies
Part 16 Inservice Testing and Maintenance of Ofesel Drives in Nuclear

L Power Plants'

GUIDES

Inservice Monitoring of Core Support Barrel Axial Preload ifaPart S
Pressurized Water Reactors

Part_7 Requirements for Thermal Expansion Testing of Nuclear Power
Plant Piping Systems

Part 8 Start-Up and Periodic Performance Testing of Electric Motor
Operators on Valve Assemblies in Nuclear Power Plants

Part 11 Vibration Testing and Assessment of Heat Exchangers

Figure A 3. ASME OM-S/O 1990, standards and guides for operation and maintenance of nuclear power
plants.
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!

R. Scott Hartley |

Idaho National "ogineefing Laboratorya |

AIL 1 E. Keller i

b :Lt.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

i

AGSTRACT
~

;

!

inservice testing of safety-related components at nuclear power plants is per.
formed under the American Society of Mechanical Enginects Boiler and Pressure |

Vessel Code (the Code). Subsections IWP and IWV of Section XI of the Code state
j

:test method and freques.cy requirernents for pumps and valves, respectively. Tests
|vary greatly h quality and frequency. This paper explores the concept of test qual. '

Ity and its relationship with operational readiness and preventive maintenance.nis
paper also cocsiders the frequencies of comporwnt testing. Test quality is related to

,

a test's ability to detect degradation that can cause componem failure. De quality 7

Lof the test depunos on several factors, including specific parameters measured, sys. ,

+

tern or component conditions, and instrument accuracy. De quality of some cur.
rently required tests for check valves, tnotor-operated valves, and pumps is also

i
discussed. Suggestions are made to improve test quality by measuring different

.

parameters, testing valves under load, and testing positive displacement pumps at
j
'

high pressure and centrifugal pumps at high flow rate conditions. These sugges.
tions can help to improve the level of assurance of component operational readiness :

egained from testing.

Section XI of the American Society of
INTRODUCTION. Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pres.

sure Vessel Code (the Code) states various test
Operators of nuclear power plants (NPPs) are .

responsible for ensuting that certain pumps and
; requirements and defines operational readiness as
"the capability of a pump (or valve) to fulfill its ,

- valves will functiore properly, if needed, to pre. _ _

function," The Code tests assess in varying |
- vent or mitigate the consequences of an accident, !

Inservice testing (IST) of these components dur. degrees the operational readiness of pumps and
valves. However, the Code tests art written in a

ing their service lifetimes gives a measure of '

general fashion to cover a great variety of corn.L
assurance that thsy will perform their intended

' ponents and are, therefore, not optimal for every
function (s).~

Work supponed by DOE Idaho Field Office Contract DF-AC07 7GD01570.nis paper is based upon wort spon-i a,
sored by an agency of the United States Govemment.Neither the United Staics Govemment nor any agency thereof.cor
any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any !ct J liability or responsibility for

_

,

any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product or precess disclosed in this report,
;

i
-

or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe privalely owned rights.

b, ! Dis presentation was prepared (in whole or in pan) by an employee of the United States Nuclear I;tgulatory Com.
mission.lt presents information that does not currently represent an agreed upon staff position. Tte NRC has neither'.

approved nor disapproved its technical matter. ,

!

_
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component. An operator may test a component to This paper discusses the testing regulations and
the letter of the Code requirements and get little codes that guide testing at NPPs. It then defines
information about the condition of that test quality and discusses its relationship with
component. componem operational leadiness. Additionally,

the paper identifies several f actors that af fect the

quality of testing and discusses the relationship
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) between test quality and preventive maintenance

recognires many of the deficiericles of Code
testing and has expressed their concerns in many hhmWWWd

M W on Me . h hm hways, including a letter to the ASME Operations
and Maintenance (Ohl) Main Committee (Rich- frequencies that are dependant on plant condi-
ardson,1991), hat letter expressed serious con. tions can be extended ranoomly,

cerns about the state of the ASME Code test
regirements. The paper closes with a discussion of the qual-

ity of tests that are often performed on motor-
;

operated valves (MOVs), check valves, and
i

pumps, which can be low, even if the tests are per-
There is no penfect test for predictior a compo- formed according to the Code, We then make ;nent's condition relative to failure. Instead, we suggestions for improving the tests of those com- '

test cornponents and achieve degrees of knowl. ponents. '

edge about their condition, or capacity, that are
far from perfeet. Ideally, component iesiing REGULATIONS AND TEST
would identify, in a timely manner, any form of CODES
degradation that could pose a llucat to a specific
component's continued ability to function prop- Regulations and test codes set the stage for test-
elly. Certain forms of degradation, such as a ing at NPPs. His section discusses some of the
valve's exterior finish or the clarity of a pump's regulations applicable to IST programs at
gearbox lubricant, would not affect the compo-

licensed commercial NPPs. It also addresses the
nent's operation and have no value to the process

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR,1991) provi-of assessing component condition, The results of
sions for granting relief from the testing require-

an ideal test would be a powerful tool to a variety
ments and some of the codes and standardsof disciplines.These results would help plant applicable to testing.

operators ensure that continued operation is safe.
The plant maintenance department could use the Regulations-
infonnation to schedule preventive maintenance
more effectively, which could lead to improved Title 10, CFR 50 requires testing of safety-
plant availability. The results of ideal tests would

related pumps and valves. With certain excep-
also accurately indicate the failure rates of com.

tions, these components must be tested according
ponents and their various parts. Accurate failure to the requirements of Section XI of the ASME
rates might be useful in detennining appropriate Code (ASME,1980), Subsections nVP and IWV,
frequencies for testing components. These failure for pumps and valves respectively. nc Code sub-
rates are also important to analysts performing sections specify several test plan attributes,
plant risk studies, such as probabilistM risk including test methods and frequencies. The test-
assesswents (PRAs). PRAs car, indicate the ing is imended to assess operational readiness of
higher risk components at a facility had may be components as defined in the Code. Standard
used as tools for determining how to allocate Technicz' Specificatioit 4.0.5 an:1 other plant
plant resources. The effectiveness of a PRA, used

technical specifications state that inservice testing
to allocate resevces, is rio better than the quality of pumps and valves must be performed in accor-
of the information used in that study, which in dance with Section XI of the Code and anplicable
turn is affected by test quality. addenda identified by Section 10 CFR 50.55a(g).
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Component testing at NPPs can be difficult, codes. hiost plants test in accordance with the

Often design constraints or operating conditions ash 1E Cale, Section XI, Subsections lWP and

can predude testing cenain components accone IWV, as required by 10 Cl R $0. ne NRC is in

ing to the Code test method and/or frequem y the final stages of rulemaking to reference the

requirements. Altematives to Code requiremer ts 1988 addenda to the 1986 edition of ash 1E Sec.

may be used when authorized by the NRC tion XI. That edition arxi addenda ref ers to Pans 6

10 CFR $0 states the ' Provisions for Relicf and 10 of the ash 1E Operation and Maintenance

from Test Requirements" and allows the regula- (O&ht) Standard (ASN1E,1987) for pump and

tory authority, the NRC, to grant relief, allo ving valve test requirements. Subsection IWP of the

modified testing or an extension of the test inter- ash 1E Code states that " Pump testing shall be

val.10 CFR $0.5$a, Paragraphs (a)(3)(i), performed in accordance with the requirements

(a)(3)(ii), and (g)(6)(i) state the following criteria stated in AShiE/ ANSI hi(Pait 6)." According

for granting relief. Relief may be granted if to Subsection IWV, Part 10 is similarly applicable

for valves. That Standard was rewritten and
"The proposed attematives would provide approved by the Iloard on Nuclear Codes and*

an acceptable level of quality and safety" Standards in the fall of 1990 as the ash 1E Oh!
Code-1990 (ash 1E,1990). nc NRC is currently

" Compliance [with the Code requirement) working to reference the Oh! Code for pump ande

would result in hardship or unusual diffi- valve test requirements,

culty without a compensating increase in the
level of quality and safety." The Oh! lest codes ate constantly being

improved. Several committees are working to

Re third provision is that,"The Commission develop more specific and better methods of test-

will evaluate determinations . . that Code ing components.The ash 1E 0h1 Committee has

requirements are impractical. The Commission formed working Froups and task groups and char-

may grant such relief and may impose alternative tered them to improve particular areas of the OM

requirements as it determines is authorized by law Code.These committt.es are composed of skilled

. . . giving due consideration to the burden upon technical people. Their work will enhance the
the licensee if the requirements were imposed on quality of the Oh! Code. Licensees should share

the facility." their knowledge and resources with these com-
mittees and learn what they can from them to

The regulations allow the NRC to grant relief improve the quality of testing at their plants.

for an extended interval between tests, particu-
-

larly if the Code-specified interval is impractical EFFECTS OF TEST QUALITY
and the Code-specified test method will be used ON OPERATIONAL READINESS,
at the extended frequency [according to (g)(6)(i)]. TESTING, AND PREVENTIVEWhen licensees request relief from testing in
accordance with the Code-specified test methods MAINTENANCE
using either of the other relief provisions of the
regulations,the quality of the alternate test is even Test quality is essentially a measure of the level
more important and should be considered care- of knowledge about a component's condition that
fully * is ga ned from the results of testing done on the

component. The quality of the testing is vital to
Test Codes the assessment of the component's ability to per-

' form its intended function. Test quality is related

Test quality is driven by the quality of the test to, or has an effect on, many aspects of plant

Codes used t>y the industry.ne following discus- operation. Test quality affects the level of compo-

sion identifies the cmrently required test Code nent operational readiness assured through test-

and provides the status of rules for using newer ing. Preventive maintenance and test quality are
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closely related.This section describes there test conditions, pasameters measured, measure-

relationships. tuent inaccuracies, the applicability of the accep-
Lance criteria, and hurnan iactors influences. Note

Test Quality and Operational that certain types of degradation might be toler-

Readiness able in me appuratin, but not in anothn, for
essentially identical components. For instance.
WgM vake seat deFradation on a service water

The Code requires testing to assess the opera. pump discharge check valve could be acceptable,
tional rendiness of each covered component. The whereas the same degradation on an identical
applicable tests vary depending on the component check valve at a primary containment vessel
type and function. There is a close relationship hwnday would not,
between test quality and the degree of assurance
of operational readiness achieved through the An important consideration affecting test qual-
testing. On the component level, the total test ity is the state of the component or the system
quality is essentially the sum of the quality of the containing it. For instance, is the system at low or
vanous tests con 6ucted on the subject comp ^ idgh temperature or pressure? Is the valve being
nect. When carefully analyred, some of the test- tested under load 71s the pump being tested at a
ing performed according to the Code is of low 00w rate? These conditions have been
quality (as discussed in the section of this paper shown to be very important for both pumps and
on tests of MOVs. check valves, and pumps) and valves. The importance of loading for some
allows a limited assessment of operational readi- valves must be addressed to achieve a high-
ness. On the other hand, some testing donc quality test. Otherwise, the effects of frictional
according to the Code can yield a very high level forces on the sliding surfaces, which can affect
of assurance of operational readiness. From dis- operational readiness, cannot be assessed.
cassions with licensees over the years,it is evi.
dem that the limited assessment of operational The parameters that are measured to assess a
readiness afforded by some of the Code tests is component's conditicn play a large part in the test
not widely recognized. We must, therefore, quality. The measured parameter should be
closely examine test quality even when testinS appropriate to the phenomena of interest. For
according to the Code. ne total test quality for a instance, the stroke time (tirne from the open to
component should be understood by those per* closed position or vice versa) of an electric MOV
fonning the tests and analyzing the results. They can be measured and assessed. That parameter
should strive for high test quality and recognize can be compared to a reference value (baseline)
that data quality and validity can vary, even if all stroke time that was taken when the valve was
the testing is performed according to the Code. newly installed or refurbished. Stroke time is one

of the tests specJied in the Code for MOVs.That
Tosting and Test Quality test, however, is widely considered to be of little

value for assessing the condition of most MOVs.

This section discur ' *spects of testing that This is partly becatise the test is generally done
greatly impact test qu. .De process of testing under light loads. Severe valve degradation
a component may consist of several tests, each would be necessary to produce a significant
having its own level of quality to contribute to the change in the measured stroke time under these
overall testing. Many factors complicate the test- conditions. As will be discussed later in this
ing process and affect test quality. Types of com- paper, valve stem thmst is a much better parame.

. ponent degradation vary greatly, as do the ter than stroke time for assessing the condition of

techniques employed to detect them. Often some MOVs.
changes in component condition are detected
through parametric measurements, such as flow Another concern is the accuracy or inaccuracy

rate or vibration levels for pumps, or stroke times of parametric measurements. Certain parameters

for valves. Factors that alTect test quality include are sensitive to changes in a component's
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condition. Ilut the accuracy of the mearurernent is Test Quality and Provenllvo
the telling factor for determining if too much Maintenanco
change has occuned and whether the component
no longer meets the criteria for operational readi.
ness. nc accuracy of the measurement may also

Preventive maintenance can reduce the needchallenge the applicability of the accepiance cri.
teria. If the measurements are inaccurate, a com. for tests and is, therefore,intenefated with test

ponent in good condition might be decle:cd quality, as we will see in the following. De goal

inoperable unnecessarily, resulting in unneeded of preventive rnamienance is to maintain, repair,

maintenance, or vice versa. liigher accuracy or replace components or their parts before they

instruments allow more accurate baselining and fail, nis maintenance helps ensure plant safety

give a better indication of changes in condition. by increasing component reliabihty. A good pro.

The improved data are also cas5 to analyze for gram of preventive maintenance also helps to

trends. since data scatter caused t41naccuracies is
reduce the costs resulting from unscheduled

reduced. A proposed revision to the OM Code for downtime and replacing failed components or

pump testing employs pressure instruments of other damaged equipment. The importance of

hlgher accuracy for pump testing. When feasible, testing to detect degradation can be les,sened by

licensees should test using high accuracy instru- conducting timely preventive maintenance activi-

ments, particularly for component performance ties.For instance,if pan of a component can with-

baselining. stand only a certain numter of cycles because of
the effectr, ci fatigue or crosion, and maintenance

There are also many human factors, such as the is perfonned on that part so that the pan is refur.

levels of ambient lighting, quality of readout bished or replaced before it could cause the com-

interfaces, test procedures, training, and experi. ponent to fail, testing to determine the conctition

ence, that have a significani effect on test quality. of that pan is of little value. His can be particu.

These factors shouhl be considered to help ensure larly imponant ifit is difficult or expensive to test
the part to assess its condition. Ilowever, much ofhigh test quality,
the maintenance at NPPs has been done in
response to test results or failures, and since fail-

Another important factor affecting test quality ures of standby components may be latent, there
is the attitude of the persons involved in the test,

may be no maintenau a.!!*f for or done. This is
ing. Some test primarily to comply with the test
Codes. Others perform the tests that comply with

true particularly if testing was of low quality And
failed to indicate the need to perform preventive

the Code, but that is secondary to their intent of
maintenatice.obtainirig as much information as possible about

the condition of the tested components.The latter
philosophy is cbviously preferred by the NRC.
Another factor that affects the quality of a testing The NRC has expressed significant concerns

program is its priority. Utilities should demon- about the effcctiveness of maintenance at NPPs.
strate their commitment to high quality testing by These concerns culminated in what is known as ,

giving high priority to testing programs, the " Maintenance Rule." On July 10,1991 the
NRC amended the 10 CFR 50 to incorporate the

This section discussed several aspects of test. rule (10 CFR 50.65)." Monitoring the Effcctive-

ing that impact test quality. These aspects should ness of Maintenance at Nucicar Power Plants."

cach be considered as part of the component test-
This rule has been f ollowed by a do t Fegulatoryr

ing process to help ensure high test quality, ne
Guide. The Malatenance Ruie nd3st,es NRC's

mechanical aspects of testing, such as parameters
concern anOakes a (mform;nce-based approach

measured, component loading, and instrument to improvite the minte,ance performed at
accuracies, and the less tangible aspects, such as NPPs. These im;enems in maintenance can

attitude and experience, all play a part, affect the tes@g in&A at NPPs.
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TEST FREQUENCIES nere is generally no set inicrvai assoch.ied
with cold shutdown testing. With the exception of

The frequency of testing also affects test qual, planned mid-cycle outages, mest told $butdowns
ity. Infrequent testing may not detect problems in are unplanned. The duration of the shutdown is
a timely manner for scheduling maintenance or kept as short as prassible so that the plant can be
repairs, Also, frequent testing can consume put back into power production. For short-
resources that could be more effectively directed duration cold shiitdowns, few valves rnay be
toward other safety issues. This section briefly tested. Derefore, cpending on the plant operat.
discusses the Code test frequencies. The Code ing schedule, many of the valves ideruified to b?

- specifies several frequencies for pump and valve tested during cold shutdowns may be tested only ,

testing. The Code writers recognize the Seneral during refueling outages.
{nature of some Code specified frequencies and

the need to optimize test frequencies. The fre. Refueling Outage Testing
quency that applies depends upon the component 1

type arai function. Pumps require quarterly test. Many valves and a few pumps cannot be tested
ing. Most ',alves must be tested either quarterly or quarterly during plant operation or during the ;

,

during cold shutdowns. Some valve tests, such as cold. shutdown condition. These components are '

position indicator checks and leak tests, are speci. Identified in requests for relief and are to be tested
fled to be done once every 2 years. As written, when the plant is in the refueling condition. Plants
10 CFR 30 allows the NRC to consider and allow enter that condition on a variety of schedules,
testing at frequencies other than those specified in based on their fuel cycle. Nominal fuel cycles are
the Code, Generally, when licensees request relief 12,18, and 24 montla, nere is no explicit cap on
from the Code frequency, the proposed alternate the interval between refueling outage testing. An
frequency is to test during refueling outages, As entended cold shutdown could cause an indefinite
you will see here, the interval between tests extension of testing done during refueling. In this
whose frequency is based on plant conditions, can case, the interval extension would not be subject
vary, to NRC cvaluation or approval.

Cold-Shutdown Testing TESTS OF MOVS, CHECK
VALVES, AND PUMPS

Cold shutdown testing is primarily a consider-
ation for valves. Many valves cannot be tested This section discusses some of the tests con-
quarterly during plant operation and are, there. ducted on MOVs, check valves, and pumps. Also
fore, identifled to be tested 'vhen the plant enters diecussed are sorne of the problems widi current
the cold shutdown r indition. Section XI of the tests and recommendations that can enhance the
Code allows testing valves during cold shut. tests. The recommendations relate to changes in
downs rather than quarterly if "such operation is testing methodology, such as measuring diff erent
not practical during phnt operation." ne newer parameters, testing valves under load, or testing
OM Code allows the frequency to be further pumps at a high flow rate or pressure. Information
reduced to refueling outages,"if exercising is not on testing methods being developed by Code
practicable during plant operation or cold shut. writing comm!ttees is also provided. I

downs."nere is also a provision in the OM Code
that cold. shutdown testir.g need not be started Testing Motor-Operated Valves
unless the shutdown is longer than 48 hours, and
testing may be stopped when the plant is ready for The Code has several tests that toay apply to
startup. Therefore, the testing of some of the MOVs. Or c is the exercise test, where the valve is
valves identified to be tested during cold shut- exercised to the position required for it to fulfill
down may be deferred to a later ti'ne. This would its safety function. During the test, an appropriate
result in a longer interval between tests, indicaior (such as position indicator light)is
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observed, to ensure that the valve disk has occurs across the stem to stem nut interf ace,

changed position. Another tett is the stroke time. which is outside the control of the motor operator.

The time of the valve stroka is measured and At the stem nut interface, the torque from the

compared to the owner assigned or technical motor and drive train is converted into stern
specification tirnit and to the previous stroke thrust. Measuring the operatoi torque provides
time, to determine if corrective action is needed. Information on operator capabilities. A better
The stroke tirne test is intended to be the primary assessment of the valve's operational readiness

test for assessing the condition of the valve. can be made by measuring the stem thrust and

Another test that applies if the valve perforrns a comparing that with appropriate acceptance crite-

leakage restriction function is a Icak rate test.1he ria based on the thrust required to meet the
leak test is effective for indicating the condition design-basis functional requirements. Measure-

of the valve's seating surface. The Code also ment of parameters such as operator torque and

requires that valves with remote position indica- stem thrust, or appropriate alternate indicators of

tors be observed at least once every 2 years to those quantities under expated differential pres-

verify that valve operation is accurately indicated, sure and flow, would be important inputs in
ne Code does not require testing under load, not obtaining higher tert quality for MOVs.

spnify that valves must be tested under repeat.
able, or reference, conditions (as it does for The industry is now actively improving the

procedures for assessing the condition of MOVs.purnps).
An ASME Code development comrnittee, the
* "E "E " '" P''***d V*i**'

MOV research conducted at the Idaho National (OM 8) and other industry groups are devoting
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the NRC

E" ""' "*I E "8 9""
(NRC,19916) established the importance of eva. '' '"""*#'' '' " ' * "
luating MOVs under load. Without adequate resu s o eHons to Mp hpmve We
loading, the frictional forces on the sliding sur-

9"* # #"" ''

faces of the MOVs (and other phenomena that
affcci the valve's ability to perform its function) Testing Check Valves
cannot be measured, and their effect on the opera-
tional readiness of the subject MOVs can not be 'Ihe Code specifies several tests that may apply '

assessed. NRC Generic Letter No. 8910 (NRC, to check valves. One is the exercise test to the
1989a) on testing and surveillance of MOVs open or closed position, or to both positions. The
expressed many of the NRC's concerns in this Code specifies test requirements for "normally

~

area and requested that licensees help ensure the open valves" and for "normally closed valves."
functional capability of safety-related MOVs by As with the MOV, the valve is exercised to the
reviewing design bases verifying switch settings, position required to fulfill its function (this is
and testing the valves under design-basis loading called a full suoke exercise). ne Cute says that
conditions (where practicat), among others, during the open test, an appropriate indicator

must be observed to ensure that the valve ". . . .
In addition to the loading. t is important to take disk moves promptly away from the seat when

the correct parametric measurements. For exam- the closing pressure differential is re noved and

plc, stroke timing of alternating current (ac) pow- flow through the valve is initiated. . . ." The
cred MOVs is ineffective for assessing their requirement reads similarly for the closure test.
condition it gives little assurance of operational Most check valves do not have position irutica-
readiness. Though difficult to measure, a telling tion. The Inast common method used to full.
feature regarding perfonnance capabilities of ac suoke exercise check valves open is to pass the
MOVs is the valve assembly's conversion of maximum required accident flow rate through the

operator torque to stem thrust. Motor operraors valve. If the valve has a power actuator, a stroke

are torque output devices. They contrcl motor time, and possibly a fail-st e ast (depending on
torque, not stem thrust. The conversim to thrust the actuator function). could be required. The
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fail 4afe test is essentially removing power and Industry Check Valve Group (NIC) and research-
verifying that the s alve travels to the " safe'' posi- ers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
tion. Another test that may apply is a leak rate (ORNL), to develop new methods for non-
test That test applies if the valve performs a leak- intrusively assessing the condition of check
age restriction ftmetion. valves. nese methods employ technologies,6uc h

as magnetics, acoustics, radiography, and ultra-
Re NRC has expressed significant concern, Sonics, to asass changes in the condition of check

regarding the testing of chtek valves. A large pot. valve internals. The results of this research are
tion of NRC's Generic Letter No,129-04 (NRC, promising and informative regarding assessing
1989b) was devoted to check valve testing and valve condition. Employing some of these emerg-
alternatives. The NRC has also prepared a Tem. ing techniques may allow better ass ument of
porary lastruction for inspectors to use when operational readiness, and effect tetter test
assessing licensee check valve tetting programs quality.
(NRC,1991b). A critical assessment of the condi-
tion of many Of the safety related check valves at The industry is improving the procedures for
NPPs is difficult, since most are totally enclosed, assessing the condition of check valves. The
with no position indication. Derefore, determin. ash 1E Working Group on Check Valves
ing that the disk moves promptly to or from the (ohj.22), and other industry groups are working
seat can be difficult. to improve the quality of check valve testing.

Changes to the Oh! Code test methods developed
Some check valves are normally closed and by those groups are in the Oh! Cornmittee

have only an open safety function. Rey require approval process. Licensees should consider the
the testing specified for normally closed valves, results of those efforts, as well as augmenting the
which translates to a full-stroke exercise open required tests, to help improve test quality,
with flow. Passing the accident flow rate through
the check valve to full stroke exercise it open
ensures that the flow passage is not obstructed at Testing Pumps
the time of the test, but gives little other informa-
tion about the valve's condition. ne valve disk This part telks briefly about pump testing and
could be severely degraded, or missing, but that changes to the te ting Codes, and suggests ways
condition would not be detected by the personnel to improve the quality of pump tests. The Code
performing the full flow test or reviewing the test has several tests that apply to pumps. These tests
results.The quality of that test alone would, are required to be done at a repeatable point of
therefore, be very low. The full-flow test could be pump operation. Reference (baseline) values of
augmented with a reverse flow test to verify that test parameters are taken at a point of operation
the disk (or obturator) is still attached and is free when the pump is new or has been refurbished
to move into the flow channel. Even better would and is opeiating acceptably, nese parameter val.-

be a leak rate test with strict acceptance criteria- ues are compared to values measured during sub-
nat would mdicate that the disk moved into the sequent tests to determine if the pump has
flow channel (closed) and could indicate ihe *f- " operational readiness." The pump operational
ence of misalignment resulting from deF. pararneters that must be measured or observed are
of valve internals and the condition of C otmg pump speed, inlet and dif ferential pressure, bear-
surface. Some NPPs have implememed a pro- ing vibration displacement, flow rate, bearing
gram of performing " alternate position tesu," temperamre, and lubricant level or pressure. ne
such as the closure test just described, for their Code does not specify that testing must be done at
normally closed valves. a high or low flow rate, which is primarily a ton-

cern for centrifugal pumps, or if the testing si,ould
Significant research has been done over the be done at high or low pressure, which may be a

past few years by groups, such as the Nuclear concern for positive displacement pumps.
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TP ,RC has expressed concerns regarding the 'he quality of testing of most centrifugal pumps,
the authors recommend testing them at higher

quality of testing of certain pumps. Most pumps flow rates that are at or near the pump design flew
are equipped with a low-How or mini-Dow path to

rata Additionally, positive displacement pumps
prevent overheating in case they are run against a
dead head in their main Dow path. Many pumps

should be tested at or near design basis pressures.

are tested with flow through the mini.Dow path, it
CONCLUSIONSis widely recognized (Yedidiah,1977) that testing

centrifugal pumps at low flow rates, such as the
rates achievable on mini flow lines,is of low The quality of component testing at NPPs

quality. That test gives little assurance of opera-
1 eeds improvunent it is largely driven by the

tional readiness. Significant hydraulic degrada- applicable industry codes and standards. Rose

tion is manifested only slightly in differential codes and standards are being revised and

pressure measurements. Additionally, the test
improved to help ensure that better test quality is
achieved.may csuse damage to the pump in some cases,

There ts a similar problem regarding test quality
Operational readiness is gained in various

when testing positive displacement pumps at low
degrees fcom testing and is a product of test qual-

pressure. Leakage past the seals, which indicates ity. Test quality is affected by several factors,
degndation, is less evident at low pressure. How- such as the parameters measured, component
ever, the Code allows tests of positive displace-
ment pumps at low pressure and centrifugal

loading,instntment accuracy, and operator expe-
rience. A large part of test quality depeMs on the

; umps at low flow. attitude of the persons performing the tests and
reviewing the results.

This discussion has focused primarily on the

hydraulic performance (the pump's ability t Test frequencies are related to test quality.The
pump fluidi aspects of pump tests. Another g

g,

important consideration is mechanical perfor- tions can be extended randomly,
,

mance. The Code requires ineasurement of pump
bearing vibration in units of displacement (mea- The quality of tests performed a M TVs,

sured in inches) to assess a pump's mechanical check valves, and pumps can be vta 11. * ven if
condition. The OM Code-1990 provides a pro- the testing is performed according to the Code.

gram for measuring pump bearing vibration in The quality of these tests can be improved as fol-
units of velocity (inches per second) nat test is lows; by testing MOVs under load and assessing
widely recognized by the bdustry to be a much stem thrust, by augmenting check valve open
higher quality test for assessing the mechanical tests with a closure test, by testing centrifugal
condition of the putup. Many licensees recognize pumps at relatively high flow rates, and by testing
the improvement and are testing according to the pos tive dir. placement pumps at higher discharge
OM Code program, pressures.

The OM Code represents a significant REFERENCES
improvemen to the pump testing requirements,
particularly w vibration. A proposed revi.6 n to American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

that Code, called the " Comprehensive Pump 1980, Boiler andFressure Verset Code, Sec-

Test" represents another significant improvement
tion XI, Subsection IWP, " Inservice Testing

to the requirements. That revision will be dis- of l' umps in Nuclear Power Plants," Winter

ussed in detail at another session of this confer-
1980 addenda, New York.

ence. Among other things,if approved, that
revision will require testing centrifugal pumps at

American Society of Mechanica) Engineers,
1980, Boiler andPressure Vessel Code, Sec-

high flow rates, and testing positive displacement tion XI, Subsection IWV " Inservice Testing
pumps at high pressures. Therefore, to improve
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of Valves in Nuclear Power Plants," Winter Operations and Maintenance Committee,
1980 addenda, New York. September 9.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Code of Federal Regulations,1991 " Domestic
_1990, Codefor Operation and Afaintenance Licensing of Production and Utilir.ation
ofNuclear Power Plants, Section IST, Sub. . Facilities," Title 10, Part 50, Chapter I,
section ISTB, " Inservice Testing of Pumps "Er.ergy "
in Light Water Reactor Power Plants,"

. .

1990, New York, U.S. Nuclear Pquiatory Comm e *989b,.

Guidance on Developing Ac ~ Inser.
Am(rican Society of Mechanical Engineers, vice Testing Programs, L - .c Let.-

1990, Codefor Operation and hfaintenance ter 89-04, April.
ofNuclearPower?lants Section IST Sub-
section ISTC," Inservice Testing of Valves U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991b,
in Light Water Reactor Power P1 ants," Efectiveness ofLicensee Activities Regard-
New York, ing the Performance of Safety Related :

Check Valves, Tl 2515/110, November 19. |
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1

ASME/ ANSI OM 1987 Operation and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1989a,
braintenance of Nuclear Power I'lants, SLfery-Related biotor-Operatec' Valve Test- jHrt 6," Inservice Testing of Pumps in ingandSurveillance, Generic Letter 89-10,
Light Water Reactor Power Plants," 1988 June.
addenda, New York.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991a,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Generic issue 87: Flexible Wedge Gate

ASME/ ANSI OM 1987, Operation and Valve Test Program, NUREG/CR 5558,
Alaintenance ofNuclear Power Plants, January 31.
Part 10. " Inservice Tes'N e of Pumps in
Light-Water Reactor Powu Plants," 1988 Yedidiah, S.,1977," Diagnosing Problems of
addenda, New York. Centrifugal Pumps, Part II," Fluid Afoyers:

Pumps, Compressors, Fans, and Blowers,
Richardson, J. E.,1991, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory McGraw Hill Publications Co., New York,

Commission, letter to F. T. Rhodes, .ASME NY, pp. !87-193.

!
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Guidelines Document for Inservice Testing Programs
Clair B. Ransom, Idaho National Engineering Laboratorya

b
Patricia CampbeII, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

INSERVICE TESTING thot wgh design basis review, NRC review
'^"" ' b"espeible f r ensuring that au

PROGRAM REVIEWS pumps and valves are included in the pro-

E***'Prior to Generic Letar (GL) 89-04," Guidance

on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Pro- Plant personnel are responsible for identifying

grams," the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis- components within the scope of American Soci-
sion (NRC) reviewed intervice testing (IST) ety of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI

programs extensively. The reviewet. Apted to and the applicable Wst requirements for these

verify that all applicable components were pan of components. NRC will question the content of the

the program and that the testing established for programs during inspection activities, and may

the components met the Code requirements, his identify concerns when performing reviews of
resulted in long review periods and contributed to relief requests. Enforcement action may be taken

a large backlog of pmgmns without safety evalu- if components within the scope of ASME Sec-
ations. Meetings with licensees were routine ele- tion XI are not included in the program.

ments of the review, allowing for discussion on NRC reviewers are not responsible for justify-
the content of the programs. ' ing the impracticality of a Code-required test, but

this was (is) often necessary because of the lack
This level of review is not required by 10 Code

of details in relief requests.The licensees have the
of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.55a,'' Codes knowledge of other pertinent information, but
and Standards." NRC approval of relief requests often do not include it in the relief request
is required by the regulation. Shortcomings in because they do not realize that it would be useful
performing a total program content review 'o the NRC staff or contractor reviewer.
became evident, including the following:

NRC resources are limited and must focus on
The licensees, in some cases, relied on the review of relief requests to meet regulatory*

NRC reviewers to identify areas of weak- requirements and plant Technical Specifications.
ness in the inservice testing programs. When the necessary information is not provided

in a relief request additional time and effort are
Following discussions with licensees, spe- required for the reviewer to investigate the issue*

cific comments were resolved, but other in more detail, resulting not only in delays, but in
areas may not have received licensee atten- additional charge to the licensees. Improvements
tion as needed because they were not dis' n the licensees' preparation of relief requests
cussed could eliminate this additional effort.

Because of the specifics of each plant's The current reviews concentrate on relief*

safety analysis and design basis, without a requests required by the regulations. De results

a. Work suppor . y the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, urxler DOE
Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07-ID01570. P. L. Campbell, NRC Program Manager.

b. This presentation was prepared (in whole, or in part) by an employee of the United States Nucle ar Regulatory Com.
mission. It presents information that does not currently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has neither

approved nor disapproved its technical matter.
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of the reviews are provided in an NRC Safety Many plants are performing design bases
Evaluation (SE). Cold Shutdown Justifications reviews of plant systems. During this process,
written to comply with IWV-3412 or IWV 3512 components will be identified that are not in the
are reviewed, but are not evaluated in the SE inservice testing program, but should be, and
(Minutes of the Public Meetings on Gerde Let- conversely. When components are identified that
ter (GL) 89-N, Question 102). Currently, no spe- fall within the scope of Section XI and have not
cific attempt is made to verify that all applicable been tested previously, an opersbility determina-
pumps and valves are included in the program or tion must be made in accordance with plant Tech-

to verify all testing requirements. However, a nical Specifications. The requirements of
concern is identified during the review of the pro- 10 CFR 50.72, "Immediate Notification

gram content, an anomaly may be included in the Requirements for Operating Nuclear Power
SE. Additionally,if relief requests are submitted Reactors," and 10 CFR 50.73," 1.icensee Event

as approved by GL 89-04 positions, a review will Report System," may also apply. lf testing cannot
be performed to establish general agreement with be done in the near-term, a justification for the
the licensee. The SE will not generally include an cont''ued operability of the affected component
evaluation, although it may identify concerns may be required (GL 91-18. "Information to
related to the relief request. Implementation of all Licensees Regarding Two NRC Inspection
such Cold Shutdown Justifications and Relief Manual Sections on Resolution of Degraded and

Requests is subject to NRC inspection, and if it is Nonconforming Conditions and on Operability").
determined that compliance is not assured, NRC involvement may be necessary to resolve
enforcement ection may be taken. nonconforming issues. We are currently consider-

ing issuing a generic letter that provides guidance

Similarly, the licensee is responsible for the on actions specific to IST nonconformances. ne

basis upon which relMf is granted. If the basis is proposed generic letter would be published in the

determined to be incorrect during an inspection, Federal Register for public comment prior to ;

enforcement action may be taken. If the licensee issuance, according to new NRC guidelines. |

is not complying with he relief as granted, based gg g g
on the information provided in the relief request,

the NRC approval of the relief may be invalf To address topics that are frequently encolm-
dated. This could result m a violation or a devi- g g 3 g g.;, ,
ation, depending on the circumstances. guidelines document is being developed that will

identify various positions relative to implementa-
Nobody knows the plant tetter than the tion of the requirements of Section XI and the

licensee, ne expertise for an outstanding inser- guidance of GL 89 04. The purpose of the docu-
vice testing (IST) program may not be in one indi- ment L to provide information on common relief
vidual (the IST Program Coordinator) but requests or interpretations being made by licens-
collectively in the design engineers, system engi- ees, as observed in program submittals and NRC
neers, operations personnel, and other technical inspection reports, it will (a) provide guidance on
staff. NRC reviewers cannot bring the same -what information should be included in relief
diversity of expertise into a program review. De requests, (b) describe what should be included in

,

elements should be integrated into the program IST prograins, and (c) address programmatic
before it is submitted to the NRC. The program ssues related to inservice testing. Examples of
should describe how the requirements are imple* topics to be included in the guidelines document
mented, how components are selected for inclu- are listed in Table 1.
-sion, how modifications are reviewed for impact
on the IST program, how the licensee determines The guidelines document will be issued
when relief is necessary, and how administrative attached to a generic letter. The generic letter will

aspects are handled such as test results and trend- provide the recommendations for using the guide-

ing reports, lines document. The guidelines document will
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the document, it will not ;> posed additional
improve IST programs and preapproving a num-
ber of relief requests beyond those addressed in requirements. The appendix provides some dis-

GL 89-04 and will provide a better understanding cussions from the proposed guidelines docu-

of the NRC's position on the topics included in ments.

Table 1. Guidelines document topics,

inservice Testing Topic Description

Frequencies and extensionseInservice 7bst Frequencies
Delay of startup from cold shutdown as*

delineated in O&M,Part 10
* - Deinerting containment of BWRt to allow
cold shutdown testing of pumps and valves

Stopping reactor cooling pumps for colde

shutdown valve testing - RCP seal water supply

valves

Case where a cold shutdown valve exercise orStartup with Component or System inoperative
stroke time test fails and stane with the rJfected
e

component or system ''out-of service" allowed by
Technical Specifications (TS)

GL 89-04, Position 8
Starting Point for Tune Period in TS ACT10N e

Time allowance for review by cognizante
Statements

individual responsible for declaring a component
inoperable, such as within the shift when the
testing is performed

Applies to PTC-253,1976Qualifications of Safety and Relief Valve Testing .

OM-1 does not specify test supervisore
'

Supervisor
qualifications

Acceptable alternativese

Skid-mounted components
Emergency DieselGenerator Systems IST relation to revision of Regulatory Guide

e

e

on testing diesels
Code versus non-Code components*

Identifying degrading conditionse
Trending

Comparison of test results to previous test datae

Prediction ofimpending failure of ae

1 component
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1 Table 1. (continued).

Inservice 'Ibsting Topic Description -
Systems Out-of-Service Which Cannot e Tested Components which require steam to test suche

Prior to Stanup as turbine- driven pumps, safety / relief valve
setpoint testing in-place

Components which require a differential*

pressure to test, such as verifying a check valve is
closed

Testing of main steam isolation valves in*

Mode 4
Positive Displacement Pumps Inlet pressure measurement when no*

instrumentation is installed
Evaluation of discharge pressure in lieu of*

differential pressure as in O&M, Part 6
Purnp Flow and Differential Pressure -

Instrument accuracies*

Instrumentation Instrument ranges, particularly where test inlet*

pressure is lower than pressures expected durit ;
normal operations, or accident conditions

Rep'.acement of instrumentation to meet later*

editions of Code
,

Installation of instruments to meet Code*

requirements

Use of Non-Permanent Instruments Ultrasonic flow rate measurement repeatability*

Concerns

Range requirements for vibration instruments*

General guidelinese

Calculated Parameter Values Accuracy of calculational methods fore

determining values of differential pressure, pump
inlet pressure, flow rate

Observation of Pump Lubrication Level or Acceptable actionse
Pressure

Monitoring Pump Vibration Velocity in Lieu of Acceptable per O&M, Part 6 if alle
Displacement requirements related to vibration are met
Pump Testing Using Mini-Flow Return Line With Acceptable alternativese

or Without Flow Measuring Devices, GL 89-04, Extension of complete testing to cold*

Position 9 shutdown or refueling outage interval
Pump Bearing Temperature Measurements Eliminated in O&M, Part 6e

Hydraulic Acceptance Criteria
. Overdesigned pumps - what is the requirede

action limit?
Expanded rangese

Vibration Reference Values for Smoothly Running Limits for acceptance criteria*

Pumps

Vertical Line Shaft Pumps
Measurements at locations other than ase

specified in Code

Appropriate acceptance criteria for " noisy"e

pumps
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Table 1. (continued),

inservice Testing Tbpic Description

Validation of Manufacturer's pump curvesUse of Variable Reference Values for Flow Rate e

New curves developed with pumps operatingand Differential Pressure for Pump Testing e

acceptable
Points taken for developing curve usinge

instruments at least as accurate as Code requires

for single reference value
Curves based on an adequate mimber of.

points, with a minimum of five
Points beyond flat portion (low flow rates) ofo

curve
Acceptance criteria does not conflict with TSe

or Safety Analysis criteria
Vibration " regions" may need to be identifiede

if vibration varies over the range of the curve

importance of part-stroke exercising quarterly,Frequencies for Part Stroke Exercising Check e

Valves at cold shutdown, refueling outage, and following
reassembly

Requirements of IWV-3417(a) apply forincreased Frequency of Testing for Valve Tested .

During Cold Shutdown increased frequency
Monthly (increased frequency) testing cannote

be delayed to the next cold shutdowm
Corrective action should be taken prior to*

startup to preclude plant shutdown to do increased
frequency testing

Verification of both open and close indicationValve Position Indication a

. - Category B passive, including manual valves
with position indication, require verification

Dual function PlV/CIV must meetCheck ValveIssues e

requirements for both functions
Disassembly and inspection activities must bee

performed in accordance with GL 89-04,-
Attachment 1, Position 1

Valves tested in series as a pair are to both ime

repaired if test results are unacceptable
When plant operations demonstrate*

functionally adequate seat tightness
Stop check valve guidance*

Vacuum breaker check valves4 e
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Table 1. (continued).

Inservice 'Itsting Tbpic Description

Containt .at Isolation Valves e 'Iesting as a group can only be acceptable
when individual valve testing can not be
performed

PIV function,if applicable,must bee

demonstrated
Closure verification by leakage testing ate

refueling outage frequency
Nonintrusive methods are recommended as=

preferable to disassembly and inspection
'

Power Operated Valves * Valves which cannot be stroke-time tested
must be monitored for degradation by some means

ADS valves are required to be stroke-time |*
'

tested or an acceptable alternative must be
provided to monitor for degradation

Use of reference values may be advantageouse

Solenoid valves are required to be stroke-time*

tested or an acceptable method of monitoring for
degradation must be provided

Diagnostics can provided a more accuratee

measurement of valve stroke time

Safety and Relief Valves e 1986 Edition of ASME Section XI references-
OM-1-1981

Scope of 1986 Edition of ASME Section XI.*

IWV-1100 includes ". . .or in providing -
overpressure protection."

. Frequency of testing Class 2 safety valves is.

extended to once per 10 years
Testing PORV/ERV, GL 90-06e

Control / Regulating Valves Wlvcs that Imve a fail-safe position, even if*

the normal function is as a control or regulating
valve, are required to be tested for the fail-safe
function and stroke-time tested to monitor for
degradation
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' Appendix

EXAMPLE OF DISCUSSIONS ponents must be tested within 30 days prior to
retuming the system i the operable status, how-

FROM THE GUIDELINES _ ever, the system may be required to te operable ,

- -
before piant startup can begm.

.

Components that Cannot be Code Requirements. Section XI, Para.
graph IWV-3200 states: "When a valve or itsTested Prior to Startup control system has been replaced or repaired or
undergone maintenance that could affect its pet.

. The Code requires testing of components that f rmance, and prior to the time it is returned to
have had maintenance performed or are in service,it shall be tested. . . ." i

_ systeins out of service before the cornponent or "

system is returned to service (Section XI, Para- Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3416 states: "For
graphs IWV-3200 and 4416). Frequently the a valve in a system declared inoperable or not

- applicable _ system or component is required by
plant Technical Specifications to be operable ule need not be followed. Within 30 days prior to
prior to plant startup. In these cases the testmg the return of the system to operable status, the
.must be grformed during cold shutdown Many valves shall be exercised and the schedule
nuclear facilities have pumps and valves that can, resumed in accordance with requirements of this
not be practically tested during the cold shutdown g, *,,
mode because necessary conditions (e.g., high
temperature or pressure) cannot be established. In Staff Position.If allof the following conditions
these cases, licensees generally request relief I are met, the Code required testing of the affected

- delay testing until the requisite plant conditions components may be delayed until after startup
can be established, when system conditions can be established to

"# * # 8'
It is impractical to test some pumps and valves

= when the plant is shuidewn. If shutdown,it is nec- 1. The component is required to be tested
essary to return to power before these compo- before plant startup.

. nents can be tested. For example, a valve in a

. system supplied by a turbine driven pump cannot 2. The licensee adequately derronstrates the.

be exercised open with flow until the plant is impracticality of testing the component dur-

operating at power and steam is available to drive ing cold shutdown.
the turbine. The inability to test a component dur-

_

ing shutdown is of particular concern in cases 3. 'nie licensee huplements any practical mea-

where snaintenance has been performed which sures that could minimize the consequences

, requires that the component receive a post main-
of failure of the affected component,_

tenance test prior to it being returned to the oper-
able condition and Technical Specifications When component testing is delayed until after

require the component or its system to be oper- startup per this position, the plant conditions

able before plant startup. Plant startup cannot be required for testing should be established as soon

performed until the component is operable, the as practical following startup. The components

component cannot be declared operable until it
should be tested as soon as the prerequisite condi-

has been tested, and the testing cannot occur until tions are established.

- the plant is operating at power. A similar situation Basis for Position. Testing of certain compo-
can occur for componenis that cannot be tested
during shutdown located in a system that is

nents is impractical during the cold shutdown
'

mode. Therefore, a plant in a shutdown mode
. declared inoperable during an outage.These com-
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"

would have to be heated up and possibly returned The number of components that cannot be
to power operation to permit testing of these com- practically tested during a shutdown mode is rela-
ponents. If the plant is shutdown and the Code

tively small Most of these components either rely
requires one of these components to be tested on high pressure steam or coolant to provide their
before it can be returned to the operable status (to motive force [i.e., the turbine driven auxiliary
comply with Section XI, Pamgraph IWV 3200 or feedwater pumps in pressurized water reactors
-3416), the licensee would be stymied if Techni- (PWRs) and the automatic depressurization sys-
cal Specifications required the component or its tem (ADS) valves in boiling water reactors
system to be operable prior to plant startup. (BWRs)] or are exercised by flow produced by

' Unless relief were obtained from the Section XI high pressure steam (i.e., the pump discharge
requirement, thiJ situation would result in a Tech- check valves for the turbine driven auxiliary feed-
nical Specification violation. Since compliance water pumps). Of this nurnber, not all are required
with the Code would necessitate violating a Tech- to be operable prior to plant startup. This position
nical Specification in this situation, compliance is does not apply to components not required to be

!considered to be impractical and burdensome, operable prior to startup because they can remain
inoperable until after startup and then be tested '

Because the affected components hau either and retumed to operable status. Since the number
been subjected to maintenance or repairs that of affected valves is small, conditions that require
could affect their performance or had their normal testing to be delayed because of this position,
test frequency suspended because the system was should occur infrequently. Therefore, if the provi-
declared inoperable, their operational readiness sions of this position are followed,it should pro-
would be questionable if they are not tested prior vide a reasonable level of quality and safety.
to plant startup. This is especially true of the com-
ponents that have undergone maintenance or Recommendations. Where the licensee dem-
repairs because they may have been substantially onstrates that components meet the criteria of this
disturbed or modified which increases the chance position, relief should be granted to allow testing
of error by the individual (s) performing the main- to be delayed until after startup. Any testing
tenance. Because these components have a delayed by this provision should be performed as
reduced operational readiness, the likelihood of soon as practicable after startup,
failure is increased until they are tested. There-
fore, testing should be perfonned as soon as rea. Use of Fortable Instrurnentation
sonably possible following plant startup. forIST of Pumps

Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3416, appears to Many pumps in IST programs do not have
require testing of valves declared inoperable for installed instruments for required test measure-
any length of time even if the valve test schedule

ments or the installed instruments do not meet the
is not extended. The ASME OM Code-1990, Code accuracy or range requirements. This lack
Paragraph ISTC 4.5.5, clarifies this point by of suitable installed instrumentation can be the
requiring valves in systems out of service to be result of several different factors. Many plants
tested to return them to service only "if the test were designed and/or built prior to the imple-
schedule is not followed." Both Section XI and mentation of the ASME B&PV Code, Sec-
the OM Code require valve testing prior to return tion XI, for commercial nuclear power plants,
to service if any repairs or maintenance are per- Sorne systems lack instrumentation because they
formed that could affect their performance. If the were not understood to be within the scope of

itest schedule is maintained for a valve in a system Section XI. In some cases the omission was sim- !out of service, it need not be tested to return it to
ply an oversight. Some pump designs and config-

iservice unless it has undergone repairs or mainte- urations are not conducive to the installation of jnance that could affect its performance. instrumentation for required measurements
|
|
1

I
,
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(i.e., inlet pressure measurements for submerged Staff Position. In situations where no flow rate-
verticalline shaft pumps). instruments are installed in the pump test circuit

or where the installed instruments do not meet the
Code accuracy or range requirements, portable

The lack of suitable installed instrumentation instruments may be used for IST of pumps pro-
has necessitated rehef from taking the IST mea- vided they consistently yield measurements at
surements or resuhed in the use of alternate test- least as accurate as would be provided by
ing methods or portable instruments, la some installed instruments that meet the Code accuracy
cases plants arc calculating the Code required requirements,
parameters based on measurement of other
related parameters (i.e., calculating inlet pressure la situations where there are installed instru-
based on tne water level above the pump suction). ments that meet the Code requirements, portable
Use of portable instrumentation and calculations instruments should be used only if the licensee
based on other measured parameters are not spe- demonstrates that using the portable instruments
cifically permitted or addressed by the Code, would not result in a decrease in reading accuracy

- therefore, it is necessary to request and obtain or repeatability. Where practical, the same instru.
relief prior to implementing these methods. The ment should be used for IST to permit meaningful
NRC has determined that these alternatives can trending of test results and allow detection of deg-
provide information that is adequate for evaluat- radation.
ing pump condition and detecting degradation
and, therefore, can be found to be acceptable. When using portable instruments for IST, the
However, to produce acceptable results, these licensee should implernent procedures and poli-
alternatives must be properly implemented, The cies that provide the greatest accuracy and repeat-

general lack of guidelines for these methods has ability reasonably obtainable from the
resulted in the need to specify some general crite. instruments,

ria for their acceptable use. The staff position for
the use of portable instruments is presented Basis for Position. The purpose of the instru-

below. When pressure instruments other than the ment requirements of Section XI,IWP.4100 is to

- installed instruments are used for testing, it nor- _ ensure that pump test measurements are suffi-

mally involves connecting test gages to existing ciently accurate and repeatable to permit evalua-

gage lines, therefore, they are not portable instru. tion of pump condition and detection of
ments and are not specifically addressed by this degradation. Although it is not defined in the

,

| position. This position primarily deals with porta- Code, repeatability is extremely important when
! ble flow rate instrumenta used for IST. The use of monitoring for component degradation. Test mea-

calculations from other parameters will be dis- surements that have poor repeatability (i.e., the
cussed in the guidelines document, but is not readings vary randomly from test to test when
addressed in this paper, there are no variations in actual flow rates) inhibit

the ability of testing to detect degradation. A high
level of repeatability is necessary detect a trend

Code Requirements. It appears that Sec- that is indicative of pump deteriorization and pre-
tion XI requires the use of installed direct read- dict possible failure prior to entering the required
ing instruments for IST flow rate measurements, action range. Portable instruments may provide
IWP-4600 states: " Flow rate shall be measured indication that is less repeatable than measure-
using a rate or quantity meter installed in the ments made with installed instruments, which
pump test circuit." Paragraphs IWP-4110 and may reduce the ability to monitor pump condition
-4120 establish requirements for the accuracy and and detect degradation.

_

full-scale range of these instruments. Relief is
normally requested from one or more of these Installed flow elements (e.g., flow orifices and
Code requirements when portable flow rate venturis) are welded or securely fastened in the
instruments are used for IST. system. The response of these elements should
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not change from test to test because the mecha- strated that the portable instrument provides at
nisms that can affect the differential pressure least equivalent reading accuracy and repeatabil-

'across them (e.g., crosion, corrosion, and fouling) ity. Test quality (the ability of the test to deter-
should occur at a relatively slow rate. Therefore, mine pump condition and detect degradation)
installed now eternents should have a high level . should not be compromised or reduced solely for
of repeatability. The remainder of the instrument convenience. In fact, every reasonable effort
system (i.e., transmitter, electronics, meter) is should be made to increase test quality and
subject to drift and systematic errors, however, improve the ability to detect degradation and
because it is a fixed system made up of installed anticipate pump failure,
components, the occurrence of random errors
should be minimized. Therefore, if an installed When portable instruments are to be used for
flow instrument is routinely calibrated, it should IST, relief is frequently requested from the Code
provide reasonably repeatable flow rate indica. instmment accuracy and full-scale range require-
tions, ments. Most portable flow rate instruments have ,

digital readouts and can indicate flow rate with |

The sensing probes of portable flow rate instru- Ih* **** "##"'*#I **' *" ** *'***l l*'E * #*"8 *' !Y

ne full-scale range requirements of the Code are iments are attached to the system piping each time
the instruments are used for IST measurements. intended to help define instrument accuracy and

There are many variables associated with probe to insure adequate gage or meter readability.

installation that can affect the flow rate measure. Since the accuracy and readability of digital
instruments are independent of the instrumentment. The location, alignment, mounting pres-

sure, and application of conducting gel, can all range over its usable span, the full scale range
requirements are meaningless for these instru-

- play a factor m the repeatability of the mdication.
9f g, g ;

- Most portable flow mstruments do not directly
ments is normally sufficiently large to bound allmeasure flow rate, they measure the average g g g

velocity of the fluid passing through a pipe, ne
fluid velocity must be converted to a flow rate by he accuracy of portable instruments is gener-
calculations based on the cross sectional area of ally based on the measured reading and not on the
the pipe and the flow characteristics. Slight dif* instrument range.ne accuracies claimed for por-
ferences in pipe area or characteristics where the table flow instruments vary widely from site to
probes are attached could cause variations in flow s te. Some utilities have bec i capable of achiev-
rate measurements. Additionally, due to the par- ing high levels of accuracy from portable flow
table nature of the equipment, it is more likely instruments, however, this involves a great deal
that the components used for IST from one test to of rigor when calibrating the instruments. Others
another will be different. Because each particular claim accuracies that exceed the Code require. -
component may introduce its unique systematic ments and have had to expand the Code accep-
error, using different instrument components tance criteria for the applicable pumps. Where
from test to test could produce variations in read * nstrument accuracy and/or repeatability are so
ings unrelated to pump condition. poor that the Code allowable rances cannot be

met,it is highly unlikely that the test permits
For the above reasons, installed instruments are detection of pump degradation. This situation

generally inherently more repeatable than porta. should be avoided where practical by improving
ble instruments. Therefore, all other things being the test method, the instrument accuracy, and/or

- equal, installed instruments are preferred over the measurement repeatability. Where there are
portable instruments for IST measurements. If no installed flow rate instruments or where the

| there is an installed flow rate instrument that installed instruments do not meet the Code
meets the Code requirements that can practically requirements, portable instruments may be used,
be used for IST measurements, a portable instru- however, the instruments should provide mea-i

L ment should not be used unless it can be demon- surements at least as accurate as would be
t
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obtained frorn installed instruments that meet the the ASME OM Code-1990, Subsection ISTB,

Code requirements, that specifically addresses the use of portable
flow rate instruments for IST.The changes should
establish requirements that insure that portable

The accuracy and repeatability of portable
instruments provide measurements that are ade-

instruments can be affected by many factors,
quate to evaluate pump condition and detect

Identifying all of the possible factors for the vari-
hydraulic degradation.

ous instrument types and models would be a large
task and is beyond the scope of this document. The following guidelines should be considered
The instrument manufacturers should provide

where portable instruments are utilized:
technical manuals that contain fratructions and -
guidelines for the use of the instruments. The p ,,, ; g ;

licensee should follow these mstructions and any - guidelines provided by the instrument
other reasonable practices that would produce ,

measurements that are more accurate and repeat-

able' 2. Provide detailed procedures and a means to
ensure consistent attachment of the

Recommendations, Neither the B&PV Code, instnunent probe from test to test.
Section XI, nor the ASMF OM Code-1990 pro-
vides adequate direction on the use of portable 3. Use the same instrument components dur-

flow rate instruments.The O&M Working Group ing each test of a particular pump, if
on Pumps and Valves should prepare changes to practical.
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Toeing the Line-Meeting Minimum
Compliance Regulations

Glenn Shuster.

General Physics Corporation

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the history of pump and valve testing regulation in the
United States and identifies the result of decades of testing under those rules. While

the current regulations for pump and valve testing under O&M rules are an
improvement over the previous Section XI requirements, there is an essential need

~ - -

for a regulatory distinction between licensee; that meet minimum compliance with
current rules and licenseca that exceed the requirements of existing regulation. In
addition, case histories of problems in pump and valve testing under the current set

of rules will be presented.

.

_
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Reviews of ASME Section XI Pump and
Valve Relief Requests

Post Generic Letter 89-04
Adele DiBiasio

Engineering and Testing Group, Department of Nuclear Energy
Brookhaven National Laboratorya ,

ABSTRACT

nis paper will present a discussion of American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers (ASME) Section XI Pump and Valve Inservice Testing relief request reviews
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and their contractors. Tbpics
that will be discussed includ' the scope of NRC reviews in Technical Evaluation

Reports and Safety Evaluations, including the basis for granting relief requests, the
status of relief requests in Inservice Testing (IST) Program updates, and the
Generic letter 89-04 approval prtx:ess; and the level of technical detail required in
submitted programs, nis presentation is based on the experiences of Brookhaven
National Laboratoty in reviewing IST Programs for the Mechanical Engineering

Branch of the NRC.

should be included in the relief:equests from the
INTRODUCTION perspective of a reviewer for the NRC. A discus.

~ sion of the various means of obtaining rel.ief and
Experience has shown that there are a number the elements necessary to be included in a relief

of common problems in the preparation of relief request or cold shutdown justification is provided
requests that make them difficult to review and so that the relief requests and cold shutdown justi-
grant their approval. Generally, these fall in the fications can be reviewed promptly and

| categories of (a) providing insufficient justifica. efficiently with a minimum number of iterations.
tion for not performing the Code required tests,
(b) not providing adequate information on the BACKGROUNDalternate tests, (c) numerous " typographical
errors," (d) not providing the requests' status, and
(e) a lack of understanding of the safety signifi-

Utilities are required by 10 CFR 50,55a to per-
form inservice testing of ASME Class 1,2, and 3

cance of the components,
pumps and valves in accordance with ASME

in order to assist the induury in understanding Section XI. Altematives to the requirements of

the approval process, this paper will address the
Section XI may be used when authorized by the

following: the basis for granting relief, relief NRC stafL The regulations allow alternatives to

- request status, approval via Generic Letter 89-04,-
be used when the " proposed alternatives would

the recommended contents and format of relief provide an acceptable level of quality and safety"

requests, the use of ASME Code Cases and later [10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)), when " compliance

editions of the Code, acceptable alternatives to would result in hardship or unusual difficulty

the Code, and cold shutdown justifications. The without a compensating increase in the level of

focus of this paper will be what information quality and safety" [10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii)), or

a. Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission.
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_ when "the Code requirements are impracticable, evaluations are not included in the Technical
The Commission may grant relief and may Evaluation Report (TER)/SE. Additionally, all
impose alternate requiremems as it detennines is relief requests submitted with the next 10-year

: authorized by law...giving one consideration to interval update are reviewed and evaluated for
the burden upon the licensee if the requirements consistency with the current NRC regulatory
were imposed. on the : facility" [10 CFR positions. Rese requests are no longer consid-
50.55a(g)(6)(i)), The NRC staff has also provided cred grandfathered.
generic reliefin Generic Letter 8943 " Guidance
on Developing Acceptable Inservice sesting Pro'

Licensees often include components in the IST
grams."De relief requests submitted to the staff

Program that are not within the scope of ASME
'are reviewed and approved rmrsuant to the regula- Section XI, paragraphs IWP-1100 ar d
tions and the Genctic Letter. Licensees should IWV-1100, and the regulations. De Section XI

- ensure that the request can be approved by either
IST Program provides an acceptable program for

the regulations or the Generic Letter. Relief may monitoring component operational readiness for
- be granted unconditionally, for an interim petiod,

components subject to periodic testing in accor-
or with provisions, or it may be denied. dance with 10 CFR 50, Appendices A and B.

Ilowever, relief is not required to be approved by ~|Since the NRC is no longer conducting detailed the staff in accordance with the regulations. The
reviews of the IST Programs as part of the Safety licensee should, nevertheless, ensure that

' Evaluations (SEs), and there are generally no appropriate documentation exists for these com-
meetings with the licensee to discuss the relief ponents, The NRC staf* will rev'cw and approve
requests. it is imperative that the relief requests be all the relief requests submitted, unless the ,

self supporting and complete in order to expedite licensee has stated in the relief request that the,.

their review and approvalIn accordance with the components are outside the scope of Section XI.
Standard Technical Specifications 4.0.5, testing Licensee's IST Programs will be inspected in

,

vhall be performed in accordance with Section accordance with NRC Inspection Manual. Tem-
XI, unless specific relief has been granted. porary Instruction 2515/114,Insperrion Require.
Therefore, relicf must be granted prior to mentsfor Generic Lerrer 89-04, Acceptable !
implementation. inservice Testing Programs, to ensure all ASME

-
- ' Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves with safety

STATUS OF RELIEF REQUESTS - related functions are in the program, and that
relief requests have been submitted _when the

Unless the licensee has' stated in the IST Pro. requirements of the Code or the Generic Letter

gram or relief request submittal that the request is cannot be met.

__ " grandfathered" by the Generic Letter (i.e., that
the request was submitted by a licensee not listed RELIEF GRANTED BY GENERIC .

on Table 1.or 2 of the' Generic Letter before LETTER 89-04April 3,1989) or is approved by a position m the
' Generic Letter, the NRC_ staff has performed a
detailed evaluation of the request. For future ne most expeditious way to conduct alternate

-. submittals, the licensee should provide a status of testing is to implement one of the positions |

T all the requests, including the revision and NRC contained in Generic Letter 89-04. The NRC staff
-

status, Additionally, the licensee should identify has determined that generic relief is granted to
each relief request uniquely and maintain the follow the alternate testing delineated in Posi- ;

= same numbering system, even if some of the tion 1 (Full-stroke Check Valve Testing), Posi- !

' requests have been deleted. All requests and doc. tion 2 (Alternates to Full-Flow Testing),
_

umentation of the alternate positions allowed by Position 6 (Rapid Acting Valves). Position 7 ;

the Generic Letter are reviewed to ensure that the (BWR Control Rod Scram Valves), Position 9 i

proposed testing is acceptable; however, detailed (Minimum-Flow Pump Testing), and Position 10 l

|
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(CIV Testing) pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a and implement those that are demonstrated

(g)(6)(i). effective.

#" E M" *# * "" "

The licensee should ensure that all the criteria I*E*** * ""#" " " ** 7
contained in the Generic Letter's positions are ** *****#'"I H ""*b# #"E ."Emet and are adequately documented in the IST * * "##" ""## * #"#"# ##' *
Program. Specific relief requests are then not

E # " " " " " " 7 * ' ** *"* "'# "I

requit ed, ne relief request format, however, pro- p ssible or practical. The licensee should also
vides a suitable, and the prefened, method for

E" * E" * #*" *E " E" " ' " *
doeurnentation. The staff will review the docu- ca m M ut perfonumg a quartuh m dunng
mentation and any deviations from the positions # * " * " * * " " " '# # * * * * ^ ** *

will be identified as an anomaly in the TER/SE.
E. "I"E" """ # "E## # "" ' "#

Relief is only preapproved if the licensee com- #"# *" * U"E " #** "'
plies with all the recommendations. Reviews of least mee evay 6 yean, he Ucemee h pmpos-
recent submittals have identified a number of g an a una e sc et s,e.xueme hardship
problem areas related to the Generic Letter, should be documented and the following

information should be developed: (a) document

Position 1 allows check valves to be full-stroke each valve in the grouping's condition and capa-

exercised with flow rates less than the maximum bility to be full stroked (b) review industry expe-

required accide.it condition flow rates, provided rience, and (c) review the installation of each

that the licensee documents a number of items, valve for problematic locations. It is up to the

Many licensees do not address and document licensee to establish a hardship case,

each item in the relief request, including the
method and results of the qualification program. The licensee should explicitly state that the

The qualification program should ensure that the Generic Letter is being utilized. Often times,

alternate test method is quantiflable and repeat- licensees propose a disassembly and inspection

I able, and the documentation should be available program without directly referring to Position 2.

| for review by the NRC inspectors if it is not

L included in the request. Position 10 applies only to containment isola-
- tion valves (CIVs). Generic relief has not been|-

8PPme f Fesme Mah vanes m,
Position 2 contains numerous criteria for an including CIVs that are also PlVs. The licensee

.

acceptable disassembly and inspection program should ensure that relief from paragraph
,

to be used as a means of determining that a IWV-3427(b)is applied only to CIVs 6 inches
valve's disk will full-stroke exercise open, or of and larger'
verifying closure capability. The NRC staff's
position is that a disassembly and inspection p* CONTENTS OF RELIEF
gram may be instituted as a means of demonstrat-
ing the full open and closure capability of the REQUESTS
valve, provided there are no other means of verifi-
cation possible. Although such a program is NUREG 0800 Standard Review Plan Sec-
acceptable for verifying valve closure,it is tion 3.9.6, Inservice Testing ofPumps and Valves,

considered by the staff as a maintenance details the information required for NRC review

procedure with inherent risks, and only limited of relief requests. This guidance had previously

information on the valve's ability to seat promptly been issued to operating plants in 1976. ASME

upon flow reversal or cessation is gained. It is Section XI,1987 Addenda and later editions and

generally recommended that licensees investigate addenda, also provides guidance on preparing

the use of other testing techniques, such as nonin- justification of substitute ex inations or tests

trusive methods (e.g., acoustics or radiography) (i.e., relief requests) in a non-mandatory
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appendix, Appendix F. The following basic for- component's condition and measuring deg,
mat should be followed when preparing relief radation. The condition of individual com-
requests: ponents should be assured when there is

redundant equipment (e.g., two check
1. - Component Identification: Identify the valves in series). Alternate tests should not

valve or pump name and component ident . be simply a reference to the Technical Spec-

fication mtmber, unit (if a multiple unit site), ifications or a procedure number. A com.
ASME Code Class, safety function, valve plete, detailed description of the test should

category, and reference drawings, inchiding be provided, if proposing to monitor system
drawing coordinates. The drawings should parameters, the parameters must be capable
be submitted with the relief request or IST of detecting degradation and quantitative
Program submittal and should include sys. acceptance criteria should be provided,

tem instrumentation and test connections. If
the drawings are larger than 81/2 X 11

4. Basis: Document either why the Section XI,

inches, the beensee should submit one copy
test requirements are impractical or would

directly to the NRC Project Manager. All
result in hardship or unusual burden, or how

relief requests should be referenced in the
the proposed attematives provide an accept-

pump and valve program tables. Licensees
able level of quality and safety (i.e., provide

should ensure that there are no typographi- equivalent protection as provided by the
cal errors in the relief requests. Wrong valve

Code). When documenting the impractical-
numbers, valve categories, or references, t

ity, burden, or unusual hardship, the licensee
name only a few of the errors found, affect

should provide a detsiled description'of the
the length of the review time, and the lack of

problems associated with performing the
attention and quality may be noted in the

test. Factors such as personnel hazards, radi.
SALP Report.

ation exposure (including the radiation lev.
els, estimated man rems to perform the

2. ' Section XI Code Requirement: Specifically testing, possible means to reduce the expo-
identify the code paragraph and requirement sure), high costs, impact on plant startup,
from which relief is requested. For example. operation and safety, manpower required,
if relief from check valve exercising in length of time the component _is out of ser-
accordance with Section XI, paragraphs vice to perform the testing, and any poten-
IWV 3521 and 3522, is requested, the tial damage to equipment may be discussed,
request should state if relief is required for Each relief request should specifically dis-
exercising the valve open or closed or both. cuss the impracticality or burden of per-
Do not identify all the test requirements for forming tests quarterly and at cold-

that component, only those from which shutdowns when proposing testing at
relief is requested and ensure that the alter- refueling outages. Entering a Technical
nate test and basis address each of these test Specification limiting condition of opera-
requirements. A discussion of the tests per- tion (LCO) by itself, is not sufficient reason

- formed may, however, be appropriate for the not to perform the Code required tests. If the
Alternate Test or Basis sections. length of time required to perform the test-

ing is less than the allowable outage time
3. Afternare Tests: State what alte. natives will (AOT) of the Technical Specification action

be performed, the acceptance criteria that statement, the testing should be performed,
will be applied, the test frequency, and the If the testing removes a train or system from
schedule for implementation. Most recently service and places the plant in a condition
submitted requests do not provide an imple- such that the design basis function cannot be
mentation schedule. Alternate testing met, the testing may be postponed to cold
should provide a means of determining each shutdowns. The licensee should directly

'
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quote the Technical Specifications and any component and system data as opposed to plant

other documents, or attach copies with the specific data. The level of detail, assumptions,

submittal for the reviewer to use. Addition- system interactions, human-reliability analysis,

ally, as documented in the Generic Letter and treatment of passive components, for only a

and the hiinutes to the Letter, the addition of few examples, varies from plant to plant. Addi-

instrumentation is not generally considered tionally, systems' and components' importance to

by the staff to be impractical. safety and risk varies,if based on plant core melt
frequency (such as the results of a Level 1 PRA),
or on containment failure / fission product release

The Basis should also include a discussion
of the function and safety importance of the (Level 2 PRA), or public health risk and conse-

component. The facility safety analysis quences (Level 3 PRA). There are substantial
uncertainties contained in the absolute core melt

report (FS AR), emergency operating proce. or containment failure or fatality probabilities.
dures, and probabilistic risk assessments

PRAs are useful tools to determine the relative(PRAs) may be consulted. Additionally,
risk significance if tests are proposed to be

NRC generic communications, such as bul. deleted based on the low risk significance, then
letins and information notices, may assist in

the highly risk significant cornponents should be
determining safety functions. Some recently reviewed to ensure that testing and maintenance
submitted NRC information notices that activities are adequate. This concept is discussedshould be considered in developing the IST

in the new "htaintenaree Rule," 10 CFR 50.65.
Program include 91-56, Potential Radioac.

Assessments of maintenance (which includes
rive Leakage to Tank Pented to Atmosphere,

testing in this context) effectiveness should be%-78, Previously Unidentified Release
based on actual component and system reliability /

*ath from BWR CRD Hydraulle Units, and availability and failure histories, nere should be
$9-32, Supplement 1, Surveillance Testing

a feedback mechanism to revise maintenance
ofLTOPS. (i.e., testing) techniques and frequencies based on

the plant and industry operating data. Addition-
A number of relief requests submitted employ ally, PRA configuration control is necessary. It

the plant's PRA to justify not performing testing may be acceptable to delete testing of Valve A or
in accordance with the Code. Relief can be Valve B; however, the increase in risk may not be
granted in accordance with the regulations if the acceptable for deleting both Valves A and B. He
Code requirements are impractical, burdensome, PRAs must also be kept current to reflect plant
or if the proposed alternates provide an accept- operations, testing, maintenance, and design,
able level of quality rnd safety. As discussed PRA techniques, such as failure modes and
above, the staff considers alternates that provide effects analysis (Fh1EAs), are useful tools to
an acceptable level of quality and safety to be determine efficient and effective test methods and
those that provide an equivalent level of protec- frequeas.
tion, as provided in the Code. Licensees should,
therefore, provide a discussion of the burden or
impracticality in addition to the risk impact of not There is a precedent of using PRA to revise

performing the tests (e.g., a cost / benefit or value/ Technical Specification allowable outage times,

impact analysis)- and the NRC staff has evaluated the risk-based
relief requests on a case-by-case basis, ne indus.

There is no standardized method of performing try should, however, consider developing

PRAs, and they are not part of the plant's design risk-based testing guidelines. An AShfE

basis. Although Generic Letter 88-20 required Research Task Group has prepared general risk-

utilities to complete an Individual Plant Evalua- based inspection guidelines (AShiE Document

tion (IPE) or PRA, the NRC currently does not CRTD Vol.20-1) and is working on a supplemen-

perform a detailed review or approve them, hiany tal guideline specific to nuclear plants. The Sec-

PRAs are developed based on generic industry tion XI Code Commi' tee now has a task group on
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. ISI optimization and_ will be evaluating changes SPECIFIC RELIEF REQUESTS

. to the Code as a result of the Research Task Group,

on. Risk Based Inspection - Guidelines'
A number of testing issues are Eenerallyrecommendations-

acceptable to the NRC. However, sp Mfic relief is
required and is often not requestro. Examples*

' USE OF CODE CASES AND include the following:

LATEH EDITIONS OF THE CODE
IN RELIEF REQUESTS Calculating pump inlet pressure from tank /*

intape structure levels in lieu of measuring
pressure directly, as required by IWP 3100. '

Many utilities have submhted relief requests to la the sbsence of installed instrumentation,
- utilize tbc ASME/ ANSI.1988 Og ation and this may be acceptable provided the licensee
Maintenance Standards,.OM Part 6. OM Part 6

properly procedurallzes the calculation and
has been approved for use by the staff via Regula- the calculated pressure accuracy meets the
tory Guide 1.147. All ASME Code cases related

requirements of the Code.
to ISI and IST that are acceptable to the NRC,
unconditionally and with provisions, are included Testing safety valve and relief valve set-.

in this Regulatory Guide These Code cases may points in accordance with ASME PTC
be used without prior NRC approval provided 25.3-1976 (as required by IWV-3512)-

. that they are used in their entirety and are docu- requires supervisors to be degreed engineers
mented in the IST Program, if only portions of the with at least 2 years experience in fluid-flow
Code cases are proposed to be used, a specific measurement. Qualifying personnel in
relief request is required ifor instance, if only the acconiance with the owner's quality assur-
pump vibration requirements of OM 1988, Part 6

ance program may be acceptable. Addition-
are to be used (Code Case N-465) or only the test ally, licensees are able to implement OM
supenisor requirements of OM-1-1981 are used

Part 1, which does not include this require-
' (Code Case N-415)]. Code Cases other than those ment, in its entirely without relief. ASME
described in Regulatory Guide 1.147 may be

Code Case N-415 allows the use of ANSI /
used, provided a relief request is submitted and ASME OM-1-1981, and is included in
approved (see Footnote 6 of 10 CFR 50.55a). Regulatory Guide 1.147.

Additionally, utilities may use later editions Using reference pump curves in lieu of mul-*

and addenda of Section XI which are incorpo- tiple reference values may be acceptable for
rated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a, subject to pumps that have variable system resistance,
NRC approval (i.e., a relief request is required). If e.g., service water or component cooling
portions of these editions and addenda are used, water pumps. The licensee should develop '

. all the related requirements must also be used. For curves or validate manufacturer's curves
example, in the case of utilizing the OM Part 6 - when the pumps are known to be operating
vibration velocity requirements, all requirements - acceptably. The curves should be based on

_

,

related to vibration, including measurement loca- an adequate number of poims. The curves j
,

tion, acceptance / alert / required action ranges, and should be revalidated after any maintenance ;

test methods, must be used as well as the pump or repair that might affect the reference
hydraulle requirements for vertical line shaft curve. A method of assigning alert and
pumps and positive displacement pumps. The required action ranges must be developed
hydraulic parameters for these pumps were made and should not conflict with the Technical

'

more stringent to compensate for the'less Specification or FSAR operability criteria.
stringent vibration alert and required action Additionally, if vibration levels vary signifi-
ranges, cantly over the range of pump conditions, a
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method for assigning vibration acceptance every cold shutdown, regardless of length. The
licensee should document the use of OMa-1988,criteria should be developed..
Part 10, paragraphs 4.2.1.2(f) and (g) and-

*

* ~ Leak rate testing groups of valves (i.e., . - 4.3.2.2(f) and (g) in the IST program, if valves
__

valves in parallel) may be acceptable when cannot be tested during any cold shutdown and

individual leak testing is impractical - can only be tested during certain cold shutdowns, -

because of a lack of installed test connec- for example only when the reactor coolant pumps

tions. The maximum assigned group leak are not operating, specific relief is required.

rate should be based on the smallest valve in
_

the group. Section XI, paragraph IWV-3417(a) requires
monthly testing far power operated valves that

'

Section XI specifies testing intervals with. experience a 25% increase or more in stroke*

out any extensions. However, the standard times; where the stroke time is greater than 10

Technical Specifications allow extensions seconds, or 50% or more for valves with a stroke

of the surveillance intervals (weekly, time less than or equal to 10 seconds, Although

monthly, quarterly, semiannually, every 9 paragraph IWV 3412 allows valves that cannot be

months, and yearly), not to exceed 25% of exercised during plant operation to be tested at

the specified surveillance intervals. The cold shuklowns, the licensee should ensure the

staff's position is that relief may not be valve's ability to perform its safety function prior

granted to apply the 25% extension to safety to startup, otherwise relief is required to postpone .

and relief valve testing frequencies (i.e., the monthly testing to cold shutdowns,

once every 5 years).
CONCLUSION

COLD SHUTDOWN AND ,

Generic Leuer 8W was wrinen to help expe-
REFUELING OUTAGE dite the IST relief request review process. IJcens-
JUSTIFICATIONS ees can assist in the process by writing requests

that clearly communicate the basis and the alter-
Section XI paragraphs IWV-3412 and 3522 nate testing, and by. submitting reference materi-

allow utilities to delay quarterly valve testing to als and drawings with the relief requests. The
cold shutdowns when testing during operatioas is status'of relief request approvals should also be

_

impractical. OMa-1988, Part 10, also allows provided to assist the reviewers.
valve testing to be deferred to refueling outages

' when exercising is impractical during operation The quality of the relief requests greatly affects -
:, '

J. or cold shutdowns. The staff reviews the cold the approval process. Incorrect valve numbers,

['
shutdown ed refueling outage justifications for ' drawings, and references to Code requirements;

acceptability. These justifications should follow _ -incomplete relief bases which fail to address all'

the same format as _ discussed above for relief- the Code requirements from which relief is
requests and should be detailed enoyth so that it . requested; and abbreviated discussions of alter- ,

is evident that testing during power opretion or nate testing all contribute to a longer review cycle

cold shutdowns is impractical. Testing inconve- and possible denial of the request based on insuf. -

- nience is not sufficient justification. ficient information or justification, Numerous
requests have been denied as a result of too little

OMa-1988, Part 10, provides an acceptable information-none have been denied as a result
alternative to testing all cold shutdown valves of too much!

t
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A Critical Review of Valve Categories
Lawrence Sage

Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety

' ABSTRACT

Prom the first publication of Subsection IWV in the .c auner 1973 Addenda of
Section XI to the present Subsection ISTC in the OM Code, there has been a
requirement to categorize the valves included in the inservice testing (IST) pro-
gram. He only major changes in all this time have been the deletion of Category E
and the addition of " passive" valves. Either the Code Committee got valve
categories "right" the first time or they are long overdue for a change.

This paper reviews the current valve categones in the light of almost 20 years of
IST program implementation. De paper will explore the logic behind the current
categories; examine how the valve categories are currently implemented,includir,g
some anomalies; and present finally, some conclusions and recommendatic,ns for
changes to be made.

INTRODUCTION essentially identical to the earlier codes and
standards,

inservice testing OST> requirema.ts for valves REVIEW OF VALVE
first appeared with the addition of Subhec-
tion IWV to Secticn XI in the Summer 1973 CATEGORIES
Addenda. Prior to this, the only IST requirements
were those in the plant Technical Specifications. What can account for the remarkable longevity

One requirement in Subsection IWV was to cate. of the valve categories in a Code where almost

gorize, in accordance with the rules of IWV, all every other aspect has undergone major revi-

the valves which were included in the plant's IST sions? There can only be two answers--either the
valve categories, as originally developed, were so

-

program,
good that no changes have been needed, or the
categories are in need of a long overdue critical

The requirement for categorizing the valves in review. Since the first answer seems very
the lST program have been maintained, with only

unlikely, a criticr.1 review of valve categories is
two changes, in all later editions and addenda of

needed,
Section XI. The changes, dropping Category E
and adding provisions for " passive" valves,

A good way of reviewing the valve categories
occurred in the Winter 1977 Addenda. The is to look at the testing requirements. Table 1
descriptions of the valve categories have c mpares the testing requirements for the differ-
remained the same. ent categories of valves, as required by different

When Part 10 of the Operation and Mainte-
nance (O&M) Standards, the successor document CategOrleS A and B
to IWV, was isrued, the requirement to categorize
the valves in the IST program and the valve cate- Category A vake' are defined as " valves for
gories were retained. The present OM Code also which seat leakage . 'anited to a specific maxi-
contains the same valve categorization require- mum amount in the clued position for fulfillment
ments. The descriptions of the categories are of their (safety) function."
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Table 1. Comparison of valve test requirements.

Testing Requirement' ;

Valve Sec. XI Scc, XI Sec. XI OM-10 OM Code

Category S '73 W '77 W '85 ISTC

^
i

active IWV-3410 IWV-3410 IWV 3410 4.2.1 ISTC 4.2

nVV-3420 IWV 3420 nVV-3420 42.2 ISTC 4.3

passive NA IWV-3420 IWV-3420 4.2.2 ISTC 43

B

active IWV-3410 IWV 3410 IWV 3410 4.2.1 ISTC 4.2

passive NA None None None None

C (Relief)
active IWV 3510 IWV-3510 IWV 3510 43.1 ISTC 4.4

. PTC 25.2 PTC 253 OM-1 OM-1 App.I
passive NA None None None App. I

A-C (Relief)
active IWV-3510 IWV 3510 IWV-3510 43.1 ISTC 4.4

PTC 25.2 PTC 253 OM1 OM-1 App.I
IWV-3420 IWV-3420 4.2.2 ISTC 43

passive NA nVV-3420 IWV 3420 4.2.2 ISTC 43

C (Check)

active IWV-3520 IWV-3520 IWV-3520 432 ISTC 4.5

passive NA None None None None

. A-C (Check)

active IWV-3520 IWV-3520 IWV-3520 432 ISTC 4.5

IWV-3420 IWV-3420 IWV-3420 4.2.2 ISTC 4.3

passive NA IWV-3420 nVV-3420 4.2.2 ISTC 43

D (Valve) IWV-3610 BVV-3610 IWV-3610 4.4.1 ISTC 4.6

D (R Disk) IWV-3620 IWV-3620 IWV-3620 4.4.1 ISTC 4.7

OM-1 OM-1 App.I

E IWV-3700 NA NA NA NA

a. .AH valves with remote position indication requite position indicator verification.
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Category B valves are defined as " valves for Category C
which seat leakage in the closed position is incon-
sequential for fulfillment of their (safety) Category C valves are defined as " valves
function." which are self-actuating in rerponse to some sys-

tem characteristic, such as pressure (relief valves)
Using a literal interpretation of these category or flow direction (check valves)."

definitions, all valves that perform a safety func-
tion in the closed position must be either Cate- De definition itself divides Category C valves
gory A or B. Either a valve must limit leakage or into two groups: relief valves and check valves. A
leakage is inconsequential to fulfilling its safety look at 'Ihble I confirms that there are two com-
function. In addition, if leakage in the closed pletely different sets of tett requirements. In fact
position is inconsequential to fulfilling a valyc's there is no similarity between the test require-
safety function, why have a valve at all? A piece nients for the two types of valves. Testing require-
of pipe would do the same thing! Using this logic, ments for tellef valves are in referenced
the only Category B valves would be valves that documents while requirements for check valves
have a safety function only in the open position. are in the base document.

In practice, the category definitions are not Category C makes no pravision for any type of
taken that literally. Table I shows that the testing valves other than relief valves and check valves.
requirements, except for leakage testing, for There is also no provision for Category C valves
Category A and B valves are the same. A review requiring a leak test. Section XI (for example)
of the test requirements for Category A and B states "When more than one distinguishing cate-
valves clearly shows that these categories were gory characteristic is applicable, all requirements
meant only to apply to power-operated valves of each of the individual categories are applica-
(e.g., ac electric motor-operated or air-operated). ble. ." his would give us a Category A-C valve.
Even at that, the difference between the various It is also stated that "... repetition of common test-
types of m6to -operated valves has led to a differ- ing requirements is not necessary." The exercise
entiation of the exercise testing requirements for test required by Category A and Category C are
different types of valve operatus in OM-10 and not " .. common testing requirements..." as the
the OM Code, exercising test requirements are very different. It

was not the intent to require both sets of exercis.

In practice, the difference b; tween Cate- ing test requirements to be applied. Only the leak

gories A and B is based on whether the seat leak. test requirements of Catrn A are required.
age must be limited to a relatively small amount
(e.g., containment isolatioS valves) for the valve Category D
to perform its safety functiou in the closed posi-
tion. lf so, the valve is Category A. Seat leakage is Category D valves are defined as: " valves
not inconsequential to a Category B valve fulfil- which are actuated by an energy source capable of
ling its safety function in the closed position. only one operation, such as rupture disks or
Some leakage can be tolerated, but gross leakage explosive-actuated valves."
cannot.

The situation in this case is much like that of
Category A valves, generally, are required to Category C. The definition itself divides Cate-

be leak tested by the plant Technical Specifica- gory D into two groups: rupture disks and explo-
tions. His also applies to many valves that are sive-actuated valves. Again, Table 1 shows that
not power-operated valves. The use of combined there are two completely different sets of test
categories, such as A-C, is an attempt to make the requirements. Since the adoption of OM 1, test-
valve categories fit circumstances for which they ing requirements for rupture disks are found in
were not designed. OM-1 (later Appendix I of the OM Code).
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IST Programmatic Issues-

- Category D makes no provision for any type of. . In simple tenns an active valve is one that has >

ialves other than rupture disks and explosive- ' to move from its normal position (open or closed)
. ectuated valves, Their is also no provision for to a different position to fulfill its safety function,' '

' Category D ~ valves requiring a leak test. The use or where the valve may be either open or closed
'

'of a Category .A-D is even more problematical during normal operationc A passive valve is one -
,

>

than Category A-C, Nether rupture disks nor . that needs to stay in its normal position, either
J explosive-acteated valves can, in any way, be open or closed, to fulfill its safety function.
- exercise tested, as this would render them unfit
: for further service. . Table IWV-3700-1 of Section XI lists Cate-- <

gory A passive valves as the only type of passive
- Category E _ valve. Category A passive valves only require

leak testing snd do not require any exercise test.

- Ctegory E valves are defined as " valves which Table ISTC 3.64 of ISTC of the OM Code - 4

L are normally locked (or sealed) open or locked (or (Table 1 MOM-10) adds Category B passive
sealed) closed to fulfill their (safety) function." vahe. Cat pry B passive valves oNy require

_

>

position indicator v :rification. (This requirement i

Although Category E was deleted by the Win- was also added for Category A passive valves.)

= ter 197/ Addenda,it is interesting to look at some _ Although this solves most of the problems of
of the problems that this category engendered. Category F, other problems come up, One prob- +

i The biggest problem is what does " locked (or Im is mat Category E passive valves are mcluded
; seiled)" mean. In the IST pmgram but have no test requirements.

.

Another problem is the application of the term

I chain with a padlock obviously qualifies, but "p ssive" to Category C check valves. This useA
does a wire and lead seal?.The wire and lead seal

of the term " passive" was never intended.

will riot stop any deliberate tampering, but will
, Afiofi1allesdiscourage accidental tampering and will make

any tampering evident. What about the case of a
As a nsu o meo e pm ems discussd

,

! remotely operated valve that has a keylocked.
L switch in the control room, but also has a local above and plant. specific configurations, a num,

handwheel that is unlocked? What about the con-- ber of anomalies have been encountered during

verse, a valve with the local handwheel locked, Preparation and review of IST programs. A num-

but a plain band switch in the control room? Is a ber of these highlight the problems with the cur- '

switch cover on the control panel a seal? What rent categories and will be discussed here.

about valves that have administrative controls,
Category A-C and A-D Valves. As discussed

_.such as being in a locked room, but do not have a

11ock? These and other questions would have above, the convention of using Category A with .

: needed answers if Category E had not been eiser Category C or Category D to indicate Cate-

- deleted.r trory C or D valves requiring leak testing has
become routine. Obviously, all the testing-

_
Active and PassiveValves requirements for Category A valves cannot be-

mei by the Category C or D valves Although
.

_ almost everyone knows how this is interpreted,it
.-At the same time Category E was deleted, the is still a misapplication of the valve categories.

. concept of active:and passive valves was '

: introduced. Active valves are defined as " valves Power Operated Relief Valves. Power oper-
: which are required to change position to accom- ated relief valves (PORVs) are generally found in
_ plish a specific (safety) function," Passive valves pressurized water reactors (PWRs) attached to the
Lare dermed as " valves which are not required to i pressuri7er and main steam lines. Some PORVs

hange position to accomplish a specific (safety) are power operated block valves which open andc

function." - close in response to pressure upstream of the
:

4
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Evalve. De valve itself is a power operated valve -

_

and, based on that,is usually Category B. The
'~

" 1.OADvalve functions as a relief valve. Mandatory
'

- Appendix I of the OM Code (OM 1) has provi-
- sions for trsting PORVs. An O&M standard . -

-

: (OM-13) also addresses PORVs. These valves are ! , &

'

not taken credit for on the Section 111 overpres- _ .

;

. TRAIN Asure protection report and do not perform a safety
funcdon, bra this type of valve was a significant CCW? * '4
contributor to the TMI accident. How to test it is "M B' ;
a very confusing subject and is currently under

!discussion at several O&M working groups.

BWR ADS Valves. The automatic depresseriza- Figure 1. CCW system.
tion system (ADS) valves of boiling water reac-
tors (BWRs) are similar to the PORVs discussed Rupture Disks. Cutrently, rupture disks are
above. The ADS valves perform two different categorized as Category D. Rupture disks are
functions: one as a nornal safety valve and one as tested in accordance with the rules for nonreclos-
a remotely operated, power-operated (air or nitro- ing pressure relief devices in Appendix 1 (OM-1).
gen) valve using an auxiliary actuating device, if a rupture disk is a pressure relief device, as
These valves are normally designated Cate- stated in Appendix 1, it should be Category C. Ou
gory B-C. They require a test using the external the other hand, it is specifically called out as
actuating device in accordance with Category B Category D. This, obviously, needs some change.
requirements and a test of the safety volve in
accordance with Category C requirements. CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Closed Cooling Water Supply Valves. Fig' The current vahe categories obviously do not
ute I shows the arrangement of valves in a closed fit cli situations. Category A has become, for
cooling water (CCW) system. De CCW system other than power operated valves, a designator for
is a safety related, two train system which sup" the need for a leak test. In the case of Category C

- plies cooling water to a number of safety related and Category D, they should not combine two
loads such as the diesel generator heat exchanger very different types of valves. In general, the
and safety related pump coolers. Each load can be valve categories, as presently structured, do not
supplied by either train of the CCW system. A ~ seem to provide any benefit, but tend to confuse~7

> stop check valve is located in each supply line to mar s.71 tis situation has been perpetuated in the
prevent backnow. The handwheel of the stoP- new OM Code and should be coTected.
check valve is up on the train which is supplying
the load. The handwheel is down on the train Subsection ISTC of the OM Code would be '

L which is not supplying the load to prevent flow in better served by delering the cturent valve cale _ 1

that line. The stop check valve with the hand- gories. In general, valves should be classified
|: wheel up is classified as a Category C check valve based on their distinguishing characteristics.

~and is tested as such. De stop check valve with Table 2 shows an outline of one possible valve
the handwheel down is categorized as Category classification scheme. In this classification

' B-C passive valvedithe loac. is tran,Terred to the scheme, valves are classified based on the most
-other train of CCW. the categorization is- distinguishing valve and/or valve operator char-
: reversed. ac cristic. 1

!

.

'
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,

The defining characteristic of a power- that any test of the valve itself mates the valve e

operated valve is the fact that it is power operated. unfit for further service. In this ca.se tim explosive
This allows tests such as stroke timing to be per- charge must be tested separary from the valve.
formed. The specifics of valve type (gate, globe, Finally, leak testing requirements may be added
ball, etc.) can be looked at as snondary charac- to any type of valve when required.
teristics. Power-operated valves are subdivided
based upon the type of operator, as diferent types Tl'e proposed restructurinn; of ISTC is only one -

of operators have different characteristics and of a number of possible configurations. Any
would have, to some extent, different test require. change should build on the experience gained in
ments. Solenoid-operated valves are treated sepa. almost 20 years of inservice testing implementa-
rately because of their fast operating time and tion. Just because "that's the way it has always
lack of external position indication. tren done" is no justificatbu for continuing to

perpetuate confusing requirements.
Check valves are characterized by the valve

itself and the type of service it performs,i.e., pre- ACKNOWLEDGMENT -

venting backflow. These valves are subdivided by
the testing method used. Safety and relief valves The author would like to thank Tom Hoyle,
are again characterized by the valve itself and the Chairman of the Srbgroup on Pumps and Valves
type of service it performs, i.e., pressure relief, ne original idea for the restructuring of ISTC
Rese valves are subdivided by the type of plant propsed in this paper came from the work of
to conform to the division of Appendix' L Explo- Mr. Hoyle, and this paper could not have been
sively actuated valves are completely different in written without his contribution.

Table 2. Valve cis,ification for ISTC.
_..

1. Power Operated Valves

1.1 AC Motor
1.2 DC Motor
13 Pneumatic

1.4 Hydraulic

2. _ Solenoid Operated Valves

3. Check Wlves (including Swing Check, Stop Check, and Sp*ing Closing Check Valves)
3.1 Exercise Tested

j
3.2 Tested using nonintrusive techniques |

33 Disassembled

4. Safety and Relief Valves (including Nonteclosing Pressure Relief Devices - Rupturo Disks)
4.1 InVR Safety and Relief Valves

4.2 PWR Safety and Relief Valves

i Explosively Actuated Valves

6. Leak Test Requirements
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Solenoid and Alt-Operated Valve Performance and Testing ,

i

'

Recent Solenold-Operated Valve Experiences

L Involving Maintenance and Testing Deficiencies ;

Dr. H. L. Ornstein
Offico for Analysis and L . A1 tion of Operational Data b

'
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

!
ABSTRACT

The paper presents recent solenoid operated valve operating experience.11 |
'

describes common-mode failures at the Salem Unit 2 and Peach llottom Units 2
and 3 plants. At the Salem plant, a catastrophic failure of turbine equipment '

resulted in an Outage of atwt 6 months. %e Peach Dottom es y ; involved repeti- '

tive failures of safety systenu with a shorter outage. The lessons learned f om both
events are that prudent preventive maintenance and surveillance testing are needed'

to dance safe economic plant operation. ,

INTRODUCTION DISCUSSION

It is the author's view that prudent maintenance
and surveillance testing can help minimize the |

In Februaif 1991. The U.S. Nuclear Reg A.e- likelihood for common.rnode SOV failures.
- tory Commission (NRC) issued an AEOD Case llowever, maintenance and surveillance testing
Study," Solenoid Operated Valve Problems at are not substitutes for good engineering and -

U.S. Light Water Reactors " NUREO 1275, Vol' should not be relied upon to overcome all design -t

ume 6 (1991a).W *eport presented information and application errors. [As noted above, about,
'

' ' on about four dor, ants in which solenold-op. one third of the common-mode SOV events pres.
"

ersted valves (SO' 6d failed or were deg aded ented in the AEOD case study (NRC,199 ta)
so that the r.afety m, ns of planta were reduced were found by surveillance testing.)
below the levels assumed in plant safety ralyses.
Many of the events were attributed to inadequate Although it did not involve any " safety re-
maintenne resulting from the f.ect that the SOVs lated" systems, one of the most costly common. ,

. wers 'k jognized piece parts'' of other equip- mode SOV events in the United States was the

ment or systems, la many instances, Anadequate turbine ovenpeed event that occurred at Salem

maintenance (or no unintenance) was performed Unit 2 on November 9,1991. 'Itat event involved i

because the Licensees were unaware of the the failure on demand of three solenold operated

SOVs' maintenance or life-cycle requirements. valves in the turbogenerator's overspeed protec.

About one thirdii he common mode events - tion control system. Those three SOV failures .
'

presented in the_ case study were found during resulted in major damage to the turbine and

- surveillance testing. nis paper presents informa- generator, condenser failures, tube oil and ',

tion t'n recent common-mode SOV failures. It hydrogen fires, and a hydrogen caplosion. The
derr.auttrates the need for prudent maintenance turbine speed was estimated to be 2900 rpm

and surycillance testing. (vs.1800 rpm rated speed). Turbine missiles e

a. His presentation v prepared (in whole, or in part) by an employee of the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. It presents infor. nation that does not cunently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has neither

'

- approved nor disapproved its technical matter.
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penetrated the turbine casing, and some missiles other plants. An example of inadequate surveil-
traveled over 100 yards. Figures 1 and 2 show lance testing that did not detect individually failed
some of the damage. The event resulted in an SOVs in a similar parallel arrangement was
extended outage expected to be about 6 months observed in Liebstadt's emergency diesel genera-
with a cost estimated at over $100 million. tors (EDO )(NRC 1991a). On a visit to the

Waterford Unit 3 nuclear powei plant in htarch
About 3 weeks before that event, the Licensee 1992, the author learned that af ter ine Salem 2

was performing a test of two SOVs in the main event, the Waterintd Licensee conducted a test of
turbine's overspeed trip system (Public Service its tmbine overspeed system, using a revised test.
Electric and Oas Company,1991; NRC 1992). ing procedure in order to determine the operabil.
The surveillance test being conducted was not ity of each of the two parallel SOVs, OPC 201
capable of revealing the malfunction or degrada- and OPC 20-2. Previous testing at Waterford like |
tion of one of two parallel overspeed protection the testing at Salem, was incapable of detecting a |

control!ct SOVs (OPC 201 or OPC 20-2 shown single f41ed SOV. Waterford's first test (Water. |
in Figure 3). A successfu! test would confirm that iord, 1992), which was performed on {
at least one of those two SOVs was operating February 21,1991, revealed a f ailed SOV (Parker |
properly. An unsuccessful test would indicate llannerin hiodel No. htRFN16htXO834-the i
failures of both SOVs. The operators performing same model valve as the ones that failed at j
the test in October were puuled when the survell- Salem). The Waterford staff proceeded to test the
lance test showed that both SOVs were inoper- second Parker llannefin htRFN16hiXO834 SOV
able. ney repeated the test a second time and had with great hopes that it would work satisfacto-
the same results. The operators discussed the test tily -otherwise, they feared that they would have
failures with other station personnel,'and they been in a situation similar to that at Salem Unit 2
collectively concluded that the SOVs could not (i.e., performing a new test, finding both SOVs
both have failed and that something must . ave failed, and suspecti..g that the SOVs were really
been wrong with the test procedure. It is highly operable and assuming that the surveillance test.
probable that both SOVs did not fall at once in ing procedure was flawed). Fortunately, the sur-
October 1991, it is quite likely that one SOV had veillance test of the second SOV at Waterford
failed earlier (and had been undetected), and that found that it did operate satisfactorily, thereby
the second SOV had undetected degradation and confinning that the new surveillance testing pro-
failed at the time of the surveillance test, Three cedure was not flawed, and that the first SOV
weeks later, on November 9,1991, the main tt.r- tested had truly failed.
bine overspeed protection system was tested,
llowever, in addition to the two undetected failed A less dramatic, but more safety significant
SOVs, a third SOV being tested also failed (SOV example of inadequate SOV surveillance testing
ET 20 shown in Figure 3). Ilad either of the first occurred at the Peach Bottom Unit 3 facility in
two SOVs been operable (OPC 201 or August 1991. At that time, the Peach Bottom sta.
OPC 20 2),one of them would have actuated tion experienced widespread degradation and
upon failure of the third SOV (ET 20) and a sim- multiple failures of SOVs affecting many safety-
ple turbine trip would have occurred without any related systems. As noted in NRC 1991a and
damage. 1991c, SOVa piloting air operated valves

(AOVs) controlling emergency service water
The AEOD case study (NRC,1991a) noted (ESM for the llPCI and RCIC toom coolers had

many other previous events in which inadequate been sticking during surveillance tests. Similar
surveillance testing was responsible for not events involving valves controlling ESW to other l
detecting common-mode SOV failures or degra- safety-related equipment were reported in an ini- I
dations which compromised safety systems at tial notification report to the NRC Operations
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Center (NRC 1991b). That report noted that on the Ucensee conducted Nuclear Plant Reliability
August 25,1991, two SOVs controlling ESW to Data System (NPRDS) searches on ASCO
ILPCI and RCIC room coolers were found to be 206 832 valves and only found two entries, both
mechanically tound. With regard to RCIC toom of which involved installation errors with no
coolers, the Licensee "immediately agitated the operating faihires reposted.) None of Peach Bot-
valve enough so it would operate properly." As a tom's 22 " internally" reported failures were
result, the Licensee considered the room cooler reported to NPRDS or the NRC's Licensee Event
" fully operable." In addition, the Licensee said Report (LER) system before August 1991.
that the plant had several problerns with AOVs
failing to operate in the past on other systems. After the August 25,1991, event the Licensec
slowever, the Licensee noted that the station had embarked on an aggressive program to prevent
"always been able to mechanically agitate these similar common mode SOV failures. In addition
valves so they became operational again." He to performing detailed plant walkdowns with ver.
NRC (1991b) report noted that the Licensee also ificadon of SOV applications (temperature,
said that for the August 25,1991, event,"th y orientation, MOPD, and voltage life cycle), the
never declared IIPCI or RCIC inoperable because Ucensee has implemen:ed frequent stroke testing
the room cooler problems were corrected of the SOVs of concern (weekly and in some
immediately upon discovery." Subsequently, Ca$es, semi weekly testing). Por the longer term,
since redundant ilPCI and RCIC toom coolers the Licensee is planning to implement staggered
were already isolated Peach Bottom manage. maintenance, stagycred surveillance testing, and
nient declared the llPCI and RCIC systems inop. SOV diversity (the use of different SOV models
erable, and the unit was shutdown. A subsequent in alternate ECCS trains).
NRC inspection (1991c) concluded that the issue

of unreported SOV failures noted on August 25, CONCLUSIONS
1991, appeared to have been an isolated case,

The events described above at Salem Unit 2

Subsequently, a review of SOV applications and Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 are exemplary of

found that each Peach Bottom Unit 44 of the situations where less than adequate survelliance

same model (ASCO 206-832) SOVs as the ones
testing and maintenance of SOVs resulted in the

that had failed on August 25,1991. Porty of thos reduction of plant safety margins and signif~icant

SOVs controlled room cooling for all the RiiR financial burden. In recognition of the fact that

and core spray pumps, as well as room cooling for highly reliable, nonobtrusive SOV diagriostic/

the llPCI and RCIC systems at each Peach Bot- monitoring equipment is not available, prudent

tom unit. ne other four SOVs were located in the preventive maintenance and surveillance testing

ESW return lines from each of the station's four should be used to minimize the likelihood for
EDGs. The NRC (1991c) report indicates that 22 common-mode SOV failures, thereby enhancing
reported f ailures of those SOVs had occurred reactor safety and possibly avoiding major down

times.prior to the August 25,1991, event.

REFERENCES
In response to some of the previous SOV fail-

ures, the Licensee did extensive root cause failure
Public Service Electric and Gas Company,1991,analysis. Contaminants from the instrument air

Licensee Event Report 50 311/91017,
system and valve lubricants were believed to have Salem Generating Station Unit 2,
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Use of Ultrasonics and Acoustics in Measurement of
Solenoid Valve Stroke Time at
Hope Creek Generating Station

Joseph M, Ondish
Public Service Electric & Gas

ABSTRACT

All light water reactors in the United States use solenoid valves in some safety
related application. Many of these applications are classified as Category A or B
under Section XI, IWV 3400, of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Code. 'Ibe requirements contained in IWV 3413(b) pretent a problem when valves
with stroke times of <2 seconds (rapid acting) are tested. Conventional stop
watches ase difficult to use when measuring these values. De physical configura-
tion of the valves is such that they are completely enclosed and possess no electrical
or mechanical position indication system. Exploration with velous techniques
resulted in the selection of a technique that is non-intrusive, cag=ble of de'.ecting
movement in hundredths of a second, and provides hard-copy results inaphic and
tabular format.

INTRODUCTION valves had no electrical or mechanical position
indicating system. De initial proposed solution
was to request relief from ASME Section XI,

" Rules for Inservice inspection of Nuclear Paragraph IWV 3413 stroke time requirements
Power Plant Component," Section XI, Paragieph with the alternate of full stroke exercising and
IWV-3413(b) of the American Society for fall safe testing quarterly. Unfortunately, this
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code, requires option did not provide a long term solution to
that all power operated valves be periodically evaluating changes in valve condition. The NRC
stroke timed to the nearest second. Generic 1. citer suggested we explore other technologies in this
(GL) 89-04," Guidance on Developing Accept- application,
able inservice Testing Programs," Positions 5 and
6 state that the intent of the Code is to verify oper- These technologies included installation of
ability and detect degradation of the valve over a position indicating lights, system modification to
period of time. Additionally, Position 6 of detect flow, and local position indication devices.
GL 8944 states that valves with a stroke time of A total of 13 safety related valves in this specific
2 seconds or less are classified as " rapid acting population were in diesel generator tube oil, sta-
valves." Relief may be granted from Paragraph tion auxiliary cooling, and residual heat removal
IWV 3417(a), provided the Licensee assigns a systems. A novel appmach to solve this problem
maximum value of full-stroke time of 2 seconds was attempted. A diagnostic system was currently

to these valves and, upon exceeding this limit, being used for Institute of Nuclear Power Opera-

declares the valve inoperable and takes correc tive tions Significant Operating Experience Report
action in accordance with IWV-3417(b). Testing 86-03 (check valve failures or degradation). This
these valves using a stopwatch requires operator system employed ultrasonics and acoustics to
training to ensure that reaction time is quick assess the condition of check valves. At the time
enough not to affeet operability. This problem it was thought that the same ultrasonic signal used

was compotmded at Hope Creek because these to detect check valve disc location could also

i
1
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detect globe valve disc location. Additionally, the at the approximate linear distance from One valve
acoustics mode would detect the solenoid valve outer surface to the inserted valve disc. Verifica-
movement. This method was proposed to the tion was performed when the valves' disc was
NRC and met the intent of Paragraph IWV-3413. opened a second time and the signal disappeared.

INVESTIGATION In order to corroborate the stroke time men-
surements made with the ultrasonics mode, a

Technician training for check valve testing was second test method was used. His method used
m t style accekrometers munted to a smdcurrently in progress during the investigation. At

that time the alternate test method was proposed attached by epoxy resin to the valve body and

to the equipment manufacturer for validation. it operator. The epoxy was a phenolic resin with

was determined that the test configuration was analyzed halogen content of <200 ppm. The

similar to that of check valve stroke testing and mounting stud was plastic with the same halogen

within the ability of the equipmeut. A full site requirernents as the phenolic resin. De mounting

mock-up was set up for testing and training. De stud was small, (0.500 in. diameter x 0.125 in.

solenoid power supply was handswitch con- thick) with a No.10 x 32 stud 0.125 in. long on

trolled, and the valve body filled with de'nineral- one side centered in middle. De smal weight is

ized water to simulate system fluid (Figure 1). <0.500 grams. ne mimmal weight does not pres.
cat a problem from a seismic standpomt. Testing
" '# "'# " ' ' " " " * " #8 * " "' #""The valves were 1 in., nominal pipe size,

'""E* "" "## # " " ' * *600-lb, socket welded end, normally closed (NC) *

* * ''## " '#9" * ** " *solenoid valves. The valve body configuration
(square block like in nature) easily lent itself I
being scanned with a transducer. The ultrasonic EQUIPMENT
transducer was placed at the bottom of the valve
and positioned to focus upward into the valve seat ne test equipment comprised various subcom-
(Figure 2). Because of the angle of incidence, ponents. The following is a list of the major
which caused sound beam refraction, a 20-degree components:
lucite wedge had to be attached to the transducer

Model 3386SX series SAM (signatureto correct for the sound velocity differences of *

steel and water (Figure 3). His wedge focused analysis module) with automated software
the beam at the valve seat. De detection of the including a digital signal process card and
disc was displayed on the ultrasonic screen in the accelerometer control card
following manner. The valve was placed in the
closed position, and demineralized water filled EGA/VOA monitor with flat top screen*

the waterways. A 2.25 hUlz signal was focused at
the bottom of the valve toward the disc. Once the * Accelerometers with cables
signal peak was located on the screen of the oscil-
loscope, the " gate" was positioned to cover the * 'lYansducers with cables
entire horizontal range of motion of the signal
peak by adjusting the " start" and " length" control Ultrasonic Oscilloscope..

knobs. Once the peak was located, the gate level
was raised or lowered as necessary until the peak Used to compile the raw acoustic and ultra-
triREered the gate. Ris was accomplished by set- sonic data, the S AM was an IBM compatible per-
ting the " horn" switch to the "on" position and lis- sonal computer with a 80386SX ccattal
tening for the steady tone (or watching for the processing unit, a 40-megabyte hard drive, and a
correspond:,ng light) when the spike intersected 1.44 megabyte,3.5 in. floppy disc drive. The
the gate (Figure 4). Full disc contact was assumed monitor could be a flip up amber screen or a color
when the ultrasonic signal peaked off the screen EGA.
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he SAM was used in the field to acquire data use this method on in-plant equipment. Since this
_

from the ultrasonic scope and acoustic functions. tuethod was relatively new to plant personnel, the

The data were then saved either on the hard drive credibility of the results were called into question

or the floppy disc, and r.nalysis could be per- by various organizations. The testing provided
formed at the valve, or the unit could be removed information that verified the subject valves oper.

to an office area. An analog to digital card was ated consistently within a 200 to 300 millisec.
used to conven the analog input from the Stavely ond band. The testing proved itself to be accurate

QC 400 scope (ultrasonics)into a digital rJgnal to when one valve was very slow in response time.

be used within the software. The resultant data This diesel generator lube oil makeup valve had a

were presented in a graphic format with time dis- nominal stroke time of 1.50 seconds, which is

play on a linear chart (Figure 5). De data could quite a bit longer than average, but still within the

also be produced in a tabular format to record the acceptance range of OL 89-04. A work request

time betweca spikes and height of spikes.The was written to disassemble and inspect. Upon dis-

acoustic analysis was based on sound vibrations assembly, an accumulation of fibrous material
'

received from piezoelectric accelerometers. The was found on the valve seat. The source of the

piezoelectric accelerometer converted sound material was unknown, but it appears to have
from mechanical motion !nto an electric signal. been a piece of rag from construction. (These
hat signal was displayed on the monitor (Fig- lines now have suction filters to prevent intnxhic-

ure 6). We spikes displayed on the screen repre- t'on of foreign materialinto the system.)
sented the noise generated when the solenoid
energizes and degenergizes. As noted 3 Figure 6, This method is currently being used on
the intensity of the spikes varied. This is caused in 13 valves at the llope Creek Generating Station

part by the exercising of the valve.he more fre- with eacellent results. ne relative case of opera-

quent the exercising, the less noise the solenoid tion and the storage of data on the computer have

will produce when energized and degenergized. removed the subjectivity of data collection. With
'

The true determination of the valve stroke was the areas identified to teattach the probes to the

made by measuring the distance frotn peak to valves, repeatability of the test has proven to be

peak. At the bottom of the page, a linear time excellent, his method is well accepted at ilope

graph was divided into an 8-second band. By Creek, and its use will be capanded to trouble-

transferring the peaks to the time graph, the stroke shoot valves in both safety and nonsafety systems

titue can be determined. ne accelerornetets were as a first choice rather than disassembly,

connected to the SAM via microdot cable with
insulated bulkhead connectors. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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inservice Diagnostics for Solenoid Operated Valves
Robert C. Kryter, Oak Ridge National Laboratorf

W. S, Farmor, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissior

ABSTRACT

Solenoid +perated valves (SOVs) were studied at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory as part of the USNRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) Program. 'the
primary objective of the study was to identify, evaluate, and recommend methods
for inspection, surveillance, monitoring, and tnalntenance of SOVs that can help
ensure their operational readiness that is, their ability to perfonn required ratiety
functions under all anticipated operating conditions, since failure of one of these
small and relatively inexpensive devices could have serious consequences under

certain circumstances.

An earlier (Phase 1) NPAR program study described SOV lailure modes and
causes and identified measurable parameters thought to be linked to the progres-
sion of ever present degradation mechanisms that may ultimately result in func-
tional failure of the valv1, Using this earlier work as a guide, the present (Phase II)

study focused on devising and then demonstrating the effectiveness of techniques
and equipment with which to measure perfonnance parameters that show promise
for detecting the presence and trending the progress of such degradations before
they reach a critical stage.

Intrusive techniques requiring the addition of magnetic or acoustic sensors or the
application of special test signals were investigated briefly,but major emphasis was
placed on the examination of condition indicating techniques that can be applied
with minimal cost and impact on plant operation. These include monitonng coil
mean temperature remotely by means of coil dc resistance or ac imped.mce, deter-
mining valve plunger position by means of coil ac impedance, verifying unre-
stricted SOV plunger movement by measming current and voltage at their critical
bistable (pull in and drop-out) values, and detecting the presence of shorted turns
or insulation breakdown within the solenoid coil using interrupted-current test

methods

Experimental results are presented that demonstrate the technical feasibility and
practicality of the monitoring techniques assessed in the study, and recommenda-
tions for further work are provided.

._
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BACKGROUND main orifwe open). only the direci*iing variciy
was ernployed in this study,

in the context of this report," aging"is defined
as degradation that occuts with the passage of Solenoid operated valves are available in a
litne. This degradation is associated with the variety of sites and comtructions, toth with and

alteration of physical properties brought about by without nuclear qualificauon from a number of
the action of envirormiental and operational stres- different manufacturers and are found throughout

sors. Aging affects all reactor structures, systems, nuclear power plants (Table 1)in relatively large ,

and components to some degree and has a poten- numbers,' oftentimes being a subcomponent of
tial to incre,ne the risk to the public health and larget, more complex, and clearly safety-related
safety if hs effects are not recognized and con, systems such as containment isolation valve
trolled. Therefore, to ensure continuous safe actuators, llWR control rod scrarn systems, and
operation of a nuclear power plant as it ages, mea. PWR safety injection systems, ney are relatively
sures must be taken to monitor these systems, simple devices (see Figure 1), with a long history
components and interfaces in order to detect the of satisfactory operation in a variety of both
presence of degradation and, if necessary, to nuclear and nonnuclear industrial applications,
restore integrity through effective maintenance, llowever, dicit presence in systems important to
repair, or replacement. ne research will be docu, safety requires an especially high degree of assur.
rnented in Aging and Service Wear of Solenold- ance that they are ready to perform their required
Operated Valves Used in Safety Systems of function under all snticipated operating condi-
Nuclear Power Plants, Vol. 2! Evaluation ofAfon- tions, since failure of one of these small and rela-

itoring Afrihods, NUREO/ Cit 4819 by R.C. tively inexpensive devices could have serious
Kryter, consequences under certain circumstances

(Verna,1991).

De USNRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research
(NPAR) Program tvas established in response to
just such concerns, and seeks to help resolve tech-
nicai safety inues related to the aging of electri. IDEN UFICATION OF THE SOV
cal and mechanical components, safety systems. AS A COMPONENT FOR STUDY
support systems, and civil structures used in com.

mercial nuclear power plants, Solenoid +perated in accordance with NPAR ProFram strategy, a
'

valves (SOVs) were studied at Oak Ridge component, system, on structure is identified for
National Laboratory ss a part of this NPAR study by considedng information f om several
program. sources Criteria usec,in the selection process

include (a) the potential contritmtion to risk from :

A solenoid-operated valve is one that is opened failures of components, systems, and structures;
and closed by means of an electrically actuated (b) experience obtained from operating plants;
solenoid coil that, in most designs, lifts a plunger (c) surveys of expert opinion; and id) user needs
to open or close the valve port (s). The process (including the resolution of generic issues, plant
fluid that is thus controlled is most often instru- performance indicators, and plant maintenance
ment alt, but nitrogen or process water may be and surveillance),
encountered in some plant systems. SOVs may be
direct acting (i.e., the solenoid ceil provides the
motive force for the opening and closing of the

c, Bacanskas et al. esumate that the population of
valve) or may be pilot-assisted (where the sole- SOVs used in safety-related systems a: U.S. LWRs

'

nold coll causes the openirig 7f a pilot orifice, lies between 1,000 arxl 3,000 per plant, with DWRs
thereby allowing the process fluid to force the generally having a greater number tinn PWRs.

:
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Table 1. A partiallist of safety. and non. safety telated systems which use SOVs at U.S. LWRs
(Ornste5.1991a).

-

1. BWR scram

2. Reactor codant ptmp seal

3. Safety.inje ton

4. Auxiliary feedwater

5. Primary contairtment isolation

6. liigh pressure coolant injectiordeactor core isolation cooling

7. Illgh pressure injection

8. Automatic depressurization

9. Emergency diesel generator

10. Instrument alt

11. Chemical volume control / charging and letdown /boration

12. Pressurizer control

13. Steam generator relief (poweroperated relief valves, atmospheric dump valves)

14 uw. temperature overpressurization protection

If. Decay heat removal / residual heat removal

16. Component cooling water

17. Service water

18. Reactor head vent

19. Reactor cavity / spent fuel /fuelhandling

20. 'Ibnis and drywell/ vent and vacuum

21. Emergency de power

22. Main steam (main steam isolation valves / auxiliary boiler)
,

23. Reactor building / auxiliary building (ventilation and isolation)

24. Main feedwater

25. Condensate

t-
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F10ure 1. Exploded view of a typical enclosed type, direct-acting three-way SOV.

Information relevant to the selection of the Specifications do not require periodic testing of
solenold-operated valve as a component menug SOVs per se, although the valves' performance
study on the basis of these criteria was developed may come into play in the regular exercise of sys-
and is documented in an NPAR Phase I report. tems and devices covered by Tect.r.ical Specifica-

' (Bacanskas et al.,1987) In addition, the NRC tion testing requirements.
Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Opera-
tional Data (AEOD) has recently documented its The AEOD report concludes that " . . SOV
assessment of the vulnerability of safety-related problems represent a significant safety concern,"
equipment to common-mode failures or degrada- and that ". . . the SOV problems outlined in this
tions of SOVs in an operating experience feed- report need to be addressed to ensure that the mar-
back report (Ornstein,1991a). This study cites gins of safety for U.S. LWRs remain at the levels
over twenty representative operational events in perceived during original plant licensing Generic j
which SOV failures or degradations affected-or and plant specific actions are needed to correct !
had the potential to affect---multiple safety sys- the SOV problems in order to restore the plants'
tems or multiple trains of individual safety sys- safety margins to their original perceived values,"
tems. Although such common-mode SOV (Ornstein,1991a).
failures and degradations are often beyond the 1

conditions analyzed in plant final safety aaalysis The findings and conclusions summarized
reports and are not ordinarily modeled explicitly above-plus continuing occurrences at plants
in present day probabilistic risk assessments, (Verna,1991), resulting in the issuance over the
operating experience indicates that such failures past few years of some 36 NRC conununications
and degradations have indeed compromised alerting licensees to generic problems with
front-line safety systems in the past (Ornstein, SOVs-justify the inclusion of solenoid-operated
1991a) and will likely continue to do so in the valves in the list of components to be studied by
future. Interestingly, most plant Technical the NPAR Program.
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EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC attentinn was imused on iemoiciy applied, com.

METHODS APPLICABLE TO P ''eiy "i"""$ive techni ue8 (i e one$ "$t do9
n I tequiu physical axess t We SOV, the addi-

SOVS tion of sensors or signal wires, the removal of

' ' '#"# ' " " PP"'"""" "I " ' P" '''
General Considerations *' ""*"P *l). Ilowever, we found it necessary totest signa

Hardware Studied depart from therc restrieiions io deieci some weii.
secognited inodes of SOV degradation Clearly,

Any proposal for implementation of survell- tradeoffs must be made betwecu disruptiveness to

lance and diagnostics in nuclear power plants plant operations and the amount of information
(NPPs) must address the issues of practicality and obtained.
cost effectiveness. For example, it must be recog.
nized that the SOVs installed in present day NPPs Nine small enclosed type solenoid-operated

are uninstrumented and that backfitting them with valves from various manufacturers were obtained

instrumentation would likely be quite expensive, for use in the study (see Table 2). Three were

it is also necessary to understand that many SOVs nuclear grade valves; one was used and the others

important to plant safety are inaccessible during were new. Five of the remaining sia valves were

plant operation, and that some needing verifica. new. The valve pressure ratings (60 2200 psi) are
indicative of valve wall thickness and material oftion of operational read! 'ess will change state

only rarely during normal operations, tl.crefore construction (brass or stainless steel), while elec-

offering little opportunity (or measuring SOV trical ratings (115 120 Vac or 125 Vde) are estab-

dynamic performance parameters, in view of lished by solenoid coil consuuct on (wire gage

these circumstances, many utilities have,in fact, and number of turns). The nominal power con.

t wted to periodically replace degradable compo. sumption for all nine valves was in the tange

nents or subassemblies within SOVs that are 10-20 W at rated vohage.

embodied in safety-related systems (Bacanskas et
'Ihe Phase 11 study began with measurement of

al.,1987);(i.e., use preventive maintenance)
every conceivably useful electrical property of en

rather than attempt to practice predictive mainte- SOV because,in many nuclear plant applications,
nance using one or more of the approaches the solenoid lead wires provide the only available
described in Bacanskas et al.,(1987). In the

link to the outside world where measurements can
extreme, some utilities replace the entire SOV as

be performed. Details of these fundamental elec-
a precautionary measure at predetermined inter. trical incasurements, along with the conclusions
vals based on lifetime expectations derived from and possibilities for monitoring schemca that
environmental qualification (EQ) tests, even resulted from thoughtful consideration of each
though no malfunction has been observed measurable property, will be available in the
(Bacanskas et al.,1987; Ornctein,1991).

Phase 11 study final report (Kryter), but are not

la carrying out these Phase 11 studies, we treated here for lack of space, llowever, the sur.

viewed the above as challenges rather than insur- veillance or diagnostic techniques studied (smn-
mountable obstacles, llence, while acknowledg- matized in Table 3) and described in the
ing that implementation of diagnostic capribilities following sub;ections were a natural outgrowth

will have to be cost effective relative to the alter. of the preceding investigations of fundamental
untive of SOV replacement, we continued to electrical properties of SOVs. Each technique
search for techniques and/or equipment with was, in fact, proposed to be specifically respon-

which to measure some of the performance sive to one or more of the proximate or root

parameters identified in the Phase I study and causes of SOV failure / malfunction cited in
thereby detect and trend the progress of any deg. Bacanskas et al.,(1987). The strengths and

radation that might eventually compromise the weaknesses of each technique as means for

ability of a SOV to perform its intended function. detecting and/or tracking the progression of
la recognition of the cost effectiveness issue, age-related degradation were then evaluated.
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Table 2. Solenoidoperated valves used in this study.

Manufacturer and Design
Valve Identification Power Comments

ASCO NP8320A 185V S/N S14 125 Vdc Nuclear-grade, rated for 115 psi
ASCO NP8320A 185V S/N S15 125 Vdc Nuclear grade, rated for 115 psi
ASCO NP8314C29B S/N K 62 125 Vdc Used; nuclear; rated for 60 psiair
Skinner V5}l30650 CTN 120 Vac Rated for 150 psi
Skinner V51138880 120 %c Rated for 100 psi
Skinner (no type no, avail.) 120 Vac
ASCO 8261A214 S/N S948(M i15 Vac Rated for 2200 psi
ASCO 8210826 S/N 91634S 115 Vac Rated for 350 psi mit
ASCOIfTX831429 S/N 2445A 125 Vdc Used; rated for 70 psi air

Table 3. At overview of SOV monitoring methods evaluated in this study.

Degradation (s)or

malfunction (s) Promise for
Method addressed Attributes in plant use

Measurement of SOV Electricalfailure of coil Nonperturbative to IUgh; ready for*

temperature,via coil and degradation of plant (perations immediate use
resistance or impedance elastomers resulting No new sensors or*

from prolonged signal cables are
operation at excessively required
high temperatures No permanent*

instrumentation
required; can be

applied as needed from
a remotelocat;on

Applicable to ac and*

de-powered SOVs
Indication of valve Mechanical binding. No need for add-on liigh; some*

position and change of sluggishness, or failure sensors or signalcables additional
state upon application to shift as a result of Valve position readout development work*

of power, via change in worn or improper parts from a remote location required
coilimpedance or the presence of Static method does not*

foreign materials inside disturb SOV
the valve
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Table 3. (continued).

Degradation (s) or

malfunction (s) Prornise for

Method addressed Attributts in-plant use
_

indication of Mechanicalbinding and * Detects simultaneously Medium; further

mechanical binding, by sluggish shifting caused degradation of testing needed te

tracking changes in by worn, swollen, or magnetic or spring ascenain cause of

current and voltaEe at improper parts or the forces, and irxrea'.e in poor repeatability

SOV pull in and presence of foreign frictional forces of test results

'M need for add-ondrop-out materials imide the *

points valve setisors or cables or

access to SOV

Applicable to ac and*

de-powered SOVs

Detects presence of 14w; useful forIndication of shorted Electrical fallure of *

coil turns or insulation solenoid coil, caused by defects within coil that laboratory

breakdown, based on high voltage turn-off catmot be revealed by post-mortem tests

characteristics of transients in other means

electrical transient combination with

generated upon insulation weakened by

deenergizing a de SOV prolonged operation at
high temperatures

Indication of Mechanicalbinding and * No need for add-on Minimal;

mechanical binding, by sluggish shifting caused sensors, si,,nal cables, investigation of

analyzing the by worn, swollen, or or access to SOV metnod abandoned

luformation could be early in the studytime-varying irnproper pans or the a

characteristics of the presence of foreign obtained as a restdt of

larush current materials inside the everyday valve

accompanying valve operation

application of electrical
power to the SOV

No need for add-on Minimal;Indication of Wear of internal valve *

mechanicallooseness parts, improper sensors, signal cabtes, investigation of

within ac-powered assembly,or or access to SOV method abandoned

Nonperturbative to early in the study.valves, via electrical replacement with *

detection of humming incertect parts plant operations Addition of
miniature acousticor chattering of the
sensor to SOVplunger assembly

(frequency might prove
worthwhiledecomposition of

steady. state coil

current)
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|
The first four monitoring rnethods listed in power consumptiou). Thus, one major cause of|

Table 3 received the majority of attention, and premature valve failure fulght be vastly curtaihti
three of the four are described briefly in the pages if a simple, reliable, and incapensive means were
to follow. For additional detail, the interested available to monitor (at will) the actual operating
reader is referred to Kryter. temperatures of critical SOVs that may bed

The final two mortitoring techniques listed in
inaccesswle and thereby unmonitorable by

'Ihble 3 were eaamined brieDy, then abandoned
traditional methods such as infrared pyromeuy.

because initial results showed little promise for lhe test results presented below indicate that a
eventual development into effective degradation promising means of fulfilling this need is to use
detection / diagnosis tools. These two monitoring he copper winding of the solenoid as a self indi-
techniques are not described here, but will be doc. cating, permanently available resistance ther-
umented in Kryter, mometer. To do so requires only in stru

measurement of coil de resistance (or ac imped.
Hon 1ntrusive Measurement of Solenold ance),cornbined with prior knowledge of the
Coll Operating Temperature temperature coefncient o resistivity for the cop-r

As a result of the strong temperature depen- per winding r.d the coil sesistance (or imped-

dence of chemical reactions (Arrhenius theory ance) at a single known ternperature (most

(Arrhenius,1899)] that are constantly in progress
conveniently, normal room temperature)? The oc

and tend to break down organic compounds, resistance or ac impedance may be obtained, non-

excessive operating temperature can be expected perturbatively, by measuring voltage applied to

to sho ten the service life of both the r.olenoid coil
and cunent dra wn by the solenoid coil, the former

insulation and critical clastomeric parts (0-ring via a voltmeter and the latter via a clamp-on cut-

seals and valve seats,in particular) within the rent transformer or a llall elfect probe (neither of
which requirts disturbance of the valve conttol

valve. Arrhenius theory is widely used in extrapo-
lating results obtained in equipment qualificatim

circuitry). The resistance of the electrical leads

testa performed to industry standards (IEEE, cormecting the S9V to the power source (and the

1974; IEEE,1985) to more realistic (as well as possible variation of this lead resistaece with

abnormal) plant conditions in order to obtain an changes in ambient temperature) is normally so
small relative to the resistance of the solenoid coilestimate of qualified service life for the compo-

nent. To be meaningful, the Arrhenius calcula- that it can be ignored, but it could be measured

tions must employ correct time / temperature
profiles, especially the temperatures actually
encountered during plant operation. d. Monitoring actual SOV eperating temperature is,

of course, naly one approach to increasing life; oth.
Measurement of true coil temperature using the en are to increase heat dissipation capability (e.g., by

method described here may help to improve the the additim of enling fms) w to cunail heat gercra-
{

accuracy of such qualified service life tion within the solenoid. Devices are available to '

predictions. automatically reduce solenoid operating voltage to a
" holding" level (-70 V) once the solenoid has

Operating temperat, tes higher than desirable achieved pulbin on full v ltage (125 V), the
may be caused by a number of circumstances nducti n taking place ~5 s after valve actuation.

such as application of higher than normal voltage
to the solenoid coil (as when station batteries are g. It should be recognized that the temperature

## # * * * " " " " '"being charged), restricted air Dow or an elevated
ambient air temperature at the valve location.cle' the volume occupied by the copper winmng rather

than the bottest spot within the solenoid coil. How-
vated temperature of the Duid be%g controlled by ever, unt ss tte coil has a localized fault (such as a
the valve, or insulation breakdown within the

shorted tum) this diffen:nce may not be very large:
solenoid coil winding (resulting in shorted turns, measurements by Dacanskas et al.,(1988) indicate
hence lowered electrical resbtance and increased the " hot spot increment"is ~3 to $*C.
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separately and subtracted from the field. acquired resistance (expressed as a percentage of value)is
data if such correction is thought to te warranted, sufficiently large (--D.3% per *C) to permit tem-

perature measurement with letter than * 10'C

Principles of Oporation accuracy using resistance measurement equip-
ment of only modest (2 to 3%) accuracy. Temper.

To serve as an accurate and retnote sensor of ature measurement accuracy of this order is
local temperature, some electrical propeny of the surely adequate for indicating coil temperatures !

'Icopper solenoid coil must be demonstrated to that exceed accepted operating limits established
have a stable dependence on temperature.Though by qualification tests (IEEE,1974; IEEE,1985) |

not essential, it is desirable that the relationship of or service life prediction curvet based on
the electrical property and temperature be linear. Anhenius reaction rate theory. t

'

It is alm duirable that the relationship not be
affected by changes in other conditions that may Figure 3 provides i lateratory demonstration ;

not be controllable in a real plant environment. of this technique. When the 125-Vdc SOV was |

Data to be presented in Kryter illustrate that sev . first energized at the start of the test (ambicnt
_ .

eral candidate parameters exist, each having temperature was known to be 25'C), a coil resis.
,

advantages and disadvantages both in theory and tance of 793.9 O was established by means of ,

in practice.11ecause SOVs are designed for two Ohm's Imaw from applied electrical potential and |

fundamentally distinct electrical environments- current readings. This single calibration point, in

alternating current (ac) and direct current (de)-the conjunc11 n with the empirically determined >

two types are treated separately below, sl0Pe of the resistance vs. temperature relation-
ship for the copper wire usedin this particular

. Dc powered SOVs solenoid (3.41 D/ C), allows establishment of a ;

tempenture scale for the right-hand ordinate of ,

Coil de resistance is an easily measured quan- the graph that exactly matches the directly mea. ;

tity, satisfying the criteria given in the foregoing sured resistance scale on the left-hand ordinate,
paragraph. Similar to platinum (a metal widely namely,
used as a resistance thermometer), copper has a
stable and sufficiently large (-0.2 to 0.3% of T(*C) = 3 . 9 + 25 . 0

-
i

value per 'C, depending on copper purity) tem. 3. 41 O/*C
perature coefficient of resistance (Handbook,
1955) to permit its use as the resistance element = - 207. 8 + 0. 293R (0) . (1)

of a practical Industrial thermometcr. Figure 2 ,

shows the resistance / temperature relationships Once established, this linear scaling relation-
obtained for two SOV coils having quite different ship pertnits direct interpretation of changes in *

de resistances resulting from differences in wire SOV coil resistance accompanying altered test
size and the number of turns employed in their conditions in terms of their temperature equiva-

'

construction. These data, which are typical of len's. (Suen dual scales are used in figures
results measured on nine separate valves throughout this section as a reminder that resis-.

designed for both ac and de operation and tance or impedance is the quantity directly
produced by different manufacturers, were measured.)
obtained by placing all nine valves in a thermo.

' statically controlled oven and measuring their de Placed inside a 2 ft'open-ended enclosure with k

resistances at selected elevated ternperatures. For only natural convection for cooling and no instru-
each of the nine valves an extremely linear rela- ment air flowing through it, the SOV was first
tionship (correlation coefficient >0.9997) was allowed to approach thermt equilibrium at a de
obtained over the temperature range of interest excitation voltage of 117 V. The coil temperature
(20 to 170*C). It must be stressed that, regardless infened from periodic measuremed of de resis-
of the actual numerical value of the coil tance (o's in Figu*e 3) teachod about li3*C (due
resistance, the temperature coefficient of to the depositiot, of about 14 W of resistive neat

<
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within the coil) 65 min after initial power up, asymptotic value of about IWC,' and a com.
whereas the temperature indicated at this time by mensurate rise was recorded on the mercuiy bulb I

a ruercury in glass stem thermometer (+'s in Fig. thermometer. At t = 170 rninutes a muffm f an i

ute 3) placed in contact with the periphery of the positioned below the enclosurc surrounding the ,

potted solenoid coil was only ~70*C, This rather SOV was turned on to draw air down past the i

large (>40*C) difference is not indicative of a valve at low velocity.The effect of this forced air I

calibration problem, but, as has been shown by cooling is seen to be prompt reduction of both
data acquired under more nearly isotherrnal indicated temperatures 4omewhat more rapid for ,

'

conditions, rest.lts frorn a combination of high the bulb thennorneter than for the co!!, which is

thermal resistance at the thermometer / coil contact explainable by the same reasoning (time lag due

point and the existence of a large tem' vature gra. to conductive heat transport) offered for the dif.
dient between the center and the tu . ;ciphery ference in time response of the two curves when

of the coil, which is encapsulateu material the electrical excitation was increased at t = 70
having poor thermal conductivity. E pomt here min. Ilowever, now the effect is in the opposite
is that, despite the considerable differences in the direction twause heat is being removed from the

absolute temperatures indicated by the coil resis- outside of the coil rather than added from the
tance and the mewury bulb, the two curves in Fig. inside.

ute 3 clearly track each other in detail throughout
The results of the test described above ilhistratethe 220 minute duration of the test.-

that using the copper winding of a de powered
SOV as a resistance thermometer can provide
* ##" "''## *# #* " " "## #*#"*'

At t = 65 minutes, instrutnent air was allowed "" ' # " * * " " ' ' " " "" *#" D"'
to flow through the already-open SOV. He cool- likely to occur in power plants from time to time
ing effect of the room temperature air flowing that could result in unacceptably high SOV oper. -

through the brass valve body is evident in both ating temperatures and hence shonened service
curves, somewhat more so for the mercury bulb gg'
than for the coil, which is understandable because
the bulb was positioned closer to the valve body Ac-powered SOVs

- than is the bulk of the coll. At t = 85 minutes,the

de supply voltage driving the solenoid was Valves powered by alternating current offer
,

increased to 134 V to simulate a condition that many more electrical measurement possibilities,
might be encountered on a nominal 125.V de some of which may be useful for the inference of

power bus during times when station batteries are coil temperature. De list of candidates includes
on charge. Note that the resulting temperature inductance, quality factor, (lienney,1959) and
increase is immediate in the coil, but slower to impedance (expressed either as a vector magni-

appear at the mercury bulb; this is because the tude or in terms of its real and imaginary orthogo-
'

additional beat produced by the increased excita- nal components). However, some measurable -
tion voltage is generated instantaneously within parameters prove more stJtable than others, to be ,

'

the wire of the coll, whereas it must be trans.
ported to the coil periphery (where the mercury f. It should be noted that even this relatively high
thermometer was krated) by tie telatively slow temperature, representing an increase relative to ;

. process of thennal conduction. ambient of about 110ac, h still well below what is '

considered acceptable for the NEMA Class 11 coil
insulation that has been used in recent years in
rmelear-grade SOVs. (Class 11 insulat on is rated for

The 20-psi instrument air was turned off 100 continuous operation at 16CPC, the newer Oass N for
minutes into the test, but the SOV remained pow- 175'C.) IInd the ambient been 50*C, however-a
ered at 134 Vdc and cooled only by natural con- condition that might be encountered in some areas
vection witidn its enclosure. Over the next 70 min within containment-Cass li insulation would be at
the indicated coil temperature rose to an its operr,tionallimit.
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described in detail in Kryter. As a result of this absolute value of the coil's electrical impedance
finding, temperature irtference via inductance and 121 vs. time. Knowing the 60.lla 17,1 of the sole-
quality factor was not pursued further; instead, noid at a known temperature ($93.9 0 at 25.S'C)
cttention was turned to the obvious analog of de and assuming a value of 0.115%/ C (the median
resistance: ac impedance. value for the five sc-powered SOVs tested) for

the temperature coefficient of impedance, an
By analogy to the measurement procedure pre- equivalent ternperature scale was affixed to the

viously illustrated for a de-powered SOY, the data plot, namely,
inference of operating temperature for an ac-
powered SOV would follow the saree path except
that impedance (measured at the pwer line fre- T(*C) = g g(O)' - $93. 9

12t
*

315) (593.9)quency-60 llz in the U.S., but often 50 IIz
abroad) would replace resistance as the quantity , _ 344, g 4 g ,4g pfj(g) , {y)obtained by applying Olun's Law to the root-
mean-square (tms) voltage and current measured
at the SOV's electrical leads. llowever, two com- De test results, split into two roughly 27 h
plicating factors arise that were not troublesome time periods for clarity, are presented in Figures 5

when dealing with de val ~cs: (a) diminished tem- and 6. The entire $5.h time period encompassed

perature coefficient of impedance and (b) varia- by these dMa was characterized by generally ris-

tion of impedance with level of excitation. While ing outside air temperatures (necessitating contin-

neither poses an insurmountable obstacle to tem- u us co pressor operation to maintain the chilled

perature infetence, these troublesome factors do watef temperatme setpoint during the initial 28 h

indeed diminish the accuracy of the temperature of the test) as well as rising ambient temperature

inference, as is evident from a comparison of the at the SOV kication (which is near the compres-

impedance derived data of Figure 4 with the sor, the essentially continuous operation of which

resistance-derived data of Figure 3. Space limita. caused the entire equipment room in which it is

tions do not permit further explanation of the ac located to heat up). Dese weather and local envi-

phenomena responsible for these inaccuracies or r ament temperature trends explain the generally

the corrective measures available; the interested rising SOV ternperatures seen in the two figures.

reader should consult Kryter. Impedance-derived An environmental perturbation was introduced

temperature measurements are practical for ac- 24.h into the test just to see its effect: a blower

powered SOVs-as will be illustrated in the fol- that had teen aiding cooling of the finned SOV

lowing section-although the results are likely to was turned off. This change resulted in a prompt

be less accurate than for de-poweled valves. rise in SOV coil temperature (about 10 C), fol-
lowed by a slow fall as nighttime brought cooler

Practical Floid Application temperatures to the equipment rcom.

To illustrate the workability of this coil resis- The second 27-h of operation (Figure 6) ilhts.
,

tance/ impedance method of SOV operating tem- trate a new data feature, namely, cyclic compres- '

perature inference in a real field environment, the sor operation. At first glance, the inferred
rms voltage impressed tcyn and the rms current temperatures during these periods appear to have
drawn by an ac SOV controlling the flow of a great deal of scatter (main portion of figure), but
refrigerant in a large chilled water air- when examined on an expanded time scale (upper
conditioning system were recorded at 100-s inter. left inset) what had appeared to be data scatter is
vals ove; a 55-b period of system operation. De revealed as repeated SOV heat.up during each
recorded voltages were divided, point by point, cycle of compressor operation, followed by
by the recorded currents to yield a curve of the cool-down after each compressor shutoff.
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The temperatures inferred for the SOV conditions might be used to advantage by those
instailed on the chilled-water system during the concerned with prediction of qualified life. The
motutored period were never so high cs to pose a method has a number of merits, including
threat to its continued operation.110 wever, the (a) there is no need for an add-on temperature
data illustrate that. had some operational anomaly sensor. (b) the true volume-averaged temperature
occurred that would have resulted in a dangerous of a critical-and likely the hottest-part of the
rise in SOV temperature, it almost certainly SOV (namely, the electrical coll) is measured
would have been detected by this relatively sim- directly. (c) temperature readout can te provided
ple, nonintrusive temperature measurement tech- at any location at which the SOV electrical lead
nique, which required only the connection of a wires are accessible (even though remote from
voltmeter and a clamp-on current transformer. the valve),(d) the SOV need not he disturbed

(whether normally enersed or deenergized) to
Conclusions measure its temperature in stru. ano (e) the

method is applicable to all types of SOVs,large
Labomtory and field-acquired test data illus, and small. ac and dc-powered. From a standpoint

trate that the true operating temperature of a of prediction of qualified life, the principal short-
solenoid-operated valve can be inferred simply, coming of the method is that the coil's volume-

nondisruptively,atd with satisfactory accuracy to averaged temperature-rather than its peak
detect temperature conditions that exceed temperature-is the quantity measured. although
accepted operating limits by using the copper this difference may not be substantial (Bacanskas

winding of the solenold coil as a self indicating. et al.,1988).
permanently available resistance thermometer.
This approach to monitoring the temperatures This method is useable in its present form,
actually "seen" by SOVs during the course of although additional development work could
plant operation and the temperature changes improve the accuracy of temperature indications
introduced by altered environmental or process derived from impedance measurer 1ents on
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ac-power ed SOVs. %e hard ware impic mentation anote or less uniformly with 'ime. To see how this

woult' depend ou plant needs, but could take the is possible, Figure 7 shows the manner in which

form of a pennanently installed, computerized the current drawn by the solenoid changes with

data logger or hand-held, walk-ar ound instmmen- time whet. the voltaFe applied to the coil leads is

tatiou for use on an as-needed basis. slowly ramped down in a liacat f ashion from
about 135 Vrms to 5 Vnns over a period of 50 s.s

indicallon of Valve Position, Change of he nonlinear behavior of the cunent ovn tie ini-
State, and Mochanical Binc'ing tial 33 s reflects the variation of itnpedance

cane by eddy cunent and hysteresis losses,
ne technique presented in the preceding wc- whereas the behavior oser the final 15 s (t = 35 to

tion addresres the aging issue of reduced solenoid r ects th approximately constant and
coil and elastomer life tesulting from prolonged muc lown impedance pmdum by the plung
operation at excessive temperature, an acknowl. ng somewtat we h soknW cd
edged problem in the nucicar industry. Here we
address another well-known probbm, that of the The shift of the plunger in its guide tube is

solenoid plunger (core)" frozen" in position so clearly seen at about t = 33 s as an abrupt change

that it refuses to move when the SOV is called in the current drawn by the SOV as a result of the

upon to change states, whether nonnally ener- change in impedance that accompanies pluurer

giud or normally deenergized. Such a condition movement. The cmren / voltage (i.e., impedance)

may arise from age related changes in the physi- characteristics obtained during this brief time of

cal properties of the elastomeric seats (the seat transition reveal not only the overall movement of

material ruay become sticky, thus holding the the solenoid core but also any tendency it may

plunger fast), thermally degraded and defonned have to bind within its guide tube during the valve

shaft seal 0-rings, faulty valve assembly, the use state transition, as will be illustrated later. Before

of incorrect replacement parts, or the presence of doing so,it is instructive to show that the ramp
intenal contaminants such as metal chips, dirt, rate can be increased considerably in order to 4

paint, thread scalam, desiccant, and hardened improve time definition and theJeby the capture
lubricant (Verna, 1991; 11acanskas et al.,1987; of detail. If, for example, we take en ampowered

Ornstein,1991b) that can interfere with free SOV in good condition and make provision to
movement of the core within the core tube, rarup its excitation voltage over the full
Depending on the nature of the information to be operational range (0 to 135 V) in a rather short
obtained, this general technique can be imple- time interval (200 rus), as shown in Figures 8 atid

mented either as a nonintrusive static measure- 9, then a marked rise in impedance, IZl, and a cor+ -

ment of coil impedance or as a dynamic responding fall in current will be evident when
n,casurement, the latter requiring application of a the valve changes state (t = 125 ms in Figure 8),

special ramped-voltage profile to the SOV. Only if, on the other hand, the plunger is jammed in

the dynamic measurement will be treated here. position and cannot move (the condition pur.
(Kryter will describe those and the static tests as posely created in Figure 9), the lack of impedance

well). change and the continued monotonic rise of cur-
tent t mughouuhe mnp-up wm cleMy signal a ,

Dynamic Tests (8ntrusive to Plant Opera. "# ""# * *

tions)

For ae-powered SOVs, dynamic tests that dowward going vohage mnp was p*edg.
verify both the presence of plungu movement by drivmg the shait of a Variac autotransformer at a
upon application of power and also the absence of constant rotational speed (I rpm / min) with tie aia of
binding throughout the transition from unpow- a gear motor, thus producing a ramp rate of -235
cred to powered state are also possible if one is V/s. %e gear motor's direction of rotation could te
able to temporarily remove the ll7 V,60-Hz ac electrically reversed to produce an upward going

power applied to the SOV and substitute an ac voltage ramp having the same rate of change with

power supply capable of ramping up and down time.
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interval warn of no plunger movement in an ac. powered SOV in which the plunger was purposely jammed.

As mentioned, the ramp-up technique just markedly in the middle region of the graph at
described is also useful in diagnosing mechanical which the valve shifts state. ne "nonnal" SOV is
abnormalides less severe thaa a completely seen not only to shift at a lower level of excitation
immobile plunger (e.g., a plunger whose move- than its " gummy" counterpart but also to exhibit
ment within its guide tube is impeded by the pres- torne instability as it begins to execute the change
ence of foreign substances such as dirt or oil) of state (the valve was audibly butting at this
(Verna,1991 and Ornstein,1991b). Figure 10 time during the ramp-up), whereas the SOV hav-
illustrates the current / voltage relationship ing the internal contamination exhibits a
obtaloed for an ac powered SOV when lis excita- smoother (damped) transition once sufficient
ti. n is ramped up over its full voltage range in a magnetic force is developed to overcome the
time period of a few tens of seconds. Curve A resistance to movement produced by the sticky
(solid) was obtained with a clean, normally shellac.
assembled valve, whereas curve B (dashed) was
obtained from a valve of identical construction Similar results are ob".alned if the excitation is
except that the core and the interior of its guide ramped in a decreasing rather than increasing
tube had been coated with a thin layer of thick- direction, namely, a pronounced difference
ened, sticky liquid shellac during assembly to between the vo!tage/ current transition points for
simulate the mechanical binding which has been the normal and sluggish SOVs-in addition to
experienced from polymerized lubricants or con- lower V and I critical values than were obtained
tamination from use of excessive thread scalant or for the upward-going ramp. Performance of both
unfiltered air supplies (Verna,1991; Bacanskas et upward and downward ramp tests thus establishes
al.,1987; Omstein,1991b). De curves are seen a set of four pull-in and drop-out critical points-
to track each other extremely well in the low and identified by 'TP" (trendable parameter) symbols
high excitation regions that represent static in Figure 10 'thich can be trended over time to
plunger positions (i.e., the purely electrical provide early indication of mechanical binding,
properties are quhe reproducible), but they differ should it occur.
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Conclusions switch-on tests rather than the 200-ms ramps
described here, In any case, the preferred hard-
ware implementation would depend on plant

Posidve indication of current SOV state and an needs.

ability to change state (dynamic response to an
"open" or "close" command) is often possible Indication of Shorted Turns / Insulation
using either static or dynamic ac measurement Breakdown Within the Coll
techniques.'The merits are similar to those ci ed On the besis of recorded operational experi-t

for tempaature inference via coil resistance /im- ence and opinions cited in the Phase I study,
pedanu, namely, (a) there is no need for an (Bacanskas et al.,1987) a considerable number of
addon sensor, (b) valve state readout can be pro- coil open and short-circuit SOV failures way be
vided at any location at which the SOV electrical attributable to high-voltage transients generated
lead wires are accessible (even though remote by the abrupt colkpse of a de solenoid's magnetic
from the valve), and (c) the SOV need not be dis- field as a result of circuit interruption. SOVs
turbed (whether normally energized or deener- op ratinginelevated-temperature,high-humiditysized; if the. static method is used. The

environments are particularly susceptible to fail-
shottcomings are that (a) the method is applicable ure from this stressor because the insulating prop-

. miy to ac-powered SOVs and (b) arrangements. erties of the coil varnish, encapsulating material,
mMt be made to power the valve from a special and electrical lead wires are weakened under
ramp-voltage power supply if the dynamic these severe environmental conditions. The phe-
method is used. The methods, while useable in nomenon is quite similar to the pneration of the
their present form, would need addi ional devel-

high-voltage pulses of short duration feeding thet

opment work to provide a means of obtaining spark plugs in an automobile's ignition system,
desired dynamic information from instantaneous which is composed of an ignition coil whose
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primary winding current is tumed on and off rap- is, or need be, a major problem in connection with

idly as a result of periodic closing and opening of SOY service life for the following reasons:

the breaker points witb the distributor, in both
Coil insulation is rough, ilundreds of tran-the automobile and the SOV, energy that is stored *

in the magnetic field of aninductor (the coil) as a sients of the magnitude shown in Figure 11

result of being energized with de current is con- were produceo during the course of this

verted at the instant of circuit interruption to an study but they failed to cause any shorted

electrostatic potential (voltage) that appears turns in a variety of coil types having
across the distributed capacitance of the coil (and, NEMA Class 11 insulation. (It must be
in the, ease of the automobile, across the acknowledged, however, that our tests were

secondary winding), performed in a mild operating envuomnent
rather than under LOCA conditions.) The
new Class N insulation is claimed to have

It stands to reason that such high-voltage tran- electncal properties superior to Class H
sients within the solenoid coil may produce dam- insterials, sticularly under high humidity
age by puncturing the insulation covering the cmdities.
copper wire of the winding at any weak points
that may exist. Once this happens, the area sur- M3 "f 3"PPussion Mus a7 maddy*

rounding the point of puncture becomes carbon- #""# #*E*"* " * *' # * * '
ized, thereby lowering the insulation resistance "' "} ##" I * "d "''"* *# # "
and so assuring that the same spot will be the site leads to eUndnly aW the energy
of electrical arcs on future valve decxcitations, D # *" # "I8* 3

Once started, this process pmduces rapid degra- mid,'s magnetic field upon turn off. (See
dation of the insulation, which will ultimately sm to %e y nege nc m
burn away and leave a permanen: turn-to-turn or me.gnitude of the high-vottage trannent pro-
layer to-layer short circuit. According to industry ## "E " # #""'8 *" 8 8

sources the consequences of such a short circuit # 7 F# I ' # ## "
within the coil are not especially serious for dc '" 8 "*"N#"' 8 #
solenoids, which will continue to function s comp yene ed W ma ra6er
nonnally with a considerable number of shorted "" *8b #E" "##8 "" #"E Y
turns, but ac solenoids are not so tolerant in this f sokmd rekase do not, howeven, appear
regard since,in effect, a step-down transformer is

to k m dcea % aD.ected h p presena of
created by the shorced turn. ne result is large cur- the transient suppressing device (tests dem-
rent flow through the shorted turn, intense local. usuand an aMty to @e an . Wpm-
ized heating, and eventual thermal (followed by tecWW at a ram of at least 2 actues
electrical) destruction of adjacent pertions of the per scimd). Hence, no major change in SOV

,

coil (" coil burnout"). operatmg charactenstics would be expected

Figure 11 illustrates that very lugh voltages can
indeed be generated at the coil tenuinals of a 60-
powered SOV as a r sult of power tum-off(in this h. Telephone discussion, John Shank and Fnmk Fry
examp!c,almost 25 kV for a duration of ~100 ps). (Automatic Switch Company) with Robert Krykt
However, we do not believe that inductive surge (ORNL), November 17,1988.

|
'
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Potentially damaging voltage differences also show that it may be impractical to performe

are not as great as they might atfirst appear. coil diagnosis in situ from a location distant from

The voltage dtiferences appearing between the SOV using any sort of measurement tech-

adjacent turns and even between successive nique that relies on f ree oscillation upon dee.tcita-

coil layers are only a small fraction of the tion, owing to the fact that the capacitance of the

totalinductive surge voltage appearing powet leads connecting the valve to its power
across the coil terntinals as a result of mag- source is likely to be sescral orders of magnitude

netic neld collapse. Industry sources state larger than the distributed capacitance of the coils

that while turn to-turn short circuits can itself, thereby clouding interpretation of the mea-

occur as a result of imperfections in the lac- surement. If, on the other hand, the SOV coil

quer insulation coating the copper coil wire power leads can be accessed directly, the flyback

it is quite rare that this causes any problem transient characteristics may provide an indica-

because the turn to--turn voltages are too tion of coilinsulation breakdown and shorted
small to jump the interconductor air gap. It turns that is far more sensitive than simple change

-

is also statedi that laytt-to-layer short cir- in de resistance,

cuits are practically unheard of, since most
coli manufacturers place additional dielec- ggg ggg g
tric material between successive coil layers

RECOMMENDATIONSduring the winding process.

Circuit interruption is hiety to be slower in
Since our review of the technicalliteiature did

e

practice. The manual switch or relay nt reveal any degradat.on-monitoring
employed in a real plant will probably not techniques-cither presently in widespread indus-
break the circuit as rapidly as the mercury- trial use or under development-that are oriented
wetted contact relay used in these laboratory

specifically to SOVs this Phase 11 study was
tests; hence the flyback voltage generated in necessarily more inventive than evaluative in
practice is unlikely to be as high as that nature. The results of the work, however, have
shown in Figure 11. revealed a number of SOV monitoring methods

based on electrical properties that are potentially
Dc SOVs are rolerant of shorted turns.e

useful for ascertaining operational readiness
Industry sources cited previously state that
shorted turns present a serious operational through the 'neasurement of degradation-

-

sensitive performance parameters that may beproblem only for ac-powered SOVs,
whereas the production of a istgc flyback trended over component life. In so doing, er-ly

indications of malperformance that may fore-
voltage upon circuit intenuption is a charac.

shadow more serious malfunctions or failures ofteristic of de-powered SOVs.
these devices can be obtained, thus aiding in the

CONCLUSIONS scheduling of maintenance activities or timely
replacement of the entire valve.

Additional research will be needed to advance
the understanding of the various electrical phe- The attributes of the monitoring techniques
nomena that occur in coils having defective receiving the majority of attention during this
windings before a practical SOV coil diagnostic study are listed in Table 2 at the beginning of the
system can be devised, should it be decided that paper. The strengths shared by most of these
one is truly needed. Results presented in Kryter ruonitoring techniques include the following:

The parameters measured have been dem-e
i. Telephone discussion, John Shank and Fnmk Fry
(Automatic Switch Company) with Robert Kryter onstrated to be sensitive to historically

(ORNL.), November 17,1988. important SOV failure modes and causes
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De measurement techniques employed are, of unaged SOVs of substantially similar construc-
.-

in the main, minimally disruptive to plant tion and a limited number of implanted (rather
operations

than r2turally occurring) defects. Accordingly,it .|
_ is recommended that in a future study

|The diagnostic tests can be performed at a.

ilocation remote from the SOV with no ne perfonnance monitoring techniques bee

attendant degradation in sensitivity field tested using a larger population of both |

new and naturally aged SOVs that would be
De SOV can often be inade to serve as its likely to display one or more varieties of+

own sensor, thereby eliminating the need for degraded performance;
additional instrumentation am' signal wires,

The techniques be refined and adapted ase

Weaknesses of the monitoring tecnniques uccessary to permit their use in a real plant
examined include the following: '"*I*""*"' E ' ****E ' devise a means

for applying a de interrogation signal to an
.

Some of the techniques are disruptive to ac-p wered SOV so that its temperature*

plant operations (requiring, for example, e uld be measured accurately even in a nor-
= momentary change of valve staie or short- mally energized state. Or devise a means for

term substitutica of a special electrical ascertaining free plunger movement upon
power supply) SOV turn on without need for a special

rrnped. voltage power supply.)
The nionitoring techniques described rnay*

not cover all conceivable types of aging- Finally, there would be added benefit if the

related degradation and may not be univer- findings of this SOV investigation could be

sally applicable to SOVs of all type, size, applied and utilized creatively, wherever practi-

and construction- cal,;n surveillance and testing programs directed I

at safety-related electrical components of nuclear

Also, as a result of programmatic priorities and p wer plants other than solenoid operated valves.

limited resources, some planned tests whose REFERENCES
- results might have yielded additional insights
were never perfonned, but are recommended for

Arrhenius, S.,1899, Z. Pinysik. Chem, 4, 226.
serious consideration in anj future investigation Available in public tecimical libraries, Sim-
in this area. Among these are

plified descriptions of the so called Arrhe-
nius Law may be found in most

Further study of the reproducibility of SOV*

pull-in and drop-out critical points and their
university-level physical chemistry text-
books, e.g., K. J. Laidler, Chemical Kinetics

sensitivity to realistic, progressively (McGraw-Hill, New York,2nd ed.,1965),worsening problems
pp. 50 54; also A. A. Frost and R. G. Pear-

Further study of the coil impedance change
son, Kinetics and Mechanism (John Wiley,*

New York,2nd ed.,1961), pp. 22-25.accompanying plunger motion.

Bacanskas, V. P., G. C. Roberts, and G. J. Toman,
Kryter will suggest particular tests that merit 1987, Aging and Service Wear ofSolenoid-

consideration.
Operated Valves Used in Safety Systems of
Nuclear Power Plants, Vol.1: Operating

A major criticitm that can be leveled at the Experience and Failure identifications,
overall investigation is that it doesn's go far NUREG/CR-4819, Vol.1, Oak Ridge
enough-that is, that the monitoring techniques National Laboratory, March. As ailable from
studied were demonstrated only in a controlled U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box
laboratory environment, using a small population 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082.
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Bacanskas, V. P., G. J. Toman, and S. P, Carfagno, 3821985. Available from the Institute of
1988, Aging and Guahfication Research on Electrical and Electronic Enginects, Inc.,
Solenold Operared Valves, Franklin 345 East 47th Street, New York, NY 10017.
Research Center, NUREG/CR 5141, U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Sect. 6.4, Ornstein,11. L.,1991a, Operating Experience

p. 31, August. Available from U.S.Govem- Feedback Report-Solenoid Operated
ment Printing Office, P. C. Box 37082, Valve Problems, NUREG 1275, Vol. 6, U.

Washington, DC 20013 7082. S. Nuclear 'syhtory Commission,1991.
Available from t' . U.S. Govemment Print-a

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,1955, ing Office, P. O. Box 37082, Washington,
(Chemical Rubber Publishing Company; DC 20013 7082.

Cleveland, Ohio), pp. 2355-61.
Ornstein, H. L.,1991b, Operating Experience

Henney, Keith, ed.,1959, Radio Engineering Feedback Report-Solenold-Operated
Handbook, McGraw Hill: New York,5th Valve Problems, USNRC report
ed.), Chapter 5, p.11. NUREG-1275, Vol. 6, U. S. Nuclear Regu-

latory Commission, Section 4,5.2.3, and
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 5.2.4, February. Available from the U.S.

1974, IEEE Standardfor Guahfying Class Government Psinting Office, P. O. Box
IE Equipmentfor Nuclear Power Generat- 3708^., Washington DC 20013-7082.
Ing Stations,IEEE 3231974. Available
from the Institute of Electrical and Elec- Vema, Bernard J.,1991, " Commendable Opera-

tronic Engineers,Inc.,345 East 47th Street, tor Performance and Solenoid-Operated

New York NY 10017. Valve Problems," Nuclear News, July,
pp. 32-33. Available from Nuclear News,

institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 555 N. Kensington Ave., La Grange Park,
1985,IEEE Standardfor Qualification of Ill. 60525; also on NEXIS database, from

Safety Related Valve Actuators, IEEE Mead Data Corporation.

t
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Toledo Edison Program and Diagnostic
Experience with Pneumatic Operated Valves

John H. Hayes
Toledo Edison

PROGRAM ELEMENTS nance and calibration procedures were
developed. Spare pv* upport was
established to ensus, at replacementne key elements to establishing and maintain,

= ing a successful air-operated (pneumanc) valve parts. Valves with incorrect parts installed

testing program are management commitment, were rebuilt with correct parts, such as when

plant personnel support, and adequate proce. an improper positioner CAM was identiDed
for these valves. It was also identifled thatdures. Additionally, the program is most effective

if as much of the testing, corrective maintenance, these valves were improperly sized. Func-

and preventive maintenance as possible be per. tional testing and preventive maintenance

formed during power operations. This prevents were developed and initiated,

these activities from being critical path durir.g
Cornponer t Cooling Temperature Control*

outages.
Valves

PROGRAM HISTORY. These valves experienced sticking and
would not maintain a fail-safe position. The

The Toledo Edison air-operated valve (AOV) root cause was determined to be related to
task force was formed March 1988. De responsi- the design of the valves. Both the internals
bilities of the task force were assigned as follows: and the valve controls were redesigned, and

a study was conducted to identify replace-
1. Support resolution of immediate AOV ment valves more appropriate to the

problems application.

2. Analyze and evaluate AOV problems Main Feed Startup and Control Valves.

|-
3. Recommend program improvements. For these valves, specific maintcaance and

calibration procedures were developed. The
These tasks were segregated into short-term and controls were rebuilt and fimetional testing
long-term projects. and preventive maintenance were estab-

lished, based on the results of the diagnostic

SHORT-TERM ACTIONS testing.

ne evaluation of known valve problemt wu LONG-TERM ACTIONS
given a high priority. Examples of the types of
problems and the actions taken are as follows: Several action items were identified to enhance

and improve the operation of AOVs. An AOV
Turbine Bypass Valves data base was established to identify the valvese

included in the AOV program. A file including
These valves had experienced a number of each individual valve's operating and mainte-

problems. With the implementation of an natee history was created. The AOVs were cate-

AOV diagnostic testing program, several gorized based on the importance of the valve to
- actions were taken to improve the perfor- the operation of the plant. A design leview of
mance of these valves. Specific mainte- valves experiencing chronic failures was initi-
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;

. Lated, Preventivh maintenance activities on non- ' Surge line deflection measurement .*-_,

critical valves were suspended, A diagnostic -
testing system was developed. " Time directed" Steam; generator pressure transducer*-

L preventivi maintenance was established,~ Quick diagnostic
disconnects were installed to tllow ease of ding.

Solenoid valve testing -nostic testing, Predictive maintenance using ding. *

< nostics was initiated and is being incorporated -
Main feedwater control valve testing atinto the inservice testing of the AOVs Personnel e

- training and qualification programs have been 100% power

established.
Heater drain valve tuning -*

- VALVE GROUP inservice testing.

iA technical " Valve Group" was established in sign vescadone

. Performance Engineering to provide a uniform
,. Calibration

- approach to all issues related to valves, This.,

group is responsible for operation, testing, and
Predictive maintene.ncee

maintenance: related. concerns for AOVs,i

solenoid-opecated valves, motor-operated valves, Investigation of check valve slamminge
check valves, manual valves, and relief valves,

Other, as creatively applied by variouse

USES OF DIAGNOSTIC users.

TESTING RESULTS

The AOV diagnostic testing equipment has . ' The development of the AOV task force has
been used for various pmposes, other than the - led to improvements in the operation and reliabil '
main use of diagnosing AOV operating problems. .ity of AOVs and has had very positive results for ~
The uses include the following: Toledo Edison.

,

1

L
!

!

!.
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An Integral Part of an Integrated Preventive
Maintenance Program

Brian J. Ferguson,
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A'

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the evolution of the integrated Preventive Maintenance Pro-
gram from the Reliability Centered Maintenance pilot program at Bruce Nuclear
Generating Station (NGS) 'A.' The Integrated Preventive Maintenance Program
provides the means for taking control of the Bruce NGS 'A' Preventive Mainte-
nance Program.

In addition, the development of the Bruce NOS 'A' Air-Operated Valve Preven-
tive Maintenatee is reviewed. .

INTRODUCTION 1. Reitabihty Centered Maintenance (RCM)
analysis

Until the late 1980s performance of Ontari
2. Integrated Preventive Maintenance

Hydro's nuclear umts met or exceeded our stan- p, gpgp
dards and compared favorable with world stan-
dards. Since that time we have seen a gradual Together they will provide effective control
increase in our average nuclear incapability fac- over our existing Preventive Maintenance (PM)
tor, as ilhistrated by Figure 1, a plot of average program,
nuclear incapability factor versus year for all of
our nuclear units. This paper will describe the Integrated Preven-

tive Maintenance Program and the development
la response Ontario Hyda has developed a of an Air-Operated Valve (AOV) Preventive

Maintenance Strategy to improve the conduct of Maintenance Program within the IPMP.
_

maintenance at all of its nuclear facilities. The
strategy focuses our improvement efforts in four INTEGRATED PREVENTIVE
main areas: MAINTENANCE PROGRAM .

Resource Inanageraent Improving equipment performance requires un.

to move away from performing "breakdowri' or
Human performance corrective maintenance and to focus more main-e

tenance effort on preventive maintenance, where
Outage management we can detect degrading performance and repair*

or replace critical components before failure
Equipment performance, occur *..

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) 'A' The state of Preventive Maintenance in out
has taken the lead in equipment performance plant (and I suspect many others) prior to this
improvement for the Corporation by developing program can be described diagram 2natically by
and implementing a Preventive Maintenance Figure 2, i.e., the PM program is inconsistent,
Optimizatian Program. This program has two Jacks a technical basis, and many PM tasks are
compone.ts: neither applicable nor effective.

'
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trol of our existing PM program, as illustrated in
w. m tea. .now %*on. F gure 2. Consequently,it was necessary for us to

develop the concept of the Integrated PM Pro-"

- gram in order to provide a framework within
,$ which PM prograrr. improvement could occur.L

gC Th;s integrated appeach was necessary to ensure

_

successful unplementation of RCM analysis and
to maintain the program ovek the life of the

qi m ,

u
_

Station.

.

7' The IPMP has two components:

hp g'"
. taco

l. A procedural framework as shown inu'

Figure 3

@@ n o00 65500
2. The PM Engineering Organization as

ilhistrated in Figure 4.

999 j
32110 Re five procedures completely describe how

the program will operate throughout the Station's
life cycle by defining program strategy, staff roles
and responsibilities, RCM methodology, current
plant predictive maintenance capabilities and

. incon,;,s.n, feedback and trending of PM program activities.

. no technical basis
The PM Engineering Organization establishes

boundary uxed by O & M Budget 3 gg gg g

. sorpe tasks neither applicable not effective gram. This group has responsibility for RCM
analysis, PM task administration and feedback,

Figure 2. Current state of PM program. trending and analysis of equipment performance.
Performance trending is the key to maintaining a

'Ihe PM improvement plan began as a pilot to "living" PM program. -

evaluate the use of Reliability Centered Mainte.
nance (RCM) as a PM program optimization Figure 4 shows the total resource requirements

methodology for four station systems (main mod. for plant wide implementation of the Integrated

erator, moderator auxiliaries, de power, and mois- Preventive Maintenance Program. The net result

ture separation / reheat). All analysis was carried of the IPMP will be an improved PM program

out using the EPRI"RCM Work Station." This with the three enhancement recirculation loops as

software was made available to Ontario Hydro as shown in Figure 5 (the Khan mode:). This will

a " Beta" test version and is now in general release force all PM tasks within the program to undergo
constant review to ensure their applicability andto EPRI members.
effectiveness. The pilot phase of the IPMP (i.e.,

A short time after the project started, it became analysis and implementation of the four pre-

apparent to us that RCM analysis alone was not viously noted systems)is expected to be com-

going to accomplish the desired PM program pleted by July 1992. Full plant implementation

optimization because we did not have proper con- will be completed by the end of 1994.
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Solenoid and Air-Operated Valve Perfonnance and Testing

AIR-OPERATED VALVE Stem nut adjusiment.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE g ,suppiy p,,ssu,,,

PROGRAM
Positioner calibration, linearity and=

h S'''*5i5YIntroduction
'

Traditionally, air-operated valves (AOV) have
received little attentimi by our maintenance staff. Figure 6 shows a typical signature that the
Valve maintenance has been predominantly diagnostic system records for an AOV. Assess-
corrective and calibration / setup of AOVs has ment of valve condition requires both analysis of
been looked upon as an art, not a science. the signature trace and software generated param.

eters such as stroke length, valve friction, and seat
Recent developments in diagnostic analysis of load. Comparison of subsequent diagnostic signa- F

AOV performance by at least three vendors tures with the initial (or baseline) signature valve
(Fisher Controls, ABB Combustion Engineering, condition pennits trending of valve performance
and ITI MOVATS) have provided us with a new at d condition.
diagnostic technique for determining the condi-
tion of AOVs (Fisher). An AOV PM program Full Program Evolution
based on the use of AOV diagnostics is now being
incorporated into the Bruce NGS 'A' integrated The AOV diagnostic pilot program (Ferguson
Preventive Maintenance Program. The AOV PM and Cooper,1991) mentioned previously,
propam has been in evolution for approximately exarnined a population of about 50 valve / actuator

two years. A previous paper (Walker,1991) combinations (valves: Posiscal, Fisher, Masonei-

describes our early experience with AOV diag- lan, Rockwell, liattersly-Newman-Het:dcr;
nostics, actuators:Bettis, Masoneilan, and Fisher) and

successfully demonstrated that

Diagnostic System . .

1. AOV diagnostics can non-intrusively asse::s
condition of a complete valve / actuator

The diagnostic system in use at Bruce assembly and as a consequence is a useful
NGS 'A' measures a number of characteristic ~

predictive maintenance tool
parameters (or signature) of an AOV's response
to an instrument input signal during a full stroke 2. AOV diagnostic equipment can dynami-
cycle of the valve. 'Ihe parameters include valve cally calibrate and setup AOVs
stem travel, instrument air pressure to the posi-
tiener, supply air pressure, and actuator air 3. Station maintenance staff can quickly
pressure. develop skills in AOV diagnosde analysis.

The system can indicate As a result of these positive findings we
proceeded with development of an AOV PM.

Bench set and actuator spring rate*
Three key elements of the program are as

f"U *82Valve stroke length and friction*
,

**
Condition of bearing and guide surfacese

* Valve t:troke time
3. Preventive and corrective maintenance

e Seat load and teat condition work flow.
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Organization. A full time " valve diagnostic In the case of cortretive maintenance it is
team" has been dedicated to this program its imponant to note that
structure is shown in Figure 7. This team is
responsible for both the AOV and hlOV Phi pro. (a) AOV deficiencies can be initiated by

grams and is a specialist " day only" crew com- maintenance or operations staff and (b)

posed of both control (electrical /l&C) and AOV work is usually assigned to the valve

mechanical maintainers. Their duties include diagnostic crew, but in the case of emer-
gency, duty shift maintenance personnel can

1. Collection, interpretation, and storage of perform troubleshooting and repairs. How-
ever,an"as left" si nature of the valve mustEvalve signature data
be taken by the valve diagnostic team.

2. Repair, calibration, and setup of valves in All prevent.ive maintenance is perfortued by
.

O* E' E##** the valve diagnostic team.nis includes perform-
ing "as found" and "as left" diagnostics, repair,

Program management and engineering support and calibration for each valve.
is provided by the PM Engineering Unit and
Technical Section, gggg

PM Priorities. Currently there are approxi- To date, a population of about 100 valves has
mately 60 valves (per unit) in the PM program, been tested (Bruce NOS -A' has approximately
They have been selected by the following criteria: 400 AOVs per unit). Figure 9 is a plot of the per-

cent of occurrence versus fault type found with
L Valves inside reactor building the valve population tested using the diagnostic

equipment. He bar chart shows both initir.1 and
2. Problem valves identified by operators or followup calibretion results. The followup cal-

engineering ibration represents the second diagnostic visit to
the valve population and indicties a trend to

3. Valves identifie<1 by RCM analysis, improved valve performance except in the case of
the I/P transducers where we have seen an

Priority ranking of valves within the program increase in faults primarily due to "zero drift"

will be provided by RCM analysis, problems.

11 must be stressed that the deficiencies iisted
Inspection frequency has been set at once per

are of varying degrees. Not all require immediate
year. However, as RCM analysis proceeds and

action of repair.trend data accumulates, frequencies will be
refined to reflect failure history and service ,

Three specific examples of valve signatures
conditions. where valve performance deficiercies have been

identified *
Proventive and Correct!ve Maintensnce
Work Flow, ne flow of AOV diagnostics and o' Bleed and Relief Circuit
repair work within the maintenance department is
described by a flowchart in Figure 8. It addresses CV 22 and 23 are identical valves in over
two paths: pressure relief service on the Unit 1 Primary

Heat Transport Pressurizer. Figure 10
1. Corrective (actuator pressure vs stem travel) shows the

effect of a loose stem inside the split cou-

2. Preventive maintenance (or call-ups). pling. Figure 11 (stem travel vs I/P output

|
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Sohnoid and Air-Operated %1ve Performan.x and Teaing

'
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Figure 7. Valve diagnostic team organization.
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Solenoid and Air-Operated Valve Performance andTesting

~

AOV Deficiency ADV CAlt. UP

CORRECTIVE PREVENTATIVE

v
Work Package initiated

N
\/ x

g'5mergency Wor 1'N g'l pN

's Package ,/
/,

'N ,!

.Ys

/\' %/

. Nalve Diagnostic's. Y .

\ Team Availabl /
'N

N v

N Valve Diagnostic Crew
I Tests Va!ve using

f Flowscanner - obtain As
Found signature

Duty Shift Crew
. |
~

v
Valve repaired and tested

_

v
As left valve signature, if

possible

v
Maintenance Work

Report

v
sj

e END
s.

Figure 8. Process now diagram for AOVs.
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tasks. Full implementation is expected to have a
. pressure ) illustrates a positioner fault. Sub-major positive impect on safe, reliable, cost effec-
sequent inspection showed that the signaltive operation of Bruce NGS ' A.'
bellows /bcam was loose,

We have also developed and implemented an

Auxiliary Boiler Feedwater Syster AOV preventive maintenance program based on
the successfulresults of the Bruce NGS 'A' AOV

*

FCV 2 is an auxiliary boite" 'eed pump diagnostic pilot program,
recirculation valve. Operators reported flow
problems but the valve appeared to be func-REFERENCES
tioning properly. In Figure 12 (actuator

Ferguson, BJ., and D, Cooper,1991," Air Oper-pressure vs stem travel) the peaks after
openmg and before seatmg are indicative of

sted Valve Diagnostics," EPRI-Fluid Sys-
tems Testing and Analysis Forum,

a plug / stem separation. * *d*'# *'"^'
CONCLUSIONS Fisher Controls," Automated Trouble Shooting of

Pneumatically Operated Control Valves."
Development and implementation of the Inte-

grated Preventive Maintenance Program hasWalker,I.,1991," Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Main-
enabled us to begin to take control of our Preven. tenance Strategy," American Nucler
tive Maintenance Program at Bruce NGS

'A'
Society-15th Biennial Reactor Opa

vir

and, with the uie of RCM analysis, we have Topical Meeting, Bellevue, WA.
begun to develop a technical basis for all PM

NUREG/CP-0123
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[ ISTTechnied Issues

e

The Future of inservice Testing Pump and Valve
: Programs at Nuclear Power Facilities

Gerald M. Dolney, Gulf States Utilities

ABSTRACT .

The American Association of Mechanical Engineers /American Institute of Stan.

dards Operation and Maintenance (OM) Standards and Guide' lines that were devel-
oped over the last 12 years are now the Codefor Operation and Afaintenance of
Nuclear Power Plants, AShiE Obf Code 1990. * Itis new code provides the rules
and requirements for inservice testing of cornponents in light water cooled nuclear
power plants. This Code, when adopted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
will replace the existing ASME Section XI, Subsections IWP and IWV,.as well as
OM 1987, Pans 6 and 10.

His paper provides insight and background for nuclear power plants that are
preparing future inservice testing (IST) program plans.

BACKGROUND " Safety Related Motor-Operated wive Testing
and Surveillance." These have added additional
requirements to the IST program plan.

Recent changes in the nuclear industry and new

regulatory requirements have compounded the IST PROGRAM SCOPE
problems for utilities to prepare and submit their
next 10-year interval IST program plan. Nuclear Nuclear utilities are required to submit IST
power plants are required by federal regulation programs to the NRC ut the start of each 10-year
[10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) interval. Prior to 1988, ASME Section XI, Sec-
50.55a(g)] to test certain ASME Code Class 1,2, tions IWP-Il00 and IWV-Il00 dermed the scope

! and 3 safety-related pumps and valves in accor- of pumps and valves to be included as follows:
dance with ASME Section XI of the Boiler and

- Pressure Vessel Code. The Board on Nuclear Pumps. Class 1,2, and 3 centrifugal and dis-.

' Codes and Standards (BNCS) decided 12 years placement pumps that are required to per-
ago that inservice testing of pumps and valves form a specific function in shutting down a .

should be_ performed in accordance with an reactor or in mitigating the consequences of .

- ASME/ ANSI Operation and Maintenance (OM) an accident, and that are provided with an
Standard. With that direction in mind, the Opera- emergency power source

.-tions and Maintenance Main Committee formed
subcommittees, subgroups, working groups, and - Valves. Certam Class 1,2, and 3 valves that.

task groups to develop new standards and guide- are required to perform a specific function
lines to accomplish _this task. In 1990, a signifi : in shutting down a reactor to the cold shut-
cant change took place. The BNCS published the down condition or in mitigating the
Codefor Operation andMaintenance ofNuclear consequences of an accident.
Power Plants, AShiE OM Code-1990.1n addi-
tion, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) New changes have occurred since the CFR was

' has recently issued two - generic letters: published. These new documents reouire inclu-
GL 89-04," Guidance on Developing Acceptable sion of more than what Section XI subsections
Inservice Testing Programs," and GL 89-10, IWP and IWV originally required. These
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documents must be taken into account when delineate additional requirements or provisions
developing a 10-year interval program plan, made in the original submittal for construction

and operating licenses.
Newly published, but not yet endors:d by the

NRC OM ASME Code-1990, Subsections : STB
NRC Information and Enforcement (1&E) Bul-

and ISTC give a broad approach to require that all letins provide guidance or recommendations on
pumps and valves that perform a safety function test requirements for pumps and valves,
be included in the program, not just ASME
Class 1,2, and 3 pumps and valves.

NR C Information Noticea (ins) are intended to
alert holders of operating licenses to an NRC

GL 89-04 explains that 10 CFR 50.55a(g) evahtation. Note, however, that suggestions con-
should be viewed as one part of a broad effort to tained in these ins do not constitute NRC require-
ensure operational readiness of pumps and valves meats; therefore, no specific action is necessary,
rather than viewed in the narrow sense as com- is most cases.
pliance to 10 CFR 50.55a(g) and the ASME Sec-
tion XI Code. Institute c"klear Power Operations (INPO)

Good Practices. SOERs, SERs, and Assessments /
Appendix A of 10 CFR 50," General Design Findings have specific directions or guidance in

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," GDC-1, and performance of testing or trending of data for
Appendix B," Quality Assurance Criteria for performance monitoring. '

Nuclear Power Plants," Criterion XI, require that
all pumps and valves necessary for safe operation Licensing / Site Administrative commitments to
are tc be tested to demonstrate that they will per. regulatory / state agencies that affect IST compo-
form satisfactorily in service. Appendix J,"Pri. nents or testing should be incorporated into the
mary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing," IST program. This is a result of internal response
requires preoperational and periodic verification to Condition Reports, Deficiency Reports,
by tests ofleak-tight integrity of the primary con- Licensee Event Reports, and Operating Proce-
tainment, and systems and components that pene- dures that make a specific change based on an
trate containment. All containment isolation event or operational issue experienced at the
valves (CIVs) that are required to be tested by facility.
Appendix J (Technical Specification-Primary
Containment Integrity) should be included in the IST PROGRAM DOCUMENTIST program.

'Ihe IST Program document should be divided
In addition, other Licensee basis documents

into two sections: program text and program
may define additional pump and valve testing appendices.
requirements. Plant Technical Specifications {

(4.0.5) and other surveillance requirements state
The text should define the basis for the docu-

testing requirements and limiting conditions for ment, list and explain specific exemptions, selec-
oper:6on for certain pumps and valves that must

tion criteria for pumps and valves, thus defm' ing

-

be fulfilled for the pump or valve to be considered
the scope and extent of IST testing requirements.

operahle These requirements should b:incorpo- The appendices should include pump and valve
rated mio the IST program to eliminate redundant IST program piping and instrumentation draw-
testing and conflicts in acceptance criteria. Ings or other drawings used, pump tables, valve

tablet, pump relief requests, pump cold shutdown
Plant Final Safety A'lalysis Repor*s (FSAR) or testing justifications, valve relief requests, and

Updated Safety Analysis Reports (USAR) racy valve shutdown testing justifications.
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Valves used only for system control, such asINSERVICE TESTlHG *

BOUNDARIES P''58"'' ' il * * "'' l' ""d " *""'I

throttle valves

Pump IST Program valves used in external control and protec-.

tion systems reyansible for sensing plant

The scope of a pump IST program shall conditions and providing signals for valve

establish the requirements for preservice and operation.

inservice testing to assess the operational readi-
ness orcenain safety-related centnfugat and post. Pump and Valve Selection
tive displacement pumps that are provided with

Pumps and valves that are within the scope of
an emergency power source and that function to

the IST Program shall be tested in accordance
with the Section XI Code Editions, or ASME OM

Shut down a reactor to safe shutdown=
Code-1990, when approved. Tables listing the

condition
pur , and valves, including all applicable testing

Maintain the reactor in the safe shutdown requirements and frequencies, are contained in
*

Anachments 1,2, and 3, respectively. Pump andcondition
valve table descriptions are found in Attach-

Mitigste the consequences of an accident. ments 2 and 3. When valve testing must be def.
*

erred to cold shutdown, cold shutdown test

Excluded from the program are (a) pumps that justifications are to be provided deferring testing

are supplied with an emergency power soutce, but until the plant is placad in cold shutdown. When

used solely for operating convenience, and the pump or valve testing requirements of the

(b) drivers, except where the pump and driver applicable Code cannot be met for any reason,

form an integral unit, or where the motor bearings relief requests are to be written requesting NRC

are the only accessible bearings to assess approval for alternative test methodology to

operationalreadiness of the pump as a unit, verify component operational readiness.

Code Requirement PositionsValve IST Program
This section indicates the positions, such as

The scope of a valve IST program shall estab- NRC GL 89-04 and 89-10, used to specify new or
lish the requirements for preservice and inservice clarify existing Code requirements, as they apply
testing to assess the operational readiness of cer- for the formulation and the implementation of this
tain safety related valves and pressure relief program,
devices. The active or passive valves are those
that are requF 1 to perform a specific function in passive Valves
shutting down a reactor to the safe shutdown
condition, in maintaining the safe chutdown Passive valves are valves that are not required
condition or in mitigating the consequences of an to change position to accomplish a specific func-
accident. tion. For this program, passive valves are further

defined as those valves where the normal and
Exempted from the program are safety position are the same, and the valve is not

required to change position during any normat
Valves used only for operating convenience, plant operating condition,=

such as vent, drain, instrument, and test
valves Containment isolation Valves

.

Maintenancc valves used only to i-solate All Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs) that.

components or perform maintenance are included in an Appendix J program should be

1
1
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included in the IST program as Category A or Valvo Position Indicator
A/C valves, in this case, utilit!cs have specific

VGilf|Callonleak test procedures and requirements for con-
talament isolation vdves specified by 10 CFR M'
Appendis J, which are equivalent to the require- Ver ficalion of proper indication of remote

posi:lon indication will normally bements of ASME Sectico XI IWV 3421 through
3425, or ASME OM 1990 ISTC 4.3.1 through accomplished by locally observing the position of

433- the valve and comparing it with the remote
indicadon. Ilowever, certain valves, sucb as sole-

,

nold operated and excer.s flow check valves, are
in add' tion, utilities must comply with the not equipped whh a local means to verify posi.

Analysis of Leakage Rates and Correcdve Action tim.Therefore,lesition should be vetified by the
requirements of IWV 3426 and 3427(a), or observaten of system parameters such as flow or

ASME OM 1991 ISTC 4.3.3(e) and (f). pressure during valve cycling.

ALTERNATIVES TO CODE
Cold Shutdown Tosting REQUIREMENTS

hr valves in which testing is deferred to cold Pump Vibration Testing
shutdown but not less than every 92 days, testing
shall commence within 48 houts af ter cold shut- ASME OM Code, Subsection ISTB, specifies
down is achieved, and will continue until all tests vihdon to W h b a @ grohW
are complete or the plant is ready to return i perpendicular to the rotating shaft in two orthoto-

j awer. Any testing not comp!cted at one cold nal directionr and in the axial dinttion on each
shutdown will be performed durmg any subse- accessibst pump bearing, for measuring pump
quent cold shutdowns. For planned cold shut- vibration on all pmups. Justification stu be

downs in which the unit will have sufficient tirne orovided in a relief request based on the conclu-

to complete the testing of all valves identified t slon that vibration velocity provides a significant

be tested at cold shutdown, exception may be improvement in the picxtictive capability to detect

taken to the 48 hout start time. As a ininimum, all degradation that will result in an earlier carection
g7 9g ,

cold shutdown valves wir be tested during each
refuenng mtage; howeve ralve tes*in: does not
need to be performed at a freqaency greater than Pump Bearing Temperaturos

qua terly (92 days).
Pump bearing temperature nionitoring need

not be performed if the plant uses an enhanced

Check ialvo Full / Partial Stroko vibiaum pr gram. Justiricaum shald be prw
vided in a relief request 6:cd on the conclusion
that the ability of larproved vibettion testing to

in most cases, full design flow through a check detect very small cianges in bearing condition
valve requires less than full mechan! cal valve would preclude .ny bearing condition severe
movement. As used in this program, with the enough to cause an abnormal rise ir. the tempera-
exception of testable eheck valves, the term full ture on the bearing housing when performed on
stroke refers to the ability of the valve to pass an annual basis,

design flow, and 9at the full mechanical stroking.
Forward flow stroke operability testing will be by Pump Propor 8.ubncant Lovol or
any inethod that verifies the valve is capable of Pressure
passing design Dow Any test that verifies less
than full design flow capability is considered as i

Where practical, pump lubricant levels or pres-partial stroke test. sure will be observed it, accordance with
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IWP 31001, Certain pumps do not allow REl.lEF REQUESTS
observation if their level or pressure, le this cre, DISCUSSION
justification for relief may be requested. A station
maintenknee procedure or preventative malute- Written relief requests under 10 CFR
nance (PM) program for lubrication of plant 50.55a(g)(5)(iii) may be submitted for pumps and
equipment, which is perfrmed on a frequent valves to provide justification for the following:
basis, may be used in justification.

Performance of testing requirements on*

IrlCTOBS0d Testing Frequencies pumps and valves that are impractical dm-
ing both operation and col * shutdown. The
Licenne must show that conformance to theThe testing frequencks for certain Category C

and D valves should L reased,if needed for Code would cause unreasonable hardship

compliance with Technical Specification or without a compensating increase in rafety.

FSAR commitments.The specific frequency des- The use of alternative testing methods,*
Ignations and the associated references are to be wkn Code requirements are impractical, or
contained in the test irequency section of the where the alternative methods provide an
pump and valve program tables, See Attach- acceptable level of quality and saiety, or
ments 2 and 3. equal to or greater assurance of pump and

"*'"' P"'' * ' Y'
COLD SHUTDOWN TEST
JUSTlFICATION DISCUSSION Each relief request should be formatted to

include the following information:

The Code permits valve testing that is impracti- Relief request number*

tal during eperation to tw delayed and performed
daring cold shutdown. Justification for this delay System (specific relief requests only)*

of testing is provided by the cold shutdown test
justifications. Each cold shutdown test justifica- Pump or valve identification number*

tion should be iormatted to contain the following
Category (valves only)information: *

* ClassCold shutdown te. justification n'unber*

Function (specific relief requests only)*
, 3

' Valve identification number*

Basis for relief*

Category*

Altemate testing.*

* Function . All IST programs contain requests for relief
from various Code requirements. In addition, the

Quarterly test requirements surveillar.cc requirements of Tcchnical Specifica-*

tion 4.0.5 for most plants state that this testing of
Cold shutdown test justification tv.inps and valves must be performed in accor-*

dance with ASME Section XI except where spe.
Quarterly partial stroke testing cific written relief has been granted by the NRC.*

As stated in excerpts from the NRC GL 8941, the

Cold shutdown testing, general nature of the IST sections of the ASME*
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Code do not consider plant specific designs. With Changes to the IST prograrns as a result af the
the resulting difficulty in complying with all the

NRC GL 8944 should be suhnitted to the NRC.
ash;E Code and other requirements, utilities fre-
quently revise their programs as more expenence CONCLUSION
with IST is acquired. Programs at mos' plant, are
revised several tirnes during the 10-year intetval

Although the requirements for iracrvice testing
as program updates. llowever, should a utility be have been in effect for 15 years, there are still
unable to comply with one of these positions

many unanswered questions, prob' erns, and areas
because of design considerations or personnel needing improvemera Even after the issuance of
harard, as opposed to inconvenience, any alterna- GL 8944, many IST programs are subtnitted to
tive tes:ing rnust fulfill the basic test objective of the NRC for review in which safety relateddetectinF component degradation. Alternative pumps and valves are excluded.
testing should be evaluated individually by the
utility and the utility's plant safety review com- In addition, when specific requests for relief
mittee or equivalent. When evaluating testing, the are submitted, the technical information and justi-
utility should address the following: fication for cold shutdown testing, or requests for

relief, are incomplete or inadequate. Another
1. hiaintenance history of the individual problem related is the lack of published guidance

(specific) component n the prepeation of IST programs.

2. hiaintenance history of related components Utilities are concerned with the interpretttion

in a similar environment of the codes and regulatory requirements, their
implemeniation, and surveillance test require-
ments for the pumps and valves As indicated in

3. Component vendor records of degradation GL 89-04, the NRC will be more active in the
at other facilities utilities' performance of their IST program, with

less emphasis on the IST program plan itself. In
4. Rt ~orJs ob degradation of the same or like rder to have a good test program, the utihty must

component from other utilities. have a good IST program. I hope this technical
paper will give guidance in this area.

Plants may find ,,ood justification through
using in-plant records, INPO Component Failure ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Analysis Reports (CFAR), Nuclear Plant Reli-
abl! sty Data System, and other referenced sources I would like to acknowledge certain people 6

to compile data to address the atiove four areas. A thdr help to make this paper possible with their

lack of sen ice experience, me factors, or poten- contnbutions; hit. R. S. Ilar0ey, his. L. G.1101-

tial test fal ure are not sufficient to justify the land, hir. C. D. Jones, hit. R. It hiartin, hir. R. J.

alternative te ;t or not performing the IST require. Nyberg, and hit. C. W. Walling,
-

m era.
REFERENCES

The alterncive test is not considered accept- ASM11 Doikr and Pressure Vessel Code,1983,
able unless the above data are sufficient to juotify Section XI.
Its adequcy for detecting degradation and ensur-
ing continued operability. Justification for t'ac Nucleas Regulatory Commission," Guidance on
alternative test should be documented and Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing
retahied in the IST program. Programs." Generic Letter 89-04.
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ATTACHMENT 1
SYSTEMS FOR INCORPORATION !N AN IST PROGRAM PLANi

Prossurized Wator r;oactors (PWR)

Reactor Coolant Systern (RCS) and any proposed flow pata for establishing natural circulation*

Ponions of htwin Steam System or Supply (htSS)*

liigh Pressure trdection System (llPCI)e

Low Pressure injection System (LPCI)*

Accmnulator System*

Containment Spray System- *

IYimary and Secondary System Safety and Relief Valves a9d Atmospheric Relief Valves*

Portions of hiain Feedwater Systern*

Auxiliary Feedwater System*

Residual lleat Removal System (Shutdown Cooling)*

Service Water Systems*

Contaltunent isolation Elves (CIVs) that are required to change position on a containment isolation*

signal

Component Cooling Water System*

Chemical and Volume Control System*

Emergency Diesel Engine Air Start System*

Emergency Die * Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Tranrfer System*

Instrument Air System required to support safety system functions*

Ventilation Systems that perform a safety function*

Boric Acid TYansfer System*

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System*

Contahunent Combustible Gas Control System*

Post Accident Sampling System*

Bolling Water Reactors (BWR)

Reactor Coolant Recirculation System (RCS)*

Portions of hialn Steam Supply System (hiss)*

liigh INessure injection / Core Spray Systems (llPCI) (llPCS)*

Low Pressure injection System (LPCI)*

Low Pressure Core Spray System (LPCS)*

Residual Ileat Removal System (Stenn Condensing, Shutdown Cooling, Suppression Pool Cooling)*
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Safety, Relief and Safety / Relief Valves of the Reac tor Coolant Iloundary and Secondary Systemso

Contalrunent Cooling (Spray) Systerno

Contalmnent Isolatlan Valves (CIVs) that are required to c hange position on a containment isolationo '

signal
'

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC)
.

o

Standby Liquid Contsol System (SLC)o

Automatic Depressuriration Systemo

Control Rod Drive flydraulic Systemo

Active Valves in Service, Standby or Ilack-up Water Service, Closed Cooling Water, Fire Water ando
iWell Water Systems
I

Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and *nansfer Systemo

Emergency Diesel Engine Air Start Systemo

Portions of Main Feedwater Systemo

Instrument Air Systerra that are required to support sa.fety system functionso

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Systemo

Contairunent and Drywell Equipment and Floor Drain Systems (DIH) (DER)o

Control Ilullding CoolinJ M2d Chilled Water Systemso

Containment and Drywell liydrogen Mixing Systemso

"Dansverse incore Probe Systemo

Post Accident Sampling Systemo

i

|

.
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ATTACHMENT 2
PUMP IST PROGRAM TABLE DESCRIPTIONS

Pump Table Summary.1he Pump IST Program Table should contain an alpha-numeric listing of all the
pumps included in the Pump IST Program. The data contained in these tables identify the IST parameters to
te measured, the applicable relief requests, and any applicat,le remarks. Proper lubricant level or pressures
are included in the table because they must be observed for all pump operating and testing prrmlures. A
colurnn for runngfrequency should be included if purnp testing is performed other than QUARTERLY.

hunp Program Table Fortuat. The Pump IST Progtr.m Tables must be orgar ited to provide the following
infortnation:

1. SYSTEh! NAhtE OR NUh1HER:1he system identification name or numler,

2. PUhiP htARK NUh111ER: ~lhe pump identification numter.

3. CODE CLAS": AShfE Code Class.

4. P&ID: Piping and Instrumentation Drawing showing where pump is located

5. COORD. Is.ation coordinates of the pump on the P&lD.

6. PARAh1ETERS: List of the applicable testing parametcrs that will be measured.1he parameters listed
are those required by the code.unless alternative testing is provided by relief request. The following is
a description of applicable parameters:

a. SPEED-Pump speed (onlv required for variable speed pumps).

b. INLET PRESS-Pump suctior) pressure,

c. DIFF PRESS-Pump lifferential or discharge pressure.

d. VIB VEle-Pump vibration velocity.

e. FLOW-Pump flow rate,

f. Lubricant Level or Pressure.

7. RELIEF: Indicates whether or not there is a relief request applicable, where Y = Yes and N = No. The

specific relief request number is found in the remarks column.

8. REMARKS. Any additional pertinent information, such as the applicable Relief Request Number,
FSAR or Technical Specification reference, is provided in this space.
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ATTACHMENT 3
VALVE IST PROGRAM TABLE DESCRIPTIONS

Valve Table Summary. The Valve Progtam Thbles should provide a tabidatiori of all safety related valves
included in the Valve IST Program. 'Ite tables are arranged by system and the valves in each system are
ilsted in alpha nameric sequence.

Wlve Program Table Format. Ihch valve program table needs to be organtred to provide the following
information.

1. SYSTEM: The system to which the particular table applic;.

2. VALVE NUMI1ER: The valve identification mark number.

3. CLASS: ASME Code Class.

4. P&lD: Piping and Instrumentation Drawing showing where the valve is located.

5. COOllD: Location coordinates of the valve on the P&lD.

6. VCAT: Valve category as identified by IWV-2200 or ISTC 1.4.

7. A/P: Classification according to IWV 2100 or ISTC 1.4 and 'lible ISTC 3.6-1, where A u Active
and P = Passive.

8. SIZE: Valve size in inches.
,

9. VALVE TYPE: Valve design type,

10, ACTUAT TYPih Type of actuator used to change position of valve.

I 1. VALV3 POSITION:

a. NRM - Position luring normal plant operation.

b. S AF - Position to fulfill safety function,

c. FAL - Position vah e falls to or loss af electrical power,

12. TYPE C: Indicates whether valve requires Appendix J, Type C Irak Test, where Y = Yes and N = No.

13. TEST, FREQ, (DIR): The testing requirement, frequency the test will be perfor.ned, and, in paren-
theses, either the direction (s) stroke time should te measured for power operated valves, or the direc-

tion (s) the valve should be exercised for check valves. This column identifies the allemative Code
requirements, unless testing is provided by relief request or cold shutdown test justification. Format
for the field is as follows:

Test Code - Frequency Code (stroke titne or exercise direction), for exarnple:

FE-Q(FAR)= Full stroke exercise qua 1er! in the forward and reverse flow direction;
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ST-CS(0) = Measure valve stroke time during cold shutdowns in the open direction

FE R(R) = Full stroke exercise during a refueling outar,c in the reverie direction.

14. RELIEF: Indicates whether or not there is a relief request or ct.li shutdown test justification applica-
ble, where Y = Yes and N = No. nc specific relief request or e.lc shutdown test justification number
is found in the rernarks column.

15. REMARKS: Any additional pertinent information, such as the applicable Cold Shutdown Test Justifi-
cations numbers or Relief Request numbers,is provided in this space.

_

_

,

1
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inservice Testing Bases Program

David P. Constanco
Entorgy Operations, Inc.-Waterford 3

Wavol L. Justico
Entergy Operations, Inc.--Grand Gulf

Randall S. Smith
Entorgy Operations, Inc.- -Arkansas Nuclear Ono

<

ABSTRACT

Inservice testing (IST) programs generally address those components necessary
fer safo operation as specified in Subsections IWP 1100 and IWV 1100 of Sec-
tion XI (Ame!!can Society of Mechanical Enginects lloller and Pressure Vessel
Code) and Position 11 of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Generic Lette-
8941. Program tt.bles, generated manually or from computer databases, are fre-
quently used to describe timse components and testing requirements contained in
IST programs. Table entries are usuaily derived from review of system drawings,
accident analysis, and other technical documents; however, the bases for such
entnes are not always documented. Because IST programs are dynamic, the con-
tinual evaluation of program emries may be inhibited if bases for program entries
are uncicar. When IST programs have been developed by architect-engineers,
nuclear steam supply system suppliers, or other contractors, the bases for IST pro-
gram contents become even inorc .aebulous to the prograrn users. 'Itc presentation
will provide a discussion of IST bases programs used by Entergy Operations' four
nuclear plants, and the benefits derived from their use.

i

1
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An Update to inplace Testing of Safety / Relief Valves
'

Utilizing Lift Assist Technology
Kevin R. Heorman

NUTECH Engineers

ABSTRACT.

Inplace testing of safety and relief valves with lift. assist devices has received
mixed reviews from nuclear powe plant tesung pe sonnel. While many plants use
the technology, most limit its use to testing main s .am safety valves (even though :

both OM l-1981 and ITC 25.31976 allow its use for several different service
applica'!ons). Tht coordinator concerns regarding the technology range from lift
set point accuracy and repeatability to the quality of the test result output. In addi-
tion, OM 1 1981 and ITC 25.3 1976 differ in their approach to the technology.

ITC 25.3 1976 allows the use of lift assist devices to test any compatible valve,

regardless of the system service.OM 1 1981 allows the use of lift aplst devices for
cornpressible fluid systems, flowever, s. recommends not using such devices for
liquid service systems. The rea Jons for the differences hetweca I"IC 25.3 1976 and
OM 1 1981 will be discussed along with additional considerations applicable to

'

the use of the technology in testing liquid service valves.

Advances in assist devices over the last few years have improved the accuracy,

repeatability, and quality of test result output. This paper will show that lift assist
technology is capable of determining lift sct points within the accuracy requka-
ments of OM 1 aM PTC 25.3. It will also demonstrate that the technology should

not be liml*ed to compressible service systems. A'So, improvements in test repeat-
ability and output quality will be discussed as a function of the assist device design
used and valve charwteristics.

Lift assist testing is often preferred over inplace testing that uses direct system
,

pressure. It is often more cost efficient than bench testing becatue it does notl-
! require removal of critical systems from service and transportation of components.

Also, duplicating system temperatures and other environmental factort is not an
issue during inplace testing. Valve testing that orce required an outage and mainte.
nance period can now be conducted prior to such periods. This approach minhnizes
the possibility of failures becoming critical path limiting iterns.

In summary, the full potential of lift-assist technology is not widely understood.
As a result, the technology is underused in most plan;s, despite its man /

.

advantages.
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Alternative Method for Full Flow Siroke Testing
of Safety injection Tank Check Valves at1

Fort Calhoun Nuclear Station
..

C. N. Bloyd
Omaha Public Power District

ABSTRACT

'This paper presents the evolution that led to the use of a reduced pressure safety ,

injection tank (SIT) dump as the prefened test method for full stroke testing the
SIT check valves at Fort Calhoun Station. This discussion includes the follo*ving:

1 1. An interpretation of the Code requirements for full stroke testing of
check valves

2.- Problems encountered with various test methods
'

3. The analysis technique used to relate the reduced-pressure flow test
results to safety analysis flow requirements

4 A description of the test method and results to date

5. Summary of resource expenditures while evaluating the test methods.

Fort Calhoun Station found that a reduced-pressure SIT dump was the most cost-
effective method of SIT check valve testirg that would yield credible test results.

INTRODUCTION obtained relief from the Nuclear Regulatory ;
,

Commission (NRC) in 1988 to perform a sample

Fow1 Calhoun Station (FCS)is a 485 MWe pres. disassembly of two valves at refueling frequency

? surized water reactor located on the Missouri to satisfy IWV.3520. Because of valve design and
River about 17 niles north of Omaha, Nebraska the inaccessible location, the sample disassembly

L, FCS has four safety injection tanks (SIT) that . of these valvc. proved to be so difficult and time

L - each have one motor operated valve (MOV) and consuming that an alternative mtthod of full-flow

| _ two check vr.lves in 12-in. nominal diameter pip- testing was pursued. This led to a trial perfor.
Ing separating the SIT from~ the reactor coolant mance of a reduced-pressure SIT dump test in the

; loops. The eight cleck valves are idetuified in the spring of 1990 t$at proved to le practical to pere
FCS Inservice inspection (ISI) Program M Cate- form and that yielded credible test results.

- gory C valves requiring full stroke testing under'

' Paragraph IWV.3520 of ASME Doller and Pred
' sure Vessel Code, Section XI (1980). These check

in January 1991, FCS received interimvalves are 12 in.,1500#, weld end, Duo-Chek
~ check valves manufactured by Mission Manufac, approval from the NRC on an ISI Program that

adopted the reduced pressure SIT dump test forturing Company,
full flow testing of the: SIT check valves. In

Because of the difficulty of verifying full- February 1992, the test was performed with
stroke open operability of these valves, FCS acceotable resuhs on all four SITS.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT valve fun-flow tesi requiremeni by sample disas-
sembly in 1988. Disassembly was ivrformed in

The ISI Coordinator at FCS interpreted Pam. sitti by removing an access post that was sealed
graph IWV-3522 and NRC Generic Letter 89-04 with a silver plated, soft iron seal.

(NRC) to say that the full flow requirement for a
check valve could be verified in three ways: Sataple disassembly and exereir/.ng of the SIT

check valves w ere performed for the first time at

1. 11y verifying that the design flow rate would FCS in the Fall of 1988. De valves were found to

pass through the valve when the design dif- be in excellent condition, but many craft
ferential pressure was imposed across the res urces were expended in providing access to

valve in the flow direction the valve and in getting the intpection post to seal
after the disassembly. The access port was

2. fly verifying that the veJve disc w31 move to 8"E "I " 0 'O "" #*9" # ""C " E
before it would reseal,' ne disassembly of theseitr, full open position when a force of the
va es perf nned wMe me teacts cwlantappropriate magnitude is applied to the disc
level is at mid loop, so the potential for entical

3. By sample disassembly to verify the condi- pat elays b Ngh. h same McMu were
enen ere on th van dsauemMed fmtion of valves that cannot practically be

tested by 1 or 2, above, pxum during me M refwHng wtageMe
resources expended in performing the disassem-

*" '"'PPerforming a test to pass the design flow rate
d'

through the SIT check valves at the deslJn differ.
ential pressure proved to be impractical for the $4,000 in materials*

following reasons (see Figures 1 and 2):

The 12 in, motor-operated gate valve Itkes*

about $4 seconds to fully open 6.5 nian-rem of radiation exposure*

* At the design differential pressure Radiological waste from 155 containmento

(~240 prig) and level (~60% or 6,000 gal- entries,
lons), the SIT will be empty well before the
MOV is completely open, and the design Thus, the per-operating-cycle cost of perform-
flow rate (~15,000 gpm) will never be ing the SIT check valve saruple disassembly is
achieved estimated to be arounJ $90,000. In 1990, FCS3

performed a reduced pressure SIT dump (pilot
if the SIT is dumped at refueling through the testf in an effort to qualify the procedures capa-e

open reactor vessel (RV), expansion of the bility to satisfy the requirements of IWV 3520 for
SIT nitrogen (N2) blanket bubble under the SIT check valves. The dump test was per-
design conditions will result in releasing the formed on the SIT that dumped through valves
N to the containment atmosphere through that had just been disassembled and inspected,2

the RV in a violent manner that would cause Thus, as the valves were known to be in good
substantial airtx)rne contamination, condition, the test would provide credible base-

line data.
The mechanical exercising of the SIT check

valve disc requires disassembly of tl.e check
valve becaur.e the valve is constructed so that no
nonintrusive mechanism is availabic to move or a. Omaha Public Power District Special Procedure,
observe the valve disc position. Relief was SP SI 7, " Safety Injection Tara S14C Dump Test,"
obtained from the NRC to satisfy the SIT check April 2,1990.
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Fl2ure 2. SIT dump schematk.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS FOR go c, /g(62,4/p) (2)? REDUCED PRESSURE DUMP
TEST where p - fiuid 6ensity and c, is a fiow coeffi.

cient that is dependent only on tre mechanical

E**# f
#" * * E# ' #'thing the reduced-pressure SIT dump test to

verify full flow capability of the SITcheck valves ump, p s assumM to v162A Mt .e

w c: es qua n to
. is ba.ted on the concept timt flow rate (Q) through
A piping system is proportional to the square root g, gg-

(3)of the differential pressure (AP) across the piping -

systen
With this corsept in mind, the goal of the SIT

dump test is to establish a C, that is adequate toG"N satitfy the Safet analysis SIT flow requirement,(1)-
j

and then tnperionn a dump test to measure the Cy
In Crant, " Flow of fluids,' (1985), Eque. ur,ing manageable test parameters. lf the mea-

tion 2.7, the same concept is stated: sured C, is equal to or greater than the safety,

NlmEO/CP-0123 274
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in order to register the maximum C, from the
analysis C,, the SIT check valves have fulfilled test, the flow rate after the MOV is fully opened
the full flow test requirement

(54 seconds after test initiation) must still be high
emogh (ab ut 3,500 gpn if the valves are in new

TEST SETUP / DEFINITION condition) to fully open the Sir check valves.

De SIT dump is performed by establishing TEST RESULTGI
adequate initial conditions of water level and CALCULATIONS
nitrogen pressure in the SIT while the MOV in the
SIT discharge piping is closed. Any initial condi- ne pilot text to qualify the SfT dump proce-

tions that will fully open the check valve and not dure was performed on one SIT in the spring of

inject nitroges into the resetor coolant piping 1990. Figure 3 shows plots of some of the critical
h

when the MOV is opeaed are considered ade- test parameters versus time.The calculated rgow

qua:e. Then SIT pressure and level versus time
rate through the check valves at the point when

are recorded as the MOV is opened to release the the MOV was 100% open was 4,462 gpm. Tids is

water to the refucimg cavity through the SIT above the 3 $00 gpm (as stated by the manufac.
turer) equired to fully open the check valves.ne

check valves. AP calculated at this point was 12.58 psig.

The most practical test setup for FCS was to =0 = J42_. . C, (MEAS .)'

dump the Sin to the reactor vessel when the ves- 62 .58
sel head was removed, the core was offloaded,

= 1.258 . (4)
and about 20 ft of water was in the refueling cav-

ity. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the test An uncertainty analysis was performed bas (d
arrangement. on instrument accuracy that indicated the calcu-

lated C, has an uncertainty t 3.4%. nis conser-
The initial conditions in the SIT (i.e., water vatively indicates that measured C, = 1,215.

level and nitrogen blanket pressure) were deter- The acceptance criteria for this test [C,
mined based on the desire to have the equilibrium

(LOCA)} was determined by using the nuclear
water level in the SIT of 0% after an isothermal
expansion of the nitrogen blanket expelled the

steam supply system (NSSS) vendor's loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) analysis (Combustion

water from the SIT to the refueling cavity, nis is
desirable to prevent nitrogen from being injected

Engineering,1974). De NSSS vendor developed
flow resistance coefficients (K) and effectiveinto the reactor coolant loop. The incrcise in
flow area (A) that can be used *n Crane's (1985)water level in the refueling cavity (~5 in.) as de

SfT dumps was neglected. The initial ccaditions
Eqaation 2.6.

chosen for the test included an SIT level of 90% C, = 29 . 9 d2 (5)
and an SIT pressure of 104 psig, nese compare b

.

to notmal values of 60% and 240 psig,
,

respectively. When the NSSS vendor's values of K = 7.34
2

(for piping from SIT SI-6C) and A = 0.5592 ft

The test was performed by recording the GlT for the piping from the tank being dumped are

level and pressure on a strip chart recorder while inserted into Equation (5), the acceptable C, is

the motor operated bksk valve wr.s opened fully obtained.

and then uosed. The flow (Q) and differential
pressure (AP) were calculated from the rate of _ . _

change of the SIT level and the SIT pressure
adjusted by the fluid level. The AP and Q were b. Omaha Public Power District, Calculation

then used to calculate C, in accordance with #FC-05428," Valves SI.207/208 Fult Open Stroke
Date Analysis for SP-SI 7, April 1990 Terfonnarre."

Equation (3).
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Figure 3. Resh:ts of pilot test,

, M d(,5592 fr ) (344 j,2/f,2) remusbered that the intent of the ASME Sectiond2 2
a 3

XI Pump and Wlve Program is to detect compo.
nent degradation. The baseline data for valves

102 . 5 in: (6) tested in the Pilot Tbst is C, = 1258. Titis baseline
=

'

value of C, is a credible indicator of valve condi-
tion regardless of how it compares to the LOCA29,9 x 102,5
Analysis, txcause the check valves were disas-" ""

ff3 '

(7) sembled and verified to be in satisfactory condi-
tion prior m performing the flow test.

The acceptance value C,(LOCA) = 1,131
(SI-6C)is the reference value that must be A cost i siimate on the effort required to per-
exceeded to verify the NSSS vendor's calcula- form the pilot test was developed to project the
tions, %c pilot test showed a C, margin of 7.3%, cost of dumping all four SITk to test the eight SIT
demonstrating acceptability of the tested SIT check valves. The performance of this test is
check vs.:ves and the pilot test methodology, expected to cost about $2,500 with negligible

impact on outage mdiation exposure, it is planned
Although the acceptance criteria was hased on

to dump all four STD for this test each refueling
the NSSS vendor's LOCA analysis, it should * * outage.

'
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All four SITS were dumped for the first time investigation will be postponed until the
during a sciueling outage in February 1992.* Re next SIT dump,

test tesults showed that all of the SIT check
valves satisfied their respective acceptance crite- ne test is consideral successful in that it dem-
ria (see Table 1, ter . ult summary). onstrated the viability of the test technique,it

established credible baseline information that
Some interesting observations may be drawn may be used to evaluate future test results (perfor.

from the test results (for example): mance trending), and it demonstrated that the
ct eck valves performed as predicted by the NSSS

ne C, values obtained from the test indb designer within a reasonable tolerarwe.e

cate that the test technique is dependable
and capable of producing consistent results SUM'AARY

The N bubble in the SIT approxitnated an ne test method described in this paper for full-e 2

isothermal expansion as the water was flow test verification of the SIT check valves by
dumped from the SIT dumpiag the SIT has been demonstrated to be a

viable, cost effective alternative to sample disas-
The apparent discrepancy between the C, sembly, ne sample disassembly of two valves*

values obtained for SI 6C in 1990 as each refueling outage is estimated to cost
compared to 1992 appears to be the result of $90,000.00, compared to an estimated cost of
different initial conditions rather th'm a neg- $2,500 for testing all eight SIT check valves by
ative performance trend, but since both dumping the four Sih.
res.ilts meet the acceptance criteria, further

FCS has received interim approval from the
NRC for the reducul. pressure SIT dump metho.l.
ology and plans to continue tolatisfy the full.

_ , _ _ . .

flow test requirement for the SIT check valves by
c. Omaha Public Power District, Surveillance Test performing the reduced pressure SIT dmnp test.
Procedure SS-ST SI-3015, * Safety Injection Tank All eight valves will be tested by this mechanism
Discharge Orck Valve Tert," February 22,1992. cach refueling outage.

t

Table 1. SIT dump test result,6ummary.

Acceptance 1990 Pilot Results 1992 Test Results

'Ihnk (Valves) Criteria (C,) Flow C, Flow C,

SI-6A

- - 3,563 gpm 1,206(SI 219 & 220) 1,189

SI-6B

4,126 gpm 1,201(SI 215 & 216) 1,164 - -

SI-6C

(SI-211 & 212) 1,131 4,424 gpm 1,258 3,897 gpm 1,184

SI-6D

(SI-207 & 208) 1,159 - - 4,241 gpm 1,229
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NOMENCLATURE nance staff for their able assistance in formulating
and pesforming this test methodology and accep-

A = Cross sectional area of pipe (ft ) trice criteria.2

Cy = Plow coefncient (gpm with 1.0 REFERENCES
psi pressure drop)

ASME Doller and Pressure Vessel Code, Sec-
K = Resatancecoefficient tion XI,1980 Edition, Winter 1980 Adden.

(dimensionless) dum, Subser .a IWV.

AP ' = Differential pressure (Ib/in.2) Combustion Enginecting,1974, ''LPSI Pump,
llPSIPump andSafetyinjection Tank Data

Q = Rate of flow (gym) for New ECCS Evaluation Model,"
O-PD ll3 Dated March 15.

d = Internal diameter of pipe (to.)-

Crane,1985, " Flow cf Fluids Through Ihires,
3p = Weight density of fluid (lb/ft ) F/tr/ngs, and Pirt.''
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Recommendations on Frequently'

Encountered Relief Requests
R, Scott Hartley and Clair B. Ransom

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

ADSTRACT
!
!

Dis paper is based on the review of a larEe database of requests for relief from
inservice testing (IST) requirements for pumps and valves. From the review, the
paper identifies areas where enhancements to either the relief request procca or the
applicable test codes car, improve IST of pamps and valves. Certain types of
requests occur frequently.The paper examines some frequent reques:s and cons!d.
ers possible changes to the requiremcets to determine if the frxluent requests esa
be eliminated. Recommended changes and their bases will be discussed. AST of

safety-related pumps and valves at commercial ruclear power plar ts is done
according to the American Society of Mechanical Enginects (ASME) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code (the Code), Section XI. Because of the design and function of

some safety systems in nuclear plants, performing Code testing of certain pumps |

and valves is impractical or a hardship dthout a compensating increase in the level
i

of safety. Deviations from the Code are allowed by law, as reviewed and approved
1

by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), through the relief
request process. Because of similarities in plant design and system fation, many
problems encountered in testing components are similar from plant to plant. Like- '

wise, there are often common problems associated with test methods or equipment.
Therefore, many relief requests received by the NRC from various planu aie simi-

' lat. Identifying and addressing the root causes for these common requests will
great *y improve IST,

INTRODUCTION valves. The U.c. Nuclear Regutatory Commission ;

(NRC)1I tasked with ensuring that licensees com-
ply will; the applicable testing requirements. In

Commcscial nuclear power plants are large and certain circumstances, licensees may renuest relief
complica'ed, containing man;'important fluid sys* from strict cornpliance w..a the test s .]uirements '

I tems. These systems contain numercas pumps and when components are inaccessible or otherwise
va'ves, Plant operators (licensees) periodically test impractical to lest, The NRC evaluates these
components, including important (or safety re- requests and may grant relief, as authorized by the
lated) pumps aml valves, to help ensure that they CFR. '

are available to perform their intendxl functions.
The Code' of Federal- Regulations (CFR), his paper addresses the process of requesting |

10 CFR 50, gives specific directions regarding and grarding relief from the test requirements, ;

inservice testing (IST) oisalety-related pumps and Licensees request relief from Code requirements

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conuniasion, Offim of Nudear Regulatory Research, under DOE
Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07 ID01570. P. L. Campbell, NRC Pre; ram Manager. *Ihis paper is based upon ,

'

wert spo: ;ored by an agency of the United States Ocvemment. Nei her the United States Govemment nor any
agency thereof, nor any of tleir eniployees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability
or respomibility for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparr.tus, product or process
disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would not inftinge privately owned rigtss.
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for many reasons and many component types. alternative testing, as delineated in Positions 1. 2,
Some seasons are particular to a problem with a 6,7,9, and 10 of the letter, nat elloit helped to
specific instrument or componet,t installation, streamline the telief process.
Other reasons are more general in nature, affecting
similar components that are found at a number of Regulations
plants. This paper focuses most on sequests of a
proad based and general nature, as determined This section discusses the regulations applicable
from the authors' combined experience (16 years) to IST progra.ms at licensed co ntnercial nuclea
in reviewing IST programs and relief requests for power plants. it also describes the process of grant-
the NRC. Recommendations in this paper are ing relief from the testing requirements. As writ- '

based on this experience and are intended to aid in ten,10 CFR 50, requires testing of certain
the review and approval process. safety.related pumps and valves. With certain

exceptions, these compot nts must be tested
his paper describes many of the regulations according to the requirements of Section XI of the ;

and_ requirements for IST. It discusses general ASME Code, Subsections IWP for pumps and
relief request problem areas and identliles ways to IWV, for valves. The Code subsections specify
present information in requests to enhance the many test plan attributes, including test methods ,

likelihood of having relief granted, ne paper also and frequencies. He testing is intended to assess i
looks at several specific areas where relief is operational readiness of components. Standard I
requested from pump testing requirements, such as Technical Specification 4.0.5 and other plant Tech-
requests to test using reference curves instead of nical Specifications (TS) state that IST of ASME
specific reference valves or to measure purup bear. Code Class 1, L and 3 pumps and valves shall te
ing vibration in units of velocity rather than dis- performed in accordance with Section XI of the
placement. These and other pump issues are Code and applicable addenda identified by 10 CFR
discussed and recommendations and insights are 50.55a(g).
given that should help licensecs prepare requests.
Several valve issues are also at dressed, such as the Nuclear power pla'us are dynamic and compli-
relationship between testing tc 'ssess the contain. cated. Often, design constrm :s or operating condi-a

ment isolation or pressure isolction capability of tions can preclude tecting certain components
valves, stroke time testing considerations for cer. according to the Code test method and/or ite-
tain power operated valves,i,nd alt.'rnat: testing of quency requirements. Alternatives to Code
check valves, requirements may be used when authoitred by the

NRC. " Provisions for Relief from Test Require-
REGULATIONS AND TECT ments," as stated in 10 CFR 50, provules for the

CODES regulatory authcdy, NRC, to grant reHef aHowing
modified testing or extending the test interval. Sec-
tion 10 CFR 50.55a gives the following criteria

ne NRC is working to improve the quality of for granting relief:
IST. This is evident in their high level of support
and participation in ASME Code Committee acti. Paragraph 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i) states.

vities, as well as their co-sponsoring of this sympo- that "the proposed alternatives would provide
'

sium. The NRC is making great efforts to grant an acceptable level of quality and safety.'
relief for each case where it is requested and is Relief under this provision is generally lim-
allowed by the CFR. As part of that effo't,the NRC ited to cases where the licensee proposes a
issued Generic Letter 89-04 (GL 89-04),"Guid. method of testing that is equivalent to or bet-
ance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing ter than the Code method.
Programs." He letter contained NRC Positions on
11 frequently encountered issues. The NRC deter- Paragraph 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii) states*
mined that reliefis granted according to Para- that " compliance [with the Code require-
graph (g)(6)(i) of 10 CFR 50.55a to follow the ment] would result in hardship or unusual

280
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difficulty without a compensating increase in N 465, which allows the use of Ohta 1988, Part 6,

the level of quality and safety," Relief is for testing pumps.

granted under this provision in cases where
the proposed testing is not equivalent to or The process of writing and revising testing

better than the Code method and the diffi. cWes and standards is iong 5fticult. and complex. ]
culty of compliance with the Code require. So is the process of writing and gainicg approval ,

ment would 1501 be compensated for by an for regulations to use them. Many problems and
'

increase in safety. shortcomings with Section XI have been addressed
in the revisions. This paper addresses problems

Paragraph 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i) states licensees have implementing Section XI require.*

that "The Commission will evaluate delet- ments and suggests ways to confront those piob-

minations . . . that Code requirements are lems. Y here the authors feel problems are
'

impractical. ne Commission may grant such effecti ely addr.ssed by the ASMU OM
Code.1990, Subsection ISTil or ISTC, for testirg

relief and may impose alternative require-
ments as it determines is authorized by law . . of pumps and valves respectively, mention will be

, giving due consideration to the burden upon made. L)iscussions will generally be limited to

the licensee if the sequirements were imposed comparisons between the current ASME OM
Code 1990 and the 1980 edition of Section XLon the facility." Relief is granted under this

provision in cases where the Code require- The NRC recently issued the NRC inspectiot
rnent is demonstrated to be impractical and a Marmal, Temporary lastruction 2515/114,"Inspec-
reasonable alternative method is proposed or tion Requirements for Generic Lette 89 04,
imposed by the NRC. The burden on the p,g ,, g ,g.T
li nsee is also considered as part of the eval- inspections will be done according to the tempo.

rary instmetion to assess program implemer.tation
relative to the test code requirements and other

Test Codes licensee commitments,

nis following section discusses some of the GENERAL PROBLEMS WITH
codes and standards applicable to testing at com- RELIEF HEQUESTS
mercial nuclear power plants. Most plants test in
accordance with Subsections IWP and IWV of the his section describes some of the general prob-
AS ME Code, Rese subsections ate being replaced lems associated with relief requests.The NRC
in the regulations (10 CFR 50)by Parts 6 and 10 reviews and evaluates relief requests and grants
of the ASMB Operation and Maintenance (O&M) relief according to the regulations. The decision to
Standard," Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear grant or deny relief from the Code requirements
Power Plants, ASME/ANSIOM 1987,"That Stan* depends on the quality of the technical information
dard was rewritten and approved by the Board on provided in a request. The information should
Nuclear Codes and Standards in the fall of 1990 as include the basis that justifies granting relief.
the " Code for Operation and Maintenance of Inconvenience alone is not a suitable justification.
Nuclear Power Plants, ASME OM Code 1990." The request should thoroughly and clearly specify
There are also other codes and standards that might the alternate method of testing and frequency for
be used for testing. Code Cases determined by the each test.
NRC to be suitable for use are identified in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1,147," Inservice Inspection Attention to detail and careful checking can
Code Case Acceptability ASME Section XI, Divi- greatly enhance the likelihood of getting relief
sion 1." nat guide specifically allows the use of granted without additional discussions, revisions,
newer Code versions in certain instances, such as and resubmittals. Licensees can do some very
Code Case N-416, which allows the use of OM-1 simple things to enhance the request process. First,

for testing safety and relief valves, or Code Case ensure the accuracy and completeness of
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information in each request. Simple mistakes, such Licensoo's Proposed Alternato e

as typographical errors (for component identifica- Testing and Frequency
tion),can make it difficult to evaluate a request and
grant relief. Second, r,ddress only related Code ne Ikensee's proposed alternate testing and
requirements in a request. Compheated requests frequency is an area where ruany problems occur,
addressing diverse requirements are difficult to Of ten, some aspect of the proposal is either not
prepare and even more difficult to grant. Often, stated, unsatisfactory or unclear. De NRC evalu-
complex requests must be broken into manageable ates the proposed testing to determine if it is equiv.
pieces and evaluated, possibly with a different out* alent to or better than the Code. required testing, or r

come than that desired by the submitter. And third, ;f it is teasonable for cases where Qe Code-
each request should 6eal only with components required testinF s impractical or a hardship. If thei
with related concerns. Stroke time testine should proposed testing is not adeqJalely des?tibed, it
not be lumped with check valve testit'g. Generally. cannot be fully usessed according to the regula-
if the basis is not equa'ly applicable to all the com* tions. !c many cases, relief cannot te granted based
penents, the request is too broad in scope. on the proposal. In cases where the Code test is

shown to te impractical and no testing h proposed

"h* ''56"8 6^' k ' P 5'd " ""5""5 f"" 'Y' "''Licensee's Basis for Roquesting P
NRC may impose alternadve requirements accord-

Rollof ing io paragraph 10 CFR So.55a(g)<6)(i).

Sometimes, the frequency of testing is not speci-
The basis is a very important part of a relief f ed. We have seen many requests tlut proposed to

request and an area where many problems occur, perfonn a test, say a full stroh open exercise, at a
ne basis states the need (according to the regula- frequency such as,"when the system configuration
tions) for relief. Problems fit into ttuce categories: is conduelve to the test." This statement neither
the basis is either not complete and clear, not defines nor limits the time interval between tests.
entirely applicable, or does not est*blish impracti- The proposed frequency cannot be determined and
cality, Imrden, or hardship. The plant operator compared to the Code requirements. Relief cannc4
knows the plant and equipment capabilities and be granted according to the regulations to test at an
limitations best.The specific reasons that support undefined frequency.

3 the grantinE of relief should be thoroughly and
clearly stated in requests. he basis should follow Another cormnon problem ia not addressing the
a logical sequence to ensure that all essential ele- frequency of part-stroke exercising. His is tuost
ments are included, it should not assume an in- often a problem with check valves. Relief requests
depth plant or system knowledge tny the reviewer, address only an extended frequency for full-stroke
but should clearly explain why the Code testig exercising, but fati to mention the frequency foi e
cannot, or should not, be performed as specified. performing part-stroke exercising. Also, the part-
Another problem is applicability of the basis, stroke test and its frequency are not identified in
Lmnping many components, with different safety the program. The part-stroke exercise may be a

,4 functions,in a single request makes the review pro- very important aspect of the testing done on a
cess difficult and often results in additional discus- valve. For check valves that cannot bc full stroke

p sions and submittals. Lastly, relief can be granted exercised with flow and that must be disassembled
by NRC in three ways, as previously discussed, via and inspected, it may be the only test done. Gener- .
10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3Xi),(aX3Xii),or(gX6Xi). An ally, when it appears that a licensee can part stroke

'

adequate basis must be provided to enable NRC to exercise the valve widnut much difficuhy and tlw
' "

grani relief under one of those three provisions. test is not addressed, the request will be granted
,

The licensee should demonstrate the equivalency with the provision that a part-stroke exercise be
of proposed testing, or the impracticality, burden, performed. Also, relief is often granted for disas- ,

) or hardship (as applicable) associated with com- sembly and inspection with the provision that part-
pisance with the Code. stroke exercising be dot.c after valve reassembly. *
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Part. sake exercising should be done as near the For requests with no proposed testing, relief is

Code test frequency as practical. usually denied or a proWsion is made to perform
some test in lieu of the Code test. In a few cases, a
test has very little value for a specific component

Foi some requests, the proposed alternate testing apphcation. ,

frequency is considered unsatisfactory. A licensee '

'nay propose to full-stroke exercise and stroke tiac Summary
a power-operated valve every other refueling out-
age,yet the test could te done easily when the plant Licensees should pay attention to detail when

is 10 the cold shutdown condition. ncsc kinds of preparing relief requests, especially the basis and

requests are usually accompan'ed with a weak proposed alternate testing sections.nc Code spec.
basis, in this case, the proposed frequency would ifies testing to assess component operational readi-

be considered unsatisfactory, and relief should not ness. De questions that licensees thould apply to

be granted to extend the interval between tests. each request for relief are (a)"Are the listed com-
ponents appropriate and correctly identified?"(b)
"Does the request corredly indicate the specific

Then, there is the issue of alternate testing. Code requircment(s) from which relief is
Again, the operator knows the plant and equip- requested?"(c)"Does the request previde the NRC
ment. The licensee is ideally suited to deve;op an adequate basis to fully understand the issue and

alternate proposals for assessing component opera- evaluate the issues?" and (d)"Does the proposed
tior.at readiness when the Code requirements can- test ensure an adequate assessment of operational
not be met. Licensees have developed some very readines and provide a reasonable alternative to
innovative approaches to problems with compo- the Code requirement (s)?"
neat testing. For this reason, the NRC is very reluc-
tant to prescribe alternate tests. Whenever possible. PUMF-RELATED RELIEF
the NRC will put the burden on a licensee t REQUESTS
develop a test method that adequately assesses

,

operational readiness and provides a reasonable secdon addmes sneral topes related to
alternative to the Code. pump testmg that are frequently seen in relief

- requests. The discussion of these topics identines

the af fected Code requirement, problems licensees
For some requests, the proposed alternate testing have complying with the requirement, typical

or acceptance criteria is considered unsatisfactory, licensee proposals, and issues of concern for grant-
L

Sometimes, licensees propose low quality tests that ing relief. Some of these issues are addressed by
|

do not allow an adequate assessment of operational subsequent editions of the Code or are being con-
readiness. Many of these tests rely on subjective sP by Code Committees.
judgements, such as an operator observing a
valve's stroke for smoothness rather than timing it. Testing Pumps Using Reference
Other proposals might measure parameters that are
marginal or u.4eless in their ability to indicate deg- CurVOS
radation, short of total failure. Still others might
measure only part of the required parameters dur- Code Paragraph IWP-3100 requires that pump

ing a poor test, such as testing a larEe centrifugal
flow rate or differential pressure te set at a rpecific

pump at shutoff head and measuring and assessing
reference value for testing. The quantities of

only discharge pressure,in other cases, the pro- Table IWP-31001 are then measured or observed

posed acceptance criteria might be wholly map- and compared to the correspondirig reference

propdate, such as assigning n lower required action
value. His comparimn monitors pump condition

range of 6 gpm for a pump with a normal capacity
and assesses its operational readiness. Many plants

of 30 gpm, or a stroke time limit of 120 seconds for have pump systems that Operate under a variety of
conditions. These conditions typically result from

a fast-acting solenoid valve,
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ruultiple 'adegndent changes, such as cycling of ese curve may be an acceptable alternative. Pump
flow control valves,in system cooling demand, curves represent an infinite set of reference points
Also, the overall system demand may vary signifi- of flow rate and dtfferential pressure. Establishing
cantly from season to season. This can make it a reference curve for a pump when it is known to be
extremely diffictdt or impossible to return to a spe- operating acceptably, and basing the acceptance
cific reference value of flow rue or differential criteria on this curve, can permit evaluation of
pressure for testing. Multiple reference points pump condition and detection of degradation,
could be established according to the Code, but it though not in accordance with IWP. Ilowever,
would be impossible to obtain reference values at there may be a higher degree of uncertainty
every possible point, even over a small range. associated with using a curve to assess operational
Licensees often request to test centrifugal pumps readiness. Therefore, the development of the refer-
using acceptance criteria based on a reference ence curve should be as accurate as practicati-
curve supplied by the pump manufacturer or one Additior. ally, when using reference curves, it may
that is derived from points of Dow rate and differ- be more difncult to identify instrument drift.
ential pressure measured in situ,instead of at a spe-

cified reference value(s). Because it is impractical to vary the flow rate of
certain pumps during normal plant operating

Generally, the level of detail in these requests conditions, the use of a reference curve ami accep-

does not describe the proposed testing adequately. tance crit ria based on the curve are an acceptable

Many wiables can affect the quality of reference alternative to the requirements of IWP fu: those

curve testing. For instance, the higher the inaccu- pumps iW followirg seven elements are used in

racy of the instruments used to develop a reference the IST program when developing and implement-

curve or to validate thL manufacturer's curve, the ing the reference cu WsX

higher will be the uncertainty associated with the
1. Curves will be developed, or manufacturer'scurve and the adequacy of de acceptance criteria.

The region of the pump curve in which testing is Pump curves will be validated, when the

done can largely affect the quality of the test. As a pumps are known to be operath.g acceptably

general rule, testing done at very low flow rates
2. De reference points used to develop or vali-(relative to the pump : design now rate)is less

meaningful for evaluating changes in condition date the curve wtll be measured using instru-
.

than tests conducted near the pump's design How ments at least as accurate as those required by
Ud'rate. The range of the curve and the number of test

points taken to establish or verify it can also have a
1 Cum will be based on an adequate numberlarge effect on the uncertainty associated with the

gg ,gg g 9reference curve and the acceptance criteria, ne
technique used to fit the curve to measured points
should also be considered. Other questions regard Points will be beyond the flat portion (low4.

establishment of complementary curves for analy- flow rates) of the curves in a range, which

sis of changes in vibra'.non. Many factors can have includes or is as close as pr eticable to design I

-g gg
a negative irupact on the quality of curve testing.
Therefore, these facmts should be understood by

5. Acceptance criteria based on the curves
licensees and des;rita in requests for relief,

should not conniet with Technical Specifica-
tions or Facility Safety Analysis Report oper.

The NRC generally grants relief for reference ability criteria for now rate and differential
_

curve testing when certain conditions are met. pressure for the affected pumps
Where it is impractical to test at a reference value
of flow rate and differential pressure durir a normal 6. If vibration levels vary significantly over the
power operation, testing in the "as-found" condi- range of pump conditions, a method for
tion and comparing values to an established refer- assigning appropriate vibration acceptance
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criteria should be developed for regions of Relief is generally granted in these cases to cal-

the pump cmve. culate inlet pressure, provided the calculatiun
meets the accuracy requirement of Table

7. When the reference curve may have been IWP-41101 for direct measuremen. of inlet pres- f

affected by repair, replacement, or routine sure. De ASME O&M Code Commitice is aware
service, a new reference curve shall be deter- of this problem. A proposed change to ISTD states:

mined or the previous curve revalidated by an "If a parameter is determinc? by analytical meth-
ods instead of measurement, then the determina.inservice test,
tion shall meet the patamo er accuracy requirement

The NRC believes that the use of reference
of Thble IST13 4,6.1 1. . . ." The authors believe

curves is not equivalent to testing at 11aed reference that the accuracy requirements for calculated i

values under IWP and that relief should be granted parameter values are adequately addressed in the

for these cases pursuant to 10 CI'R 50.55a(gX6XI), proposed revhion to IS1TI.

based on the impracticality of varying the pump's POSillVe Displacement Pump
operating condition in order to test at a specific
point. Rollef Requests '

The Code, Paragraph IWP 3100, requires men-
Where it is practical to test at reference values of surement of pump differential pressure for all

flow rate and differential pressure, testing in the
"as found" condition and comparing values to an purnps. Ilowever, many positive displacement

estrblished reference curve is not an acceptable pumps are not equipped with inlet pressure gauges.
In other cases, the installed inlet pressure instru-

a!!ernative. ment does not meet the accuracy requirerrant of
Table IWP-4110-1 for pressure,12% of full scale.

ne issue of reference curve testing is being con-
Licensees frequently request relief from either the

sidered by the ASME O&M Working Group on inst *ument accuracy requirements or from measur-
Pumps and Valves.The authors believe that a Code ing inlet pressure, differential pressure, or both,
procedure for using pump curves is needed to help The requests generasly propose to evaluate the
ensure that curve testing is of consistently high

pump condition by assessing changes in discharge
quality,

pressure.

Measurement of inlet Pressure liydraulic degradation of positive displacement
pumps is evident by evaluating discharge pressure

ne Code, Paragraph IWP-3100, requires mea- rather than differential pressure, as required _ y theb

surement of pump inlet pressure. Table Code. The discharge pressure of a positive dis-

IWP-41101 specifies an instrument accuracy of placement pump depends on the pressure of the

i2% (of full scale) for pressure. Ilowever, many ystem into which it is pumping. It is not signitis

pumps (such as vertical line-shaft and some posi- cantly affected by either flow rate or inlet pressure

tive dist acement pumps) have no installed instru- as long as adequate net positive suction head exists,l
ments. TEs results in many requests foi relief. ne inlet and differential pressure are not meaningful

proposed alternatives vary widely, from doing parameters to determine if hyd.aulic degradation is
~

nothing to t.alculating inlet pressure from the occurring. For positive displacement pumps, mea-

height of liquid above the pump suction. Quite surement of pump discharge pressure allows an

often the accuracy of the calculated inlet pressure assessment of operational readiness that is essen-

value is not mentioned. The Code does not specify tially equivalent to that of the Code. In virtually all

accuracy requirements for calculated parameter cases, relief is granted to assess positive displace-

values. It does not specify range or accuracy ment pumps using discharge pressure in lieu of dif-

requirements for level gauges, yardsticks, or the ferential pressure. Also,ISTD does not require
other devices that might be used to measure the measurement of pump inlet pressure. Paragraph

fluid level above the pump suction point. ISTB 5.2 and Table ISTB 5.2-1 specify the use of,
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and acceptance criteria for, discharge pressun for and approve the proposed program with its diff er-
positive displacement pumps. Thatefore, the ences from the IST3 program !f spuific venuire-
authors believe this issue is adequately addressed mems of ISTB ale deemed ,mpracticable, the
in that version of the Code, licensee should develop and propose attemates that

adequately nuess pump condition.
Vibration Measurement Method

A purnp vibration monitoring program per.-

Tbc Code, Paragraph IWP 4510, states require- f rmed in accontance with all the applicable vibra-

ments for measuring pump vibration amplitude, dmi tesdog nquirements of WaM, Pan 6. or
ne OM Code offers an improved method of esses- a newer v-raion through ISTB 1990. La acceptable

sing the mechanice.1 condition of pumps that incor- to k E. It gius an acequate bel of quMy
porates vibration velocity measurements and other arxl safety and provides a reasonable ahematne to

attributes. The NRC and many in the ludustry the Code vibration measurement requiremeu.

believe that the OM Code method is much better
than the method in IWP. NRC Regulatory Guide Vlbratlon Measurements for !

i

1.147 approves of the use of Code Case N 465, Submerged, Vertical Lino-Shatt
which specifically allows the use of OM 1988, Pan Pumps
6. Part 6 contains essentially the same vibration

j
monitoring program as ISTD Many licensees ne Code, Paragrapa IWp-8510. specifies that {
request relief from measuring purnp bearing vibra- pump vibration displacement measurements be {tion under IWP-4500 and propose to measure taken on a pump $9g housing or its structural j
vibration in either displacement or velocity units suppon, liowever, many submergrd, vertical line- '

according to a program that incorporates certain shaft pumps have their lower p"anp couplinr; bear-
aspects of the OM Code, ings located below the pmnp support structure

level, often submere:i ne bearings are ie.accessi-
here are distinct advantages of using a program ble during testing; therefore, direct measurement

that measures vibration velocity to evaluate the of vibration at the Code-spwified location is
mechanical condition of certain pumps. For pumps impractical. De OM Code, Paragraph ISTB 4.6.4,
with t high rotating shaft speed, measurement of also states requirements for the location of vibra-
vibration velocity can allow a better assessment of tion measurements, it allows vit ration measure-
a pump's mechanical condition than displacement. ments to be taken on the upper motor bearing
This is widely acknowledged in the industry. A housing of the pump for verticalline shaft pumps.
pump testing prograta using vibration velocity In some cases, licensees state that taking mearure-
readings taken over a wide frequency range, such ments at the upper motor bearing housing is
as that in ISTD, can provide more information impmetical. In these cases licensees request relief
tbout pump mechanical condition than could be from the location of meuutement requkement and
obtained from vibmtion displacement readings, submit proposa'a to address thit problem. Licens-

ces also request relief from the vibration accep-
Proposals may be similar to the program tance criteria for measurements taken at the upper

described in ISTD, but differ in the approach or motor housing because of high motor vibration
lack certain elements, such as the location of mea- levels,
surements, acceptance criteria, or the frequec:y
response of the instrument for measuring vibration. Pump related vibration levels measured at the
In most cases, no justification is provided for the upper motor thrust bearing housing can be signifi-
differences. This is not to say that the diffe ences cantly atteauated by intermediate materials. Pump
cannot be justified, but only that no information is vibration can also be masked by motor vibrations.
provided tojustify the difference. Sometimes, only These efhets t_.ake it difficult to evaluate pump
the acceptance criteria are provided. In most cases, mechanical cordition based on vibration readings
some additional information is needed to evaluate taken at the upper motor bearing housing Yet, this
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is generally considered the best available location vibration alert and required action levels inight be

for temotely measuring vibration to assess the of marginal salue to detect pump degradation. It
rnechanical conation of submerged pumps. ISTil might be much more appropriate to reduce the
allows tocasurement a the upper housing and acceptance ranges bxause of attenuation of pump-

specifies the number and location of measure- related vibration. We of ten see requests to increase

ments it also specifas acceptance criteria fot the acceptance criteria (a ww higher multiples and

vibration displacement and velocity, instrument abr> lute values). Upon closer inspection, the prob-

accuracies, and other prognun aspects. The NRC lems with meeting the specified ranges usually
vmycs the use of the ISTil vibration testing stem frorn high vibration levels of the motors,
rt t ements in their entirety, whethet resulting frotn a degraded condition, poor

mour. ng, or vibration of nearby or atrociated

flowever, there are some valid concerns about equipment. Licentees should look closely at prob-

the ability to assess a submerged pump's mechani.
lems with vibration sneasurements for submer;ed

cat condition based on vitation readings taken on pumps and ensure that the acceptance criteria are

the ruotor. These concerns are underscored when established to assess pump operational readiness

licensees propse to relax the acceptance criteria. and not solely to ensure measurements in the

An Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) acceptable range, irrespective of pump condition.

report, On Line Vibration Afonitoringfor Sub- Licensees should ensure that the proposed alter-
mergcJ Vertical Shaft Pumps, EPRI NP $704M,

nate measurement location and acceptance critena
was issued in March 1988. It discusses problerus

will adequately assess pump condition. This
associated with assessmg pump condition based on

implies that the correlation of measured vibrationvibration measurements taken at remote locations,
data with actual pump conjitions is known and that

The report suggests meihods for monitoring vibra- the acceptam a criteria will require corrective
tion on submerged pumps, including attaching action prior to pump failure. If the relationship

,

motion aensors on the submerged pump housing,
between these is unknown, then the proposed loca-

. . tion and acceptance critetia n.!ght not be justified
Again, the upper motor thrust bearing housm.g is (or suitable) for the application. In these cases,

usually the best location fer remotely incasunng licensect should do one of the following: (a) rnea-
vibration of submerged pumps. Ilowever,in some sure vibration on the upper motor thrust bea .igs

cases that location may not be accessible for vibra- housing in accordance with all the %nicable '

tion measurement. In those cases, sognething needs requirements of ISTB for vibranon measurement
to be done to adequately assess pump condition or (b) justify an alterrate measurement location,i

and determine operational readiness. Some instal- method, and acceptance criteria that adequately
lations might provide another location on the assess operational readiness of the affected pumps.
motor with an equivalent or better indication of
pump condition. Ilowever, relief requests gener" The authors believe that alternate methods of
ally do not prnvide data to support this case if an assessing the mechanical conditica of subme!Eed
adequate assessment of pump condition cam.ot t* pumps, such as attaching accelerometer or dis-
made by vibration measurements taken at an alter- placement probes to the pumps (as described in the
nate location, the licensee should consider other EPRI report), are needed to adequately assess the
methods, such as those described in the EPRI operational readiness of many of these pumps. This
repor'. problem should be considered and addressed by

the ASME Code Committees.
Regarding relaxed acceptanec criteria applied to

vibration measurements taken on the motor hous- Hydraulle Acceptance Criteria
ing, the measured levels attributable to the pump
ue likely to be tour (possibly much lo.ver) than 'I he Code, Par agraph IWP-3100, specifies

the actual pump leve'is. Because of the reduced lev- acceptance criteria for a pump's hydraulic perfor-
cls attributable to the pumps, the Code-specified mance. In many cases, a purup's hydraulic c apacity
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greatly exceeds the system design requirements, pump manufacturer should be consulted or a
This is often the case for pumps in the emergency detailed analysis be perfortned any time the Code
diesel generator fuel oil transfer system and some- acceptance criteria are relaxed. Consulting the
times the case for pumps in other systems, such as manufacturer will help to ensure the proposed
the cooling system for the spent fuel pool. alternate limits are appropriate for the specific

application of that equipment,
10 one case, a pump with a capacity of approxi-

mately 28 gpm was installed in a system with a OUEE0IY
design requirement of only 3.3 gpm. Dere were
additional complications in this case, such as Testing pumps in the "as found" condition using
instrument accuracy and repeatability, and the abil- reference curves may be acceptable in cases.where
ity to duplicate the system test configuration (for it is impractical to establish a reference flow rate or

flow rate). The licensee stated that the pump could differential pressure. When using this method, 'he
meet its system design function with greater than licensee should follow the seven elemeats listed
75% degradation and that the pump would function earlier in this seetion. For pump installations with-

j
|

reliably with 25% hydraulic degradation, provided ut inlet presstue instruments, the pressure may be
that bearing vibration was noi excessive. The determined from the level of fluid above the pump
licensee proposed to measure flow with a survey suction. In these cases, the calculated pressures
flow meter with an approximate iS% accuracy should be determined as accurately as the Code
and to assign coiTective action ranges of 15% flow requires. Pump inlet and differential pressures are
rate degradation for alert and 25% flow rate degra- n t indicative of pump hydraulic condition for pos.
dation for the required action. De authors believe itive displacement pumps Relief can be obtained
that expanded hydraulle performance acceptance fr m measurkg these parameters if pmnp now rate
ranges may be appropriate and justifiable for cer- and discharge presse are measured and evaluated
tam cases where there is a high level of confidence against appropriate acceptance entena.
that the pump teruains capable of performing its
required function at the degraded leve!. Ilowever* The vibration monitoring program of
the relaxed acceptance criteria should consider all OMa 1988, Part 6, or any newer version through

uncertainty (l.c.. instrument inaccuracy) associated ISTD-1990,is equivalent to or better than the

with the measured parameter values. Otherwise, v bration program of Section XI. Licensees may
the pump may degrade and fail before the condi- use these requirements for vibution measure-
tion is detected and acted upon. ments, provided they use them in their entirety

except for cases where this is shown to be impracti-

in the case just described, the information pra-
cal. In these cases, the licensee should develop and

vided did not show that the proposal was equiva- propose alternatives that adequately assess purnp

lent to or a reasonable alternative to the Code. The
operational readiness. Vibmtion measurements on

licensee was asked to evahtate methods for more
submerged, verticalline shaft pumps should be
taken in accordance with the vibration measure. )accurately measuring or detertuining pump flow

rate and to reconsider and justify the alternate ment requirements of OMa 1988, Part 6, or any )
allowable ranges to ensure that they require correc- newer version through ISTB 1990, if practicable.

tive action before the pump's condition degrades to If licensees deviate from these requirements, they

the point w here there is an increased possibility of
should ensure that the proposed allemative (i.e.,

failure. In cases where relief is determined to be
measurement location and acceptance criteria) will
adequately assess pump operational readiness.

necessary and alternate ranges are proposed,
.

licensees should consider the instrument inaccura- When pump capabilities greatly exceed the sys-
cies and other uncertainties v. hen setting the alter- tem design requirements, expanded hydraulic per-
nate limits. In no case should acceptance criteria be

formance acceptance ranges may be appropriate
set below the point where operational readiness

andjustifiable for cases where there is a high level
cannot be assured. It is the authors' opinion that the of confidence that the pump remains capable of
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performing its required function at the degraded ing may not adequately assess their ability to per-
level, llewever, the relaxed acceptance criteria form other important leakage restriction functions,

)
should consider all uncertainty (i.e., instrument such as presswe isolation.There have been several

inaccuncy) associated with the measured parame- cases recently where licensees have misunderstood
ter values, this positiott

VALVE-RELATED RELIEF ne requi xments or Paragraph IWv 3427(b)

REQUESTS
are appkak t Category A valves that pafonn a
leakage res.siction function other than or in addi-
tion to cominn cut isolation. Valves in this group

( This section addresses seve al topics related to include p 4sure isolation valves, even if they also
valve testing that are frequently seen in relief perform containment isolation function. If Para-
requests. He discussion of these topics identifies graph IW"-3427(b) is not followed, the testing
the affected Code requirement, problems licensees does ncs. provide a reasonable alternative to the

-

have complying with the requirement, typical pro- Code f n these valves. Relief is granted to test the
posals, and issues of concern for granting retici. contaioment isolation function under GL 89-04,

. Additionally, some of these issues are addressed by Posit)on 10. Relief is limited, however, to asses-
subsequent editions of the Code or are being con- sing the containment isolation capability, Relief
sidered hj Code Comnditees. frorr, Paragnph IWV-3427(b) applies only to test-

ing of the containment ischion function. For Cate.
General Requests Eo'cy A valves that perform any other leakage

tehtiiction function in addition to or other than con-
Containment isolation Valves / Pressure tainment isolation, the requirements of Paragraph
Isolation Valves, The relationship between the Iwy,3427(b) should be met.
leak rate testing requirements of Section XI of the
Cale and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,is frequently Verification of Valve Position Indication
not understood. He Code, Paragraph IWV-3420, Accuracy, The Code, Paragraph IWV-3300,
states requirements for leak rate testing Category A _ states requirements to verify that valve position
valves. Appendix J, states requirements for leak indications are accurate. Many valves, such as
rate testing containment isolation valves (CIVs), scaled solenoid actuated valves, are totally "

The NRC staff deterr.dned that the leak test procc- enclosed. They cannot be observed to verify that
dures and requirements for CIVs specified in their operation is accurately indicated. Their cor- I
Appendix J are equivalent to the equirements of rect positioning can be very impo1 ant to the rafe
IWV-3421 through -3425. In t.dd.aon, the licctisce operation of the plant. Though it may be difficult to
must comply with the Analysis of Leakage Rates do, valve position indication should be verified
and Corrective Action requirements of Paragraph! periodically to ensure that it accurately reflects

' nVV-3426 and -3,27(at Mnny licensees request valve position.
rel!cf from the test rr.dhod requirements of Para-
graph IWV 3427(b) for va.ious Category A valves Licensees propose alternative tests that vary
and propose to test theru according to GL 89-(M from doing nothing, to observing system opera-

Posilit o 10. " Containment Isolation Valve 'Ibst- tional parameters, such as pressure differential or
ing "Wc valves for which relief is requested are flow, to verify the accuracy of the indication. Even

usually CIVs. But, the valves often perform other though the eccuracy of valve position indication
important leakage restricdon functions. Testing cannot be verified by visual observation, it should

under the Code, or Appendix J and Paragraphs be done by some positive means, such as observa-

IWV-3426 and -3427(a), as specified in Post- tion of pressure or flow, using appropthe c:gc-
tion 10, gives adequate assurance of the opera- tive acceptance criteria. The OM Code-1990,
tiotal readiness of CIVs for performing the Paragraph ISTC 4.1, allows use of other indica-
c anTtvent isolation fuactio . However, that test- tions to verify the accuracy of valve position
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indication. De authors believe this issue is ade- (or closing)of the v Alve. The full-stroke time could
cacty addressed inISTC.

probably be measured as required by the Code dur-
>

ing that calibration, but at a reduced frequency.
There is also some confusion as to whether llowever, because this testing involves instrument

Note 1 to Table IWV-37001 excludes Code response time and delays from other control ele-
Category B passive valves from the requirements ments, it may be difficult to obtain accurate stroke
of Paragraph IWV 3300 for verification of valve times for many of the valves in this group.
position indication accuracy, In the 1974 edition of
thp Code, all valves with remote position indica. In many cases, it is practice.1 to verify strokin #
tion, except those specifically acluded from the valves that are not equipped with position indica.
scope by Paragraph IWV-1300, were required to be tion by observing changes in system pressure or
checked. In ASME Standard OMa 1988, Part 10, flow. Ilowever, because this testing could involve
and all subsequent editions through the OM delays from instrument loop response time or sys-
Code 1990, Subsection ISTC, Category B passive tem dynamic response, it may be difficult to obtain
valves with remote positica indication must be acema coke time measurements for many of the
checked. Additionally, incorrect position indica. va -6 m . s group. Although it is difficult, metn-
tion on a Category B passive valve cauld hm Co i t dCePtance criteria are needed to ensure
disastrous effects on system operability ou.4, an that severely degraded valves rre declared inoper-
accident. He NRC believes, as do the authors, that able and repaired or replaced, as needed. Though
the requirements of Paragraph IWV-3300 apply to stroke timing is specified in the Code to assess deg-
Category B passive valves with remote position radation, other methG might be just as effective.
Indication. Recently, ultrasonics, magnetics, and acoustics

have shown promise for their utility in stroke tim-
Power Operated Valve Stroke ing and monitoring the condition of power.oper-

Time Testing ated valves. Licensees submitting these types of
requests should evaluate alternate methods for
assessing valve operational readiness. The authors

he Code, Paragraph IWV-3413, states require- believe this issue should be considered by the
ments for stroke time iMing of power-operated ASME Code Committees.
valves. Many valves are diffic>dt to stroke time as
required. Some are not equipped with position Check Valves
indication or manual control switches. Others
receive control signals from pressure switch / pres- Re most frequent topic of relief requests relates
sure programmers or level controllers, without

to the testing of check valves. Some requests are to
either a manual control switch or a suitable valve use closure testing for series check valvra in pairs.
position indicator, Licensees frequently request Most of the requests are to perform 4: assembly
relief from the stroke time measurement require- and inspection in lieu ofIull-stroke exercising
ments because of these sorts of problems. Proposed open with flow. A small percer e propose to
testing varies frorn observing valve operation, e.g.. verify closure capability by diassembly and
observation of appropriate system rerponses, to no inspection. Most of these requests (for exercising
test at all. open) are granted by the provisions of GL 89-04,

Position 2, and need not be spccifically evaluated.
' In some cases, the valve's stroke can be timed, In many cases the requests appear to conflict with

; but that test is not practical on a quetterly basis. For Position 2, or propose an alternative to the generic
example, it may be impractical to quarterly test a letter position. Some propose an extension of the
valve whose actuation is controlled by changes in a inspection interval, but address only part of the

i. system parameter, such as pressure. However, the issues raised in the position.
associated pressure instrument is calibrated at
some frequency, and during calibration it may be Series Check Valvo Tests. The Code, Para-

j' feasible to input a signal that demands full opening graph IWV-3522, states the methcxl requirements

|
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for testing check val',es. Many situations involve accuracy of the rmote position indication for

check valves located in series with other check Category Il passive valves should be checked

valves with no provisions. :;uch as test taps, for ver. under the Code.

ifying closure individually. Many of the valves in
this situation are in systems that supply fluid Many valves are difficult to stroke time as

makeup to injection systems of boiling ' f ates reac- required by the Code, llowever, licensees sbould

tors. Rey are usually simple cFeck valves that are develop methods to ensure that severely degraded

not equipped with position indication or external valves are declared inoperable and repaired or

operators. Reir safety function is to close to pre- replaced, as needed. Check valves located in series

vent loss of the injer. tion system fluid. A demin- with no provisions, for verifying closure individu-

eralized water sy stem or a dedicated keep. fill, or ally can be tested in series in some cases, That test

jockey, pump usually supplies the flow through should be done as near as practical to the Code fre-

these valves. Licensees generally request relief to quency.

test these series valves as a single unit.

ADDITIONAL RELIEF REQUEST
Individually verifying the reverse closure capa' TOPICS

bility of each of these series valves with differen-
tial pressure is impactical at any frequency. Yet, in This paper has discussed several cornmon rLlief
many of the cases covered by this discussion, the ;cquests in detail. The following section briefly
closure capability of the series pair can be verified discusses additional issues. The section presents
by leak testing the pair. Often, that test can be done the tepics and usual problems, and indicates some
quarterly when the associated injectian system is of the items that should be considcred and
tested. Testing the pair closed as near as practical to addressed by licensees requesting relief in these
the Code frequency may be the best that can be

areas.
done without performing system redesign and
modificatiott However, where the pair test is done

in lieu of the Code test (individual valve closure
General Rollef Requests

testing), both valves in the pair should be declared
inoperable and repaired or replaced if excessive Licensees request relief from performing tests

leakage is noted through the pair. This closure test t msy result in entry into a Technical Specifica-

should be performed quarterly or during cold shut- . . TS) Limiting Condition for Opeution (~LCO)
-

downs, as practicable. A (pair) test of this type is a on Statement.

preferred over valve disassembly and inspection,
.

Licensees request to defer component testingwhich is sometimes propoced. *

stating only that the test will cause entry into

Summary an LCO Action Statement.

The NRC grants relief in cases where testingTesting per 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, and Sec- *

tion XI, Paragraphs IWV-3426 and -3427(ah as could cause personnel harm, damage equip

specified in Position 10 of GL 8941, gives ade- ment, unnecessarily challrnge a safety sys-

quate assurance of the operational readiness of to,or cause a plant trip. Usually relief is not

CIVs for performing the containment isolation granted when the sole justification is that test-
ing could cause entry into an LCO Action"function. Ilowever, the requirements

Paragraph IWV-3427(b) are applicable to Cate-
Statement. The licensee should address any

gory A valves that perform a leakage restriction applicable concerns as discussed above, If a

function other than or in addition to containment
case exists where entry into an LCO causes

isolation.The accmacy of valve positionindication an extreme hardship or burden, that case

should be verified periodwally for all valves. The should be fully described in the request.

2%
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Pump-Related Relief Requests if that is the case, to use other methods to
meet the duration-of-test requirement. Addi-

Licensees request not to measure pump bearing ' tionally, if information is available from the
: temperature (IWP-3100), manufacturer, or it can be shown that the

pump can reach stable conditions in a e short
Bearing temperature is not considered a good time available for the test, this shculd be pres-.-

indicator of bearing condition, especially ented to help;ustify the granting of relief.
when measured only once per year. That mea-
surement can be affected by a great variety of ' Licensees request relief from the vibration
factors nos related to bearing condition. instrument frequency response requirements for

slow-speed pumps IWP-4520(b).
e' Requests should indicate the proposed alter-

nate testing. They should state. for instance, Licensee] with certain slow speed pumpse

whether the vibration testing program of (rotational speeds near I SO rpm) cannot call-
OM-6 will be used at the plant. That program brate their inmuments to meet tbc accuracy
represents an improvement in the technique specified in the Code,
for assessing pump bearing mechanical
condition and is a suitable alternative to mea- The licensee should show that compliance*

suring bearing temperature. Generally, the with the Code instrument frequency response
{

,

case can he made that taking the measure- requirements ne impractical or show that
Iment is a hardship not compensated by an r ceting the Code frequency response 'It low '

increase in the level of qvelity or salety. frequencies would be hardship without a
compensating increa_ in the level of quality

Licensees request relief from the Code instru- and safety. For the latter case, an instrument
ment range requirements for ultrasottic flow rate or

may be very close to rnectin;; the response
vibration measuring instruments (IWP-3210). requirement and the replacement would be

very expensive. Another possible allemate,
Digital instruments, often have many select- would be to propose a different test method

.

able or automatically selected ranges. The that adequately indicates pump bearing
accuracy of the instrument is generally inde-

mechanical condition. Still another possibil-
pendent of range.

ity, would be to show that the phenomenon of

Requests of this sort should describe the interest (e.g., oil sling in journal bearmgs) is.

instrument accuracy and the repeatability for
not applicable to the particular pump design.

each specific application (giouping may be
appropriate m certain cases). The requests Valve-Related Relief Requests
should also describe the steps taken to
Jmprove the repeatability of these instru- Licensees request to use plant TS to deteram.e
ments.. operability instead of IWV-3417(b). The plants

feel that their TS adequately define operability
Licensees request relit.f from the required dura. requirements.

,

tjo't of pump tests (IWP-3500).

IWV-3417(b) states that valves that fail the*

The suction sources or discharge collectors stroke time test or fail to exhibit the required.

for some pump systems cannot contain the change in stem or disk position shall be
quardty of fluid needed to meet the run-time declared inoperative and the condition cor-
requirements of either IWP-3500(a) or (b). rected before startup. Some of thew valves

may not be needed for plant operation. It may
Licensees should describe the methcd used to not be feasible to correct the condition prior|- e

i test 11v pump and show that it is impractical, to startup.
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A valve that is declared inoperable in accor- to qualify trieir relief capacity. nerefore, the*

dance with IWV-3417(b) need not be requirements for 2 years experience in fluid

repaired or replaced prior to plant startup if flow may constitute a hardship without a
the following items are true: (aP*2e valve and compensating increase in the level and qual-

its associated system are not required to be ity of safety. Since the test supervisor evalu-

operable by plant TS, and (b) the valve or its ates test data and makes determinations of

associated system is specifically addressed component operability, the other require-
by the TS operability criteria, ments for people in this position are consid-

ered to be appropriate.

If a safety-related valve and its associated sys-
tem are not specifically covered by TS oper. Licensees request relief froin old shutdown
ability requirements, the valve should be testing under OM 10 Pmgraph 4.2.1.2(g) or OM

repaired or replaced before startup urdess the Code-1990, Paragraph ISTC 4.2.2(g).

licensee specifically justifies doing otherwise.
Many cold shutdowns are of short duration.*

Licensees interpret the Code to require the per- Hey may be planned or the result of equip-

formance of a stringent fail-safe test. This test is ment problems that can be fixed in a short
considered to be different from a normal test, time after the plant reaches the cold shutdown

which may actually cause a loss of actuator power. condition. Testing all the valves that are iden-
tified to be tested in the cold shutdown condi-

IWV-3415 states that valves with fall-safe tion during each cold shutdown can present a*

actuators shall be tested by observing the significant financial burden on uulities.

operation of the valves upon loss of actuator
Often, problems occur when licenseespower. Licensees request relief tc, perform *

this test while exercising valves ush.g normal request this relief and add additional condi-

valve operating controls, tions to the cold shutdown testing discussion,
for example, during cold shutdowns "when

Licensees should determine whether actions conditions permit," or "when the system is*

- taken to stroke valves during periodic IST not needed."De OM-10 and OM Code 1990
meet the Code requirement to cause a " loss of requirements state that," Valve exercising
actuator power." If so, no special 'est is during cold shutdown shall commeace within

needed. For instance, the operation of the 48 hr of achieving cold shutdov ., and con-

position control switch for solenoid valves tinue until all testing is complete or the plant

typically results in disruption of actuator is ready to return to power. For extended out-

power to those valves and satisfies the fail- ages, testmg need not be commenced in 48 hr

safe test requirement. Similarly, venting the provided all valves required to be tested dur-
air from the actuator of an air. operated valve ing cold shutdown will be tested before plant

typically causes a loss of actuator power. startup. However,it is not the intent of this
Subsection to keep the plant in cold shutdown

Licensees request relief from test supervisor in order to complete cold shutdown testing."

qualifications per PTC-25.3-1976. Any deviation from this provision should be
identified and justified.

Licensees have problems meeting the engi-*

neering degree and/or 2 years experience in Licensees request relief from the requirement to

fluid-flow requirements of PTC-25.3. They measure the stroke time (IWV-3413) of system

do not think that supervising this testing control valves that perform a fail. safe function.

requires this level of training and experience.
Most power-operated valves in this category*

Periodic surveillance testing is perfo e ed to perform system control functions, such as*

verify the set pressure of relief valves and not presr "e, temperature or flow control. Many
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of theseyalves are not equipped with position position irMicating device, by observation of
control switches and are difficult to accu- appropriate pressure indications in the sys-

- rately stroke time. Licensees inerpret the tem, or by other positive means. These relief
Code to require only fail-safe testing and tK>t requests generally deal with the frequency of
stroke timing as for other power-operated testing.
valves.

Verifying check valve closure by Appendix J*

Power-operated salves that have a required leak rate testing meets the criteria in*

fail-safe function and that perform a sy tem IWV-3522(a) and is generally focad to be
control function must be fail safe tested, acceptable. The main problem with these
They ahould also be stroke time tested requests is with the frequency of the proposed
according to the Code. Derivations from the alternate testing. Appendix J testinX s gener.i
Code requirements should be justified in a ally performed during refueling outages
relief request, whik sheck valves are required to be exer-

cised quarterly or during cold shutdowns.
Licensees submit discussion in their IST pro- The fact that Appendix J testing is performed

gram as relief requests however many of them are during refueling outages by itself, is not a suf-

- actually cold shutdown ju!.tifications, ficientjustification not ta test check valves at
the Code specified frequencies. The licensee

Often licensees submh requests for relief and should meet the Code or provide an adequate+

propose to test valves during cold shutdowns. basis demonstratmg thn the only practical
way to test the valves is leat rate testing and

IWV-3412(a) and -3522 provide for testing that testing quarterly or during cold shut- ;e
.

1valves at cold shutdowus when it is impracti- dowes is either impractical or a hardship
cal to test them quarterly during power opera- without a compensating increase in the level

,

tion. The Code requires this testing to be of quality and safety.

specifically identified by the owner. Since the )
proposed testing in these relief requests is m CONCLUSION '

accordance with the Code, these tesis should
not be included as relief requests, rather, they The NRC grants relief based on the specific situ,
should be identified as Cold Shutdown Justi- ntion and on the merit of the licensce's proposal,
fications in the IST program. There are many differences between nuclear power

plants in design g onstruction, r,ad operating condi_-
'icensees request relief to use Appendix J leak tions. Because of these differences, similar relief

rate testing to verify closure capability of check requests can be evaluated with a different outcome
valves, at different plants. However, by considering the

guidance in this paper and addresting these and
IWV-3522 (a) states: " Confirmation that the other pertinent issues, the licensee is more likely to.

aisk in on hs seat shall be by visual observa- receive a favorable review of requests for relief
tion, by an electrical signal initiatea by a from '.he Code requirements stated in 10 CFR 50.
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MOV Diagnostic' Application

Lessons Learned From Validation Testing of
-Diagnostic Systems for Motor-Operated Valves

Kevin G. DeWall, Robert Steele, Jr., and John C. Watkins
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.

ABGTRACT

Nuclear power plant utilities are responding to C actic letter 89-10 and Generic
Issue 87 by acceleratmg efforts to perform diagnostic in-plant testing of motor-
operatea valves (MOVs).Various vendors are developing diagnostic equipment for
such testing and supplying it to the utilities. During the spring of 1991, the Idaho
National Engin(cring Laboratory participated, at the request of the MOV Users
Group and most of the vendors of MOV diagnostic equipmen:,in a test program to
demonstrate the vendors' ability to meet their stated accuracy claims. Among other
things, the program served to document the vendors' accuracy claims in a single
rcport for easy reference, and it allowed the vendors to check their claims on a
calibrated test device and revise them if necessary. His paper presents an overview
of the lessone teamed during the test program, including calibration and zeroing
instruments, data sample rates, the conversion of spring pack displacement (or

- force) to stem torque, the conversion of stem torque tc stem thrust, and error
margins.

INTRO' DUCTION _ (MUG). De program consisted of testing com-
: mercially available MOV d_iagnostic equipment'

| on an instiumented, calibrated test stand capable

f ,The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory of simulating valve closure. Measurements taken

L (INEL)is performing motor-operated valve from the instrumented test stand served as a
(MOV) research in support of U.S. Nuclear Regu- standard against which the measurements taken

latory Commission (NRC) efforts regarding by the commercial diagnostic equipment could iv

0:neric Issue 87 (GI-87), *? Failure of HPCI compared.

(high-pressure coolant injection) Steam Line-
Without Isol tion," and Generic Letter 89-10 ne test stand, built by the INEL, is called the

.

L(GL-8910), " Safety-Relate.d Motor-Operated motor-operated valve load simulator (MOVLS).

Valve Testing and Survcillance " The research he MOVLS can sim0 late the loadings imposed

includes a recent test program conducted at the on a 900-lb class,6-in. ulve closing against dif .

INEL e.t the request of NRC and in cooperatica ferential pressure lor. ding up to 2000 psid The

with the nucler.r industty's MOV Users Group MOVLS; shown in Figure 1,is powered by a

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuc! car Regulatory Resettch, under DOE
IMo Field Office Contract DE-AC07-ID01570. G. H. Weidenhamer. NRC Program Manager. Computer-generated

graphics by Geraldine S. Reilly; technical editing by Donovan Bramwell.
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Figure 1. The INEL motor operated valve load simulator. - {

bLimitorque SMB-0-25 motor operator mounted amounts of water and gas overpressure in the
on the yoke of a 6-in. Velan reac or watercleanup accumulator, his configuration is capable of a
(RWCU) system containment isolation valve. 6-in. stroke with a stem speed of 12 in, per min.
The valve stem for this program was a 13/4-in - ute. For this test program, however, the last part
diameter,1/4-in.-pitch-and lead, ACME thread of the stroke would provide the important data, so
stem, also manufactured by Velan. the stioke length was limited to about 2 in, to

reduce the amount of data that would have to be -
. The valve stem is equipped with an instrum- collected and processed.

ented arm that simultaneously measures torque
and serves as an anti-rutation device. At the end The MOVLS is instrumented to provide direct
of 'he valve stem is a thrust bearing mounted or. a measurements of every parameter currently
specially designed Lt. bow load cell that measures measured either directly or indirectly by the
stem force.De load cellis attached toa hydraulic commercially available MOV diagnostic sys-
cylinder that discharges fluid to an accumulator

tems. All MOVLS measurements are recorded on
as it is compressed during simulated valve clo- a da'a acquisition system (DAS) consisting of a
sure. Different but typical valve stem load pr> MEGADAC 2200C interfaced to an IBM
files can be simulated with different initial System /2 personal computer. De MEGADAC is

a high-speed data-acquisition, signal-condition-
ing, data-recording system, capable of a continu-

b. Mention of specific products or manufacturers ous sampling rate of 20,000 samples per second.
in this document Enpties neither endorsement, pref. The MEGADAC provides amplification, multi-
creoce, nor disapproval by the U.S. Government, any plexing, and analog to-Egital conversion of up to
ofits agencies, or EG&G Idaho. Inc., of the use of a 128 channels of differential input. Durmg the val.
specibe product for any pinpose, idation testing, aH the channels that were used
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were sampled at a rate of 1000 samples per mens KWU, Teledyne Engineering, and Wyle

second per channel. The IBM personal computer Laboratories (AVMODS). The MOV Users
was used to control the MEGADAC, process the Group and the vendors agreed to a standardized

test data, and ana!yze the data for both quick-look test plan, which was administered by a test coor-

plots and imal plots. The MOVLS instrumenta- dinator and a utility host,both of whom were util-
tion and end-to-end accuracies (including the ity personnel familiar with in-plant testing. At the
data-acquisition system) are shown in Table 1. request of MUG the INEL's role was support and

sersite. This effort was funded by the NRC, with
Each of the six major vendors of MOV diag- the understanding that the MUG final test report

nostic equipment came in series to the INEL for would be public. The report would provide the
one week to test their equipment on the MOVLS

industry and the NRC with insights into the accu-
and to demonstrate their ability to meet their own

racies of the vendors' diagnostic equipment.
accuracy claims. The participating vendots were

These accuracies would be incorporated in the
(in alphabetical order) ABB 1mpell (OATIS), ITI
MOVATS, Liberty Technologies (VOTES), Sie- utilities' GI 89-10 programs.

Table 1. End-to-end accuracies of MOVLS instrumentation.

Full Accuracy

Tag Description Scale (%) Error Units -

C11AN16 Motor current 11, rms 20 0.141 0.0282 amps

CHAN17 Motor current 12, rms 20 0.094 0.0189 amps

CllAN18 Motor cunent l3, rms 20 0.119 0.0?37 amps

CilAN19 Motor voltage L1-2, rms 575 0.090 0.516 volts

CIIAN20 Motor voltage L2-3, rms 575 0.095 0.546 volts

CHAN32 Stem force 40,000 0.361 145 lb

CHAN33 Torque spring force 5,000 0.113 5.67 lb
-

CHAN34 Motor current 11, abs 400 0.215 0.86 amps

CHAN35 Motor current 12, abs 400 0.513 2.05 amps

CHAN36 Motor current 13, abs 100 1.056 1.06 amps

CHAN48 Stem torque #7 400 0.926 3.70 ft-lb

CHAN48 Stem torque #8 400 1.016 4.06 ft-lb

- - - -

CHAN57 Open switch

CHAN59 Close switch - - - -

CHAN64 Valve stem po:ition 5 0.318 0.0159 inch

CHAN66 Torque switch - - - -

CHAN67 Motor power,3-phase 40 0.206 0.0825 kW

CH4N68 Motor power factor 1 1.009 0.0101 -

CHAN69 Torque spring position 1 0.161 0.00161 inch

CHAN75 Motor speed 1,700 0.108 1.83 rpm
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j'
*9_ ; Additionalinformatl6n about this test prcgram torque of the operator can be comg,ared to the out-

'

is documented in the final report, MUG Valida . put torque of the motor using motor power or, ,

tion Testing as Performid at Maho National- motor current and voltage measutements.
M rEngir. erring Laboratory (published February 3,
9- 11992, four volumes), which is available in the For those devices measuring the stem thrust

NRC Public Document Room, directly, the procedures developed at NewL

. Hampshire Yankee and Portland General Electric
.

-"
LESSONS LEARNED TCPresent an improved method for instrument cal-

ibration. With those procedures, the operator stem

- Calibration nut is loosened, a strongback is installed above

J the operator, and a hydraulic ram with a load cell
. ~

. is lustalled. Dc ram compresses the stem, and the
Many of the diagnostic systems tested on the. load cell measures the compression load. The

.MOVLS used linear devices that responded well
thrust-measuring device on the stem or yoke is

L to change, but the accuracy.of the measurements
thec calibrated to the known load.A - was sensitive to'the initial calibration of the

devices. In fact, in situ calibration was probably Equipment Problems
the most significant single problem encountered.
Most of the devices used in diagnostic testing are

The participants, including the utilities, ven-
: calibrated by the manufacturer for accuracy of

dors, and the INEL, gained new insights on the
,

elongation, radial expansion, or other measure -
function of diagnostic equipment and methodolo-

;- ments, depending on the device. However, once
gies, and on the function of the Limitorque motor''

: insalled, the devices require in situ calibration to -
operator under load. Part of these lessons learned '

' relate the measurement to the actual MOV param-
came from the vendors who experienced equip-' eter of interest (e.g., to relate clongation to stem

force). This requires a zero balr.ucing step and
ment problems. For example, two diagnostic
devices experienced internal shorts. He shorts

possibly some fonn of le situ caltration-
did not keep the devices from working, but they

. s . . .. . affected their accuracy. One vendor has since
.E Zero-balancing a transducer installed on an

developed a system to detect the internal short; '

DMOV is not always an easy undertaking. For
the other may be pursuing a similar solution. (We

: thrust and tt.*que measurements, test personnel do not have knowledge of the details.) 4.

7 may need to rotate the handwheel and try to '? feel"4

L for zero load, or they may cycle the valve several One vendor had problems because the upper
: times and look for the zero load steps in data bearing housing on the operator bound on the
(traces at the transition between opening and clos- gear box. This vendor has since developed a pro-

_

[ Ting. The success of this method depends almost cedure to check for tais problem, Another vendor
completely on the training and experience of the had an intermittent computer problem that caused
test personnel and on their ability to distinguish offsets in his measurements when 'he electrict

: very minor disturbances in the instrument traces.
.

motor was running. The problem, belug intermit-
.

. _
. tent, disappeared after the first day of testing.:

We can improve the success of the zero balance This problem was investigated but never
j' Jand calibration steps by peiforming some simple- resobed. ne same problem appeared later en the -

' checks. Different diagnostic instrument measure-
same computer during diagnostic testing in the

| ments can be compared to each other using the field. De vendor was able to recognize this later'

standard Limitorque relationships found in the - appearance of the problem because of the earlier
selection guides. For example, the stem force experience during testing on the MOVLS.

.

should relate to the output torque of the operator
*

with normal values of stera/ stem-nut coefficient The MOVLS, too, experienced a mechanical
of friction. Deviations from these no.Tnal values problem. ne thrust bearing installed between the
should be investigated. Similarly, the output lower end of the stem and the load cell became
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degraded with use, enough to affect the accuracy Conversion of Spring Pack
of the stem torque measurements taken during Displacement to Stem Torque
some tests.

If the spring pack has been calibrated, the spring

Strain gauges and other devices installed on the pack displacement can be used to estimate opera-

smooth portion of the stem were more successful tot torque with fairly good accuracy. Any worm-

at measuring thrust than those installed on the to-spline friction would tend to make the estimated

threr.ded portion. In some cases, newly developed torque slightly low than the actual tcrque, thus

methods for taking measurements on the threaded making the estimate more conservative. Manufac-

portion of he stem ' vere withdrawn from the test turers' tolerances affecting the operator momentt

program, ne configuration of the threaded por. arm length (worm gear effective radius) can go

tion of the stem makes reliable measurements dJ. either way, making the estimate either more or less

ficult to obtain. conservative. Testing the operator on a dynamom-
eter can quantify the relationsh!p between spring
pack displacement and operator torque. His could

Sample Rate reduce the error in the torrme estiinate from almut
7 to 10% to about 3 to 4%.

Diagnostic systems sample rates varied from a Conversion of Stem Torque to
fixed total number of samples per test to 1,000 Stem Thrust
samples per second over the entire durat on of the
test. A sample rate af 1,000 samples per second Estimating the conversion of torque to thrust
yields a 1-ms resolution, which is more than ade-

requires the use of a well proven power thread
quate for MOV diagnosuc work. However, those equation. However, this equation has an
diagnostic systems that spread a fixed number of unknown, the coefficient of friction between the
sainples over the entire test (full valve stroke) stem and stem nut. To estimate the stem thrust
may yield a very coar'e time re:olution; the from a measurement or an estimate of the stem
resulting torque switch trip time may have an torque, one must estiraite the coefDcient of fric-
uncertainty of 4 to 10 ms or greater,

tion in the stem / stem-nut interface. Titis is most
typicaPy accomplished by mounting a load cell

' Durmg actual in-plant diagnostic testing, one on the operator upper bearing housing and testing -

might reduce the effect of the limited sampling the operator in the opening direction, simulating a

capability by collecting data for gate and globe backscating load (static test), The spring pack

valves near the end of the valve stroke, thereby deflection is then compared to the measurement

concentrating the available numter of samples on taken by the load cell to create a deflection-

the pottion of the valve stroke of .aost inutest. versus-stem-force relatior. ship. Embedded in this

We understand that this proce' ire is recom. relationship are the siem factor and the corre-

mended by at least one vendor, but we do not sponding stem / stem-nut coefficient of friction.

know if it is widely used.
Unfortunately, this methodology is less than

reliable, because the stem / stem-nut coefficient of

he data sample rate is critical in determining friction esa be lower in a static test (with little
the correct torque and thrust values correspond- running load) than in a differential pressure clo-
ing to torque switch trip. On systems with slow sure. (This phenomenon is known in the industry
sample rates, the analyst might have no choice but as the rate-of-loading effectd The following dis-
to use the data point immediately before to~lue cussion explains why a stem / stem-nut coefficient
switch trip, when the torque and thrust are lower, of friction dete-nined from a static test should not
Additional conservatism would result, compen- be used to esumate the stem thrust expected in a
salmg for the lower readmgs, high-flow valve closure. The test results
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described here are typical of several stern / stem _ IIere the valve fully closes and solidly seats. The
nut combinations and lubricants that we have - stem force at torque switch trip is 15.300 lb, and

= tested on the MOVLS. During this testing, we _ Test 1 Test 6 shows higher stem loads and a the
- used a 1.25-in.-dinneter,1/4 in. pitch, and 1/2.in. . final stem force is over 23,000 lb. The Test 6
lead (double lead) valve stem and EPl lubricant. trace represents a valve closing against a signifi-
The torque switch setting remained the same dur- cant differential pressure load in contrast to fail-

;

ing these tests, ute of the valve to fully close. The torque switch I
1tripped at 14,900 lb, a drop of 5.800 lb from the

Figure' 2 shows stem force traces for three zero test. The earlier apparent margin disappeared

valve-closing tests. The first trace (labeled zero because of the higher loads imposed during the
test) si:nulates a calibration strot ;(stitie testi, running portion of the valve stroke.

,

where the stem is stroked ha:d into the seat with i

little or no running load. The stem force is small Figure 3 shows the stem / stem-nut coefficient !
during the running pottion of the stroke, then of friction for the same three tests. In the zero test

Lincreases rapidly during seating and through with little or no running load (only a seating
torque switch trip at 20,700 lb to a final stem load), the coefficient of friction is about 0.08 dur-
force in excess of 28,000 lb. Test 4, run with a ing seating when the stem is being loaded. This is -
longer stroke time,is a moderately loaded test, the value one might cxpcet to derive from the

- equivalent to closing a pressurized valve with simple static opening tests desc.cxd above. The
packing and stem rejection loads but little flow. coefficient of friction in Test 4 starts out at

Stem 3 - Stem Force Comparison

0 --

Test 4-

~%
~

s -10000 -1 -

C N% Test 6

.f ~ J-
if

-20000 - -

Zero Test

-30000 - -

i
l
1

' O.0 ~ 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0.0 |
Time (s)

L w e w w w ot :I
L
| Figure 2.- Three stem force traces from testing on the MOVLS: no running load (zero test). moderate run.
I ning load (Test 4L and design basis load (Test 6). Note the effect of the higher running load on the fmal

- thrust.
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|| = Stem 3 - Stem Nut Friction Coefficient Comparison

0 0.18 - h Tes -

,E 0.16 -
-

0.14 -
-

0.12 -
d 1 --

li3 i
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O 0.10 -
-

0,08 - I zero Test -

0.06 -
I -

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.02.2

Time (s)
um wam m

Figure 3. Stem / stem-nut coefficients of friction derived frem the tests shown in Figure 2. Note that the
friction coefficients are higher with higher lor.ds,

slightly less than 0.12 and increases to about of range (twice full scale). Taken at face value.

0.135 at seating. The coefficient of friction under these claims can be confusing. For example, an
-

the high-flow and pressure loads simulated in error of 5% of full scale may appear to be accept.

Test 6 is even higher, at about 0.16. 'Ite coeffi- able, but full aale for a stem force measurement

cient of friction obtained in the static test is signif. device may be 100,000 lb, so the error would be

icantly lower than those obtained when the 5,000 lb Since a 6-in. valve may only see

operator is subjected to a running load. Thus, 20,000 lb thrust, a 5,000-lb error translates to a

coefficients of friction derived from static tests 25% uncertainty. An additional 25% margin for
are not conservative, and the resulting thrust measurement uncertainty may not be acceptable

calculated . from this process would be for this valve assembly,

underestimated.
Determining the margin needed to account for

measurement uncertainty can be c afus' g usingm
Accuracy Claims typical vendor accuracy claims. An accuracy

claim may represent full end-to-end accuracy

Accuracy claints for the diagnostic equipment (transducer, signal conditioning, and computer

were as varied as the number of transducers. error cornbined) or transducer error alone. The
Some accuracy claims were based on percent of analyst may not know whether the claim refers to

reading, while others were based on percent of a 99% confidence interval (one sample in 100

full scale, percent of readng plus a percent of fuli exceeds claim) or a 68% confidence interval
scale, and even percent of reading plus a percent (eight samples out of 25 exceed claim).This
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information may have a significant impact on the tify the margins they use when assessing valve
analysis. Accuracy claims can refer to precision perfonnance.
errors, bias errors, or both. Simply stated, preci-
tin errors represent the variation of the measure- CONCLUSIONS
ment about the true value, while bias citors
represent the floating of the zero value. ~ Ibis pre-
cision versus-bias error may not be included m When evaluating MOV performance, the

MOV at.alyst must consider the unique characmi-
the vendor claims, but it may be very important to

istics of the diagnostic device used. Design bmis
the analyst.

calculations will provide an estimate of valve

Because of the possible confusion associated requirements, while diagnostic testing provides.

with vendor accuracy claims, addit. coal informa- an estimate of motor operator capabilities. A,

tion will be needed in mary applications. MUG comparison of the two provides some insights on

may wish to develop a consistent set of questions, available margins. As motor operator sizing mar-

smular to those listed below, to properly address gins decrecse, the need for more accurate diag-

instrument uncertainty margins in MOV nostic equipment will increase. The end-to-end

evaluadons. of k diph $p is &W
by in situ calibration, transducer uncertainty.
e9ui ment response titue, and data acquisitienPDoes the accurac3 claim include the accu-*

racy claims of the calibration device? system tmcertainty. Dose using one vendor's
,

,

transducer with another vendor's data acquisition i

Does the accuracy claim include end-to-end sy:tm may need to compute their own end-to- )e

end accuracies. |uncertainties from transducer to final engi-
neering unit output? If not, what margin
must be added to cover the other uncertain- While spring pack tL asurernentA Can be used

ties in the system (propagation of errors;? for estimating operator output torque, a very
important parameter itself, it is not practical to

How will the system sample rate and the estimate stem thrust from spring pack force ore

response time of the torque switch sensing displacement measurements, because of the very

circuit affect the overall accuracy? large error bands needed to cover stem factor
uncenainty.

If I read 100 data points from a plot or 100*

data values from a list, how many measure. All participants were repeatedly exposed to the
ments will be within the accuracy claims? rate-of-icading phenomenon. The utility hosts,

the test coordinators, and at least some of the ven-

What additional margin must I include to dors learned a great deal about its cause.*

cover the uncertainty associated with bel-
ancing (zeroing) the device? One must look at the MUG progsam for vali-

dating diagnostic equipment as a deraoruttatiot.
If the accuracy claim is given as a percent of program. We can show that some of the dir.gno*.*

scale or percent of range, how will the erro, tic equipment worked well in the laboratory with
compare with the expected value of the SMB-0-25 motor operator and a very stiff yoke,
mading? 25%7 [For example, a 5,000-lb but this program does not provide guaranteed cal-
error (5% of 100,000 lb) at an expected ibration of any vendor's equipment. It only shows
reading of 20,000 lb might not be that, under the conditions tested, some equipment
acceptable.] performed well while other equipment did not.

Each vendor will have to provide accuracy crite-,

The answers to these questions can help pro- ria for each of the intended end uses. The program|
I vide the information utilities and regulators may also showed that some methodologies do not

neA to address measurement uncertainty andjus- work, even under the best circumstances.
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We believe the htVG program was an overall more informed questions related to diagnostic
success.The va'.idation program was a valid equipment. lf au concerned parties will carefully
learning experience for everyone who partici- read the MUG validation report, the conclusions

pated; we learned the importance of asking better, will be obvious.

__

k

)

-

w
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Diagnosing MOV Problems Using '

ComparativeLTrace Analysis
Robert L. Leon

Liberty Technologies

ABSTRACT

ne paper presents the concept of cornparative trace analysis ano shows it to be
very effective in diagnosing moto rpered valve (MOV) problems. Comparative
trace ant. lysis is simpiy the process of interpreting simultaaeously gathered traces,
each presenting a different prospective on the same series of events. Re opening
and closing of a motor operated valve is such a series of events. The simultaneous

. traces are oblahed using Liberty Technologies' VOTES @ system The traces
include stem thrust, motor current, motor power factor, motor power, switch actua-
tiens, vibration in three different frequency bands, spring pack displacernent, and

spring pack force. Spare and auxiliary channels enable additionalkey parameters to
-

be measured, such as differential pressure and stem displacement. Rough not spe- ,

cifically illustrated in this paper, the VOTES system also provides for FFT analysis
<ou rJ1 traces except switches.

Libeny Technologies' VOTES System, which sensor mounted on the yoke to measure thrust.
.

stands for Velve_ Operation Test and Evaluation The yoke sees the same thrust as the stan, but

System, is used in nuclear power plants to verify with opposite sense. Figure 1a shows a typical

e: the ability of safety related MOVs to properly gate valve closing, with the associated cornpres.

open or close when called upon to do so. sive force on the stem and Termile force on theL

yoke. Figure 1b shows tha intermediate position
.. _

- with little or no stem or yoke force. Figure Ic
L

Many channels of data.are sampled simultar
Leously during the time that the valve is stroked shows how the forces reverse for backscating or

through an opemog and closing cycle. De data for pulling on the gate when it is wedged in the
traces include stem force, motor current, limit seat. The validity of measuring stem force from

,

'

switch positions, torque switch positions, motor . the yoke is demonstrated in Figure 2, where a

current envelope, motor power factor, motor trace frqm a VOTES Force Sensor mounted on

active power, low frequency actuator vibrations, the yoke is compared wid a trace from a strain

;high frequency actuator vibration, to'ai actuator gauge mounted on the steul for a valve first open-

~ vibration, and two additional free channels for ing, then closirag against differential pressure.-

spring pack displacement, differential pressure,
_

or any other relevcnt parameters.o

The baste diagnostic concept of VOTES is to

gate valve whose function is to close against compare simultaneous trace outputs at the
a certain differential pressure must demonstrate mechanical events known to be taking place in

that it can do so with a sufficient thmst margin. the actuntor and the valve as it is opening and

his is the main purpose of the stem force mea- closing. Abnormal times, abnormal values, or
surement, For most MOVs,it is not possible to abnormal traces or trace relationships can be

put a thrust sensor on the stem because the related directly to what is wrong in the motor

exposed section of the stem noves up into the operated valve. Obviously, a complete under-
_

actuator or down into the valve during part of its standing of the MOV is necessary to be able to
stroke. For that reason, VOTES uses a special make judgements about what is and is not normal
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Several traces and trace compariscus wi'l now be
shown to ilhistrate how the process works.

tional speed of the drive sleeve within the actua-

tor. De lack of a cormsponding osci!!atory load
on the motor pinpoints the problem to the itmer

Figure 3 shows a gate valve cycling first open, race of the upper drive sleeve bearing being
then closed under 1500 psi differential pressure, slightly cocked with respect to the axis of the
The top trace shows the stem force as obtained drive sleeve. The oscillation is caused by the
from the yoke mounted VOTES sensor, he bot.

reaultmg off-center reaction force at the top of the
tom trace shows the envelope of the high fre. actuator rotatirg around with the drive sleeve,
quency vibration seen by an accelerometer This sinusoidally loads the yoke mounted sensor,
mounted on the actuator. The high-frequency but has no affect on motor load. An offset worm
acceleration envelope is an excellent indicator of gear or drive sleeve by contrast would have
metal impacts and rubs. Tbc two large peaks in affected motor load as well. This example points
the lower trace show regions of severe rubbing. out how conclusive the technique of comparative
These line up with the r.W.? where the disc (or trace analysis can be.
gate) transitions from the seat surface m se We
guides on opening, and then from the guides back Figure 5 expands the force trace of Figure 4a in
to the seat on closing. The severe rubbing is three key regions, and displays them along with
caused probably by too great a clearance in the the niotor currern enebpe trace, ne unseating
guides, thereby allowing the disc to cock over region at the beginning is shown in Figure Sa, the
during its transition. backscating and restart-to-close regier. is shown

in Figure 5b, and the seating region is shown in

Figure 4a shows a different gate valve, agam. Figure Sc. The minimal amount of current
cycling open then closed, but under zero differen- buildup upon backscating as compared to the cur-

tial pressure, a so-called " static" lest. The top rent buildup with seating shows that readjusting
trace is the output of the VOTES Force Sensor; (lowering) the open torque switch setting would

the bottom traces are the control switches. The do little to lower the backscating force, and that
motor is turned off by the torque switch m the controlling on the open limit switch would be the

closmg direction, as is typical, and turned off by only practical way to accomplish this.

the torque switch in the opening direction, which
is not typical. Rus, the valve is allowed to back- he trices of Figure 5, because of their expan-

'

seat and as a result, it builds up teasile force in the sion, are useful in seeing the major aspects of the

stem to 11,40015. Also, the packing forces are opetution of the MOV. The valve starts out in Fig-

shown to be excessive, causing au nyerage ure 5a fully seated with a stem compressive force

6400 lb of stem tension on opening and an aver- of about 12,000 lb. The motor is then starte 1 in

age 5,950 lb of stem compression on closing, order to open the valve. The inrush motor current

Packing forces for this size stem (1.25 in.) should peak (typically about six times the running cur-

be under 2,000 lb. He high packing force leaves rent) signals the actualinitial turning of the motor,

only about 7,000 lb to ::vercome differantial pres-
The worm immediately turns and relieves the

sure forces and seat the valve- torque it exerts on the worm gear, drive sleeve,
and stem nut. This slightly relieves some of the
stem force, but most of this force is retained since

In addition, Figure 4a shows a low-level
the stem and stem nut remain locked together byos::illation in the closing running load trace, This
friction. A lost motion area ellows the woim to

region is expe.tled in time and amplitude h1 Fig- turn the worm gear, but not the drive sleeve so the
ute 4b, along with the corresponding motor

motor can easily come up to .: peed. At the end of
power f actor tr.;ce. Power factor is especially sen- the lost motion area the worm gear impacts the
sitive to variatious in motor load at low torque drive sleeve (hammetMow), and starts it and the
levels. The force oscillations are seen to be
appro7imately sinusoidal with a period of stem nut turning to relieve die stem compression.

When all the compression is relieved (zero force),
| 1.800 seconds. This matches precisely to the rota-

the stem nut continues to turn, mcving through.
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the thread cleara. ice until it starts to pull up rather about 12,300 lb at torque switch trip,12,500 !b at

than push down on the stem As the stem moves motor trip (12 millisecond contactor dropout
upward, it is dragged through the tight packing time), with 500 lb of inertial thrust. This brings

causing a tensile force of about 6.000 lb on the the maximum compressio to 13,000 lb, which
stem.This force remains fairly constant showing then relaxes back to 12.500 lb. Clearly the traces

that the stem is not yet pulling on the disc, but is contain information not only about force and cur.

instead moving through the clearance of its rent magnitudes, but timing information as well.

T-block attachment. When this clearance is taken This timing information, accurate to a millisec-

up, the bottom of the stem starts to pull on the disc ond, can be used to determine clearances opening

causing the stem force to increase rapidly, but the up as result of wear or the timit.g of events being

disc has not yet moved. Finally, at 10,100 lb of altered ' y misadjustment. The ac,ual clearances

stem tension, the dise pops free from the seat and or adj tment distances affecting the t; ming of
the stem force drops back down to the previous events are themselves determined by gear ratios

packing force value as the stem continues to be and other known geometries of the actuator. -

(
dragged up through the packing. motor, and valve.

'maate, the motor current endope aM
Figure $b picks up the action about 10 seconds power factor for the comb, ed valve stroke of 4am

later with the v.dve continuing to open. Nearly are shown in Figure 6a. A half second of data
13 seconds into the stroke the valve runs into its ut tM cursor in k cpesg pop of &c

.

a
backseat, restraining the stem at the bottom caus- stroke is expanded m amplitude and ume in Fig-

,

mg the tensile force m. the stem to again rise very gg
.

rapidly. Finally, the open torque switch trips to
stop the motor. Notice in Figure 4a that the posi- gg
tion-controlled open torque bypass switch has machined in to see if it could be picked up. 'nie
opened just one second earlici, thus arming the period in the pattern is 53 milliseconds, Onct
open torque switch. Also, notice that the bypass corresponds exactly to the time it takes for each
switch was closed during the time af disc pullout, g g
which is normal, su hat even if 15,000 lb would

that drives it (1.800 seconds /34 tecth). Ilad there 2

have been needed to unseat the disc, the torque
een n th wear, there would be little cych,e

switch opening woulo not have shut eff the motor. loading of the motor as the gear tooth contact
Returning to Figure 5b, at motor restart-to-close, 'iniform. But with the wear condi-

-

a very small portion of the stem force is again
, #relieved, as it was in the other direction. As

period of contact of each of the 34 gear teeth, each
before, no other change occurs untihhe end of the i dim Mfh
Icst motion area where hammerbicw starts the & b
stem nut turninp to relieve the lensile stem force, g g
Also, as bdore, when all tension is reheved zero g gg
force u maintained during the period that the which is purely based on the phase variation

.

stem nut turns through the thread clearance to ween na ' r curren; and the 1me voltage.
pusn down, rather tlun pull up, on the rtem. Now, Als , n tice how the 1,peci* 1 mathematical pro-
pushing the stem down through the packing cess used h NM to coque hse naces
requires a compressive foice of about 6.000 lb. allows motor load variations even faster than line

Figure Sc picks up the action again 9 seconds
later. About 4 secouds into the trace. the stem Figure 7a shows another event on a different
stans to wedge the disc into the seat.The wedging valve made more clear by timing. The upper and

forces the stem compression to increase rapidly, lower (half second) plots show the actuator vibra-

causing the close torque switch to open and trip tion associated with the relaxation of the spring

the motor Though not shown here, the force is pack following a motor start to reclose the valve.

309 NUREG/CP-0123
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MOV Diagnostic Application

The start of the inrush cunrent is indicated by CO, thread clearance of 0.178 inches. At least 0.150
and its peak by C1. At this point the motor and the inches of the 0.178 inches would have to be due
womi begin to turn. The spring pack compiession to . loose stem nut locknut allowing the stetn out
gets relieved until the outer thrust washar impacts to move up 0.150 before it stops and pushes down
the locking ring. If the clastic stop out at the end on the stem. Figure 8b confirms the stem nut to
of the spring pack is adjusted just right to fit locknut clearance, as the stem nut is seen to have
within the space allotted for it, the worm will to move the same distance back down to the
impact the inner thrust washer at the same time shoulde- of the drive sleeve before pulling up on
the outer thrust washer impacts the locking ring, the stem when reopening. The ability of the
and only a single impact will be noted. But if this VOTES sensor to sense forces in both directions,
adjustment is not right, either too short or too including zero force,15 what makes this diagnosis
long, a so-called spring pack gap results, which vocsible.
causes the two hnpacts to be separated in time.
The gap distance can be determined from this

Still anothu vsive is pictured in Figure 9. Here
time separation multiplied by the speed of the the closing force is plotted clong with the motor
worm. In this case the gap has been determined to power for a good lubrication case (stem to stem
be 0.299 inches (0.029 sec x 10.3 in/sec). As nut) in Figure 9a, and a bad lubrication case in
expected, the impact separation on reopening is Figure 9b, The ratio of stem force to motor power
virtually identical as shown in Figure 7b. at the torque switch trip point explains the situa.

tion. The ratio reduces from its good lubricatien
Figure 8a shows still another valve, first clos. value of 6.25 lb/ watt to the bad lubrication value

ing then reopening. "Ibe valve closing and open. of 5.98 lb/ watt. One could have been deceived by
ing is controlled by limit switches. The valve looking at motor power alone, expecting that the
never seats while under power (no current Poorer lubrication would have put more load on
buildup) and does not cout into the seat either (no the motor. The explanz tion for the opposite result

. force buildup). In addition, both the tensile and is that the poorer lubrication caused the torque
compressive forces relieve slightly after the switch to trip out earlier, resulting in less motor
motor turns off. All these problems aside, still power. The lubrication degradation is obvious
another problem is evident from Figure 8a and the only by looking at the thrust trace, where an even
associated zoomed traces in Figures 8b and Sc. In greater reduction in stem force clearly indicates
8b, after the motor is turned on to reclose, the the lubrication problem.
worm gear goes through its lost motion area as is
normal, and then the stem goes through a zero These examples show the diagnostic power of
force plateau, also normal, before picking up the comparative trace inalysi;. The technique com-
compressive packing force. What is not normal is bines an understanding of the machine and its
the amount of time spent in the zero force plateau. function with multiple independent simultaneous
"Ihis plateau is supposed to be due to the stem nut traces describing that function. By providing this
rotating through its thread clearance with the for motor operated valves, VOTES is a very pow-
stem, typically 10 to 20 thousandths of an inch. crful MOV diagnostic tool. It helps to detennine
But the 0.580-second duration at the known stem conclusively what is wrong, not just what might
rate of 0.307in/sec would indicate an impossible be wrong.

i
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1 MOV Diagnostic Application

Using Torque Switch Settings and
Spring Pack Characteristics to

Determine Aciuator Output Torques
Bill R. Black
TU Electric

ABSTRACT
i

'

Actuator output torce of motor operated vabes i often a performance parame-
ter of intert.st. It 15 riot always possible to directl, measure this torque. Torque
spring pacl- deflection directly reflecu actuator output torque and can le direcdy
rneasured on rnost actuators.

De torque $rring pack may be removed from the actuator and tested to deter-
mine its unique force-deflection relationship. Or, a representative force 4cflection
relationship for the particular spring pack mohl may be available. With either rela-
tionship, measvrements of torque <pring pack deflecdon rW tteen be correlated to
corresponding forces. lf the effcctive length of the moment arm within the actuator
is known, actuator out . torque can then be determined. He output torque is sim-
ply the product of the effecth e moment arm length and the sprius pack force.

This paper presents the rfhility of this technique as indicated by testing. TU
Electric is evaluating this teua ique for potential use in the future. Ruults pres-
ented in this paper should be considered preliminary. Applicability of these results
may be limited to actuators and their components in a condition similar :0 those for
yhich test data have been examined.

INTRODUCTION switches and the same model tor 9ac sprins pack.
test data indicate there tan be significant variation
" "' "## "'I"' '9"# "' 9# '

TU Electric is testing motor operated valve
(MON) actuators as part of a program to comply ITuing refurbishment of the actuators, the
with Generic Letter 8910 issued by the linited torque spring packs were verified to le properly
State Nuclear Regulatory Commission. His doc- configured. Then the spring packs were com-
ument presents analysis of some of the test pressed to obtain the force-deflection (preload
results. and stiffness) characteristics. Tests of sevesal

nominally identical spring packs show that varia-
Refurbished actuators of rising stem valves Gons in spiing pack force-deflection characteris-

were cycled at several torque switch settings in tics may be signifkant as a result of preload force

both open and close directions on test stands that differences that occur despite efforts to ensure
exert a resisting toroue witinout producing axial that the preload nut is screwed onto the shaft the

load on the actuator's drive sleeve. For actuators vendor-specified distance,
of the same size with balanced torque switches,
the same torque switch setting has been observed Following torque stand testing, the acturf ars

to produce h significant range of torque spring were then installed snd tested on valves having

pack deflections at torque switch trip. For rising non rotating stems. Strain gauges were
actuators of the same size, with balanced torque installed on the stems of most valves and

321 NUREG/CP-OlM !
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MOV Diagnostic Application

calibrated for thrust and torque. Several of these caused when the drive sleeve is subjected to axial
valves have been tested both with and without loading. Additional study of test data will be
fluid flow through and differential p' essure required to address this possibility.
across the valve body.During testing of the refur-
bished actuator, both on the torque test stand and TORQUE SWITCH SETTING
installed on the valve, actuator output torques and VERSUS TORQUE SPRING
torque spring pack deflections were simulta- p g
neously measured and digitally recorded by cali-
brated test equipment. This paper concentrates on ACTUATOR OUTPUT TORQUE
the results of torque stand testing.

Each torque spring pack was verified to be
properly installed in its actuator prior to collect.

The length of the effective moment arm that ing torque stand or in situ test data. Spring pack
niates spring pack force to actuator output torque gap was reduced to below 0.010 in. ' typically
has been observed to vary during a stroke, from below 0.002 in.). The torque switcP c .a then bal.
stroke to stroke, and from actuator to actuator, anced in the actuator, typically at open and close
Neverthe.us, the range for effective moment arm torque switch settings of 1.0. Each actuator was
length variation reveals a consistency for sire 00 tested with the open and close torque switches at
actuators. Overall, there is a consistent relation. several wtings,
ship between spring pack force and actuator out-
put torque over a load range up to the actuator's Figure i presents the correlation between
torque rating,it has been postulated that an axial torque switch settings and torque spring pack
stem load may alter the relationship between deflections obtained for 29 size 00 actuators with
torque spring pack deflection and actuator output a variety of go.r ratios and torque spring pack
torque as a result of additional friction loads models. Figure 1 provides a best fit line through

SPD = 0.121 (l'SS) - 0.067, sigma = 0.0183
u

.

'

// a

E h (Rh ?'

h ., /^G ff i
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/ / ,
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Torque Switch Settings

Figure 1. TSS vs. SPD for Size 00 Actuators.
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IMOV Diagnostic Application

the test data, and shows parallel lines at one, two, These results illustrate part of the reason why

and three gruple standard deviations above and utilities may observe substantial sarlation in
below tae best fit line. One sample standard dev!- actuator output torques for actuators of the same

ation (one sigma)is 0.0183 in, for this data, site, the same model torque spring pack, and the

Shown on Figure 1 are the number of open and sarne torque s' itch setting. Figure 2 illustrates
:close direction data poltra (411 total) snd :ne torque switch setting versus actuator output

number of actuators for whkts dasa tm were torque for six nominally identical MOVs. Torque

collected at each torque switch setting ftom 1 to switch setting versus actuator output lorque data

3.5.The twenty nine MOVs include twelve determined from the actuator trauuf acturer's
SMD 00, eleven SB-00, four SitD-00, and two design information is shown in Figutt 2 by dark.
SB.00S actuators, with the following torque ened squares connected by a line. The results

spring packs: five 021, four M4, three 047, seven reflect the findings shown in Figure 1.

048, four 049, three 050, and three 051.

Based on Figure 2 data, at a torque switch set.

Based on Figure 1 data, at a torque switch set- ting of 2,99.9% of size 00 actuators with 048
ting of 2 about 99.9% (Three sample standard torque spring packs will have actuator output
deviations) of size 00 actuators have torque torques between 45 ft lb and 120 ft lb. It is of
spring pack deflections of 0.175 * 0.055 in. interest to note that these data indicate about 10%

About 2% of nominally identical actuators with a of nominally identical actuators with a torque
torque swird setting of 1.25 or 2.75, and about switch setting of 1 or 3 and 80% with a torque
50% with a setting of 1.5 or 2.5, will also produce switch setting of 1.5 or 2.5 will also produce
spring pack deflections witida the range observed actuator output torques within the range observed

for a setting of 2. for a setting of 2.

6 Sizo 00 Actuators (with 048 Spring Pack)
AOTQ = 53.922 (ISS) - 25.3M, sigma = 12.59108
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Figure 2. TSS vs. AOTQ for N8 Spring Pack.
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Figures 3a and 3b, respectively, show torque The preceding suggests that practice of con-
switch setting versus deflection. and totgue trolling actuator output torque by selecting a
switch v.etting versu output torque results for one torque switch setting from a representative set-
actuator with an 021 spring pack assembly. A ting-versus torque design curve, or even a curve
tc,tal of 19 data points are plotted. A best fit line generated for a specific actuator by torque starx!
and lines at 3 sigma are drawn through the data testing at several torque switch settings, may need
points. Based on Figure 3a results, a setting of 2 to be reviewed to ensure it is appropriate for spe-
may yield a deflection, which on another occa- cific nuclear industry applications. lf representa-
sion was prodcced at e setting of 1.5 or at a setting tive design curves are conservative from the
of 2.5. Based on Figure 3b results, a setting of 2 standpoint of ensuring enough torque is produced
ruay yleid a torque, which on another occasion to operate the MOV, there may be a lack of con-
was produced at a setting of I or at a setting of 3. servatism in ensuring design load limits and

motor capabilities will not be exceeded prior to
It would appear that even the effort of torque torque switch trip,

stand testmg each individual actuator may reduce
by only a small amount the uncertainty associated
with future adjustments of the torque switch to a SPRING PACK DEFLECTION
particular setting, ensuring that the torque switch VERSUS SPRING PACK FORCE !
trips at a desired spring pack deflection or with!n |

an acceptable torque range. Torque switch setting
versus actuator output torque data deterinined Over seveu different torque spring pack stan-
from the actuator manufacturer's design informa- dard configurations have beer available for size
tion are shown in Figure 3b by darket.ed squares 00 actuators. Each spring pack model has a differ-
connected by a curve. ent nominal preload and nominal st2fness. Thus,

Actuator ID = 2 (SB-00)
SPD = - 0.017 (TSS)^ 2 + 0.186 (TSS) - 0.12, sigma = 0.008254
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Figure 3a. TSS vs. SPD for Actuator ID = 2.
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t.

AOl~Q = -23 (135)^ 2 & 137(155) - 64,sigms = 4.9
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Figure 3b. TSS vs. AOTQ for Actuator ID = 2.

a specific spring pack deflection value is pro- 26 data points lies on the best fit ,econd order
duced by a different typical force for each differ- curve through the force-deflection digital test
eat rpring pack model, data for each torque spring pack. A best fit curve

has been used in each case to climinate the effect
'Ihis paper focuses attention on a torque spring on data scatter of a cyclic noise pattem apparent

pack deflection range of 0.05 to 0.30 in. As Fig- in the deflection data. Figure 4 shows the best fit
ure I shows, this deflection range typically cor- 6econd order curve through the 312 total data
responds to torque switch settings from 1 to 3 for points, and curves at t 3 sigma,
size 00 actuators.

Figure 4 indicates that there is a probability of
All force-deflection data reported here were

99.9% that a particular torque spring pack deflec-
obtained by compressing torque spring packs in a tion wRI correspond to within t 129 lb
future while measuring and digitally recording (i s gma)of a Weal" olue for the 021 spring
the changing force and the sesulting deflections.

packs tested,
Prior to testing, each spring pack had been disas-
sembled, cleaned, and reassembled to the config-
uration specified by the manufacturer. For Figure 5 is similar to Figure 4, but provides
nominally identical torque spring packs, these test data for four nominally identical model 049
results confirm that variations an to be expected torque spring packs. For the model 049 data, a
in the spring pack force-deflection relationships 99.9% confidence level corresponds to i 109 lb.
detmnined for nomiestly iwotical spring packs. It appears that the stiffness was very repeatable

and that C0 biggest source of differences in per-
Figure 4 shows 26 data po' ts for each of formance was the preload. This variation was

twelve nominally identical model 021 torque encountered, although a rpecific set of instruc-
spring packs (312 total data points). Each set of tions for correctly configuring and preloading the

325 NUREG/CP-0123
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L
,

o 12 Size 00 Actuators with 021 Spring Packs -c

SI'F = -3633 (Sl'D)^2 + 3647 (SPD) + 51, sigma = 43.424
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4 Sizo 00 Actuators with 049 Spring Packs
SPF = 1702 (SPD) + 489, sigma = 34.422
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spring pack was used. If adjustments to the spring The force that complesses the torque spring
pack and tests were repeated several times, the pack is approximately equal to the force imparted
iterations could reduce the magnitude of differ- to the woim by the worm gear. Friction losses

ences observed. account for the difference between these forces. '

The force transfer between the worm and the

It must be noted that contributors to the varia. worm gear occurs at apploximately the theoreti-

tions observed in Figures 4 and 5 are variations in cal pitch circle of the worm gear. Wear, manufac-

the actual Belleville washer properties, the preci. turing tolerances, and deficction under load can ,

sion with which the spring packs were conDgured slightly move the actual location of load transfer.

. as specified by the actuator manufacturer, the Consequently, the actuator output torque is ,

repeatability of spring pack perfonnance from approximately equal to the product of the pitch

one compression to another, and the accuracy of radius of the wonn gear and the force that com.U

the test instruments and curve fitting analyses, presses the torque spring pack. Friction loads that
oppose rotation of the worm gear and drive sleeve
can cause additional difference between theThe variations in spring pack performance
actual actuator output torque and the value calcu.

shown in Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that a " rep-
lated ushig spring pack force and the worm gear

resentative" relationship oithe torque spring pack
pitch radius,

force-deflection may differ by as much as 200 lb
from the actual force on a 021 or 049 spring pack h h @l m Wh a m **df&

- at a specific deDection. For stiffer spring packs g g g gg, g,,

the difference in force is likely to be even greater. friction effects and allows actuator output torque
This demonstrates that using a representative

E
gg,

'

force-deflection relationship instead of the actual
force-denection relationship of the spring pack AOTQ = (SPF)(MARM) (1)
installed in the actuator introduces substantial
uncertainty into the determination of actuator out' The effective length of the actuator moment

j put torque from spring pack characteristics, ann is determined by correlating a torq e spring
pack deflection measurement to the conespend. ,

| RELATING SPRING PACK ing spring pack force, and dividing this force into
i

DEFLECTION AND FORCE TO the measured actuator output torque. (some pro-'

P''"*'7 ' '' " ' "** 'i "* * * * "' """ I '" 8 * *d
ACTUATOR OUTPUT TORQUE have been developed by using a load cell to

._

directly measure the spring pack force. TheseI

When evaluating spring pack denection mea- proprietary length values are then used with load
surements of the spring pack after it is installed in cell measurements of spring pack force in other
the actuator, e valuators of spnng pack deflection actuators to determine actuator output torques.)

have excluded any displacements that resuh at
very low loads as a result of spring pack gap. In Figure 6 plots actrtor output torque against ,

this way, the deflections measured for the torque spring pack force for tests performed on

installed spring pack may be more correctly cor* five SH.00 and five SMB 00 actuators with four
related to deflections measured on the bench test different model torque spnng packs, Thir plot
fixture and to the forces that produced those shows that actuator output torque can be deter-

deflections. At very small dcDections, deflection mined fairly reliably as bng as the spring pcck

measurement and force deflection correlation force and the relationship between the spring

errors become significant. Consequently, this pack force and actuator output torque are known.

paper focuses attention only on deflections (During testing with the stiffest of the four spring

greater than 0.05 in., approximately the deflec- pack models, the torque switch maximum setting

' tion corresponding to a torque switch tetting on I was 1.75. At this setting the torque spring pack
for the tested size 00 actuators, deflection was 0.145 in, and the actuator output

327 NUREG/CP-0123 .
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torque at torque switch trip was 244.3 ft lb in the Figure 8 abows that the effective length of the
close atroke on the it' que test stand. Figwes 6,7 moment arm generally increases with greater val.
and 8 show outpu. torques givater than 250 ft lb ucs of spring pack force. Contalbutors to thl
ordy because the best fit equations through the could be movement of the worm centerline away

-

test data have been evaluated for deflections up to from the worm gear centerline and a lesser rela.
0.3 in, for all four spring pack models. lf the ficti. tive effect of friction losses. For each spring pack
clous data points above the 250 ft lb actuator model, the range of variation in length of the
torque rating were excluded, the second order effective moment arm la nearly the same. One
equation for the best fit curve and the calculated actuator appears to have a larger than normal and
sample standard deviation would be slightly dif. faMy constant magnitude torque loss, which
ferent from that presented in Figure 6.) causes the value of MARM to be sigulficantly

reduced at the lower end of its load range. *nds is
The best fit second order curve and curves at reflected, but not as clearly, by the Figure 6 data

e 3 sigma are shown in Figure 6. For the test point at about (x,y) = (250 lb,25 ft lb).
data presented, the * 3 sigma unceitainty equait
a 14 ft lb. Othrmelhods of presenting the same
test data are shown by Figure 7 (AOTQ vs. Figure 8 tends to segregate the test data along
SPD), Ffgure 8 (MARM vs. SFF), and Figure 9 the x axis, data for less stiff spring packs being
(MARM vs. SPD). ge sped toward the left of dats for stiffer spring

pas. Figure 9 elindnates this segregation by
Figure 7 clearly depicts the diberent actuator plotting spring pack deflection along the x .uls,

output torque ranges for these four spring pack Data for all tested spring packs is thus represented
models over a range of dcGections from 0.05 to all along the a axis (including extrapolated data
0.39 in. for the stiffest model as explained earlier).

10 Sizo 00 Actuators (4 Spring Pack Modok)
1.46711-5 (SPF)^ 2 + .159(SPF) + 0.791, sigma = 4.78439
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Figure 6. SPF vs. AOTQ for Size 00 Actuators.
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10 Sizo 00 Actuators (4 Spring Pack Models)
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10 Sizo 00 Actuators (4 Spring Pack Models)
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10 Size 00 Actuators (4 Spring Pack Models)
-0.46 (SPD)^2 + .226 (SPD) + 0.148, sigma = 0.00948
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Figure 9. SPD vs. MARht for Size 00 Actuators.

(n)(sigma)/MARM (3) |Figure 9 shows that the length of the effective error =

moment arm is gecerally consistent for the 10 |

actuators tested. Fr.t example, at a spring pack
deflectio.5 of 0.2 in, the test data indicate the sigma 0.00948 ft=

most typical moment arm length h 0,175 ft, with
a 2-sigma deviation of 0.019 ft (10.8% of 0.175

,

ft) bounding the expected range of moment arm n =
'* 1,2, or 3 for various confidence

lengths for 97.7% of size 00 actuators. Figures 8 levels (see definition of" sigma")
and 9 suggest that the value of MARM is affected
not only by the magnitude of the spring pack
force, t ut also by the magnitude of spring pack Thus,if magnitudes of actuator output torque
deflection (wonu displacement). are needed at points in the valve stmke where the

Letting the Figure 9 data for ten size 00 actua, i f90e 8PriDB Pack of Figure 10 has deflected

tors and four spring pack models serve as a sam- as amounu, the imques may W calmlated as

ple of the size 00 actuator population, the shown in Table l. Figure 11 shows the results of

following provides a Incans to calculate MARM the Tame 1 calulation alug whh test data

as a function of SPD and to calculate the uncer. (squares) of measured actuatm wtput tyes at
tainty (error) of MARM as a function of SPD for various deflections of the Figure 10 spnng pack.

s!xe 00 actuatorst

MARM = (-0.446 ft in )(spp)2 The error for the value (5 TOTQ calculated as
2

in Table 1 must be combined with other sources
+ (0.226 f1in)(WD) of error, including those of the instruments that

collected the test data used to determine Figure 9
+ 0.148 ft (2) data points.
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Actuator ID = 2 (SB-00) ;

Figure 10. SPD vs. SPF for Actuator ID = 2.

Table 1. Using SPD, SPF, and MARM to calculate AOTQ.

SPF' MARM- AOM
SPD' -(Ib) . (ft) (ft Ib) Error AOTQmin AOTQmax

_ in.) [ Fig.10] [Equ(2)] [Egn(l)) ' (ft lb) (ft lb) (ft lb)(

|

L 0.05 282 0.1582 44.6 8.0 36.6 $2.6 ,
,

.

,

0.10' 448 0.1660 74.4 12.7 61.7 87,1

' O.15 589 0.1716 101 17 84 11 8

9.20 708 0.1748 124 20 104 144

0.25 ' 503 0.1758 141 23 118 164

0.30_ 10 4 0.1744 152 25 127 177

erTor = (3)(sigma)(AOM)/MARM
AOTQmin = AOTQ - crror
AOTQmat = AOTQ + error

331 NUREG/CP-0123 .
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Actuator ID = 2 (SB-00)
Figure 11. SPD vs. AOTQ for Actuator ID -

c F!gure 11 shows that without considering the the torque spring pack to deflect the amount
. uncertainty of the effective moment arm length,~- measured.
Equations (1) and (2) yield calculated actuator -
output torque valves that are very close to the it aheuld be noted that the 3 sigma uncer-

' actual measured test data torque values. Mea. tainty determined by the method shown in Fig-
sured torque values'throughout the 0.05 to . ute 6 for the same test _ data is only 14 ft lb. In -
0.30 in.-deflection range are bounded by the contrast, the calculation results plotted in Fig-

= torque values at 3 sigma. ure 11 have an uncertainty of 8 ft lb at 44.6 ft lb -
_

actuator output torque (0.05-in. deflection) and
25 ft lb at 152 ft lb actuator output torque

This example demonstrates that torque spring .
(0.30-in. de&ction)3us, it inay k that an altere

: pack deflection measurements in the actuator can
be used along with: nate and equally reliable method of determining

AOTQ for a particular SPDis to

1. - Force-deflection data cbtained by testing 1. Obtain the corresponding SPF from spring
1 that spring pack outside th. .ictuator pack force-deflection test data,

. .. - o.
2. Directly calcultue AOTQ by means of an

n 2.' c An equation for the " typical" effective
equation such as is presented in Figure 6" mort eut arm length (MARM) for that size

" I""' #
3. Add or subtract as appropriate the uncer-

3. LThe uncertainty of the " typical" MARM,

equation to calculatc with very good tell- Table 3 shows that this later tr.ethod actur.lly
ability the actuator output torque that caused involves fewr steps:

|
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Table 2. Using SPD and SPF to calculate AOTQ.

SPF AOTQ AOT
SPD (Ib), AOTQ min Qmax

(in.) Figure 10 (ft lb) (ft lb) (ft lb)

0.05 282 46.8 32.4 61.1

0.10 448 75.0 60.6 89.3

0.15 $89 99.5 85.2 114

0.20 703 121 106 135

0.25 803 138 124 152

0.30 874 151 137 165

AOTQ = (1.467E-5 ft lb/lb )(SPF)2 + (0.159 ft Ib/lb)(SPF) + 0.791 ft lb [from Figure 6)2

AOTQmin = AOfQ-3(sigtaa)
AOTQmax = AOTQ +3(sigma)
sigma = 4.784 ft Ibf

,

Figure 11 shows the results of this alternate SPF values. Table 2 torque error values do not
Table 2 AOTQ calculation for comparison with increase. Consequently, it appeats that for all

the res' tits of the Tible 1 AOTQ calculation and AOTQ values greater than abrut 80 ft lb, the
actuator output torque test data tequares). Each of Table 2 (Figure 6) methodology may provide a

; the two methods presented for calculating actua- more certain determination of AOTQ.
tot output torque from spring pack deflection'

! measurements and spring pack characteristics SUMMARY
may provide torque values of greater certak.,
thac the c:her method for particular ranges of 1. For size 00 actuators, while a balanceable.

spring pack deflection. style torque switch may be balanced at one
torque switch setting,it may not be balanced
* # '# I

Figure 11 shows that for actuator ID = 2 with
an 021 apring pack, the first calculational method 2. For size 00 actuators with balanced torque
(Table 1) provides greater accuracy at lesser switches, equal torque switch settings (1.
AOTQ values; but the second calculational 1.5,2, etc.) have betn observed to produce a
methcd (Table 2) provides greater accuracy at - significant range ct torq'ie spring pack
greater AOTQ values. For actuators with stiffer deflections at torque switch trip.
spring packs, all Tables 1 and 2 SPF vah.es and
AOTQ values will be greater. Table I calculated 3. Tests of several nominahy identical torque

torque error values will increase with increasing spring packs show that variaticaa in spring
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pack force-deflection characteristics may be 7. After a torque switch haa been adjusted
significant as a result of preload differences from one setting to another, and readjusted

that occur despite the use by utility person- back to the original setting, the deflection at
nel of standud assembly instructions. torque switch trip is unlikely to be the san.e

as it originally was. The scatter in the
denections that may sesult .pon doing this

4. For sire 00 actuators with balanced torque several timer for one actuator may approach
switches and the srme rnodel torque spring the scatter in deflections observed for sev.
peck. equat torque switch se' tings (1.1.5. 2, eral actuatois all with the same torque
etc.) have been observed produce a sig- switch t. citing. Consequently, even for a
nificant range of actuator output torques at specific actuator, torque stand test results
torque switch trip ne variations in actuator inat indicate a particular torque switch set-
output torques for the tested actuators ting produced a particular actuator output
appear to result f om (a) equal torque switch torque may not be a reliable indicator of the
settings producing different torque spring torques that will result from later adjust-
pack defleetions at torque switch trie, inents of the torque switch to the same
(b) equal tceque spring pr.ck deflections cor- settings. I

responding to different torque spring pack
forces, and (c) equal torque spring pack 8. Measured spring park deflections and
forces producing different actuator output forces can be rouch more reliably correlated

torques, to actuator output torque than can torque
switch settings, and are unaffected by torque
switch setting adjustments. For an individ-

5. The forct: on the spring pack when it is uti actuator, the uncertainty involved with
installed in the actuatc can of ten be reliably rels. ting spring pack force or deflection to
determined using deflection measurements actuator output torque can be minimited by
of the spring pack in the actuator along with a ,orque stand test wherein these parameters
the spring pack force-deflection characteris- are measured with appropriate accuracy.
tic determined by testing the torque spring
pack outside the actuator. Using a "repre- 9. Additional evaluation of test data is icquired

sentative" force-deflection characteristic to ascertain whether axial stem load reacted
instead of the unique characteristic for each by the actuator drive sleeve may cause a
torque spring pack will introduce uncer- change from the relationship between
tainty k.to the detertaination of spring pack spring pack force and actuator output torque
force and into any subsequent determination as detennined on a torque test stand.

of actuator output torque.
10. The practice of controlling actuator output

torques by selecting torque switch settings
6. With some exceptions, the telatioaship from " representative" setting-versua-torque j

between torque spring pack force and output design data, c,r even from setting versus- |

torque for sin 00 actuatois is very consis- torque test results of each actuator, may
tent for loads up to the 250 ft lb tcrque rat- need to be reviewed to ensure it is
ing. Thus, actuator output torque can often appropriate for specific nuclear industry
be reliably calculated as a functirn of the applications,
force on the torque spring pack. E e depee
of uncertainty with the resulting calculatcd ACKNOWLs.DGMENTS
actuator output torque value may be depen-
dent upon the methods of relating spring Without the enthusiastic support of TU Electric
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NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms -

AOTQ actuator output torque

MARM effective length of actuator moment ann; the length that when multiplied by the force
on the spring pack results in a value equal to the actual actuator output torque.

MOV motor operated valve

SPD torque spring pack deflection

SPF torque spring pt,ck force

TSS torque switch setting

Terminology

Balanced if the torque switch is " balanced." equal torque switch xttings in the open and close

Torque Switch directions will correspond to egual axial displacements of the wctm and equal
deflections of the torque spring pack. In practice while the torque switch may be
balanced within 0.010 in. at one setting,it is often not balanced within 0.010 it . at
other settings. A common practice is to balance the torque switch at the least torque
switch setting, which permits actuator operation in both directions (typically, a setting

of "1").

DP Test A test during which the MOV in a piping system is straked while these is a differential
pressure across the valve seats and fluid flow fhrough the valve bests.

sigma One standard deviation of a sample taken from a popula' ion. Assuming a normal
distribution, the probability that an event will occur is 84.1%,97 7%, and 99.9% for
one, two, and three standard deviations, respectively. When analyzing data herein,
t3ounds which provide a probability of 99.9% are usul. Such a l'igh level of assurance
is often commensurate with considerations affecting the safety of nuclear power plants.

(These statistical analyses are not intended to be rigorous, but are intended to provide
in a simple manner a consideration of uncertainties.)

,
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Spring Pack If the spiing pack adjestment collar is either too tight or too loose, then the sfring pack
Osp will move along its sais under very little load when the actuator stroke direction is !

changed. He total distr.nce the spring pack may displace in this manner is calltd the
sping pack gap.

Static Test i test during which the MOV in a piping systan is stroked while there is negligible or
zero pressure (psig)in the valve body.

nrque Spring A spring assembly that balances the axial load applied to the worm by the worm gear.
Pack

Tbrque Spring When the axis load imparted by the wonn to the torque spring pack exceeds the
Pack Deflection preload force on the torque spring pack, the worm displaces as the torque spring pack

defkcts (compresses). Torque spring pack deflection is commonly (and imprecisely)
{

cAUed " spring pack displacement." Tb clarify, spring pck displacement occurs only if
there h a spring pack gap, and ceases to displace when it has moved an amount equal
to that gap.

Tbrque Spring ne compressive force that causes torque spring pack deflection and that (when
Pack Force multiplied by the length of the effective moment arm of the actuator) produces the

,

actuator output torque.
|
,

'

k

i-
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.

Special Considerations for
Testing Rising Rotating Stem MOVs

Anthony Moffa, Liberty Technologies

ABSTRACT

Rising stem gate and globe valves have one plane of modon: linear.The stem is
either pushed or palled into position. For rising and rotating stems however, there
are two planes of motion: linear and rotational, ne stem is twisted in addition to
t;cing pushed or pulled into position. Typical tuotor operated valve (MOV) sizing
equatious account only for the linear requirernents of the valve to open or close,
neoretical calculationt perfonned for a two-dimensicnal system predict that in the
running load region, rotational torque requirements far exceed the linear ret,uire-
ments. To validate the theoretical model, torque testing of rising rotating stem
valves was preformed, using Liberty Technologies Valve Operation Test and Eval-
untion System (VOTES). Theoretical s.x! empirical data have produced a new per-
spective for operational requirements and a guideline for testing rising rotating
stem valves.

INTRODUCTION it is converted to torque. The output torque
requirements are used to select actuator size.
m t ' 51** ""d e*"86 5-8Background

The stem Girust calculation can be divided into
A motor operated valve (MOV) is a mechani- three parts:

cat assembly consisting of a valve and an elec-
triedac or de) actuated gear boc ne gear box is 1. Differential Pressure (DP)
designed to genclate torque, which is then con-
verted to thrust and used to open or close a valv3. 2. Stem Rejection (SR)
he actuator torque output is determined by the,

actuator size, spring pack size, motor size, gear- 3. Packing Friction (PF).

ing, and control switch settings. The torque tv
thrust conversion is a function of the valve stem The sum of these three loads is the total stem

thread geometry, which is generally detennined thrust required to operate the valve against system

in terrr.s of the expected operating requirements, pressure.

such as ,: losing thrust and stroke time.
Differential Pressure (DP)

ne process of sizing an actuator for a given
valve involves a series of calculaGons covering System pressure creates a normal load (perpen-

stem thrust, gearing, and motor applications. dicular to disk face) on the valve disk. For a gate

Most utilities have an actuator manufacturers valve, the DP load is the product of this nonnat

selection guide that they use as a reference, ne load and the valve factor. The valve factor is the

thrust calculations in these publications use coefficient of friction between the valve disk and

known values, such as stem geometry and system seat; it varies from valve to valve. Ilowever, a rea-

pressure, and statistical s alues for the various sonable estimate for a solid wedge gate valve

coefficients of friction to produce the tots' stem is 0.3. Equation 1 is used to calculte DP stem

thrust required for the valve to operate against load for a gata valve. This load is a bi-directional

system conditions. Once stern thrust is calculated, force acting parallel to the stem centerline. It will
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always oppose stem motion and is independent of Packing Friction
flow direction.

The third load, packing friction,16 the most
dh complex axial load. In has been common practice

DPw = n 7 P3y,, /47 (1) for the packing friction force to be estimated,
1,000 pounds per inch of stem diameter. Packing

where friction is a function of the stem and gland diame.
ters the stem and packing contact area, packing

differential presswe load bolt preload, and the coefficients of frictionDPto d =

between the stem and packing and the pa: king

maximum system operating nut and stud, Typically valve and packingPsystem =

pressure (psi) manufecturers have a desired gland pressure they
want to achieve. Using the gland pressure, pack-

'

ing cross sectional area, and the n'unber of ~ick-
dm diameter of seat ring (in.2) ing bolts, they calculate the necessary bolt

=

pre!oad force, then convert it to bolt torque. For
ivalve factor. the end user, only the bolt torque is available.py =

Equation 3 (Shigley,1983) can be used to calcu- '

In the case of a globe valve, the valve factor late bolt preload from bolt torque.
(pyp) will default to a value of 1.1 in the previous
equation. Additionally, the force is now uni- Tu"p, , (3)directional and dependent upon flow direction: it 1 + n ,, d.,, seca) , d,

g ((nd., -opposes stem motion in the open dhection for ,, I seca) "T'.

flow over the disk, and in the closing direction for
flow under the disk (most common), where

"" " '** " " *P'' * 8 D " UD)"
Stem Rejection Load

T ui Torque on one packing boltN =

The stem rejection Ic.ed,'or piston effect, is a (in lb)
uni-directional force that also acts parallel to the

1/2 the thread anglestem centerline. Syf tem pressure creates a load a =

that attempts to push the valve stem out of the (30 degree)
actuator. It works against the actuator as it tries to
close the valve and with it as it opens the valve. d np Pacb,ng kh puch diameter=

i

'Ihe rejection load is the product of the stem cross i
sectional area and the system pressure. It is inde. thrend Lead (pltch x thread=

stuts) Npenuent of flow direction for both gate and glot*
valves. Equation 2 can be used to calculate the

coefficient of friction betweenHPB =
stem rejection load.

the Packing Bolt and Nut

d2 coefh.'.mt of friction hetweca '=e

SRw = n #f"' Psy. (2) the packing nut and collar

de diameter of packing nut and=

co!!n contact area.

SR oad - = stem rejection load (lb) Using the bolt preload, stem and packingi

dimensions, and the coefficient of friction
dsiem - stem major diameter (in.). between the stem and packing, the packing=

,
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friction load can be calculated. Packing friction is and vs the sizing equation should only be

a bi-directional force acting parallel to the stem viewed as an approximation. Actual stem
centerline, thrust and actuator torque values must be

verified through some form of diagnostic .

4 N F ,,,j, d ,,,,, # , testing or functional test.
f 3 f

(4)PFw =
(D,+ - d2sem)18p

5

a With the required thrust and torque identified,
the sizing process would continue with the selec-

where tion of the actuator size, spring pack sim, motor
size, and internal gear sets. Even with all the esti-

PFua = pacting friction load (lb) mated friction coefficients, the sizing equation
can be fairly accurate, although there are some

number of packing bolts limitations. A review of all the equations and
-

N =

resultant forces indicates that these sizing equa.
height of packing (in.) tions are useful for calculating antal loads only.#p =

All motion is limited to one axis. For rising stem
gland diameter (in.) gate and globe valves, this is not a cone:rn. HeDa =

stem only moves along the axis of the stem cent-
coefIlcient of fri: tion stem to erline. Rising and rotating stem valves present asp =

packing, different picture: two planes of motion, axial and
totational. .

He sum of the forces calculated in Equations I

1,2, and 4 is the total required stem thrust to oper-
RISING ROTATING STEMate against system pressure. One final equation

needs to be employed to produce actuator torque VALVES
from ste.n thrust. De equation is referred to as
the stem factor equation. It is derived from the
Acme Power Screw equation (Shigley,1983) for A rising rotating stem valve is verv different

fmm a nonnal rising stem valve. Figure I shows
"

raisinP a load. The equation presumes that ..,
the side view of an Edward's Y globe.Here are

applied rotational torque will be converted into un
two distinct difTerences between this valve and a

-
-

axial load.
rising stem valve: the actuator drive sleeve inter-

7g , du (1 + n pm d.,, seca) (5)
2 (n d.,, - g m I we a )

In a rising stem valve, the stem threads into the
where stem nut, which is mated to the drive sleeve.

Rotation of the drive sleeve results in rotation of
stem factor the stem nut and axial motion of the stem. In theFS =

rising rotating stem valve, two separate compo-
stem pitch diameter (ft) nents are used to perform the same function as thed,,o =

rising stem stem out: the spline and threaded
Thread lead (pitch x thread bushing. The spline is a grooved metal cylinderi =

starts)(f0 that is bolted to the end of the stem.ne groves on

the spline mate with grooves on the inside of the
Coefficient of friction stem actuator drive sleeve.The function of the spline isnssy =

and stem nut. to transmit actuator torque to the stem while
allowing for axial motion of the stem. He torque

Note: Due to the uncertainties associated with to thrust conversion is performed by the threaded

the friction coefficients, pSSN, PPB, PPS bushing mounted in the top of the valve yoke,

i
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"
Of the three loads, packing fricuon is the only

a force component that places additional loading on
s the valve stem when rotation is 8nduced. The

DP orp and SRLOAD are constants (functions oft

the disk and stem diameter, valve factor, and sys-
tem pressure), prulucing no additional torque or- ,

!II '"'T" y9 | |] force requirements due to the rotational motion of

l(IP:[Sj;:m% the stem.
E

-

Figure 2a is the side view of the stem and pack.
Ing cross section. F u is the packing force normali-

! $ to the stem diameter and PFrog is the resultant

,$g __. ,_._ g- force resisting stem motion. In order to move the -
~

L_ _r stem down, a force must be generated that-
exceeds FF ow. The actuator torque required tol__ ___

8 E Eo overcome packing friction is calculatc4 using the
R $ following equation
b N

i

&} Tm = PFw x FS (6),

^\,
Figure 2b is the top view (Section A A) of the

same stem. In the event stem motion was limited
to rotrion, there would be litt!J or no force in the
axial direction, only torsional resistance. Clock.
wise rotation of the stem would resul in counter.

j clockwise torsional resistance from PFlow The9, actuator torque required to rotate the stem is a4
function of packing friction and the stem radius

~

Twa n PFw (1)x r ,,,,s .

'
In the case of the rising rotating stem valve,

both axial and rotational resistance is experi-
enced, thus Equations 6 and 7 need to be com.

Figure 1. . Edwards globe valve, bined in order to determine the total torque
required to move the stem agalast Packing Fric.

Packing Friction tion.

' The risLg rotating stem valve is subject to the Tf = PFw (FS + rp,,,4 (8).

same axial loads as the rising stem valve, liow-
ever, in addition to the axial loads, the stem is

' Note: When using conventional stem factor
subject to rndial loads that have not been tables supplied by valve and actuator
accaunted for in the previous sinng equations,' manufacturers, the stem radius in this

equation, should be in feet, not inches,

a.1 Representatives from Edwards indicated their Equation 8 is the total torque required to push /

sizing equations are proprietary, but do account for pull and rotate the stem througl* packing Com-
additional radial loads, untite the limitorque and palison of ti,e two components shows the radial
EPRIpublications. torque requirement to be significantly higher than -
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Stem .

r !

Packing ;

.vc .x
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F;Fpr
m: .

Fpy

:
,

+

Figure 2a. Stem and packing cross section (side view).

Packing

Stem

a'?!-4-
.Fpy

- " Figure 2b. - Stem and packing cross section (top view).

:

the axial torque aquirement. Dividing Equa. than 90% of the total running torque. Even at a

tion 7. (TRadiat), by Equation 8, (Tp) produces a = 0.3 coefficient of friction, rotational loads
ratio of radial torque requirements to total torque . account for more thaa 77% of the total running . |

requirements. Figure 3 is a grapbical representa- torque,it must be stressed that all these compari.
L tion of this ratio for a 1,000 in diameter,6 thread sons are based on running loads only,just moving

per inch (TPI) stem. 'Ibe graph shows that for low ' - the stem against packing, no differential pressure,
.

coefficients of friction between the stem and stem stem rejection, or seating loads are twing consid-

nub the rotational running torque comprises more cred at this time.

.
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Rotational Torque Requirements
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Coefficient of Friction

1.000' Dia,6 TPI

Figure 3. Rotational torque requirements.

Additional Areas of Concern bushins, and packing gland. Each of the cornpo.
nents can be represented as a cylinder. In a rising

Spilne, The stem to-actuator spilne has two stem valve, two cylinders need to be aligned: the

functions: transmit actuator torque to the stem stem not and packing gland. Aligtunent of the two

and allow axial motion of the stem. If the spline cylinders is aided by the appreciable distance
has a rough surface, a gouge, or is not lubricated, between the two and only one of the cylinders is' '

the axial motion of the stem will be impeded. " fixed" (stem nut). For the rising rotating stem
Torque transmission, however, will not be valve, three cylinders need to be aligned: the
affected.The axial restriction would require addi. spline, stem nut, and packing gland. Maintaining
tional actuator torque to move the stem. As a pre * cylindricity between the thrce components is dif.
caution, the spline should be checked for visual f cult. The largest portion of the misalignment
flaws, when possible, and should be lubricated on comes froir the ste.n nut. Typically, h is threaded
* " E"I"' **8* or pressed into the top of the yoke. The combina.

tion of the thread and machining tolerances
Threaded Yoke Bushing The stem nut, or in

results in poor al4ninent of the three cylinders, !

this case, threaded yoke bushing, is accounted for
in the stem factor equation. As with all the sizing

and cyclic loading that occurs at the drive sleeve

equations listed here,' there are limitations to their output speed. This misalignment potentially

application. In the case of the rising rotating stem places large radial loads on the Nishing, resulting

valve, the physical layout of the valve makes it in it wearing at an abnortral rate. Realigntuent is

prone to experience cyclic loading. This rehuhs difficult, the only action that can be taken is to

primarily from the alignment of the spline, lubricate the bushing regularly.
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EMPIRICAL DATA diamt tral deflection was converted to thrust using
the following equaticu:

Tost Obloctivo e nD A m--c otrmrr (9I*"YY CAL SENSITIVl1Y

The test objwtive was to validate the theery by where
acquiring running torg.ie profiles from rising
rotating stem valves set at incremental packing E modulus of clasticity bolt=

friction loads.

Poisson's ratio boltY u

Test Proceduro
bolt diameter (solid section).D =

Test equipment included three Edwaids 2 in. The same sequence was followed for the
rising rotating stem globe valves packed with Walworth valve, zero packing load data were
three rings of Chesterton's Style 5300 (GTPI) . acquired for a baseline. Tin pa: king nuts were
Die-Formed Inhibhed Graphite lungs; one Wal- torqued to xx ft lb and running load data were
worth 4-in. rising stem globe valve packed with acquired. Data were acquired at four additional
three rings of ARGO's 6300 J Flexible Graphite torque levels.
packing; two Limitorque Shill-0OO Actuators; a
VOTES System,a hiini-C Clamp Portable Strain D.SCUSSION
hieter, and VOTES Torque Lartridge. One of the
Limitorque actuators was used to run the Wal- Basellne
worth valve, and the other was shared between
the three Edwards valves.110th actuators have the

The baseline data from both valve types were
same gear ratio. The Edwards valves all have a

c nsistent; the average, no load mnning torque1.000-in, diameter,6 TPI, stainless steel stem.
was 0.3 ft lb. This gave relatively good assuranceThe Walworth stem is 1.125-in. diameter,4 TPI,
that the Iwo actuators were in sirnitar operating

and is made of naval brass.
condition, and that the two valves were producing
minimal resistance.

The Edward's valves were tected first. Data
was acquired at 0 ft lb 1mque op the packin;; nuts Packing Bolt Friction
for a base line. Then the packing nuts were
torqued to 5.0 ft lb and running load data was Using Equation 3 to calculMe the boll preload
acquired. Bolt torque values were increased in requires that the user assume two coefficients of

- 2.5 ft lb increments up to 17.5 ft lb, with data friction: one between the packing stud and nut the
acquired at each level. other between the nut and the collar. Friction

studies conducted by Orthwein (1981) identified
in addition to monitoring the bolt torque, bolt that the range of friction coefficients for dry metal

stress was monitored. The bolt stress wAs mea. to metal surfaces varies from 0.4 to 0.8 In cases
sured using a diametral strain metsuring de" ice where the surfaces were lubiicated, the range

(htini C-Clamp see Figure 4), mounted to the dropped to 0.005 to 0.20. hiost machine design
solid diameter of the packing stud, and a portable and mechanics handbooks use 0.15 as the coeffi-
strain meter (hieasurements VJ00). As the pack- cient of friction for lubricated bolts. The actual
ing nuts were torqued down, the packing bolts value depends on surface finish, tolerance inter-

began to get longer and thinner. The ference, and the type and amount of lubrication.

hiini-C Clamp produced a calibrated output pro- As a rule, the be at the surfact finish and appear-

portional to the bolt diametral reduction. This ance, the lower the coefficient of friction,

t
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Figure 4. De mird C-clamp. His instrument is a strain gauge type sensor that measures the diametral
growth of a stem or bolt (placed between the anvil and V. block) under loading.

Bolt torque and preload experiments conducted could lead to inadequate sizing, in order to be
- by Blake and Kurtz (1965), showed bolt preload, conservative, the friction coefficients should te
for 20 tests of 1/2 20 UNF belts torqued to lower, possiblypro = 0.15 and p, = 0.25.
800 in lb (dry torque), ranged from 5.3 to
9.6 kips, he average was 7.7 kips, and the stan-
dard deviation was 1.107 kips. nus indicating Both bolt preload and bolt torque were nica.
that the coefficient of friction varia:t from 0.09 to sured during the tests. Limited to one equation
0.19 for the two mating parts. Lubrication of the with two unknowns, there is a way to solve equa.
bolts did not affect the mean, but did cut the stan- tion 3 forp: assume both friction coef6cients are
dard deviation to 0.681 kip, equr.1 ( , =gs). De corfficient of friction can be

solvad for, using Equation 3, the measured bolt
For toth valves, the collar was a semismooth preload and bolt torque. Solving equation 3 for

casting, surface finish in the 250 in. range. De yields an average coefDcient of friction of 0.20
packing bolts were smooth, better than 125 pin. for the Edwards valve.'thble I lists measured bolt
finish. Due to the diffmence in surface finishes, preloads for the Edwards globe valve vs. the
the coefficient of friction between the nut and the calculated bolt preloads using equation 3 and
mllar is expected to be higher than the coefficient assumed coefficients of frictionprs = 0.15 and
between the nut and bolt. hking into accoun! no , = 0.25.
lubrication ou either surface, the surface finish,
and the absence of rust, butta aml gouges, the
coefficients could be estimated as ,.n = 0.2 and De r *ured preload vs. the theoretical pre-
pc = 0.3. Rese numbers nre lower than expected load prbhrd 5 average error of .1.077c, which is
for an unlubricated surface, but they reflect due solely unne difference in the actual and esti-
reductions in the coefficients because of the mated coefficients of friction. If the coefficients
eacellent surface conditions. According to Equa- of friction were assumed to be 0.15 and 0.25
tion 3, the higher the coefficient of friction, the respectively, the packing estimates would have
lower the bolt force for a given torque, ne lower been relatively close. Ilowever, under the circum-
the bolt force, the lower the estimated packing stances. with a dry bolt and collar, selecting 0.2
friction. Underestimating the packing friction and 03 uld not be out of the question. As an
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Table 1. Edwards bolt preload. packing friction should vary on the order of
+45%; rising rotating versus rising stem. This

Measured variation would be seen directly in the running
Bolt bolt Equation 3 torque. Comparing the running torque for the ris-

tongue preload preload Erar ing rotating stem to the rising stem shows in
excess of 500% (i250%)twtween the two. Even

5.0 372 366 1.6 without solving for the coefficients of friction,the

7.5 554 550 -07/ 500% variation in running torque indicates more
than a variation in the coefikient of friction.

10.0 741 733 -1.1

Packing manufacturers estimate the coefficient
12.5 927 91ti 1.1 of friction between the stem and packing. Their

values are based on in-house test programs and
15.0 1108 1099 -0.8

theory. Typically for a new stem /45p = 0.05. The

17.5 1297 1283 1.1 low coefficient is due to the extremely smooth,
polished surface finish of the stem. As the stem is

Note: All preload values are inIb. used, the surface finish changes. Cuts and gouges
from packing extraction tools and wrenches scar

additional test, the nut, bolt, and collar were lubri-
cated with a tefl.n base gel. After lubrication, tric Table 2. Walworth test data.

coefficient of friction dropped 28% to 0.14.
Bolt torque Running torque

~

Packing Friction 2.0 0.60

3.5 1.05The Walworth valve had no problem operating
against any of the packing friction loads. Even at 11.5 4'45
22.5 ft lb of torque, which is in excess of
3,000 psi gland pressure, the actuator runninS 17.5 6.65
torque only averaged 8.7 ft lb. 'hble 2 lists the
everage running torque data for the Walworth ris. 22.5 8.70

ing htern valve.
Note: All torque values are in ft lb.

liigh packing gland loads had a more notice-
-- able effect on the Edward's valves (Table 3). The

manufacturers suggested bolt torque was 30 ft lb. Table 3. Edwards test data.
'

The maximum achievable bolt torque was only
17.5 ft lb DRY. At 17.5 ft lb, the torque switch Bolt torque Rtuming torque Ratio

tripped at the onset of stem motion. Using th
5'0 2'85 0.57

coefficient of friction calculated above,

pn = 0.2, gland pressure was only at 227 psi. In 7.5 5.65 0.75
addition, the running torque for tLe Edwards
valve was on the order of 5 times higher than the 10.0 8.30 0.83

running torque for the Walworth valve at the same
12.5 17.05 0.96normal packing load Fm.

Theoretically,if the coefficicots of friction
between the packing stud and nut, the riut and col- 17.5 20.10 1.15

lar, and the stem and packing were to vary 25 %
between rising rotating and rising stem; then the Note: All torque values are in ft lb.
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the finish and increase resistance between the Table 4. Torque requirements.
stem and packing. Using Equation 8 and the
Edwards bolt preload data, the average static Bolt RRS RRS RS
coefficient of friction txtween the stem and pack. torque theoretical actual theoretical
ing, psis is equal to 0.07, the dynamic value is

5.0 4.4 4.2 0.76slightly lower,0.06,
7.5 9.66 7.8 1.14

10.0 12.89 11.6 1.52Running Torque
12.5 16.09 18.10 1.90

15.0 19.31 22.35 2.28
Equations 6,7, and 8 explain the theory behind

17.5 22.53 24.00 2.67the torque requirements for the rising rotating ~

stem valve. Data acquired from the Edward's
Note: All values are in it lb.

valves support this theory, For example, at
2.0 ft lb of bolt torque, the rising stem running Adding Equation 8 to the sizing equations
torque is 0.6 ft lb. For the rising rotating stem, the brought the theoretical values much closer to the
same normal packing force is achieved at 5 ft-lb actual, ne remaining difference is probably due
of bolt torque resulting in 2.85 ft lb running to variations in friction coefficients. '

torque. This indicates the rising rotating stern
requires 476% more torque to move the stem CONCLUSIONS
against the same normal packing force. At
another common force level; 3.5 ft lb rising,

For de rising rotating stem valve, the packing
7.5 ft lb rising rotating, the running torques are acts like an externally constricting brake which
1.05 and 5.65 ft'Ib respu:tively-now indicating

restricts radial motion in addition to axial motion.526% more torque required to move the stem. He present sizing equations need to be revised to
'Re difference is too large to attribute to varia-

account for the additional radial component. He
tions in the coefficients of friction. following equation combines the traditional siz-

ing equation with the radial torque calculation
from equation 7.

Using the running torque data for the two valve
types, use the rising stem running torque as the T = (DPw + SRw + PFwSFaxial component, and the rising rotating torque as
the total torque. The ratio of the axial to the total + (PFw 3,,,,3 (10)r
for 1.05 and 5.65 ft lb is 0.19 or 19%. Therefore
the rotational component comprises 81%.
Figure 3 is a graphical representation of Equa- This equation may overestimate the required

tion 8. At 81% rotational torque, the curve shows torque, but in comparison to the axial equation, it
is significantly closer to the actual.

a coeflicient of friction of 0.22 between the stem
and stem nut-

For situations where diagnostic testing
involves monitoring torque only, then calculating
threst using the torque values and a constant stem

Using the measured bolt load, the measured factor, the calculations will overestimate the axial
coeflicient of friction between the stem and pack; component of packing friction. In order to accu.
ing, and Equr.tions 4,5, and 8, the static and run- rately measure packing friction, axial loads must
ning torque requirements can be calculated for the be measured below the stem nut,
rising rotating stem. Table 4. lists the rising rotat.
ing theoretical and actual, and the rising stem Proper maintenance of rising rotating stem
theoretical torque values, valves, particularly lubrication of the spline algi
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yoke bushing, will help to eliminate additional tinue with plans to instriunent several valve stems
radial and axial loads, and improve overall and packing bolts with strain gauges.

performance.
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Pump And Valve Research at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

) H. D. Haynes
Oak Ridge NationalLaboratorya

ABSTRACT

Over tl.e last several years, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has car-
!

ried out several aging assessments on pumps and valves under the NRC's Nuclear
Plant Aging Research (NPAR) Program. In addition, ORNL has established an
Advanced Diagnostic Engineering Research and Development Center (ADEC) in __

order to play a key role in the field of diagnostic engineering. Initial ADEC
research projects have addressed problems that were identified, at least in part, by
thc NPAR and other NRC-sponsored programs.

Results from these research activities have included the identiEcation and evalu-
ation of existing monitoring methods for pumps and valves, and the development
of several new diagnostic techniques. Rese developments include nonmuusive
magnetic monitoring methods for valves and motor current signature analysis
(MCSA) techniques for remote testing of electrically-powered equipment,includ-
ing MOVs atxt motoradriven pumps, Rese devehpments have been successfully

.

[ demnoarated in the laboratory, in local field installations, and in operating nuclear
power plants. They provide useful diagnostic capabilities when used alone and
when used in conjunction with other available monitoring equipme 31.

This paper summarizes the pump and valve related research that has been done
at ORNL and describes in more detail several diagnostic techniques deveioped at
ORNL that are now commercially available.

_

INTRODUCTION performed in suppwt of theU. S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission (NRC) Nuclear I but Aging
Research (NPAR) Program. The NPAR Program

Nuclear Plant Aging Research was established in 1985 primarily r 1 means to
Program resolve technical safety issues relar u to the aging

of electrical and mechanical components, safety

The Oak Ridge NatieN Laboratory (ORNL) systems, support systems, and civil structures
has become familiar ,ith pump- and valve- used ,in commercial nuclear power plants
related issues largely as a result of work (NRC,1991)

a. ResearchsponsoredbytheOfficeofNuclearRegulatoryResearch,U.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommissionunderInter-
agency Agreement DC-' 1886-8082-8B with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400
with Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc.
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-

The objectives for a comprel~nsive NPAR - the electri: power, manufacturing, and dirense
-

- aging assessment of a component, system, or industries. ADEC activities comprise the icSow.
structure include: ing four areas: (a) Diagnostic Sensor Research,,

+
. - (b) Signal Processing Research, (c) Data Analysis

The objectives for a comprehensive NPAR .Research, and (d) System and Application Test-
'

aging assessment of a component, system, or . ing. Funding for this work has been provided ini-
structure include:- tially by the ORNL Director's Discretionary

. Fund. Long-term funding is expected to be pro-
= 1.' Identify and characterize aging and wear vided partially by industrial partners that 4; par-

effects ticipating with ORNL in cooperative research

-2. Identify failure modes and causes attribut-
' able to agin8; - A substantian , tion of the ADEC reach

projects to date have focused on solving problems
3. Identify measurable performance parame- that were identified by the NPAR and other NRC.

tur, including functional indicators
sponsored programs. In particular, several ADEC q

4, - Perform in-depth engineering studies and research tasks have concentrated on the develop- . -|

ment and demonstration of nonintrusive monitor. I
agingassessmentsbasedonin-situerwo -

ing methods for valves and other equipment. !- ments
Descriptions of a few of these developments are
pr s paper.'

5. - Identify improved methods for inspection, -
surveillance, and monitoring, or for evaluat-
ing residuallife - Description of Selected Pump

and Valve Researc. Projectsn
6?- ' Ferform post-service examinations and tests -y; :

of naturally aged / degraded components As part of ths NPAR program, aging assess-
ments have been performed by ORNL on several

7,. Makrecommendations for utilizing ampownts and systems involving pumps and
- resetrch results M the regulatory process. - valves, including

~

.The results from an NPAR aging assessment Auxiliary feedwater pumps (AUXFPs)*

may form the basis for implementation of
improved inspection, surveil nee, maintenance,- Auxiliary feedwater (ATW) system -* '

; and monitoring methods; modifying present
Power-operatad relief valves (PORVs); codes and standards; developing gulaelines and ' *-'

, review piocedures for plant life extension; and
Solenoideperated valves (SOVs)

.

*-resolving generic safety issues. ,

M t MPerated valves (MOVs). Advanced Diagnostics *

Engineering R&D Center Check valves (cva).*

ORNL has estaMished the Advanced Diagnos- ORNL NPAR research activities have also -
--tic Engineering Research and Development Cen - included a studyof valve body erosion (Casada,
ter (ADEC)in order to play a key role in the field : 1991a), a review of industry responses to NRC -,

fof diagnostic engineering. ADEC has an orga- Bulletiu 88-04 " Potential' Safety-Related Pump
|' nized multidisciplinary diagnostics research pro. Loss"(Casada,1991b), an evaluation of proposed ,

. gram that trings together experts in many fields ' inservice testing procedures for check valves
. in order to develop and apply new advanced diag. (Moyers and Casada,1992), a study of gate valve
nostic technologica having broad' applications in internal clearances and their effect on disk seat

,
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interference during valve closure (Moyers and tem pump capacity greatly exceeds demand dur-
t Eissenberg,1990), and aging assessments of . ing these conditions. Much of the operation of
'other power plant components such as heat AUXFPs is at low-flow (minimum. flow) condi.
: exchangers (Moyers,1992), air compressors and tions. AUXFPs are normally tested under mini.
- dryers (Moyers,1990), BWR control rod drives,b mum flow conditions, and mu:h of the normal
turbine generator and controls,' instrumentation startup and shutdown support operations are at
and protection components (Gehl and Kryter), low flow.
and core internals.d

. _

.

One of the major fin lings from the aging
c Key research teruits from the first six assess- assessment was that operation at low flow results

ments listed above were extracted (in mne cases in accelerated wear of the pumps as a result of the
verbatim) frotu their final reporL and technical hydiaulically unstable conditions (Casada and -

. papers and are included in the following sections. Adams,1991). 'Ibe wear can result in impeller or
= Research activities on MOVs and CVs are dis- diffuser breakage, thrust bearing and/or balance
: cussed in more detail, including a description of device failure due to excessive loWng, cavitation
nonhatrusive monitoring methods developed by da'n; ige on suction stage impelle.s, mereased seal
ORNL to monitor these componcats. leakage, seal injection piping failure, shaft or coc-

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
PUMPS (AUXFPS) In addition to recommendmg further investiga-

tions aimed at determining if present operating

:In 1986, ORNL published the results of an practices (especia!!y low flow operations) are a

aging assessment of auxiliary feedwater pumps significant contributor to wear and aging of
: (AUXFPs) used in PWR nuclear power plants AUXFPs, the asseasment suggests that tighter

(Adams and Makay,1986). AUXFPs are multi- Specifications of certain materials of construction

stage (normally 5 to 9 stages) high-head centrifu, and fabrication methods could potentially pro-

gal pumps,~ normally driven by motors or vide marked improvements in AUXFP durability

turbines.The function of these pumps is to deliver and thus higher reliability. Furthermore, the
water from either a condensate storage tank or, as application of state-of-the-an monitoring tech-

a backup, f*nm the emergency service water sys, niques should te studied in regard to its value in

tem, to the steam generators. The pumps are auto, assessing wear and aging factors in AUXFPs. ,

matically . started in - response to several -
|' emergency conditions, such as low steam genera. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER (AFW)
L tor ievel, a safety injection signal, and emergency SYSTEM

bus undervoltage; however, many plants also use!

7AUXFPs in support of normal shutdown and In 1990,ORNL published the results of a study
startup sequences, since the main feedwater sys- of the PWR Auxiliary Feedwater System

(Casada,1990). The study reviewed historical
failure data for AFW system components and _

- b. R. II. Greene, Aging Assessment of BWR Control provided a detailed review of tM AFW system
RodDrive Systems, NRC Report NUREG/CR-5699,' design and operanon practices a_t a plant owned
to be published. by a cooperating utility. Failure data were com-

c. D. F. Cox, Aging of Turbine Drivesfor Safety -
piled from three sources: Licensee Event Reports
(LERs), the Institute for Nuclear Power Opera-Related Pumps in Nuclear Power Plants, NRC .

; Report NUREC/CR 5857, to be published,
tions (INPO) Nuclear Reliability Data System
(NPRDS), and Stoller Power, Inc.'s Nuclear

d. K. Luk, Pressurized Water Reactor Internals Power Experience (NPE). Each record from the
: Aging Degradation Study-.A Phase 1 % port, NRC three databases was reviewed and combined to
Report, to be published. form a single ORNL database, thereby avoiding
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redundant entries while establishing a more thor- eign Event Files, NPE reports, and interviews
ough set of failure records, with four PORV manufacturers.

Components were classified into five groups The review was conducted with the under-
for this study: pump drivers, valve operators, standing that PORVs and their BVs were not
valves, purops, and other. Information was designed as safety-related components but are,in
extracted from the compiled ORNL database for fact, relied upon to mitigate certain desige. basis
each failure, including the method of detection, accidents, The acceptability of relying on non-
the subsystem affected, and the extent to which safety-grade PORVs to mitigate a design-basis
the system was degraded as a mult of the failurt ccident is the subject of NRC Generic Issue 70:
The data were then analyzed for trends and com, "PORV and Block Valve Reliability " Informa-
parative evaluation. tion resulting from the ORNL review should help

support the resolution of GI 70.
He single largest source of AFW degradation,

based upon the historical failure data review, is Of the 230 events identified by the review, I

the turbine drive for AFW pumps. In addition, the 101 involved PORV mechanical failure,91 were

failures of valve motor and air operators com- attributable to PORV control failure,6 events

bined were found to have resulted in approxi- involved design er fabrication of the PORVs, and

mately the same level of degradation of the AFW 32 events involved BV failures. The most com-

system as the turbine drives alone. Pump and m n mechanical failure mechanism for PORVs

check valve failures were also significant contrib- was degradation of the seat / disc interface or other

utors to system degradation, internal parts by high-pressure steam and/or
water. Most BV failures involved torque switch

in the review of the reference plant procedures, failure or mis-adjustment,

it was found that testing frequencies for system
Based on this review, it was concluded that the

components varied substantially. For cr;nple,
the trip & throttle (T&T) valve for the AFW tur- greatest safety benefit could be achieved by using

#8 8"* an resistant to stickm.g open,
bine was found to be stroked over 40 times a year .

#" U * I* *#* ****#in conjunction with AFW sys"m testing, while
the AFW turbine's I&C/ governor control system that may provide higher reliability, but they had

"*# ## #E *""E # "I'is checked only once every 18 months, at best.
PC a 8 e Perience The review also cun-The testing frequencies are dictated by the plant's

cluded that re(luctions m PORV and BV failuresimplementation of their Techm. cal Specifications,
might result by upgrading the PORVs and BVs to

The review thus identified a need for enhanced 3*'#YE#a status, where mom dgorous testing,

testing re.quirements that ..ould reduce excessive diagnostics, and maintenance are required.
.

testing of certain components while at the same SOLENOID-OPERATED VALVEStime ensuring that thorough performance verifi-
cation is conducted periodically. Solenoid-operated valves (SOVs) are found

throughout nuclear power plant safety-related
POWER-OPERATED RELIEF systems in relatively large numbers (between

VALVES 1000 ""d 3 00 Per P ant) and are often a sub-l
component of larger, more complex systems.

In * ?S7, ORNL published the results of a Their presence in systems important to safety
review of nuclear power plant operating events requires an especiat. > high degree of assurance
from 1971 to 1986 involving failures of power- that they are ready to; 3rform their required func-
operated relief valves (PORVs) and associated tion under all anticipted operating conditions,
block valves (BVs)(Murphy and Clether,1987L since failure of one of these small and relatively
This review was largely based on information inexpensive devices could have serious conse-
obtained from LERs, NPRDS records, NPC For- t uences under certain circumstances. Thus, a
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comprehensive aging assessment of solenoid- mercially available. In addition to evaluating this

operated U <cs was carried out by ORN1.as part system in depth (Crowley and Eissenberg,1986),

of the NPAR Program (Bacanskas et al.; Kryter, the diagnostic information available from many

1992). The assessment reviewed SOV failure MOV measurable parameters was determined by

modes and causes and identified measurable ORNL using MOVs Ibat were mounted on test

parameters thought to be linked to degradation stands (see Figure 1). Those parameters included

that may ultimately resu't in the functional failure Valve stem positione
of the valve,

A major focus of the assessment was the identi-
Valve stem strainfication and demonstration of monitoring meth- .

ods that are useful in measuring SOV
Torque and limit switch actuations.

performance parameters that can L' used to detect
the presence of and trend the progress of SOV Internal and external motor temperaturese

degradations. Intrusive techniques requiring the
addition of magnetic or acoustic sensors or the Vibratione

applicar:on of special test signals were examined
Torque switch angular position.

briefly, but major emphasis was placed on the
examination of conditior.-indicating techniques e Motor current.
that can be applied with minimal cost and impact
on plant operation. SOV monitoring methods These evaluations led to the conclusion that the

evaluated are summarized in 'Dible 1. single most informative MOV measurable param-
eter was also the one which was most easily

The study recommended that the performance acquired, namely, tha .aotor current. Motor cur-
monitoring techniques developed during the rent signature antlyst (MCSA)* was found to
assessment be field tested using a larger popula- provide detailed inforrr ation related to the condi-
tion of both new and naturally aged SOVs that tion of the motor, rnotor operator, and valve
would belikely t across a wide range of levels from mean values
det,raded perform,o display one or more varieties ofance. In addition, the study rec- and gross variations during w valve operation to
ommended that these techniques be refined and information which characterizes transients arid
adapted as necessary to permit their use in a real periodic occurrences.

plant envirotunent. Motor Current Signature
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES Analysis

NPAR Aging Assessment Basic Principles. MCS A is based on the recog-
nition that a conventional electric motor (ac or de)*

Motor-operated valves (MOVs) can be found driving a mechanical load acts as an efficient and
in almost all nuclear power plant fluid systems. pennanently available transducer, detecting both
Their failures have resulted in signi'icant mainte- large and small time-dependent motor load varia-
nance efforts and, on occasion, have led to the tions generated anywhere within the mechanical
loss of operational readiness of safety-related load and converting them into electric-current
systems. For these and other reasons, ORNL noise signals that flow along the power cable
carritd out a comprehensive aging assessment of (Kryter and Haynes,1989a; 1989b).
MOVs (Creenstreet et al.,1985; Haynes,1989),
during 1985-1989 in support of the NPAR
Program.

e. U.S. Patent Number 4,965,5 t3 " Motor current

At the time the aging assessment was carried Signature Analysis for Diagnosing Motor Operated
Devices."out, only one MOV monitoring system was com-
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Table 1. An overview of SOV monitoring methods.
'

Degradation (s)or Promis. CorMethod malfunction (s) addressed Attributes in-plant e'e~
.

Measurement of SOV Electrical failure of coil * Nonperturbative to plant liigh; readyteruperature, via coil and degradation of operations for immediate
resistance or impedance elastomers resulting from * No new sensors or signal use

prolonged operation at cables are requited
excessively high * Nopermanent
temperatures instmmentation required;

can be applied as needed
from a remote location

* Applicable to ac and
de-powered SOVs

Indication of valve - Mechanical binding, * No need for add-on sensors High* some
,position and change of singgishness, or failure to or signa' cables additional !state upon application shift as a result of wom or a Valve position readout from development !

of power, via change in improper parts or the a remote location work requiredcoilimpedance - presence of foreign * Static method does not
materials inside the vahe disturb SOV

Indication of Mechanical binding and * Detects simultaneously Medium;mechanical binding, b sluggish shifting caused degradation of magnene or further testingtracking cha ges m y by worn, swollen, or sprmg forces, and mcrease needed tocv ent and voing at improper parts or the - m frictional forces ascertain causeKF/ pt,11-in and presence of foreign * No need for add-on sensors of poordropeut materials inside the valve or cables or access to SOV repeatability ofpomts - * Applicable to ac- and test results
de-powered SOVs

Indication of shorted Eh. uncal failure of * Detects presence of defects Lowl usefulcoil turns or insulation solenoid coil, caused by within coil that cannot be for laboiatory'
breakdown, based on high-voltage turn-off revealed by other means post-mortem- characteristics of transients m combination testselectrical transient with insulation weakened
generated upon by prolonged operation at
deenergizing a de SOV high temperatures

- Indication of Mechanical binding and * No need for add-on Minimal;
mechanical binding, by sluggish shifting csused - sensors, signal cables, or investigationanalyzing the by worn, swollen, or access to SOV of methodtime .rying- improper parts or the * Information could be abandonedcharacteristics of the presence of foreign

- obtained as a result of early in the'inrush current materials inside the valve - everyday valve operation rtudyaccompanying
application of electrical

- power to the SOV

Indication of
. Wear ofinternal valve * No need for add-on Minimal;mechanicallooseness parts, improper assembly, sensors, sig.nal cables, or investigationwithin ac-powered or replacement with access to SOV of methodvalves,via electrical incorrect parts * Nonperturbative to plant abandoned~ detection of humming ~ operations early in theorchattering of the

plungerassembly study.
(frequency Addition C
decom mmiature
steady position ofstate coil acoustic sensor

current) to SOV might
prove-
worthwhile
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Figure 1. MOV measurable parameters evaluated by ORNL during the NPAR aging asse.:sment.

As illustrated in Figure 2, MOV motor current followed by selective filtration and amplification.
signals can be obtalaed remotely (e.g., at a motor- The resultant processed signals provide MOV .t
control center, which may be several hundred feet condition indicators (within both time and fre- ,

from the equipment to be monitored). By using a quency domains) that may be trended over time.
clamp-on current probe to acquire raw motor h1CS A has a number of inherent strc:3ths, the
current signals, no electrical connections need to most notable being that it
be made or broken; thus, equipment operation is

Provides nonintrusive monitoring capabilitynot interrupted and shock hazard is minimal, e

at a location remote from the equipment
Specially developed signal conditioning elec-

Provides diagnostic information compa-tronics were developed by ORNL to transform e

the raw current signal provided by the probe into rable to conventional instrumentation but
two diagnostic signals: one optimized for time- without the attendant disadvantages of
domain analysis, and the other optimized for added sensors at, signal cables
frequency-domain analysis.

Ofters high sensitivity to e variety of*

The basic objective of the signal conaitioning mechanical disorders
is maximizing dynamic range in the subsconent

Offers means for separating one form of' data analysis process. This is accomplished in e

part by demodulation of the raw current signal, disorder from another (selectivity)
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Figure 2. MOV ruotor current monitoring at a remote location,

Can be performed rapidly and as frequently which are generally seen during the beginning ofa

as desired by relatively unskilled personnel a close-to-open s alve stroke. In addi* ion to the
using portable, inexpensive equipment large valve unseating peek, several other pre-

unseating events are observed, including the
Is applicable to high powered and low- motor operator hammerblow and the indication of*

powered machines, driven by either ac or de initial valve stem movement. The increase in
motors. motor run'1ing current observed when the valve

stem begins to move reflects the increase in motor
'Ilme Wavetorm Analysis. Figure 3 presents a running torque required to overcome the friction
motor current time waveform for a close-to-open between the valve stem and the stem packing
stroke of an 18-inch niotor operated gate valve gland.
operated at ambient conditions. This signature
includes features that reflect normal gate valve Both the amplitudes and the times of occur-
operations such as the relatively large motor rences of these features provide useful condition
inrush current generated during motor starting indicators which may be trended over time. For
and the motor current peak associated with valve example, the time differential between the ham-
unseating. Additional quantifiable features iden- merblow and initial stem movement generally
tified in this figure include the valve stroke time reflects the clearance between the stem nut and
and the average nuuung current, stem thread surfaces. Likewise, the time between

initial stem movement and gate unse.ating largely
Figure 4 presents the initial 3.5 seconds of the reflects the clearance between the gate and stem

motor curreN time wveform shown in Figure 3, coupling surfaces. Thus, an increase in either (or
but is replotted with an expanded amplitude s; ale both) of these time measuremen's provides an
in order to better illustrate the signature details early indication of wear in these regions.
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. Only an abbreviated description of an MOV slip frequency = (synchronous speed motor
motor cunent time waveform for the close-to- shaft speed) x (no. of motor poles).
open valve stroke has been presented in this

. pnper. A full 'ime waveform analysis (including
both valve stroke directions) can provide many S nce the number of motor poles is typically 2
useful signature features which provide a means to 6, the slip frequency provides a sensitive means
of determining and quantifying MOV perfor- of detecting otherwise subtle changes in raotor
. mr.nce and condhion (Haynes,1989). speed that could provide initial indication of run-

ning load changes v ithin the v lve or operator. A
Frequency Spectral Analysis. Early in the m re detailui characurilation of running loads is
motor current signature assessments,it was rec-

accomplished by an examination of the remainingognized that,'if properly pre-conditioned (e.g.,
demodulated, filtered, and amplified), motor cur- spectral peaks. A ruajor frequency component in

rent signals could be effectively examined for fre, this and other MOV sr.otor current spectra is the

_ quency content using standard r,pectrum analysis
worra gear tooth meshing frequexy. The exis-

equipment. Figure 5 illustrates a motor current tence of this peak indicates that a significant

frequency spectrum for the same 18-inch MOV motor load component is associated with the ,

'

described earlier. Included in the frequency spec- mething of the worm and worm gear. In addition

trvm are two peaks which provida direct motor to the fundamental worm gear tooth meshing fre-

speed trxiication. Besides a frequency component quency,itJ second harmonic was also observed

at the tnic mator shaft speed, a peak identified as along with worm gear rotational sidebands, pro-

the slip frequency is also seen. The slip frequency viding further MOV condition indication related
is related to the motor shaft speed by the relation: te tue wcrm gear drive.

0.20
$ W'ORM GExR 4. - - WORM GEAR TOOTH

Ej ROTATION M ESHING (WGTM)
O

.m
m 0.15 -

>- - MOTOR SLIP

'<g ". ROTATIONAL
w * WORM OEAR SIDEBANO3
m Y, HARMONICS

,/ [-
,

*p MoTCiR SHAFT.

Z SPEED
$ ? I I 1. I
m . .

0.05 U ~2** "
c. | vo : 1 .> v

Maul.th0J;Ab bluAo.nt.t. 1< . u.-
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~ Figure 5. Demodulated motor current spectrum for the 18-inch MOV.
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Additional MCSA Analysis Techniques for some slight modifications may be seen during a
MOVs. As mentioned bove, the MCSA method valve stroke as a result of the wonn sliding axially
offers high sensitivity at.d selectivity for monitor- (along the worm shaft in response to changing
ing MOV operational charneteristics. These bene. running loads) which results in slight variations in
fits are further exemplified through the ese of the the worm and worm gear meshing surfaces.
selective waveform inspection method (SWIM).

O A ecWques W ken beb#c c tn sesi al m que a efo s fobtained which reflects the amplitude modula-
tions of a specific periodic load componenL Thus,
if the worm gvr tooth meshing frequency com- Estimsting motor volta.c - (at the MOV).

ponent is " sin 'ed out" using this technique, a from motor currert ampliwde and ncise fre-
tooth-by-tooth gear meshing profile can be pro- quency infonnation acquired at .he motor
duced, as shown by Figure 6. As shown in this control center
figure, the signature exhibits a basic repetitive
pattern consistieg of s fixed number of peaks
equal to the number of teeth on the worm gear (in Determining motor operator gear ratiose

. .

this case,34 teeth), fr m m tor current noise spectra

Reproducibility of this pattern throughout t. Estimating valve stem travel from moto;*

valve stroke is generally observed; however, currer' time and fregt.r.acy signatures.
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Figuro 6. Application of Selective Waveform Inspection Method (SWIM) to the demodulated motor
current signal from an 18-inch MOV whose worm gear has 34 teeth.
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Valve stem taperFurther information on these and other tech- *

- niques may be found in Haynes (1989).
Degraded gearcase lubrication.*

Summary of MCSA Capabilities for MOVs. Haynes (1989) discusses all abnormalities
it has been demonstrated that numerous perfor- listed above and describes their effect on MOV
mance ladicators are extractable from MOV performance and on a variety of diagnostic
motor current tine- and frequency-dornain signa-

measurements.
tures which may be quantified, documented, and
trerded over time. These include the following: In-situ signature analysis tests were performed

by ORNL on a 'otal of 20 aged MOVs at a ruclear
Mechinical and frictionalloads such as gear power plant. Five of these MOVs were later re-*

train ...ction, packing gland friction and tested after they were refurbished, in all tests,
gate / guide friction MOV motor cu rem signals were acquired at the

motor control center with a clamp-on current-
Initiation time, duration, and mr ..de of transformer, demodulated and further processed ;*

'transients including 2.ammerblow, valve by battery-powered signal conditioning electron-
seating, unseating, backseating, and any ics, and rxceded on a ponsble tape recorder for i
unusual transient events otr. site analyses. Selected results from those tests

are described in Haynes (1989) and illustrate dif-
Worm gear tooth meshing waveforms on a ferences in motor current signatures from similar.-

tooth-by-tooth basis using tbc selective MOVs that reflect control switch setting varia-
waveform inspection method (SWIM) tions and suggest differences in comporent wear.

The influences of refurbishing and inactivity on
Periodic load variations within the MOV h80V operations were clearly seen ir motor cur-*

drive train such as worm gear tooth mesh- rent signatures as well.
mg, stem nut and worm gear rotauon, motor
shaft speed, motor slip, etc. ORNL also participated in the Gate Val ve Flow

Interruption Blowdowr2 (GVFIB) tests (Haynes,
MOV Testing. SeveraMests were carried out by 1990a) canied m t in Huntsville, Alabama, duri*g

ORNL to investigate the capabilities of April-June,1988. nese test 3 were intended pri-
motutoring methods (esp :cially MCS A) for marily to determine the be?.avior of motor-
detecting, differeatiating, and tracking the prog- operated gate valves under the temperature,
ress of the followmg MOV abnormalities: pressure, and flow conditions expected to be

experienced by isolation valves in Boiling Water
Degraded valve stem lubrication Reac. ors (BWRs) during a high-energy line bre ice

(blowdown) outside of contamment. In ad<tition,
* Obcructions in valve seat area the tests provided an excellent opportunity to

"

evaluate signature analysis unethcds for determin-
Disengagement of motor pinion gear ing the operational rr adiness of the MOVs under*

thase accide'It conditio.ts. Results from those
Stem packing degradation or tightness tests are described in Haynes (1989).*

. changes
ADEC RESEARCH RESULTS

Incorrect terque and limit switch settings*

ADEC research activities have resulted in the
Abnormalline voltage development and/or demonstation of several=

MCSA-based monitoring methods that are appli-

Worm gear tooth wear cable to MOVs and other motor-driven equip-e

ment. A short description of these devdopments

Stem nut thread wear are provided below..
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On-Line MOV Monitoring stator windings, resulting in increases in slip side.
b nd amplitudes (Reason,1987).

System
ORNL tests demonstrated that the use of

In 1990, ORNL installed and dennonstrated an demodulation provides enhanced sensitivity
on.h,tn, automated ruotor current data acquisition (increased dynamic range) for acquiring motor
systein for monitoring the long-terrn effects of current diagnostic information that would be
aging and service wear on the performance of undetectable in the raw motor current signal,
eight critical MOVs located in a turbine steam Figure 7 illustrates demodulated mo'er cunent
extraction system in Unit 2 of the Philadelphia spectra for both f ootors, operating under no load
Electric Company's Eddystone Power Plant. and while fully h.aded by the electric generator.
Motor current data were acquired by the omline

l system for over 1200 valve actuations nnd con. The application of MCS A to detect rotor degra-
verted into a database that is compatible with a dation in MOV rnotors was investigated in a -

commercially available data analysis and plotting series of tests carried out by a nuclear utility and

putage. Motor current signature analyses were a commercial supplier of MCSA technology
then carried out in both time and frequency (Kueck et al.,1992). The purpose of these tests
domams. was to evaluate the effectiveness of MCSA tech-

niques in detecting open-circuited rotor bars in
1 The use of MCS A at the Eddystone Plant on valve actuator motors and to determine the maxi-

MOVs and other equipmect is described in a mum number of rotor bars that can be broken
paper that was presented at the EPRI-sponsored before the motor torque output drops below its
4th Incipient Failure Lt,tection Conference rated torque value. These tests confirmed that
(Haynes et al.,1990)in 1990. MCSA can be used not only to detect motor rotor

bar faults, but can identify seriously degraded
Detection of Broken Rotor Bars motors in need of repair or replacement.

In an Induction Motor Using
Seating Detector and Switch forMCSA
Motor-Operated Valves

Electric current signals were acquired by
ORNL on a specially designed test rig comprised ORNL has carried out proof-of-principle tests ._

*
of two motors: cne in " good" condition and one in of a device for de-energizing the MOV's electric

" bad" (defective) condition, cach connected to an motor during valve seating based on a special

electric genemor (providing a means of loading algorithm thai utilizes the measured instanta-
each motor) by a belt of identical length. The t.au neous motor current. The device de-energizes the

motor war identical to the good motor with one MOV motor only when the siepe, duratica, and

exception: four rotor bars were pugosely :ut amplitude of a motor current rise exceed predeter-

- (broken)in order to simulate one type of naturally mined criteria.

occurring motor defect.
Preliminary tests of the device have been car-

It is recognized that the use of motor current ried out using ORNL MOV test stands and using

analysis for detecting breken totor bars and other recorded motor current data from the gate valve

nw,or degtadation has been well docu:aented by blowdown test described earlier. These tests indi-

others and consists primarily of examining the cate that the device avoids unwarranted mid-

amplitude of motor slip sidebands observed stroke tripping due to spurious motor current

around the power line frequency in the " raw" fluctuations of small amplitude or short duration,

motor current noise specuum. Broken rotor bars such as may occur due to roughness of valve

are known to increase the induced currents in the guide surfaces, for example
!
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Figure 7. Demodulated motor current spectra for a good motor and one with .' 14oken rotor bars, und'.s
no load and fully loaded by an electric generator.

This device may be useful in a variety of Nuclear power plant motor-operated valve=

applications but has particular promise as a seat-
K

ing detector and awitch for MOVs or other motor- Gaseous diffusion plant axial-flow co a.~

*

driven devices where it is desired to trip the pressors
device motor according to a special algorithm
whic'1 dett: cts a large, sustained., and abrupt rise in Air conditioning systems (residential' teat*

the measured instantaneous motor current relative pump, room a/c units)
- to recent running current history. By enanging the
circuit time constants, the characteristics of the

Fossil plant equipment (Oak Ridge facili-*

device can be adapted to a wide varict) of motor- ties Eddystone power plant): motor-
driven devices and operating needs-

operated valves, induced draft fans, overfire

fan, coal pulverizers, boiler feed pumps,
"Application of MCSA to other

equlpment ORNL centrifugal chillers*

Fans (various sizes)*

ORNL is also conducting research aimed at
further developing and improving MCSA Water pumps (various sizes, including Navy*

techn(, logy and demonstrating MCSA on other firepunp)
equipment. For example, ORIJL has carried out
experiments that have demonstrated the applica- Laboratory vacuum pump*

bility of MCSA technology for a wide variety of
motor-driven equipment, including * Miscellaneous hcme appliances.
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- The interested reader is encouraged to contact magnetic fields. Finally a comparison is made
the author for more information on MCSA as between menitorlag technologies in order to
applied to these and other compnnents. emphasize the strengths and weaknesses of each

method.

CHECK VALVES
The descriptions of check valve monitoring

methods in this paner refer to their use on swingNPAR Aging Assessment check valves; however, all monitoring methods
Jescribed herein may be applied to other check

Check valves are used extensively in nuclear valve tyws (e.g., piston. lift, ball, stop-check, and
plant safety systems and balance-of plant (BOP) duo < heck designs),
systems, The failures of these valves have
resulted in sign ficant maintenance efforts and, on Acoustic Ernission Monitoring. Acoustic
occasion, have resulted in water hammer, over- emissions (pressure waves) can be generated in a
pressurization oflow-pressure systems, and dam- variety of ways. Of particular interest are those
age to flow system components (NRC,1986). generated either when solids cordact each other or
Many check valve failures have been attributed to when liquids or gases flow through pipes and fit-
severe degradation of internal parts (e.g., hinge tings, Acoustic emissicas are detected by sensors,
pins, hinge arms, oiscs, and disc nut pins) result- such as piezoelectric-type accelerometets or
ing from instability (flutter) of these parts under microphones, which respond to pressure waves
normal plant operating conditbns. Check valve over a wide range of frequencies. Signal-
instability may be a result nf misapplication (e.g., conditioning electronics can be used to amplify
using oversized valves) and exacerbated by low selected acoustic signsis while attenuating others,
flow conditions and/or upstream flow distur- c.g., unwanted environmental background noise.

' bances (MPR and Kalsi,1988). Analyses of acoustic emission signals obtained
from check valves can be used to mocitor check

For these and other seasons, ORNL carried out valve internd impacts as well as fluid flow and/or
a comprehensive aging assessment of check leakage through the valve.
valves (Greenstreet et al.,1985; Haynes,1991a)
during 1985-1991, Research efforts were focused Acoustic emission monitoring has been used
on identifying and evaluating potentially,useful for many years to detect check valve disc move-
signature analysis methods for determuung the ment (Suslict 1986). Acoustic emission tests of
operational readiness of check valves. As part of check valves have also been performed under
the NPAR agiag assessment, ORNL carried out controlled flow loop cenditions and with the
an evaluation of several check valve monitoring imroduction of various implanted defects that
methods; in particular, thos.'; based on measure- simulated severe aging and service wear (Suslick,
ments of acoustic emission, ultrasonics, and mag- 1988). By using accelerometers attached to "ic
netic flux. The evaluations were focused on body of a check valve, the tapping of a valve disc
determining the capability of each method to pro- against its backstop msy be easily detected and
vide diagnostic information useful in determining distinguished from background flow noise. In
check valve aging an;l service wear effects (deg- addition, by using two (or more) valve-mounted
radation), check valve failurt:s, and undesirable acoustic sensors, the source of tne tapping can be
operating modes. determined based on a comparison of the " time of

arrival" of the acoustic signals aquired from the
Two monitoring methods developed by others, two sensors.

acoustic emission and ultrasonic inspection, are
briefly described in the following section. More Acoustic emission techniques have also long
detailed descriptions are then provided of check been used to detect fluid leaking through a valve
valve monitoring methods developed by ORNL (McElroy,1987). Through the acquisition of two
that are based on the use of internal- and external. sets of acc,ustic emission readings, one while the

_
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valve is unpressurized and one with a pressure in addition to determining disc position, ultra-,

*' _

; differential across the (closed) disc, the noise sonic signatures can be used to detect missing and
associated with a leaking valve may then be stuck discs, loose hinge arm / disc connections,
determined on the basis of the differenca in and worn hinge pins. For example, if the disc is
readings. missing, no signal will be returnul (reflected)

from the disc region; however,if the hinge arm
remains on the valve, its position can be verified

The primary strength of the acoustic emission by uhrasonic techniques. Furthermore, disc stud.,'

technique is that it provides a means of detecting wear can be dctected by monitoring the motion of
leakage, flow noise, and internal ampacts that both the disc and hinge arm using two pulse-echo
occur when the check valve is stroked open. transducers, one sensing movement of the disc
Hroked closed or when the valve is operating and the other sensing hinge arm movement.
under flow conditions that result n impacts Incuased clearance between the disc stud and the

i

' between internal parts. One shotud :ecognize- hinge arm can esult in increased movement of
however, that the detection of flow ncise without the disc, relative to the hinge arm.
the presencW impact noise is no guarantee that i

the check valve is fully open since the valve disc
in general, an ultrasonic time waveform can

mry be oscillating without tapping in mnistroke,
. may have fallen off. or may be stuck m a position best be used to determine instantaneous position

tt.dt pravents it from impacting the valve body at and movement of check valve internal part;.

any location. A minor limitauon of this method is Detection of disc tapping (e.g., on the backstop or

the necessity of using multiple sensors to deter- seat) is less obvious, since tapping is observed as
a momentary cessation of movement and does not

mine the l' ation of L tapping event.
geneate an abmpt and predominate transient sig-

E nature feature, as is the case with acoustic emis-

Ultrasonic inspection. I'Itrasonic inspection sion. Furthermore, this technique can not
involves the introduction of high frequency differentiate between a fully closed valve that is

sound waves into a part being examined and an leaking from one that is not leaking. Ultrasonic

analysis of the character;stics of the reflected inspection, using a single transducer installed at a

beam. Typically, one (pulse-echo) or two (pitch, fixed position also may not provide valve disc

catch) ultrasonic transducers are used which pro, Position information throughout the entire valve

vide both transmission and receiving (sensing) stroke due to the limited viewing angle of the

capabilities.The ul:rasonic signalis injected from transducer. Furthermore, a low density fluid, such

outside the valve by the transmitting transducer as steam and air, re+ults in severe attenuation of

and passes through the valve body, where it is transmitted and reflected signals and, ultimately,

reflected by an intemal part (e.g., disc or hinge poor transducer response.

. arm) back toward the receiving transducer. (Note:
When one transducer is used in a pulse-echo Magnetic Flux Monitoring. Research carried
mode, it provides both transmitting and receiving out by ORNL as part of the NPAR check valve
capabilities.) By knowing the time required for aging assessment led to the identification of a

(transmission of the ultrasonic signal from the new check valve diagnostic technique, magnetic
transmitting transducer and back to the receiving flux signature analysis (MFSA)(Haynes and Eis-
transducer, the transducer location (s), and other senberg,1989). MFSA is based on correhting the
valve geometries, the instantaneous position of a magnetic field strength variations monitored on
check valve internal part may be deternuned. In the outside of a check valve with the Dosition of a
general, signal processin6 circuitry must be used permanent magnet placed on a moving part inside
to filter out undesirable ultrasonic signel reflec- the check valve (Figure 8). MFSA thus provides
tions present in the L.w received signal so that the the ability to monitor disc position through an

. resultant processed signal provides a more easily entire vaWe stroke using one externally mounted
- interpreted valve disc position signature. sensor.
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Figure 8. A simplified depE. tion of the magnetic flux signature analysis (MFSA) technique.

In proof-of-pdnciple tcsts, a Hall.cffect gauss- ful application of this methud may oe hindered by

meter probe was used outside the check valve to the followizg timit:.tions:

detect the magnitude of the nagnetic field pro-
duced by a small permanent magnet attached to 1. Impacts between the valve disc and valve

the hinge arm. The Hall-effect probe detected body may result in a demagnetization of the

both constant and varying magnetic fields and attached magnet,

thus continuously monitored both the instanta-
neous position and the motion of the check valve , 2. The internal magnet may attract and hold

disc. This was demom: rated by tests carried ; small metallic particles that may build up

by ORNL on a 2-in. swing check valve that m and affect the magnetic field dispersion pat-

installed in a water flow loop. ne acquired mag- tesa and possibly the operatica of the check
valve. _netic flux signatures (see Figure 9) showed that at

a low flow rate (insufficient to open the valve
3. If the magnet (and/or magnet assembly)fully), the disc fluttered considerably in mid.

detaches from the check valve and reat-stroke, whereas at a higher flow rate, the same
valve achieved a fully open and stable condition. taches somewhere else, it may present a sig-

nificant problem.

Experiments carried out at ORNL have shown 4. Certain magnetic flux signature features
that MFSA technigt.es can be used to detect small may be difficult to observe under field
diameter (worn) hinge pins (Haynes,1990b). conditions due to the presence of alatively
Increased clearances between the hinge pin and strong ambient magnetic fields (e.g., from
hinge arm was observed as increased rocking nearby motors).
medon of the hinge arm and disc assembly during '

flow testing and was detected using tw ADEC Research Results
externally-mounted magnetic field sensors (see
Haynes,1990b for details). External Magnetic Monitoring. As part of

ADEC, two novel nonintrusive methods have

MFSA requires the installation of a permanent been developed for monitoring the position and

magnet inside the valve and thus, the method is motion of equipment internal parts. These meth-

not totally nonintrusive. As a result, the success- ods a'e based on the use of externally-applied ,

f
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Figure 9. Use of MFSA to detect disc instability (flutter).

magnetic fields from permanent inagnets and body is fixad ri.lative to die two coils, the alter.
' from electromagnet coils driven by either alter- ation of the transmitted magnetic field due to the
nating or direct current (Haynes,1991b). Exter- valve body alone is also fixed snd cc oe offset
nal magnetic monitoring techniques were initially electronically. Changes in the pos' tion.of the
disclosed and demonstrated at. the NRC- check valve internals produce variations in the
sponsored 18th Water Reactor Safety Information receiver coil signal which may be monitored,
Meeting la October,1990. Laboratory and field quantified, and trended over time.
tests have demonstrated that the position and
motion of a swing check valve disc assembly can The external AC magnet method has been used
be monitored in real time and on a continuous to monitor disc position and motion of several
basis by using these methods as described below, swing check valves having different sizes, body.

materials, and fluid media (air and water). For

External AC Magnet Method. A commonly example, Figure 11 illustrates an application of
** n a 3-inch stainless steel swingtested embodiment of the external AC magnet

check valve . installed in a water flow loop at Oakmethod (see Figure 10) utih.zes two cod.s of wire
which are either' wrapped around or attached Ridge, Using one transmitter coil and one

(e.g., bolted or strapped) to .different locations on rece ver coil, the position and motion of the va'v s

the body of the check valve. internals were monitored across the full range. at
_

disc travel and under both stable (full open and
full closed) and unstable (mid-stroke fluttering)

One coil (transmitter coil) is connected to a operations, ne AC system has also been demon-<

source of electric current at a fixed, selected fre- strated on a swing check valve that was installed
quency and thus produces a magnetic field whose in an active flow system ai tu operating nuclear
amplitude and direction varies according to the power plant.
source frequency. A second coil (receiver coil)
senses the magnetic field which has been trans- External DC fAagnet Method. Another nonin-
mitted through the check valve and warped by trusive method for monitorirg e. position and
both the body and internals of the valve.ne local motion of check valve internals makes use of one
magnetic field present at the receiver coil induces or more externally applied de magnetic fields
a current in that coil which can then be displayed supplied either by permanent magnets or by coils
and measured. Specially developed signal condi- carrying de current. The de magnetic fields are
tioning electronics are used to increase the ensi- transmitted through the check valve and detected
tivity of the receiver coil to the selected magnetic externally at one or more locations by a magnetic
field frequency, and to provide a more easily field sensor such as a gaussmeter that employs a
interoreted signal. Since the position of the v-Jve Hall-effect probe.
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his method has some similarity to MFSA in coil size (large, small, long, short)e

that it uses a magnetic field (e.g., Hall-effect) sen-
E2mber of coil turns, wire gaugesor installed sternal'y to detect the position and .

motion of the check valve internal pans; however,
core type (air, solid, laminated)ethe use of external de magnetic fields overcomes

the major deficiency of MFS A, that is, the neces-
, g9 gjg99 3

saty to cpen the check valve and insta 1 a perma-
adjacent piping)

nent magnet on an intemal part. In addition, the
. external magnet method provides greater flexibil- nstallation method (pennanent, portable)e

sty since neither magnet size, strength, location,-
etc., are limited as in MFSA (e.g., what can fit in excitation signal (one or more discrete fre-.-

the valve and not adversely affect the perfor- quencies, random noise)
mance of the valve). A commonly tested embodi-
ment of the external de magnet method (see excitation signal amplitude (input power)

.
e

Figure 12) utilizes two permanent magnets, one signal conditioning (amplifiers, filters,e

installed near the valve seat and one installed near demodulation),
the valve backstop. A single Hall-effect probe is 1

installed near the hinge pin area and detects de System: |

changes in local magnetic field strength resulting
, from changes in the position of the valve's magnet stregth and installation area sizee

internals. (local flux density)

magnet locations (near the seat, bacsstop,e

This method has been used to monitor many hinge pin)_

check valves having different sizes, body materi-
magnet polarity (north field, south field) -e

als, and fluid media (air and water). For example,
Figure 13 illustrates an a plication to a 10-inch magnetic sensor location (near the seat,e

carbon steel valve at Oak Ridge. The de system backstop, hinge pin)
has also been demonstrated on two swing check

magnetic flux control techniques (focusing,valves tnat were installed in two active flow sys, e

tems at an operating nuclear power plant. direction)

signal conditioning electronics (amplifiers,e

improvements in System Performancer filters).
Initial investigations of external magnetic moni-
toring techniques for check valves identified Tecimiques were then developed eat provided

: many parameters that, winen optimally selected, maj r improvements in the sbility of both ac and

resulted in significant improvements in system . de systems to monitor valve position. Descrip-

performance (e.g., sensitivity, signal-to-roise tions of several of these techniques are described
m Haynes (1991b).ratio, and reliability). Additional research was

carried out to understand the effect of these
COrnEarison Betweenparameters and how to selcet them so that the sys-

tem's performance coula bc maximized. These M;/nitoring Methods'

parameters include the following for ac c-. de
systems - ne check valve monitoring methods described

above can provide diagnostic icformation useful
in determining the condition of the valve

ac System: (C g . integrity ofinternal parts), and its opcrating
state (stable or unstable). These methods utilize

coil type (circular, semicircular, pancake, or - different transducers and principler of operation;e

solenoid valve type) hence, they provide different capabilities
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suffer from different limitatioo* These methods ORNL is the continued interest shown by electric
are summarized in Table 2 along with selected utilities, private companies, government agen.
diagnostic capabilities and limitations, cies, universities, and other national laboratories.

Combination of Methods Por example, ORNL has corresponded with over
iso organizations on MOV and check valve
' '

None of the methods described above can, by
themselves, monitor the position and motion of
valve internals and valve leakage; however, the
combination of acoustic emission with either of ORNL Reports, Papers, and
the c&r methods yicids a monitoring system that Articles
succeeds in providing the means to determine
vital check valve operational information.

ORNL has made and continues to make a
Both acoustic / ultrasonic and acoustic / magnetic major effort to disseminate technical information

combinations have been tested. For example, the to others via presentations at meetings and con-

combination of acoustic emissioa and MFS A was ferences and through numerous technical reports,
tested by ORNL on a check valve whose disc was papers, and articles. Fcr example, valve moni-
moved manually to simulate disc fluttering at dif- toring technologies have been demonstrated to
ferent disc positions. As shown in Figure 14, the others on more than 50 occasions at Oak Ridge
acoustic signature did not provide direct indica- and other sites. In addition to those documents
tion of disc position when the valve's disc wu referenced in earlier sections of this paper, techni-

stationary in the fully-open and fully-closed posi- cal articles have appeared in several magazines )
tions, nor did it detect the slowly moving disc or inclading Power Engineering (Moyers and Eis- '

disc flutter in mid-stroke. senberg,1990; Kryter and Haynes,1989a), Sound
and Vibration (Kryter and Haynes,1989b),

in all three tapping modes (seat tapping, back- Afechanical Engineering (Haynes,1991b), and
stop tapping, and hinge arm rocking), the acoustic other magazines and technicaljournals.
signature detected the tapping but not its location.
The magnet c signature did not unambiguouslyi

detect the tapping, but, in conjunction with the On March 24-27,1992, the NRC held an Aging
acoustic signature, identified its location. The Research Informatio'n Conference in Rockville.
combination of MFSA and acoustic emission Mgryland. In addition to presenting eight papers
monitoring was first demonstrated by ORNL at at the conference, ORNL researchers hosted a
an EPRI check valve wcrkshap held in January, suite which included videos of the effects oflow-
1989. flow operation of centrifugal pumps and on the

maintenance of DWR control rod drive mecha-Check valve monitoring systems are now com-
mercially available that are based on the com- nisms. Demonstrations of monitoring *nethods

bined use of acoustic emission with internal -
for MOVs, CVs, and SOVs were also given.

maguetics (MFS A), external magnetics, and
"it"8 * i"8F*'d * Commercialization of
DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH ORNL-Developed Technologies
RESULTS

IntFactions with Outside Five private companies (Table 3) are presently
Orgaalzations marketing valve monitoring technologies origi-

nally developed at ORNL under non-exclusive
A good indicator of the significance, relevance, licensing agreements with Martin Marietta

and visibility of the pump and valve research at Energy Systems Inc.
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Table 2. Selected diagnostic capabilities and . < ations of check valve monitoring methods.*

Monitors disc
Detects - Detects Sensitivity - position
valve Detects fluttering to throughout Works

intemal intemal (no ambient the full range with

Method leakage impacts impacts) Nonintrusive conditionsb of disc travel all fluids

Acoustic Yes Yes No Yes Sermtive fo No Yes

emission externally
generated
note /
vibration

Ultrasonic No Yes ' Yes Yes U.inown Not in all No -low
inspection (indirectly) cases-because density fluid

oflimited (e.g., air or
viewmg angle steam)
of transducer results in

severe
attenuation
of signals

Intemal No Yes Yes No-requires Sensitive to Yes Yes
<

Permanent (indirectly) uitial nearby

Magnet installation of . extemal
Techniques - permanent magnetic

magnet inside ticids (e.g.,
the valve from

motors)

Extemal AC No Yes Yes Yes DC Me' hod. Yes Yes

and DC (irxiirectly) Sensitive to

| Magnetic nearby

Techniques extemal
,-

i magnetic
fields
(e.g., frova

motors)-

Radiology and pressure noise analysis methods are not summarized in this table. This table does not reflect othera.
attributes such as cost, cast of use, etc.

b. Temperature and radiation effects are unknown.

CONCLUSIONS evaluation of existing monitoring methods for
pumps and valves, and the development of sev-

ORNL has conducted research on pumps and eral new diagnostic techniques.

valves under the NRC's NPAR Program. In addi-
tion, ORNL has continued to address issues that This paper has summarized several pump and

'

were identified, at least in part, by the NPAR and valve related research tasks and has provided
other NRC-sponsned programs by carrying out additional detailed information on the MOV and
R&D activities at the ADEC. Results from this check valve projects. This paper also identified
research have included the identification and ORNL research activities in other areas that have
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Table 3. - Co sp.mies marketing monitoring technologies.

*/. Technology Company Phone Number -
MCSA Predictive Maintenance Inspection,Inc. -(205)464-9679
MCSA- Performance Technologies,Inc. (804) 237-2583
MCSA - Spectrum Technologies USA,Inc. ($18) 382-0056
External Magnetics - Valvision,Inc. (518) 854-3986

! External Magnetics ITI Movats. Inc. (404)424-6343

either been completed or are still underway in , Bacanskas, V. P., G. C. Roberts, and G. J. Toman,

' ~
- continued support of the NPAR program. The Aging and Service H' ear of Solenold-Oper-
interested reader is encouraged to contact the ated Valves Used in Safety Systems of

.

1-- - authot for more information in these arcas and for Nuclear Power Flants; Vol.1: Operating
more details on ORNL Diagnostic Centet Experience and Failure identifications,,

I activities. USNRCReport NUR'3G/CR-4819 Vol.1.

REFERENCES . Casada, D. A.,1990, Auxil aryFeedwaterSystem+ Aging . Study, USNRC Report
Adams, M. Liand E. Makay,1986, Aging and NUREG/CR-5404, Vd.1, March.

' Service WearofAuxiliaryFesdwaterPumps
.for PWR Nuclear Power Plants, USNRC Casada D. A. and M. L. Adams,1991. " Low-
Report NUREG/CR-4597, Vol.1, July. Flow Operation of Safety-Related Pumps:
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Assessment of Valve Actuator Motor'

Rotor Degradation by Fourier Analysis
of Current Waveform

John D. Kueck
Carolina Power & Light Co.

James C. Criscoe
Carolina Power & Light Co.

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant

Nissen M. Burstein
Performance Technologies, Inc.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a test report of a motor diagnostic system that uses Fourier
Analysis of the motor current waveform to detect broken rotor bars in the motor or<

defects in the driven equipment.De test was conducted on a valve acuator motor
driving a valve actuator that was in turn driving a dynamometer to measure the
actuator torque output.The motor was gradually degraded by open circuiting rotor
bars. De test confirmed the ef'icacy of the waveform analysis method for asses-
sing motor rotor degradation and also provided data regarding the change in wave-
form characteristic as motor rotors are gradually degraded to failure.

INTRODUCTION where one end ring had completely melted otr the
motor rotor, yet at zero differential pressure, the

As a result of the number of past problems with motor was still stroking the valve within the

valve actuator motors and the high priority that acceptable stroke time tolerance,

must be placed on ensuring that they are operable. A method developed to examine magnesium
it was decided to perform a test of a new motor motor rotors for degradation is the use of a bore
diagnostic method to determine its value in asses- scope to physically examine the inside of the
sing motor rotor degradttion from a remote loca- motor and investigate the end ring for such symp-
tion, that is, the motor control center Past toms as cracks, discoloration, or magnesium
problems with valve actuator motors containing hydroxide powder. Rese symptoms are indica-
magnesium rotors have included failures from tive of galvanic corrosion. Significant problems

. galvanic corrosion between the magnesium alloy are associated with the bore scope inspection,
end ring conductor and the iron core, and melting including radiation dose from examination of
of the magnesium from extended locked rotor valves in a high radiation field and the clearance
current in excess of the manufacturer's allowable (tagout) on the motor, which is necessary before
1 cked mtor time. the mote can be exammed.

Merely testing the motor by performance of An alternate method of motor diagnosis has
stroke time tests at zero differential pressure has recently been developed, in part by Oak Ridge
be(n determined not to be effective in determin- National Laboratories, based oz the principal that

ing motor degradation. We have observed motors an electric motor acts as a transducer. When
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broken rotor bars are present, hannonic fluxes are 1.9 volts. This is ample voltaf e to drive a galvanic
produced in the air gap, which induce harmonic corrosion rnechanism. The magnesium end ring
components in the motor current waveform has been known to corrode to the extent where it
(Thompson,1988). The motor current waveform cracks and falls off during normal operating
can be readily converted from a time domain to a ambient conditions. In addition, the alloy will
frequency domain using Fast Fourier analysis and begin to melt at temperatures of 860*F and
the amplitude of each of the component frequen- become completely mo: ten at temperatures above
cies can be evaluated to determine problems both 1100 F. Dese temperatures may be reached in 15
in the motor and in the driven equipment, to 20 seconds of locked rotor current.

A major advantage of this method of diagnosis Because these motors are used in safety-related

is that it can be done remotely. The current signal applications, it was necessary to develop some

can be recorded using a clamp-on current trans. method for inspecting the rotors to determine

former a: the motor cout 01 center. He recorded whether corrosion or melting had occurred,
current waveform can then be processed with a Because there is a T dmin or pipe plug in the end

personal computer in a more convenient location bell of the gnotor, access to the motor is usually'

with the computer performing the digital signal avaih ble using a bore reope. The bore scope is

processing, used la check the end ring for evidence of a white .

powder on the surface, globular deposits of mag- |
The specific goal of this test was to determine nesium appearing anywhere on the surface, or |

'

the number of broken rotor bars before the motor cracks or darkening on the surface of the end ring.

locked rotor torque output would fall below the If any of these indications are noted, the motor is I

rated torque valce, and to determine whether the declared inoperable. Not only is this a difficult

Fourier Analysis of the current waveform would inspection from the stand point of motor clear-

provide positive indication that the motor had ance and radiation dose, but there is the potential

reached a failed state at the time when the locked for dechring motors inoperable based on the mis-

rotor torque had dropped to its rated value. The interpretation of a visual condition when the rotor

resultant frequency spectra would provide guid. is actually intact. We have rated that when the

ance for future testing to assess the degradation of end rings do crack, they start to crack in one loca-

similar valve actuator motors. The test was suc. tion, and adjacent rotor bars are successively

cessful in that after four rotor bars were broken, OPen circuited.

the motor torque output did drop to a value near
The high levels of torque produced by the

its rating and the Fourier Analysis was showing
valve actuator motor are achieved by increasingclear indications of a motor failure. Progressive
the flux level in the motor, by using special rotor

failure indications were noted as successive bars
designs, or by a combination of these methods

were broken.
(Rebbapragadda,1990). Open circuiting a rotor
bar wH1 resuh in an increase in the rotor resis-

DISCUSSION OF VALVE tance, a decrease in locked rotor current, and a
ACTUATOR MOTOR PROBLEM decrease in torque output. Interestingly enough,

because these motors are designed to operate with

Larger sizes of valve actuators often use the flux density driven wellinto the saturated
motors that are required to produce a relatively condition, wbcn we first began to open<ircuit the
high torque yet maintain a minimal inertia. For rotor bars, the locked rotor current decreased, but

this application a magnesium alloy is often used there was no noticeable decrease in locked rotor
for the rotor bar and end ring conductor material torque. This result is discussed further under test
because of its higher resistivity and light weight. results below. Locked rotor torque is the key
This motor has unfortunately had a troubling his- parameter for these motors and is usually the
tory of failures (Kueck,1988). The standard elec- parameter used to size the motor for its applica-
trode potential between magnesimn and iron is tion (Rebbapragadda.1990). If the motor torque
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output is reduced by corrosion or melting of the The amount of torque produced by the actuator as
,

rotor bars, the motor may have inadequate torque it rotates the shaft is read directly on thc digital

to perform its func tion at design basis conditions. display. his infonnation cr.a be used initially to
set up the torque switch to provide the proper

DEVELOPMENT OF TEST actuator output iorque for a particular application
b'' '' th* "C'"*' ' i5 i"S'*' #d " * "*l**-

STAND

DISCUSSION OF MOTOR
With the increased emphasis placed on motor

oper ated valve (MOV) operability, the neel arose CURRENT WAVEFORM
to assess the condition of MOVs more accurately. ANALYSIS
Several diagnostic systems and methods have
been developed that determine the condition of Motor cerent waveform analysis has been stu-
MOVs by measuring the output torque of the died as a means for determining the effects of
actuator or the output thrust supplied to the vai<e aging and service wear for a broad range of elec-
by the actuator. These systems / methods test both tric motor driven rotating machinery (Haynes,
the actuator and the valve as a unit, requiring the 1997; Kliman and Stein,1990; Reason,1987;
valve and actuator to be installed before testing Thompson et al.,1933). Motor current signatures,
begins. This presented a concern, in that it was obtained in both time and frequency domains,
sometimes difficult to determine if the problems provide equipment condition indicators that pro-
found were with the actuator or the valve. Also, vide early indication of degradation. When bro-
any required output torque adjustments to the ken rotor bars exist, harmonic fluxes are
actuator had to be performed in the installed loca- produced in the air gap that result in harmonic
tion. In an effc,rt to more accurately assess the components in the motor line current. De use of
condition of actuators and to allow miual output motor current analysis for detecting broken rotor
torque adjustments to be made in a more favor- bars has traditionally consised of an examination
able environment,it was determined that a torque of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the motor
test stand for MOVs wa:needed. line current waveform (Kliman ar.d Stein,1990).

.
.

The resulting frequency analysis,(Figure 1),
With this need in mind, a test stano was shows a central peak at the line cturent frequency

designed that would allow Limitorque SMB (60 Hz), and sidebands around this frequency,
actuators to be run in the shop with a variable load The sidebands are displaced from the line
applied while the output torque was being mea. frequency by multiples of slip frequency (Reason,
sured.The test stand was pattemed on the concept 1987).The amplitude of these sidebands is
used for initial set up of actuators at the factory' indicative of the number of broken rotor turs in
The test stand allows actuators to be mounted to the rotor.
the stand and have ac or de power applied to the
motor along with control power for the torque Recently, an enhancement to this method of
switch and limit switches.The actuator is then analysis has been developed (Haynes,1997). His
coupled to an instrumented shaft through a spe- enhancement is the use of a demodulating, filter-

cially machined stem nut. The shaft is instrum- ing, and amplifying circuit to remove the line cur-
ented with two strain gages calibrated for 0-600 rent frequency and its harmonics from the motor
and 0-6000 ft Ib. The strain gages are coupled current signal waveform,
through a slip-ring 'ttrangement to a transducer
and a digital indicator designed to read out The signal conditioning circuitry consists of

directly in ft Ib of torque. He end of the shaft two active components (Figure 2). These compo-

opposite from the actuator notmting is coupled to nents perform the following operations on the

an air operated disc brake assembly that allows input signal, assumed to be the utput of a 1000:1

the test technician to control the amount of resis- current transformer for an ac signal, and a

tance applied to the shaft as the actuator rotates it. 100 A = 1 V Hall effect probe for a de signal:
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Figure 2. Signal analysis functional diagram.
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1. Provide correct terminating (shunt) imped- sient events can be observed. See Figure 3 for an

ance to convert the input current signal to a example of a total output waveform.

more v.sily manipulated voltage signal
The rms filtered signal output provides the

2. Provide amplification necessary to accom- proper conditioning to effectively analyze the

modate the desired range of input currents motor current signals for frequency content with
standard spectrum analysis equipment. See

3. Provide a low impedance output signal that Figure 4 for a frequency spectrum of a condi-

is capable of driving the next stage; of being rioned signal.

observed on an oscilloscope; or as input to a
frequency (spectrum) analyzer included in the spectrum of the conditioned

signal is a predominant peak identified as the slip

4. Compute the true root-mean-square (rms) frequency of the motor. The slip frequency is
defined as tk 9fference between the motorvalue of the time-dependent,60-Hz current

transformer signal, using an averaging time synchronous w and the actual running speed

appropriate to the application, as a means of multiplied by 16 actual number of poles of the

demodulating the information embodied in motor. He significance of this ability to measure
the true slip frequency will become readilythe 60-Hz carrier signal
apparent as the results of the subject tests are

5. Band Pass filter the short term averaged rms presented. He actual motor running speed is, of
course, also seen in the spectrum, as well as the

signal to eliminate, or strongly attenuate, the
worm gear tooth mesh (WGTM) frequency and

ripple components at frequencies higher
sidebands spaced from the WGTM at multiples of

than the range of interest, e.g.,120 Hz, pro-
the worm-gear rotation speed.duced by harmonics of the 60-Hz input

wavefonn.
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING

The first three functions are performed by ROTOR BAR INTEGRITY
operational amplifiers that have been selected for
their low input supply current reqmrements. De The following four criteria are used to evahiate
laner two functions are performed by true rms-to- the extent of rotor bar degradatin Both the FFT
de converters with their associated network of cir- of the "LINE" signal and the FFT of the
cuit components. Figure 2 provides a functional " CONDITIONED" signal are used.
diagram of the signal conditioning process.

1. The slip frequency is identified, it can be
The significance of the conditioning on the established by subtracting the indicated

time waveform and ac-only output signals can be motor speed from the synchronous speed
seen in the plots of the actual test results.The line and multiplying by the manber of poles. See
signal output is not conditioned, bw is amplified Figure 4 The running frequency of 28,9
in accordance with the settings for the condi- subtracted from 30, times tue number of

tioned portion of the input in order to be compat- poles (4), yields the slip frequency of 4.4.
ible with the conditioned output. He slip frequency is examined to determine

its amplitude, relative to the total energy
he total output waveform appears as a normal content of the spectrum, and for the pres-

scope trace, but with the low pass filter set ence of harmonics. Under normal condi-

between 4 and 7 Hz. The noise is extracted in tions, with a rotor that is not damaged, the

order to view the true de characteristics. Initiation slip peak will generally be less than 25% of

time, duration, and magnitude of transients, the total for the spectrum. As the rotor
including operator hammerblow, valve seating, degrades, this contribution increases to over

unseating, and back-seating, and unusual tran- 50% for a rotor with several cracked or
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broken bars, in the case of Figure 4, the slip As the condition of the roter dt/eriorates,

amplitude of 0.05 divided by the total the difference between the peaks decreases,

energy content of 0.0976 yields 51%, indi- Definite rctor tar damage is present when
this difference is less than 45 dB. An esti-cating several broken bars,
mate of the numt.cr of broken bars is then

2. - lhere are ne slip harmonics with:.a undam- inade based on the ratio of the sideband'

sged rotor. At the onset of rotor damage the peaks to the supply line peak. See Figure 1,

presence of slip harmonics appears and may where the difference is less than 40 db, indi.

extend to several multiples of the slip. At the cating several bnken bars.

same time, sidebands about the running
sped appear, spaced by the slip frequency,

4. At the same time as the increase in slip peak
and multiples, thereof. See Figure 5, where
the first harmonic is clearly visible and a amplitude is occurring, other key frequen-

cies are decreasing in value, such as the -

second is just begtnning, indicating several
WGTM. 'Ihis happens due to the increased

broken bars. electricalload placed on the motor as a

3. As * further conurmation of rotor deteriora-
result of the damaFe to the rotor,rather than
as a decrease in the mechanical loads being

tbn. the power line spectrum (FFT of line
signal)is investigated for the presence of carried by the worm gear or other inter-

slip sidebands as well as the level of the mediate gears. See Figure 5, where the

sidebands, relative to the power line peak, amplitude of the WGTM frequency, at 11.4,
is overshadowed by the second slip har-

On a motor is good condition, these side- monic. Note also the slip sidebands above

bands are typically more than 50-60 dB and below the running speed at 34.4 and

below the amplitude of the supply line peak, 22.811z.
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Figure 5. Run 5 FFT of filtered signal.
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TEST PURPOSE AND METHOD operating condition. and to allow the motor to
drive the load through the valve actustor so that

Purpose the frequencies ass ciated with the actuator gears
would be noted on the frequency spectrum. The

he purposes of this test were as follows: motor was to be considered as failed when the
hked rotor torque fell to the point at or below

1. To evaluate the use of Forier amJysis of the motor rating,

motor current waveform as a valid tech.
nique for remotely assessing degradation of ?* obtain base-line doccuentation, before the
valve actuator motors rotor wan &.:C in any way, the tuotor was

meggered and bridged, and a locked rotor torque
2. To provide data ryarding the number of test was made. He ~ otor was then installed onm

rotor bars that must be open circuited before the actuator and operated near its tr.ted running
locked rotor torque drop ',o its rated value, current while the actuator was stroked in the l

and the reduction of lacked rotor current closed and open directions. First,10-second i

associated with this rotor degradatiot stroke times were made and then 30-second I

stroke times were made. The 10-second stroke
3. To provide data for the four Fourier analysis times were made because they are representative.

craterta to assess rotor bar integrity dis- of the stroke times of the faster actina, valves.The
cussed above as a rotor is degraded from its 306econd stroke imes were made because the

a

normal condition to a failed condition. frequency spectra resolution is much better with a
longer stroke time and v wished to determine

Method whether a longer stroke time would provide sig-
nmcanny better resolution.

A valve actuator was obtained in good working
order and was equipped with a magnesium retor

After the stroke tests were made, the motor was

motor. De intent was to install this actuator cn
removed, the rotor removed from the motor, and

the test stand and perform both locked rotor test- one rotor bai was open circuited. He rotor bar

ing and normal stroke testing on the test stand was open circuited by drilling it out. The rotor

while monitoring the rnotor current with the cur- core punchings were first removed with a chisel
exposin? the rotor Inr and then the rotor bar was

rent wave form analysis system. However,
drilled L t. After the rotor was open circuited the

'

because of the extremely high unit ratio of this
particular actuator, the lecked rotor torque pro-

locked rotor test and stroke tests were performed

duced by the actuator when the motor was in a again.The stroke tests were monitored by the cur-

stalled condition would have exceeded the maxi-
rent wave form analysis equipment.

mum torque rating of the actuator. He locked The motor was removed again and another
rotor testing had to be done with the motor sepa- rotor bar was opened circuited; this process wasrated from the actuator,

continued until the motor locked rotor output
dropped to 60 ft lb, which was the rated torque,

After each locked rotor current and normal The torque output of the motor was then
stroke test, the motor rotor was removed and one

mote rotor bar was opened circuited. Adjacent
compared with the results of the frequency
analysis for each rotor condition to evaluate the

rotor bars were opened circuited, as these motors
indicated motor health against the actual motor

typically fail in service with a single crack propa- torque output. The locked rotor amps were
gating around the circumference of the end ring. compared with the number of broken rotor bars !

,

and torque for each rotor condition to evaluate the '

He parpose of installing the motor on the test
expected reduction in locked rotor current with

stand 'vas to allow a load to be provided on the the open circuiting of the motor rotor. Because
motor so that the mctor would simulate its normal each of the motor run tests were performed at
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conditions near rated current, the motor was oper- 60 cycles CODE M Rise 75*C
ating at a slip near the rated values- 12.2/6.1 A identification Y227636418

Reliance Electric

At the nd of the test it was decided that it
would be appropriate to do two more motor runs Before the test began, the motor was disas-

at a light load condition or a very small slip condi- sembled and visually inspected. The visual

tion to ensure that the continued effectiveness of inspecti n included looking for cracks on the sur-
face f the end ring,inspecGng for globularthe diagnostic method. This consideration was

made because valve actuators that are operating deposits of magnesium appearing on the surface

under normal condition at zero differential pres- f the end ring, dukening of the light green color

sure may be driving valves that provide very low of the end ring, and inspecting for deposits

loads.Rese two runs were made at shaft loads of between the end ring and the first punching.

100 and 200 ft lb, and did indeed result in gg;g; 3
reduced motor current and slip. (Earlier runs were

; , 97 ,g
made at loads of approximately 800 ft lb.)

insulation, it was determined the motor was in
satisfactory condition for the testing.

TEST CONFIGURATION
The motor was run before the beginning of the

test to determine if it was capable of providing the
Actuator 60-ft lb rated starting torque. This was accom-

plished by removing the motor from the actuator
and affixing a calibrated torque wrench to the out-

The actuator used for the performance of the put shaft of the motor through a specially
test was a Limitorque Model SMB Size 2 with an machined nut and socket arrangement. The motor
overall unit ratio of 212.5:1. The 212. 5:1 is and torque wre. .h were then placed in a jig
accomplished with a motor pinion with 20 teeth designed to hold the motor and support the handle
mated to a wormshaft gear with 50 teeth and portion of the wrench. Rated voltage was then,

I using an 85:1 worm set ratio. The actuator was a applied to the motor and the amount of torque
j unit that had previously been removed from ser- being produced by the motor at locked rotor could
i vice and was now in use as a training aid. The then be obtained from the torque wrench. Motor
| . cctuator was disassembled and inspected before current and voltage were also monitored during

the test and determined to be in operable condi- the locked rotor test. The first locked rotor test
tion. The actuator was reassembled and lubricated was performed before open circuiting any rotor
to the manufacturer's recommendations using bars, and the results showed that the motor was
Exxon Nebula EP-1 grease. capable of producing greater than its rated locked

rotor torque. During this first test the motor pro-

Motor duced 80-ft lb of output torque at 498 V with a
locked rotor current of 62 A. Motor torque out-
put is discussed further under TEST RESULTS,

The test was performed using a Limitorque below,

actuator supplied with a 60 ft lb rated motor
manufactured by Reliance Electric with the fol. TEST RESULTS
lowing nameplate information:

-

-

Torque and Current as Rotor-
Start 60 ft lb Run 12 ft lb 3.9 bp Bars Were Opened
Frame lS4 R 2 Duty l5 min. 3 Phase The motor nameplate torque rating was
Form P RPM 1720 730/460V 60 ft lb. Because the motor terminal voltage was
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495 v, and the nameplate voltage rating was 460, tent, however, must have remained fairly constan'
it was anticipated that the locked rotor torque for the torque output to remain constant. Tt ,
would be higher thaunted torque by the factor of reduction in total input current on Figure 6 must
unit terminal voltage squared (Rebbapragadda, have been primarily produced by the reduction in
1990). nis yields 69.5 ft lb.The motor actually magnetizing current as the totor bars were
produced 80 ft lb locked rotor terque t.cfore it opened. At thr time the fourth bar was opened,
was damaged, and continued to produce 80 ft Ib the flux density probably fell below saturation as
after three rotor bars were opened. See plot of the magnetiring current was reduced below the
motor torque and current versus the number of knee of the magnetization curve. The resulting
open rotor bars in Figure 6. After the fourth bar decrease in flux density produced the reduction in
was opened, the torque dropped to the rated torque output at this point. The fact that the motor
value,60 't lb. actually produced 80 ft lb, while the rated

torgre is 60 ft lb, and the voltage corrected
iorque is 69.5 ft lb,is probably because the '

motor was conservatively rated.

80- . . . FINDINGS OF FREQUENCY
ANALYSIS

76 Locked Rotor Torque

72- Results were obtained at the stroke durations of
10,20, and 30 seconds to determine the sensitiv-

68- ity of the MCSA system. The 10-second period
was also considered to be the shortest time that an

64-
actuator in the plant would be requir:d to stroke.
The results discussed here are all based on the60-
10-second stroke time, which yields a frequency

56- resolution of 0.1 llz which was seen to be
Locked Rotor Current adequate to detect and determine the degree of

52- (Amps) actuator / rotor degradation.

48-
1 2 3 4 CONCLUSIONS
No of Open Rotor Bars

The test results have shown the ability of motor
Figuro 6. LR torque, current vs. number of open current waveform analysis as an effective means
rotor bars. to detect broken rotor bars in a valve actuator

motor. Cases examined included an undamaged
This interesting result may be explaind by the rotor followed by successive open circuiting of

fact that for valve actuator moters, the load cur- the rotor circuit by d illing holes in the rotor to
rent does not have the most significant influence simulate broken bars. Up to four bars were brokn
on total current. As stated in Rebbapragadda, in this manner; the actuator was run in both the
'The total current is equal to the vector sum of the opening and closing direction, and was operated
magnetizing current (reactive) and the load cur- from fullload to 10% of fullload. After four rotor
rent (primarily resistive). . . . In the case of a valve bars were broken, locked rotor torque fell to near
actuator motor, the magnetizing current is domi- its rated value.
nant as a rcsult of the high levels of flux, or satu-
ration, used in the motors to obtain a high torque The following observations about changes in
to inertia ratio." As the rotor bars were open cir- the performance parameters arc noteworthy:
cuited, there definitely was an effect on the total
current, as can be seen by Figure 6. The load cur- 1. Time Waveform
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A hiotor intush current is not appreci- 3. Spectral Analysis of Line Current Signal
ably affected by rotor condition

a. Used to confirm results of conditioned

b. Average running current increases (filtered) signal

with rotor deEradation and thus b. Slip sidebands about power line peak
appears as an increase in mechamcal appear as the rotor degrades
load, while the mechanical load is
constant c. Difference between magnitude of slip

sidebands and power line peak
c. Average rumdag current can be moni- decreases from 50-60 dB to less than

tored for changes and rotor uegrada- 45 dB as rotor condition degrades
tion are suspected when there is no

d. hlultiple slip sidebands appear aboutknown change in load
power line peak as rotor condition

d. Patterns of slip frequency are observed severely degrades.

as the electricalload ititcases with a REFERENCES
degraded rotor.-

Haynes,II. D.,1997," Aging and Service Wear of
2. Spectral Analysis of Filtered Signal Electric Motor Operated Valves Used in

Engineered Safety-Feature Systems of
a. Slip is a small component of the total Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG/CR-4234,

energy content for a healthy rotor ORNL-6170/V2, Vol. 2, Oak Ridge
, National Laboratory,

b. Sh,p exactly identifies the true runnmg
speed Kliman, G. B., and J. Stein,1990, " Inductive

Motor Fault Detection Via Passive Current
c. Energy associated with slip increases Monitoring-A Brief Survey," Proceedings

greatly as a rotor degrades from of the 44th ofecting of the nfeclanica! Fall.
15-20% for an undamaged rotor to ures Prevention Group. Virginia Beach, VA,
over 90% for a severely damaged one April 3-5.

d. Slip harmonics appear as rotor degra- Kueck, L D._1988,"An Investigation of Magne-
-

dation occurs slum Rotors in Motor Operated Valve
Actuators,"IEEE Transactions on Energy

e. Slip sidebands appear about the run- Conversion, Vol. 3, No.1, March.

ning speed as rotor degradation occurs Reason, J., '987, " Pinpoint induction-Motor
Faults by Analyzing Load Cunent," Power

f. The WGTM frequency, and its har-
Afaga:Ine, October,

monics, predominate as the mechani-
cal load increases, but decreases as the Rebbapragadda, R. V., et al.,1990, " Design Fea-
electrical load (slip) increases for a tures and Protection of Valve Actuator
degraded rotor condition Motors in Nuclear Power Plants," IEEE

,
Transactions on Energy Conversion, Vol. 5,

g. The WGR (worm gear rotation) No. 3, September.
frequency associated with the worm
gear-drive sleeve components de- Thompson, W. T., et al.,19G3, " Monitoring strat-
creases in magnitude as the slip egy for discriminating between different
increases for a degraded rotor types of rotor defects in induction motors,"

18th UPEC Proceedings, University of
h. Running speed is readily observed. Surrey. Guildford, Surrev, UK.
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Nonintrusive Testing of Check Valves
D. M. Eissenberg, President

Valvision, Inc.

R. Endicott, Senior Engineer
Research, Public Service Electric and Gas Company

ABSTRACT

'Ihis paper describes techniques for ronintrusive testing of check valves usmg
permanent magnet and alternating current and summarizes the status of itblic Ser-
vice Electric and Gas Company of New Jersey's program with Valvision,Inc.

INTRODUCTION preventing or mitigating an accident. In addition,
for some valves, there is a requirernent that the
valve not leak excessively when pressurized in

Programs to ensure the operational readiness of
the flow blocking direction.safety related check valves in nuclear power

plants can benefit from the use of nonintrusive
diagnostics (NID). Nonintrusive diagnostics At presem, aqear power plants gennaHy

meet e t critenu d,ecdy h Dow tedng.
means obtaining information regarding valve

This usually involves subjecting the valve to fluid
operational readiness without penetrating or pressure in ne r both directions. In the openotherwise disturbing the check valve system direction, the criterion is met if flow occurs-in

some instances without a direct measure of flow
*

rate. In the flow blocking direction, the criterion
Determining operational readiness of a check is no bulk flow and, in some instances, an accept-

valve can be broken down into whether a valve able leak rate. Because of the indirect nature of
meets two criteria: the test, there have been instances where severely

degraded or et en failed valves have passed such a
Is the valve currently operable, i.e., does it test successfully.

e

meet current inservice testing (IST) perfor-
mance requirements, as defined in ASME The second criterion requires a demonstration
Code and as required by plant Technical that the functioning parts of the salve dye not
Specifications? degraded significantly as a result of aging such

that further degradation may lead to valve failure.
If the valve is currently operable, will it*

remain operable at least until its next IST, The primary approach to meeting the second
i.e., is it degrading such that it will fail to criterion is disassembly and inspection. The valve
meet performance requirements when is periodically opened up and the functional parts
challenged in the future? inspected for signs of aging degradation, e.g.,

dimensional changes in the hinge pin. This direct
The first criterion-that of operability-basi- method for determining degradation provides a

cally requires a demonstration of proper check clear indication of the state of the valve functional
valve actuation, that is, that the valve obturator parts. However, it is intrusive, requiring precau-
moves when subjected to fluid pressure in the tions to ensure that the valve has been returned to
direction (s) required to fulfill the valve's role in its operating status following the disassembly and
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reassembly, In addition, there may be significat:t National Laboratory (ORNL) have been investi-
radiation exposure resulting from the inspection gating the aging of check valves (including
of some valves, ano in some cases, outages may swing, vertical, and horizontal piston lift) and
have to be extended. As a result, the cost of this stop checks. Their first report consisted of a
approach in time and money is high. review of operating experience (Greenstreet et al;

1985), in which they identified the common fail.
Thus, the current procedures for insuring ute modes and causes and the currently available

operational readiness, although capable of pro- methods for detecting them, he report made the
viding assurance of safety, clearly can be case that nonintrusive diagnostics were needed
improved. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission for check valves.

- (NRC) and The histitute of Nuclear Power Opera-
tions (INPO) have both encouraged the nuclear Last year, ORNL issued a second report

- utilities to seek improved procedures. The (Haynes,1991a) evaluating various potential
improved procedures will require development of nonintrusive diagnostics techniques as to their
new N1D techniques which provide the needed ability to identify and trend the faihire causes of

. information regarding valve operability and state check valves. They evaluated a total of five
of degradation, monitoring techniques:

* ^' "StiC""i8'i "OBJECTIVES

The objectives of nonintrusive testing include
the following: Magnetic fluxe

An improved abil*:y to comply with existing Radiographyo *

and proposed ASME OM Code in meeting
Pressure noise.nuclear plant Technical Specifications for in *

Service Testing (IST) of safety related
valves, including a more direct indication of o of mese methods, pressure noise monitor-

obturator movement during the test, ing and magnetic flux monitoring, were
developed by ORNL specifically for this

The elimination or reduction in frequency of application.e

periodic disassembly and inspections of
check valves which may be needed to com- Of the five techniques, ORNL recommended

ply with NRC and INPO recommendations either magnetic flux monitoring or ultrasonic test-

and/or regulations atmed at detecting and ing coem' ed with acoustic emission monitoring

trending degradation of check valves. as providing the sensitivity to detect all major
check valve conditions. The magnetic flus moni-

In addition to the above, the use of nonintru- toring method as described in that report,o

sive diagnostics can be made a part of a pre- Mmough very attractive from the standpoint of

dictive maintenance program for improvmg simplic ty and cost, had one major limitation-it

- overall plant availability by preventing was not sufficiently nonintrusive,i.e.,it required

unanticipated check valve failures any- the initial attachment of a permatent magnet to

where in the plant which could result in the hinge arm or disk of the valve,

unscheduled outages. Recognizing that limitation, ORNL researchers
subsequently developed two new external,

SELECTION OF TECHNIQUES magnetic-thtx based methods that required no use
of internal ragnets, but which appeared to pro-

As part of the NRC Nuclear Plant Aging vide the same level of detail. These two NID
Research Program, researchers at Oak Ridge methods, referred to here as permanent magnei
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(PM) and alternating current (AC) magnetics, This paper describes the techniques and
have been the subject of further development and summarizes the status of this joint project.
testing as part of a joint R&D project between
Public Service Electric and Gas Company of New DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUES
Jersey (PSE&G) and Valvision, Inc., of Cam-
bridge, NY., a licensee of the ORNL external The extemal AC magnetics trchnique is illus-
magnetics technology. trated by Figure 1, (llaynes,1991b). Two coils

are used. In the illustration, they are wrapped
around the valve body. One coil, the transmitter,

The joint effort uses PSE&G's Energy is connected to a source of electricity at a selected
Technology Development Center in Somerville, frequency. The second ceil, the receiver, is con-
NJ A flow loop has been constructed there for nected to signal processing equipment and then
testing 4 and 6-in. check valves over a wide range stored or displayed for analysis. The mechanism
of flow conditions. The goal of the effort is to of detection of the disk appears to be the effect

~

develop and demonstrate the combination of that the disk has on the efficiency of AC magnetic
external magnetics and acoustics in a prnetical, flux transmission from the transmitter to the '

commercially available NID system that can be receiver coil, specifically by its effect on eddy
used for all types of check valves and that will current losses. Detection of the disk position and
provide improved IST, as well as degradation motion are detected by measuring the amplitude '

monitoring capability, of the current flowing in the receiver coil.

CHECK val.VE

. f .OW
4 %

_

f
- D

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

COf COIL

VARIABLE
SIG N AL"

CONDITIONING
C M ENT *ELECTRONICS
SOURCE

Figure 1. Simplified drawing of external AC magnetics technique.
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Parameters that affect the performance of the distribution of that field reflects the placement of
AC magnetics system include the power input to the external magnets as well as the location of
the transmitter coil, the locations and design char- magnetic masses within the valve. Motion of the
acteristics of the ceils, the frequency of transmis- disk alters the fhix distribution of the field,
sion of de magnetic signal, and the type of signal
processing used with the receiver coil output. The The disk position and motion are detected by a
AC technique has been found by ORNL to be probe incorporating a llall<ffect sensor to detect
more effective with 300 series (paramagnetid changes in the magnetic . flux at the location of the
stainless steel (SS) and brass valves than with car- sensor. The llall effect signalis processed using
bon steel (CS) or 400 series (ferromagnetic) a gaussmeter and other signal conditioning
valves. equipraent.

Parameters that affect the success of this tech- ;The external PM magnetics technique is illus- nique include the placement, design, and strength
trated in Figure 2 (llaynes,1991b). In this of the magnet assemblies; the location and design
arrangement, two magnets are attached to the of the probe incorporating the llall-effect sensor;
valve body at locations near the seat and backseat. and the type of signal processing. This technique
The effect of the magnets is to induce a stationary has been found effective primarily with CS and
magnetic field within the valve body. The flux other ferro magnetic valves.

HALL EFFECT

CHECK VALVE PROBE

PERMANENT ,

M AGN ET

O

'

.

/

,

SIGNAL^
Z CONDITIONING

E
ELECTRONICS

.-.

Figure 2. Simplified drawing of external PM magnetics technique.
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1

The two maFnetic flux monitoring techniques and characterire the acoustic signals received
provide the same type of infonnation. They locate from the sensor (s).
the instantaneous position of the obturator (disk
or piston) as a function of time over its full range APPLICATION TO INSERVICE
of travel. They are both equally successful whel TESTING
the Dowing medium is water, steam, or air, In
each case, the resulting signature consists of a

Inservice testing of check valves m. nucleartime trace of the position of the valve-both dur-
ing an opening or closing transient (i.e., when the p wer plants is carried out m accordance with the

Dow changes) or during steady state, when the relevant American Society of Mechanical Engi-

now is constant. The differeoce in the two tech- rieers (ASME) Code. Changes that supercede the
ASME 9 oiler and Pressure Vess,' Code,niques is in their relative effectiveness with

different .naterirIs of connruction. Section XI, Subsection IWV, are making their
way through the relevant Code committecs. Ilow- -

ever, the basic requirements of Section XI are not
Each magnetic Dux nionitoring technique is expectea to be changed significantly These

capable of detecting small movernents of the include demonstrating that the valve obturator
'

obturator associated with its normal reaction to moves correctly under the influence of a change
turbulent flow (flutter). As degradatian increases in Duid p.rssure 5 one or both directions.
clearances between moving parts, the resulting
additional movements (wobbling) can also be Magnetic Oux t elitoring coupled with acous-
detected. tic emission monitoring provides an unambigu-

ous demonstration of obturator movement. For
The acoustic monitcting tect.nique provides example, when the valve is subjected to a sudden

different, complernentary information from that application of Guid pressure in the open direction

obtained from the external magnetics, It utilizes (i e , from a pump turned on or a control valve
commercially available accelerometers and opened), the magnetic flux monitor, either AC or

amplifiers. One or more accelerometers are PM, will generate a characteristic signature that
attached to the valve body close to where discrete resembles a plot of obturator position versus time

acoustic emissions would be expected to be gen. (Figure 3), The signature provides a measure of
erated by metal-to-metal contact of valve inter. the time of opening as well as an indication of the y

nals, both during opening and closing transients final position of the cbturator at steady state, if i
and when there is steady-stme now. The acoustic the final position is not full open (e.g., not hard '

enussions generated during opening and clocing against the backstop for e swing check valve), the

transients indicate when the disk has either seated magnetic flux roonitor will then generate a char-

or backscatei During steady state, acoustic emis- acteristic steady state signature which corre-
sioru associated with the small movements of the sponds to the obturator Hutter and/or wobble
obturator can be detected, amplitude and frequency.

The acoustic monitor attached to the same
In addition to detecting discrete etaissions

valve will detect the corresponding acoustic
from the valve during transients or when ttere is

emissions due to the obturator ter - its seat and
steady state flow, the accelerometers provide an then subsequently strikin;; the ',aewt. The time
indication of steady state leakage through the

interval between acoustic emissions Mll corre-
check valve when the pressure gradient is

spond to th- Sme interval of the magnetic signa-reversed (flow is blocked),
ture. The acoustic monitor can also detect that a
swing check valve obturator is nm fully open by

Parameters that affect the success of acoustics sensing the metal to metal contacts in the hinge
include sensitivity and placement of the accel- pin associated with the Dutter and or wobble at
erometer(s), and the software needed to display steady state.
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Figure 3. Characteristic signature of obturamr position versus time gen: rated by magnetic flux monitor,

ne magnetic and acoustic signatures have ne primary mechanism of check valve degra-
been demonstrated to be reproducible from test dation is gradual erosion / corrosion of the moving -
to test provided the external equipment (accel. pam, i.e., of the hinge pin-to hinge arm bearing
erometers, coils for AC, magnets and probe for surface for a swing check valve, as a result of
PM) are attached at the same positions and flutter at steady state.

y adjusted in the same manner for each test. i-

The result of the wear is increased clearances
and the introduction of additional degrees of free-

,

APPLICATION TO d m f m ti n f the obturator.Dese degrees of .|
DEGRADATION MONITORING '"# ".are c2Pected to be detected Mth during !the transient actuat. ion of the valve as a result of i

changing fluid pressure and also during steady
state. In each case, under certaal conditions, the

Degradation monitoring of check valves is additional degrees of freedom can be detected
. addressed both by the NRC and by INPO. The both in the magnetic flux signature and the
current (or fall back) approach to degradation acoustic emission signature.
monitoring is periodic disassembly and inspec-
tion. The combined system of magnetic flux mon- Magnetic fin ruonitoring of the changes that
itoring and acoustic etnission monitoring is being occur as a resnh of hinge pin wear of swing check
investigated to determine its capabilities to valves is currently being investigated as part of
provide a nonmtrusive substitute, the Valvision-PSE&G project. Initial results have
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|

| been positive, with the techniques capable of been tested on large high pressure greater thans

| diftetentiating normal disk flutter from disk class 600) check valves, or on the other types of
- wobble, check valves.

STATUS add LIMITATIONS ne applicati n of AC magnetics monitoring io
check valves has been demonstrated at ORNL

imna
. using brass and paramagnetic SS valves. Thene . . . l application of combined magnetic

maximum size tested was 3 in, in addition, ORNL
and acoustic monitoring is for IST. At present, a

lias demonstrated the AC method using 6-in. andprototype system based on PM magnetics and
10-in, class 125 CS swing check valves, althoughacoustics monitoring has been built and tested. It
careful placement of the coils was found to be

consists of a portable batr ey powered magnetics
critical in achieving success. Valvision and

and acoustics data acquisioon package and a data
PSEAG expect to begin loop testing of the ACanalysts and display package. ne data acquisi-
system starting with a 4-in paramagnetic SStion package consists of self attaching magnet
sw ng check valve in the near future,

assemblies, probe assemblies inchiding universal
attachment hardware, bauery powered gaussme- he appl cation of AC or PM magnetics to all
ter and other signal proccasing equipment,- and a the types and sizes of check valves fou.id in
battery powered digital audio tape recorder. The

nuclear plants thus has not been fuby Acmon. '

data analysis and display package consists of a "
strated.This will be the focus of project activities

customized Macintosh-based data reduction and over the next several months. However, there has
analysis software program and a waveform been no reason to suspect that the methods will
Plo"ing program.

not be effective provided the design parameter;

-De prototype system has been used success-
fully to monitor the disk position of 4 in. Meanwhile, initial field testing of the prototype
class 'i25 and 6-in. class 300 CS swing check PM system on the sma"cr (less than 8-in.)
valves in the PSE&G flow loop. It has also been CS valves at the Salem Nuclear Plant is expected
successfully used to roonitor disk position of to begin very shortly.
6-in. class 600 and 8-in. class 150 nuclear grade
CS check valves located at a PSE&G warehouse REFERENCES

_at the Salem Plant.

Greenstreet, W. L., et al.,1985, USNRC
The use of PM magnetics for ferromagnetic NUREG/ CR-4302, Vol.1, December.

swing check valves had teen successfully dem-
onstrated earlier at ORNL using several large Haynes, H. D.,1991a, USNRC NUREO/
valves, including a 10 ,12 , and 16-in class 125 CR-4302, Vol. 2, April.
and class 150 CS valves in an operating cooling
water sv tem. The methed also has been applied Haynes, H. D.,1991b, Afecha....al Engineering,
to a vettcal lift valve. The PM method has not yet p. 64-69, May.
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Toledo Edison Review of Thermographic
Analysis of Valve Operations

James E. Black, Jr. -
The Toledo Edison Company

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station

ABSTRACT

Davis-Besse began using infrared thermography to inspect electrical equipment
in 1987 and currently has a well established Predictive hiaintenance (PDM) pro-
gram for electrical equipment. Additionally, Davis-Besse has used infrared therme-
graphy on a periodic, as applicable, basis to augment other existing PDM programs
for valve reliability and thermal performance since late 1989 nis paper will dis-
cuss those iritial applications to detect valve positions in our component cooling
water (CCW) system and steam trap bypass valves. It will also discuss recent
attempts to acquire thermographic baseline data on the pressurizer safety relief
valves. These data were acquired in an anemps to obtain actual thermrJ gradients
across the valves. This may permit actual plant candiilons to be recreated in lab
testing.

The purpose of the paper will be to identify possible . . onomic and safety bene-
fits that can result from applying infrared tintmography to valve applications. The
paper should also enhance the interest to promote further application, development,
and sharing ofinformation on this topic. *

iINTRODUCTION technology can be implemented, some basic con-
cepts will be reviewed.This is a very brief review
of infrared theory, intended to highlight somehe use of infrared thermography to assist in

identifying whether a valve is open or closed is benefits and concerns of infrared monitoring, j

- rot a new application for this technology. This hiost infrared equipment manufacturers are i

paper is intended to reveal o;her potential applica, designing equipment to be most sensitive in the

tions. Specifically, those who have the infrared 3 to 5 or 8 to 12 micrometer, or micron, wave-
4thermography technology in house may fiud lengths. A micron is 10 meters. For a compari-

valve applications to be beneficial. son, the average person can see in the 0.4 to
0.7 micron range. Therefore, it is obvious that

Before appreciating the capabilities of this the infrared equipment is using a much longer

technology as applied to valve applications, a wavelength than is visible. The reason for various

basic understanding ofinfrared theory is required. wavelength instruments results from the physical

The dictionary definition for infrared is as behavior of radiated energy in the infrared wave-

follows: " lying outside the visible spectrum at its lengths. Certain applications needed the 3- to
end-use of thermal radiation of wavelengths 5-micron instrument. However, for the applica-
longer than those of visible light " This definition tions encountered most in the power production
does not identify how it can be applied to this type industry, the 8- to 12-micron instrument has its
of application. To understand how this advantages.
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All objects above -273* C naturally emit elec- be equal te zero, or be so small it can be ignored.
tromagnetic energy resulting from the movement This uakes the emittance and reflectance com-
of the molecules within the object. The behavior piernents of each other. Most emittance tables do
of an object in the infrared spectrum is dependent not identify the wavelength or temperature range
on its tuolecular structure. As the temperature of that is applicable. The geo.netry of the object
the object increases or decreases, the molecules being monitored also affects the emittance. A
within it increase or decrease in speed. Each mol- rough ci irregular shaped object will normally
ecule carries its own electrical charge from the have a higher emittance than a smooth, flat object
atomic structure. The movement or oscillation of of the same material. As a Fuide, dielectrics or
this electric charfe canses the emitted electro- _ organic compounds have a high emittance, typi-
magnetic energy. This is the source of energy that cally 0.75 to 0.98. Osidized metals have a lower
csn be detected with the proper infrared instru- emittance, typically 030 to 0.70. The shiny met-
mentation. als often found in an industrial environment have

typical emittance values of 0.0$ to 0.20.
The energy an infrared detector receives is

dependent on many factors. The operator has the Infrared thermography is a specialized form of
most input on the proper use of the infared equi - infrared monitoring, which is the process of dis-P
ment. Each manufacturer of infrared equipment playing or printing a black and white or color
has designed the equipment to meet certain speci- image from an infrared imaging system. The
fications. Only a properly qualified person or image produced is identified as a thermogram,
thermographer will constantly be able to produce The thermogram is similar to a photograph of the
results within the stated specifications. image or the taract's apparent radiosity within ite

equipment's wavelength.
To tmderstand the Inost basic concepts dealing

with infrared thermography, the following
principles or tenns need to be understood: One of the goals of applying infrared thermo-

graphy to valves was to use the equipment cut-
rently used in the thermography program at

RADIOSITY is the total infrared energy
Davis-Desse. This was done to increase the cost

.

coming from an object.
efTectiveness of both programs. Our equipment is ;
standard, commercially available hardware and

|EMITTANCE is the ratio of energy at a software, which consists of two imaging radiome- |

.

given wavelength emitted by a material at a ters with a peak sensitivity in the 8- to 12-micron
certain temperature to that of a perfect spectrum and the associated personal computer-
radiator at the same temperature. based analysis system.

REFLECTANCE is the fraction of ene gyo

COMPONENT COOLING WATERreflected by a material at a giveni

wavelength to that falling on it. SYSTEM

e TRANSMITTANCE is the fraction of The CCW system is a closed-loop, single-
energy transmitted through a material at a phase, low-temperature water system.The system
given wavelength to that falling on it. has three pumps, three heat exchangers and two

i

trains. Two 20-in. Mission duo-disk check valves
! The radiosity is always equal to the sum of the on the heat exchanger discharge provide the train
i

emitted energy, reflected energy, and transmitted or system isolation. Because of the configuration
energy. The sum of the emittance, reflectance, of the system, these are difficult valves to test
and transmittance of an object must equal one. As functionally. For this reason the nonintrusive

| a general guide for predictive maintenance thermography inspection method is being
| applications, the transmittance of an cbject will assessed.
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he following items or concerns have been protess has been repeatabic and does not use the

found to be applicable to all valve monitoring quantitative value of the upstream and
applications to permit this technique to be useful, downstream temperatures. The temperature

profile appears to be the key to the technique with

A temperature differential across the valve this type of application.e

is required in one of its operating modes;
this differentialis normally noted in the STEAM SYSTEM VALVES
closed position.

Valves, such as a steam trap bypass valve, may
A sta*ic thermal mode of operation is desir- not be simple to identify as open or closed. Thee

able in at least one of the valves operating temperature differential across a valve in a steam
modes. nis assists in temperature stability system will be dependent on the pressure drop
of the valve- acro's the valve. The potential for a very large

temperature differential is po,sible. This differ-
The valve must have a clear sight path that ence can cause heat transfer from the valve to thee

ideally will include .he valve and a mini- pipe, which will complicate the analysis. Also
mum of three pipe diameters on each side. these lines may be insulated and are frequently
his will be a factor of the optics of the ther- not painted, or are painted with a metallic based
mography equipment. Most equipment will paint. Because of the high temperatures, the lines
have the option of changing the optics to and valves are subjected too. A good working
assist in optimizing the view. knowledge of the system and the valve is essential

io obtain repeatable results.

He valve should not be insulated..

if the valve is insulated, some of it must be

ne process will be simplified if the surface removed to permit the surlace of the valve ande

emittance is consistent. connecting lines to be scanned. If required, the
emittance of the lines and valve can be made con-

Reliability will be enhanced if the surface sistent and likely increased by coating or painting*

emittance is high. with a high-temperature material or paint. The
color of the material does effect the emittance. Do

he CCW valves were ideal for this type of not use a metallic base paint for this purpose,

analysis. When the valves are closed, they have a however. ne paint should be tested to verify that

static condition downstream and the upstream its emittance is adequate before field application.

side is affected by flow circulation from the other
pump. The isolated water leg will attempt to The evaluation of field data from valves in a
obtain ambient temperature, which is slightly two-phase or steam application will not be based

cooler than the process temperature. The entire - solely on the thern.at gradient across the valve.

system is not insulated and is painted with a However, this is an important factor and does

Organic-based paint that has a relatively consis- require careful analysis. The approximate or
tent and high emittance. The configuration of the expected temperature for the low-pressure side of

valves permit an adequate view, as seen by the the valve should be known before inspection.

infrared imager. His knowledge will enable a verification that the
low-pressure or downstream side of the valve has

he temperature differential across the valves an acceptable characteristic. For steam trap

in the field was not very noticeable. However, bypass valves, this will normally be the saturation

after performing various techniques on the ther- temperature for the condensate or low-pressure

mograms while in the image analysis system, the side of the valve. Any one of a number of condi-

signature of the open valve was distinctively tions can raise the condensate header pressure

different than its signature when closed. This which will raise its associated temperature.
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TEMPERATURE PROFILING main cost savings may be on valves in the balance
of plant systems that can be inspected and

The ambient conditions and the thermal maintained more effectively as a result of this
gradients or thermal profile across a safety or program. Finding valves in steam applications
relief valve are approximated to pennit the valve that are not functioning properly and are passing
to be tested and the set point reset his informa. steam when assumed closed can be h-large
tion is used at the test lab to approximate the expense. The safety benefit of this program will
service in which the valve will operate. be two phased. First, this technique uses an

inspection method that is non-contact and nonin-
We are reviewing the use of infrared thermo- trusive and can frequently be performed from

graphy to obtain an accurate thermal profile cf the convenient locations. Rese characteristics may
valve while it is in service. After verifying that permit the inspection of valves in the overhead
the thermal profile is repeatable over multiple without having a person climb to it or having to
time frames, these data may be used to achieve a erect a scaffold. Second, the valve programs will
setup condition at the lab which will closely be augmented with another tool to assist in proper
match the condition in which the vaiw sally valve operational assessment,
operates. This should permit a incr9 m the
accuracy of the set point of the valve. He use of infrmed thermography to assist in

identifying the position of a valve is worth the
The valves currently under study are the pres. study effort. Not all valves can be mspected with

surizer relief valves. Two of these valves are this technology. Infrared thermopapby will riot
mounted on the top of the pressurizer. The back. venfy if a valve is leak tight or has reto leakage.
ground for these valves, which contributes to the However, in certain cases it may identify a valse
reflective component, consists of other very hot that is not fully closed.
equipment. The surface of thue valves was
coated with a material to increase the enuttance, BIBLIOGRAPHY
reducing the reLected compon:nt.

Black, J. E., Jr.,1990 " Developing A Thermo.
The results of the first set of data show the two

6

graph Program For Predictive Mainte-
valves have different thermal proiles. This is

nance " presented at the EPRI 4th incipientmost likely a result of the location of the valves
Failure Detection Conference, October.

and the effects of convective heating on each.

CONCLUSIONS Madding, R. P.,1989, " Infrared nermograpb'v."
nandboo.c ofApplied thermat Design.

At Davis Besse the results of this program Wolfe, W. L, and G. J. Ziessis, (eis.),1985, The
appear cost effective and applicable for many Infrared Handbook, The Environmental
valves. Implementation of this technique is Research Institute of Michigan (prepared
intended as a program enhancement oni . The for The Department of the Navy).j
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Live-Loading Improvements
J.A. Aikin, AECL Research

Mechanical Equipment Development Branch
Chalk River Laboratories

ABSTRACT

This paper describes some of the developments and improvements in live-
loading valves for the power industry. Live-loading was devekped by AECL in the
early 1970s and is specified for all heavy water valves in CAN DU* nuclear gener-
ating stations (NGS). More recently, the loss of asbestos-based packing materials -

required changes to specified live-loading procedures ne new packings replacing
asbestos use lower gland loads and are less forgiving of errors in design and
installation, but do provide improved functional perfonnance.

Improvements in packing materials fnnu the valve packing manufacturers have
focused on combination graphite packing configurations. Ilowever, the biggest
gains come from implemenJng a detailed retrofit plan. This includes specifica-
tions, documentation, training, and R&D support. This paper nrovides field
examples as well as recommended packing arrangements for some problem valves.

INTRODUCTION launched an extensive research and development
(R&D) program into packing materials, stuffing

There is a growing concern across industry box designs, service conditions, and valve opera.
regarding the consequences of valve stem pack. tion. Rese early R&D cfforts resulted in a signif
ing leakage. Enviroimental concerns and clean icant improved understanding of the behavior of
air legislation are demanding improvmc nts in sbestos-based valve packing (Doubt,1976). One
valve sealing perfor:.ance.. In contrast 11of of the more noted developments wn live-loading,.

thutting down stvenue procucing eqi .nt to a method of stem packing that reduces valve leak-
~

repack key valves is high. In normally innecessi. age to zero under optimum conditions, to near
ble or hazardous areas, the cost of valve mainte. zero under most severe services, and significantly
nance and repair in terms of human uposure and Prolongs packing life. In simple terms, live-load-
safety is even higher. The demand for quality ing is the application of spring loading (disc
plant operation requires changes in the way springs) to the gland follower (Pothier,1976).
industry approaches valve maintenance. Figure 1 illustrates the classic live-loading

arrangement for double-packed valves using
Live-Loading asbestos. Various other methods of appiying the

spring load to the gland follower has e been used

In the early 1970s, AECL responded to [i.e., Fisher Controls Live-Loaded Packing Sys-
requests to address the problem of heavy water tems, where the spring force is applied between
losses related to stem packing at the Douglas the gland follower and the gland plate
Point NGS. AECL Research's Mechanical Equip. (Figure 2)L

ment (MED) Branch at Chalk River Laboratories 1

Another important product of the R&D work
was live-loading specifications (Ontario Hydro,

a. Canada Deuterium U,runium. Registered L-942M-81). The specifications describe how to
trademark. live-load, provide specifications for stuffing / stem

401 NUREG/CP-0123 I
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Figure 1. Sketch of double-packed valve with live-loading applied through gland bolts.
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design and identify packing materials. The rec- valves. ne simple concept of hve-loading does
ommended packmg arrangement of three packing not end here,

rings below the lantern rmg and two above of
hgure 3 iHusnates some of the paranmers and

tiraided asbesios JC 1871 (Figure I) has been
relationships that must be in place for a successful

very successful, realiting estimated savings of Me ading pmpam. M paper WH not wah
53M! year / unit by avoidinF heavy water losses

through the steps of hve loading designs, since iand radiation exposure to personnel.
they are well documented. What is not common

When to Live load, Live loading is a means of practice is the proper set up of a quality repacking

reducing the risk of Guid loss for critical apphea- or hvedoadmg program,

tions. ne majority of the valves in a nuclear or SPECIFICATIONS
fossil fired station do not require livedoading.
Conventionally loaded, five-nng combination, The lack of specifications in stuffing box #

graphite configurations will provide good, reli- design and packing quahfications has been a
able sealing for most power plant valve applica- problem in the valve industry for years. Fortu-
tions. natel . this has been recognized by the valve and3

packing industry, and new specifications are
When deciding to live load,look at those sys- being drafted by the Manufacturers Standardtra-

tems that are entical to operation of the plani, tion Society (MSS)?
where failures are likely to cause significant eco-
nomic penalties (i.e., a forced outage or derating). Revised live-loading specifications for com-
For a CANDU nuclear plant, a minimum liv bination graphite packing have been issued in
would include main steam, boiler feed, allimclear Canada by Ontario llydro (011) (M 724-91) and
systems, and heavy water systemt. Alllarge AECL CANDU (30830-TS 003). The revised
heavy water valves in the primary heat tranrpor, specifications reflect a desire to ensure perfor-
(PHT) circuit are live-loaded for economic mance and plant availability of existing and new
reasons. stations.The specifications are the result of ajoint

This includes control valves and gate valves.
Valves on less critical systems that are streked []

^
,

fiequently and have a history of packing leakage r , , , , , , , , ,
.

may benefit from live-loading. ,/,

,C -

The normal requirement for elasticity in pack- ( (
ing can be relaxed somewhat for live-loaded w _/' N .
packing because elasticity is provided outside the ;] yh
stuffing box, his means that more of the porosity ,g{

{j
j

in gland packings can be filled with blocking n/ V
''

O}j '**(*
agents. A corollary to this is that packings that are ..._

"*"
inferior without live-loading, because of poor
elasticity, may turn into supenor products with V(

v
live-loading [i.e., woven-polytetrafluoroethylene

b(PFTE) fibre, or Teflon l- Figure 3. Integrated program for valve pack. 2

"E "
llowever, the design and application of disc

springs alone will not provide effective, leak-free

c. Private Commumcations with E.A. Blake,

b. Teflon is a Dupont trade name for PfTE. Edwards Valve, July 1090
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effort among design, maintenance, R& D, pur- and replacement stem for CANDt ' Ni A joperat
chasing, and the suppliers. It is beyond the scope ing conditiorn 10 N 'a i i d w p ' o i 'M t '

of this paper to provide all the details from the (56W)] call f or AS .,1 A W hn o lim ai
specifications, but a few points are w orth or ill100 (17-J i'li gamicw oca s lhw ue
mentioning. Other suna%Ie makrub .oni ; m o i - tma

is not the only tequucmaa 11w ou 6, a Pil
Disc Springs, Disc springs are the key comiw stainicss steel is noi recommcndot h,r apphu
nent for a live-loaded valve. Un!ortunately, there Hons above 34PC due to toughnew hnmanom
is not an ASME specificalic -imilar to DIN he stem finish is important to redut 1 J w c. ' nw
specifications 2092 and 2093 for disc springs, AECL/Oli spcuin anom ( all f or n 4 nm .o Ane
Although good manufacturing practices ete fol. tic average (16 micro mthes El.A i m bcno
lowed by disc spring manufacturers, catalogue
spring-loading information is not reliable enough Stuffing Box Internal
for good live-loadmg. Components

To address this, the revised AEClJGH specin- The newer valse packmy products are much
cations call for fully-machined disc springs. All less forgiving of enors and sloppy machanny of
springs should be deburred to a surface finish of

the stuffing im and related mternal components
1.6 m arithmeuc average (63 micto inches CLA) than braided asbestos packing. Diametral
and compressed completely flat. The height-to-

clearances must be tighter for today's packings to !thickness ratio of disc springs should not exceed
avoid extrusion. As a general rule, to asoid stem

1,4 to 1 The recommended spring material is galling, the diametral clearance between the stem
ASTM A564, Type 631 stainless steel (17 7 Pil) and those components not in contact with the
in the TH1050 condition or engineering equiva' packing should be 1.15-1.25 mm (0.045
lent. It it strongly recommended that a load

0.050 inches). nose in contact with the packing
deflection c'irve be provided with each lot of ,.ts should have a diametral of 0.15-0.20 mm
springs When installing a spring set, the lubricant

(0.00M).008 inches) on the outside diameter and
on the springs should be molybdenum disulphide 0.55-0.65 mm (0.020-0.025 inches) on thefree.

nside diameter.

When installed, the spring stack should not be Packing Material Qualification
loaded to flat or to a stop. On large valves, the
induced thermal taper on the stem is sufficient t

Valve packing qualification can be viewed as a
generate a significant volume change m the stuff-

f rst step towards leak free valves. Qualification
ing box. On the return stroke or valve opening,
this volume change translates into an increased s needed because packing recommendations by

many packing manufacturers tend to be unreli-load on the packing. If the elasticity of th
packing is poor, packing fracture can o sur. able, and there are no standards for companson of |

stated manufacturers' claims. ILoading the spring set flat does not / 'he
|

gland follower to effectively accomma -

To address this need, AECL and Oli have
volume and load change; premature s' err , ung

ncluded functional performance specifications I
failure could result. '

for valve stem packing materials; they include
chemistry, acceptable ring densities, consolida-

StelT1 Material tion, leakage and friction. Any packing used for
critical service in CANDU NGSs must be quali-

Packing materials have various additives and fied to these standards. The qualification testing
blocking agents. These additives can cause stem includes a bake test, load testing, chemical analy-
corrosion with 400 series stainless steel. To sis and short- and long-term stroke testing. The
reduce the risk, all stem materials for new valves qualification specification used for the CANDU

NUREG/CP-0123 404
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NGS are at simulated PIIT operating conditions. Cornbinatlon Die-formed
A broader packing qualificanon procedure has g73 g
been draf ted by the htSS that qualifies packing by

f
valve classificatian. nc fact that tie man 7 actur- Combination die.fo:med graphite for valve
ers are regulating the!r own indurtry is most ,ggg g gg

encouragmF- mid N H was not widely used because 01
carly stem corrosion problems and the availabil-

VALVE PACKING MATERIALS
icy of other suitable prets.neiosiof asbem
has resulted in the wide acceptance of graphite as

a replacement valve pa(Ling, ne five-ring (om-

The valve packing is the heart of the stern / bination graphite packing set (Figure 4)is rap-

stuffing box seal. Some new products that have idly becoming the most comruonly used
been develeped as asbestos replacement have arrangement in the power industry,

been beneficial for industrial users. Several This packing arrangement has un exceller
reports describe the development of these prod. sealing te(ord. Ilowever, braided anti cattusionucts (McKillop.1989; Foster Miller.1988; Aikin
et al.1990). New legislation and a desire by rings increase stem f riction. contribute little to the

IMustry to improve plant efficiency has resuhed
scaling, and provide poor load transfer to the

in a need for improved undcrstanding of available bottom rings.

products, in an onFot.ng effort to improve the f tmctional
peiformance of valve stem scaling the concept of

Bralded Non-asbestos Materials the "conysite end ring" was developed (US Pat-
ent 4226,181). He composite ring is a combina-
tion of flexible grr.phite particles and amoiphous

AECL has atternpted to qu:lify more than 20 carbon, pressed and smtered to form a ring with a
different braided non asbestos valve packinE dcasity of about 1.6 Ekm (100 lb/ft)).The live-3

products for use in the PIIT systems. None of the loaded, combination, dic formed graphite set

product: tested fully racets the requirements to
maintalu and improve CANDU NGS availability.
The main problems with the packings conectn
bhxting agents and fibre sim. Since the fibre site
is larger than asbestos, voids between the fibi 5 g
are larger. These voids are filled with variota y ""'

thcking agen's, such as polytet,'Juoroethylenc
-

'

(PTFE), which tend to extrude or bum off at PIIT
operating temperatures. The other concern witt, #"*

large fibres is that they fracture at rela Scty low -

giand loads 27.6 MPa (>4,000 psi) and with
relatively low numbers of stem cycles.

P
At tL Amc. few non-asbestos braided pred-

9:ts have teen recornmended, and otily for iow un msur m m u ninicii m . . 3 .

"C' 085MI D/un Amt otemperature systems <150*C (300 F). These
must be live k>aded because ctf their inherent high
consolidation, must not use glands loads

- ~

a , 4

>2'.,.2 MPa (3,800 psi), and must have an
antiWrusion ring at th t ottom of tne packing Figure 4. Standard five-ring combination

set ( Aikin ae.d Doubt.1991). graphite braid prLing set ikN = 224.81 lbf.
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i

with composite end rings and carbon bushings Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
showed improvement over braided rings (Aikin,
1990). The rings are panicularly attractive to the The appropriate use of polytetrafluoroethylene
Canadian nuclear industry because they can be (PTFE) or Teflon in nuclear stations has 1 e.n
manufactured in rectangular cross-sections (i e., misunderstoal and,in some cases, bas sesulted in

not square). This provides more design flexibility the product being banned. This action has gener.

in fitting packing sets to available space. ated unnecessary probleins with respect to valve
actuation and sealing, Teflon does hve advan.
tages, and with proper maintenance duumenta-
tion,it can provide effective and reliable service

Another notable improvement available to the that improves plant availability ( Aikin and Doubt,
market is a " cup and cone" design. This packing 399 g),
set has been tested by the AEC14 it is leak free at

a gland load of 26.2 MPa (3J00 psi) and has stem The advantages of Teflon woven-fibre pack-
packing friction very comparable to that of com. ings over the popular five ring die-formed /
bination graphite with composite rings (Fig. braided end ring packing sets are

ute 5), The friction was measuted using a load
1. 10 to 100 times lower leakage at equal glandcell connected to a 76.2 cm (3 in.) diameter stem

E'#""'""and subtracting hydraulic forces from system
pressure. All packing configurations used a gland 2. Italf to one-third the stem friction
load of 26.2 MPa (3,800 psi) and were tested at 10

MPa (1,450 psi) and 290*C (563*F). 3. Lower risk of stem corrosion.

N 4 .
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ikN = 224.81 lbf
Figure 5. Average down stroke friction vs stem cycles for selected packing configurations.
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The disadvantages of Tenon are that it tends to The atmospheric sicarn dump valves (ASDV) j

extrude through stuffing box clearances around at Bruce.D had a history of chronic leakage dut- i

the stem more than other materials, and ing operation. Several different packing arrange. |
decomposes in ionizing radiation. The recom- ments had teen tricJ. with limited success. De '

mended radiation limit for PTFE products is valves were repacked with combination graphite /
1.7 x 104 Rads gamma. Woven or braided triple composite sets, as recommended by the
Tcflon is generally not suitable for high tempera. packing supplier. After installation, the valves
ture applications, because of the special provi- were checked using available diagnostic equip-
sions required to prevent extrusion and ment and the friction was lower than expected.
accomtuodate high thermal expansion of the His raised the question,"Was the gland load of
Tenon material. Extrusion of Teflon packings at 26.2 MPa (3.800 psi) too light or was the friction
temperatures <l50*C can be prevented with a being measured correct?" AECL responded by
braided-carbon or composite anti-extrusion ring testing the triple composite, confirming that the
at the bottom of the stuffing box. Corrosion of friction values measured were realistic and that
stainless steel from Teflon products has been the valve should not develop scaling problems,
documented; however, the corrosion risk from
TcDon is lower than with graphite.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the friction

TRAINING study. For a 254m O inch) stem, a reduction of
2.5 times in stem iriction is available using triple

Effective installation of the newer packing cowsites instead of braided end rings, without

materials by maintenance teams requires proper a loss in leakage performance. Iloweser, care

trait ng and documentat on (Darlington-A NGS, must be exercised whcc using triple composite:i i

1987). The new rnaterials handle differently and during mstallation, due to the limited sealing area

are much less forgiving than asbestos. This will of the packing set (composite end rings do not

often require close couperation with the packJng provide stem sealing and should be live-loaded in

supplier, station maintenance, operation and engi, cortrol valve applications).

neering. This can be done. Bridges can be built. A
good example is the packing progran at Ontari DOCUMENTATIONllydro's Druce D NGS. The Bruce-D mainte-
nance support group worked closely with the
packing supplier and AECL Research, Chalk The lack of proper documentation on valve
River, from the start resulting in only three minor packing and valve datasheets is a problem for
leakers out of 2,$00 valves repacked. A recent maintenance support groups. This is being
peer audit of the plant stated that ". . . the packing addressed using various databases to input and
program at Bruce B is good enough that people document what is in the valve. These programs
should come frorn all over the world to look at it." are an integral part of a live-loaded or conven-

tionally-loaded valve. The database tracks such
R&D SUPPORT TO FIELD things as change-outs, actuator setup, packing
PROBLEMS arrangement, purchase lot number, the valve part

numbers and major design dimensions (Williams,
With any eme.ging technology, R&D support 1979). Figure 6 shows a typical datasheet pro-

is critical to provide a degree of con 6dence that cessed by Bruce-B maintenance support. If some-
the directions taken are correct. AECL Research, thing does go wrong, the information can be
Chalk River, have worked very closely with the quickly accessed and corrective action taken.
Bruce-B valve program, providing the required Good documentation pmvides constant method- 1

R&D support to address their concerns. ologies and maintenance practices.

407 NUREG/CP-0123
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Table 1. Summary of temperature effects on packing friction for selected combination graphite
packing sets.

25.4 mm stem 50.8 mm stem

PKO Sirr Temperature Friction Temperature Friction9 (top to bottom) ('C) kN (Ibf) ('C) kN Obf)

: yam x 3 die formed a yarn 62 6.89_(1550) 59 11.60 (2607)
,

297- 5.88 (1321) 298 9.32 (2096)
L comp a 3 die formed x comp 58 5.98 (1344) 56 11.43 (2570)

299 -3.91 (880) 298 7.55 (1697) {
2 comp x 2 die-formed x comp 58 3.10 (6%) 51 7.13 (1602) !'

298 2.28 (513) 298- 5.58 (1254) )
-|

1 kN == 224.81 lbf - '|

Applied gland load is 26.2 MPa (3,800 psi), live-loaded, operating pressure 8.62 MPa (1,250 psi) at
35'C to 300*C taverage cooldown temperature is shown).

i

:
i

Dxumentation of valves also includes ding.m m.i m n um.
.- * * * - " " " " " "

nostics of valve performance. Commercially
., y*3, available valve actuator diagnostic equipment {

c
_ __

*= g= ; ,',gj a - provides unique opportunities for the valve engl. ;
,

m,. m .4a m m nect to knprove plant availability. Another qual. ;' - " " ' " " " ' " " " * '"
ity check is to perform a pressure check of the -|=* ' "" "" ' " "
packing material for critical service valves (Alkin !- " ~~ ~ ~ ~" "" et al.,1991). The pressure fluid should be #

"

f* = - * ~~ ""
incompressible and compatible with system .'- Q ii?" ---='- * conditions.

,_ _m -

], _ ,._, .

d t;t. ; ~ ~ ANGLE AND HORIZONTAL ;
---~

-- "'- EGEr ~~ VALVES !
""

f. . - . -

' " " " " " ' " " "

_/ . Live-loading angle and horirontally installed |" " ~ ""* ""'

valves (>6 in.) present some potratist problems. '.m . . . . s.,,. .
W." "m," |'4",'.'|'s.'P " "a *** *

The main problem is that die formed packlug -"" ' " * ' " * " ~ *

does not have the radial stability or strength to i

,,,,,,,,,,,u,
. support the weight of the stem and gate, plus

- - " " " * * *
I

- - ~ ~ ~ -
..

forces from disc tilt. This causes the packing to
. form an oval shape, creating a leak path.and (!

~~~

potential rapid loss of packing material.This was- - ' ~ ~ *
)

less of a problem with asbestos because the
,

,,,,,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

.. . . asbestos rings, when loaded and subjected to
Figure 6. Valve datasheet Bruce-B NOS.

temperature and pressure, formed a very hard

I
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1

I
bearing. De old valve designs depended on this REMARKS !
bearing for stem support.

,

Successful application of live loading to ;
improve valve leakage comes not from the 1

To address this problem, for new and old
at dation M fromvalves, where practical the clearances at the stuff-

ing shoulder and gland follower should be Good training of maintenance crews,e

increased to reduce the risk of uem contact and leadmg ta increased ownerslup
galling. The junk rings should be machined of

Clear product and perfortnance specifica-ASTM A494 Grade CY3SnBiM (Waukasha E8)
*

or enginecting equivalent snaterial. Waukasha 88 tion, leading to improved plant availability
is a high nickel based alloy that has demonstrated A combination of good maintenance,e
excellent anti-galling properties (Wensel,1979). procurement, and documentation
The carbon bushir,gs should be close-fitting to

A commitment frorn management toboth the stem outside and stuffing box inside *

diaineter. A recommended graphite packing irnprove the quality of plant operation
anangement for a large, horirontally installed.

A commitment from the valve and packing I*
double-packed gate valve is shown below

indus'.ry to regulate their own industy by
(reference from the bottom of the stuffing box):

spec fying perfonnar,ce qualificatiota.

Live-loading and packing improvennents have
1. One Waukasha 88 ring

evolved through cooperation among the valve
suppliers, packing manufacturers, maintenance

2. One composite or braided end rin8 teams and support groups. The net result is better
plant performance and a realization that team.

3. Two die formed rings (three if there is work is an effective ingredient in developing
room) constructive solutions.

4. One comrosite or braided end ring ACKNOWLEDGMENT

5. One lantern ring ne author gratefully acknowladges the testing
and data collection of Chris Lade, AECL
Research. The support and cc aperation of Ron

6. One composite or braided end ring
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7. One die formed end ring
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Check Valve Performance andTesting

Fermi 11 Check Valvo Program
Danny R. Thomas and Stovon M. Haro

Detroit Edison-FormIII

ABSTRACT

in respanse to Nuclear Regulatoly Commission and Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations concems in the area of check valve degradation Fenni 2 Engineering
and Production personnel have formulated and implemented a comprehensive
check valve program. Prior to the issuance of Significant Operating Experience
Report (SCER) 86-03, check valve testing and inspections were implemented
through the inservice testing (IST) program, Upon issuance of this SOER, the
check valve program was expanded teyond the original IST scope with an exten-
save neview of check valves rusceptible to degradation or known as gxx>r perform-
ers, his program was originally based around the guidelmes of Electric Power
Research Institute Report NP 5479 " Application Guideline for Check Valves in
Nuclear Power Plants "

A Design Review was performed which encompassed a review of Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data System data, operational experiences, maintenance history. valve
failurn and design application concerm.

De results of this review were incorporated into the existing inservice Inspec-
tion and Performance Monitoring program. This program is a combination of
established performance testing, and visual internal examination with historical
photographic documentation. These methodologies have enabled optimitation of
inspection cycles by lengthening inspection intervals based on sound technical doc-
umentation.

De check valve program is an ongoing, living program based on factoring in
current industry events,in house performance, and the potential use of nonintrusive
inspection technologies.

FERMI'S REVIEW OF ity Data System (NPRDS), maintenance and

INDUSTRY ISSUES perati nal history. The Design review was
divided into those NPRDS systems shown to be
experiencing the majority of failures according to

INPO SOER 86-03 SOER 854 he number of f ailures identified in
the industry was shown to be small when

The FERMI check valve program evolved compared to the total population of check valves
beyond the IST Program through a review using in the respective systems. Ilowever, FERMI
the EPRI Application Guideline for Check Valves looked at all the systems applicable to its tx>iling
in Nuclear Power Plants.his initial review of the water reactor (BWR) design, as recommended in
check valves involved included a design review the SOER. The approach to this design review
in addition to a review of Nuclear Plant Reliabil- was divided into two phases, as shown in Thble 1.

413 NUREG/CP-0123
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Tluble 1. Design review outline,

Reactor Wlve FERMI 2 System / Review
NPRDS System *!ype Fallures Description Phase

- Main Steam All 39 B21 |F'oclear Boller i
Systems

]
Nuclear Service Water ALL 26 P44 / Emergency !! {

Equipment Cooling 'j
Water c

UP45 / Emergency
Equipment Service Water

Analliary Feedwater- PWR 19 n/a n/a

Diesel Air Start All 8 R30/ Emergency Diesel 11

Generators (Air Start and ..

Cooling Water)

Suppression Pool Support BWR 8 E1151/ Residualliest I
Removal Service Water

Chemical and Wlume - PWR 8 n/a n/a
Control

Feedwater - All 6 B21/ Nuclear Boiler i
Systems

Residual Heat Remcival and ALL 6 Ell / Residuallicat !
.1.ow Presmue lajection Removal System
Systems

E21/ Core Spray Il

= In Addition to the Above Identif5d Systems E41/ High Pressure Core I
Injection

.

E51/ Reactor Core II
Isolation Cooling

The original comparison of Fermi's BWR plant the program accordingly, Check valves used for
design to other units showed the possibility of primary containment or required for leak tight-
between 100 to !$0 valves susceptible to degra- ness were identified and their performance

: dation based on the design review, Both phases of _ reviewed for additional degradation concerns
the design review were completed in 1989 and with respect to further monitoring. Additionally,

' resulted in 94 valves falling into this category review of pest design modifications which had
~ 39 in Phase I,55 in Phase II). In addition to the been implemented to improve check valve rell-(
valves identified as failures under the NPRDS ability was factored into the Design Review, A

' system, other identified problem check valves as review for high maintenance check valves was
o contained in Fermi's Licensing Event Report and also performed which made use of maintenance
L Deviation Event Report processes were catego- work history, Subsequently, surveillance testing
l

rized by failure mode, number of failures and - history was reviewed for difficulties encountered -
Jactions required /taken to prevent recurrence were in the testing, and this information was also fac.

L reviewed. These valves were then factored into tored into the program. The Engineering aspects
n
>
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fact ared into the review consisted of those uitical
Various actions were taken upon the imple-

mentation of the check valve program. A revixkm
parameters as identified in the Applications

of the valve purchase specifications to includeGuideline, such as the following:
application guideline recomtuendations was
implemented. Design and modification packages

1. Minimum 110w were generated by 11gineering which resulted in
enhancements for improving the perfonnance of

2. Orientation check valves and precluding degradation where

implemented. To further coordinate site awr.re-
3. Flow turbulence ness and participation in the Check Valve Pro-

gram, a program booklet that included history ard
4. I M on pettinent overview documentation of the Fenni

Check Valve Program was assembled and issued
5. Reterttion and locking of internal parts to the various site organizatkms.

6. Other design considerations. Fenniis credited as being one of the founding
utilities of the Nuclear Industry Check Valve

NRC Generic Letter 89-04 Oroup, "NIC." Ily participation in NIC. Tenni
has provided direct input into the update of the

When the NRC "O aldance on Developing EPRl/INPO guidelines, Genetic Letter 89 04,
and industry flow loop testing of nonintrusive

Acceptable Inservice Tbtin g Programs" (Generic check valve diagnostic systems. Additionally,
Letter 8941) was issued. FERMI's IST Program Fermi has been the focal point for the develop-
was reviewed in light of the guidance contained
in the Generic Letter. Those portions that inent of an industry maintenance guideline,

addressed check valves were reviewed relative to Nuclear Productionthe current check valve program and testing /
inspections were performed. As a result of this Technical Engineering
review, two sets of check valves were identified
that used partial stroke actuators to satisfy full The administration of the Check Valve Pro.

stroke testing requirements. This resulted in the gram currently f alls under the Inservie inspec-

current program requirements being expanded (cr
tion / Plant Performance Evaluation Program
(ISl/ PEP) Engineering organization, which coor-

~

both se'.s of check valves. dinates testhg and physical insoection activities.
Where check valves are not disassembled for

PROGRAMMATIC ACTIONS inspection on a regular basis, as required by
SOER 8603 or ISumgrarns, comprehensin

Nuclear ens nsering testing is performed to ensure IST Program checki
valves can perform their required function. This

in 1987, a flow loop was established at the testing includes; leak rate testing, the v:rification
Detroit Edison's Engineering Research Depart * of design flow capability, and the ability to pre-
ment that contained check valves and motor oper- vent back flow. Should any valve exhibit degra-

ated valves. Flow loop testing of nonintrusive dation in these areas, a visual inspection m1y be

diagnostic testing systems for check valves was performed to evaluate the extent of the degrada-

started in early 1988. At the conclusion of the tion.

flow loop testing, it was found that the tested The results frorn intemal inspection required
diagnostic equipment was prone to technical dif-
ficulties and unable to perform as promoted by by chher degradation identified in testing or by

the v:ndors. Further, the use of these diagnostic scheduled internal inspections are trended by the

systems required a high level of expertise for con-
ISI/ PEP organization to quantify and/or qualify

ducting and interpreting the testing results, any degradation of the valves internals. Should

NUREG/CP-0123413
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degradation be identified. corrective action would PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
tw taken in accordance with the Fenni corrective
acti a f * e58- Implementing Procedures

Where check valve inspections are required.
The ISl/ PEP organization is responsible for the performance of these inspections are con-

obtaining, correlating, reviewing and trending trolled through the use of quantitative and quali-
check vc,1ve condition. For further enhancement tative procedures. Portions of the inspections
in the ability to perform these activities, the use of perfonned by Maintenance personnel include the
photographs of disassembled check valve inter- documentation of both internal diruensions aad
nals has been pursued. His use of pictures to doc- direct observation of check valve internal condi-
ument the condition of check valve internals is tion. The portion of the inspection perfonned by
being employed to fine tune the inspection inter- ISI/ PEP personnel is perfonned with a separate
vals. For those valves in which degradation is not procedure which relies more on the qualitative
evident, the inspection interval will be relaxed, condition of the valves. The use of both proce- J

For those valves in which degradation is evident, dures has provided overlap in the information
inspections may become more focused with the which is used by Nuclear Engineering and ISI/ |
net result being better system performance and PEP peraannel to fine tune the check valve pro-
reliability, gram. One insight garnered by obtalning valve

internal dimensions is that the usefulness of the
W Jtant dimensions is of limited value.

Nuclear Production inspection Performance
Maintenance

Check valve inspections are performed to
ascertain the degree of degradation of the valves

From the Program's onset, critical parameters internals where other means are either not pos-
were identified for use'during the maintenance of sible or reliable. During RF02, additional inspec-
check valves, As part of a joint effort between tion documentation was gathered through the use
Engineering and Maintenance personnel this of a still video camera. This allowed closer
information was placed into the check valve examination of the valve internals in addition to a

,

maintenance procedures. This information, semi permanent record for each individual valve j
coupled with maintenance training on known photographed.

:

potential causes of check valve degradation, has
allowed for the effective disassembly and perfor- ne use f pictures to document the condition

mance of check valve inspections. This inspec- of check valve internals is being used to fine tune

tion effort is an augmentation of the inspections the bspecum mtenals. He usefuMess of pict>

performed by ISI/ PEP personnel, na documemawn has ken dmonstratM M
during and since RF02. The p,ctures have beeni

particularly useful when discussing potential
design modifications, reviewing valve degra-

In an effort to pinpoint the root cause for identi' dation modes and reviewing the condition of
fied check valve degradations, Fermi actively check valves with onsite organ!zations and
participates in and supports the inclusion of all vendor personnel,
check valve deficiencies into the NPRDS data
base. While the number of identified failures con- By concentrating the physical inspections of
tained ir. the data base is comprehensive, the these valves among ISI/PFP personnel, a com-
actual number of faulty check valvea has been mon thread exists which enables these personnel
minimal. to better evaluate problems (either potential or
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actual) with check valves. This practice also 2. Added antirotation lugs to same
Clows for a consistent contact for questions on 24 in. LPCI chxk valve to mitigate
check valve inspections. This is especially helpful soft seat wear.
to field questions from Nuclear Engineering.
Maintenance, Planning and Scheduling or System 11. Refueling Outage 2 March 1991
Engineering.

Design Modifications
A. Inspections

incremental performance enhancing design
modifications have been implemented in past out-
ages and their performance is continually being 1, 22 valves originally scheduled for
evaluated through inservice testing, LLRTs and inspection
valve internal inspections. The evaluation of
these modifications has been the catalyst to more 2. 31 total yalves inspected due to
advanced upgraded design improvements. Thie gg ., ,
evolution in the design process has allowed us to
address the root causes of certain check valve

and surveillance testing.

degradations in a systematic design approach to
provide optimal solutions. By having one design D. Design Modifications

engineer overseeing this part of the check valve
program, consistency in design philosophy,
industry involvement and corrective measures 1. Added antirotation lugs to opposite
being used in the evolution of this program has train 24-in. LPCI check valve to miti-
been possible, gate soft seat wear

The inspectiors performed and design modifi-
2. Full stroke actuator modification tocations implemented as part of this ongoing effort

have been effective. Examples of check valve both 24 in. LPCI check valves to
inspection scope and modifications performed are mitigate soft seat wear experierced
contained below in the following Refueling Out- during system warmup
age chronology:

3. Existing soft seat retaining ring disc
1. Refueling Outage 1-September 1989 modified on the 4-in. Reactor Water

A. Inspections Cleanup System Primary Contain-
ment Isolation Check Valve

1. 18 valves originally scheduled for
inspection 4. Actuator Shaft indication removed

2. 35 total valves inspected due to on same 4-in. Reactor Water Cleanup

scheduled scope increase, LLRT per. System Primary Containment Isola-

formance and surveillance testing, tion Check Valve

D. Design Modifications
J. Actuator Shaft indication removed

'

1. Removed unneeded counter weight on 20 in. Feedwater Primary Con-
on 24-in. LPCI check valve tainment isolatian Check Valves.

417 NUREG/CP-0123
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111. Refuelinb Outage 3. September 1992 3. Disc material change for service
(Scheduled) water check valves to mitigate corro,

sion degradation.
A. Inspections

CONCLUSION
1. 30 valves originally scheduled for

inspection
Ihe Fermi Check Valve Program is an iterative

2. Reduced original scope to 20 valves process which constantly factors back into the
scheduled for inspection based on program industry experience, inspection and
review of previous inspection docu. equipment performance test results, and the
mentation. This includes a scheduled review and evaluation of new diagnostic tech-
scope increase of 6 valves that were niques. Further, our continued proactive partici.

,

added due to RF02 inspection results. pation in industry groups (such as NIC) serves to
strengthen our program.. B. Design Modifications

1. Contingency design for operational "'*" I' I*''" "IE' ** ' I' ""
logic change for 24 in. l.PCI check pr vent be very cost offective. Program success -

valves has been accomplished and assured by Fermi 2
Engineering and Production personnel formu-

2. Disc shaft modification to enhance lating and implementing a comprehensive check
disc indication for the 4-in. Reactor valve program which continues to evolve through
Water Cleanup System Prirnary Con- the execution of the program by onsite
tainment Isolation Check Valve organizations,

i

i

I
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Alternate Position Testing of Check Valves
!

Clair B, Ransom, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory .

:

ABSTRACT i

This paper addresses several different methods of testing currently used on
check valves. The capabilities and limitations of each test method are discussed. It
demonstrates that verifying a full-stroke exercise to both the open position and the
closed position substantially increases the information about the condition of a
check valve over what could te obtained by eacrcising it tojust one position. He ;

merits of periodic check valve disassembly and examination and/or nonintrusive ;
diagnostic examinations are also discussed. Inservice testing (IST) of safety related
pumps and valves at commercial nuclear power plants is performed in accordance

*

with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI. He purpose of IST is to assess the operational readiness
of pumps and valves that perform a safety fuxtion. Assessing operational readi-
ness involves determining if a component is capable of performing its intended '

function. Ilowever, performing a function once provides little confidence tlat the
component will be capable of performing the function in the future. Derefore, the
testing should also monitor component condition to detect degradation that may
lead to future failure. Because the testing currently performed on most check valves
in plant IST programs is incapable of detecting some failure modes, a failed valvo
could go undetected for a period of time.ne testing is also inadequate for detect-

' ing check valve degradation mechanisms that could lead to failme. Therefore, the ,

testing cannot adequately assess operational readiness for these valves and the test '

requirements should be augmented.

INTRODUCTION radation that may prevent or hinder subsequent
operation.

The IST of check valves performed in accor-
De purpose of inserw.ce testing (IST) at com- dance with the requirements of Section XI of ne

mercial nuclear facilities is to assess the opera. American Society of Mechanical Engineers
tional readiness of pumps and valves that perform

(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV)
|

a specific function in shutting down a reactor to Code may be incapable of detecting certain fall- 3
'

' the safe shutdown condition, in maintaining the
ute modes. This inability could permit continued

safe shutdod a condition, or in mitigating the con- plant operation with valves that have suffered
sequences of an accident. To assess operational some type of failure, ne testing is also incapable
readiness, IST primarily verifies that each com- of detecting most check valve degradation mech-
ponent is capable of performing its intended func' anisms that could lead to failure. Therefore, the '

tion (s) at the time of the test, if the component is
testing cannot adequately assess operational-

incapable of performing its function (s) dunng the readiness for these valves and the test require-test,it is in a failed condition and should be
ments should be augmented.

repaired ' r replaced as appropriate. However,o

performing a function during a test provides little This paper addresses the testing currently
confidence that the component will remain capa- required for check valves. It identifies the failure
ble of performing the function at a later date if modes that can be detected by the required testing
called upon to do so. Therefore, testing should and discusses how augmented testing can detect
also monitor component condition to detect deg. additional failure modes. He paper examines the

419 NUREG/CP-0123
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detection of valve degradation and describes term implies observing or verifying free unhin-
which testing methods can detect the various dered disk motion during the check valve exer-
types of degradation before valve failure occurs, cise. This suggests a test concerned with valve

condition tather than just venfying that the valve

REQUIRED TESTING OF CHECK '' '*P8 "' 'P"f""utus s funcuon one umtu

VALVES
Another area of confusion is wbether the exer-

cise test identified in Paragraphs IWV 3522(a) or
Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3522(a) states in -3522(b)is the only exercise test required for a

part: '? Valves that are n(xmally open during plant valve even if it perfonns a safety function in both
operation and whose function is to prevent the open and closed positions. Para-
reversed flow shall be tested in a manner graph IWV-3522 states: " Check valves shall be
that proves that the disk travels to the seag exercised to the position required to fulfill their
promptly on cessation or reversal of flow." function. . . ." which iruplies that a valve's fune- |
Paragraph IWV 3522(b) states: " Valves that are lion should determine tia required testing and not
normally closed during plant operation and solely its wrmal position. The NRC indicated
whose function is to open on reversal of pressure their position on this issue in Generic 1 et. i

differential shall be tested by proving that the disk ter 89M," Guidance on Developing Acceptable
j

moves prornptly away from the seat. . . ." These Inservice Testing Programs" (GL 89N), w hich ;

Code testing requirements are somewhat ambig. states that check valves are to be exercised to the !
uous in that it is not clear if a valve is required to positions in which they perform * cir safety func. !
be veriDed in its normal position prior to exercis, tions. ASME OM Code-1990. Subsecdon ISTC. |
ing. For example, is it necessary to perfonn a test Paragraph ISTC 4.5.2(a) equires each check
to verify that a normally closed valve is in fact valve to be exercised or examined in a manner
closed prior to exercising it open by passing flow that verifies obturator travel to the closed, full.
through the valve? The common practice is to open, or partially open position required to fulfill
assume, rather than verify, that a valve is 'n its its function.
normal posidon immediately prior to exercising it
to the other position. In most cases this assump. Based on the above requirements and inter-
tion is justified for normally open valves because pretations, check valves should be tested as irxii.
these check valves are maintained in the open cated in Table 1. Table 1 lists passive check
position by system flow. There may or not be a valves because they are mentioned in Note 1 of
differential pressure across normally closed Section X1, Table IWV 3700-1. Ilowever, few,
check valves, and they could flutter open or be if any, check valves can meet the definition of
stuck in the open position. Therefore, passing passive valves. Table 1 indicates that no testing is
flow through normally closed check valves to required for normally clossi passive valves, how-
exercise them open may or may not verify that the ever,it is the author's opinion that they should te
disk moves away from the seat as required by periodically verified in the closed position by
Paragraph IWV 3522(b).Unless these valves are testing or observation.
verified in the closed position by testing or
observation of position indication or system DETECTING CHECK VALVE
parameter prior to exercising, there is no assur. FAILURES
ance that the valves are actually exercised, and
the testing provides little or no information about
**I" # "E"' Failure modes for check valves are the possible

ways a valve can fail to perform its functions.
Due to their relatively simple manner of operation

Paragraphs IWV-3522(a) and .3522(b) both and construction, check valves are ncrmally sub-
use the word "promptly" when defining the ject to only a few basic failure modes. These
required exercise of check valves. The use of this modes are plugged, failure to open, failure to
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TaNc 1. Required testing of check valves.

Normal pocil'; Safety position Active or passive Required testing
,

Open Open Active Full stroke exercise open

Open Oosed Cat. C Active Verify reverse flow closure

Open Oosed Cat. A Active Verify closure & leak test

Open Open & Cosed Cat. C Active Full stroke exercise open &
verify reverse flow closure

Open Open & Cosed Cat. A Active Full-stroke exercise open &
verify closure & leak test __

Closed Open Active Full stroke exercise open

Oosed Cosed Cat. C Active Verify reverse flow closure

Cosed Cosed Cat. C Passive None

Cosed Cosed Cat. A Active Verify closure & leak test

Oosed Cosec Cat. A Passive 12ak rate test

Oosed Open & Cosed Cat. C Active Full-stroke exercise open &
verify reverse flow closure

Cosed Cosed Cat A Active Full-stroke exercise open &
verify closure & leak test

GENERAL NOTES:

1. Valve safety position is Oosed Category A for valves whose leakage rate is limited to a specific
-

amount to meet its closed safety function.

2. Valve safety position is Gosed Category C for valves whose leakage rate is not limited to a
specific emount to meet its closed safety function.

3. Valve full stroke exercise invoh :s verifying the valve fully open or verifying .naximum required
accident flow per GL 8941, Attachment 1, Position 1.

close, internal leakage, and external leakage, infrequently.* The failure to open will be
There are several possible mechanisms that could examined in two levels of severity; (a) the inabil-

cause each of these failure modes.The failure ity to pass flow and (b) the inability to full-stroke

mechanisms will be identified and discussed later. open with flow. A full stroke is defined as either
Since externalleakage falls under the puniew of
the inservice inspection (ISI) program, it will not
be examined in this paper. Also, plugging will not a. Mean fallure rate of 5.0E-09/II(Eide. Cunie-
be examined in this paper since it occurs very lewski and Swarar.,1990).
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I
exercised to the open stop or opened sufficiently have to be developed for valves tlutt are cunently i

to allow the maximum required accident flow tested or verified in only one position. Additional !
rate. ne failure to close will also be examined in tests would involve nomially closed check valves
two levels of severity, (a) the inability to prevent whose only safety function is to open and not. :
gross back flow and (b) excessive seat leakage, mally open valyn whose only safety function is .

to remain open. Several utilities already test ;
Each of the test or evaluation methods com- check valves to both positions. This practice

monly employed for check valves at nuclear faci- eliminates the need for engineering evaluations to i

lities can detect one or ruore of these failure determine the safety function position (s) of each
|modes. Ilowever, no single method is capable of check valve in the IST program. Other advan- ;

detetting all of these modes. Table 2 lists each tages to alternate position testing may partially i

general test and evahtation method and identifies offset the expense of the additional testing. ;

its ability to detect the four check valve failure Because one failure mode can indicate degrada- |
modes being discussed. tion that could cause or contribute to other '

failures, identifying a valve failure is important
because none of the individual test methods even if the valve can still perform its safety func.

- can detect all four of the check valve failure tion (s). Detecting the non fatal failure can allow
modes being considered, a valve tested using only the licensee to perform corrective maintenance on
one of these tests could have one or rnore unde.

,

the valve at a convenient time before it degrades
tected failures. For example, a valve that only to where it cannot perform its safety function,

,
4

receives a full-stroke exercise test could have the Further, some failures result in loose valve parts
valve disk reparate from the swing arm, and aus and components in the system. RecognirinF this
1 allure could go undetected for extended periods failure early could permit corrective action before
of plant operation. This type of failure has these items darunge other system components. A
occuned at several reactor plants (e.g., the San valve that is so degraded that it cannot pass alter.
Onofre Unit I feed and condensate system valves, nate position testing should not be relied on to i
the Dresden Unit i diesel raw water cooling perform its function in its safety-related position.
check valves, an_d the Sequoyah Unit I main '

steam isolation check valves). Another example
of undetected failure would be passive check Based on the above reasons, alternate position
valves that are only leal rate tested. The disk of testing is highly recommended for all active '

one of these valves could stick in the closed posi. check valves in IST programs. Passive check
tion, and this failure could remain undetected valves (a vny small population because very few
until there is an attempt to establish flow throy check valves meet the criteria for passive valves) l
the valve should not be affected by alternate position test.

ing because they are periodically verifled in their
Subjecting a valve to a full stroke exercise safety position and are not moved from that posi-

open and one or more test in the closed direction tion during any operating mode where they are
- can detect all pertinent failure modes. Therefore, required to accomplish their safety function.
_ perfonning p] ternate position testing in conjunc. %lves performing safety functions in loth posi-
tion with exercising check valves to their safety tions would not be affected by this recommersda-
function position provides reasonable assurance tion because they must be tested to toth positions
that there is no latent valve failure, nis testing under GL 89-04 and the ASME OM Code-1990,
may also detect some types of degradation. Subsection ISTC. nerefore, a Code change to

hnplement alternate position testing si dd not be
' Alternate position testing would be additional overly burdensome to licensees and would -

testing for most licensees of commercial nuclear greatly enhance their ability to detect degradation
facilities. Testing methods at 3 procedures would and latent failure of the affected valves.
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Table 2. Effectiveness of test tnethods at detecting check valve failure modes.

Full-stroke ' . _ Fails to Excessive
Stuck closed is restricted block reverse seat leakage

tiow
1

Part stroke open with flow Yes No No No )
- Fulbstroke open with flow Yes Yes No No

Verify reverse closure -No No Yes No .|
1eak rate test valve No No Yes Yes

- Disassemble and Inspecta Yes Pmbably Probably No. .

b . Yes Probably Yes PossibleNonintrusive Diagnostics

External Mechanical Stroke' Yes Yes Probably No )
i

NOTES: .

a.- _ ne capabilities of disassembly, inspection, ud manual exercise are affected by the thoroughness
and rigor of the inspection and manual exercise. The seating surfaces can t.c examined for corro,
sion, damage, and wear, but leakage rates cannot be detennined,

f

b. Diagnostics vary m their abilities to detect failure modes depending on the particular valve, system,
equipment calibration. accuracy of baseline data, and technique employed. In some cases it may
prodoce results better than indicated above (i.e., some techniques can identify leakage past a valve i

seat, however, the leakage rate cannot be quantified accurately).
' '

. c. - It is assumed that force or torque is measured as required for the external mechanical stroke test. !
,

i DETECTING FAILURE necause of the diverse types, designs, and

MECHANISMS: **aufac'**'8ofcheckv"lv**andthevarietyof
applications in which they are used, it would le

,

difficult to make a comprehensive list of check

[_ _ Testing that detects all possible valve failure valve failure mechanisms. Some of the mecha.
: modes should greatly improve the reliability of nisms that could cause a check valve to fall are ,

check valves used in nuclear facinties. Ilowever, listed below, Because the mechanisms would be
. this testing may not provide the ability to anticl* very similar for the open failure modes, the<

pate or predict valve failure so that a valve could ..open'' failure mechanisms are gmuped together.
Le repaired before actual failure occurs. 7b antici. Likewise, the failure mechanisms for the closed -

{ pate valve failure, it is necessary to use predictive fh mW m N toMG mityd *

testing or maintenance that detects and monitors. of the degradation, the affected valve part, and the
'

for ialve failure mechanisms or degradation. His
type and location of blockage would determine

: tGsting or maintenance requires measuring and . _

which of the fal.'m modes would result. For !

= trending parameters that indicate valve condition *

'and assigning acceptance criteria that are based example, m!nor corrosion of a va! e disk or seat

on appropriate margins to assure valve operabil. could result in excessiva seat leak sge, while more
*

ity. Tb evaluate the elTectiveness of testing meth. extensive corrosion of the valve internalt could

Lods to monitor for valve degradation, it is freeze the valve in its normal position and prevent

necessary to determine which of the possible fall. It from changing position in response to system

ure mechanisms each test can detect. ' pressure or flaw.

I
a
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OPEN FAILURE MECHANISMS valve failure, it would be necessary to monitor
and trend the rate of valve degradation. It would

1. hicchanical bloctage of moving parts then be necenary to deterraine how much of the
various fonns of degradation can occur in a valve

2. Conosion of valve disk or moving parts before its ability to perform itt intended func.
tion (s) becomes questionable. Quantifying valve3. Excessive wear of moving part5
degradation, trending its progression, and assign-
ing appropriate acceptance criteria could result in4. huproper assembly of the valvo
corrective maintenatice of a valve before the

5. Fouling of valve internals by marine growth valve fails or degrades to the point where failure
is imminent.

6. Chemical precipitate buildup in or around hiany of the used test methods cannot detect
the valve

valve degradation from the above mechanisms.

7. hietal fatigue failure of valve internals Even when a seriously degraded valve, whort
fa lure is imminent, is subjttted to Code testing,

8. Stress conosion failure of valve internals the tests may not mdicate the valve's irnpending
failure. A forward flow caercisc gives little or no

9. Excessive erosion of valve moving parts. information about valve closure failure mecha.
nisms. For example, a valve's disk could be

CLOSED FAILURE MECHANISMS 1 sely attached to the swing ann and the valw
would pass a forward flow exercise test with case;

1. hiechanical blxkage however, mbahnment might prevent h vah
from closing to prevent reverse flow. Likewise,

2. Corrosion of valve internals teverse fl w closure testing by itself provides
little or no information about degradation affect.

3. Excessive wear of valve moving pans ing a valve's open function. A leak rate test with

tight limits and trending of test data provides a
4. Inconect assernbly of the valve more objective indication of valve condition and

can detect degradation from most closed mecha.
;

5. Fouling of valve interrals by marine growth nisms and some open mechanisms.

6, chemical precipitate buildup in the valve DETECTING PRE FAILURE
DEGRADATION AND7. hietal fatigue finlure of valve internal'
DETERMINING MARGIN TO

8. Stress corrosion falhue of valu internals FAILURE

9. Erosion of valve seating surfaces or moving Valve degradation nonnally occurs gradually
parts over time. In its ca-ly stages most degradation

does not affect valve operation. However, as it
10. Impact damage to s alve seating surfaces, worsens, it willimpair valve operation and

eventually result in failure. Small changes in a
One or more of these mechaulsms can be valve's ability to stroke open or closed may not be

present in a valve for a period of tine before the detected by valve surveillance testing as long as
valve depades to the point that it cannot grfonn the test acceptance criteria are satiriled. This is
ita safety function (s) and is considered failed.

because the full-stroke exercise open and teakage
This period can vary from almost no time to rate terts are essentially go/no-go tests that are not
dozens of years depending on the type of degra- scasitive to degradation (Le., the flow / leakage '

dation and the rate of progression. To articipate rate is either above or below the specifi;d criteria
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and the results are generally not trended). Addi- likely. The various test methods and their
lionally, rpecific acceptance triteria are Fenerally strengths and weaknesses are discussed below.

not identified fer the part-stroke exerciie open
wr4 reverse fin closure tests. Derefore, valve Roverso Flow Closuro Toet
degrat atbn e,ould condoue undetected until thet

valve is declFred inoperable as a result of not The neverse flow closure test generally cannot

passing e test vt f allitig (c perferm its function detect check valve degradation. Even though this

t" hen called upon to eb su Permitting degrada, test is simila to the leakage rate test, degradation

tion te remain undeteckd in safety-related chc(k may not te detected and mon tend because the

valves is undesirable. Steps should be taken to test does not usually involve actual measurements

dettca dee,tadatior' before %.!ve failure. or specific accepttuce criteria. De acceptance
cr8ern are generally very subjective :md left to
the judgement of the individuals perforraing the

Tables 3 and 4 pretent information on the capa,
test. He r:: verse Dow closure verification test -

bility of various test and evaluation methods to
detect valve degradation before actual failure. [Medures mmaUy u*e critena such as " observe

little or no flow,"" observe less than a solid stream
Dese tables indicate the ability of these tats to

of water," and " verify that the valve checks 6."
detect each of the open and closed failure m:cha-

These subjective observations and e '.ieria not
nisms listed in the previous section. Check valve

mly prevent detection of valve dendation, they
diagnostics is a relatively new field that is rapidly
-vs|ving. He capabilities of existing techniques

may permit a severely degraded valve to remain
in service (i.e., a valve at San Onofte Unit I

are improving, and nuv techniques are being
developed. nerefore, diagnostics may nw or in passed a revense flow closure test with the disk

totally separated irom the swing arm). Fmther,
the near future detect more than indicated in these

these observations and criteria may be interpreted
tables,

differently by the various individuals performing

'#'IU "'"#"# *# # * *" "
As shown in Tables 3 and 4, exercising with need m tennine a ledap rate m u& a.

flow and reverse iku closure verification does
E'##' "' 8"' *"##' ""'## * " #'

not allow detection of degradation imm most of " " " "' # "" # ## " # ""

the identified m6chardsms, if degradation carmot
# " E '# *

be detected and th margin cannot be determined
between the valve's condition and the point where 1.cakago Rate Testing

-

the valve can no longer perform its safety func.
tion (s), this testing cannot provide any assurance Leakage rate testing performed in accordance
of the valve's futme operability. As such, the test- w th the requirements of Section XI, Paragraphs
ing normally performed to meet IST requirements IWV 3421 through -3427 and/or 10 CFR 50,
does not allow detection of valve degradation Appendix J 'lype C [ including Section XI, Para-
and, therefore, does not provide confidence in a graphs IWV.3426 and 3427(a)], can effectively
valve's continued ability to perform its function' detect many of the open and all of the closed fail-
These tests could be effective in determining the ute mechanisms, llowever, for this method to
likelihoM of future valve operability only if addi- detect degradation, either the acceptance criteria
tional incasurercents are made m conjunction would have to be fairly restrictive or the test data
with the Dow test (i.e., measure and trend the dif- carefully trerxled.
ferential pressure across the valve with a repeat-
able flow rate through it). Disassernbly and Inspection

Several test and evaluation techniques consid- his method is normally used in lieu of testing
cred in the table can detect certain degradation in cases where it is i.npractical to full-stroke exer-
mechanisms and, to some extent, astess the mar- cise a valve with flow because sufficient flow
gin between valve condition and where failure is through the valve either cannot be achieved or

425 NUREO/CP-0123
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Table 3. Effectiveness of test metheis at detecting check valve open failure me-hanisms.

O en Open Open Open Open Open Open Open Openl
Failure mechanism 1 2 .1 4 5 6 7 8 9

Part stroke exercise open N N N N N N N N N
Full stroke exercise open N N N N N N N N N
Verify reverse flow closure N N N N N N N N N
Pe form leakage rate test N N P P P P P P P
Disassemble and inspect - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Nonintrusive diagnostics P P Y P P P P P Y
'1xtemal mechanical stroke P P P P P P P P P
Examine, tr5cg 'cavvope .Y Y P P Y Y P P P

Table 4. Effectiveness of test methods at detecting check closed valve failure mechanisms.

Failure Closed Closed Closed Cosed Closci Closed Closed Cosed Closed Cosed
mechanism 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Part-stroke exer- N N N N N N N N N Ncise open

Full stroke exer- N N N N 11 N N N N N
cise open

Verifyreverse P P P P P P P P P Pflow closure

Perform leakage Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Yrate test

Disassemble and Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Yinspect

Nonintrusive P N Y P N N P P P N
- diagnostics

Extemal- P N N P P P P P N N
mechanical stroke

Examine using Y Y P P Y Y P P P N
boroscope

KEY:

1. "Y" indicates the test or evaluation method should allow detection of degradation before valve failure.
"N" indicates that it is not likely that the degradation would be detected before valve failure.
"P' indicates that degradation may be detected depending on the quality and rigor of the test; however,
there is not a high level of assurance of detection by the test or evaluation method.

NUREG/CP-0123 426
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verified. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, disassembly ground off to disassemble and inspect the valve.

and inspection can be very effective at detecting Grinding off the seal weld darnages the valve and

follure mechanisms in check valves. This method
can be performed only a limited number of times

involves partial valve disassembly; inspection of before the valve has to be replaced. Another con-

the valve intemals for corrosion, crosion, wear, cern is that for some check valve installations

blockage, and structural soundness; and a manual
reactor vessel level must te significantly reduced

exercise of the disk to verify free movement over to permit disassembly and inspection. Because of

hs travel. Further, although it is not required, this the reduction in the reactor vessel level and cool.

method allows nicasurement of valve internal ant inventory, all fuel must be off loaded from the

ports to monitor for wear and erosion. Dese mea-
core before disassembly of these valves. Further,

surements can be trended end evaluated to predict to disassemble and inspect check valves, plant

Ohen a high level of confidence no longer calsts personnel must often work in high radiation areas

that the valve can perform its safety function (s). for extended periods, which results in increased
radiation exposures. For these and other similar
reasons, the NRC does not encourage disassem-

Decause of the effectiveness of disassembly bly and inspection in lieu of Section XI testing
and inspection in determining valve condition n o er mdods am pradcaWowever,Weyw
and detecting degradation OL 89-04 identifies ""#U"'8 8 # E" C"" t W or o W er
this technique as an alternative to the full stroke techniques that detect degradat. ion in predictive
exercise required by the Code when testing with mamtenance Pr grams fcr check valves.
flow and mechanical exerciser is determined to be
impractical. The Generic letter also permits use Nonintrusive Diagnostic
of a sampling technique for nearly identical Techniques
valves in similar applications. Subsection ISTC
of the OM Code 1990 identifies disassembly and in the last several years a great deal of attention
@ amination as an airernative to testing with flow has been given to nonintrusive check valve diag-
or with a mechanical exerciser. A change ta ISTC nostic techniques. This is primarily because these

dat permits the use of a sampling program is cur- Whnipes er be used to verify a full-stroke
rent!y in the final approval process. Disassembly exercise it che a ralves that previously could
and inspection of check valves is also recom- only be verified by disa.sembly and inspection
mended in the Institute of Nuclear Power Opera' and because the nonintrusive techniques do not
tions (INPO) significant operating experience have the disadvantages of disassembly and

veport (SOER), number 86-03, as one of the inspection (e.g., the possibility that the valve will
snethods of eaamining high-risk check valves in be inoperable as the result of improper reas-

. eclected nuclear plant safety systems. sembly). The Nuclear Industry Check Valve
Group (NIC) and the Electric Power Research

In spite of its many capabilities disassembly Institute, Inc. (EPRI) have sponsored research

and inspection of check valves has drawba:ks and testing of rome of these techniques to investi-

that may mr.ke routine use as a substitute for tesi- gate their ability to study the condition of check
ing undesirable. After a valve is disassembled for valves.Some results of the NIC testing have been

inspection and manual exercise, it must be reas- published in their report Evaluation ofNonintru.
sembled. Check valve reassembly presents an sive Diagnostic Technologies For Check Valves

opportunity for the introduction of errors, such as (NIC 01) (Utah State University Foundation,
misalignment or binding, which could hinder or 1993),

prevent subsequent valve operation. Since it a These nonintrusive techniques can indicate
hnpractical to full- or part-stroke exercise moy
valves following reassembly, an improperly reas-

check valve condition and detect many of the

sembled valve could go undetected. Additionally, check valve failure mechanisms. De initial NIC

certain applications seal weld the caps of check testing involved three different nonintrusive

valves to prevent leakage. The seal weld must be
technologies: (a) acoustics, (~b) magnetics, and

NUREG/CP-0123427
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(c) ultrasonics. Section 1.3 of the NIC report distsernbly and exarnination. Ilowever, nonin-
states: t%sive check valve disynostics are not a panacca,

and there are concerns associated with its
All three technologies dernonstrated the ituplementation.

ability to provide useful information about
f

.

ng pr ems may k cucounteredthe condition of the internals of check
valves. ney are all a viable :.lternative to when implementing nonintrusive diagnostics.

disassembly and visual inspection for cer- e purchase and use of a nonintrusive diagnostic

tain aspects of check valve performance and system caa be costly and may not yicld the

condition when used properly. With base- desired results. Baseline data must be taken when

line data available on a new valve (unde- a valve is in a new or undegraded condition to

graded) the technologier in general were detect subsequent degradation with a reasonable

able to dbtinguish between a new valve and level of confidence ne personnel who use the

a valve with degraded internals. %ey could equipment must be trained and experienced in
usbF th equipment Mon sausfactmy tesubusually identify the area of degradation, and

in a few cases were able to distinguish can be oMabed. h vendm penonnel einpW
In C teshg weW#y tram and exgbetween a 15 and 30 percent degradation.

They could determine if the disc was mis- enced individuals, and they were still unable to

sing, stuck, or operating normally through access all encountered conditions accurately,

its entire stroke. The ultrasonic and mag- S me techniques have limitations and are not

netic techniques were able to detennine the effective on certain pr cess mediums, valve

mean disc position and identify the maFni- types, r valves fabricated out of particular mate-
nals. mo e agnmdc enoWes nquaestude and frequer cy of disc flutter. Re three

technologies were able to detect seat and at each apphcaMe vah N &susemNed and

backstop tapping and movement of the niodified before the technique can be imple-
3 mented. Other concerns mvolve equipment cal-

ibration and determining appropriate acceptance

Many other vendors and several new technolo- criteria or flag levels that indicate impending fail-
ute so corroctive action can be perfonned before

gles kre available besides those tested by NIC.
Dis is an area of intense competition and activ- actual failure, The most effective diagnostic

results were obtained when two of the testedity; thuefore, the industry can expect continued
technologies were used together; therefore, a

development and enhancement of the capabilities
of nonintrusive techniques, facility may wish to purchase or develop a hytrid

system to provide enhanced capabilities. Each
licensee should consider these concerns when

The NRC frequently recommends the use of investigating check valve nonintrusive diagnos-
nonhtrusive diagnostic techniques to demon- tics and should take adequate steps to ensure that
strate a full-stroke excicise open of check valves the program they implement will yield the desired
in lieu of disassembly and inspection. De use of results.
these techniques for predictive maintenance is
also proposed and generally encouraged by EPR!, External Mechanical Exercise
NIC,INPO, and the NRC. The ASME O&M
Working Group on Check Valves. OM 22,is his test method can detect many of the listed
considering changes to the ISTC Code that will mechanisms. However, since it can be used on
peimit the use of nonintrusive diagnostics on a only those valves that have external operator con-
sarupling basis in lleu of full stroke exercise nections,its application is limited to an extremely
testing. This wide spread acceptance ano .upport small population of check valves at most
is primarily because these techniques provide facilities. 'lo be effective, it is necessary to mea-
many check valve testing and diagnostic capabili- sure and trend the force or torque values, both
ties without the problems associated with break away and running, required to stroke the
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valve. The ASME OM Code 19909, Subsec- valve degradation or failure that could inhibit or j

tion _lSTC, currently ordy requires measurement prevent valve closure. |
i

of the breakaway force or torque. Measurement
of the force or torque needed to maintain disk Testing check valves to both positNs solely j
movement would be necessary to detect some by observing pressures and flow cara. detect i

failure mechanisms. many of the check valve degradation mecha- |

nisms. Performing other types of testing, such as !

Examine Using a Boroscope using a mechanical exerciser, disassembly and j

inspection, and using nonintrusive techniques, i

This method is very unusual and is included may permit detection of most of these mecha. j
.

_

only because it has been considered by at least nisms. However, to detect degradation and accu. |

one licensee for use in certain applications. rately forecast valve failure, these methods must :
1

Examining the valve intemals by boroscope may be performed with a high degree of rigor and

detect mar $y of the listed failure mechanisms, expertise. This would invol_ve taking accurate ;

llowever, unlike disassembly and inspection, it measurements and trending data. For nonintru. I

does not allow manual exercise of the disk to sive techniques it may be necessary to purchase ,

verify free movement. Further, this method does expensive equipment, obtain special training, and j

not facilitate the measurement of valve internal take baseline data on valves when they are not ;

parts to monitor for wear and erosion. Con. degraded. Where these test methods are i

versely, since the vaine is not disassembled, employed because testing with pressure and flow |

improper reassembly is not a concern. Another is impractical, the inclusion of the necessary addi- |

consideration is that this method may require the tional rigor should be considered because of the !

installation of special caamination ports on or inc? cased ability to detect degradation and pre- j

clude valve falhare. Predictive maintenance tech- |near the valve body.
niques (i.e., disassembly and inspection and

CONCLUSIONS nonintrusive check valve diagnostics) shcula be
incorporated into the maintenance program for all |

. The Code required testing cannot detect many
other safety related check valves,' Die predictive ;

of the possible check valve failure modes and
maintenance should be used at an appropriate fre- :

. cannot detect degradation from most of the identi. quency based on the system, valve type, service i

fled failure mechanisms, Performing alternate conditions, installation, maintenance history, and

risk associated with valve failure.position testing of all check valves in the IST pro.
r

gram would greatly enhance a licensee's ability to -
detect check valve failures and determine valve REFERENCES i

condition. *lhe ASME OM Code.1990 and NRC
OL 89-04 require testing of check valves to al! Eide,S. A S.V.Cbmielewski,andT,D Swantz,4

safety related positions; therefore, valves that per- 1990, Gener/c Component Fallure Data

form both an open and a closed safety function Base for Light Water and Liquid Sodlum ,

should already be tested to their alternate posi- Reactor PRAs, EGO-SSRE 8875 EO&O -

tions. Normally open check valves that are ved. Idaho,Inc., Idaho Falls,ID,

fled closed during testing are essentially verified
in both positions by the currently required testing. Utah State University Foundation,1991. Evalua- i

Therefore, alternate position testing would rion of Nonintrusive Diagnostic Technolo- ,

'
mainly affect normally closed valves whose only girs for Check Palves (N/C 01), prepared

safety function is to open. Performing a closure for Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group
.

,

. verification test on these valves could detect and Electric Power Research Institute,
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A Review of Historical Check Valve .

Failure Data :
:

Donald A. Casada and Michael D. Todd ;

Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory*

ABSTRACT |
.t

'

Check valve operating problems in recent years have resulted in significant oper.
ating transients, increased cost, and decreased system availability. In response,
additional attention has been given to check valves by utilities, as well as tte U.S. ,

'

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Operation and Maintenance Committee. All these organizations have the
fundamental goal of ensuring reliable operation of check valves.

A key ingredient of an engineering oriented reliability improvement effort is a j

._ thorough tmderstanding of relevant Idstorical experience. Oak Ridge National Latr r

oratory is currently conducting a detailed review of historical failure data available
through the Institute of Nuclear Power Operation's Nuclear Plant Rehability Data ,

System. De focus of the review is on uneck valve failures that aave involved sig.
nificant degradation of the vtJve internal parts. A variety of parameters are being
considered during the review, including size, age, system of service, method of
failme discovery, the affected valve parts, attributed causes, and corrective actions.

This work is being carried out under the auspices of tie NRC's Nuclear Plant
Aging Research program. At this time, the study is approatmately 50% complete.
All failure records have been reviewed and categorized, and preliminary tabulation [

'
and correlation of data is underway. De bulk of the tabulation and conelation pot.
tion of the work is expected to be completed by the end ofJune 1992. A report draft
is expected in the fall of 1992. ,

INTRODUCTION review and characterization of failure records - |

from the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data system
(NPRDS) data base. Failures in which significant

Oak Ridge National laboratory (ORNL) is internals degradation was detected are being
carrying out a review of historical check valve characterited in detail. Parameters that are being

failure data under the sponsorship of the Nuclear considered include the age of the plant when the
Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Nuclear Plant failure occurred, valve size, manufacturer, system

; Aging Research Program. De study involves the of service, method of discovery, affected valve

_

Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission undera.

' Interagency Agreement DOB 1886 8082 8B with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
No. DE-AC05 840R21400 with the Martin Marietta Energy Systems,Inc.
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!

parts, attributed failure causes, and corrective cated from the data. Failure rate vs, valve site,
- acdons.b

s

valve service time, and p nt system were dis.

BACKGROUND cussed. One of the conclua 3 drawn by Scott
'

was that there was a tendency for a large numter
of failures relatively soon after installation, fol.

.

'

The ArnAn Society of Mechanical Enf . Iowed by a period of fewer failures during thei
neers (ASMb Committee on Operation and 4. to 9 year service period, and then subsequentlyi

Maintenance (Oht) of nuclear power plants has followed by a sharp increase in failure occur.
established a Working Group (WO) on check rences. The sharp increase was attributed to wear.
valves, Oh!.22, which is chartered with develop. out of the check valves,
ing check valve performance test requirements. '

The WG met for the fint tune in June 1990. As OM 22 deliberated on the establishment of
appropriate disassembly and examination inter.

Early on, the OM 22 membership recognized vals, the conclusion in the Scott study regarding
that a thorough understanding of hi*torical failure the sharp increase in failurea beginning at about
patterns was critical to several aspects of the code 9 years was noted. He WO used this study as the
development activities being pursued. A litera. basis for formulating requirements for 8 year dis.
ture search found that while some historical fall. assembly and examination limitations for those
ure data studies had been completed and valves that could not te properly tested.
documented, the studies were normally 1.ot ori.
ented toward providing the kinds of informadon During WG consideration of the paper and its
needed in code development activides, application to code development, some questions

arose concerning the tectmical validity of the
One study that was initially selected by the WO WG's basis. As a result, ORNL was asked to con.

as a basis for consideradon in the development of duct a preliminary review of failure data. This
disassembly and examinadon requirements (note review was conducted by nonqualitatively tabu.
that these requirements would apply only to lating NPRDS reported failures and valve popula.
valves that could not be properly tested) was a tions during the years 19851987 (the years of the
paper presented by M. L. Scott at the EPRI Power Scott study), as well as the years 1984 1990.
Plant Valves Symposium II(Scott,1989). Scott
reviewed NPRDS failure records for events %e preliminary review indicated that the age. '

occurring from 1985 to 1987. Moderate seat leak, related aspects of the study used as the WO's
age and externalleakage events were then climi. basis appear to have teen heavi;y influenced by

the age of plants in operation during the years
considered. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the basis for

b. Author's - Note: Some_ pertinent backgrourxi this observation.
tehind this study and the study approach are dis.
cussed below. Because the chancterization of the data Pigure 1 provides comparative plots of the
it not complete at the time thb paper is being written number of valves in service during the period of
(Apnl 1992), the results cannot be included. It is the study and the failure data from the WO basis
expected than a significant portion of tte characteriza-

study. The simliarity of the traces indicates that -
tion will te completed before the NRC/ASME Sym-

- posium. Tle :esuhs tten available will be presented
the failures vs. age trend noted in the WO basis

at the Syroposium; updated copies of this paper that study is strongly affected by the valve population
reflect our firxtings will also be made available, fbt in existence during the study period.
additional information, address inquiries to:

Figure 2 shows comparisons of all check valve
Don Casada _ failures (regardless of failure nature) and popula.
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. tion during same period. It provides further
P. O. Box 2009 indication of the importance of the valve popula.
Oak Ridge.TN 378318038 tion to overall valve failure rate.
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Figure 1. Comparison of failures from Scott paper and '.alves in service.
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Figure 2. Comparison of all check valve failures and valv 3 in service.

In order to provide a preliminary indication of study to have involved problems other than
the nonpopulation influenced valve failure-age moderate seat leakage or external leakage,

relationship, normalir.ed pbts of the WO basis
study and all check valve failures from 1985 to The results of the preliminary review st ,stan.
1987 are provided in Figure 3. There do not tiated concerns about the use of the WO's basis
appear to be strong, conclusive trends from the study conclusions for further use in code develop-
data shown, based on preliminary review. It ment activities. 'Ilie NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging
appears, based on our review of the 1985 87 data Research program asked ORNL to conduct a
and the WO basis study data, that just over 20% more thorough assessment of the historical failure
of the failures were deemed by the WO basis data. 'Ihe study was initiated in early 1992.

4
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Figure 3. Comparison of normallied failure data. |

!STUDY METHODOLOGY nificant esternal leakage inay render certain ;
valves inoperable. Ilowever, the priretary area of !A primary study goal is to identify any apparent interest in this study is the assessment of check Icorrelations of valve failure rates with age, slic, valve failures that involve significant wear or jsystern of service, and manufacturer, in addithm.
Other degradation of valve internal parts. Funhet, i

the study will categortre, to the catent possible. the
in the cases where minor failures render equip.affected parts of the vr.lve, the method of failure ,

detection, and corrective actions taken. ment technically inoperable, the problems could !

reasonably be expected to be routinely detected by
current means (i.e., visual observation of external

All falhae data were acquired from the NPRDS leakage and seat leakage measuremerd testing).
system. Narratives and other pertinent informa-
tion for all check valve fitilures, regardless of size- After elitrinathig the nonsignificant failures,it
or system of ser :ce, were laitially downloaded. wan decided to consider only failure s thst occurred
*nie data were th i filtered to eliminate failures between 1984 and 1990, inchulvoly. Failure
that did not involw significant internals degrada- reportink to NPRDS improved dramatically
tion. Minor seat leakage and external leakage beginning in 1984. and it appeared that use of pdor
events (if these were the only degradations noted) years' data would not reflect the reporting prac-
were eliminated from further consideration. The tices employed thereafter. Falhue events occur-
failures that were then further analyzed were ring in 1991 and afterward were not considered
those that appeared to involve significant inter- because, at the time *.he data was downloa NI, all
nals degradation. It should be noted that so"ne failure reports for 1991 were not illed.
faihires recortis have minimal information about
the nature of the failure, noting only that certain The initial data downloaded contained 4,680
parts were replaced.- failure records, which reflected all check valve

failure records for all years (including part Of
It should also be noted inat so:nc of the elimi- 1991); 3,761 of these failures were detected during

nated failures may have made certain valves tech- 1984-1990. After the preliminary review of the
Gleally inoperable. For example, minor seat individual narratives and elimination of those that
leakage may have been discovered during a con- did not involve significant internals deg:1sdation,
tainmen' isolation valve leak test that made the 1,239 falhaes.or about 33% of the overall failures
valve technically inoperable. Alternatively, sig- occurring during the period, remain. This

i
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,

compares with our estbnate of slightly over 20% ' REFERENCES
of all failures deemed to have been significant by

Scott.
Scott, M. L,1989, " Check Valve Failure hends

The results of the ORNL study are expected to in the Nuclear Industry, Charlotte, NC,

be publbhed as a NUREG/CR uport. A draft of July" EPRI Power Plant Valves Sym-
the renort is expected in tbc fall of 1992, f vium II.

W

:1

I
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Check Valve Performance andTesting

Comanche Peak Check Valve
Reliability Program

Diane Stewart
Texas Utilities Electric Co.

ABSTRACT

The Comanche Peak Ur.it 1 Check Valve Reliabihty Program was implemented
in spring 1991, prior to IRF01, in response to the htstitute of Nuclear Power Opera-
tions SOER 86-03. The program emphasizes condition-directed disassembly. Can-
didates are selected by nonintrusive test results, primarily acoustic emission (AE)
monitoring. The AE test frequency, initially based on recommendations from the
SOER design review, will be refined by feedback from actual test or examination
results. To date,83 valves have been AE tested (baseline of all program valves to be
completed by the end of IRFO2). Out of an original 1RF01 disassembly scope of
five valves, three required lefurbishment. One necessitated sampic expansion to
two like valves (which also required refurbishment). The IRF01 disassembly
results provided (a) a caution to plant programs relying only on design review-
based sample disassembly (without subsequent refinement), and (b) an early val-
idation of the ability of AE to detect prime disassembly candidates.

INTRODUCTION DESIGN GEVIEW BASIS

Current functional testing (inservice testi Ig Kalsi Engineering (Kalsi Engineering,19P9)
USTJ establishes check valve operational readi- was contracted by CPSES to perform an
ness, but not necessarily reliability. (Reliability SOER 86-03 " Applicability Evaluation"(the
encorapasses and extends the timeline of opera- second SOER recomm idation) of all check
tional Jeadiness,) Recurrent and longstanding valves within the following eleven rystems (eight
industry check valve problems have been due, in systems recommended by the SOER and three
part, to !he inadequacy of IST to detect internal sugge sted by industry experience, Unit I and
degradation," Al* hough IST ensures check valve Common), for a total of 278 check valves:
operational readiness under test conc .tions during
a spet:ific snapshot of time,it does not ensure Auxiliary Feedwater Main Feedwater
valve actuation under subsequent operating Component Cooling Water Main Stream
conditions.The intent of Comanche Peak's SOER

Condensate Residual Heat
86-03 predictive maintenance program (CVRP)
is to establish check valve reliability. Chemical Wlume and Ccntrol Sahty injection

Diesel Genemtor Air Start Service Water

Low-use Oess than 5% of the plant operating
cycle) and small (less than 2 inches in site), non-
nuclear safety-related check valves were not
included in the complete analysis; therefore,

a. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)leuer to 149 valves out of 278 were analy7ed.

L DeWease, Chairman, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Operation and The foundation of the CPSES PM program was
Maintenance Committee, August 26,1990. a design review with the following functions:

|
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i

Calculate the analyzed population's poten- ments on check valves outside its population,e

tial for wear and fatigue; address (See attachment for a list of valves tested to date.)
misapplication

Three intrial priority categories were devel-
Supply results as " sample disassembly" pro- oped, based on Kalsi Engineering wear / fatigue*

bgram that groups valves in like service (as index assessments and other comments provided
defined by IST Generic Letter 89-04) la the design review, as shown in Table 1.

Contain preoperational valve use estimates TESTING / EXAMINATION*

(implyirg need for reevaluation, especially METHODS
where severe service is expected).

Of the above 149 valves, all but 25 were con. The CVRP is composed of two parts, nonintru-

sidered suitable for long-term operation: 15 were sive testing and disessembly examination.

identified as accelerated wear / fatigue concerns
and 10 as disc seating concerns (auxiliary feed- Nonintrusive Testing
water system). In addnion,18 feedwater check (" Fault-Finding PMs")
valves were recommended for inspection because
of erosion / corrosion susceptibility. (These 18 The primary method is acoustic emission
check valves are indirectly monitored via the site (Table 2). The secondary methods are pressure,
corrosion monitoring program.) nerefore, a total ultrasonics (UT), and magnetic flux.
of 43 initial priority valves were identified by the
design report.

b. De wear / fatigue index is a summary fann of Kalsi

CVRP POPULATION Engineering's CVAP (Check Valve Analysis and
Prioritization) software calculations for check valve

The 149 valves analyzed in the design review wm and fatigue. De wear index represents the esti-
innted hinSe P n wear of a swing or tih disc valve Aiwere adopted as the program population, with

I"' * ''E'''#** * ** '" 8"' '
emphasis on the 43 identified concerns. Check

the disc stud, for a swing check valve. De degree to
valves may be added to or subtracted from the which the wear or fatigue life is consumed is catego-
program based on nonintrusive testing and disas- rized by assigning an index nomber to each: from
sembly examination results or site maintenance 1 = very low (0 - 7% life usag.e, limit to 14 plant
history (to date none have been added or deleted). cycles) to 5 = very high (>56% usage, limit to <2 plant
ne program may be used to fulfill IST require- cycles).

Table 1. CVRP program priority.

Design review results
CVRP priority Subtotals for

Wear / fatigue index Other comments (initial) priority

4,5 43 Recommended exam priorities A 43

2,3 Otherwise lower priority valves B 20
that were identined as possibly
tapping at normal flow

1 C 86
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Table 2. CVRP AE equipment,
,

CVRP lata acquisition equipment

TEAC RD-101T (or equivalent) PCM Data Recorder,4<hannelso

PCB Piezotronics 6. channel amplifying power unit, P/N 483All, with continuous adjustaNe gaine
0-100 (use of gain equivalency charts from QUICKCHECK User's Manual assures compatibility of

'
- data collection method with QUICKCHECK software)

o Accelerometers:

VibraMetrics 6036 Century

- VibraMetrics 6022

1/4-28 stud, to fit sensor mounts

DNC-connector, to match power supply -

For standard temperature applications, mounts are affixed semipermanently with epoxy (approved
consumable) to extemal smface of valve body.

.

For h!gh temperatere applications (>350F), ce-mic stand offs (over extended studs) and accelerome-
?- ter boots boost the temperature rating of these accelerometers to 500'F. VibraMetrics " super" mag-

netic mounts have been used to date, due to lack of an approved high temperature epoxy.'

CVRP data evaluation equipment
-

. Liberty Technologies QUICKCHECK DAU with " full-channel dowoload design modification," foro

signal conditioning hardware
'

Liberty Technologies QUICKCHECK software, for analysis (including FFB)o

'

Pressure. Simultaneous download of pres. Test equipment components were choseno

sure information, during AE testing, has from among those currently available onsite

been of particular benefit in testing smal! _ (used in inservice inspection applications).

. piston check valves in air systems Components are assembled in the following
(Figure 1). order, transducer (shear wave)* -+ de DAT

recorder
o ~ UItrasonics (UT). CPSES has been pursuing

the simultaneous download of UT data to
obtain disc position information _during AE
testing. The intent is to apply the technique c. The choice of transducer varies, based on valve

on a case-by-case basis only (e.g., auxiliary size, wall material, and thickness,
feedwater steam generator suction check
valves), d. Chosen unit must permit download of y-axis only.
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CPSES PROCEDURE NO.
STATION ADMINISTRATION MANUAL STA 450

CHECK VALVE RELIABILITY PROCRAM REV!fl0H No. 1 PACC 33 0F 46

grACMENT 2.C
PAGE 6 Of 14

CURRENT CVRP POPUtATION

ITt0 4 Tit

tao casen2nton tra/ttn scan tasut ist retsz!TTgi
a Yt:3) ao s/1 A*gs rW twe gtrw-coes

1N 6013 m!N N PW9 CRAR1 D fil3) M S/1 A*
t1 SN2 Titt

-u to ht!
_

9'alitin:ith ''' **MLL* "e"*" fe"'" ' "'"' " " ' '
;

fifw*0042 MA!W FW CCar!AIngy7 3:ctyELt p f(tal CT/C3 133 TOT-felA E/1 As
150LAffon (todi) t!LT fvtCS 133 MT-914646 |

! Ot) .**

17W 0191 BYPASS LI E CoptAIm er? W SWIM f(1D YtC4) WOS 123 Eli A*
150LA!!w

1N-0183 3Y? ASS LINI CDETAlmSBT W MM T(11) ftC41 BCEtt 123 B/1 A*
T S%.at tt*

IN-0183 SYtA13 LIR CDCAlmerr = M.o fill. T C4) maiir 123 m/t A*
150Lation

1N-0194 STPASS t!NI CterfAlmerT SW SWIM Yt11) f(Col statt 123 Ett A*
150LATien

1N-0193 NO L W MM Yt33) ftCO CT/C3 133 Orf Sota- 8 A*

1 N-0194 TTMPER!aG List SW M SG ft331 f(C4) CT/C3113 Ort SetA 8 A*
SACTTL N (SGet)

1N-0187 TTMPDL180 LIM W MEG ft34) f(Ca) CT/cs 123 Off Sota 8 A*
4ACYTt0W tSGd21

LN-0198 TTMFt3183 Lin SW Ms3 Yt33) f(C41 CT/C5 123 Ort Sow. 5 . A*
BA.7KFLO' fSGW11

1N-0198 BW MM TtC4) CT/3 123 Ort-50th 5 A*{ ,

1N-0200 $3 W M a0 YtC41 CVIS L13 0FT*$04A E A*
EAf'KTtrw (Bost)

IN-0201 30 W MM f(C4) CT/3 123 Off Sata 4 A*

17w-0202 SW M 30 ftC4) CY/ 3 123 0FT SotA 5 A*

Figure 1 - Population matrix within site-specific SOER 86-03 program procedure (selected page).

Limitations, other than the fact UT is not Magnetic Flux (Exterior). CPSES plans to*

uscable on steam or air valves, include the team exterior magnetic flux (AC method)
fact that use of a scope (not to mention com- testing with acoustic emission this fall. Like
plications of applying the technique to a UT magnetic flux contributes disc position
variety of valve types) requires test person- information. The test apparatus is still in the
nel with full UT Level II certification. protot)Te stage.
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Supportive metbods for the testing and tional readiness (IST) of 20 Unit I check valves,
examinations include radiography, fiber optic / program software must meet certain site-specific
boroscope probes, and thermography (to indicate verification requireinents,
valve leakage).

Measuring and Test Equipment
Disassembly Examination (M&TE) Considerations
(" Condition-Directed PMs")

The data download equipment (filtering hard-
CVRP emphasizes condition-directed disas- ware)is classified as M&TE, on a recurrent

sembly, that is, disassembly done when the 6-month calibration frequency. This appears jus-
examination results will confimi some condition tified based en "as found" calibration records at
predetermined by another (e.g., nonintrusive) CPSES to date,

technique. Therefore only the real problem valves
are identified for disassembly (no random selec. Among field data acquisition equipment
tion of one valve from a "like group"). Population (Table 2), only the power supply, with adjustable
disassembly candidates are selected primarily by gain,is considered to be M&TE Neither the DAT
nonintrusive test results and site maintenance (digital audio tape) recorder nor the accelerome-

history, ters are M&TE.

No valves will be opened purely to substantiate Classification of the accelerometers is spesific

AE data. This stance is based on the predicted for use under this program (not to be confused
achievement of an AE baseline for all program with vibration monitoring applications), that is,
valves (each manufacturer model) by the end of operational readmess assessments using AE data
IRF02, are only performed during IST open/close verifi-

cations. For this application, only the AE wave-
Specific disassembly examination instructions form shape and timing (time-of-arrival

have been incorporated into appropriate mechani- comparison between traces), and not the signal
cal maintenance check valve disassembly magnitude, arc of importance. AE data used in the
procedures or work documents. SOER plogram (condition monitoring) are used

to identify disassembly examination candidates;
ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING therefore, operational readiness is determined

durin, .he disassembly exam (see Table 3).

Technique Validation
Basically, disassembly candidates identified by

CPSES was one of the sponsors of the NIC the design report are tested acoustically in

(Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group) Testing, advance of the report's recommended disassem-

(Utah State University Foundation.1991) and has bly examination outage to allow for prioritization

subsequently adopted the Phase 1 (liquid flow)
results as validation of the AE technique for Table 3. AE test frequency for priority
check valve reliability monitoring. categories.

Software Quality Assurance AE test frequency refueling cycles
Priority (minimum)

Since data evaluation cannot be performed in
the field, requiring download into a computer for A 1

analysis (due in part to the sampling rate and fil-
B 2tering requirements), the " technique" involves

software as well as hardware. Because CVRP AE C 4

data are now used to periodically assess opera-

441 NUREG/CP-0123
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'

- of candidate valves and a re-evaluation of the 1. Full stroke versus partial stroke (determine
necessity for disassembly, which is most representative of a ' normal'

. operating state;is an open/ closure signature
- IST Check Valves. (Figure 2) AE data are desirabic).
acquired during specific, scheduled, full-stroke
IST. This avoids redundant equipment actuation 2. Flow initiation quality-rapid versus grad.
and capitalizes on scheduled test opportunities, ual(throttling of a downstream valve fol-
Appropriate steps or notes are included in the lowing a pun.p start would be expected to
applicable Surveillance Work Order instructions. Prevent a good open signature) (Figures 5

and 6)
Sometimes surveillance test procedures unsuit-

3. Back pressure, for closure testing (someable for AE testing can be modified to create a
mutually beneficial test. This requires the degree of back pressure is usually necessary

involvement of appropnate operations and test to obtain a close signature).

personnel, IST Coordinator, and System Engi' 4. Filled pipe downstream of the checkneer. All parties must understand the basic
requirements for a satisfactory AE test and ensure valve-if not, expect data to be adversely

affected, regardless of the opening force,
that a proposed test does not adversely affect
other equipment (Figure 3). 5. Background noise (Figures 5 and 6) to

..
. investigate potential sources prior to the

Of CVRP valves,72% are also IST valves. test. Where noise could be a proble.n, (a)
Note that although we may use IST test opportu- adjust timing of test (e.g., during a reactor
nities, we do not impose the associated IST fueling outage, when reactor cooling pumps
frequency on these valves, are not running), or (b) optimize test situa-

. . tion, when (a) is not possible (swap running
Non-IST Check Valves, (Figure 4) AE data are pumps, to reduce effect of noise). Limita-
acquired either in accordance with a PM- tions of AE equipment / software must be
generated work order or without a dedicated work known.
order (using, as necessary, generic sensor mount
installation, scaffolding crection, and insulation Data Trending
removal work orders). Scheduled system excut-
sions should be considered as opportunities for Initial trending efforts at CPSES have centered
obtaming data. around the following items:

Test Definition 1. Steady state impact lents (under identical
test conditions)-using the maximtun (or

One of the more time consuming aspects of the
often the "v range") value over a representa-
tive 20-se$ond trace (Figures 7-10)

program has been definition of the optimum
steady-state / stroke test opportunity for each 2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-monitor
valve, with the subsequent tie to appropriate plant change in frequency of interest (especially
events. Refueling or cold shutdown testing was translational natural frequency of valve
identified first, because of the planning time body, inclusive ofinternals)(Figures 7-11)
involved (and the fact that the implementation
year of the program included two outages). 3. Flutter rate, in cycles /sec (of occasional

interest, especially when test includes flow
Determination of the (ptimum test event for an zones causing disc instability)-in these

individual valve required an evaluation of the cases, total time spent in such a flow zone
quahry of test possible. The following items were might be of greater interest than actual
considered: flutter rate.
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Figure 5. Unacceptable "Open Verification"(IST) AE test.
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water" value predicted to
be 152 lower

Figure 10. FFT analysis of steady state impacting on auxiliary feedwater pump miniflow check valve
(3-in, BWIP swing, pressure sealed bonnet).

!
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a.e
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Den M Tame 4 FFT44
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~*
5 Source: hinge pin,

bottom
.o10o .

.oO1o -

1
i

.u001 , , ,
O 3000 5000 7900 10000

*

* Comparison with ISW-0374 (Attachment 8B)
shows a shif t of +150 E:-in this dcminant
frequency .

Figure 11. - FFT of an isolated steady state impact, from Figure 9.

Items 1 and 2 were used in a trending applica- 1RF01 RESULTS
tion (comparison with like valve or past data) to
select a valve for 1RF02 disassembly. The most
notable benefits however, are not expected for The tests m, eluded two main feedwater pump

several years (once more definite trends are discharge checc valves, which are a 20 inch

embliskdh Crane tilt disc. Model 20-7109.There is one
associated with each pump.

Influence of Proper _ Signal
Conditioning , Train A Disassembly Results

i -
Versus Design Review

p The choice of signal conditioning hardware
and software can determine success at trending, The Train A valve (1FW-0006), during its
or even at data evaluation at a whole (Figures 12 IRF01 disassembly exam, exhibited significant
13, and 14). wear on the plunger assembly (plunger, housing,

; NUREG/CP-0123 452
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*

Illustrates the enhancement
'

of filtering on raw data -
| A0impacts defined, as separate

from flow noise ~

Closure Impact

Note that gain setting-*

is incapabin of providing ** Plot 1: AE, t w data

the degree of resolution with x-axis

necessary to show flow toca

change (log, 1 20V) *
bonnet

Some early check valve**

AE data collected by utilities Plot 2: AE high pass

was similar in na*.ure to filtered data--

this (unfiltered) (envelope) of
raw data in

i Plot 1
(x-axis room)*

Figure 12. Closure event in 4-in. BWIP swing check valve (effect of filtering raw data).
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signal distortion 9
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? lot 1: AE raw data
Above illustrates that with y-axis

_
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software (and filtering), (103, 1 20V)
aust have-knowledge of the bonnet
effect of gain setting

Plot 2: AE, raw data
with y-axis
soom
(3g, + 20V)*

'

dighe gain
shows subtle
flow change--
identifies
event more i ',

clearly

Figure 13. Closure event in 4-in. BWIP swing check valve (ciYect of gain setting). E

i
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Plot 1: AE, envelope
(10s, ; 40V)
bonnet

Plot 2: AE, envelope
(3s, + 20v)

.- y-avis room (*)
| -. neck

Of all the traces shown
ir &Tcachment 11, Plot 2
(above) is the most
useful.

Figuro14. Closure event in 4-in. DWIP swing clwck valve (combined effect of fBrering and proper gain
setting).

,

: and spdag) (Figure 15). This emience, at first, ppec disc. However, it n ust be realized that the

: appears to hr at odds with tbe oAginal CVAP analysis is n-lented tc Getect only hinge pin
.

weat and disc stud fe.tigue. With that definition of
jL 1pra-operational) SOER 86-03 Design Report, wear, a wear index o(1 is consistent with the
^T .which concluded that this valve was not a wear'

1RF01 disassnibly results (Figure 16),
problem (wear index = 1, fatigue index = 1) and

f that expected operating conditions provided a The design report (which includes CVAP
flow velceity 44% greata than the valve's utini< results and conadu ation of valve inte rnal geome-

mmn velocity requirements, resn' ting in a fully try and corrosion <.cocerus) did consider the valve
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COMPARISON ON NEW VERSUS OLD INTERNAL CLEARANCES

Old _New
Clos'ance Sido 1 }j.cht2 { Spare)

i

Pin-to-bushing 0.0155 0.014 0.0135

Pin-to-fixed
bushing (disc)* 0.0135 0.015 0.005

Bushing-to-seat 0.0025 0.001 0.002

k

a. fletalning pin intact; this apparently represents the as-installed condition.

'e g g
i
.",_

N ; *
,

r, < r - / .,
-,

' ;s' ,

- :
/.

. .
.

,.
a-, g ..

,

r N :. *

SECTION A-A , [' \
.7

.

N

.s
. .

m '', ~
TAC WELD~ ~ -*t

,
- 3 Pl. AC E.3_

.

/- T
^-,. _.

'

kIch'' 45 i

~ '

N, 12 *

Y\ \ ^\ '

' \ '''

Figure 15. 1RF01 disassembly examination summary of Train A main feedwater pump discharge check
valve--bushing wear.
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PLUNGER HOUSING WEAR
4

_Lookino toward vane internals fsorina end)

lip which stops plunger virtual!y gone along one-fourth of the.

i circumference
severe scoring present on inside of lower borej .

worn patches inside upper bore, area in contact with spr'~g (spring) .

/ also shows wear along outer diameter)

Lookina toward bonnet (oluncer end)

approximats!y 125 mils (1/8 in.) of wear. In less than 18 months of.

commercial service

1 1

PLUNGER WEAR

desirable point of contact

/ -~ actual contact point >

' depth of wear .-
8. es wear region

62 mils (1/16-in.). on plunger housing
,

l

1 inch OD (3clid 316 stainless steel)e &

Figure 16. 1RF01 disassembly examination sununary of Train A main feedwater pump discharge check '
valve-plunger assembly wear.

body and disc to be susceptible to erosion /corro- the utility. A recent informal re-analysis using
sion, recommending yearly exams for this reason. more accurate values, as supplied by the valve
However, it did not identify the plunger asembly manufacturer, for five specific parameters (disc
as a candidate for excessive " wear." weight, disc diameter, seat diameter, impinge-

ment angle, bushing length) showed that the.-

Rofinement of Design Review. Origiral valve was a potential wear concern. 'Ihe revised
inputs to the analysis were estimates provided by values of three parameters were notably different

457 NUREG/CP-0123
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from original estimates and proved to be quite plunger is serving as the main initial backstop, as
inDuendalin the antlysis (Table 4), expected according the manufacturer.

Operational History. A review of plant com._ Planned Action. Both valves have been sched-

puter data revealed a history of frequent cycling u*ed for disastembly at IRF02. Further action

(approximately two to three. imes per month), (e.g., design modification) will be based on
leveling off at 16+ kgpm (greater than origina) disassembly examination results.

design report Qmin of 12.3 kgpm), with a sotne.
times sporadic nature to the flow. His, however, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
is considered normal feedwater operation. Miniflow Check Valve

Corrective Action. The plunger assembly Tests included three 3. inch Borg Warner
(plunger, spring, housing) and bushings were swinF, pressure sealed bonnet, Model 75510
replaced. valves, one associated with each pump (one tur-

bine driven, tw motor driven).
Trailn B Disassembly Results.ne Train B
valve (lFW-0013), the only other of this model in 1 AF4057 Disassembly Results.1 AF-0057
Unit 1 or Common, was disassembled during the was selected fur disassembly based on previous
spring 1991 mid-cycle outage and found to have AE f ata results (Figure 17), Disassembly
broken tack welds at the plunger-to-bonnet revealed evidence of disc stud nut contact with
interface. the valve body wall in the neck region. (Ilowever,

there were indications that the disc stud was com-

AE Data, AE data were first collected during pleting the open trip to the backstop, when in f act j
1RF01 (after the disassembly examination of the stop was mushroomed.) {

IFW-0006), At approximately 14 kgpm flow
through valve, the AE data revealed consistent, Sample Expansion. Previous AE data (avail-
though low-magnitude, steady-state disc.to. able on only one of the like valves) supported
plunger activity (approximately 0.100 g; mag. existence of the same problem, but to a somewhat

netic mounts used) with frequent backstop lesser degree, in I AF-0069. The I AF-0057 disas,

tapping (to 0,890 g in 1FW-0006,0.400 in sembly results, along with this AE data, led to the

1FW-0013). Also evident is the fact that the disassembly of the other two like valven

Table 4. Results of refinements.

Value

Parameter Refined Original Reason for change

Disc weight 200 lb 123lb Casting weight supplied by
vendor versus rough ctdculation
by utility

Impingement angle 12 degrees 18 degrees Rough estimate based on
knowledge of tilt disc
performance

Bushing lengtl4 4.1 in. 2.5 in. Original estimate was
conservative

NUREG/CP-0123 455L
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37 UID4 :

Tn I""
J M o'a,' c iIa

' T s 13 30r12

!
'

| P* c t 1 Plot ti

tesetE E4134 EA364
RESOL 1s 30 le 90
H-axis pooenas swoonasg

" " "0.00 - 4.98 - 9.97 14.98 19.94

41 y is.es 37.36

Y Tint

4.9h- 9. 14.95 19. go
.

7
e
9

+ in
Consistent impacting
greate: than 20s in neck, Plot 11 AE, envelope
Note that steady state

( 00g, + 2V)impseting levels are bonnet
greater'in neck than in

""' *
Plot 2: AE, envelope _

(300g, * 2V)
neck

Test Scenario: AS)E XI
operability-

(open verifica-
tion via flow)

Figure 17. Steady state impacting in auxiliary feedwater pump miniflow check valve (3-in, BWIP swing,
. pressure sealed bonnet).

1 AF-0045 showed evidence of (a) same disc --1 AF 0069 showed (a) evidence of disc stud / .e

nut contact with valve body wall. but to a stud / nut contact, but most minor of the
lesser degree than shown in 1 AF-0057 (evi- three; wear was evident on nut (no e.vidence

dence existed to show stud was hitting stop) of stud contact with stop); (b) cracked ball
and (b) disc rubbing valve body wall at bushing; (c) stud out of alignment (angled
10:00 and 2:00 positions, but to a lesser from disc joint); and (d) evidence of disc
degree than shown in 1 AF-0045 - rubbing valve body wall.

I
|
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!

Corrective Action Taken. The following hardship valves " those that cannot be tested at
conective actions were taken for the three valves: maximum accident flow (or for which such is

j
|

impractical), that is, valves facing disassembly
'

I AF-0057. Honed valve neck to allow for inspection as an only recourse.
e

greater internal clearance (wall kept within )
j

manufacturer's minimum requirements). For IST efforts, the nonintrusive test is of inter- {

I AF-0069. Honed valve neck and body wall est only to prove that an open or closed position !e

has been reached. When evaluated "with blinders |to allow greater clearance for movement of
internals- on," the nonintrusive test data become no rnore

useful than traditional flow testing (Figure 18).

I AF-0045. (a) Replaced ball bushing and
Only when consideration,in the form of ane

stud; (b) increased stop length to conform t increased test frequency (or even a greater time

manufacturer's recommendations (done allowance by Operations personnel for comple-

earlier in l AF-0057 and 1 AF-0069); and tion of data evaluation),is given for the more ,

(c) boned valve neck and body wall. complete test should nonintrusive techniques be
more thoroughly pursued for IST take-credit situ-

i

" "'Subsequent issues. The attempted replace.e

ment of the swing arm (in 1 AF-0057) with a
B OGWWmanufacturer-endorsed " improved equiva-

lent" part led to generation of a 10 CFR 21
Report by the utility. The utility's written Kalsi Engineering,1989,"SOER 86-3 Check
report to the NRC, dated February 28,1992, Valve Application Review," Document
concluded that the " improved" part was not No.1624, prepared for TU-Electric CPSES
cornpletely interchangeable in our applica. Unit 1. November 30.

i

tion, leading to a potential failure of the
valve to close. It also stated that there was, Liberty Technologies,"QUICKCHECK User
in our application, no safety significant con- Manual, Specification QCX-1-Uhi-02."
sequence associated with a failure to close
(only an open safety function is Ozol, John, "How Check Valves Fail," ASME/
recognized). NRC Joint Symposium.

CONCLUSIONS Siewart, n. L.,1991 " Incorporating Acoustic
Emission into Check Valve Inservice Test-

Thougn early in plant operation, CPSES ing," EPRI Fluid Systems Testing and*

Unit I has successfully used AE to identify Analysis Forum, October 29-30.
valves requiring refurbishment.

Utah State University Foundation,1991,(for
Post baseline, no design review analysis is Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group and

*

more effective than properly used nonintru- EPRI)," Evaluation of Nonintrusive Diag-
sive test data results and site maintenance nostic Technologies for Check Valves
history. In fact, these two factors basically (NIC-01), Volume 1: Summary" prepubil-
revalidate or modify the design review, cation copy of EPRI Report NP-7235,

February.
AFTERTHOUGHT

VibraMetrics,1982," Application Note AN 117:
Nonintrusive monitoring should be used only Using Super Magnets with High Frequency

in the operational readiness assessment of"IST Accelerometers," March.
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Figure 18. Open verification versus condition monitoring (6-in. BWIP Swing Check Valve in FWPB
line).
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Figure 18. (continued).
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Attachment 1. Summary of CPSES Unit I check valv' s monitored to date.e

Manufactmer Model Description System Quantity

TRW Mission 24CC302WA 24-in. dual disc (SS%T disch) SW 2

Westinghouse 04000CS88 4.in. swing (centrif chg pmp disch) CS 2

04000CS87 4-in. swing (S1 pmp disch) S1 2

06000CS88 6-in. swing (RilR lix to hot leg) (cold leg S1 2

inj isol,1-8818) SI 4

08000 CSS 4 8-in. swing (RHR Hx to chg pmp suct) S1 2

08000CS82 8-in. swing (RWST to chg pmp suct) Cl 1

1

10000CS84 10-In. swing (RCS cold leg inj,1-8948; SI 5

accum disch,1-8956)

14000CS84 14-in. swing (RilRP suct) R11 2

Rockwell 1-1/2-838YTl 1-1/2-in, piston (DG air start) DO 8

2-D3664T1

2-D3664T1 2-in. stop (piston) (RCP thermal barrier CC 4

inlet)

2-B36164T3 (same) CC 4

18-970BQTY 18-in. tu FW 4

Borg Warner 75560 4-in, swing picssure scaled bonnet (SG AF 8

suct)

75810 16-in swing bolted bonnet (CI'P suct) Cr 2

75510 3-in. swing pressure scaled bonnet (AFWP AF 3

miniflow)

75640 6-in, swing pressure sealed bonnet (AFWT AF 3

disch)
~

454KAB11 6-in. swing FW 6

75580 4.'m. swing return from RCPs) CC 4

76360 10-in swing CC 1

Crane 20-323B 20-in. tilt (CO pmp disch) CO 2

20-in. t lt (FWP disch) FW 220-7109 i

3 147 3-in. swing 1/2 XU AF 1

Atwood & 14308-01 14-in. swing (Turbine to FWH 1/A/B) EX 2

Morrill
14308-02 14-in. swing (.. 2A/B) EX 2

14308-03 24-in. swing (.. 3A/B) EX 2

14308-04 30-in. swing (.. 4 A/B) FX 2

TOTAL 83

Above valves were all tested at least once since May N9U vin:n CVRP was procedutally put in place. Some

information-only testing was conducted August 1990 through April 1991, but it is not mflected ia above table.
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Evaluation of Nonintrusive Examination Methods
Dr. Paul Tullis, Utah State University Foundation

Michael Lind, Philadelphia Electric Company

ABSTRACT

Check valves are ured extentively to nuclear power plants. Studies conducted by
the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), the Electric Power Res-arch
Inst!:ute (EPRI), and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisdon (NRC) point out
that many of these valves are located in safety-related systems and are not function.
ing proputy. As a result, INPO issued a Significant Operating thperience Report
(SOER) 86-03,'nds was followed by the NRC assuing Generic 1.etter 8944, which
required that all safety related cNk valves in nuclear power plants have a regular
monitoring prograta.

% mirdmire the impact of these directit es on plant operations, the utilities need
nonintrusive diagnostic techniques to replace or supplement disassembly and
inspection procedures. To purrue this need, a group of utilities organir.ed the
Nuclear Indusuy Check Valvt, Group (NIC)in 1989. His parent committee subt.c.
quently organlied a subcommittee, Nonintrusive lhamination Committee (NEC),
to investigate existing technologies for nonintrusively examining ched valves.
Tecimologies considered for evaluation included acoustic signature analysis, mag-
netic signature analysis, ultrasonic inspection, and fiber optic, radiographic, and
thesmographic inspection.

In cooperation with EPRI, the NIC comus ce om ad two research programs
to investigate acoustic, magnetic, and ultrm & tetic,ud for check valves oper-
ating h water and reeumatic systems. The c tw uearch progvams were com-.

pleted unnt contract with the Utah Water Rt warch laboratory. Tir chase 1
(water) testing war completed in 1990 and the phase ? (pneumatic) in 199. 3ree
vendors representing three different technologies participated in p' nase I test pro-
gram. Two of the vendors participated in phase 2 test program,

in addition to the testing program sponsored by the NIC committee, independ
testing was carried out at the Utah Water Research Lateratory by a fourth vene
to evaluate their acoustic / ultrasonic lustrumentation system.

His paper surmnarizes the results of those three testing programs and describes
the capabilities of the three technologies. ne paper is not intended to be an evalua-
tion or erdorsement of any vendor, but an assessment of technology.

He r".uts of the testing pron; am show that the three tecimologies do provide
viable alternatives to disassembly and visual inspection of check valves. With base-
line data available on a new valve (undegraded), the technologies in general de
able to distinguish between a new valve and a valve with cegried internals. Yney
could usually locate the area of the degradation, and in a few .ases, were able to
distingmsh quantitatively between degradations. ne tr.chnologies could determine

1.
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if the disc was stuck, missing, or operating normally through ib emire stroke.The
{

,

ultrasonic and magnetic tecimiques were able to detennine rnean disc potition, and
;

identify n>agnitude and frequency of disc flutter in watrr systems. De magnetic
technique was also able to do this in air systems.%e three tecimologies wen able

,

to detect seat and backstop tapping, plus movement of the intemr' parts.

\
During the first phase of the NEC testing,intemal magunics were used. During '

the second phase (pneumatic) external acoustics and magnetics were used. During
the pneumatic testing, no ultrasonic instrumenta'Jon was used.

INTRODUCTION acastic 61snamre analysis; lienee-Movais arr i
Movats) who used ultrasonics, and Liberty

,

Check valves are flow-activated devices Technologies who used acousiics and electro-
.

6esigned to fully open and opeinte firmly back. magnetics. All three companics participated in
seated under normal forward flow conditions and the water phase of the NIC testing, and lienze.
close quickiv to prevent reversal of flow. If the M vats and Liberty 'Ibchnologies participated in ,

;

valves are improperly designed, improperly = the pnmmatic phase of the tesdng.
3

selected, or operated at low discharges, the disc
may float freely and not be fully bacLacated. If In addition to the NIC sponsored testing pro-

'

such a vtave ns located downstream from a distur. grams, independent testing was carried out at the

bance, such as au cibow, control valve, or pump' Utah Water Research Laboratory by B&W ;

tl,c..turbuler,t flow conditions wdl cause exagger. Nuclear Service Company on their acoustic / i

~ ltmsonic system.
.

u
ated disc motion and accelerated wear. If such '

valves are not properly monitored and main-
tdned, they can malfunction, This paper describes the capabilities of the |

three technologies represented by the four '

vendors.
As an alternative to disassembly and visual

", . inspection, nonintrusive diagnostic techniques EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
have been developed. Such techniques include
acourtic signature analysis, raagnetic signature Nic Phase 1 Testing-Water

, analysis, ultrasonic inspection, and radiography.

A total of eleven valves were tested with water'

la April 1989, a group of utilities formed the during the phase 1 NIC sponsored testing Part A
Nuclear industry Check Valve Group (NIC) to of thc testing program included tests on the fol.,

E investigate these technologies in detail. %e com- lowing five valves:
= mittee sponsored two research programs at the

J Utah _ ater kesearch Laboratory to investigateW 10-inch (25.4 cm) Crane Swing Checke

the three technologies. The research program
included tests on swing check, till disc check, lift 12-inch (30.48 cm) Valmatic ' nit Disc*

check valve 4 and duo check valves in sizes rang.t

o1 -ing from 1~ 5 inch (3.81 cm) through 24 inch - 4. nch (10.16 cm) Velan Swing Check.
.

$ -(61.0 cm). The valves represented a variety of
' pressure classes, valve styles, and valve materials 10-inch (25.4 cm) Mission Duo-Checke

|(cabon, stainless, and brass). Testing was con-
ducted using water and air n the flow medium. - 10-luch (25.4 cm) Velan Swing Chrei,.

For these valves, the vendors were informed of
Participation in the NIC-sponsored testing pro- all test conditions prior to testing and all details

- gram was open to all vendors: three accepted the ' regarding intemal conditions of the valves includ-
Invitation: the CANUS Corporption, who used ing degradations, Part A was designed to allow
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i

the vendors to gain additional experience on These research prograrns were designed to
interpreting their resuhs 'oy knowing beforehatd determine if the technologies are capable of mea-
what degradation condition existed in the valves. suring disc motion, including:

Part B of phase 1 hKlud-d tests on the follow. 1. Mean disc position

ing six valves:
2. Magnitude and frequency of disc tuotion

16 inch (40.6 cm) Rockwell' nit Disc*
3. Backstop tapping

24 inch (61.0 cm) Wimatic Bit Disce
4. Seat tapping

24 inch (61.0 cm) Atwood & Morrill Swing*
5. Mmw of dix e on h5 pin

Check

6. Full stroke of disc
20-inch (50 ff em) Atwood & Morrill Swinge

Check 7. Movert.ent of dtse on stud pin.

6-inch (15.2 cm) Powell Swing Check Degradations tes'ed in the valves varied with.
.

the specific type of valve, but included the
6-inch (15.2 cm) Crane Tilt Disc. following:.

For these valves, the vendors were not 1. Ilinge pin wear
informed about the depadations being tested.
The vendors were excluded from the test area 2. Stud pin wear

when the valves were disassembled to make
changes. 3. Wear of the disc (for llft-checks)

4. Stuck disc and missing discThe vendors were required to submit a preliml.
nary qualitative evaluation of the valve degrada.

5. Missing or broken springtion within two days after completion of the tests.
Upon receipt of their preliminary evaluations, the

6. Seat leakagevendors were told what the degradation actually
was, and were then allowed additional time for

7. Combined stud and hinge pin weardetailed analysis before submitting their final
retorie.

8. Uneven hinge pin wear

ne indapendent testing perforned by B&W g ,g g g; 9
Nuclear Service Company was done on the fol. g
lowing fous valves:

Tests were conducted initially on a new valve
10-inch (25.4 cm) Crane Swing Check to determine the minimum velocity required to

e

fully open and backseat the valve under uniform
20-inch (50.8 cm) Atwood & Morrill Swing flow conditions and with disturbed approach.

Check conditions. Following these primary tests, the
valve was operated under the following

4-inch (10.16 cm) Velan Swing Check conditions:e

4-inch (10.16 cm) Valmatic Tilt Disc. 1. Valve closed with no flow*
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!2. Yalve closed with seat leakage induced
(new valves only) 1,5-inch (3.81 cm) Anchos Darling Lif+

Chuk

3. Establish sufficient flow to fully back seat 1.5 inch (3.81 cm) Vogt Lif t Check*

(valve fully open) the valve without
turbulenc-e Only L,oerty Technologies and lienze Movats

participated in the phase 2 testing The instrumen-
4. Reduce the valve opening to induce tation evaluated dwing the phase 2 testing were i

backstop tapping without artificial acoustics and external magnetics.

turbulence
No practice valves were included in phase 2.

All of the valves were tested with unknown$. Induce turbulence and obtain backstop degradations,
tapping

1he research program and the degradations
6. Reduce flow to set the disc at approximately tested were essentially the same as for the phase 1

75% open without turbulence wates tests.

7. Induce turbulence to increase disc motion at DESCRIPTION OF
approximately 75% TECHNOLOGIES

ft. Reduce flow to approximately 30% without Acoustics
turbulence

lhe instrumentation package for acoustic mon.
9. Induce turbulence at 30% disc position it ring c nsists of pier.oelectric sensors (accel-

crometers) with associated electronics for signal
10. Attempt to induce seat tapping (valve conditioning, recording.and analysis. Analysis of

c3g3g the accelerometer data makes it peasible to detect

the cmdition of check valves by analyring struc-
11, Simulate a pump trip / start test by rapidly '"h'm

'" ng paru or by
3 ddsstopping and then re-establishing the flow.

The independent testing carried out by B&W The number and location of the sensors varies

Nuctett Service Company at the Utah Water with the type of valve Usually, a minimum ofIwo

Research Laboratory closely followed the proce-
sensors are used one placed nen the seat and one

dure of the phase 1 NIC testing- near the backstop. Additional accelerometers can

te located if cross correlations are dessed to fur-

NIC Phase 2 Testing-Air timr pinpoint the exact source of the degradation.

Numerous techniques are available to maxi <

A total of five valves were tested with air dur- * * * '** "### #**# #"'
ing the phase 2 NIC sponsored testing: e sunp est level of analysh is to obsem Ge

raw output from the accelerometer on a scope arxl

4-inch (10.16 cm) Velan Swing Check observe those spikes that are above a selected*

threshold. While interpreting the raw signal on an

3-inch (7.62 cm) Fairbanks Swing Check oscilloscope, the operator should listen to thee

(Drass Body, Brass Internals) accelerometer noise to help identify the threshold
level of the impact noises,

i * 3-inch (7.62 cm) Fairbanks Swing Check A variety of filtering techniques can be used to
(Brass Body, Steel Internals)

eliminate electrical noise, flow disturbances, or
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cavitat ot. his malet it easier to sdentify those pulus. ne system only wc.tks in hquid mediums.
spikes cauvl by loon internals and impacting of It will not work with gas steam, or in bquid sys.
the disc upin.' the seat er backstop, ter s where heavy cavitation results in mot aseh

t iow.

ne signal can also be plotted on an expanded
scale to observe the form and the duration of the The placement and orientation of the direc.
event, This makes it possible to distin,uish tional transducer is critical because the signal
between cavitation noise, tapping, and grinding must be reHected off the proper surface. WHb
sounds from the valve. With proper filtering and check valves, the signalis normally reflected
analysis techniques, reliable data can be obtained from the disc, the hinge arm, or the hinge, ne
even in systems with a high level of background system detects distance by rneasurmg the tu
turbulence including cavitation. As the cavitation between the transmission and the receptmn of the

increases,it becomes more dif ficult to distinguish reDected signal. The transducer must be posi-
between valve noises and flow noises. During the tioned so that it can obtain a good tellected signal

test program, the background turbulence and from the etisc ovtr the full strde of disc motion.
cavitation were generated by throttling a valve fly first otvining baseline d.ita with the disc fully
locrued 2 to $ diameters upstream from the check closed and then fully open, the position of the disc

vrJve, if a control valve upstream from the check at an intermediate value can be determined. De
valve is cavitating heavily,it makes it impossible high frequency response of the system also
to use ultrasonics, makes the use of acoustics enables the magnitude and frequency of the dise

questionable, will greatly increase disc instability motion to be determined,

and wear, and possibly will cause crosion damage
due to cavitation collapse. To apply this techulogy properly,it is helpful

to have detailed information on the geometry of
the valve internals. His enables the transducer toMore sophisticated analysis can be carried out

using Fast Fourier Transform spectrum analysis be mounted properly and aligned to focus on the

techniques and cross-correlations to help pinpoint appropriate internal component,

the exact kication from which the noise is Fener.
ated. This is helpful in interpreting the type of Magnetic Signature Analysis
degradation.

Two magnetic signature analysis systems were

De acoustic technique can detect disc move- investigated by Liberty. For the phase I testing, a -

ment and tapping, but cannot locate the exact rennanent magnet was installed on the disc arm

position of the disc nor quantify the amount or and a hah cffect probe attached externally, ne

frequency of disc flutter. Han effect prole is a magnetic flux denwity tre-
ducer that produces an electrical signal propor.
t nal t the magne& Gux. Re magnet assenMyBaseline data on a valve in a new condition are
celus of a samarium <obah magnet henned.helpful for proper interpretation of the accel.

erometer data. cally scaled in a stainless steel housing with a
cone-shaped Hux concentrator and a stainless steel
bamM d n f thedix annclumpenhe magnedeUltrasonic Signature Analysis field produced by the permanent magnet. This
effect is picked up by the llall probe and inter.

The ultrasonic transducers are devices that preted to provide information on dise position.
both trammit and receive ultrasonic information.
The ultrasonic transmitter transforms elecitic The second technique used by I,1berty was
energy into ultrasonic energy. The receiver con- external magnetics, where ac magnetic coils are
verts ultrasonic energy back to electric energy, attached externally to the valve and positioned to
The transducers operate in the megahertz range, that the movement of the valve disc creates maxi. ,

and send and receive directional ultrasonic mum interruption of the magnetic field. The
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I

i

I

intemiption of the magnetic field by the move. De potentiometer data were taken independently
ment of the disc is processed to provide informa. by the lateratory. Tables 1 ad 2 compare a num-

;

;
'

' tion on disc po;lden arel motion. ber of test runs showing the corupprison telweca,

!
the lateratory disc opening measurement and diat i

ITT Movats als0 vsea en eddy current technique measured by the ultrasonic and the internal mag- I

dudng phant 2 for measuring disc movement. netic instru nentation. In almost all cases, these is

less than 5% difference between the laboratory
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS reading and the vendors' readings. The uncer- {

|

_

_ tainty in the lab data is about 2 to 3% ne ultra.
{Determinstion of Mean Disc sonic and magnetic techniques are most accurate '

Position '''*"b' ***' ""d ** '"" P"' P S hi " b'#8"$'
the instrumentation is calibrated there.

De standard used to evaluate the accuracy of
the_ ultrasonic and magnetic techniques in mea. ne external magnetics have a resolution of a
suring mean disc position was a potentiometer fraction of a percent near the full open position.
attached to a cable wrapped around the hinge arm. During one test run when the valve was supposed

Table 1. Determination of disc position using Ultrasonics.

Valve Run USUF data Ultrasonles
number number disc open% disc o[wn%

Part A

1 :8 73.2 73.4 ;
9 33.1 36.7 i

2 101 75.0 68.4
103 30.4 34.9

3 146 76.2 81.3
148 33.3 30.2

4 210 78.5 83.4
212 52.3 48.3

5 275 74.0 82.2
277 29.3 37.3

Pari B

6: 345 73.7 69.4
347 29.9 35.4

7 392 78.6 69.3
394. 35.7 30.0

8 443 63.3 55,4
445 25.8 27.6

9- 48-2 75.2 78.9
484 29.5 29.4

l0' $34 74.0 79.4
536 30.1 32.9

11- 606 76.5 70.3
608 29.6 29.6

.
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Tablo 2. Detennination of dis; posidon using Magnetics.
_

Wlve Run USUF data Mynetics
number number disc open4 disc openi

Part A

1 8 73.2 74.0

9 33.1 31.0

2 101 75.0 78.0
103 30.4 25.0

3 146 76.2 76.0
148 33.3 33 D

4 210 78.5 86.0

212 52.3 40.0

3 275 74.0 82.0

277 29.3 33.0
,

Part B

6 345 73.7 75.0
347 29.9 30.0

7 392 78.6 79.0
394 35 7 35.0

8 443 63.3 60.0
445 25.8 30.0

9 482 75.2 70.0
484 29.5 40.0

10 534 74.0 73.0

536 30.1 32.0

11 606 76.5 78.0 -

608 29.6 29.0

to be fully open, the magnetic sensor was able to about 50% closure, the disc moved out of the

detect that it was 99.6% open. Upon further ultrasonic beam.

Investigation by the laboratory,it was detennined
that the valve was indeed not yet fully backsested. Laboratory data on magnitude and frequency

of disc fir.aer were compared with the ultrasonic'

and magnetic information. It was found that both

Ultrasonic and magnetic techniques can both techniques could accurately measure both magni-

follow the disc motion during a pump trip and tude and frequency of disc flutter,

restart test. Figure I shows the output of the ultra-
sonic instrumentation for rapid closing and Disc impact
reoperdng of the check valve Figure 2 is a similar
plot from the magnetics. The data in Figures 1 impacts of the disc against the seat or valve
and 2 were taken on valves operating with water txx1y can be detected by the acoustic sensors. If
as the fluid medium. For one of the test valves, ultrasonics or magnetics are used in conjunction

the ultrasonic probe could not be positioned so it with the acoustic sensors, seat tapping or back.

could measure the full stroke of the disc. After stop tapping can easily be detected because the

471 NUREG/CP-0123
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Figure 1. Ultrasonic output for pump trip / start test on 12 inch tilt disc (new).
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Figure 2. Magnetic and acoustic output for pump trip / start test for 12-inch tilt disc.

menn position of the disc can be measured 'Ihe if the ultrasonics are used by themselves, seat

ultrasonics and magnetics are also useful la set- tappings can be distinguished from backstop tap-

ting the threshold level to distinguish between ping if the flow rate is known or by using cross-
those excursions on the accelerometer output that correlation techniques that compare the output
are caused by flow noise and those that are caused from multiple transducers located at different
by tapping, locations on the valve.
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Since the acoustic sensors detect flow noise as example, for a new valve, the impact of the disc
well as structural noise, filtering or spectrum against the seat during a pump trip usually gener-
analysis to separate the disc noises from the flow ales a slngle, clean spike in the accelerometer
poiset is sometimes necessary. Filtering can also dsta. If the vah e contains degraded intenuts, typ-
be used to elimicate the etTect of cavitation on the ically th impact consists of a number of small
acceltrometers signal. Impacts plus one large impact. Figure 3 is a

blow up of inultiple closure impacts cwed by
%e test data also indicate that a difference in 15% hinge pin wear on a 12-inch (30.5 cm) tilt

the duration and wave form of the disturtunces is dise check valve.
caused by cavitation, disc impacting, and loose
rubbing parts. The cavitation event usually is a Degraded intemals can also be detected from
high amplitude and very short event (approxi-

the magnetic signal from a pump trip test. A
mately $ msec), a disc impact is typically around

gegraded valve normally produces a rippling
30 msec and has a sharp rise with an exponential

effect in the llall eff ects probe as the disc lifts off
. decay. Rubbing or movement of loose partr typi-

the seat. For a new valve, the signal is clean as k
cally approximately 100 msec, with a more ran-

duc departs from the seat,
dom wave form.

Maximum benefit can be obtained from the Degraded internals can be diagnosed by
nonintrusive diagnostic techniques if baseline comparing the magnitude at different frequencies
data on a new undegraded valve are available. and the spectrum of the accelerometer data for the *

Periodically testing the valve will produce trend- deg 3ded valve compared to a new valve operat-

ing data that will help quailfy the amo st of wear ing under similar flow conditions. If data are nc t
as a function of time, available for the valve in a new condition, the

analysis is less precise. Each vendor has devel.

The acoustic monitoring system can provide OPed different techniques of filtering and
useful information about the instability of valve perf rming spectrum analyses and cross-
intercals. When combined with either the ultra, c trelations to maximize the data obtained from
sonic or magnetic instrumentation, the acoustic the accelerometers.

monitoring system gives a fairly complete picture
of the movement of valve intcuts. The location Another method of obtaining hinge tan wear is
and degree of degradation can then be by use of an ultrasonics transducer focused on the
determined. hinge pin. If baseline data are available from the

valve when it was in a new condition, the ultra.
Detecting Valve Degradations sonic transducer can detect the amount of wear by

measuring the drop of the hinge pin from its origi.

Onc of the most useful tests for detecting valve nal position. A similar technique could be
degradation is the pump trip / start test. Figure 2 is empi yed using magnetics to detect the dropping

a typical plot of such a test, recording acoustic f the hinge arm,

and magnetic information simultaneously, The
magnetic (or ultrasonic transducer data) tracks Degradation such as a stuck or missing disc is
the movement of the disc during the closure and easily detected by any of the three techniques. A
opening. The accelerometer data detects the stuck disc obviously produces a constant output
impact of the disc against the seat during closure from cither the ultrasonic or the magnetic sensor,
and the impact of the disc against the backstop If the disc is missing, the ultrasonic transducer
during ope.ning, will fall to locate the disc, and will focus on the

valve body, which again will have no motion. If
he k_ey to detecting the degradation is proper the transducer is focused on the hinge arm (as

analysis of the accelerometer data at impact. For with a swing check valve), the position of the arm
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Figure 3. Closing impact of till disc with 15% hinge pin wear for 12. inch till disc. .

will be much different at the same flow rate than quency and the disc opening different for the_ ,

V -. If the disc were present. Also, the l'requency of same flow rate as with the ultrasonics. . ;

motion will be higher because of the reduced#

*

mass.
With the external magnetics,if the disc and '

moving parts are stuck, there will be no output
; if internal magnetics r te used and the magnet is fmm the magnetic sensor. If the disc is lying on

p

on the disc and the disc laying in the bottom of the - the bottom of the valve and the hinge arm is mov-
'

vr.lve, them will be little change in the Hall effects ing, there will be some signal, but it will be con -
probe output. lf the permanent magnet is pwanted siderably different than if the mass of the disc -

y
_ on the disc arm, the flutter will be at a higher fre- . were attached to the ann.
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Space does not allow a detailed discussion of Rey could identify those valves that are operat.
the techniques used by the four different vendors. Ing in a stable condition with the disc firmly back.
Also, much of their data processlug is proprietary seated versus those operating in a highly
and cannot be disclosed in detail. As a resuh the disturbed condition with the disc not backseated,
capAilities of each of the technologies are sum- but experiencing significant motion and corte-
matired in the following tables. Table 3 shows the sponding wear,
four vendor " score cards" for predicting the vari-
ous degndations. One significant difference between the evalua-

tion of the technologies in the laboratory and in
CONCLUSION AND the field 15 th8' fo' c^ h v81ve tc5ted "5 Part fthi5

' '"d ' 'b " * "d " * "" * *'' ' ' b'''" h * **I'"*7RECOMMENDATIONS
Informati- 1 on a valve in a new condition. Such

.

informath.n may not be available for plant valves.
All three technologies provide useful informa- A complete operational history on the test valve

tion about the condition of the internals of check willimprove accuracy of the prediction for
valves. They appear to be a viable alternative to in plant tests, liowever, even in the absence of
disassembly and visual inspection of check baseline information, useful information can be
valves in detennining the condition of the valve obtained with these techniques.
Intemals. With baseline data available on a new
(undegraded) valve, the technologies were gener. As shown in Table 3, vendor score cards for
ally able to distinguish between a new valve and a detecting degradations, all three methods demon-
valve with degraded internals. Rey could usually strated the ability to determine conditions of
identify the source of the degradation and in a few check valves. Dough no one tuethod proved that
cases distinguish between degradations. They it alone could determine the entire condition of
could determine if the disc was missing, stuck, or the valve, combinations can determine most
operating normally through its entire stroke. The degradations, including valve position. These
ultrasonic and magnetic techniques were able to methods will not only enhance a predictive main-
determine the mean disc position and identify the tenance program, but can also enhance an inser-
magnitude and frequency of disc flutter. He three vice test program by determining valve position
technologies were able to detect seat and back- and the ability of the valve to perform its intended
stop tapping and movement of the intemal parts. safety function.

Table 3. Vendor score cards for detecting degradations.

Ultrasonics /
Ultrasonics / Magnetic / acoustics

Degradation Acoustics acoustics acoustics (vendor)

Tests diagnosed correctly
,,

liinge pin degradation 13 of 14 14 of 14 14 of 14 8 of 8

Stud pin degradation 2 of 2 2 of 2 2 of 2 2 of 2

Combined hinge and stud
pin degradation

Missing or stuck disc 3 of 3 3 of 3 3 of 3 1 of 1

New valve repeated (as unknown 1 of 4 2 af 4 3 of 4 2 of 2
degradation)
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Evaluation of Proposed inservice Testing Procedures
for Parallel-Line Safety injection and Accumulator

Discharge Check Valves
John C. Mayers and Donald A. Casada

Oak Hldga National Laboratory 3

ABSTRACT

This paper presen's the results of an evaluation of proposed inservice testing pro-
cedures intended to provide full-stroke exercising of two sets of check valves in a
pressurized water reactor plant. One set consists of three valves located in the three
parallel, t.ombined high ar .vw-head, cold leg safety injection lines.Re oter set
consists of valves installed in the sa':ty injection accumulatos discharEe lines. ne
proposed acceptance criteria for , parallel-line valves were based on total flow
and pressure drop determination for the three-line system, proving that each line is
functioning satisfactorily. The proposed acceptance criteria for the accumulator
discharge valves were based on valve flow rate, as detortnined by two methods: the
rate of accumulator pressure decay and the mte of pressuriter level change. ne
conclusions of the evaluation are that full stroking is not positively dernonstrated
for either set of valves, that total system flow / pressure drop is an insensitive indica-
tor of flow through each of the parallellines, and that temperature transients during
accumulator blowdown testing should be evaluated for potential structural damage.

INTRODUCTION charge check valves, one pair for each of three
accumulators, as shown in Figure 2. Alternative
tests vere proposed to be conducted during

At the request of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory refueling outages.
Commission's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) ORNL's evaluation of each request consisted
evaluated two relief requests pertaining to the of an analysis of the proposed testing methodal-
requirements for quarterly full or part-stroking ogy to assess the validity of the methodology and
and for cold shutdown stroke exercising of two to identify alternatives that might provide more
groups of valves in a pressurited water reactor positive confirmation of acceptable valve perfor-
plant. The first relief request was for three com- mance. This paper presents the results of the eval-
bined high and low head, cold leg safety injec- untions and discusses two issues of possible
tion check valves that are located in three parallel generic importance that may help plant operators
injection lines, as indicated in Figure 1, and the in their inservice testing of check valves used in
second was for three pairs of accumulator dis- these applications.

a. Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory t'ommission under
Interafency Agreement DOE 1886-8082 8B with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No.
DE AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems,! r.

1
'
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Parallol Check Valves for
Hl0h and Low Head St Pumps

\
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" ty
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Figure 1. Simplified flow diagram for safety injection system.

COMBINED HIGH- AND test would be conducted by operating one low.

LOW-HEAD SAFETY INJECTION h'* d '*f*'Y '"J'''i " P"*P "hh '"c" " ''''"
CHECK VALVES from the reactor water storage tank and discharge

airough me three paranel injection lines conten.
ing tbc three valves to the reactor coolant system

In this request, relief was sought frota exercis- (HCS) With the vessel head removed, the dcUv-
ing the three combined high- and low-head, cold ered flow ultimately would be collected in the
leg safety injection check valves in accordance refueling cavity.
with the requirements of Section XI of the ASME

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Relief from Proposed acceptance criteria would be based on
- quarterly full- or part stroke exercising at power establishing that measured total flow delivered by
was requested because of the lack of installed the sysicm is equal to or greater than that deter.
instrumentation, the relative system pressures, and mined by andysis of pump and system character-
the potential for a premuture failure of the injec- istics for the head imposed on the system at the
tion nor21es as a result of thermal shock from cold time of the test. It was claimed that meeting the cri.
water injection. R elief from exercising during cold teria would verify that acceptable flow is achieved
shutdown V equested because such testing both for the total system and in each cf the three
would requ. ..ll. flow injection to the reactor parallel branch lines. It was further claimed that
coolant system, where there is insufficient expan- the test will verify that cAch of the check valves is
sion volume to receive the additional inventory. full-stroke exercised by the test, because accept-

able branch line flows result in ve!xities greater
It was proposed that the satisfactory perfor- than the minimum velocity required to produce

!
mance of the check valves be demonstrated by full dirk lift in the check valves (App // carton
conducting a fu%l10w test of the low-head safety Guideline for Check Valv:s in Nuclear Power
injection system during refueling outages. The Planrs (EPRI,1988)). The Licensee pointed out
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Safety
injection

Accumulator

RCS

N N > caid
Log

* From
RHR'

'RHR connects to two of the three cold legs

Figure 2. Cold leg accumulator (typical),

that failure to meet the acceptance criteria is an provide adequate defb lion of branch line flows
inconclusive result; the Check valves may or may with implanted defielencies of check valve }wr-
not be degraded, and the problem could be some- formance. The model ineluded 10-in. Scbed-
where else in the system. ules40 and 6-in. Schedule 160 common lines and

the three parallel 6-in. Schedule 160 injection
Analysis of Knhodology lines with their check valves. Flow resistance

coefficients were estimated for each of the line
An independent mathematical model of the segments, based on estimates of equivalent

piping system and check valves was developed lengths of piping for each segment, and were
and used to evaluate whether total flow and adjusted to reasonably match the values for flow
overall pressure drop through the system would and pressure drop from the intersection of the

479 NUREO/CP-0123 |
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;

:

system resistance and pump performance curves c loss of two velocity heads added-

incinded in the 1 icensee govided material. to fully open value (L = 2.29)

Three basic cases were considered. In the nrst d a combined line and check valve-

two cases, the three injection lines were modeled k of $000, representing a valve i

as being two equal length lines aud one short line stuck in the nearly closed
running from the common header to the three losition. >

terpective cold legs of the RCS (cotuistent with,

the physical layout). No provision for equaliza. %e values of k for the check valve at the two
tion of flow resistances was included in tiv Drst disk posidoas were derived from flow coefUckent
case, the elfects of additional flow resistance curves in EPRI (1988). %e results of the analyses
resulting from a malfunctioning check valve in are pt*sented in Table 1. '

the short, low-wsistance line were evaluated. In
'

the second case, the malfur.ctioning check valve in Case 1, the various values for check valve
.

was moved to one of the longer, higher. resistance flow resistance were applied in the short, low-
lines. In the third case, the three injection lines resistance line. As shown in Figure 3, flow in the
were modeled as having equal flow resistances line having the added check valve resistance
and the malfunctioning check valve was placed in decreases markedly, while the flow in the other
one of the lines,

two lines increases. The changes in total system
flow resulting from rather large additions (up to

In each case, the total system pressure drop was two vel city heads) to check valve flow resis-
held constant (at 84 psi) as the check valve resis- tance am quhe smaH-lus than 2% ne changs
tance was changed and both total flow and flow in in individual line flows and in total system flow
each of the parallel lines were allowed to change, from adding additional check valve resistance in

In reality, pressure drop would not remain the high resistance lines (Case 2), as shown hi

constant as the resistance of one element of the Figure 4, are even smaller. Dese changes m flow

system is changed. Rather, the operating point might be undetectable if the accuracy of flow
would shift along the pump performance curve to instmmentadon is, for example, * 2% of fuu
coincide with the altered system resistance curve. range. In both of these cases, the change in flow
However, since the pump performance curve is fr m essentially complete blockage of one of the
relatively flat, with small cienges in head for three lines would make this type of failure casily
given changes in ik w, it appears that the constant detectable, it should be noted that the addition of

pressuts drop analyses should be approximately tw vel city heads to the resistance of one of the
# check valves produces a decrease in flow in the

affected injection line of only 6 to 8% so the
minimum flow requirement for that line may beFor cach case, the effects of five values for
fulfilled (the minimum required flow was not

check valve flow resistance, as follows, were known for this plant),
evaluated:

Case 3 in Table 1 presents the results of analy.
Base valve fully open, with valve disk sesyhere it is assumed that positive means are .-

at 70 degrecs (k = 0.29) employed in the design for balancing the flows
among the three injection lines. De changes in

* ### # # "N# " " "" "valve disk at 40 degreesa -

(k = 0.99) total system flow are shown in Figure S. The
percentage changes in individual line and total
system flow resulting from increased flow resis-

b loss of one velocity head added tances for the check valve in one of the injection
-

to fully open value (k = 1.29) lines are intermediate to those resulting from the
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Tabis1. Modeling with different check valve loss coefficients in the individual parallel lines.

Caw 1. Varying resistance in low resistance line (unequallines), with total Al' constant at 84 psi

Resistarres flows, ppm Pressure drops.g

AQ
Run Kl K2 K3 Qi Q2 Q3 DPI DP2 DP3 IQ AQ %

11ase i1.9 11.9 8.4 1.W l399 1666 MO 36 0 36.0 4464

a 11.9 11.9 9.1 1411 1411 1614 36.7 M7 M7 4436 - 28 -0.6
b 11.9 11.9 9.4 1416 1416 1593 36.9 M9 36.9 4425 - 39 -0.9
c 11.9 11.9 10.4 1430 1430 1529 37.6 37.6 37.6 4389 - 75 -1.7
d 11.9 11.4 5000 1716 1716 84 54.2 54.2 54.2 3515 -W9 - 21.3

,

Case 2. Varying resistance in high. resistance line (unequalliacs), with total AP constant al 84 psi

Resistances flows, gpm _ Pressure diops, psi

AQ
Run KI K2 K3 Q1 Q2 03 DPI DP2 DP3 IQ FC %
Base 11.9 11.9 8.4 1399 1399 1666 R0 MO 36.0 4464

a 12 6 11.9 8.4 1367 1406 1674 36.4 36.4 M4 4447 - 17 - 0.4

b 12.9 11.9 8.4 1354 1409 1677 36.6 36.6 36.6 4440 - 24 -0.5
c 13.9 11.9 8.4 1312 1418 1688 37.0 37.0 37.0 4418 - 46 -1.0
d -5000 11.9 8.4 81 1660 1975 50.7 50.7 $0.7 3716 - 748 - 16.8

Case 3. Varying resistance in one line (equal lines), with total AP constant at 84 psi
_

Resistances _ Flows, gpm Pressure drops, psi

AQ
Run K1 K2 K3 Q1 Q2 03 DPI DP2 DP3 IQ, AQ %

Base. 10.7 10.7 10.7 1488 1488 1488 36.7 36.7 36.7 4464

a 10.7 10.7 11.4 1497 1497 1450 37.1 37.1 37.1 4444 - 20 - 0.4

b 10.7 10.7 11.7 !$00 1500 1435 37,3 37.3 37.3 4435 - 29 - 0.6
c 10.7 10.7 12.7 1511 1511 1387 37.8 37.8 37.8 4409 - 55 -1.2
d 10.7 10.7 5000 782 1782 82 52.5 52.5 52.5 346 -818 - 18.3

Notec

includes cornmon line pressure drops

Values for conirnon line k's: 10-in. Sch 40-10.4
(all cases) 6-in. Sch 160-0.8

1
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Figure 5. Variation in flow due to added resistance in one of three equal lis.es.

unequal injection line cases whh the increased ConcluSIOnft and
valve resistance in the low resistance line Recommendations

. (Case 1) and with the increased resistance added
to one of the high resistance lines (Case 2). Again, Establishing that the flow through a check
the change in flow rate in the affected line froin valve is greater than the Ininimum flow for full
adding two velocity heads to the normal wide. dise lift as given by EPRI (1988) does not assure
open check valve resistance is rather small (less that a given valve will full-stroke at that flow. 'Ihe
than 7%). primary purpose of the EPRI Guidelines
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udnimum flow twommendations is to provide an cient to accomplish this) and/or provide an
approximate ludication of the i ow required to indication of disk position change. Alternalise
prevent disc flutter and accelerated wear of the

(c), disassembly and examination, is the least pre-
valve internals. A degraded valve Inaf not fully ferred alternative. it should be noted that OM 22
open at that flow, is investigating the use of a sampling program

usinF nonintrusive techniques and periodic
'

Total system flow is an insensitive it.dicator of disassembly.
a malfunctioning chwk valve in one of the three
parallel injntion lines. A check valve that only ACCUMULATOR DISCHARGE
opens to a 40-degree disk position, instead of to CHECK VALVES'
the 70-degree position corresponding to wide
open, has little effect on total system flow at a
fixed total system pressure drop, and the change in this request, relief was souE t from exercis-h

in systera flow that would irsult from a degraded ng the three safety injection accumulator dis-a

check valve that introduces an additional pressure charge check valves in accordance with the

drop of two velocity heads is probably at the limit requirements of Section XI. Relief from full or

of deixtab!11ty from total flow measurement. part stroke exercising at power was requested
because of the high differential pressure between
the reactor coolant system and the accumulators.

it is tinrefore concluded that the proposed test
will determine that the system either is or is not Relief from , sercising during cold shutdown was

also requested because of a lack ofinstalled
capable of delivering design basis total injection
flow, ruay not determine that branch flows instrumentation and an uncontrolled test volume

through the individual injection lines are accept- change needed to a-hieve the flow required by the
safet/ analysis.

able, and will not positively demonstrate full-
atroking the Individualcheck valves.

It was proposed that the accumulators be blown

down during refueling nutages, with flow through
it is accommended that (a) either permanent or the check valves to be determined by two inde-

temporary instrumentation be employed to mea- pendent methods. First, the decay of accumulator
sure flow in each of the three parallel injection pressure during the blowdown would te used, via
lines,(b) a nonintrusive diagnostic method such

a computer model of the accunnlator/ pressurizes
as acoustic emission be employed during the pro- system with a wide-open check valve, to calculate
posed test to demonstrate that the valve is fully the flow rate through the valves. Second, the rate
opening during the test, or (c) the valves be disas-

of level change in the pressurizer would be used
sembled and inspected at some interval to prove to calculate the flow rate,
that the valve is in good condition. Acoustic emis-

slon testing, using either vendor supplied or Two acceptance criteria for the demonstration
utility equipment, is being effectively used for of full-stroking of the valves were proposed, as
this purpose by other utilities. follows:

Alternative (a), flow measurement, has been 1. The actual measured accumulator pressure
the historically accepted means of demonstrating vs. time curve fct each test shall lie to the
check valve operability, and also provides an left (on time axis) and below (on pressure
indication of overall flow path condition. While it axis) the curve of pressure vs. time pro-
is not a ;ensitive indicator of check valve posi- duced by the computer mMel.
tion, it provides reasonable assurance that the
vsive and the associated line will pass the 2. The actual flow rate, determined from each
required flow rate. Alternative (b), nonintrusive

of the two estimatien methods (accumulator
diagnostic measurement, can provide an indica- pressure and pressurizer level), shall be
lion that the valve fully strokes (if flow is suffi- greater than the minirmm flow required for

485 NUREG/CP-0123
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valve full disk lift. *f his minimum flow of 31.1 ft/sec. corresponding to a peak flow
value was to be obtained from EPRI(1988). rate of 7800 rpm.

.

Test data and results included with the relief Actually, the expansion is undoubtedly
request showed some variation in flow from the accompanied by a decrease in gas tempe;a.

1

three accumulators :nd for the two test series regs ture and should be represented as a poly. t

resented, nese variations were attributed by the impic expansion by the expirssion
Licensee to differences in accumulator pressure a.t
the start of the tests and to differences in venting PV, "fP'22 i (2).

cf the pressuriter, ne flows calculated frorn
pressuriter level rate of change were well above This form of equation was substituted into
the EPRI (1988) minimum flow required for full the Licensee's model and trial runs were
disk lifl, but were considerably lower (16-70%) made using the test data and values of n
than flows indicated by the utility's accumulator ranging from 1 (isothermal) to 1.4 (isen-
pressure decay model. The curves of actual mea. tropic for nitrogen), he best fit of measured
sured accumulator pressure vs. time all fell below to modeled accumulator pressure vs. time
and to the left of the model-denved curves, was obtained with a value of 1.4 for n, indi-

cating that the process closely approatmates

Analysis of Methodology "" '''"""P ' * * P""' '* (* '''"" l' " '
unexpected when the rapidity of the expan-
sion, with little oppoitunity for the nitrogen

Three aspects of the methodology and to gain heat from the vessel wall and the
acceptance criteria were troublesome nese were underlying liquid,is considered.)
(a) the consistent n11smatch of the curves for mea.
sured and model produced accumulator pressure Figure 7 presents the results for accumulator
vs. time; (b) the consistent mismatch of flow pressure and flow obtisined from the modi-
based on pressurizer level and flow based on fled model for the same test. Note the
accumulator pressure; and (c) whether a test that greatly improved fit of calculated and mea-
satisfies the acceptance criteria truly demon. sured pressures. The peak flow occurs early

- strates that the check valve is full stroked and in in the blowdown and is approximately
good condition. Further discussion of these sepa- 7350 fpm (compared with the value of
rate aspects follows. 7800 gpm from the isothermal case). Fig.

ures 8 and 9 show the model . mits for the
1. De mismatch of pressure vs. time curves, tests of the other two accumulators (D

measured vs. modeled, indicates that the and C). Similar excellence of match
model does not accurately represent the between measured and calculated pressures

-actual process. Examination of the is evident for these tests.
FORTRAN listing of the model revealed
diat the eQsnsion of the nitrogen in the A point ofinterest not shown in these fig.

'

ecumidator during blowdown was mod, ures is the large temperature drop experi.
'

"
eled as an isothermal process,in which enced by the nitrogen in an isentropic4,

expansion of this magnitude. If an initial

PV "PF nitroEen temperature of 100 F is assumed,
22 I 1 (1)- the final temperature following expansion

-

between 135 psia and 50 psia, as in test A,
Figure 6 presents the measured aad calcu. would be approximately -38'F. Determina-

~ !ated accumulator pressure for the test of tion of whether such a temperature excur.
Accry ; tor A described in the supporting sion imposes a significant structural stress
#4 - A for the relief request. The data on the accumulator is beyond the scope of
iod% ; peak velocity through the valve the present investigation.
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2. Flow as calculated by the utility from pres- RCS system. The differences may, alterna.
surite' level change is also shown in Fig- tively, tc the result of other unknowns, such

ure 5,6, and 7 by the heavy bars. The as process computer sampling times or
prenurizer-derived flows build up much Instrumentation response.

later in the blowdown and to much lower
peak values than those derived from the 3. The acceptance criterion that the measured

accumulator pressure model. Later in the accumulator pressure vs. time curve fall to
blowdown, the flows derived from the two the left and below the modeled curve has
methods track fairly closely, These differ- dubious value in that it demonstrates,
ences tre typical of what vrould be expected primarily, that the model is imperfect. Flow
if the early portion of blowdown flow were rate based on pressure decay in the
diverted to filling an unidentified void in the accumulator should be reasonably accurate
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if the modelis truly reptrsentative of the To further investigate the temperature
excursion of the nitrogen in the accumulator <

process. '

during the expansion process, a case
I

Flow rate beed on rate of change of pres. approximating an accumulator blowdown
under accident conditions was evaluated.suriter level iou'd also be accuratc, if all of
The inhial conditions of the accumulatorthe flow winds up in the pressuriter and if were 150*F and 620 psia At the time a'l of

the level instrumentation is accurate. As dia. the water content of the accumulator hadcussed above, hotvever, the Dow rates from
been ejecte J, the pressure had dropped to

the two bases are quite different, even with
approximately 117 psis. Under this final .

the modified model, so the true flow rate condition, which was reached in approxim.
'

through the valve under levt is riot known
ately 45 seconds, the nitrogen in the ace

with certainty, mulator had cooled to approximately
"I""8 IN

The UPRI Guidelines (1988) value for
estimated minimum velocity require:l to conclusions andmaintain a check valve in the wide open
position is provided to prevent oscillatioe of Recommendations
the disk and premature wear of the disk sup.
port hinge. Exposure of a valve to this ne proposeJ tests and analysis appeared deft-

velocity does not ensure that a possibly cient both in the ability to determine now accu.

degraded valve will open fully. Further- rately through the chect alves during the tests
more, the Guidelines are just what the name and to prove that the. * + valves have been fully
implies, and should not be interpreted as stroked. De model u ved by the 1 icensee to

absolute indication of a particular valve's predict accumulator pre, are decay during blow-
minimum stable flow, down is flawed in that the predicted pressure

decay does not closely approximate the measured

To provide insight into the ability to detect a decay, and the acceptance criterion that the mea-

partially open valve from the accumulator sured decay curve lie below and to the Icft of the

pressure vs. time curve, the model was fur- predicted preuure did not provide a useful mea-

ther modified to pennit inputting any value sure of valve areptability. Even when the model

of k (the check valve flow resistance coe.Ti-
was rnodified to provide accumulator pressure

cient). From data presented in Figure DC decay more closely marding the measured decay,

of the EPRI Guidelines, extrapolating from the peak flow rate predicted by the model is con-

6 to 12-in. valves and converting C, to k, the siderably higher than that calculated from pres-

values of k for a wide-open (70-degree disk suriter levelchange,

angle) 12-in, check valve and for one with a
,

disk angle of 40 degrees are 0.27 and 0.86, . Ifit is assumed that one or the other of the flow-

- respectively. Figure 10 presents the results rates determined by these two methods is nearly

obtained from runs of the modified model . correct and that it exceeds the EPRI Guidelines

for these two valve positions while using minimum flow to provide full stroking of a simi-

test data from Test C. It is obvious that mea-
las valve, there is still no assurance that the partic-

sured accumulator pressure decay is a very ular valve being tested has full strokediour

haensitive indicator of disk positiern Fur- analysis shows that a valve that will not stroke

ther, the peak flow for the 40-degree disk beyond a 40-degree disk position, where full open

angle case was only 2 $% less an the peak corresponds to a 70-degree position, will have

flow for the wide open case- difference essenti. illy undetectable effect on either the decay

that probably is undetectable wh a flow rate pressure curve or the peak flow rate. Therefore,

is estimated from either accumulator pres- there is no way to detect a partially open valve

sure decay or pressurizer level, from the test.
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Figure 10. Effect of disk position on pressure (based on Test C).

The flow rates attainable during a test in which it was therefore recommended that the pro-
the accumulator initial pressure is in the range posed test be judged to provide proof only of par-
used in the reported tests do not approach the tial stroking of the valves and that some alternative
design basis flow (a total of approximately or additional procedare be implemented to dem '
34,000 gpm per the plant's final safety analysis onstrate acceptability. These other procedures -
report, for all operational accumulators). 'Ihus, on could include use of a nonintrusive testing method
this basis, the test does not fulfill the requirements and/or disassembly and inspection. One nonintru.
for passing the maximum required accident sive method that has been applied to the same
condition flow as delineated in Position 1, valve application by other Licensees is that of
Attachment 1. of Generic Letter 8944. menuring acoustic emissions to detect the valve
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disk assembly striking the backstop upon full blowdown, with little opportunity for heat gain
- opening. A clear acoustic indication of the disk from the vessel or the underlymb wat% resuhs in

assembly striking the backstop, along with suc- extremely low temperatures in the gas. While the

cessful nonleakage performance during normal thermal coupling between the gas and the vessel

operation,is proof of full-stroking, wall may be rather soft, it appears that an inves-
tigation of the possibility for structural damage to

. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS the accumuiator wan frc vh repeated thermal
cuursions may be warre.xi [After the ORNL
evaluation, it was learned that Westinghouse

Two issues of possible generic importance
txcame evident imm the evaluation of these relief

Electdc Corporation had informed utilities hav-

requests. The first issue pertains to the use of flow
ing Westinghouse-designed PWRs that using

- or gessure drop in a piping run as an indication
accumuistor pressure as :he driving force for test-

that a check valve in tbs run either is or is ;,ot fully ing the ope.rability of the check valves has the

open. Our analyses rhow that only small changes potential for causing unanalyzed thermal tran-
si u when dom repetitively for inservice testingin either flow or pressure drop result from the

valve disc moving from fully open to a position purposes. Westinghouse recommended that these

30 degrees frota fully open. Thus, a test using
transients be evaluated on a plant specific basis,

flow or prec:ure drop tc prove full-stroke exercis- For one PWR plant, a total of 80 transien., vver

-- ing of a valve is of questionable validity, and a plant lifetime was eventually authorind.]

more positive method of detennination is alled
REFERENCEfor to demonstrate full stroking. Conversely, the

valve does not have to be fully open to pass essen-

tially full flow at a given imposed drivmg pres. Electric Power Research Institute,1988, Applica-

rion Guidelinesfor Check Valves in Nudearsure drop.
Power Plants, EPRI NP-5479, prepared by

The second issue pertains to blowdown tests of MPR Associates, Inc., and Kalsi Engineer-

accumulator driven safety injection systems. The ing, Inc., for the Electric Power Research

rapid expansion of the pret,suritir g gas during Institute, Palo Alto, CA.
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A Review of Regulatory issues Associated
with the Testing of Valves for the

Sizewell B PWR in UK
D. C. Anderson

HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the regulatory approach taken on valve testing for Size-
well B, the UK's first pressurized wates reactor (PWR), from pre-licensing to the _

present day when the mechanical plant is undergeing commissioning.

In particular, the paper describes regulatory issues and concerns associated with
the following valve testing programmes associated with the design of Sizewell B:

A brief resume of endurance testing of a range of commercially available*

small isolation valves. This study enabled the licensee to eliminate from the
design certain valve types that failed to meet the specifications set.

A programme of testing for the pressurizer safety relief system (three tandem*

pairs of pilot-operated and two conventional spring loaded safety relief
valves), which addressed low pressure sub-cooled operation, loop seal
effects, t, orated water operation, valve adjustment for blow-down and
accumulation, and in. situ testing,

Testing of main r*-am valves (MSIV and MSSV) with regard to flow inter-e

ruption capability requirements akin to NRC Generic Letter 89-10 initiatives.
Also, several candidate main steam safety valves were tested with respect to
control ring setting and in-service assisted lift testing. The requirement for
full flow testing was identifled as a result of the above work.

INTRODUCTION Historically the UK civil nuclear programme
has been based on 3e gas coc:ed reactor technol-
ogy of the Magnct and advanced gas reactor

In tlae United Kingdom (UK), the main lege a- (AGR) stations; however, the Sizewell B Nuclear

tion governing the safety of nuclear installations Power Station is the UK's first pressunzed water

is the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and reactor (PWR). It comprises the standard West-

the associated relevant statutory provisions of the inghouse four-loop PWR, with stMica layout
Nuclear Installations Act 1965. Under the based on the SNUPPS plants, as built at Calloway

Nuclear Installations Act no site may be used for and Wolf Creek in the United States.

the purpose of installing or operating any com-
mercial nuclear installation unless a nuclear site
license has been granted to a body corporate by The station reference design has been adapted

the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and is for in order to address regulatory requirements in UK

the time being in force. HM Nuclear Installations and national grid aspects. A Public inquiry on the

Inspectorate (NII) is that part of HSE responsible Licensing of the station took place from 1983 to
for administering this license function. 1985.
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Subsequent to the Inquiry, the detailed design fault conditions. The pressurizer and main steam' +

_ of the plant has progressed, and discussions safety valves were considered of special concern,
between the licensee, Nuclear Electrie (NE) and - Details of testing are described in the next
NII on various engineering issues tock place, section.
including aspects of valve reliability, operability,
and testing. Recognition of the difficulty of assuring

repeatable set-point and valve characteristic when

This paper describes the salient regulatory safety relief valves (SRVs) were subject to multi

issues associated with the testing of valves for phase flow resulted in studies at the Nuclear Elec-

Sizewell B, from the time of the Inquiry to the tric Marcawood Engineering Laboratories in UK.

. present, when the mechanical plant is undergoing The effect of the loop seal on pressurizer relief
commissioning. Some of the more important test valve operation had been idemified as a concern

results are included to illustrate the description, in the United States during Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) studies and the need for

'

REGULATORY CONCERNS ON further examinati n was accepted by the licensee
of Sizewell B'

THE NEED FORTESTING OF
SAFETY-RELATED VALVES FOR As a retdi of the Three Mile Island review, the

SIZEWELL B licensee appr ched nil with a view to changing
from the SNUPPS configuration of power- :

operated relief and block valves on the pressur-
It was aoparent, at an early stage in the design '

, iter to the use of a tandem pair of French Sebim
process, thit international experience, notably in pilot-operated valves ' Itis valve is required to =
the United States, indicated numerous problems discharge both water and steam under fault condi-
with operability of safety related valves, tions, and its qualification is described later.

In particular, HMNil was concerned that fail- Eventually, after consideration of considerable
ute rate data to be used in probabilistic risk analy- operational experience in France and with a pilot-
sis (PRA) studies might not accurately reflect operated safety relief valve system on the UK
actual field behavior. Furthermore, the advent of AGR at Dungeness B,it was agreed that such an
PWR technology introduced new environments approach would be acceptable,
and demands on valves, of which there had been
little experience in the UK. As an example, the la the case of the main steam system, the Size- -
use of wedge gate valves is not prevalent in the well B safety case assumes that for the main
UF Civil Reactor Programme, and this proved steam line break event (MSLB), the MSIV must
significant in relation to the motorized valve dia8- isolate the breach in less than 5 seconds Such an
nostic programme described later. Finally, full- event is capable of pnxlucing the effect of a two-
flow testing was considered necessary for key phase fluid front on the valve disc during closure,

L _ safety related valves. _ and it became a requirement that testing shou'd
j

. .
attempt to operate the valve at the worst stage of

With regard to in-service testing, HMNII's this density front transieut. In addition to the qualo

i position was clear from the outset: certain safety- ification of the valve for this duty, NII was als)
related valves such as relief valves should be concerned that leakage through the valve shn* *|

L ' tested in siMherever possible and as near to full be acceptable and that the valve should v 1-

_ flow as possible. The concept of bench testing damaged. Testing in response to Ut ari<' o

relief valves, which was prevalent in UK on Mag- Letter 89-10 has illustrated the proLg
|- nox Gas-Cooled Reactors at the time, was being associated with the effect of high-flow isolation
! re-examined and it was believed that the modern on gate valves. Finally, tie valve was required to

plant should be tested at conditions more akin to close in an event designed to mimic the passage
those that it would experience on demand under of fluid that analysin showed could occur during
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Overview of Typical Findin' gs.of
.reverse flow ffom the intact steam gate valves .

untu isolation of the breache Above Testing |
~

|NITIAL TESTING'AT
Gate Velves. Both parallel slide and wedge gate
valves were shewn to suffer from mter gate over- -

MARCHWOOD TO IDENTIFY presswe effects; diis was especially true of wedse

CANelDATE VALVES FOR ~ gate valves when the fluid ternpeuture was
increased in a cold, water solid, closed valve.'

ISOLATION DUTY Solutions to the problem included drilling the - ;

- . . _ _ _ _ _ _

upstream disc or venting. However, such a solu-
-

ne Marchwood Valve Test Facility was com- tion would not be acceptable in situations where
' minioned in 1987 to support valve testing and containment isolation was involved.
qualification for the proposed UK PWR

>

During valve closure,(nhanced wear on paral- ;
' programme. lel slide valves was evident at the disc-to-gulde

-

contact points. In the case of wedge gate valves,
: Facilities were provided for (a) operability test- high unseating torque was required, and such

ing of candidate isolation valves using high- or effects were consistent with findings in the
- _ ow-pressure test loops to test valves where United States during testing and PWR operation.t
endurance for a simulated lifetime under PWR Fur.her detail on paratiel slide isolation is
primary circuit conditions and (b) isolation uhe included in the section on main steam isolation .

I now interruption qualification tests in accordance . valve terting.
with the requirements of ANSI B 16.41 for valves

- selected for Sizewell B procurement. Globe Valves. Packed gland valves 'generasiy
behaved well in the isolation mode with gland

,

leakage appearing to be the most significant prob-
The facility is conridered to have fulfilled its lem. For bellows sealed valves, in the size range '

requirements and has now been closed. Some on 25 50 mm, there wen some indications ofinade-
: the results of the test work conduc.ted are quate closing torgae and seat leakage on a limited

~

described below wim detailed qualification test number of valves. Packless metal diaphragm
work described in the next section, valves showed the worst performance of the

valves tested with poor reliability of diaphragms.

' Review of Isolation Valve neref ore, packless pretal diaphragm valves were

'h"*f"* 8*I**'*d f" 5"f*'Y "'Y " 8i"**" 8'd
' Testing ior High Pressure PWR

solenoici valves. ne valves tested for 1000 -_ Duty
cycles of blow down from 172.6 bar at 343*C
ludicated poor seat leakage and tendencies to

Reference was made earlier in the paper to the errors in position indication'with temperature
need for a better understanding of the problems of (notably the reed type). Failure to isolate against
safety valve reliabili:y The licensee,in addition reverse pressure and disc momment independent .

'

to accepting the above, also needed to be confi- of salve electrical state or sticking a temperature
' dent that the final valve designs would provide were observed, it is worth noting that reverse

..

good availability Therefore, testing conducted to flow isolation was not a requirement of ttese
>; (attempt to assess the adequacy of commercially valves for Sizewell B.

Tavailable isolation valves and, where possible,
advise the manufacturer of improvements that Conclusions on High Pressure
could be made to meet the specified performance ISol8 tion Valve Test Results
requirements. Full details of the testing can be
found in Wright (1990).-Salient points are The study (Wright,1990), conducted at March-

summarized in the following below. wood over several years, confirmed NII's con-
.

'
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>

Jcerns that valves could be supplied for nuclear
-.

,

( use that would show inadequate operability over gy D"'

,%,,,,****** ,'statiou life. De results of the test work enabled * 66= =>=. -

" ' " * " ' ' * O N=>i better selection of safety-related valves for partic---

[ ~ ~ ~ ~ '{' % |
ular duties and also caused the rejection of certain '!

. : valve types. De reduction in use of parallel slide -- '

.

valves (because of high leakage under flow AP R;"J* j g j_6 wi=.4
conditions) and wedge gate valves, and the elimi- - g ) R"f4,

nation of packless metal diaphragm valves were a |

' direct result of the above test work. It should be [" - P"' | -
.

' noted that a similar study on low-pressure isola- oi.
% i **u

-

tion valve; was conducted, but the results are not " " ' *

discussedin this paper. - d'

=i.
s. . . ..

PRIMARY CIRCUIT SAFETY |
RELIEF VALVES i

t

Pressurizer Rollef System O :-:- V ~

~.- O
Description 7- - - - -

N"
The Shewell B pressurizer relief system has Figure 1. Sizewell B arrangement of pressur.

three tandem palts of pilot-operated safety relief irer safety, relief, and block valves.
- valves (POSRV), developed for use on French

relief and additional relief capacity for infrequent
'|PWRs, and two conventional spring-loaded

= safety relief valves (Figure 1). . fault sequences.
:

Each tandem pair of POSRVs comprises a . Pressurizer POSRV
;, relief valvc and a downstream isolating valve,

both of which are pilot operated by hydraulic- Figure 2 shows the layout for the BRAVO test
| pressure in the pressurizer; or at pressures below ' facility. The inlet in Figure 3 shows the typical

165 bar,(their nominal hydraulic set pressure), by - !ayout of three discharge lines connected to the |means of electric solenoid actuators. The pressurizer. The main diagram shows the tandem
: POSRV's downstream isolating valve is open of safety valves and their pilot cabinets for one of
under normal operating conditions and is set to the three discharge lines,
close as system pressure decreases below a cer-
tain value, thus providing each relief line with

Figure 4 shows the various components that
enhanced reclosure reliability. The POSRVs - make up the Sebim pilot-operated relief valve.
constitute the first line of protection in the The Sebim valves are actuated via sensing lines

1

- presrurizer relief system and are designed to cater - from the pressurizer, and for cold over-pressure -
'for steam relief and for all water discharge protection, by electric actuation, of which there
. requirements, including overpressure protection are diverse means. The construction of the valve
at cold shut-down. is such that two valves are connected together.

.. The first, the relief valve,is normally closed, and
The second line of potection in the system is the downstream valve acts as an isolation valve

the two conventional spring-loaded safety valves, and is normally open. The two valves differ in the
These have a higher set pressure than the balance between the sealing bellows force and a
PO':RVs and provide a diverse means of pressure spring above the piston that acts against the main,

,
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Figure 2. Bravo test facility-simplified flow w /r i.
sheet. w{
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w

1 Figure 4. Components of Sebim POSRV.
3 ;

'?4" I4
I-' W

'

1; [/
. pressure rises to the set-point, the piston over-

| passes via a filter to a pilot piston As the circuit

* ~

comes the pilot valve spring force and deflects thek# t,

J.'a actuator arm, which closes valve 1 and then opens'

r[ valve 2. His connects the relief valve piston to

Q atmosphere. With the relief valve open, valve 1 is
!c . closed, thus limiting the quantity of condensate

'~'
*
,.,,

"'

requited for valve operation,

(| h}
[ < , f|}

t

Jy The electromagnet at the base of the pilot valveM* 1"*."|| [ hj
W actuator arm permits an alternate means of" * ' * " , ' . , " " i._ .g

*h i"" h protection should the hydraulic system be1*|"f ~n"i.'O - - M'
" '"*"

3

CQ] a g C ""g' unavailable or to offer cold overpressure protec-
~*- -J -J tion. In addition another solenoid valve is pro-

vided that again is capable of venting the main
Figure 3. Pressurizer Sebim POSRV arrange- valve piston to atmosphere.
ment.

General Testing Requirements
valve. In the case of the isolation valve, the net
force tends to hold the valve open, while in the The POSRV was selected for Sizewell B after
relief valve, the spring holds the disc on its seat. an extensive programme of development and test-

ing carried out by EdF. This programme
ne pilot assembly is connected by small bore addressed the duty the valve is required to per.

pipework to the volume above the piston where it form on the pressurizer relief system of EF PWRs
can apply either circuit pressure or atmospheric. on which it is now installed. However, as a result

A differential area effect ensures that the main of differing licensing requirements, the claims
valvt, seals effectively. ne pilot valve is operated made for the valve in the Sizewell safety case dif-

by water condensed from the steam space that fer from those made for EdF plants in certain
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|

respects. As a result, some aspects of the Size- Full Flow Testing. Testing was conducted at
well B duty of the valve have not been investi- EdF on the Cumulus facility and at Marchwood.
gated by EdF. Full flow tests have been conducted over a range |

of water conditions from saturated steam to cold )
A programme has therefore been established in water. Having conducted over extensive testing at )

which full scale testing of a tandem pair of hlEL the valve still exhibited negligible seat i

POSRVs has been carried out on the htEL leakage.

BRAVO facility under a range of conditions rep. !

resenting several aspects of the anticipated Size. Borated Water. The POSRV hydraulic pilot )

well B duty of the valve not covered by the EdF system is designed to operate on demmeralized !

water to minimite the risk of the formatiou of- test work,
boron crystals resulting from leakage through

,

Low Pressure Performance-Cold Over. pH t valm and seaWowqer, to ensure mat the
'

* #* # ** E# * "" #" # #* *"'Pressute Protection. In order to ensure that of the inadvertent introduction of borated water,
the reactor pressure vessel is operating with full

the tests in the BRAVO facility were conducted
ductility at all times, pressure m the primary cir-

with borated water in the pilot circuit. I

cult must be regulated to within an acceptable
envelope commensurate with the temperature. A Equipment Qualification. EdF had conducted I
detailed survey of valve opening time with pres- their own valve performance testing prior tc a |rure has therefore been made in addition, valve joint qualification programme between them- !

closure information is required for the safety case selves and NE (Fox and getund,1989) The i

in order that assumptions on mitigation of a loss mechanical aging and irradiation testing was con- I

of coolant accident can be supported. ducted at EdF, while NE conducted the vibration |
aging, scismic, and harsh environment testing. I

The tests completed to date have yielded data This confirmed that the equipment comprising )
on the opening and closing times, lift characteris- the POSRV system (i.e the tandem relief / isolation
tics, and discharge mass flow rates of the tandem valve and pilot systems, position indicators, and
POSRV at system pressures between atmospheric electromagact and solenoid actuators) were
pressure and 55 bar. capable of performing under the design basis

faults specified.
The tests have also given confidence in the

cyclic operability of the vtilve: more than 100 However, some of the more interesting test

- operating cycles have been carried out with sub, results include failure of one of the two proposed

cooled water or steam at pressures up to 55 bar. Position indicators (both were included in all
Subsequent leakage tests and visual inspection aspects of testing) to function correctly after

have shown that the valve has suffered negligible harsh environment testing and minor leakage at a

- wear as a consequence of this duty, sensing line to pilot valve connection.

Inservico Testing. Although the submission on
Effect of Loop Seal. Early studies at March- inservice testing has not been received from the
wood attempted to measure the effect of loop seal I censee on this issue at the time of writing, it is
water temperature on valve performance and load understood that NE will follow the Fx1F method
imposed by the resulting water hammer on the of Sebim valve inservice testing. The French
valve assembly and pipework. After examination practice is to use s tnobile test bench, used at cold
of the loadings,it was demonstrated that the shut-down (RHR operation) and low pressure, to
design was adequate to sustain them, and modifi- hydraulically pressurize the pilots to determine

|
cations were not considered necessary. This work the pressure set points.
confirmed the original EdF studies on Sebim'

operability and pipe loading during loop seal Unlike true safety relief valves where tempera-
discharge. ture effects on the valve internals are important to

|

|
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address during test, the same is probably not nec- Figures 5,6, and 7 indicate oscillations of the

essary on pilot operated valves where relatively valve disc as the water slug from the loop sealf
cooler condensed water is used to operate the interacts with the valve internals followed by hot.

pilot valves, ter steam and also the performance of the valve -
without a loop seal, lt is evident that'when the

_

However, pilot operated valses usually have valve operates by relieving a single-phase fluid,

' high finish, small seats and in the case of the much improved performance occurs. Finally, per.

Sebim valves, nil will be interested in the means formance of the valve with a steam valve disc

to prevent ingress of foreign particles during shut- shows similar performance, but with enhanced

down which might subsequently affect valve scaling capability. There is an obvious improve-

operation. In addition, maintenance practice will ment in performance, which supports _ experience

be examined to evaluate any other areas of in the United States on this issue. Another aspect
which NII, as the regulatory authority, would be '

concern.
interested in is the availability of the changed
valve disc, Because there appears to be consider-

Testing of Pressurizer Spring able experience from the chemical indu try and
-

Loaded Safety Relief Valves steam side plant the change appears to provide an
increase in safety,

i ne Sizewell pressurizer safety valve is a con-
ventional spring-loaded safety valve, which has Valve Adjustment to Meet Blowdown and
accumulated a large Px!y of relevant operational . Accumulation Requirements. To meet
experience, through use for this' duty un the American Society of Mechanical _ Engineers
majority of PWRs in the United States (ASME) requirements, initial flow studies on the

development valve began several years ago to '

Furthermore, the valve was included in a major show that the rig could be adequately controued

programme of safety relief valve testing carried to provide correct flow conditions and that the
out under the auspices of EPRI of the United inlet geometry did not introduce-- flow
States following the nree Mile Island incident. perturbations in the test valve. These tests were

successfully concluded.

De general conclusion of this programme was
that, providing certain rules governing the design Next, experiments were conducted to deter-
of inlet pipework geometry were followed, ti.e mine nozzle and guide ring settings in oroer to

p valve exhibited stable behavior during the dis-
L charge of steam. Some uncertainties remain how-

- ever, and tests were carried out on the BRAVO . is -

facility on a full size pressurizer safety valve - !
_

~

identical to the Sizewell valve. The areas " ~

addressed are discussed 'in the following .
paragraphs.

>

,

9

Effect of Loop Seal on Operation of Pres- ;
'

surizer Rollef Valves. The dimensions of the
4

-loop seal on the BRAVO rig were chosen so that
they represented the Westinghouses configm ation _ , , _ ' '

on Sizewell B as accurately as possible. In partic- 4 ,
, ,, ,,

- ular, it was important that the effect of the water - 0 1 End - D

L slug as it passed from the loop seal onto the valve
internals was representative of conditions likely Figure 5. Valve stem lift (mm) at popping

in the plant. point-Icop seal included.
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The results of establishing setpoint using an,
- assisted lift device indicate that the pressurizer
SRVs for Sizewell B will be in-situ tested by such

y . h
I

,

y a method. Apart from reasonable accuracy and.

repeatability, the provision of a means of reclos-
ing the valve by hydraulic means, should the
valve stick open during test, is an important fea-

,

ture in assessing any case that the licensee might
make on such testing.

*
TESTING OF MAIN STEAM AND
FEED SYSTEM SAFETY VALVES

'

5

Description of Sizewell B Main '

Figure 6. _ Valve stem lift (mm) at popping Steam Valve Layout
point-loop seal included.

Sizewell B has four main steam lines that con-
verge to a common manifold supplying two tur-
bines. Each main steam line includes five main

"
steam safety valves, one. power operated relief -

' m* valve, and an isolation valve. The qualification

7 m - and regulatory issue associated with testing of the
,

,

main steam safety and isolation valves are |
discussed below. |

: - !

_ Testing of Main Steam Safety |
3 . Valves (MSSV) !

1

~

Since the safety case assumes only steam relief. |.-

4- concerns discussed esrlier on two-phase relief |
DEo 00 %c ~ MtD . 1s.22 ENo = 30 44 Sec should not be relevant. However, at the time of |

licensing, N11 was concerned that such large relief
Figure 7. Valve stem lift (mm) with loop seal valves could be difficult to adjust and meet the
removed and steam internals. performance requirements assumed in the safety

case,

produce the accumulation and blowdown targets g; , , f ;
- or 3% and SE At this stage, assisted lift devices were tested at full system tempe ature and pres-

were used to investigate accuracy to be expected sure (for approximately 30 tests) at the KWU
when determining setpoint. facility in Germany. Such testing gave valuable

information on the valves on such issues as ability
inservico Testing.The use of assisted lift toineet ASME accumulation and blowdown
devices for setting reactor gas safety relief valves limits and setpoint adjustment.

- has increased over the years on UK uuclear power

plants. Hence, the results of this test work were of Implicit in such testing is gaining a knowledge
special interest, because accurate test data were of control ring setting. Ideally, the licensee hoped,
available on a new valve, on a modern test facil- via such testing, to produce a model for the valvep
ity, with accurate instrumentation. Typically, an selected such that, once a full examination of a

accuracy of +1% could be maintained. single MSSV had been made, the remaining 19

:-
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could be set in a similar manner but without full Regulatory issues Associated
:il w testing. I was an imp rtant finding f this with the Testing of the MSIV for
work that such a model was not successful. The

SIZeWell Bresult of the test work was that all 20 MSSVs
were required to be full-flow tested and set at the
manufacturer's test establishment. He Sizewell B safety case Assumes that for the

main steam line break event (MSLB), the MSIV
must isolate the breach in less than 5 seconds. In

Inservice Testing of MSSVs. The UK Civil addition to the qualification of the valve for this
Nuclear Power programme is based on gas- duty, nil was also concerned that leakage through
cooled reactors. Conventional spring-loaded the nlve should be acceptable and that the valve
safety valves protect the primary circuit and are should not be damaged. Testing in response to
positioned at the boilers, such that testing is pos- Generic letter 89-10 has illustrated the problems
sible in situ. However, from the early Magnox associated with the effect on high-flow isolation
days, there was a tendency to remove the valves on gate valves. Hence, the recent testing of
and determine set-pressure by a bench test using a Sizewell B's MSIVs is of special interest.
gas bottle or, as for many more modern AGRs, to
perform an inter-space test, again with a gas Further, at the time of licensing, NII was con-
bottle, but in situ. cerned that analysis by the licensees indicated

that during steam generator blow-down, there
,

would be a change in quality from steam to a two-
Recently, the move to the use of assisted lift phase mixture that could affect valve closure. The

device has occurred. He use of hydraulic pres-
quali0 cation of the valve was, therefore, required

sure to assist primary side pressure in lifting the to show that the effect of such a density front
valve disc slightly off its seat to provide a grapha-

would not prevent acceptable valve closure,
cal indication of stem displacement is considered
an improvement in safety because it removes Finally, since MSLB in containment permits
some of the subjectivity found in the previous reverse flow from the n.4in steam header back

- testing methods, through the valve u.a possible blowdown of the
whole of the main steam system, the licensee was

For Sizewell B PWR, a similar test method will also expected to consider this problem.

be used. Indeed, the licensee is proposing to per-
ne outcome of the above issues was that NEform set point measurement while at low power

uslag an assistcd lift device. Because experietet elected to qualify the MSIV at the Siemens-KWU

such as that described above has been gained in full-flow facility at Karlstein in Germany. The

using the technique, and testing at Marchwood test objectives were to ensure that the worst-case

have provided accurate measurements, a number density transient was reproduced during the test

of strong arguments suppon such a < .ise. In addi, and th it this occurred during valve closure,

tion, the test method has the ability to hydrauli-
cally re-close the valves should it not close by The MSIV is a parallel slide gate valve
spring action at the end of the test. (Figure 8) based on a design used extensively for

UK power plant isolation. The valve is actuated
by compressed nitrogen, and an integral pump

Finally, NH is considering other factors that pressurizes an oil cylinder that then compresses
could provide the method with added confidence, the gas. Solenoid valves of different manufacture
for instance, the need for good visual data provide redundant means of releasing the oil
retrieval and operator procedures that can be pressure and, hence, causing valve closure,
auditable and reliable. Such efforts would help
reduce the risk of dependent failure of the The licensee s contacts with KWU on vr'<e
20 MSSVs. Isolability problems enabled him to recommend
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One reverse flow test, where the restrictor*

; - saa (] was removed, maximum accumulator pres-

L sure was attained and the valve closed
~f P ! ,

against the highest flow possible.

lb- All test results indicated successful closure of
'

k- l _
the valve in less than 3 seconds, with only a slight*

w-

~' I increase in leakage and still within specification,e
! e .-ry

d h Qualification of MFIV and" "" ,

e u i
;-

; L __s , 4 L Associated Water Hammer
'

c

bt Analysis -_# g* 4

1h
_

Ty

_ )' f' {I
ANSI B 16.41 permits the generic grouping of I'

-

valves for qualification. Since the design of the .!_.kn A _,
,

i DOJ MFIV is identical to MSIV except for scale, (the '|
~

- ''

~-

t-~ .

latter is a 30 in. compared to the MFIV at 14 in.), j
,

~

. d4_M all but the flow interruption testing aspects of |
'

ANSI B16.41 were conducted on the MFIV. <

swinn -

Therefore, the valve was successfully qualified.

Figute 8. - Diagram of MFIV and MSIV.
Ilowever, the fact that the valve could isolate {( feed flow in less than 5 seconds for main feed line i

that the valve supplier purchased the test results
' from KWU-Siemens so that the rmdings could be break fault suggested to NH that analysis of water

incorporated in the design. In particular, the valve
hammer effects on the system might prove useful,

E1

disc war changed to a spade type in order to and a study was therefore commissioned by NII.

reduce valve closure loads as the valve disc Such analysis would also provide typical flow |_

closed on the seat. Further details of the valve and
rates throughout the main feed system, which

' detailed test results are given in the paper by could then be assessed against the tendency for

Clayton and Lapointe (1992).1
erosion <orrosion problems.

The details of the full analysis conducted are -
In order to model the Sizewe!! B flow condi-- a t presented in this paper. Ilowever, a simple

tions, an appropriately sized restrictor was placed
calculation illustrates that for isolation of all fourat the outlet to the acctunulator during the for- main feed lines (which is assumed a frequent

ward flow tests with both steam and two-phase event in the safety case), for closure in
. mixing. The restrictor was removed for the 1.5 acconds, assuming the speed of sound in
: reverse flow test. water of 1100 m/s, e pipe length from MFIV to

'
pump check valve of 232 m. Reflection

i After adjustments to enstrre that the two-phase time =2*232/1100 or ~0.4s. The theoretical pres-
front arrived at the correct stage of valve closure, sure rise is density * speed of sound * fluid veloc-
the following tests were conducted: ity or 930* 1100*7.14N/m2 =73 bar. Such a

pressure increase is likely despite valve closure in

Five forward flow tests; one initially with 1.5 seconds because, as Figure 9 indicates, it is*

saturated steam until at the half closed only the last -0.3 seconds during which flow iso-

position a two phase front passed through lated. The full transient analysis is in good agree-

the closing valve, the remainder with satu- ment with the hand calculation and indicates a

rated steam peak pressure approaching 174 bar at the MFIV.
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Figure 9. Assumed model of MSIV for
Figure 10. Computer network analysis of
main feed system.

analysis.

An example of the full computer analysis is ~

shown in Figures 10 and 11. NII and the licensee
. are at present considering the implications of the
results. It is worth noting that erosion-corrosion h
aspects of the system had already been addressed
by the licensee via material choice, and this
particuler aspect is considered satisfactory.

~

OPERABILITY OF SAFETY
RELATED MOTORIZED
VALVES-Nil POSITION ~_ -

Contacts between ourselves and NRC have
enabled us to keep up to date on this topic, which Figure 11, Pressure-time results of analysis

is addressed in the United States through Generic of water hammer.

Letter 8910. In addition, participation at the
Motorized Valve Users Group by the licensee has base as possible during commissioning. In the

ensureo that the best international effort has been
latter conditions, data will be collected that will

made available to support this work for provide the initial data base for trend analysis
over the future operating years of the station. In

Sizewell B.
terms of the parameters required to provide assur.

In particular, it was described earlier that quati-
ance of operability through life, discussions have

fication of isolation valves to ANSI B 16.41 for
only recently commenced between ourselves and

each class of isolation valve, involving flow the licensee. However, the initial view is that, as a

isolation valve type testing, has been conducted.
minimum, valve stem thrust and an indicator of
motor actuator output torque would seem to be

During this work, a number of valves have been
required. Information relating to individual valveinstrumented to give stem load and displacement,
measurement, other than the number (160 safety

. and these will provide some baseline data prior to related MOVs) and their position and type, is not
commissioniag For the remainder, nil expects available so far. Ilowever, problems such as
that they will be instrumented prior to flow test-

inadeq; ate available stem for u.msducer position.
ing to determine packing load effects, and then ing, possible interference with what are fullytested under normal and as near to design

1
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qualified components, are current issues under edge the helpful discussions with Nll staff during
discussion. the formulation of those views and 6)e time made

available to produce the paper.
A more difficult question at this early stage is

how to quantify the extent of the margin accept- Much of the test infortuntion has been made
able for each test parameter, that is, in order to available by Nuclear Electric, largely as a result
inhibit premature strip-down or associated main- of our discussions relating to the qualification of
tenance with penalties such as maintenance safety related valves in the Sizewell B safety case. :
induced faults or operator dose, while at the same
time obtaining sufficient warning of a ' cliff edge' In particular I should like to acknowledge the
type failure. help of staff from NE's PWR Project Group,

Knutsford, and those at Marchwood Engineering
CONCLUSION 1.aboratories who performed much of the testing

referred to in this paper.

This paper ins attempted to assemble the prin-
REFERENCEScipal regulatory issues relating to the testing of

safety related valves for the UK's first PWR-
Sizewell B. From those issues, it has been shown Fox, A. H., and M. Genet,1989,"Operabbity of

how the licensee, Nuclea Electric, has produced Nuclear Systems in Normal and Adverse

a programme of qualification and testing,in Environments," A Joint EdF/CEGB Pro-

associt. tion with the manufacturers, to resolve the gramme For Sebim Valve Qualification,
issues described. Ly n, France, September 18-22.

Probably the greatest single advantage over Gozal, A., et al.,1989,"Schim Valve Anange-

previous programmes has b-en the extent of flow ment," Nuclear Engineering International,

testing as opposed to analysis and the in'erna- April, pp. 50-53.

tional experience to draw on.
LaPolme, P.,1992,''Recent Experience with i

Testing of Parallel Disc Gate Valves under
The results discussed in this paper indicate

Jhat, such are the complexities involved in the Accident Loads," Second ASAfE/NRC Sym-
posium on Pump and Valve Testing, Wash- |adjustment of some of the more important safety
ington DC, July 21-23.

valves on a PWR, any future stations would been
expected to provide rimilar assurance of operabil- Wright, P,,1990, "Experienee Review of
ity by full flow testing. Testing a Range of PWR Stainless Steel

Isolation Valves: Part I- H.P Valves,"
ACKNOWLEDGMENT (MEL.cEGB.ux), in oevelopments in

Valves & Actuators for Fluid Control,
Many of the views expressed in this paper are Proceedings of the 3rd International Con-

personal and therefore do not necessarily reflect ference (Bournemouth UK27-29 Afarch),
those of HMNIL Nevertheless,I wish to acknowl- ISBN 1-85598-001-0.
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Similarity Analysis-A Basis
for MOV Verification

Dr. Nabil Schauki and Chad Smith
Siemens Nuclear Power Services

Because of the large number of valves in For example, wedge gate valves from different

nuclear power plant systems that have to be quG vendors can have different guide geometries, disc

fled for normal operating and design base shapes, and stem-to-disc connections. Clearsaces

conditions, standardization is inevitable. A func- and tolerances in combination with specific

tienability analysis is na efficient ,md appropriate design features also have a major impact on the

tool because experience frorc handling different valve performance.

types of valves from various vendors shows a
similarity, especially for functional parts. Both intemal system loads and external loads

must be covered to ensure functionability and
leak tightness of the seat. These loads include

Siemens KWU developed the basis for similar.

ity analysis according to valve design, capability,
pressure, AP buildup, temperature, pipe bending,
torsion, and axial forces induced by system

and experimenal verification and successfully
applied the method for valve standardization. Full

operation and seismic and environmental
conditions,

fiow, scismic, and endurance tests on prototypes

at Siemens-KWU's test facilities dernonstrated The analysis of the power supply and its pos-
the necessity for a detailed engineering approach. stble degradation is another importnnt parameter

.

This approach includes a pre-evaluation of the f r verification of valve functionability. .A less
design and design features, considering loads and c mmonly known item is the influence of plant
stresses as well as deflection and its influcoce on specific electric control systems that have to be
performance. Another important item is the mate- evaluated to bound loads on components in the
rial and material combination choice. The mate- load path as well as to allow comparison between
rial question has to be considered extensively ano similar c'ectric power operated valves, in certain
the long-term mechanical and chemical behavior cases differences in performance of identical
and threshold loads have to tu verified by labora- valves with identical operators can be attributed
tory tests as a complement to the dynamic testing to differences in the electric control system

,

of the complete valves. performance.

'nie results showed, for example, that it is not To fulfill the requirements of The United States
only important and necessary to specify a type of Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Generic Letter
hardfacing but also to specify the procedure of 89-10 (NRC,1989a) the above-mentioned simi-
welding in order to achieve the required perfor- larity analysis was projected to motor-operated
mance and reliability. In addition, the exact envi- valves (MOVs). Using this process," prototypes"
ronment that the material and material of MOVs are qualified as a basic approach for
combination is exposed to is important. Under "None Practically Testable MOVs " This
certain water chemistry conditions the application approach is consistent with items listed in Supple-
of a well-known and normally well-performing ment 3 of GL 89-10 (NRC,1989b),which must be
hardfacing, like hard chromium, can lead to addressed for performing safety and capability
component failure from undesirable corrosion. assessments of MOVs (Figures 1 and 2).

The diversity of the design of valve internals In addition to the above-mentioned parameters,

for the same valve type makes a detailed analysis a plant-specific history of MOVs, including long-
and evaluation of design features indispensable. term effects and time-dependent changes such as

i
!
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ITEMS WHICH MUST BE CONSIDERED BEFORE -

; ASSESSING THE CAPABILITY OF MOVS -
FROM EXISTING TEST DATA

( FROM NRC GENERIC LETTER 8910, SUPPLEMENT 3)e

|

e VALVE TYPE AND MANUFACTURER
-

'# VALVE SIZE - -

!

# DESIGN BASE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

1

# DESIGN BASE FLOW CONDITIONS '

# DISK TYPE -

# INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
'

,

# INTERNAL CLEARANCES

0 SURFACE MATERIALS OF DISK AND SEAT -

- # - SURFACE MATERIALS OF GUIDES

Figure 1. L Items which must be considered before ~ assessing the capability of MOVs from existing test
- data.

L-

!-

,

i

i
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,

) FACTORS WHICH MUST BE ADRESSED IN
PERFORMING PLANT-SPECIFIC SAFETY
ASSESSMENT OF MOVS

'

( FROM NRC GENERIC LETTER 8910, SUPPLEMENT 3)

# FUNCTIONALVALVETEST RESULTS

i

8 TORQUE SWITCH BYPASS SETTINGSINCLUDING POTENTIAL

FOR MOTOR OVERLOAD ON A FIRST ATTEMPT TO CLOSE VALVE
.

e INSPECTION PROGRAMS FOR ERROSION, CORROSION

AND STRESS CRACKING

# OPERATING PROCEDURES

# LEAK DETECTION CAPABILITIES

# PROBABILISTIC',JSK CONSIDERATIONS
_

__

Figure 2. Factors which must be addressed rn perfonning plant-specific safety assessment of MOVs.

aging is required. This is to ensure consideration This solid-based engineering methodology

of any material changes or maintenance work on paves the way for the " Similarity Analysis"
. functional parts, such as seat or stuffing box pack- shown in Figure 3. In addition to the above men-

lug configuration and pre-loading, which may tioned parameters Figure 3 shows the very impor-

affect perform mcc. Lapping or even machining tant criterion " Disc Stability" that must be
of seat / disk hardfacing of a frequently leaking considered for performance evaluation. Disc sta-

valve might cause unfavorable changes ranging bility is a complex process controlled by the
from a loss of hardness to a position change of the geometries of the valve internals, pressure
disk at seating. These items are essential for buildup on the disc, stem force, and friction
allowing a retrospective identical grouping of the forces during the otroke. Disc stability, clear.

MOVs in operating power plants. ances, and internal geometry allow an evaluation

511 NUREG/CP-0123
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SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

ACHIEVING SIMILARITY THROUGH:

# IDENTIFICATION DATA

# MATERIAL DATA

* DIMENSION DATA

e LOAD DATA

e STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS !

l

e VALVE HISTORY -

e DISC STABILITY
H

ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT
i

Figure 3. Similarity analysis.
.

. of the stable disc position during stroking with the Prototypes can then be defm' ed for full flow AP
resulting disc seatinteraction.' testing. Figure 4 shows some basic stresses and

_ - deflections used in the methodology. With this
The evaluation and engineering judgment of instrument the thrust and function verification

valve performance is based on analysis of stresses can be performed according to the flow chart
in functional components, bearing stresses of steps shown in Figure S.
gliding surfaces and deflections-all of which
allow an insight to the loads and material use. The
stresses and deflections are calculated with plant- This methodology will show which valves are
specific system design data, like maximum similar and can be grouped in a fataily. The com-
expected AP, flow rate, and fluid temperature, parison of dimensions shown in Figure ti allows a

.
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S1RESSES ANJ DEFLECTIONS:
GATE VALVES :

# BENDING STRESS IN UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM DISKS '

* DEFLECTIONS OF UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM DISKS

e BEARING STRESS BETWEEN DISK AND BODY GUIDES r.
<

.* BEARING STRESS BETWEEN DISK AND SEAT-

* STRESS IN DISK GUIDES
..

e' DEFLECTION OF DISK GUIDES

# STRESS IN BODY GUIDES

'

e DEFLECTION OF BODY GUIDES
.

' #- STRESS IN BODY GUIDE WELDS
,

Figure 4. - S esses and deflections: gate valves.
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THRUST AND FUNCTION VERlFICA_ TION METHODOLOSXl

VALVE GROUPING DATA
iGATE, GLOBE, BLTTTERFLY

IDENTIFICATIONI MATERIAL- | DIMENSION | LOADING
| NPRDS | HISTORY | TEST RESULTS I I

,r !

IDENTICAL VALVE []

3r- )

| SIMILAR VALVES

if

DETERMINE VALVES TO BE FULL FLOW TESTED
)

1r

- EVALVUATE TEST RESULTS

1r

INTERPOLATE, EXTRAPOLATE

_TE_ST DATA TO VALVE FAMILY

''

DESIGN BASIS COMPARE WITH 1g '

CALCULATION) DESIGN CALCULATION -

I

if
ir

MARGIN > 10% MARGlH < 10%
DOCUMENT ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT

Figure 5. 'Ihrust and function verification methodology.
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INCREASING VALVE SIZE

Figure 6. Gate valve dimensions-disk and guides.

An additional benefit of this methodology is
preliminary insight into the functional compo-
nents and provides an indication of stresses and that it gives the plant and corporate engineers

-

,

how they change with increasing valve size for a
documented and quality assured plant. specific

high-pressure flex-wedge gate valve family. The
data on the performance and stresses of their
valves,

tesults of tr.e analysis show which family mem.
bers are subjected to the highest loads and can
bound the other similar valves. For example, the CONCLUSION
results shown in Figures 7 and 8 indicate that
although a test in the larger dimensions is nor- In-plant testing for verification of valve func-

mally recommended, the test of valve number 5 tionability is often not possible or practical

will not give results that can be applied to smaller because of dangers produced in achieving full-

valves. In this case, a test of valve number 4 will flow /AP conditions. This creates the need for jus-

give more and better information thst will cover tifiable. experimental and analytical methods of

the other valves. In addition to the mean and local
valve function verification to fulfill the require-

stresses induced by cecentric loads, performance ments of NRC Generic Letter 89-10. Siemens

and rdevant deflections of functional parts is NPS has developed a method based on similarity

required. An evaluation of stress concentration and grouping that enables verification of valve

cm be achieved by reviewing calculated deflec- function through testing qualified " prototypes"
from families of similar valves and applying the

tions, especially at critical stroke position.
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Figure 8.1. Gate valves: bearing stress on guides and seats.

test results to other valves in the family. The tion meets the NRC requirements for choice of
- approach individually considers each valve's - prototypes.
stresses, deflections, and disc stability using
plant-specific loading data. The advantage of this REFERENCESm

approach over other methodologies is that it relies
on results from test candidates from established -
groups rather than using results from non.similar Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1989a, Generic

valves. Letter 89.;0.

~

The basis for this approach was developed by Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1989b, Generic .

=Siemens KWU, which has extensive experience Letter 89 10, Supplement 3," Consideration
in valve design and performance evaluation. The of the Results of NRC Sponsored Tests of .

Siemens NPS method for valve function verifica. Motor Operated Valves."
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Motor-Operated Valves-French Experience j

.
.

_ Pierre Coppolani
Mechanical Components Department Manager

Framatome

M. Grerets

Valves Department Manager
Electricit6 de France-Septen

ABSTRACT

During the startup of French 900 and 1300 MW plants, recurrent failures
occurred on pressurizer, atmospheric steam dump, and safety bjection isolation
motor operated gate valves.

The pressurizer oriFinal wedge gate valves were not able to isolate completely
the blowdown flow. After extensive testing, two improved designs with increased
disc guiding length and stellite overlay on friction surfaces were found to be
adequate.

On parallel-slide, double disc, atmospheric steam dump block valves, it was
necessary to inaease the seating surfaces of the discs to avoid sticking in the closed
position as a result of the disc-seat galling.

The failures of several remote control couplings for the safet/ njection valvesi
were the consequence of over powered operators and inadequate testing proce-
dures.

- Therefore current French research and development programs are aimed to opti-
mize operators thrust relative to valve functions and designs.

r
! INTRODUCTION maintenance program (NRC, GL 89-10) but also

the importance of correctly matching a valve with

This paper presents French experience on three its electric operator.

types of motor operated gate valves (MOV). Two
3-IN. FLEXIBLE WEDGE GATE; of them specified to close under hioudown flow .

, conditions were tested either on Electricit6 de VALVE IMPROVEMENTS
France (EdF) sites or test loops at the request of

.

..

French Pressure Vessel Commi: tee (BCCN). On French PWR plants,3-in. flexible wedge
These tests led to significant changes to the valves motor-operated gate valves are widely used as
original design and to conclusions similar to those isolation valves on nuclear auxiliary circuits.

of NRC (EPRI). Most of these valves, which operate in liquid .

phase only, are required to open against high dif-
The third case deals with a problem of a "self ferential pressure (corresponding to the primary

' destruction" of a MOV due to unusual operating coolant system pressure,15.5 MPa) but low flow,

conditions and a too powerful actuator; not only Thuefore, the pressure differential decreases
does it underscore the need for an adequate very rapidly when the valve starts to open, as the

519 NUREG/CP-0123
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. flow is limited by'orificing or by the pumps' These valves were standard stainless steel
capacity. This is the normal operating case of - valves with stellite 6 on the sealin.g surfaces of >

~ isolation valves on the chemical and volume con. disc and seats. It was decided to replace them by.
- trol system (CVCS) inlet and outlet lines (Fig- ' an improved type with the following (see Fig- =j
ute 1). But for a few of them, such as t;ie ure 2 a 6 Table 1): -i

; pressurizer relief isolation valves (PRIV) of thc I

CVCS discharge line isolation valves, closure is _- Stellite 6 deposit on the disc guides*-

required also under high differential pressure and ;

flow conditions (blowdown condition) corre- Reduction of manufacturing tolerances (to .* '

sponding to a postulated Isreak of the line. There- allow for disc interchangeability and reven- '

: fore, the operability of these valves had to be . ibility) and disc-body guide clearances -
:: proven by testing. De PRIV were the first cr.ndi-

2

dates since the Three Mile Island accident under- Adjunction of an extemal stem antirotation*
,

- line their impcrtance. device and live loading packing >

_ . _

Increased operator power: 3 kW.*

. " Contract Programme"
-(900 MW) Valve DesiEn and-

""*'***"*ns ne * MW Mgn was quali-
fied by tests m water and in steam. He trials in -

.

QuallflCatlOn water were endurance cycling of EdF loop st I.es
Renardieres; the conditions of those tests are
listed on Thble 2.

Original Design. During the startup of the first
900 MW French PWR, Fessenheim I in 1976, The testing in steam corresponded to the opet-
random failures of operation were reported for ating conditions of the PWRV block valves, his
some valves required to open or close in water is less severe than a complete break of the piping,
under high pressure differential, as the flow is limited by the PORV to a value of

j j g_ g y: sarety_.yttysf

1 1'
| 1T PRIV

' f 'I J , PoRV

If i

HN '

_A-a-/ ,
.

PRESSURI2ER - 4%g
,

o

I- k k. p in 18 <.:. =

Ni ,,,,.
E~ COLD L G m% ' 'M . . x * acs-

8 '"' N ''
,. 4)' COLD LEG

e d:"" Q P r r N'' =4 eT"
U REGENERATIVE

.

G,
'

C4 U% 'ift' p7,@ gXILIARY
*

.'" HEAT EXCHANGER RAY

CHARGING ~ F'"
.LINE_ | enu

h

Figure 1. _- Pressurizer and CVCS relief lines.
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Figure 2. 3-in. flexible wedge gate valve-Alsthom Velan.

about 90,000 kg/ hour ano as the maximum pos- The conclusion of the BCCN was, that
_

sible pressure drop occurs only near the complete although the valves closed every time, they were
closure of the valve. His testing was done both not reliable enough. Therefore, the BCCN
on 900 MW ntes and then on the test loops, in required the following actions for all the plants:
Dampierre 1, Tricastin 1, and Gravelines 1, one of

One closme, under full flow of each PRIV- the three PRIVs was closed five times and the *

others one time, Inspection of all these valves during hot functional testing of new plants,

showed galling marks on the upstream side of the followed by inspection and repairs if
guides near their bottom and on the opposite disc necessary

guides. On the EdF Indira Test loop, the valve that
A syvematic inspection of PRIVs after pos-was already subjected to endurance tests and a *

.

new one were submitted, respectively, to 30 and sible closure under full flow during plant
, 20 closures under full flow, but starting from mid- operation. (His event has never occurred.)

stroke to limit the pressure decrease (see
' Table 1). Unexpectedly the"used" valve showed Improved Designs
no marks at all, whereas the "new" one showed
strong marks of galling and metal removal on the Disc with increased Guiding Length.This
guiding bars and near the bottom of the guides. new disc was intended to be retrofitted in the

521 NUREG/CP-0123
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% Table 1. 3-in, gate valve qualification tests. g:

iB b-m A-se On-. P.ess-

Q NB of ' epseemm guessere &&sential et Ocsene pressere y
h Test NB ef valves Tempererere pres.or, dimrential maaimum flow dinmntial Manimern flow g-

Identificacion location cycles tested Type. Einem (*C) (MPa) (MPa) . (MPa) etPa) (kg!h) ' g-7 "
C 900 MW design BP- 500x3 I A. Waeer .- 265 17 ' 153 1.9 30.000

BO 10 C Water 290e54 17 - 1.5 1.5 1 2.000 '%-g Y
:2.
O

BI 33-20 2 B1 Steam 355 17.5 0 15 95.000 g,

BPP 151 . '1 B2 Steam 350 16.2 16.2 2 15 70.000

51 5-1-1 3 B3 350 16 15.6-

S2 1-1-1 3 B3 16 15.6 |" *

900 MW + BPP 25 l B2 Seeam 350 16.2 16.2 2 14.5 60.000

New disc BI 25 l B1 360 17.5 0 15 95.000"

(A BP 3x500 2 A Weser 285 17 15 L9 30F0

U BO 10 C 285++60 17.3 1.5 13'"

1450 MW design BC 7 i B4 Water 265 15.5 15.5 8 15 3 700.000

* A- Water 285 153 15 1.9 30.oin
1300 MW DESIGN

BP 4 7.500 1** C 285 4 15.5 1.5 IJ 1m.000*

BG 2mto B2 Seemm 350 16 16 2 IA 60.000 .'

15 95p'c" " * *

BPP 150 BI
BI 20

BP * Petite boucle A - Endurance
BI - Bk=denr Downsneem FORV epens as isolatica valve midstroke

PG Grande boucle .

B2 Blowdown Openmg while PORV closes and clos +ng while PORV scopens+

BPP Pressurneur Petite boucle EDP
B3 Blowdown: Start of closure withdomantrem PORY epn

BI INDIRA (cloard)
B4 Bkmamn pipe breakjust do neaemm the valve -4 m of 3*sch. Im

BC CUMULUS
between valve inlet and sweesomed vesselSI 3 plants: DAl.1N1, GRI

C Thermal ufaks
S2 - 18 plants : TN2 -+ BIA t

: Refurbesbrners after 1500 c3eles. $sem tubnfiestion and irspection each 500 cycles*

t Chage of internals after endurance testing**
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Table 2. 3-in. Flexible wedge gate valves main characteristics.

900 MW 1300 MW Improved 1450 MW

CPY PQY DPY 900 MW N4

Valve

Size (body)(in.) 3 4 3 3

Pressure rating (lb) 1500 1500 1500 1500

Body material 316 SS 316 SS 316 SS 316 SS
" "

Guide material Stellite 6"

Orifice diameter (mm) 67 67 67 67

Operator

Operating time (s) 10 16 16 12

Torque switch setting (mdaN) 25 17 14 19

Speed ( pm) 73 48 48 60

Power (Kw) 3 1.5 1.5 1.5

bodies of the existing valves with only minor sure between disc and body guides in case

modification to the valve internals. Its main fra- of disc tilting

tures included the following (Figure 3):
Better accuracy of manufacturing y.

lacreased guiding length (x 2,4) obtained ine

Increased stiffness of the disc for betterraising the height of the disc while reducing *

the length of the stem resistance to the operator thrust, g

Stellite overlay not only on the side of the This design was successfully qualified in 1983*

disc guides but in the bottom of the grcove after being submitted to 1500 cycles in hot pres-
surizer water and 20 closures under a pressure _

Machining of chamfers of the lower edges differential of 16 MPa and an initial flow at mid-=

of the disc guides to reduce the contact pres- stroke of 95,000 kg/ hour (f>ble 2).

r >

| l I

_

900 MW Dise I:nproved 900 MW Disc 1300 MW Dise

Figure 3. Comparison of 3-in. gate valve discs designed by Alsthom Velan.

523 NUREG/CP-0123
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Bxause all PORY and PRIV were evmaally Furthermore, the dise was made rigid to
repbcal by tandem pil operated glote valves, increase its resistance to deformation in case of
these discs were installed only on 1450 MW torque limit switch failure. This strengthening,
CVCS letdown isolation valves. At the reque.i af however, increased the probability of thermal
DCCN these valves were also qualified in 1991 binding, which occurrs . 9ne time during a test.
on the CUMULUS loop to a subcooled water 'lte closing time was aho lengthened (10 to 15 s)
blowdown flow corresponding to the downstream so that the operator power could te brought back
guillotine break of the letdown line. Because of to 1.5 kW.
the upstream piping pressure drop, the pressure
differential across the valve at maximum flow CONCLUSION
was limited to 8 MPa for a tank impulse pressure
of 15 MPa. To conclude, after numerous and extensive

trials, satisfactory design were found for the
require:1 function. The main lessons that tecame

Valve with EWbodded Guld|ng Bars.nese
body and disc concepts were originally intended

apparent are the necessity of

to be used on 1300 MW uruts as the PRIV. For the Avoiding disc tilting or cocking by adequate*

same reason n above, the valvet that were guiding length and clearances between disc
already maventured when the decision was and guides.
made to use globe valves were installed on the

U'ing materials on guiding surfaces that are*
CVCS letdown line.

able to support the contact stresses without
damage and stellite overlay for extreme

Two valves of this design were successfully conditions.
submitted to an extensive qualification program
including endurance testing in water Keeping the stellite hardness high enough*

(2000 cycles), steam (150 cycles) and blowdown by limiting the iron dilution,indeed an
conditions (20 closures) as shown in Table 2. extensive study of the stellite welding pro-

cess was carried out at the same time with

No galling marks, but only the normal wean,ng the valve marufacturers.* Its aim was to

pattem on the rubbing parts of disc r.nd guiding obtain deposits of good quality (white sip-
bars were observed, ping test) anet to keep their characteristics in

a tight ranp so as to control the friction
coefDcient.W program was com,nleted by

This satisfactory behavior can be attributed to
the CEA (Cornmissarial A l'Energie Atomi-

the following features:
que) measuring the friction coefficients of
stellite 6 deposits in cold and hot conditions

Guiding of the disc on allits length,in par. under representative contact stresses.b Thea

th ular near its bottom to prevent tilting or ' . lues were found to be bounded by 0.4,
cocking (Bake) which is consistent with some American

manufacturers' pub'ished data (Chappell).

Improved accuracy of guiding by using a*

U. shaped bar imbedded in a groove
machined in a 4 in. body

a. AFNOR, ''Rechargements dur par fusion

Use of stellite 6 overlay on all friction sur- 4'alliages k base de cobalt pour materiels*

mecaniques de reacteurs nucleaires,'' NFM 64100.
faces: seats and discs tracks, intern:.1 culde
sides, arut three apparent faces of the guide b. AFCEN,"Rechargement durs par fusionbars,

d'alliages A base de cobalt /' Plan 11.

NUREG/CP-0123 524
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PALUEL PLANT ATMOSPMERIC Analysis
STEAM DUMP ISOLATION
VALVES The is ladon vsives of be atmaphnic steam

dump valves are desigted to close under full flow
in the event ', hat the downstream valve sticks

BadgIOUnd open. Their charadnisun are lhted in Table 3.

A similar test to verify these design conditions

The startup program of the first plant, of the was previously performed in July 1980 on the

new 1300 MW series, Paluel 1, comprised the three 6 in, valves of the Dar pierre 1 Unit
verification of the flow capacity of the atmo. (900 MW)(see Table 4).
spheric steam dump talve. The following procc-
dure was utg The condidon af the valves after testing was

satisfactory. Ctjy one valve showed son.e marks
of gouging at the dowtatream alge of the disc.

Close the relief valve and then close the*

isoladon valve (without flew) On the 10-in. Paluel valves,it was quickly rec-
ognized that the marks were due te galthig that
resulted from *xcessive pressp.re between the

Open the relief valve and then open the seats and the disc.
.

isolation valve undet full AP

Inden!,it has been known for a icng time (for

Discharge for 5 minutet and close the isola- exaaple, Armaturen technick Vog) that for this*

don valve. !)pe of valves, the maalinum seating pressure
occurs near the closure as the ratio of the differen-
tial pressurs acting on the disc to the loaded sur-

The first test done on Paluel I was not satisfac- face is greatest.
tory, as the measured flow was too low, so tie test
was donc again on f'aluel 2. Mter the testing it Caiculttion (NRC, lii) showed, however, that
was not porsible to reopen the isolation valve due the maximum specific pressure from the testing
to lic!t * witch tripping. Further inspection of the remained below the namaging stress, as rneasured
Paluel 1 i.nd 2 valves' discs showed heavy marks by CMA during analytical function tests. The
of galling cu both the valves' discs and seats. location of the datnage on the seats (inner edge)

Tablo 3. Atmm pheric steam dump isolation valves characteristics.

Plant serie 900 MW 1300-1450 MW

Valve

Size (in ) 6 10
Pressure rating (ib) 600 900
Body material A42 CM A42 CM
Orifice diameter (mm) 12$ 200

Operator

Operating time (s) 30 14

Torque switch setting (mdaN) 46 .

Speed (rpm) 29 98
Power (kW) 2.2 9

,,

525 NUREG/CP-0123
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Table 4. Atmosphuic steam dump isolation valves quallfication tests.

Opening AP under Closing Maximum
NB of NB of Pressure AP flow AP flow

Serie Test facility cycles valves MPa (MPa) (MPa) MPa (Lg/h)

9'X) Dampiene 1 1 3 6.3 6.2 6 180,000-

MW

1300 Paluel 3 1 1 8 8 3 7 430,00(,
MW

CUMULUS 5 1 9.4 8.3 0.171 8.3 380,0(X)
0.82

1. Corresponding to o.15 relative stroke ard max flow.

2. Corresponding to 0.5 r:lative stroke and 0 8 met flow.

Not measurd.

and on the disc (outer edge) confirmed the diag- overlorquing. Therefore, the torque limit switch
nosis of excessive contact stresses from down- was increased to 1.5 times the initial setting,
stream tilting of the disc. Indeed as exp|ained in which was the maximum possible value allowed
Bake, for example, this tilting results from the by the operator.
torque created by the fluid pressure acting below
the reaction of the seats, 1300 MW-SAFETY INJECTION
Solutions ISOLATION VALVES

A new disc de:Ign was manufactured and
successfully tried, first on Paluel 3 and then on During the startup functional testing of the
the new,large, EDF blowdown test facility, low pressure safety injection system for
CUMULUS.

1300 MW plants, four successive ruptm es of uni-

'ntis dise (Figure 4) has a square shape to both versalj ints oncouplings ofisolation valves were

improve the guiding and reduce the contact stress bserved on three different sites: Penly 1,
by enterging the area of support between disc and N gent 2, and Saint-Alban 1 (two cases),
the downstream seat. Because this phenomenon did not occur on pre-

vious plants of the 900 MW series, and because of
Furthermore the edges of the disc were its potential consequences on the plant safety, na

bevelled to prevent the disc from " ploughing" the extensive study was made to understand and
seats during closure, and strict limits were put on solve this problem,
the clearances between the disc and its holding
collar to reduce the value of the disc tilting angle. Characteristics of the Coupling
Also, the stellite overlay welding process had t

and of the Valvesbe requalified.

Figure 5 represents a typical installation of one
Finally since the valve is limit switch closed, of the valves with its coupling, Table 5 lists the

there was no risk of valve damage by main characteristics of the quoted valves (all of

NUREG/CP-0123 526
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Tablo 5. 12)w pressure 1300 htW safety injection valves characteristics,

llot leg:
Cold leg: RIS 29-30 VP

RIS 33-34 VP St Alban i
Valve identification Pertly 1 Nogent 2

'lype Flexible wedge gate

Sire (in.) 10 8

Orifice (mm) 200 163
Pressure rating (ib) 300 3(X)

,

Operator

Operating time (.s) 14 10

Speed (sprn) 48 70
Torque switch setting (mdaN) 116 80
Motor power (kW) 15 9
Maximurn torgt.c at 1.06 Un (mdaN) 480 390

them were flexibic wedge gates) The important the St Alban cases where the brakes on the
points were that tiny had operators r.f similar size motors had failed inxn overheating.
from the same manufacturer (13ERNARD), they
were fitted with a permanent motor trake, and the
motor was supped by Jie torque limit switch. Exportisc. Treo universal joints were surveyed

inCreusot-1;>irelaboratories Figure 6presentsaFindings view of the cracked cross bar of the first one
(Penly).The metallurgic analyses showed that the

Inspections.
nipture had teen brutal resulting from excessive

Onsite inspection showed, in all cases, a 1 ading and a fragility of the hardened materiale

rupture of a universal joint cross piece arm resulting from its fabrication mode. On the

ad, one case, the rupture of one coupling sec d universal joint (Nogent 2), the rupture of
the cross bar was also brutal because of excessivep ,,
loading. On the contrary, the rupture of the jaw of

Marks and deformation of the ann splines the coupling resulted first from crack propagation '

e

showed that, in three cases, the break corresponding to about 100 fatigue cycles fol-
occurred during closure. In the Penly case lowed by ductile shear. The cracks were initiated
the break occurred during opening. Finally, in one of the internal corners of the joint, and
inspections of the valves themselves and of fatigue cracks were also present in the other
their operators showed no damage except in corners,

s
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~, /Q_,f} in the Nogent 2 case, no explanation was
~;

i ! e . found; the only di!!crence in the normal operating
I Q1 condition was that the operators were operated!

k / remotely rather than from a local conuol tm.

k In a normal scheme, the demand signal is an'

' -p impulse one. The motor starts to move until it is
stopped by the limit on torque switch and then

N "'- /- , stays at rest. With the local control box, the

) demand signal is maintained as long as the opera-"

/ tot presses the closing button. The motor is
'

stopped, as previously inentioned, by the tripping
open of the torque switch. Ilowever,if the worm

Figure 6. Cracked cross bar, and worm gear reverse, the torque switch closed
hack and the motor starts again. This phenome.

Testing Three coupling wen *,,MW t .L m is called " hammering effect" and was
breaking torque, in all cases the cru %r, q e ds scrioed in detail in Information Notice 8520.

at an average torque value of Sao t2 n

Dynamic torque measurernent were made f n a To validate this hypothesis, a test was done on
bench (Figure 5) that reptmluced the install. ted the Golfech ! plant in 1989 with a torque meter
configuration. Maxirnurn torque values of J00 between the mo'or and the valve. Fipitc 7 shows
and $80 mdaN for Nogent and Penly valves, the recording that confirms,in spite of the brake,
respectively, were obtained in case of torque the revenibility of the operator and the hammering

switch faihtre. effect. The progressive buildup of torque is due to
switch time lag, motor inertla, and brake slipping .

as the brake overleau and loses ha cUiciency.Causos of the Damage

Since the entire clatrical control system of the
valves operated properly and in the normal con- From these previous examples, we can draw
figuration, abnormal schemes during startups the first conclusion that correct operation of a
were lavestigated. MOV. In all circumstances, necessitates a close

match of valve and operator. Indeed a very
Overtorquing from manual operation was powerful actuator can ensure the operability of a

quickly discarded tecause the requited torque damaged valve, but it can cause catastmphic fail-
was very high and would also have damaged the ure from permanent excessive loadings. Exces-
operator, sive loadings may occur in normal operation from

a multitude of causes, especially for valves
In the Penly case, the electrical phases had stopped by torque, such as globe or wedge gate

been inverted when the motor was connected. As valves. Overh>ading can be the result of wrotig or

the stem moved in the direction opposite to that inaccurate torque limit switch settings, inertia
expected, the open limit switches did not activate effects at closure, tentative opning of pressure

and the operator stalled when the stem stopped on locked, or thermally bound valves (INPO).

backseat. 'lhis explained both the overtorquing
and why breakage occurred during opening. This At the present time, a joint research and devel-
explanation was also applicable to one Saint- opment program between EDF, CEA, and Frama-
Alban case. The other case was probably the con- tome is quantifying the opening und closing
sequence of nonoperation of the torque switch thrusts from these loadings in relationship to the
because of its spurious " shunt." design of the valve and its operator.

$29 NUREG/CP-0123
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It also appears that the increase of resistance of the range of evolution of efficiency and friction

valve components needed to support the maxi. coefficient and to the required operator thrusts.

mum operator thrust cannot prevent damage
resulting from lack of lubrication for example,it The second conclusion is that manufacturers

or may even induce negative effects such as ther. seem now to master the design of gate valves

mal binding. Therefore the qualification endur- operating under high pressure differential and
ance tests of valves that are systematically done flow s.110 wever, as hydrodynamic loads are not

by EDF on their test loops will determine limits to yet fully understood (for example, pressure built
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b up between the top and the bottom of the disc or Electric Power Resear:h Institute," Review of
"Bernouilli" eff ect (EPRI)), an experimental veri. NHC/INEL Oate Valve Test Program,"
fication under real operating conditions is needed. Report NP7065.

The experience of the 3 in. 900 MW gate valves
emphasires the fact that a successful test on one
valve cannot bring an absolute guarantee, because Institute of Nuclear Power Operations," Pressure

for designs without enough operating rnargins, Locking and Thermal liinding of Gate
minor differences in manufacturing can lead to Valves," SOER 847.

quite different results.

REFERENCES Nuclear Regulatory Commission, OL 8910,
" Safety related motor operated valve testing

Bake, E.A.," Stern Force Requirements for liigh and surveillance."

Differential Pressure Valve Actuation "
Edward Valves.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission," Motor Oper.

Chappell, John J.," Design and Testing of Gate sted Valve Failures Due to llammering
Valves for liigh Velocity Flow," Anchor Effect," lE Information Notice 8520 and

Darling. Supplement 1.
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NPSH-Requirements of Large PWR Boiler i

Feed Pumps at Partial-Load Conditions |

Dr. Falko Schubert ;
Siemens AG t

i

ABSTRACT

incipient cavitation and cavitation crosion could not be calculated theoretically ,

up until now, erpecially if part load service was required. At part-load pumping ,

conditions the flow patterns and NPSII incipient values change dramatically. So it
'

is often necessary to deal with the cavitation and service details of pumps with
high-energy impellers or with special features related to NPSil. Some main aspects -
of cavitation and cavitation-caused crosion are pointed cut in this paper. .

' As an example the development of new impeller and inlet geometry designs of
feedwater pumps for pressurized water reactor,(PWR),1300 MW power plants is
pointed out, it is shown that at extreme demands on service (full operation range,

*

iespecially long time, part load service without limits on operation time) these
high-energy impeller pumps should be designed for bubble free operation.

,

INTRODUCTION trical power output of the rlant, one unit is on stand
by. A pump unit consists of a one-stage, double-

Cavitation, cavitation erosion, and cavitation suction booster pump, a constant speed electrical

damage have been topics of concem since pumps motor, a gear box, and a one. stage, double-

have been built. Cavitation can be expensive suctior,high speed main pump.

: because of spare parts needed, disassembly and
Before having a closer look at the experiences

assembly, and maybe even plant outage.
with these pumps, some fundamental things about
cavitation shall be considered.

la 1978 Makay (1978) presented the results of
an examination of pump outages, where cavita- CAVITATION
tion is on the fifth place behind seal failures,
vibration, and bearing problems (Table 1). Ten Cavitation occurs if the value of NPS!b
years later Gopalakrishnan (1988) presented the ava lable becomes smaller than the required value
results of a similar examination (hble 2), Thc - NPSii incipient. At these operating conditions
order of succession had changed a little bit, but the first bubbles appear af the blade inlet of the i

cavitation damage still placed fifth, impeller. If the amount of bubbles raises more and i
'

more with decreasing NPSII available, the he.ad
nis paper gives an overview of the experiences of the impeller is affected and a head drop can be i

. rd.d to cavitation and part-load service with the measured.
main feed water pumps of seven German PWR
power plants. The special hydraulical require- MEASURING METHODS
ments (i.e., big volume flow and relatively low<

head) led to the typical main feed water pump unit. Three methods are commonly used in practice,
as it is shown in Figure 1.'Ihe pumps are pumpin8 depending on different physical effects:

- - feed water from the feed water tank via high pres-
< sure (IIP)-preheaters into tne steam generators. 1. The very common measuring method is the
Two pump units are in service for 100% rated elec- determination of a certain head drop (mostly

$33 NUREO/CP-0123
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Table 1. Ten major outage Ivoducing failure causes (Makay,1978),
.- .

Pump failures Other Ibtal
component, symptom Feed Booster pump number of

Number or teclugofy pump purnp types failures

1 Seals 602 178 198 978
2 Vibration 228 85 60 373
3 Axial balancing device 337 - - 337
4 journal bearing 209 52 37 298
5 Cavitation 161 M 46 271

6 Impeller breakage 169 8 7 184
7 Wear ring: rapid wear 155 3 158-

8 Unstable head curve 92 59 10 161
9 Shaft broken / damaged 77 6 51 134
10 'Ihrust bearing 58 11 9 78

Table 2. Failure modes (Oopalakrishnan,1988).

Estimated cost
Failure mrvie in 1987

weightmg factor (million of dollars)

1. Vibratics 0.0931 53.8
2. Impeller breakage / cracking 0.085 49.2
3. Shaft seal failure 0.084 48.6
4. Rapid wear of wear rings 0.081 46.8
5. Cavitation damage 0.077 44.5

6. Axial balancing device failure 0.077 44.5
7. Broken or damaged shaft 0.075 43.3
8. Journal bearing failure 0.072 41.6
9. Seizures of wear rings, etc. 0.072 41.6
10. Thrust bearing failure 0.071 41.0

11. Unstable head curve 0.068 39.3
12. Auxiliary system rellability 0.062 35.8
13. Ilot misalignment 0.045 26.0
14. Gear type couplings 0.038 22.0

I

Total 578
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Figure 1. PWR 1300 MW main feedwater pump unit.

3% head drop) compared with the the complete head drop versus NPSil characteris-

cavitation free operation. tie, in Figure 2 the head drop characteristics of
two different impellers are compared as an exam.

2. The visualization method (ix., the direct pie. The NPSil value for 3% head drop shall be
observation with use of strotioscopic light) the same at both characteristics, and both impel-

is another, but very expensive method. A lets shall work at $m NPSil available, respec-
special test rig with original sire is tively. If only the value of 3% head drop is known>

necessary. for both impellers, no deviations in service seem
to exist. Itat a closer look on the head drop char-

3. 'Ihe acoustic method sequires a lot of expe- acteristics shows that impeller #2 may have no
tience for interpretation of the measuring problems because of a very small amount of
results. No special test rig is required. bubbles, w hile irnpeller #1 is working with a con- _

siderable amount of bubbles and, thus, at least

CRITERIA OF ASSESSMENT keeps the taient possibility of damage.

When testing one pump with the a.m. measur. If an impeller is specially designed to deal with

ing methods (i.e.,3% head drop method, visual- a certain amount of bubbles to produce good
ization and acoustic method), different results are NPSil-3% values (a simple method is to enlarge

_

obtained as shown in Figure 2. Decreasing the the inlet area of impeller), it can have cavitation

NPSil value in a test rig produces the first erosion problems instead (refer to Figure 2,
information about incipient cavitation from the curve 1). On the other hand, this impeller, with a

acoustical method. After decreating the NPSl{ high suction specific speed, might have problems

value a little more, the first bubbles can be with recirculation flow or unsteady flow patterns

detected with the optical metlKid. Depending on at part load conditions.

the impeller design, the NPSil value has to be
decreased-possibly at a considerable arnount- CAVITATION DAMAGE
further until 3% head drop cr.n be measured.

The existence of mild cavitation seems not to
At 3% cavitation caused head drop, a consider- be sufficient for cavitation damage, as can be

able amount of cavitation occurs. Mostly only the learned from the practice. Many pumps operate
NPSil value at 3% head drop is known and not with a certain amount of cavitation without

535 NUREG/CP-0123
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point of cavitation detection

curvo 2 curve 1

opilcal acoustical optical acoustical
HEAD mOthod method method method

i

100% -
-

-

ps. ---.- - - -

|
1

1 2

| o

. ..

0 2 4 point of 8 10
HPSH [m]operation

Figure 2. Head drop /NPSil--<haracteristics (example: 2 different characteristics with identical NPSil
3 b value,

cavitation problems. If the resistance of the mate- NPSH-REQUIRED VALUE AT
rial against cavitation erosion is greater than the PART LOAD

'

attack of it, no cavitation uosion occurs. If the
bubbles don't collapse near a wall surface, but in
the middle of the impeller flow channel, no Reducing the flow at constant pump speed
damage will occur as well, increases the incidence on the impeller blade

inlets. Simplified, this is the reason for an increas.
A strong influence on cavitation crosion comes ing adverse pressure on the suction sides of the

from the inlet velocities, especially from the rela- blades, which causes a higher NPSit-required, if
tive velocity (blade leading edge). Cavitation ero- the flow is decreased more and more, a reverse
slon increases with about the 6th power of relative flow in the impeller eye commenets. Because the
velocity. Other important factors are water tem- water leaves the impeller with high circumferen-
perature (decreasing water temperature causes tial velocity, a prerotation of the incoming flow
increasing cavitation erosion rates), operation starts up because of its mixing with the backflow
mode, and the material ofimpeller blades. Erosion water, his causes a decreasing incidence, and if
factors have been published by different authors, the design of impeller and inlet geometry is sufii-
(Doolin,1986 pad Gillich,1986). Of course, these cient, the bubbles that can be seen in the visual-
crosion factors can only be used for estimation of iration test start to disappear if flow is reduced
cavitation erosion if cavitation already occurs. funher.
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A typical NPSil versus flow characteristic at 11 can be seen that the part load peak is the
3% head drop, as found in many catalogues, higher, the stricter the criterion. If " bubble free"
ordinarily has a smooth shape with decreasing were demanded, the peak would be higher again.
NPSii required values at decreasing flow. No in the literature indications can be found that the
problems seem to exist at part load if part load peak establishes at onset of recircula.
NPSil available is large enough at rated tion or even at somewhat larger flow rate.11ut
discharge. Choosing a stricter criterion may here big individual differences oc cur between dif- |

change things. In Figure 3, an impeller with ferent pumps depending on hydraulic design,
extreme behavior is shown, it is an impeller of a teometries of impeller inlet and inlet chamber,
submersible pump. Characteristics are printed out and type of diffusor (volute or vaned). Details like
for total head drop, for 3% head drop, and for 1 % the inleading of internal leakage flow are
head drop, important as well.

1

NPSH

.

NPSHm

| NPSHm i

NPSH _ n,o,

0-BEP Q

Figure 3. NPSil required-characteristics of submersible pump impeller (paramettr: cavitation
criterion).
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At the present time no theoretical procedure is cient safety margin relatu to the NPSil 34
known to calculate the NPSit peak at pan. load in value. Cavitation occuned at the complete range
any way. So it seems to be the best (and only) way of operation.
to test the pump by visualitation (or acoustic)
method if the precise knowledge of the complete A design review was started md new hnpeller

cavitation behavior of that pump is necessary. geometries were developed in several steps to
reduce bubble length (or the amount of bubbles at

OPERATING EXPERIENCES the first steps). An important step was to profile
the blade inlet area and to ruanufacture the profile

he following section gives a short overview shape of all blades identically, The value of

of the operating experiences with PWP. feed NPSil at 3% head drop became linignificant.

pumps in reference to cavitation within the last in hiarch of 1978 the impellers were bubble
1$-16 years. Only the main pump la of interest in free at 100% load; at part load conditions a bubble
view of cavitation problems because the booster length of 30 mm was measured (curve "b"). De
pump has none. This overview focuses on experi. NPSil incipient curve "b" could be reduced at
ences related to part load service with seven - lower flow by modifications of the inlet easing
PWR plants that are equipped with the pumps of geometrywhe short diffusor type irdet geometry
one manuf acturer, this overview is limited to was developed. The head of the booster purnp
these pumps. was raised as much as possible. Ily July of 1978

the result of these modifications was that the
FORMER MAIN PUMP DESIGN bubble length at part-load conditions was only

10-15 mm (curve "c").
Figure 4a shows a section drawing of a former

, g ggmain pump type, it has a double suction, one-
stage impeller and a double volute type diffusor. pumps ("fonner main pump design") a long ser-

ghe ing is cast. The main data are included in
00 W M.lo@Mm MWs*

had only small areas with a little increased sur-

When these pumps were started up in face roughness. No real cavitation damage could
be detected.November of 1974 for initial operation in the

plant, it could be detected after a short ti ne of ser-
Sometime later one plant started a tonger

vice that cavitation caused erosion had occuned, period of part load service. The result at the
although design was correct in the light of the impellers from the cavitation was considerable

,
experiences of that time, it was dwided to build a

cavitation erosion. Finally the impellers were
bubble test rig (BTR)of original sire at the work * replaced.

- shop of the pump manufacturer and to test the
hnpellers. ADVAMCED MAIN PUMP

Figure $a shows the characteristice of NPSil-
; incipient versus-flow schematically as well as the in the meantime the development impellers
head of the booster pump, ne reference point is with a shoner bubble length were designed by the
the original design of the booster pump because manufacturer, although only the good experi-
NPSil available and the head of the booster pump ences with the modified "former main pump

' have nearly the same value.
design" were known. Experiences with part-load
service over time of those pumps were not

he curve "a"is a result of the first bubble test- available at that time.
ing llaving its minimum NPSil. incipient value
at 100% loadithe impellers were not bubble free A new system design of power plants with

' even at the design point in spite of having a suffi- more electrical power output caused development

NUREO/CP-0123 538
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Figure 4a. Boller feed pump, main pump, casted casing (former main pump design).
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Table 3. Iloiler feed pumps of PWR power plants-<1ata of rnain pumps.
_

[Former main pump design" " Advanced main pump design"

Plant Date of commissioning 1975... 1985 1986 1988..

4 3 1,2,5No. in figure 6 -

main pump head [m] 642 645 660 660
3flow rate [m /s] 0.02 1.165 1.165 1.113

speed [ rpm] 5079 5218 5296 52 %

specific speed (metric units) 27 31 31 31

water temperature [*C] 180 180 180 140
3water density [Lg/m ] 884 884 884 924

booster pump head [m] 141 212 212 212

impeller material 1.4008 1.4313 1.4313 1.4313

hard facing Stellited Stellited Stellited Stellited

finishing Eroded Eroded Eroded Eroded

impeller inlet
velocities at 100% load:
- meridional [m/s] 12.1 14.8 14.8 14.1

. circumferential [m/s] 70.7 76.5 77.6 77.6

. relative [m/s] 71,7 77.9 79.0 78.9

erosion factors related to:
. relative velocity /5/ 1 1.6 1.8 1.8

. water temperature /10/ 1 1 1 1.6
- _ _

of the feed water pumps. The main data for the So a new pump design was messary in spite
advanced and the former feed pump design are of the increased booster pump head. In Figure 4b

compared in Table 3. The flow was increased by a section of the new pump design is shown.11is a

27%; the speed was increased by 4.3%. Based on forged casing type pump with new impeller
the experience with part-load service over time at design and inlet chamber (the short diffusor type

the plants with "former main pump design" (feed inlet canals) and the pump has a .aned diffusor in

pumps were no' known at that time), the head of addition to the double volute.

the booster pump was raised by 50% with a new
impeller design. The NPSil. incipient-versus flow characterls-

tic of the new pump is shown schematically in
As mentioned before, a higher relative velocity Figure 5b (curve "a"). In March of 1982 these

at impeller entrance and a lower water tempera- impellers produced bubbles only at a limited
ture cause an increase in cavitation erosion. At the range of flow. Within this range the bubbles were
bottom of Table 3 the erosion factors resulting maximum 5-10 mm long. At a service smaller

from water ternperature and relative velocity are than 60% rated flow or greater than 80%, these

calculated for comparison. (Note that these fac- impellers were bubble free.

tors can only be valid if cavitation occurst) The
reference plant is the first one in Table 3 (former During the start-up commissioning of one unit
main pump design), the pumps were operated for a 1000-hour test at

541 NUREG/CP-0123
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: Figure Sb. Development of NPSH/ flow characteristics (advanced main pump design),

minimum flow conditions, No cavitation damage diagram the average depth of cavitation erosion,

was indicated at an inspection after this test. the average of all blade inlet areas of an impeller,
is drawn versus total time of service The refer.

At the beginning of 1989, this new type of ence value is the cavitation erosion at one blade

pump had been in service in power plants since (the worst one), where the exchange of the impel.

- 1985 without cavitation problems, some of the ler was recommended until now, in this diagram

plants were on part-load service at about 60-80% only power plants with pumps of" advanced main

rated electrical output, about 45% of the operat- pump design" are represented, Because these
lag time.The results are shown in Figure 6. In this pumps have identical geometries (only the

NUREG/CP-0123 542
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Power plants #4 and W5 differ in feed waterimpeller outlet geometries differ a little bit by *

means of slightly different outlet diameters), the temperature and slightly in telative velocity,

main factors influencing cavitation erosion are Thus, the factor between curve 4 and curve

feed water temperature, part-load operation, and 5 should be 1.8 according to the cronon fac.

impeller inlet relative velocity (refer to hble 3): tors of Table 3. Instead,it is about 1.3 (the

part-load service conditions are similar).

Power plant #1 with low feed water temper-*

ature had part-load service 45% of the total Coming back to our history, nobody had
operation time has the deepest cavitation expated that this little bubble that only occurred

erosion, as could be expected. The dotted between 60 and 00% rated flow would be able to

line { l ) in Figure 6 shows the erosion depth cause problems. So the results of inspection at the

of one pump having a damaged vaned beginning of 1989 led to the new notion that a
diffusor, it could be shown in model tests small bubble, even if hard materials are used,

that the specific form of the damage creates would cause erosion if the operation time is

pressure drops at the impeller suction (!) thousands of hours under these operation
side. Thus, the flow range whae cavitation conditions,

occurred spread. Because this was a single
failure, this pump is not included in curve 1. In July 1989 model impellers with a com-

pletely new inlet area design were tested. The

Power plant #4 has the lowest crosion rate blades had a special profile shape to avoide

because of itr low part load service dating bubbles within the complete range of operation.

10% of the opration tirne and a high feed This was the only possibility to deal with the

water temperature, problem,if all main parameters are given (for
example, speed / inlet velocities, water tempera-

Power plants #2 tad #5 have similar work- ture NPSil available, and materials with high
.

ing conditions, and thus, comparable crosion resistance), cavitation caused crosion can

crosion rates. be avoided only by avoiding bubbles at the
complete operation range.

'nying to compare the power plants #3 and*
#4 leads to some difficulties: the plants dif. So it was decided to replace the impellars of the

fer slightly in relative velocity (refer to main pumps in the three power plants with low

Table 3), and plant #3 has about three times feed water temperature (plants #1,#2, and #5) At

more part. load service than plant #4. In this the beginning of 1990 all original impellers with

particular case, it had to be considered that the bubble-free design were tested in the DTR

cavitation could only occur in a certain (Figure 5B, curve "b"). The old impellers
range of flow rate, so cavitation erosion is (advanced main pump design) were replaced dur-

limited to this range, too. Inaccuracies can ing the overall maintenance !nspections in 1990

occur when measuring the erosion depth even though all replactd impellers would have

from information about the operation mode, been able to operate.

Deviations can occur between the calculated
and the measured values because of inaccu- During the overall malatenance inspections in

racies that occur when measuring the ero- 1991, one pump in plants #1, #2, and #5 was
sion, information about the operating inspected. After about 8.000 hours of operation

inodes, (for example, which pump was how no indication of cavitation crosion could be
long in service in which kind of operation detected on the blade surfaces. Because all plants

mode) and from system-induced influences. have been on full load operation. the future may

So the erosion factors should be used show whether a part load influence will be detect-

carefully, able or not.

I
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Mgure 6. Cavitation caused crosion depth (average values) recorded at different PWR type power plants
(advanced main pump design).

CONCLUSION REFERENCES,

If a certain amount of cavitation occurs, the Calgnaert, G., et al..- 1988," Recirculation at
main parameters influencing cavitation abrasive

impeller intet and outlet of a Centrifugal-wear are
Pump," MechE C337/1988,pp. 61-68.

Impeller inlet relative velocitye

Cooper, P., et al.,1988," Minimum Continuous

ater temperatum Stable Flow in Feed Pumps," Electrice

Power Research Institute (EPRI) CS-5875,

Erosion resistance of impeller blade EE' 2~97*e

- material.
Cooper, P., and Antunes, F., " Cavitation Damage

The amount of cavitation (for example, the in Boller Feed Pumps," FPRI CS 3158,
~ bubble length) depends on NPSl{.available and pp. 2-24.
. operation mode.'Even hard materials with
excellent erosion resistance cannot withstand the Dernedde, R.,1982,"Put modem cavitation crite-
impact of cavitation in high<nergy impellers for- ria to work to lenghten pump life" Power,
along time of service.To avoid cavitation. caused October, pp. 77-80,

_ erosion, the impellers must be designed for
._ _

,

*
bubble-free operation within the possible opera- Doolin, J.,1986, " Judge relative cavitation peril
tion range. This property should be tested by the with aid of these eight factors" Power,
visualization method. October, pp. 77-80.
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Inservice Testing
.

Patdcla L. Campbell
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiona :

>

ABSTRAnT 1

Tcmparary Itatruction (Tl) 251 $/t14, inspection Requirements for Generic Let-
ter 89-04 Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs. was issued January 1$,1992, to

f
provide uniform guidance for the NRC inspection of activities related to inservice
testing (IST) of pumps and valves with particular emphasis on the positions in
Generic Letter 89-04, Guldance on Developing Acceptable inservice Testing pro-
grams, dated April 3,1989. De Tl was issued for one trial inspection in each of the
five regions, with subsequent inspection to be detennined based on the results from
these trial inspections.' Region III, Point Ileach Nuclear Plant, was the first inspec-

_

tion performed to the TI. Region IV, Wolf Creek, followed. A summary of the
results of these inspections and future activities related to the TI will be provided at.

the Symposium.

Temporary Instruction (TI) 2515/114, inspec . In conjunction with a team inspection at the ;
'

tion Requirementsfor Generic Letter 89 04, discretion of Regional Management.

Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs, was .

|

~ issued January 1$,1992. The objective of the TI Sample systems are selected to review for Com-

is to provide uniform guidance for the NRC pliance with the requirements for inservice test-

inspection of activities related to inservice testing
ing in 10 CFR 50.$$a, ASME Section XI, plant
Tcchnical Specifications, and Safety Analysis

- (IST) of pmups and valves with partietdar empha- -
,

Reports. De implementation of alternative test-
sis on the positions in Generic Letter 89 Gl.Guld-

ing methods described in Generic 12tter 89 61,
.

ance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Tc; ring Attachment 1, will be inspected. On-going inser-
Programs, dated. April 3,1989. He Tl was issued vice testing activities will be observed.

.

' for one trialinspection in each of the five regions,
with subsequent inspection to be determined For the selected system (s), the inspectors will-"

based on the results from these trial inspections, attempt to verify that all the applicable compo-
nents are included in the IST program and that the

appropriate testing is identified for each compo- i

ne inspection is scheduled for one week, with . nent. For testing that does not comply with .

a minimum of two inspectors. They are consid- ASME Section XI requirements, the inspector
'

; cred announced inspections and a list of informa- will verify that a relief request exists, or that the
tion the licensee is requested to have available for licensee has documented the applicable position

. the inspectors is provided 2 to 3 weeks prior to the of GL 89-04 in the IST program, ne inspectors

inspection. De inspection, alone, is not consid* will review the licensee's basis for the relief
cred a " team" inspection, but may be conducted requests and cold shutdown justifications to

e.nis presentation was prepared (in whole. oriu pan) by an ernployee of tte United States Nuclear Re gulatory Commis-
sion. It presents infonnation that does not currently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has wither approved
nor disapproved its technical rnatter.
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;

ensure that their statements accurately describe performed using Tl 231$/110. Perfumaner of i

the conditions that inhibit testing. Administrative Safety-Related Check Patres, and will be a !
controls for cold shutdown testing will be limited scope if Ti 2515/110 has teen used in a !
reviewed. Test records, program controls, imple- previous inspection. I

tnenting procedures, and post maintenance test.
ing will be reviewed to ensure that testing is Pump testing reviews will include pumps with
performed as required by the IST program and no relief requests and purnps with relief requests,

,

conective actions are taken in accordance with . If applicable histrumentation requircruents will |

the Code-requirements or approved relief be reviewed to ensure Code reg'tirements are met,
requests. Reporting requiremenis of 10 CFR or relief requests exists. Corrective actions will be ;

50.72 and 50.73 will be reviewed. 'The licensee's assessed if test results fall in the " alm" or i

process for design modifications and selected - " required action" range. 'lhe use of g ump curves,- :

documentation will be reviewed to ensure that expanded range limits, or any other condition that
inservice testing requirements are incorporated as affeeis the lest method and results will be {
necessary, reviewed.

,

Region lit, Point Ileach Nuclear Plant, was the !

- Valve testing reviews will include a minimum first inspection performed to the TI. Region IV,
,

of one valve in each IST category and one of each Wolf Creek, followed, A summary of the results ;
type of test included in Section XI, Sub- of these inspections and future activities related to q
section IWV. Check valve reviews will be the TI will be provided at the Symposium. i

:
-I

P

j

I

.
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NRC Check Valve Action Plans
and Inspection Results

R T Grubolich
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission a

Oflice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
Division of Engincoring Technology

Mechanical Engineering Branch (EMEB)

ABSTRACT

The plans to organize activities aimed at identdying and tesolving tl e concerns
about testing and performance of check valves are described in NRC's
NUREG.1352, issued in June 1990. The document included a discussion of check

valve problems and performance, evaluation of adequacy of current regul. tory
requirements, development of inrpection guidance, ongoing staff research, coop-
eration with industry Froups, participation in development of codes and standards,
and evaluation of staff and hidustry efforts. Although industry efforts ivive led to
sotne improvements in check valve performance and testing, the staff continued to
receive reports and find weakness in the efforts of individual licensees to improve
the performance of the check valves. 'the need for continued effort for improve-
taent was reinforced by recent reports of multiple failures of check valves in main
stearn lines, multiple check valves rendered inoperable in service water systems
because of corrosion and sitt accumulation, lack of inclusion of certain essential
service water check valves in an IST Program, and a report of check valve water

hammer problems.

In considering the need of inspection gridance for evaluating check valve activi.
ties at miclear power plants, the Mechanical Engineer's 11 ranch (EMEll) and the
regions developed a Temporary Instruction (TI) for evaluating the effectiveness of
licensee programs negarding the performance and test ng of aafety-related checki

valves. EMEB, with aulstance flou the regions, proceeded with implementation
of the check valve action plant as desetibed in the May 1991 NRC Regulatory
Information Conference. This paper surnmarises the development and imple-
mentation of certain check valve action plan activities, including inspection results
and umelusion of effectiveness of bcensee programs.

INTRODUCTION valve f ailures signaled the need for the NRC stafr

to take a more active role in the resolution of
check vain inues. The elements of the moreThe slow progress being reade in improve

ments in check valve performance and .p.ra. acuve tom wete developed and articulated in

tional readiness as evidenced by the result < of NUPSG-1352 titled " Action Plan for MOVs and

NRC-conducted inspections and reported Geck Che :k Valves" issued in June 1990 (NRC,1990).

a.This presentation wra prepared (in whole.or in part)by aaemphyee of tle United States Nuclear Re gulatory Commis-
sinn.11 presents information that does not currernly repret.d an . greed upco staff position. NRC has trither approved
nor daapproved its technical marer.
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The im ,lementation of the action plans was later that the recominendations have been imple-
descrited in a paper titled " Activities To Improve mented in varying degrees. hiore accently, the
ne Performance Of Check Valves" presented at formation of a nuclear utility group on check
the biay 1991 NRC Regulato;y Information Con- valves (NiC)and the ash 1H Operation and hiain-
ference held in Washington, D.C. (NRC,1991a). len :ce Working Group on Check Valves
This paper presents background and provides a (Oht 22) has evolved. NIC has completed an
sununary of the development and implementation evaluation of the application of nonintrusive tech-
of certain action plan activities involving the niques for check valve testing (Utah State Univer.
assessment of the effectiveness of licensee pro- sity Foundation) and has currently undertaken
grams on performance of safety-related check tasks, in a joint effort with Electric Power
valves. Research Institute (EPRI), tc update valve

application guldance and develop a check valve
BACKGROUND maimenance guide. Oht-22 ras developed signif-

icant check valyc testing provisions for incorpo-
In recent years, the importance of the need to ration ima the AShtE Oh! Code.

maintain and test check valves for proper perfor-
mance and operational readiness was highlighted

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTSby a plethora of problems with these valves. Tbc
iraportance of the need to assure proper perfor-
mance of check valves and the potentidly severe NRC regulations applicable to check valves are
consequences thet could result from their failure contained in Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
was clearly focused by an event at San Onofre Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50). Specifically,
Nuclear Ocnerating Station's Unit 1 on Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, Criterion I states, in
November 21,1985. In that event, with the plant part, that components, structures and systerns
operating at 60% pcwer, a partial loss of plant shall be designed, fabricated erected and tested a
power following a reactor trip resulted in a severe quality standards commensurate with the impor-
water hammer incident in the feedwatet system. tance of the safety functions to be performed and
The water hammer occurrence caused a leak, a quality assurance program shall be established
dat.laged plant equipment and jeopardized the and implemented to provide adequate assurance
integrity of safety systems. The failure of five ths.t these components will satisfactorily perform
safety-related check valves in the feedwater tys- thrir safety functions. Further, Appendia B to
tem had significant involvement in the event. 10 CFR 50 encompasses quality assurance of all
(NRC nodate) planned and systematic nctions necessary to pro- |

vide adequate confidence that a component, sys- '

Recognizing the need to improve check valve tem or structure will perform satisfactorily in
maintenance, surveillance testing and perfor- sirvice. His quality assurance applies to all acti-
mance, following the San Onofre event, an indus- vities affecting the safety related functions,
try Owners Group Task Force formulated an including inspections, testing, operating and
initial plan for the industry's response to the maintaining those components, systems and
check valve performance and operations! readi. srtuctures.10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires that Code
ness problems. Since then, several industry acti. class pumps and valves be inservice tested in
vities were initiated in an attempt to improve accordance with the Section XI requirements of
check valve performance and operational the AShtE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. De
readiness, including an industry workshop on NRC issued Generic Letter 8941 to outline posi-
check valve problems, issuance of industry- tions that described inservice valve testing defi.
recommended guidance on check valve pro- ciencies and explain certain ash 1E Code
grams, preparation of guidelines for check valve requirements and certain alternatives to the
applications and plant visits that have confirmed AShiE Code that the staff considered acceptable.
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! CHECK VALVE INSPECTION 3. 1 icensee test program did not include mit

FINDINGS * * f'' Y '' 'I"''d C h''' * *1" * 5 ' ' * 9 "I''d
testing.

Although ensuing industry efforts have led to in 1989, NTis conducted at Rancho Seco,
some improvements in check valve testing and Waterford, Brunswick, Litnerick and Indian
pe-formance, the statf continued to find weakness Point 3 uncovered the following licensee-specine .,

"
in the efforts of individual licensees to improve or common deficiencies in certain systems:
the performance of check valves. The need for
continued improvement was reinforced by the 1. Root cause evaluations were not conducted
results of NRC inspections and check valve fall- on valve problems

ure reports. Some examples of NRC inspection
findings regarding licensee check valve activities 2. Industry experience was insufficien'ly con.

are included in NRC Information Notice sidered in problem recognition

No. 88 70. The Notice reported on check valve
3. Licensee was slow in starting the develop-program deficiencies uncovered at McGuire

Nuclear Station, Units I and 2. Zion Nuclear ment of a check valve program.

Plant, Units 1 and 2, and Ginna Nuclear Power
NRC CHECK VALVE ACTIONPlant during NRC inspections conducted from

Septemter 14,1987, through May 20,1988. He PLAN
common findings from these inspections were:

Continuing staff concerns and the slow prog- i

1. Not all safety-related check valves were ress being made in irnprovements in check valve

included in the IST program performance and operational readiness as evi- .

denced by the results of NRC inspections and
-

2. Check valves were not always tested in a reported check valve failuies signaled the need
for the NRC staff to take a more active role in the .wr.y that verified their ability to perform
resolution of check valve issues. An NRC actiontheir safety-related functions.
plan for monitoring lleensee improvements in
check valve performance and operational readi-

ne Notice further pointed out that these deli- ness was developed and published in
ciencies could result in undetected serious degra-

NUREG 1352. The NUREG described NRC's
dation of components as rurfaced at the San

ng ing and future activities to forwr improve.
Onofre Unit 1 event.

ments in the perforrt.ance of check valves. De
major activities included in the plan were efforts

Some later examples of inspection findings to (1) identify check valve problems and testing
regarding check valve issues were reported by the and performance weaknesses, (2) evaluate the
NRR Division of Licensee Performance and adequacy of regulatory requirements,(3) support
Quality Evaluation, based on Maintenance Team the development of Codes and Standards,
inspections (MTIs) conducted in 1988 and 1989. (4) develop inspection guidance, (5) conduct
in 1988, MTIs conducted at Diablo Canyon' research studies, (6) evaluate industry efforts to
Trojan, Wolf Creek, and Peach Bottom uncovered improve check valve performance, (7) evaluate
the following heensee-specific or common defi- the effectiveness of licensee activities regarding
ciencies in certain systems: testing and perforraance of safety-related check

valves, and (8) evaluate the need for regulatory
1. Licensee failed to establish a preventative guidance,

maintenance or test program

Check valve failures contained in sample
2. Licensee was slow to implement corrective Licensee Event Reports (LERs)in 1990 and

action 1991, described faihues attributed to hardware,

553 NUREG/CP-0123
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procedures and personnel.ne categories of cited by regional inspectors was to assess the perfor-
failures included: (1) safety-related valves ncs mance of specific licensees and ptovide informa-
included in test programs, (2) valves not tion on the need for guidance on generic check
backflow tested,(3) valve disc separations, salve program activities and possible Ivoblems.

(4) valves fall to close, and (5) valve closure
causes waterhammer damage. The trial audits were conducted at Dyron

Station Units 1 and 2. Nine Mile Point Unit 2 and

DEVELOPMENT OF **'''f 'd 3 v'"he d *' P''i"d I' * 3"'Y '8

1991, to October 4,10 1 (NRC,1991b; 1991c;
INSPECTION GUIDANCE 1991d). The audit resuus confirmed the need to

implement the TI.
On the basis of NRC concems with check valve

perforinance, reinforced by the failure reports. TRIAL AUDIT RESULTS
and cmsidering the need for inspection guidance
for evaluating check valve activities at nuclear ne check valve activities of each of the three
power plants, EMEB and the Regional inspectors licensees were included in two separate programs
developed Tl 2515/110 for evaluating the effec- identified as an inservice testing (IST) program
tiveness of licensee programs regarding the per- and a preventative maintentnce or reliability
formance and testing of safety related check program (often referred to as the check valve
valves. This Tl was developed to assess the elfec- program).
tiveness through inspections of selected activities
to determine whether there are actions in place or Alllicensees were in the early stages of eva-
a system of organizationally controlled and luating, testing a:.d planning for the implemento
directed processes that will assure check valve tion of nonintrusive methods to replace certain
operability. The following activities are meluded disassembly and inspection procedures.
in the inspection to provide this type of assurance:
(a) management involvement and support, IST PROGRAMS
(b) inservice testing program, (c) preventative
maintenance program,(d) failure trending pro- All licensees had an IST program that was
gram, (e) corrective action program, (f) use of comprehensive, well organir.ed and irnplemented.
industry experience information, (g) training, and Licensee-specific program concems were identi-
(h) plant check valve failure rate history. fied during the review at each plant it was con-

cluded that overall the licensees' IST programs

NRC CHECK VALVE ACTION were satisfactory.

PLAN ACTIVITY The benefits of existing IST ASME Code
requirements and regulatory guidance provided

he NRC staff planned action for use of the Tl by GL 89 04 wetc evident,
consists of a two phase pror "

CHECK VALVE PROGRAMS
The first phase invoi . J trial audits of three

licensee plants in Regions I, IU and IV conducto.1 'the check valve preventative maintenance and
by EMED with regional inspector participation- reliability programs were driven by general
The audits included PWR and BWR plants. The industry g tidance, ne lack of consistency and
purpose of the audits was to assess the need for specific guidance was evident in the review of the
the T1 and to evaluate the TI guidance, programs.

The second phase involved implementation of Implementation of the check valve programs
the Tl if the results of phase one confirmed its was in various stages. One plant had a docu.
need. The purpose for implementation of the Tl mented program in place and had completed
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preventative maintenacce procedures for abou;
issue,in assessing the need for NRC generic

two-thirds of the valves. Another plant had a guidance, ongoing industry activities wi'l be

documented program in place and expected to considered,

have completed at least one inspection of each
valve in the reliability program by the end of their REFERENCES
next refueling outage, The third plant had r 1.ro-
gram in the initial stages of being addressea in Nuclear Regulatory Conunission,1990, " Action

procedures, but had not started implementation of Plan for Motor-Operated Valves and Check

their program. Valves," June 1990, NUREG-1352, T. G.

he lack of sufficient guidance was evident in
the similarity of one weakness found in each pro- Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991a, Regula.

tory h formation Conference Transactions,gram. This weakness was in the criteria and t

review process used to select check valves for May 7 and 8,1991, Washine, ton, DC, Dr.
inclusion in the preventative maintenaan or reli- T. E. Murley, Director, h1R, June 18.

ability programs. The valve selection criteria and
review were limited to or dominated by valvo Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991b,"Re}xm

misapplication and installation problems as of the Audit of Effect'veness of Licensee

opposed to further concerns such as safety signifi- Activities Regarding the Performance of

cance, corrosion, cleanliness of systems, aging Safety-Related Check Valves at Byron Sta-

and higher incidences of problems in certain sys- tion Units 1 and 2 " September 13 J. .A.

terts. Some programs were established with Norberg, Chief, EMEB.

insufficient guidance with respect to priority and
ficquency of check valve monitoring, inspection Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991c, * Report

and maintenance activities, of the Audit of EffecHveness of Licensee
Activities Regarbt he '.'erformance of

Two plants had a formal program document Safety-Related Checi , nves at Nine Mile

describing check valve activities and interfaces Point 2," October 15 J. A. Norberg, Chief,

wlule the other plant program was being devel- EMEB.

oped from severalloosely<onnected and signifl-
cantly time-spaced documents. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1991d," Report

of the Audit of Effectiveness of Licensee

CONCLUSION Activities Regarding the Performance of j[Safety-Related Check Valves at Water-

The regions were issued the T1 at year tad ford 3," November 13, J. A. Norberg,

1991 with implementation instructions. The Chief. EMEB.

regions arc currently conducting or scheduling T1
ir fections of specific licensee's plants. EMEB Nuclear Regulatory Commission, uo date, " Loss

of Power and Water Hammer Event at Sanwili support the regions and par' ipate in certaina
Onofre Unit 1 on November 21,1985,"

inspections or provide additiocal expertise.
NUREG-1190.

Region inspections conducted to date support
the trial audit findings. EMEB will evaluate the Utah State University Foundation," Evaluation

results of all the Ti inspections to identify the on Non-Intrusive Diagnostic Technologies

need for other regulatory guidance. EMEB will for Check Valves (NIC-01), Volume i Sum-

also determine if the need for guidance identified mary," prepared for the Nuclear Industry

in the trial audits is a generic or licensee-specific Check Valve Group.

t
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Operating Pumps on Minimum Flow
D. A. Casada, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

bY. C. Li, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi.c&n

ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations in Appendix A to
10 CFR 50 require that components important to safety be designed and tested to
quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be
performed. The NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.55a reference the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers ( ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for criteria to
conduct inservice testing of pumps. The ASME Code allows the performance of
pump inservice testing using mini flow bypass loops. Operating experience and
studies performed for the Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program (NUREG/
CR-4597.Vols. I and II):ha wed that a leading cause of pump problems and failmes
is associated with hydraulic instability phenomena induced by low-flow operation.

The NRC staff issued Information Notice (IN) 87-59 to alert all licensees to two
miniflow design concerns identified by Westingbouse. The first potential problem
discussed in this IN involves parallel pump operation. If the head / capacity curve of
one of the parallel pumps is greater than the other, the weaker pump may be dead-
heali when the pumps are operating at low-flow condi*lons. The other problem
relates to potential pump damage as a result of hydraulic instability during low-
flow operation. In NRC Bulletin 88-04, dated May 5,1988, the staff ru}uested all
licensees to investigate and correct, as applicable, the two minifiow design con-
cerns. The staff also developed a Temporary Instruction. TI 2515/105, dated
January 29,1990, to inspect for the adequacy oflicensee response and follow-up
actions to NRC Bulletin 88-04

_

Ot.k Ridge National Laboratory has reviewed utility responses to Bulletin 88-04
under the auspices of the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program, and par-
ticipated in several NRC inspections. Examples of actions that have beca taken, an
assessment of the overall industry response, and resultant conclusions and recom-
mendations are presented.

a. Research spoesored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regul: tion,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission underInteragency Agreement DOE I886-8082 8B with the U.S. Department of

. Energy under contract No. DE AC05-850R21400 with the Martin Matietta Energy Systems,Inc.

b. This presentation was prepared (in whole, or in part) by an employee of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. It presents information that does not cunently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has neither
approved nor disapproved its technical matter.

!
1
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BACKGROUND conditions and for which no modifications have
been made.

Historically, minimum flow capacity for cen- g
trifugal pumps was based on ensurmg that the

mission (NRC) issued Bulletin 88-04," Potential
temperature rise through the pump was not exces- N dP '' Th M@; sive As a general rule of thumb, the minimum

addressed two general concerns:
Cow rate was specified so that the temperature
rise through the pump would be less than 15'F (it

, g fg, g g
should be noted that this rule of thumb was not

pumps when operated m. parallel
universally applied, and temmature rises greater
than 50 F have been w ,or some pump The adequacy of pump minimum flow=

appucations)' protection provided by the installed mini-
mum flow lines.

' 11 has t.een recognized for many years that in
higher energy density pumps at low flow opera- W th regard to the first concern, the Builetin
tion, destructive hydraulic forces, not tempera- specifically discussed the potential problem of ,

ture rise, limit safe minimum flow, Unsteady flow parallel pump operation during miniflow opera-
'

conditicia within the pump result in substantial tion, noting that the stronger of two pumps can
radial and axial forces (static as well as dynamic) dead-head the weaker pump. It was also noted
on both the stationary and rotating parts. Resul- that the strong / weak pump situation is not a prob-
tant damage can be manifested in a number of lem at moderate to high flow conditions because
ways, including impeller or diffuser breakage, of the shape of pump head-capacity curves in
thrust bearing and/or balance device failure from those regions. Relative to the second item, the
excessive loading, cavitation damage on suction Bulletin noted that pump manufacturers now 2

stage impellers, increased seal leakage or failure, advise that desired minimum flow capacity is
- seal injection piping failure, shaft or coupling greater than was originally specified for some
breakage, and rotating element seizure (Adams pumps. The Bulletin required that all plants con- i

|and Makay,1986). In addition to the internal duct a review of all safety-related pumps.
forces generated by unsteady flow within the
pump itself, interaction between the pump and the - Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
system at low-flow conditicas can result in sub' under the auspices of the NRC's Nuclear Plant i
stantial surging and vibration that can affect not Aging Research Program, reviewed industry I

only the pump, but other system components and responses to the issues identified in the Bulletin
supports. (Casada,1991). The principal purpose of the

._

study was to provide a general assessment of the
As the effects of low-flow operation have type and extent of actions taken in response to the

become better understood by pump technologists, Bulletin. The results of this study are summarized
. design modifications that can reduce unsteady in this paper. The review consisted of several
flow conditions have been developed. Modifica- elements:
tions to pump geometries have been demon-
strated to r.!!ow operation at lower flow rates with Discussions with representatives of severale

substa, t ly reduced impact (Makay and Barrett, pump manufacturers
1984) Some or!ginal equipment manufacturers

General review of all utility correspondence(OEM) and non-OEM repair shops for pumps .

now offer design _ options er retrofits that allow to the NRC responding to the Bulletin
pumps to be operated acceptably at reduced mini-

Review of the distribution of pump suppli-mum flow. However, there remain in service a .

- large number of pumps that were not designed ers whose pumps are used in selected
specifically to allow operation under low-flow systems
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Detailed onsite review t selected plants. 1985). However, the use of the generic concla-
*

tions to address 8844 was discouraged.

He results of this study are summarized in utis Managers agreed uniformly that there was a
need to be able to measure the forces present (for,

examp , radial mmuun mda m predd emnpo-
ORNL also participated in individual plant nem e. t was recognkd, however, mat Ws n

inspections to support NRC's Nuclear Reactor " P'" * *# ""# E"* E * ' * * * *

Regulation activities.The inspections were con- a genera c mnsus dat we me cunem state of
ducted to review the adequacy of the specific understanding, a properly conducted field test
plants' responses to the Etnletin. Some observa-

Y ".E" #" "'E"*E '#E^ Y # #'""
tions made during the itupections are presented. the test conditions. One manufacturer noted that

tolerance stack-ups and pre test service life could

DISCUSSIONS WITH PUMP play major roles in the results of such testing.

MANUFACTURERS Another manufacturer noted that in tests con-
ducted by their company overseas, the hydrauli-
cally induced forces associated with several

ORNL met with representatives of four of the
pumps of the same model varied by a factor of

major manufacturers of pumps used in safety,
three to four.related service in U.S. plants. These four

manufacturers together have furnished about Several of the manufacturers emphasir 3tc
75% of the pumps used in the safety-related sys- need for a test program to address intermittent
tems of primary concem. Three of the principal operation at low flow,in light of the fact that there
areas o' discussion, and the results of the discus- s no objective data related to such operation.
sions are provided below.

The suitability of current monitoring practices

Which types of pumps are most susceptible was discussed, here was consistent agreement 5
*

to low-flow degradation? that testing pumps under mininow conditions was
of little value, from a hydraulic performance,

The pumps noted to be most susceptible to demonstration standpoint.ne vendors observed

low-flow degradation were high-energy and high-
that of the means that are currently practicable,

suction, specific speed (high-flow, low NPSH spectral vibration monitoring and trending was
-

the best indicator of potemially damaging condi-
required) pumps,

tions. However, they noted that monitoring capa-

What are the associated failure modes?
bility for some pumps (specifically deep-well

*
pumps) was limited. They also noted that the

Failure /degrada' ion modes associated with
parameter that most needed to be measured was
force on pump components, which could only be

low-flow operation that were most often men. accurately monitored using intrusive means. Two
tiened were seal failure, occasional shaft break.

changes to current in service testing practices
age, bearing failure, excessive wear of wear rings,

were recommended:
and cavitation damage.

Periodically conduct testing at close to the*

What are some possible means for demon * pumps best efficiency point (BEP) to venfy.

strating a pump's ability to successfully that the pump performance has not substan-
operate under low-flow conditions? tially degraded

Minimize or discontinue practice of rou-The OEMs identified correlations that can pro- *

vide some very general insights into the relative tinely testing pumps at minimum flow

requirements for pump minimum flow conditions in order to demonstrate pump

(Gopalakrishnan,1988 and Heald and Palgrave, operability.
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|
ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN ifications to pump design were identified in the

PLANT RESPONSES wrinen nspuses. Afta thneviewr was com-
pleted, verbal discussions revealed one plant that

General Discussion is modifying auxiliary feedwater pump impeller
vane and diffuser clearances to minimize low-
flow operation problems..

ne correspondence from all plants to the NRC
on Bulletin 88-04 was reviewed to provide an A total of 44 special tests or inspections that
indication of actions takenin response to the Bul- either had been conducted or would be conducted
letin. The review evaluated the licensecs' analy- to monitor pump condition were identified.
ses and data for low flow operation presented in About two-thirds of these tests were associated
their response ar<l determined what actions, in with either low pressure core spray (LPCS), low
terms of design changes, procedure changes, or pressure coolant injection / residual heat removal
special inspections, have been or will be made. (LPC1/RHR), low presstre safety injection /

residual heat removal (LPSI/R.HR), or contain-
The level of information provided in the corte- ment spray (CT4 systems.

spondence varied substantially. For some plants,
there was a fairly detailed discussion of ori inal A number of special analyses were also identi-F
and current minimum flow recommendations and fled. Most of these involved parallel pump com-
existing system configuration, as well as an iden- petition. A total of 48 such analyses were
tification of specific design, procedural, or other specified. Almost half of these involved the
changes made to address Bulletin concerns. nere LPCl/RHR or LPSI/RHR systems, Twenty-one
were also a munber of responses that provided of the analyses were minimum acceptable flow
only an indication that the issues had been calculations, based on either a published correla-
reviewed, with little or no system or pump- tion or on other undesignated bases. Note that
specific information provided. these analyses were performed by the utility (not

by the pump manufacturer).
Procedural and Design Changes
and Special Testing It was noted during the review that a substan-

tial fraction of the design end procedural changes
w"e ma arela e sma Poh of beAn attempt was made to determine the extent

and types of procedural and design changes made industry. Figure 4 indicates that 80% of the

in response to the Bulletic, as well as special tests changes wen made h aht M oMe plants.
that were conducted. Au mted chges wen maMy less 0@M

the plants.

The distribution of identified changes, by sys-
tem, for both pressurized water reactors (PWRs) OUMMBIY
and boiling water reactors (BWR.s) is provided in
Figures 1 and 2. It is likely that other procedural The written response review made two principal
or other administrative actions were taken that observations:
were not identified in the written responses, and
thus are not reflected in these figures. There are no generic guidelines for deter-*

mining the acceptability of a pump for
Several different types of design changes were operation under the various modes and

identified in the responses as indicated in Fig. times required in support of both normal
ute 3. The majority of the design changes and emergency conditions
involved either increasing the size of tife orifice in
the miniflow line or otherwise modifying the The low-flow issue was not adequately*

minimum flow line. It is noteworthy that no mod- addressed by all plants.
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Figure 1. Number of PWR units in which design and procedure changes were made.
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Figure 2. Number of BWR units in which design and procedure changes were made.
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Figure 3. Distribution of design changes, by type of change.
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Figure 4. Distribution of procedural or design actions taken in response to NRC Bulletin 8844.
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; The lack of generic guidednes essentially guar- - flow line, and normally only one pump is oper.
: anteed that the issue would not be uniformly and ated. The concem primarily exists when switch-

adequately addressed.- - ing over from one pump to the other, ne utility
agreed that the potential exists, and identifying
' " "' " " '

-INDIVIDUAi. PLANT
* INSPECTIONS - ne other two inspections also found situations,

in where it was not obvious that pump competi-
tion would be precluded. In one case, personnel

The NRC has conducted inspections of several contracted by the plant to review the Bulletin con-
plants to review plant responses in more detail cerns had failed to note the absence of orifices in
than was possible through the corre pondence the minimum flow lines of the core spray pumps
review discussed above. ORNL participated, pri- for one unit (the orifices did exist on the other),
rnarily under the' auspices of the Mechanical Thc minimum flow lines from two pumps joined :
Engineering Branch, in four inspections con- into a common header, and it was not clear that
' ducted at a single-unit Combustion Engineering the head losses before the common header con-
plant, a' twin-unit General Electric plant, a single- nection were sufficient to prevent pump competi-
unit Westinghouse plant, and a three-unit facility tion. Subsequent hydraulic analyses showed that -
comprised of a single Westinghouse unit and two competition should not occur. For the other plant,
Combustion Engineering units. In addition, several minimum flow lines, each of which car.
ORML assisted the NRC in the review of another ried several hundred gsllons per minute, joined in
plant's pump test and subsequent disassembly / a common header. No analysis was performed to
examination program. These inspections con- verify the absence of pump competition before
firmed the observations made during the review the inspection,
of the written responses. Some pertinent observa. ,

tions made during 'the inspections are provided While the latter two situations have subse-
~ below* quently been found to be acceptable, they had not

,

been considered before the inspections and indi.

cate a s mewhat WPerficialrevimParallel Pump Competition _

_
.

De primary generic concern of parallel pump

Personnel at one of the plants inspected had competition (affecting several RHR systems) has
,.

! identified that parallel pump competition existed been adequately identified and addressed. The

in the RHR system and were installing check only new parallel pump competition concern
valves to preclude competition in the future. Re identified in the four inspections is specific to a

actions taken by the utility to_ address the pump single unit. It is unlikely that additional pumps are

. competition were judged to be appropriate. generically within any of the four scopes of sup-

-

ply for the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS),
including the emergency core cooling system

- During another inspection, the inspectors noted pumps, for which a parallel pump competition
1the potential for parallel pump interaction to exist problem exists that has not been identified. This ~

during a pump switch-over sequence. In this case, conclusion is based on the facts that no other par -

L two RHR' pumps share a common minimurn allel pump competition situations were identified
and that most NSSS systems are reasonably simi-
lar in design.- However, the fact that three of the
four plants inspected had conditions for which

The RHR pumps in this plart are used solely for potential competition existed, but had not been
e.
residual heat removal, unlike the duelfunction RHR/ identified by the utilities, leaves some residual

Low-pressure injection pumps in most plant. uncertainty.
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Minimum Flow Adequacy administrative control, are adequate to
ensure that the pump is not operated for a

hiost of the inspection activities were oriented time in excess of.the vendor recom-
toward the adequacy of minimum flow provi. mendations

sions. At three of the four facilities, the taajority
of the OEhis had been contacted to determine the For pumps that did not meet the vendor rec-e

current recommended minimum flow rote. None ommendations during' regular operation, a
of these three plants had contacted the service commitment by the plant to carefully moni.
water pump OEh! (Casada,1991)d. liowever, at tot pump performance and to periodically
the fourth facility (the three-unit plant), the OEh! disassemble and examine the pump for
for only one pump had been contacted, signs of damage,

For ti': 14 pump applications at the four facili- Approaches taken to address the issue that
ties reviewed for the manufacturer's current rec- were judged inadequate or had other weaknesses
ommended minimum flow rate, Table I lists the included one or more of the following:
distribution of the level of conformance with sup-
plier recommendations. Reliance on static modeling of pumps*

The observations made during the on site Reliance on the absence of low-flow-*

inspections relative to parallel pump competition attributed failures (i.e., not the absence of
and the potential inadequacy of minimum flow failures, rather the fact that none of the fail-
supported the conclusion reached during the ures that had occurred had been attributed
review of the written responses that, generally by plant personnel to low-flow operation)
speaking, the response to the low-flow degrada-
tion issue has been relatively superficial. There Reliance on non-spectral vibration data*

was a considerable variation in the approaches from in sen' ice testing
taken by individual plants involved in the inspec-
tion to address the Bulletin concems. Dependence upon instrumentation whose*

accuracy at test conditions was insufficient
The following methods were judged to be to form solid conclusions

appropriate means of ensuring adequate pump
reliability, as noted during both the written Failure to have in place administrative con-*

response review and during the inspections: trols that would ensure compliance with
pump manufacturer recommendations

Verification that the pump minimum flow*

line supports a flow rate that meets the The assumption of orifices being present in*

vendor recommendations for continuous minimum flow lines when there were none
operation

Failure to recognize that off-nonnal proce-*
I' Verification that although the pump mini- dural controls created situations where the

*

ruum flow line does not support a flow rate pumps would be operated outside the
that meets the vendor recommendations for ruanufacturer recommendations (even
continuous operation,it does support a flow though the plant had determined that pump
rate that meets a time-restricted flow rate, operation would fully comply with the rec-
along with a verification that there are ommendations when operated under nonnal

conditions),n

d. Note that, generally speaking, the service water
system pumps wouki normally be mn at a substantial While some of the above approaches are not
fraction of design flow, and most likely minimum without merit, the extent to which they were
flow adequacy would not be a concem. relied upon (in various combinations) did not
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Table 1. Level of conformance to OEM recommended minimum flow.

Level of conformance to OEMNumber
minimum flow recommendationsof pumps

4 Fully meet curreral recommendations with existing configuration.

Meet current recommendations after completing system modification.I

3 Nominally meet OEM recommendations (available flow is essentially equal to that

recommended). -

Meet current reconunendations, for most plant conditions. Some off-normal (non-2
emergency) conditions could lead to operation outside the recommendations.

4 Do not meet current iecommendations.

All of the plants inspected were using, or wereprovide an adequate level of assurance that the
_ developing, a pump spectral vibration monitoring

pump would operate reliably,
program that goes beyond ASME Code require-

The site inspections revealed varying levels of ments. Here appeared to be a need for improved

appreciation for the types of damage that could be monitoring and trending of the data, however. As

manifested from operation of pumps at low flows, an example, an AFW pump at one plant showed

Some plant personnel had an excellent under- substantial increases in vibration at vane passing

standing of the damage mechanisms sud frequency during the two most recent tests, liow-

appropriate means of monitoring, while others ever, there was no programmatic monitoring and

were not well aware of the potential problems. trending practice to note the change; as a result,
no actions were being taken to monitor the pump

Most plants had reviewed at least the historical more carefully. It should be noted that the ASME
~

failure data for the pumps at their plant; however, Code-required testing results did not reflect the
little had been done in the way of reviewing fail- increased vibration at this frequency because the

ure data more generically. For example, one plant in service test program monitored only overall
used an auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump of the displacement,

same model and with similar minimum flow rates
as another plant that had found substantial low- GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
flow related damage when the AFW pumps were
disassembled and examined (Gopalakrishnam, Based upon the review of the written responses

1988).' The plant personnel were not aware of the
and the individual plant inspections, pump com-

experience at the other plant, even though the' petition concerns appear to have been adequately

information was available through the Nuclear addressed by the utility reviews. Ilowever, addi-
tional efforts are needed to resolve low-flow-Plant Reliability Data System,
related issues. Fundamentally, there is a need for
a better definition of how a pump could be quali-
fied for low-flow operation. In order to achieve
the required level of definition, additional

The damage found ultimately resulted in thec.
issuance of a 10 CFR 21 report hom the manufac- insights into the parameters that influence a

turer. See discussion under "A Postscript." pump's ability to operate successfully at low-flow
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are needed. Also needed is a better understanding steel,if necessary. They further recommended
of design or monitored parameters that could be conducting periodic testing at higher flow rates,if
used to make the necessary determinations. possible.

This issue is currently being prioritized in the At least one plant in our knowledge has elected
NRC potential generic issuc process. He purpose to modify the AFW pumps by changing the
of the prioritization is to assess the safety signifi- impeller / diffuser gap clearances. This type of
cance of the issue and the need for additional design change has been successfully employed on
NRC guidance on evaluating and correcting mini- a large number of high-energy fossil plant pumps.

,flow deficiencies. The potential benefit offered by this change, in |

A POSTSCRIPT lieu of or in addition to the material replacement |

change,is that the root cause of the diffuser vane '

In September 1991, at the time that the individ- damage is being addressed more directly. This has

ual plant inspections were being completed, the benefit of not only minimizing chvitation

Ingersoll Rand issued a 10 CFR 21 report damage, but also of minimizing overall loading
(Young,1998) on broken cast iron diffusers in on the pump rotating and stationary parts, thereby

gg gggg gmultistage pumps used in AFW applications. The
problem was initially identified at Surry Unit 2 m have resulted from low-flow operation. ,

1

1988. Following a reactor trip, low flow to one
steam generator was noted, inspections found that g
pump diffuser vane pieces had lodged in a ven-
turi, thereby restricting flow. Adams, M. L., and E. Makay,1986, Aging and

Service Wear ofAsailiary Feedwater Pumps |

Subsequent inspections found that cavitation for PWR Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/
damage to the AFW cast iron diffusers was evi- CR-4597, Vol.1, ORNL-6282/V1, Oak
dent, particularly at the leading edge of the dif. Ridge National Laboratory, Washington,
fuser vanes. Damage was most evident at the first D.C.: Government Printing Office,
stage diffuser, although damage was also seen in

iother stages. Damage was also found at some Casada, D. A.,1991, Potential Safety-Related
areas of diffuser vane to shroud junctions. which Pump Loss: An Assessment ofindustry
was also believed to be the result of low flow Data, NUREG/CR-5706, ORNL-6671, Oak
induced cavitation erosion. Ingersoll-Rand noted Ridge National Lab. Washington, D.C.:

| that the primary cause of the breakage was cavita. Government Printing Office.
tion damage at the leading edge of the diffuser
vanes, which resulted from accumulated opera- Gopalakrishnan, S.,1988, "A New Method for
tion of the pump at minimum flow. Computing Minimum Flow." Fifth Inter-

| After finding indications of similar damage at "##f""#I Pump Symposium, Texas A& Af
other plants, Ingersoll-Rand issued the 10 CFR 21 "* ###.7'
report, in several of the instances in which dam-

-

age was found, the pumps were satisfactory, Heald, C. C., and R. Palgrave,1985, " Backflow

according to technical specification and ASME- Control Improves Pump Performance." Oil

Code-required testing results. This could be and Gas Journal, February 25, pp. 96-105.

anticipated because the pumps are tested at mini-
mum flow conditions, where internals degrada. Makay, E., and J. A Barrett,1984, " Changes in

tion of this nature would not be detectab!c. Hydraulic Component Geometries Greatly
Increased Power Plant Availability and

Ingersoll-Rand recommended periodic inspec- Reduced Maintenance Costs: Case Histo-
tion of the pumps for damage of the diffusers, and ries." First International Pump Symposium,
replacement of the cast iron parts with stainless Texas A&Af University. Afay.
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Young, G.,(Ingersoll Rand),1991, Letter to R. CCW component cooling water
Fuhrmeister (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CS containment spray

Commission),10 CFR 21 Reportability of a ESW emergency service water

Potential Safety Ha:ard From Broken Cast itPCI high pressure coolant injection

fron Diffusor Pieces in Auxiliary feed 11PCS high pressure core spray

Water Pumps. September 19. IIPSI idgh pressure safety injection
LPCI low pressure coolant injection
IECS low pressure core sgayList of Acronyms LPSI low pressure safety injection
NPSil net positive suction head

AFW auxiliary feedwater NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ASME American Society of Mechanical OEM original equipment manufacturer

Engineers ORNL Oak Ridge Nation.0 Laboratory

BEP best efficiency point PWR pressurized water reactor -

BWR boiling water reactor RCIC reactor core isolation cooling

CCP centrifugal charging pump RiiR residual heat removal

_
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N'RC Inspections of Licensee Activities
to Irnprove the Performance

of Motor-Operated Valves

Thomas G. Scarbrough
MechanicalEngineering Branch

Division of Engineering Technology
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ^

_

ABSTRACT

The NRC regulations require that component.t importvit to the safe operation of
a nuclear power plant be treated in a manner that provides assurance of their proper
performance. Despite these regulatory requirements,;perating experience and
research programs have raised concerns regarding the performance of motor-
operated valves (MOVs) in nuclear power plants, in June 1990, the staff issued
NUREG 1352. Action Plansfor Afomr-operated Valves and Check Valves, which
contains planned actions to organize the activities aimed at resolving the concerns
about MOV performance, A significant task of the MOV action plan is the staff's
review of the implementation of Generic Letter (GL) 8910 (June 28,1989),
" Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance," and its supple-
meats, by nuclear power plant licensees, he NRC staff has issued several supple-
ments to GL 8910 to provide additional guidance for use by licensees in
responding to the generic letter.

The NRC staff has conducted initial inspections of the GL 89-10 programs at
most licensee facilities. This paper outlines some of the more significant findings
of those inspections. For example, licensees who have begun differential pressure
and flow testing have found some MOVs to require more thrust to ope ate than pre-
dicted by the standard industry equation with typical valve factors assumed in the
past. De NRC staff has found weaknesses in licensee procedures for conducting
the differential pressure and flow tests, the acceptance critena for the tests in eva-
luating the capability of the MOV to perform its safety function under design basis
conditions, and feedoack of the test results into the methodology used by the
licensee in predicting the thrust requirements for other MOVs. Some licensees
have not made adequate progress toward resolving the MOV issue for their facili-
ties within the recommended schedule of GL 89-10.

a Ihis presenta ion was prepared (in whole, orin part) by an employee of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
*

sion. It p esents information that does not cunently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has neither approved
nor disapproved its technical matter.
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1

ne NRC regulations require that components development of guidance for and coordination of
that are important to the safe operation of a NRC inspections, completion of NRC MOV
nuclear power plant be treated in a manner that research programs and implementation of the
provides assurance of their performance. Appen- research results, and providing MOV information
dices A," General Design Criteria for Nuclear to the nuclear industry.
Power Plants," and B, " Quality Assurance Crite-
ria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reproces- A significant task of the MOV action plan is
sing Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 provide a the staff's review of the implementation of
broad-based framework of requirements for the Generic Letter (GL) 8910 (June 28,19F9),
design, testing, operation and maintenance of " Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing
components, including motor-operated valves and Surveillance," and its supplements, by
(MOVs), that are important to the sate operation nuclear power plant licensees. In GL 89-10, the
of the plant. With respect to inservice testing of staff requested that licensees help ensure the

_

MOVs,10 CFR Part 50.55a(g) requires com- capability of MOVs in safety-related systems by
pliance with Section XI," Rules for Inservice reviewing MOV design bases, verifying MOV
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components," switch settings initially and periodically, testing
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for MOVs under design-basis conditions where prac-
MOVs within the scope of the Code. The new ticable, improving evaluations of MOV failures
maintenance rule (10 CFR 50.65) also provides and necessary corrective action, and trending
requirements that address the performance of cer- MOV problems. The staff requested that licens-
tain MOVs in nuclear power plants, ecs complete the GL 89-10 program within three

refueling outages or five years from the issuance

Despite these regulatory requirements, operat- f the generic letter, whichever is later,

ing experience and research programs have raised
concerns regarding the performance of MOVs in The staff issued Supplement I to GL 89-10 on

une , to provide detailed information onnuclear power plants. MOV problems have ,

included inadequate MOV design, testing and the results of pubhc workshops held to discuss the
gener e letter.

maintenance, as well as incorrect torque, torque
bypass, and limit switch settings, which have led
to failures of MOVs to perform their mtended On August 3,1990, the statf issued Supple-

inent 2 to GL 89-10 to allow licensees additional _

functions. For example, the failure of MOVs in
time to review and to incorporate the information

both trains of the low pressure coolant mjection
provided in Supplement 1 into thei programs in

subsystem m, May 1991 required the shutdown of
response to the generic let;er,the Fitzpatrick nuclear power plant for an

extended period of time. Also, in
Tests performed by the Idaho National Engi.November 1991, the licensee of the Wolf Creek

neering 12boratory (INEL) as part of a program
nuclear power plant began to identify nutterous by the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory
problems with safety-related MOVs that requhed

Research reinforced concerns regarding the capa-
'

the plant to significantly extend its planned bility of MOVs to perform their design-basis
outage,

functions. At a public meeting on April 18,1990,
the INEL researchers discussed the results of the

in June 1990, the NRC staff issued NRC-sponsored MOV tests that revealed that
NUREG-1352, " Action Plans for Motor- more thrust was required to operate the tested
Operated Valves and Check Valves," which valves under high-flow conditions than had been
describes planned actions to organize t'te activi- predicted using standard industry calculations,
ties aimed at resolving the concerns about MOV These test results were directly applicable to the
(and check valve) performance. Those actions safety function of MOVs used for containment
include evaluation of the current regulatory isolation in the high pressure coolant injection
requirements and guidance applicable to MOVs, (HPCI), reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC),
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and teactor water cleanup (RWCU) systems of their GL $9-10 programs consistent with the rec-
boiling water reactor (BWR) plants. As a result of ommendations of the generic letter.

a summary review of the capability of MOVs in
those systems and discussions with the BWR With respect to the recommendations of
Owners' Group, the riaff issued Supplement 3 to GL 89-10 regarding design basis reviews of
GL 8910 on October 25,1990, which requested MOVs, many licensees are appropriately review-

BWR licensees to perform a plant specific safety ing plant documentation (such as the Final Safety

analysis and to evaluate the capability of MOVs Analysis Report and Technical Specifications) to

used for isolation in the HPCI, RCIC, and RWCU determine the worst case conditions for all
systems, and in isolation condenser lines, as design-basis scenarios. However, some licensees

applicable. Also, the staff requested alllicensees had failed to review normal, abnormal and emer-

to consider the results of the MOV tests in their gency procedures to ensure that worst case condi-

GL 89-10 programs, tions are identified for various design-basis
scenarios. Some licensees had focused on differ- -

On February 12,1992, the staff issued Supple- ential pressure and had not adequately addressed

ment 4 to GL 89-10 and stated that, based on a other design-basis parameters (such as flow, fluid

study of core melt probability, BWR licensees temperature, ambient temperature, and seismic /

need not address inadvertent MOV operation as dynamic effects). Although differential pressure

part of their GL 89-10 programs. Nevertheless, is the primary design-basis parameter used to pre-

the staff stated its belief that consideration of dict thrust requirements in the present industry

inadvertent MOV operation was a benefit to equations, the other design-basis parameters
needed to be considered to ensure that the testsafety,
results demonstrate that the MOV would operate
under design-basis conditions.

The staff issued Temporary Instruction (TI)
2515/109 (January 14,1991), " Inspection With respect to the recommendations of
Requirements for Generic Letter 8910, Cafety' GL 89-10 regardmg MOV sizing and switch set.
Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Sur- tings, licensees are using various methods to -

veillance, to provide guidance for regional determine the proper size of MOVs and their
inspections of the programs being developed by appropriate switch settings. Some licensees have
nuclear power plant licensees in response to increased the valve factors assumed in the indus.
GL 89-10. Part 1 of TI 2515/109 involves a try equations (used to predict the thrust required

-

review of the program being established by the to operate the valves) to reflect industry-wide and
licensee in response to GL 89-10, while Part 2 plant-specific exnerience. However, other licens-
involves a review of program implementation. ces continue to use old guidance from valve ven.
The staff intends to develop a comprehensive dors and manufacturers in estimating thrust
MOV inspection procedure to encompass guid- requirements which may be determined to be
ance from Tl 2515/109 and information from inadequate during designI asis tests.b
Other sources.

Among the weaknesses found by NRC inspec-
In January 1991, ti,e staff initiated inspections tors at various facilities in the area of MOV sizing

of GL 89-10 programs and has conducted inspec- an6 switch settings are (a) lack of justification for
tions of those programs at most licensee facilities. assumptions regarding stem friction coefficients
The inspections to date have focused on the ad changes in stem friction over the lubrication
review of the GL 89-10 programs (Part 1 of Tl interval, (b) failure to consider eff ects that can
2515/109). Some of the more significant findings reduce thrust delivered by the motor operator
with respect to GL 89-10 are summarized below. under high differential pressere and flow condi-

tions from the thrust delivered under no-load
The NRC inspections have found, for the most conditions, (c) failure to consider ambient tem-

part, that licensees are establishing the scope of perature effects on motor output and thermal
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overload sizk},(d) lack of justification for using For MOVs that cannot be tested under design-
industry databases in predicting thrust require- basis differential pressure and flow conditions,
ments, (e) failure to consider inertia in establish- the NRC inspectors have found some licensees
ing maximum torque switch settings,(f) reliance not to be following their commitments to the two-
on contractor studies of actuator capability with- stage approach (discussed in Supplement I to
out adequate justifice*~on, (g) lack of justification GI 89-10) to test those MOVs at the maximum
for reliance on motor output from generic motor differential pressure and flow achievable. Where

;

curves,(h) lack of justification for removal of cer- the test pressure and flow are near to the design- !
tain conser' tisms (such as application factor) basis conditions, the licensee m y be able to jus-

)from standard industry sizing calculations, and tify extrapolation of the test results so as to j
(i) failure to consider torque switch repeatability, demonstrate the capability of the MOV to per- i

form its safety function under design-basis condi-
tions. For MOVs that cannot be it,sted near to

Many licensees are updating their degraded design-basis conditions, the licensee will be able j
voltage studies to ensure that the worst-case mini- to use the results of the tests at maximum achiev. |
mum voltage available at the motor has been able conditions to help confirm valve factor )
determined for each MOV. Some licensees did assumptions in its sizing and switch setting meth- !

not justify the assumptions for (a) the starting odology and to set the MOV using the best avail-

point for the degraded _ voltage calculations, able dita, Alsa, there may be Technical
S ecification actions arid reporting requirements(b) motor power factor and current used to calcu- P

late cable losses, (c) losses caused by resistance stemming from tests of MOVs at less than full
c,f thermal overload devices in the circuit, or design-basis differential pressure and flow condi-

(d) effects on MOV stroke time under degraded tions when those sm:ts reveal that the MOVs
t- . voltage conditions, would not be capable of perfonning their safety

functions under design-basis conditions; )

. In their initial response to GL 89-10, some
With respect to the recommendations of

licensees did not commit to test MOVs where |- GL 8910 regarding MOV testing, many licens- practicable, but stated that they would attempt to I

ees have committed to test MOVs within the group MOVs to limit the extent of design-basis
scope of their GL 89-10 program under design- testing. In light of the preliminary results of
basis conditions, where practicable. Licensees

design-basis tests at several plants, licensees may
who have begun differential pressure and flow find it difficult to group MOVs in such a manner
testing have found some MOVs to require more that a small sample of MOV tests can be used to
thrust to operate than predicted by the standard

demonstrate that all MOVs in the group are car a-
industry equation with typical valve factors (such ble of performing their safety functions under
as 0.3 for flexible wedge gate valves) assumed in design-basis conditions,
the past. The NRC staff has found weaknesses in
licensee procedures for conducting the differen- With respect to the recommendations of

- tial pressure and flow tests, the acceptance crite. GL 8910 regarding periodic verification of
ria for the tests in evaluating the capability of the MOV capability, many licensees have stated that-
MOV to perform its safety function under design- they will attempt to use tests of MOVs with diag-

'

basis conditions, and feedback of the test results nostic equipment under zero differential pressure
into the methodology used by the licensee in pre- and flow conditions (static conditions) to demon-
dicting the thrust requirements for other MOVs. strate the adequacy of torque switch settings and
The NRC regulations and plant Technical Speci- the continued capability of MOVs to perform
fications establish requirements for licensee their safety functions under design-basis condi-
actions _and reporting when safety related equip- tions. None of those licensees, as yet, has pro-
ment is determined to be, or has been, unable to vided justification for applying the results of tests
perform its safety functions. conducted under static conditions to demonstrate
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design basis capability. Many licensees are inadequate procedures for MOV disassembly,

improving their methods,to demonstrate contin- and inadequate lubrication programs. During the

ved capability of MOVs to perform their safety inspections of the programs being developed in

functions under design basis conditions follow- response to GL 8910, the NRC staff has eva.

ing maintenance. luated other MOV activities by nuclear power
plant licensees. Significant findings from the

With respect to the recommendations of inspections in those MOV areas are discussed
below:GL 89-10 regarding MOV failures, corrective

action and trending, the NRC inspectors have

) found some licensees to be weak in responding to 1. Some licensees have not ensured adequate

MOV failures and deficiencies. Some licensees management oversight and direction for the

have not been thorough in their root cause analy- MOV program. The safety significance of

sis of MOV problems. Most licensees are the MOV program and the extensive _

attempting to improve the trending of MOV resources necessary to develop and imple-

problems. ment the program make it imperative that
licensee management closely monitor its
staff's activities.In GL 89-10, the NRC staff requested that

licensees complete all design-basis reviews, anal-
yses, verifications, tests, and inspections that 2. Licensees have found (a) incorrect spring

were inittated in order to satisfy the generic letter packs installed in MOVs,(b) incorrect
recommended actions by June 28,1994, or three MOV data on the motor or actuator name-

refueling outages after December 28,1989, plates and in the procurement documents

whichever is later. During the inspections, the from the vendor, and (c) spring packs with

staff found some licensees not to have made ade. different performance characteristics from

quate progress toward resolving the MOV issue
different manufacturers, but with the same

for their facilities within the recommended sched- part number.

ule of GL 89-10. 'The staff has accepted limited
extensions of the GL 89-10 schedule for particu- 3. Licensees are improving their documenta-

lar licensees where justification has been tion of current and required MOV switch

provided. settings, but some weaknesses remain.
.

With respect to Supplement 3 to GL 8910, 4. Some licensees have raised torque switch

BWR licensees have completed their determina- settings for MOVs above the ruanufactur-

tions of whether any inunediate concerns exist er's maximum specified value without an

with respect to the capability of MOVs within the adequate safety analysis in accordance with

scope of Supplement 3 to GL 89-10 to perform the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.

their safety functions under design-basis condi-
tions. Many BWR licensees have determmed the 5. Some licensees rely on minor preventive
need to adjust or modify those MOVs to provide maintenance or diagnostic test results in
assurance of their capability. determining the need for MOV refurbish-

ment despite the weakness of such activities

In addition to the recommendations of in identifying degradation (such as caused

GL 89-10, the NRC staff has inspected other by stem nut wear)in the capability of an
licensee activities involving the perfonnance of MOV to perform its safety function under

MOVs. For example, the staff's program of Diag- design-t, is conditions. Further, some
nostic Evaluation Team inspections has found licensees are not refurbishing MOVs to

lack of engineering bases for torque switch set- establish a known MOV condition before

tings, inadequate procedures for setting torque performing an initial baseline test with diag-

switches, lack of control of torque switch settings, nostic equipment.
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| 6. Some licensees do not have maintenance vendor information (such as Limitorque'

procedures that (a) provide adequate torque Mainteoance Updates) although some
switch balancing guidance, (b) outline spe- weaknesses remain.
cific guidance on identifying degradations
or filling of the limit switch gearcase, or 9. During plant walkdowns, the NRC inspec-
(c) reflect important vendor inDrmation, tors have found some licensees to have
such as the operability effects of spring pack strong housekeeping programs for MOVs.
relaxation. At other facilities, the NRC inspectors have

found (a) grease leaking from actuators,.
7. Some licensees appear to have strong train- (b) dirty valve stems that do not support the

ing programs for MOV maintenance and licensee's assumptions for stem friction
diagnostic testing. Many licensees are sig. coefficients or lubrication intervals (particu-
nificantly improving their training pro- larly for MOVs in high temperamre areas),
grams. However, the NRC inspectors have and (c) out-of-date torque switch calibration
found weaknesses in the establishment of stickers.
refresher training, the training of contractor I
personnel, and the verification of adequate The NRC staff will continue to perform insla- I

knowledge of instructors provided by out- tions of licensee activities involving MOVs. 'Ihe -
side organizations. NRC staff believes that the number of MOV

problems and operating events caused by those
8. Licensees are improving their processing problems will decrease as licensees implement

and control of operating experience and their programs in response to GL 89-10.

1
|
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Rulemaking Efforts on Codes and Standards
- Gilbert C, Millman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ABSTRACT
Section 50.55a of the NRC regulations provides a mechanism for incorporating

nstional codes and standards into the regulatory process. It incorporates by refer-

ence ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (ASME B&PV Code) Section IH rules
for construction and Section XI rules for inservice inspection and inservice testing.

He regulation is periodically amended to update these references.

The rulemaking process, as applied to Section 50.55a amendments,is over-
viewed to familiarize users with associated intemal activities of the NRC staff and
the manner in which public comments are integrated into the process. The four
ongoing rulemaking action:, that would individually amend Section 50.55a are
suminarized. Two of the actions would directly impact requirements for inservice

testing.

Benefits accrued with NRC endorsement of the ASME B&PV Code, and pos-
sible ftoire endorsement of the ASME Operations and Maintenance Code ( ASME
OM Code), are identified. Emphasis is placed on the need for code writing com-
mitees to be especially sensitive to user feedback on code rules incorporated into
the regulatory process to enstrce that the rules are complete, technically accurate,
clear, practical, and enforceable.

'

The " Codes and Standards" rule, which is Sec- be useful to first provide you with an overview of>

tion 50.55a of the NRC regulations,is the primary the major steps in the rulemaking process,

mechanism by which NRC incorporates ASME
consent,us standards into the regulatory process. The rulemaking process starts with the prepa-

Specifically, Section 50.55a incorporates by ref- ration of a task initiation package, which is sub-

eierece Sections III and XI of the ASME Boiler mitted for approval to the NRC Executive

and Presstue Vessel Code (B&PV Code) Rese Director for Operations (EDO). The package

secticas of the ASME B&PV Code reference states the purpose of and need for the rulemaking,

other standards, such as OM Parts 1,6, and 10, and briefly addresses various aspects of value/

that in turn become regulatory requirements. impact. The rulemaking is initiated if approved
by the EDO.

Section 50.55a is amended every two to three ne proposed mie and supporting draft regula-

years to include later edition and addenda of the tory analysis are prepared and submitted to cogni-
ASME D&PV Code. Occasionally, the section is zant NRC technical, legal, and administrative
amended to modify its scope. At present, four offices for comment. Revisions are made in
amendmen;s to Section 50.55a are in various accordance with staff comments. The rulemaking -

stages of development. I will provide you with the package is then resubmitted to the cognizant
status of these rulemakings, but I believe it would offices for approval.

a.This presentation was prepared (in whote. or in part) by an employee 3f the United States Nuclear Re gulatory Com'nis-
sion. It presents information that does not currently represent an agreed.upon staff position. NRC has neither approved
nor disapproved its technical matter.

|
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Subsequently, the rulemaking package is The final rule has been approved by the ACRS
reviewed by the Advisory Committee on Reactor and has been sv5mitted to the CRGR for review.
Safeguards (ACRS) and the Committee to Review
Generic Requirements (CRGR). These commit- The second amendment, which was initiated a
tees advise the EDO on whether they believe the few months ago, has specialinterest for the
proposed rule should be issued.The CRGR has the Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Committee.
unique responsibility to review backfit consider- The proposed rule would update the reference to
ations and the relationship of the rule to other regu- the ASME B&PV Code to the 1992 Edition, and
latory a.tions. If the committee recommendations would incorporate by reference into the regula-
are positive, ae ' *he EDO_ agrees, the proposed tions, the ASME O&M Code with possible modi-
rule would be signed by the EDO to be published fications. The proposed rule is scheduled to be
in the Federal Register for a 75-day public com. published in the Federal Register mid calendar

- ment period. The Commission has delegated year 1993.
authority to the EDO to develop and promulgate
this and certain other types of rules. The third amendment would incorporate by

reference Section XI, Subsections IWE and IWL,

Public comments are collated, reviewed, and which, respectively, provide rules for inservice

resolved. The proposed rule and draft regulatory taspection of metal and concrete containments.

analysis are modified, as necessary, to resolve gg ;, gg
pubhc comments. The resolution of these com-
ments is documented in the final rulemakmg The objective of this amendment, as presently

package. Important points on the comment reso- defined in the task initiation package, is to
gg g 33 7lution are specifically addressed in the supple-

i don h M mmentary mformation to the final rule,
ponent in the program can accomplish its safety
function at design basis conditions, and

'nie process of office review, comment, con- (c) require trending of data to identify degradedcurrence, and ACRS and CRGR review are
components, This potential rulemaking was therepeated for the final rule,If the ACRS and subject of a letter from James E. Richardson,

CRGR recommend that the final rule be issued Director of the Division of Engineering, Nuclear
and the EDO concurs, the EDO will sign the rule Reactor Reaction, (NRR) to Forrest Rhodes,.

for publication in the Federal Register. Although Chairman, O&M Main Committee. The letter-
final rules for Section 50.55A are effective requested the ASME O&M Committee to con- j
immediately, Section 50.55A requires that new sider addressing the above three issues in its

'

inservice testing (IST) programs, based on refer- codes and standards. .A meeting was held in
enced edition of the code, be implemented at the May 1992 between the NRC staff and O&M
time of the IO-year update.

Committee members to discuss details of the let-
ter. The response by the O&M Committee to the

Following is a summary of the four ongoing Richardson letter may effect the final scope of
Section 50.55a rulemaking actions. The most this potential rulemaking.
advanced of these amendments would update ref-
erences to edition and addenda of the ASME- As you can see, the NRC staff has an extensive
B&PV Code through the 1989 Edition, incorpo- program to incorporate ASME codes and stan-
rate OM -6 and -10 through a Section XI refer- dards into the regulatory process. Incorporating
ence, separate in the regulation the requirements the ASME O&M Code into the regulations is a
for inservice inspection and inservice testing, and significant action for the NRC.The determination
expedite a Section XI specified reactor vessel must be made that the ASME O&M Code is
examination. This amendment has been pub- acceptable as written, or with modifications, and
lished for public comment, and the proposed rule that the infrastructure within the O&M Commit-
has been revised based upon those comments. tee is in place for adequately maintaining the
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There would be increased probability thatO AM Code. This includes responding to user *

the standard would be usedinquiries and developing alternative rules to the
O&M Code in the form of code cases, it is reason-

able to expect Ciat the NRC would develop a reg- NRC endorsement would enhance the sta?-*

ulatory guide for O&M code cases that would ute of the O&M Committee.
specify their acceptability for use.

Should the O&M Code be incorporated by ref- If the O&M Code is integrated into the regula-

crence irto the NRC regulations, it would tory process,it would be especially necessary to

become,like the ASME B&PV Code, an integral maintain it on a continuing basis. This mainte-

part of the regulatory process.Ris would result
nance should be proactive. Revisions and addi-

in an expanded association between the NRC and
tions to the O&M Code should be complete,

ASME that would benefit both.
technically accurate, clear, practical, and
enforceable ne O&M Committee must be sen.

De NRC would benefit because sitive to the need to ctange existing rules based

upon results from IST programs and operational
The O&M Code would impart authority to experience. This may seem obvious, but unlesse

the technical positions, which would be there is a mechanism within the O&M Committee
more readily accepted because of the credi- to obtain, evaluate, and implement user input, it

bility that ASME standards have on a will not happen.

national and internationallevel

Many of you are aware that the ASME funded
NRC resources would be multiplied through

the Pressure Vessel Research Council (PVRC) to
*

the participation of industry, academia, and
perform an independent review of the nuclear

the public portions of the ASME B&PV Code to simplify

There would be a higher probability that and eliminate confusing portions of that code.
*

better, more practical standards would be he project started slowly, but eventually interest
picked up and over 100 recommendations were

developed
provided to the ASME for consideration. These

Standards not endorsed in their totality recommendations were reviewed by the ASME
e

would provide a good basis for incorpora- Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards and trans- c

tion with specific modifications,
mitted to Section III, Section XI, and the O&M
Committee for evaluation and possible imple-

The ASME would benefit because
mentation. While this was a useful project,it
should have been unnecessary. The individual

The NRC staft !s committed to the codes main committees should have a mechanism fore

and standards prohmm continuously soliciting and evaluating user feed-
back. I encourage the O&M committee to con-

Participation in O&M activities by others in sider developing and implementing such a=

the nuclear industry would be encouraged procedure.

Proper consideration of safety would be The NRC staff looks forward to a mutually*-

ensured beneficial relationship with the ASME O&M

issues of public concern would be identified
committee in the interest of protecting the public

e
health and safety, which after all is all of us.

and resolved

'
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Equipment Nonconformance and Degradation:
Promptly Determining Operability and Establishing

Corrective Action Plans
Chris L. Hoxie, Karen R. Gotton, ar d Richard L. Emch, Jr,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiotra

ABSTRACT

Nine principles for dealing with degraded and nonconforming equipment are
presented and some exangles are discussed. The distinction between equipment
operability (i.e., capability to perfortn the safety function) and equipment qualifica. 7

tion (conformance to all aspects of the current licensing basi?, including codes and
standards, c'esign criteria, and commitments) is discust .d 'the concept of fmding
reasonable assurance of safety for continued plant operation for equipment not cov-

ered by technical specifications is also presented. Degraded or nonconforming
equipment must be evaluated for its safety impact and for operability. In all cases,
degraded or noncocfortning conditions must ultimately be resolved, either through
prnrtpt coirective action or through some process of showing that the changed state
of tne plaat is acceptable for continued operation, based on 10 CFR 50.59.

INTRODUCTION 3. operability is the capability to perform the
safety function (s).

In the fall of 1991, the NRC published Generic
Letter (GL) 91-18 to aid NRC inspectors in the 4. Qualification is conformance to all aspects
evaluation oflicensee actions to resolve degraded of the design basis, including codes and
and nonconforming conditions of safety equip- standards, design criteria, regulations, and
ment (including pumps and valves) at nuclear final safety analysis report commitments.
power plants. Because of the thousands of com- }

ponents involved, licensees come upon degraded
~

or nonconforming equipment frequently. How a 5. Determining operability and plant safety is a

licensee responds to such conditions and the continuous decision-making process,

decision-making process that the licensee us's
are of interest to every NRC inspector. Therefore, 6. Timeliness of operability determinations
the NRC published GL 91-18 to promulgate nine should be commensurate with the safety sig-
fundamental principles to keep in mind when nificance of the issue.
dealing with degraded or nonconforming
conditions-

7. Timeliness of corrective action (i.e.,

1. - Focus on safety. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XVI
Requirement for " prompt" corrective

2. Deal with operability and restoration of action) should be commensurate with the
qualification separately. safety significance of the corrective action.

a. This presentation was prepared (in whole, or in part) by an employee of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. It presents information that does not currently represent an agreed-upon staff position. NRC has neither
approved nor disapproved its technical matter.
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8. Justifications for Continued Operation threat to public taalth and safety, if a degraded
(JCOs) are the licensee's technical basis for condition arises that is 1. serious problem, the
opeuting in an otherwise prohibited manner plant needs to be put in a safe condition regat dless
(e.g., outside technical specification limits, of any other commitments that might exist in
regulations, or license conditions), technical specifications (TS) or any other place.

9. License amnoments and enforcement The next action is a prompt operability deter-
discretion are NRC's response to a licens. mination. In these determinations, it must be

ec's request to operate in the otherwise pro, stressed that operability really means the capabil- ,

hibited manner. ity to perform the safety function. Operability )

doct not tucan that equipment coaforms to a code

SOME EXAMPLES r standard. It does not mean that it looks like its
as built drawing. The key is the equipment's

. . functional safety capability.
To illustrate the application of the m.ne prm- ;

,

ciples,it is useful to examine some examples. As It is not unusual to have equipment that per. I
we do so, we will also examine safety assessment haps does not meet a code or standard or might !
in general; operability determinations; and how . have an equipment qualification problem. Ilut !
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations, corrective there still is a legitimate judgement that can be |
action plans, and license amendments fit into the made about its ability to perform its safety {pmcess. function.

Some examples of degraded and nonconform- Because subsequent actions depend on the out-
ing equipment include equipment that doesn't come of the operability determination,it needs to
meet a code or a standard, doesn't conform to the be made promptly We recognize that they are not
as-built condition, or doesn't respond normally or being made with perhaps all the information that |
as expected. Other examples include equipment will ultimately be available. So when a prompt )
qualification; whether files are available, and determination of equipment operability is made,
whether new test data indicate that there could be it oaght to be made based upon whatever analysis
a problem with equipment; or a previously undis- is available; whatever tests or partial test results
covered design deviation. Physical evidence, are available; whatever operating experience can
such as a fouled heat exchanger, may also indicate be brought to bear on the issue; and on engineer-
a degraded condition. ing judgement. An initial prompt operability

determination may be revised as additional
Information on the condition of plant equip- information is gathered,

ment may come from licensee analyses, compo-
nent testing in situ, bench or prototype testing of We now cover four examples where equipment

components, or from a vendor or another plant. It is either covered by TS or not, and the determina-

is the licensee's responsibility to integrate all tion is made whether the equipment is operable or

sorts ofinformation concerning equipment degra. not.

dation and nonconformance and then take the
appropriate actions. Example 1: Equipment in TS

and Operable
J Assuming that a degraded or nonconforming

condition exists, then the first action is to focus on The first case is one in which equiptnent speci-
safety. An initial assessment is required to deter- fled in the TS is determined to be operable. This
mine what safety impact the degraded or noncon- equipment, which may in fact be in some
forming condition will have, and whether degraded state for which corrective actions may
continued plant operation is acceptable. In effect, te required later, is still capable of performing the
this first test is whether there is any immediate safety function (s). Therefore by plant license and

' NUREG/CP-0123 580
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by TS, continued operation of the plant is the operability of the equipment, based upon
authorized, whatever information exists with respect to not

conforming with codes and standards still ought
llowever, corrective action to resolve the to be made. lf the equipmerit is judged to be oper-

degraded condition or lack of conformance still able (and in effect, we are using the same stan.

must be carried out, although it can be carried out dards we would for equipment covered by TS)

while plant operation continues. based upon operating experience and engmeeritig
judgement, then continued operation is

There are two ways in wlut.h corrective actions acceptabk.
can be done. The action can t,e tal.en promptly. In i

tl.is case, there is no clear time period that corre- In this case also, the nonconforming or

sponds to "promptly." It depands on the safety degraded state of the equipment must ultimately

significance of the situation. be resolved through corrective action or
10 CFR 5039 evaluation.

Alternatively, the licensee may propose to ilve
with the degraded or nonconforming condition Exampb 4: Equipment not in TS
without corrective action. In this case, the NRC and Inoperable
views this as a change to the facility that must be
evaluated under 10 CFR 50.59, which may or If equipment is not specified in TS and is deter-
may not call for alicense amendment. ggg g ;, g; , ggg

"Y " '" *d*d I ' P'""' P*'^*i "*
ExamP e 2: E4ulPment in TS 'h^' ." l' I*^the short-term. A judgement must bel contmue tn

and inoperable made about whether there is reasonable assurance
of safety. If that can be done (and we will discuss

For equipment covered by TS and determined what eleinents go into that determination), then

to be inoperable the normalcourse of action is to continued operation of the plant would be
follow the technical specifications. In many appropriate, If not, in fact the plant ought to be
instances, this would put the plant in an action placed in a safe condition. That might mean tak-
statement. It could require a relatively prompt ing some compensatory measures or it might
shu'down. As an atternative, the safety circum- mean shutting down the plant,

stances might dictate that the safer thing to do
!

would be to operate the plant (perhaps in some As with other cases, since there is some com-

changed sv . such as at a reduced power, or per- mitment to a code, standard, or torne other com.

haps with some other cornpensatory measures mitment that is not being met as a t esult of finding

taken). In this case, an emergency license amend- a degraded or nonconforming condition, that

ment or other regulatory action ought to be pro- condition again needs to be corrected either by

posed by the licensee, bringing the plant back into conformance with the y

original commitments through prompt corrective
in this case also, the nonconforming or action, or through use of the 10 CFR 50.59

degraded state of the equipment must ultimately process (in effect justifying the altered state of the

be resolved through corrective action or plant).

10 CPR 50.59 evaluation.
Reasonable Assu:ance of

Example 3: Equipment not in TS Safety
and Operable

in cases where there is equipment not coverc'i

For equipment that is not covered in TS there by TS and there is a need ta make a judgement

still can be safety implications because the equip- about the reasonable assurance of safety for con-

ment is inoperable. Therefore, a judgement about tinued operation, the considerations that would go

581 NUREG/CP-0123
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into such a judgement involve the availability of SUMMARY |redundant or backup equipment a;x! other com-
i

penutory measures, such as operator action or Degraded or nonconfortning equipment must ;
stationing an operator by the eqdpment. Consid- be evaluated for its safety impact and for oper-
eration should also be given to the safety function ability. Operability is capability to perform the !of the equipment and the events that are protected safety iunction(s) and is, in effect, a different

|against by the equipment.Tbc amount of conser- decision than whether equipment is in a noncon- ;
vatism in the analysis tend the available margins forming or degraded state, in all cases, degraded

{are also factored into the judgement. FinaPy, the or nonconforming conditions must ultimately be
probability of needing the safety function may resolved, either through prompt corrective action
also be considered which is a case where iudge- or through some process of showing that the
ments about the probability of remote ^ ents c hanged state of the plant is acceptable for contin-.

would play a role in the decision-making process, ued operation, based upwi 10 CFR 50.59.
|
|

|
1

\

|
|
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Solenoid-Operated Valves and Related Equipment
-A Status Report

Dr. H, L. Ornstein
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission a

Office for Analysis and Evaivation
of Operational Data

ABSTRACT'

The paper presents a status report of receatly performed, ongoing, and planned
activities associated with solenoid-operated valves and related equipment. It
includes discussions of the activities being undertaken in response to the concerns
raised in NUREG-1275, Voluine 6. " Operating Experience Feedback Report-
Solenoid-Operated Valve Problerns," and Geretic Letter 91-15,' Operating Expe-
rience Feedback Report, Golenoid Operatul Vehe Proble ns at U.S. Reactors." It
discusses the initiatives being taken by professional societies such as The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineea (IEEE) and actions being taken by individual licensees,

major SOV manufacturers, and indusuy groups.

INTRODUCTION (Ornstein). In September 1991, the NRC issued
Generic Letter (GL) 91 15 (NRC,1991) forward-
ing the study to licensees.

In 1988, beceuse of concerns arising from
safety significant events involving the simulta- DISCUSSION *

neous failures of multiple solenoid-operated
valves (SOVs), the Nuclear Regulatory Commis- GL 91-15 described deficiencies in design and

- sion (NRC) Office for Analysis and Evaluation of application, manufacture, maintenance, survell- _

Operational Data (AEOD) began a systematic lance testing, and feedback of failure data on

analysis of operational events involving SOVs. SOVs. It concluded that problems with SOVs

AEOD performed a case study which concluded need additional industry attention. GL 91-15

that nuclear plants were susceptible to common- alerted licensees to the NRC's concerns for the

mode SOV failures as a result of deficiencies in susceptibility of SOVs to common-mode failures,

SOV design, application, maintenance, surveil- the potential reductions in safety margin, and the

lance testing, and manufacturing AEOD's case accompanying increase in risk. The generic letter

study," Solenoid-Operated Valve Problems in noted the vulnerability of safety-related equip-

Light Water Reactors," was issued as a prelimi- ment to cornmon-mode failure or degradation of

nary case study for peer review in June 1990. SOVs. It noted that NRC is concerned about the

After resolution of peer review comments,it was reliability of SOVs used in safety apNications,

~ issued as, AEOD Case Study C90-01 in and it stated that the NRC expected licensees to

December 1990- and it was issued as review the information presented in the case
NUREG-1275, Volume 6,in February 1991 study and consider appropriate actions to avoid

a. Thb. presentation was prepared (in whole, or in part)by an employee of the United States Naclear Regulator; Com-
mission. It presents information that does not currently represent an agreed-upon staff position, NRC has neither
approved nor disapproved its technical matter.
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SOV problems similar to those presented in EPRl/NIAAC. In February 1991. The Electric
NUREG-1275,Volutne 6(Ornstein,1991). Power Research Institute and Nuclear Mainte-

nance Assistance Center (EPRl/NMAC) initiated
Individual Utility ActivitleS a SOV Technical Advisory Group to assist a con-

tractor formulate a SOV maintenance and
The author has had discussions with many application guide. The guide's intent was to

licensees and has found that some of them have inform plant operations and maintenance people

initiated aggressive programs to review SOVs about the importance and sensitivity of SOVs.

that are important to safety at their plants, and to ne guide provides important informatica about

verify the subject SOVs' design, application, life, Principles of operation, maintenance, testing, and

and maintenance programs. Many utilities have root cause failure analysts. The report was tssued

itnplemented extensive SOV root failure in draft in December 1991 and was scheduled to

analyses. be issued in final fotm in April 1992.

hble 1 provides a brief summary of the activi- NMAc couducted two SOV wntkshops (une in
ties presently conducted at 25 plants. In several December 1991 and one in May 1992). The work-
ca.ses, the utilities initiated their activities upon shops included lectures on SOV operating experi-
when they received NUREG-1275, Volume 6, ence, lectures oc the SOV maintenance and
before the generic letter was issued. Utilities that application guide, and hands on demonstrations
the author has not had direct contact with on the by several major SOV manufacturers.
issue of response to GL 91-15 have been omitted
from the table' INPO. NUREG-1275, Volume 6 (Ornstein,1988)

included a recommendation for systematic
Professional Societies feedback of SOv failure experience to SOV ven-

dors. Such a program would alert SOV manufac.
ASME. Tie ASME Nuclear Operation and turers to failures of their equipment by making
Maintenance (O&M) Committee has selected a tlw failure records of their specific SOVs avail-
task force to review the need for an ASME O&M able to the manufacturers. The Institute of
standard on performance testing of SOVs. He Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)lms agiced to
task force was scheduled to provide a report to the provide SOV manufacturers with failure data

-

O&M Committee in June 1992. However, (as of reports on their SOVs in response specific
April 1992) the schedule appears to be slipping. manufacturers' requests. No periodic updates will

be provided.
IEEE. The IEEE Power Engineer Society,
Nuclear Power Engineering Committee Working Majer SOV ManufacturersGroup 3.3 issued a good practices guide for
SOVs in 1988 (IEEE,1988). nat guide did not
recognize the susceptibility for and the impact of Four major SOV manufacturers (Automatic
common-mode SOV failures upon plant safety Switch Company [ASCO], Automatic Valve
margins. The guide was based on the assumption Company [AVC), Target Rock, and Valcor) have
that the observed SOV events were isolated, ran- all noted a heightened awareness of the concerns
dom, single faih'.res. Discussions between AEOD for common-mode SOV failures. They have been
and the IEEE Working Group 3.3 members after made more aware of 10 CFR 21 requirements for
the guide was published convinced the working SOVs, especially in the area of user nott6 cation
group members that the guide should be revised of newly discovered SOV deficiencies. These
to address the issue of common-mode SOV fail- major SOV manufacturers have started programs
ures and degradations. IEEE Working Group 3.3 to improve their SOV performance. Recently, the
is scheduled to issue a revision to its maintenance major SOV manufacturers have issued field
good practices guide early in 1993, service bulletins / notifications to the licensees to

,
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Yahle 1. Ucensee activitier regarding SOVs.
(P) Primary contact

Review maintenance / Aggwma.e root
- (T) Team leaderImplement design cause failure analysis Comments

Plant verificatica progeu survmbnce test pracuces

Three man effort (1)Bruw Kozar

Beaver Valley I & 2 Limited number of Change to the use of Has been

SOVs being aldressed staggering of SOVsin implemented, addressing NUREG-1275..- (P) Jack Kweder

(mostly barsh turbogercratorEHCsystem. Utilizin;t AOV Volume 6 concems

environmer )(EQ. Expandmg surveillance diagnostic equipment
to measme SOV

SOVs)-Program being testingto determine -

exparxled operability and corrfition of operstmg

individualvalves charactensucs

fr) Glenn RewsmanParucpating with other utilities and ASCO on
(P)H. AIIenWalker

B. 1 wick 1 & 2. Have implersented a corporste-wide program (7 person sticking of ASCO 206 832 SOVs
team) to address recommeadations of NUREG-1275,Robmson 2,
Volume 6. Most of the recommendation. isve already

Shearon Harris
been implemented at Brunswick 1 & 2. Staggered
repixement of SOVs has been implemented on
redundant SOVs which have hai repetitive failures.
Looking into diversity. Revised mairdenmre practaces to
eliminate possible introduction of contwinants intoY SOVs daring installation or ' shop testing. Revising SOV"
chang:out times to reflect actual operating expenence
(vs. more optimistic EQ calculations)

Contractor report raised (P) Larry Gastine

Crysta! River 3 Yes-focusing primarily Yes-aggressiv s concern for 115 ran-EQ !

on AOVs(andtheir preventative mamtenance AOVs (with their
associated SOVs) prograrn especially with associatedSOVs). Addmg g |

regard to elastomers 115 AOVs(andassociated
g- |
y ,

SOVs to pesiodic 6
| preventative maintenance G'

program periodic elastomer
|

replacement program being
|u

adopted). Active
@-

,,

participation in NMAC ySOV maintenance program *
~

(P) John Hayes y
Active participant in NMAC SOV maintenance program and AOV users " wp. g't

Developed AOV diagnostic tool which is being refined and marketed by CE/ABB$ Davis-Besse Yes.

y
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alert liccusecs to the recently discovered nizations other than those contacted and dis-
deficiencies. cuned above will take similar actions to improve

SOY perfonnance.

Ililler and General Electric (OU) have initiated
a program to replace ASCO NP8323 SOVs on REFERENCES
main steam isolation valve (htSIV) alt packs.
Thermal aging and perfonnance tests were pet. Automatic Switch Company (ASCO),1989,
formed on 21 SOVs to be used on the 11 iller '' Field Notification Concerning the Quali-

h1SIV air packs. Testing was perfoimed ce new fied Life of ASCO Catalog NP 1 Wives."

design SOVs supplied by ASCO, AVC. and October 27.

Valcor. Included were ASCO's new NS series
valves ASCO's voltage reduction model, and C.cneral Electric Company,1991 Reportable

new model AVC and %1cor valves. The Target Condition, Solenoid Valve Internal Leak.

Rock valves were not tested because of their age,10 CFR Part 21 Report to NRC.
November 8.excessive sire and weight. Of the 30Vs tested,

ASCO's new NS series single coil valves, Oroth, J. F.,1991, institute of Nuclear Power
NS8320, were the stra perfonners.'Ihey operated Operations, letter to E. L Jordan, NRC,
finwlessly throughout.The AVC valves sustamed ay L
several coil failurea The Wicor valves had "sub-
stantialleakage problems." ASCO's old NP series Institute of Electrical and Electronien Engineers,
valves had shifting problems. ASCO's voltage 1988,IEEE Maintenance Good Pract/ccs
reduction modules did not perform r isfactotily. for Nuceor Power Plant Electrical Equip-
The Ililler test report (Ralph A. Ilitier Company, ret, iPorM Pigress & port Ever6n
1992) indicated their reluctance use the ASCO of Mainicnance and Related Practices for
NS8320 SOVs on their htSiv nir packs without Solenold Operated Valves in Nuclear
additional seismic analysis. Porthermore, pg,cr Generatly Stat 6ns, IEEE Power
lillier/GE are continuing to do engmeeting work Engineering Society, Nuclear Power Engl.
to support the use of other Valcor SOVs with dif- neering Committee, Subcomtnittec 3.
ferent seal material with the expectation that they Working Group 3.3.
would perform better than the Valcor SOVs that
did not fare well during the aforementioned tests. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,1989,Infonna-

tion Notice 89-66," Qualification Life of
Whatever designs are finally adopted by indi- Solenoid Wives," September 11.

vidual BWR ownen, it would tw prudent to con.
sider SOV diversity in the event that the new
SOVs have design deficiencies that have not yet
surfaced,b the use of alternate designs on inboard
and outboard htSIVs would prevent common- b. For example, ou November 8,1991, GE issued a

***i""""'' P" **

mode failures from compromising aL>> one main had been made in ticir equipment qualification cal-
steam line's capability to isolate on demand, culations for ASCO dual coil NP8323 SOVs used in

.

MSIV air packs at about half the U.S. IlWRs. The
CONCLUSIONS repon nued that GE hal failed to propenly consider the

self heating aspect of those valves.The use of an

Subsequent to AEOD's evaluation of SOV * "'" ''*P##8'",ir resulted in a calculated qualified
fe M 8 "P" n te at acc un 8M

opcrating ex1verienct, there has been a heightened self-heating (self heating addressed in Informau,on
awateriess of the importance for minimizing the Notice 89-66 [NRC,1989) and an Octoted 27.19W
likelihood for common-mode SOV failures and ASCO field notification report [ASCO,1989) results
degradat ons. Activities are continuing on many in a redaction of the qualification life from 5 yean toi

fronts and it is hoped (and er.pected) that orga- only 18 monh).
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Nuclear Regulatory Commissiort 1991, Generic NUREG 1275. Volume 6, U.5, Nuclear
letter 91 1$,"Opcrating ".tperience Tced- Regulatory Conunission, Office for Analy.
back Report, Solenold Operated Valve sis and Evaluation of Operational Data,
Problems at U.S. Reactors," September 23. February.

Ornstein,11. L,1991. Operating E.iperience Ralph A. Ililler Company,1992," Test Report No.
Frcdback Rcrort-Solenold Operated ER 1600.P Thermal Test of Solenoid
\'alve Probicms, Case Study ATODIC90-01, Valves,"lanuary 13.
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The 1992 Symposium on Pump and Valve Testing, jointly sponsored by the Board on Nuclear Codes
and Standards of the American Society of Mechanical Enginects r.nd by the Neear Regulatory Commission,

provides a forum for the discussion of current programs and methods for inseret testing and motor-operated 5alve
testing at nuclear power plants.ne symposium also provides an opportunity to discuss the need to irnprove that
testing in order to help ensure the reliable performance of pumps and valves, ne participation of industry representa.
tives, regulators, and consultants results in the discussion d a broad spectrum of ideas and perspectives regarding the
improvement of inservice testing of pumps and valves at nuclear power plants.
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